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FOREWORD'

,
Paul

Gray
's

,
In June of 1982, M.IT. had the pleasure to host the.First National Conference on Issues
Facing Black Administrators at Predominantly White_Colleges and Universities. Faculty
and'qdministrators from institutions of higher education throughout the country,met to
discuss the issues that Wawe influenced our educational system in,the past, that affect
obr colleges and universities today, and that pose a challenge, indeed a threat, to our
Ibility to support necessary and important 15rograms ih the future.
0.
+
The conference provI4ed a.national forum for the discu§sion'of the current economic and
'sbcial climate in this country. PreOntations, many of which'are included in this volume,
focused on issues affecting financial aid, staffing, enrollment, support for tesearch,
and other major areas of concern:to Eaculty and administratorg. Analysis of these issues
.in the context of the problems,faced by black administrators who seek to contribute and
participate fully in predominantly white institutions provided keen insight into the
priorities and apparent direction of American higher education.
Loh insight is'essential
if we ate to succeed in reversing the trends that promise to undo the work of decades.

All institueions of higher education will be confronting difficult times in the coming
years.
If we are to survive this eia of economic retrenchment and changing priorities,
thee educational community will have ,to pool tts talents .and resources, The conference
on issues facing black administrators at predominantly, white colleges and universities
took an iteportant step toward building.professional networks among black.andyhite
colleague§ in diverse positions of responsibility in,§chnols throughout the country.

1

PREFACE

John B. Turner and Clarence G. Williams

AIP

4

,

From all indicators the First National Conference on Issues Facing Black Administrators
at Predominantly White Colleges and Universities was a major success.
The large attendance
of black administrators from all over the c9untry 'to this conference was clear evidence
that they felt a seriOus concern regarding their presence, well-being, and future in
higher education. From the late 1960's to the present, the number of black college
students has ,beel on an upward trend at predothinantly white campuses and, corr4vonding1y
the presence of black administrators has had a similar increase. Yet, many black administrators are presently qubstioning their perceived.role of only serving black students
end black programs. It has become clear that earnest attention should be given to their
entry and mottility in traditional college senior administrative positions in such areas,as
academic affairs, fiscal affairs, operations and development.
In the light of these
concerns, we haVe asked.ourselves, what are theStrains, anxieties, ard hopes or,being an
administrator who happens to be bletk in a predominantly white university or college2

.

to

,

It was the deliberation of this question within the Association of Black Administrators'
at the Massachusetts Institute of Tedhnology (MIT) that created the idea of a na4tional
conference on issues facing black administrators. This group has met regularly over the
past seyen years to discuss issues affecting black administrators at MIT and to exchange
informatOn and perspectives regarding campus programs related to black students.
As
members of this group participated in outside professiOnal organizations within their..
respective fields, it became clear t8 us that black administrators, in general, wete very
interested in coming together as A group to discuss these critical
s-

In oUr discussions within and outside MIT, black administrators recognized thae a public
forum.did not currently exist by which common issues, unique to their presence at predominantly white colleges or universities, could be addipssed.
Among the concerns identified
were, (1) upward mobility, (2) interactionvith white and brack colleagues, 43) professional training, (4) dealing with.stress, (5) broadening career alternatives, (6) super.
.vising white staff membe;s, (7) being AsPonsive to the needs of black students, (8) building networks with peers 4 other institutions, (9).developing effective black faculty/staff
organizations on caM'puS,and (10) interacting witii predominantly black.institutions.
/

After considerable reflection on these issues, the Association of Black Administrators at
MIT chose'as thefocug for this firq.jconterence the black administrator and his or. her
personal and professional de4lopment.rather than, for example, highlighting the duties,
responsibilities, and1Undtions of a black college administrator.
.

.

.

,

..,

This forum was nationwide in scope and was designed to attract black,administrators tfom
white institutions as well as others who were interested itr learning, about and discussing
the issues and concerns of this group. THe goals of the confe.rence were
,

.

1)

.

.

\"'''

,

to providea forum for nationally acclaimed researchers,.
Scholars', and policy makeiS to address Common issues unique
to black adminisirators atpredominantly white corldgef-and
dniversities;

.

.
.

a.

44

2) . to build professional and communication networts with. peers -

3
7

%,

4.

at other institutions;
1)

4,)

5)

to assist black administrators in

:reer development;

national black
to coniider'the possibility of
administrators professional as ociation growing
out of the conference;.an
to publish thp proceedings

conference.

Technology, Dr. Paul E. Gray, agreed
The Presfdent of the Massachusetts Institute
e both financial and organizational
during the conference's embwonic st ge to pro
by the Carnegie Corporation and the
support. Additi,onal financiallku
rt was provi
Rockefeller Foundation.

'

Keynote speakers featured at the conference were Ileaders in higher education Ind in public
life while workshop sessions incruded both black and white presenters from predominantly
white as well as predominantly blaA institutions. The conference brought together over
600 participants, almost all of whom were black who represented just about every level of
responsibility in higher education. These educators participated,fully in all phases of .
the conference with great vigor and enthusiasm.

.

.

In addition to President Gray, the two foundations, and the participants, there were many
persons responsible for impelling us from the initial concept to the publication of. the
proceedings of this historical conferencle. We are very grateful to the many individuals
who worked so diligeritly to organize this successful forum and to compile the scholarly
papers for 'the proceedings.
Particularly, we thank the National Advisory Committee and the
Planning Committee of the Association of Black Administrators at MIT for their niajor
contributions to this,endeavor (see the Appendix). For the administrative and secretarial
assistance, we re indebted to JOsephine M. Bartie, Office of the President; Emily-Bliss R.
LegAsie, Office of the Dean of the r.raduatetSchool; Airley Mullahy, typist; and Tohie
Our deePest appreciation goes to the many other indiAtlas, Editor for the Proceedings.
vidu.4ls at MIT, too numerous to name, who workedso faithfully to piovide the excellent
services and positive atmosphere for the participants of the conference.
Finally,, sincere thanks go to the keynotesPeakers, the workshop.moderators, and the
presenters who developed the papers in this volume. We are all indebted to'these
professionals for the major role that they played in making the conference so successful,
and in making this document,possible.

The papers in this volume seriously examine issues related to the black administrator that
are crucial to the future stability of black presence at our indWidual colleges or
universities. Many provide creative ideas and suggestions on how ,best to respond to these
islues and to face the future in higher education. We begeve that this istorical dodument
provides a.better understanding of the precarious position held by eac
lack administrator
at a predominantly white,institution and creates a framework for e e ping steps whith will
enable such an Individual to move into the mainstream of college or university administration. Surely any key administrator, black or'white, who is serious about equality of opportunity for black administrators in predOminantly white institutions will consider this
volume invaluable in addressing tbe many challenges to higher education during the eighties.

qr. John B. Turner
Co-coordinator of Conference
Associate.Dean of the Graduate School
Association of Black Administrators
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology

II

Drs Clarence G. Williams
Co-coordinator of Conference
Special Assistant to the President
Association of Black Administrators
at Massachusetts institute of Technology
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BLACK ADMINISTRATORS PN WHIA CAMPUSES''

,iSamuel D. Proctor

The black adminiktrator on the white campus.is a by-product of the
revolution-fNat erupted in the 1960's and thTt revised the entire
landscape of our country. Anyone who was old.enough to be Aware of
the1,6ontour of American society before 1960 will remember how different
om what it is now. In the late 1950's, at the
the scene was then
14nch hour in mid-Iihattan, when the skyscrapers would pour their
people onto the sidewalks to be scattered among the restaurants and
And,"then,
optSfee shops, few black faces appeared in that mass.
the few we saw were uniformed messengers, d.pormen and elevator operators.
Today, thousands of young attorneys, accountants, MBA's, computer.
operators, sales managers, secretaries, engineers and architects. may be
Television screens rarely showed a blaek newscaster or a black
seen.
in a commercigl. Today, one can hardly find a 30 minute segment of
viewing without the appearancesof a black person, either in the news
staff or in 4 commercial. . Ona rarely found black clerks_ in a 'major
financial institution, but now they are ,Zhere, everywhere.
...-

.

If, you lived in the-South you understood clearly where the, wall was
The world
'that separated your life from the mainstream of the society.
was .divi.ded into two; one white, one black.. No one would be surprised
today to see 10 black,starters in a basketball game between, Georgia and
South Carolina, or between Duke and Wake Forest. But then, theonly
black .face in the gym was the janitor. On campuses like Rutgers,
Cornell, Michigan*, Wellesley, MIT and Harvaroir we saw one black face dart
On closer examination we'found that it
across the campus now and then.
was a physician's son, a "big" preacher's daughter',-a%Y,MCA secretary's
child or an athlete who, could play the saxophone, dolimagic, memorize
the Bible, and run a hundred in 9.4 with a cake of ice on his back!
ilies in the,country
Amherst took a half dozen blacks from the bes
on,
Oberlin, Brown,
Colgate,
Williams,
Hami
in
a
steady
procession.
a
Dartmouth, Bowdoin, Bates; Macalester, Bucknell; carleton, Franklin and
Marshall and a feW others saw to.it that a black pretwice continued in
evidence. But they could be counted on two hands. Si, today if.the
numbers look weak, before 1960 they were microscopic. The seane was
very different.
'

On the second Saturday in February:, 1960,four Worth Carolina A & T
students in Greensboro staged 'their historic sit-in at the WoolWorth's
The outcome was the ultimate destruction of the legal
food counter.
basis for discrimination in public accommodations. Their action and
tbat of Rosa Parks in Montgomery stand apart as two decisive events,in'
changing that landscape. 7hey mobilized.the mor4l resources on the

6

sZ

country; they stimulated movement toward a new, more humanenational
consensus; they put the black issuf on the television networks; they
stirred up and emboldened the"black educated classes; they awakened t
the churches and labor unions on the question of'endemic and entrenbhed
racism;.they mirrored the iisue before the world; and they generated a
plethora of legislation on educational opkrtunity equal housing,.civil
rights, an0 equal employment that went far beyond the magnitude of the
Reconstruction Act a.hundred years earlier. '
%

Of course,
moments of.sober reflection, we'muSt aCknowledge that the
NAACP, the-Urban League, the black collekes and churches, thejabor
movement, the'philanthropists and other more subtle influences,such as
tdolf Hitler, and WOrld War II, Mahatma Gandhi, and African and Asian
liberation leaders had plowed up the soil and made it fertife for major
social change in America as..weli as in the whole world. The movement
in America came to fruition'in the same symbiotic way that the
decolonization'of Asia and Africa Came about; with several Synerg4siic
functions operating at once. And,then, the aroma was in the air and
*he dark skin pleople of the planet were-intoxicated With the ur4e
toward liberation. :No aspect of our common life was overelboked.

.

But education was,central to the struggle. -After allWthat wculd
Martin Luther King have been without Morehouse, and a liberal Protestant
spminary like Crozer, and a throbbing, vigorous, productive b4hop
"factory" like' the Boston University School of Theology? When blacks
t
looked around5 after the Emancipation, and found thaithhad'há
money,
o property, noast names no respect, no friends an n
only two places -to go: one was to school and the other to Jesus.
Education and religion, not money and power, became their agents of
redemption.
Black colleges sprani up in every state. ,Each denomination
rilade an effort.
And a black church was found near every crossroads.
Blacks saw themselves caught in the midst of history'without credentials,
and. the only Credential they mould acqUire readily was education. Nevertheless, they were always sustained by a mystical awareness of a transcendent, eXistential dimension o;l.life above and beyond history, but
that invaried history at crucial moments called "tha fullnese of time."
Apd there was a moral God in this "super-history" who Tould not bee
deceived, and who had all power in his hands, and.who would make a
change in his own timd, and ip his own way. Thistwas their basis for '
They prayed as thoUgh
hope.
Yet, they pressed'on with education.
everything were in Gbdrs hands;,and.they strove as though everything,.
were in their own handS.

n, 'ti O power, they had
-a

'

,e

-

It was natural,,then, that the revolution of the sixties would finally
settle on education, the major path to upward social mobility. 'But,
when black students landed on the white campuses they were like hungry
The flculties resented
hounds caught in a snow storm. They were lost.
them, the administration feared them, the students,avoided theme and
Hence, the black administrator on the white
no one understood them.
*
caMplas.

.

4
On.several important gn ounds we must cease calling this develoPment
tokenism.
In some instances i,t may have been merely symbolic .to hire'
I,was rescued from Nixon
idack deans, etc., but I lived through it.
by Fred Harrington and made a super-aean at Wisconsin's Madlsod campus:
I had a .chic office'on the f7th,f1oorof Van Hise Hall ald the best
If I were a token I wisl someone had,
secretary anyone could wish for.
old' me.
I'was,seiged by black student5 with eveu conceivable ,problem.
M office'was as-busy as that of a cheap dentist.
,

1.

The hiring .of a black administra or-was,the most immediate, the most
cessary Wing that these schools could
pragmatic, the most urgent and
do, and for the most transparen and practical, reasons, namely, "We are
Now, here tIley'come, 'two
We ignored and ostraci ed blacks.
caught.
We never knew what to do about
We don't know wha, to do!
on a mule.'
e,would have to know what..to do, but here
this. 'We never expected that
Do sometani77- Hence, the black
e.
Don't just S't:and th
'they are.
admi,pistrator.

The question is this: regardless o the motive or the historical
antecedents, what is theTeal funct on of the black administrators? Do
er administrator? Are they any
they have-an assignment 137;g-every o
at they are supposed to do? Are
different? Does their title indicate
they paid the same as.others? Are they 4s secure as others? Do they
enjoy the same respect as others? Are they expected to "try like an
egg, grow like grass,'flow like a river and4bounce like a ball" while
others. are suppbsed to be plain persons? Does the historical moment,
t,he position of blacks.-in the society, 'the efficacy of education for
black redemptioh, or the crisis of Reaganism - or all of.the above =
give a special definition ty the I'ole.of the bleak administrator on the
white campus?
I have just ended,a semester in which I taught undergraduates for the
I asked for the experience, and
first time since 1955, 27 years.ago.
But when I finished I had come to know 62 black freshmen
I loved it.
As a result,'I would have to say that the.
and sophomores-fairly well.
mogt useful and meaningful function for black administrators'on white
They need ug,;
camOtuses is to become the advocates for black students.
My generation was toughened by segregation, Geof,ge Wallace, Bilbo and. ,Taamadge. 'We-grew calloused to being called-"nigger" and "boy." ',But
ur.c1,1ildren have had just enough of an open society to be caught in
a "No Man's Land,"with segregation outlawed on paperibut.integration'
reSisted by the mores and cultural norms. What, we learned to laugh
out_of our consciousness is pain tocthem.lThe fact is that they reilly
do not know,how deeply they are resented UrY so many on these campuses.
.

.

We have lived with the myth that prejudice was a cognitive thing that
But racial prejudice is
e.
coad be debated or voted out of exist
a visceral thing, deep in the recésse o the psyche,..and the tedimus
process by which oneiis relieved of it i simply not ava-ilable to
many. whites. _One,must have enough contac with persons who think and
feel beyond 'stereotypical racial responses tO resist the contagionpf
Or,,one must have an authentic racial experience that
prejudice.
'defies the myths, -and the biased "xesearch," and ihe.standard black
And, few' have had such
TV, toles, and the selective news'repoqing.
bur segregated living has insulated us
.authentic racial experiences,:
Therefore, our students run
and ren4ered ug vulnerable to racism.
smhck into this demOralizing and'dehumanizing atmosphere. They still
feel better eating together in the:dining halls everywhere I go.-

4

Then, consider the horror stories that come put of these classes whei:e
i many professors'are incensed and traumatized at anything that looks
likewider accesto higher education. Thankfully, it has improved by
A few; months ago one of our senior professors,
Halt years since el68-'6.9.
in a fteld known ftot to allow many blacks to graduate, happeried-to be in
I was there with my son also, exCept that '
alley.wkth his son.
my son.wa's the captain of thelhigh school bowling team and.was good for
a bllzing streak of'five or six strikes in a row anytime? ie were

8
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assigned the same table at lanes 1 and 2, where the professor seated
The
himself and watched his.son. .The boy was clearly new at bowling.
professor,sat slumped in his seat With his back turned 45O away from
me. ,He never moved.
I asked my spn if he would teach his son to bowl,
and he said he would if approached.
'had my lips pudsered to make
Then, as they.Were
the suggestkon, but the father neve turned my way.
leaving, the father finally touch
me on my shoulder and said, "I want
to thank you,and your son for not smokkng and using profanity."
They;
were his only words to me, unsolicted. We had done nothing to suggest
to him that we refrained for his sake, or that we ever did either of
these.
But we were black.
He is a top professor.' What on earth would
happen to black stUdents.rin his class? Ttley do need us. The'kingdom
has not cote.
/
.e.
Further; let's face it, many of our students have distofted notions
about the life of scholarship.
The communities from which they come
haVe been, for the most part, rather insular. The demands for impeccable.
grammatical usage, vocabulary development arid wide reading were not as
strong as they need to be for rigorous uniyersity work. Add to that a
societY that is racist, and whose values are represented so hypocritically, and whose practices'are so opPressive that mAy young blacks are
real+y schizoid about slfccess.
The terms for success, the initiation
rites, the posture one must assume are rejected by many of.them.
Who
needs to enter the mainstream with the likes of Bill Simon, Re4gan,
Mayor Koch,. Senator D'Amato, Richard Nixon, Kissinger, and David Stockman?
Who needs to be there? This is not their ideal of a caring community.
The corporate world that once seemed so disciplined and immune to
corruption was caught in the Watergate scandal trying to buy the white
House; and later, with Reagan they subceeded: The economy is busted
while they make deals that lose jobs at home while they contract their
.
manufacturing out to cheaper labor in Formosa, Singapore, Hong Kong
and nNa Sri Lanka. They could not care less.
Students see this and
lose their trust. -It is not easy for them to stand on tip-toe and lean
into the future.
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So, they need some of us, who have a longer view to take time with them,
to help t..hem to sort things out, to call things by their right-names,
And they will respond.
to,poi,nt them to: goals worthy of their striving.
I have a long list of those who have responded. There is nothing like
a mature, together, "significant other" standing by to help you to
counter the drag on your life hanging on from a deprived community and
to show you those prizes that await those who learn to endure.
We have'
a million more in college now than we had in 1962,
And we cannot afford
the loss of one.

1

The second claim on the black administrators is for them to become
I have a.friend in a large
advOcates for black faculty aad'staff.
university who boasts to me that he,'a black senior professor, has no
knowledge of whorthe other blacks are on the campus and that he has
no black.students in his doctoral prograt. And the expression on his face
says the rest, "I can't risk hoblaobbing with blacks. Their condition
may be catching.
No blacks are qualified to study under me.
They think
,:I am black but that is an.optical illusion.
I just look black." His'
raiSeq eyebrows seem to say that everyone should behave in the same'way
that He is behaving. 'He is oblivious to the reality of the situation.
We cannotdcompare the situation oblacks in America with any other
11,4 people anywhere, not with the outcasts of India, the Burakumin bf Japan,
the Maiories of New Zealand, the Caribbeans of Britain, the French in

It
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...Quebec or the'native Americ 1r s in'the livited States.

No other group was d gged in chaina from its. Inative habitation and
dehumanized by 250 yr-ars of slavery. More than that, as Leon Higginb ham
shows in his book, I The Matter Of Color, a slave master col'ild break a
slave's leg, punch les-in is ear,',,chop off fingers and toes or take
ut if he taught a slave to read
his life by hanging without penalty.
The ultimate offenst was to imply that the slave
he would go to jail
mind.
was a person, with
When DeToqueville v ited'Amerkca in
ented that'the
situation, and he c
He saw
be the revolt of the blacks.
way slaves were treated and whtt the

the.1830's he stddied the slaves'
nect revolution in America would
the gross incongrsity between the
human spirit woula tolerate:

One need not rehearse the.details of the rank discrimination that
followed for 150 more years, and the deliberate effort to fix our minds
with inferior feelings;'to limit our opportunities with inferior education,
and to limit our self-image with inferior housing, jobs and denial of
What, then, is morally wrong with arlYone
access to the good life.
engaging in the special advocacy of the progress of black faculty'and
staff? It is the only necessary and decent Corollary to the status
It is the clear claim of justice.
imposed by the exigenoies'of history.
When I Came to lutgers, 13 years-ago, no one told me that I was supposed
to go around the campus rounding up 'black staff and,ushering them into'
No ode told me that I was supposed to go acro,ss the
graduate Study.
South recruiting black.faculty frop the black colleges to come to Rutgers
for doctoral studies. It seemed to me the only decent thing to do. And
I have seen scores of theM,,marching out of them in flowing criMson
doctoral gowns. At this year's Commencement I saw the associate dean of'
the School of Social Work and the associate dean of the nearby-medical
school marching, and I had to drag them into the program four years ago
kicking and screaming!
,

-

You must pardonthese references,
Advocacy goes even-further than that.
but the most audacious thing I found, myself doing was making. arrangemerits With a dentisy to repair-two front teeth of a young staff person .
who was not as sensitive as I thought he ought.to be about the appearance
of his countenance, with two deceyed teeth'exposed wi . -very smile. And
fully a nd this
He took it g
he smiled often. But it is our secret.
impediment is removed. All impedlments must be remove.
The most serious impediment is not what blacks do or do not do to lif t
themselves by their tun bootstraps, but the systemic resistance, the
cultural bias that permeates universities) churches, the.White House
and the local ton council, and the way in which intellectuals so easily
abdicate their commitment to-objectivity and become so comfortable
And in the age of
wallowing in the mire of racist 4fiought and behavior.
Reagan all,such behavior enjoys high levels 6f respectability and
Crude, blatant, tribal moves against blacks pass for national
acceptance.
policy with'simplistic ease, such as requests for tax exemptions for
schools that:gegregate races.
14k '
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Blacks.We moVed from 6.4% to 9.2% of the undergraduate
But they are only 5.3% of
since61968 .
That looks good.
s_tudents. .They are a mere 5.9% of college faculties and
1% of university faculties. And every day it gets worse
retrenchment.
They need advocates.

enrollment
graduate
less than
with
4
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One other challenge facing the black administrator on.the white campus
id to look upon herself/himseff as a candidate for sometEing better.
One ought never to set fixed limits on a career.
Every job should be
preparation for something bigger and better, a wiaer opportunity' for
serviCe and.fUlfillment. We saw Cliff Wharton leave Michigan State
that looked like the.zenith and move into the head o the entire New
York state system.
We just saw Jewell Cobb leave t
deanship of
Douglas Coflege to be the president of California S ate at FAllerton.
Sometim'es I think that we believe what we have heard about black people.
We assume an attitude of diminutive career goals; we become.comfortable
at abqut $40,000 a year and a boat and deny ourselves those benefits
that higher leVels of challenge provide.
4
,

Of onrse, some of us have looked with disdain upOn too much tension
and stress and we have settled for a more "laid back" assignment.
But
the power that is always used on us comes from thOse strateoccupied
by those who do take work. home for,a final_review, aAter dinner ahd a
little televiTion,tand before brandy and "lights out.IV The ones yho
determine Our fortunes are those-Who'don't mind comihg in Saturday
mornings for a couple of hours with the "in-box." The policy makers
do read three books a month, two papers a day, Time everyweek, the
whole New York Times on Sunday and they know whaIS in the Harvard'
Educati6Ta=vi0--ind Daedalus. They'do not know the latest rock
artists, the newest dance movement - as a matter of feat, they dance
funny!,
even what the latest styles are in dress. You cannot
have eVerything. But if we are ever going to.be more than marginal
in these schools; the message is clear. There is a stmmons tb bard
work and the willingness to-take on tough and dethanding assignments.
.k

I'll never fdrget the phone call from
Sargent Shriver askineme'to.leave A & T College's pn'asidency tq go
to Nigeria to head the Peace Cor s. I had not known much about Nigeria
and the Peace Corps was brand ne4 But something:told me that things
would,change for us and that two 1ears in Africa wduld be movement in
the right direction. And when
ame back they gave me a'n Executive
V assignment And I kept "two and three. invitations to consider top jobs
on my-desk all the time.
It*was not easy.to imagine My wife and two
boys going to Africa to find schooling in a -crowded situation, and to
live on a scarce market with substitutes for almost everything we had
grown atta ed to. ,But I knew that enormous good could be done and
We great g
h could occur. And .it,must not have been that bad.
went ov
with tWO boys and came back with three!
The insights I
gained, he friends I made, the new horizon that I saw were all
unanti pated.
But 'Ole rewards are there ,:too.

'
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Likew
longe

e, when you look at Srour job as a significant part of a.much
journey, as one vista of the landscape wih much more to be
seen, there is incentiveto,excel at it and tb be looked upon a8
good material for something bigger and better.
Flinally, the black administrator an the white campus must serve the
same function that inside, privileged blacks hlve always served.
They:.
have been bridge people, with all of the risks and opportunities, the:dangers arid liabilities that this implies. For, indeed very often the
bridge person is expected to carry traffic one way, interpreting to
blacks what whites expect of them. These persons, by their very function,

exempt-themselves from the black ethos.and take on a colorless neutrality%
They bear tidings to blacks about white norms, and white levels of*
iolerance, and hnite deMands.
It is bimodal. A good
BUT & good'bridge carries.traffic both ways.
bride person establishes her o4 his own identity and that person's very
Arodvtduch a'person whites come to learn to
presence is a messc4e.
expect the truth, the whole truth. - Guilt is not so easily assVged;prejudice is not regarded as a given; bad gtatistics get chall nged;
ethnic jokes are not: acceptable; the assassination of the character and '
reputation of blacks,not present ig not tolerated; and all forms of
demeaning and dehumanizing references to any minority, any weak, powerless,
underrepresented group is forbidden:

:Ikreover, the best bridge people try to keep-honest aqd respectable
dialogue open, and they aim at creating an ,island of genuine'compunity
This is far from the rola of
in a sea of alienati..41 and eitrangement.
the "funny man" who makes a joke of everything, or the pacifiep who Suys
peace at any price, orsthe sentimentalist who thrives on pious platitudes
.about good-will. Community calls for reciprocity and mutuality; it is
trust that,is worthy; it is a recognition of common ground on Which all
Community is the
participants .call stand with dignity and self-respect.
di'scovery of a nexus that binds People together in a meaningful,purposeful relationship. g4 is true community when it covers both the physical
As well as the aesthetic and spiritual dimensions of life; it is genuine
when it acknowledges the...needs of all persons with equality and fairness;
it is an abiding and transcendent community when it exceedsthe narrOw,
parochial concerns of race and tribe and embraces the dreams and
aspirations of the entire human family..

V

No legislative assemely can vote such a community into existence; ho holy
man with an incerfte pot can'command-such a community io spring into
being; no ruler,I.no despot, no absolute monarch can issue ap edict and
In fact, such a commuh4y.is not
. order such a community to,be formed.
we join it one ata time; two men at a football
Spontaneous thing.
game together, one belongs to -ble true community and the other does not;
two wOmen travelling on a plane togetherl, one iS a member.,.the other a
reluctant candidate; twellie people in a.room debating an issue of grave
importance,:and six are members of that deep and profound community
loosely strung:together on the fragile threads of justice and human
Jworth, and'the others are alien to it. Bridge people can be'cheap power
brokers or insipid influence-peddlers; buI real bridge people'are those
who stand.at the ceLter orgenuirte community, who live there body'deep
everyday, and challenge others to join on the highest and most demanding
'conditions and with firm'cOmmitment%

.

I have seen black persons oh Oita' campuses who had a choice: on,the one
hand they could have stood like lonely mercenaries guarding the p6rtals
to an unknown abode; On the other hand; they could have elected to be
grinning, shuffling, uncommitted accomModationists, available anywhere
for anything - at anytime - golf,.poker, baby-sitting, deep-sea fishing,
lotto, scrabble, transcend4kntal meditation, "adult"-movies, horseback
riding orNv.oting for Ronald Reagan! .But, thank God, mAny took a third
-choice. .They committed their own lives to excellence and integrity;
andthep they remained open.for fellowship with others'iccimmitted to,
excellence and integrity. And the next thing you kney4 they.were standing
not.the
in lofty places, and they had joined the neW aristocracy
blood aristocracy, the accident of birth, or the old aristoCracy of class
.that is conferred anonymously, but the new aristocracy of the mind and
of the. soul :that is earned and that is available to everyoneA

N.
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AIMIiip FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

THE NEW WORIA5:

(

Richard Gordon Hatchey

4
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Two farmers at a country fair were fascinated,by a booth where little celluloid balls
-bobbed on top of water jets. Customers were offered substantial prizes if they succeeded
in shooting any one of Ehe balls off its perch. One of the farmers spent six quarters in
a vain effort to pick off one ball. Finally his friend pushed him aside and picked up the
rifle.

.
"Watch how Ldo it," he sai0.
:all six balls disappeared.

He then,took a single stick. and

.

k

.

Asti'ley walked, away,fromAhe booth, laden with prizes, th9 unsuciesdful one marvelea.
4
"How did you ever 4o it?" he implored.
.
,

"It just.took knowing how," explained the winner,
man Working the pump!"

';I:shot the

We
Today, we are living in dn era where "know-how" is the cutting edge for success.
are living in an age where independent thought and ability are necessary-for lone to
*develop and prbsper in Ameriqe. We are living in a society where knowledge yields
respect, praise and admiration, and ignorance inflicts humiliation, misery and ostracism.
What does the 21st century hold for,black America?' Whet role will black Affierica play in
space exploration, the comfmter sciences, and in nuclear technology in the 2fbe century?
What_will be black America's role_ip the next?, two_deCades whenjt is predicted_that a
"100-room hotel willglide effgrtleSsly through space," nn4 that "those who canaffora... j
$5000 for a round-trip ticket.'..can indulge their fantasies at the edges of man s last
frontier?" The answer lies in our,"know-how." I ad.;concerned about the suture because
we will live there.
_
,

Whetber,We speak of a-predpminantly white or black college, the issue today facing black
administrators is.guiding students into the 21st century. There is a newiwould on the
horizon. By 1995, thework will be a totally different experience. The world,.as we'
know it; will have been iransformed into an euerience in, whickonly science will, be
Technical and scientific "know-how"
able to unlock the mysteries of day-to-day survtval.
will'not be justlor the elite, but for ell'people ho want to thrive in the new worla.
.

.

.

.

/ am told by tne exBerts that black,students are attending colleges in record numbers .,
Our colleges,and. universities are turni4 out huge numbers of lawyers,.educatocs ana
social workers.. There was a time whem a black educator or lawyer Was a novelty, a
today,'we expect to ke greetedby black professionals when we seek/
phenomenon:
eaucatiol or legal servicek. The,phenomenon in 1982 is when we don't see blacks in
these pos tibns. Where are the black scientists arui techhicianW
Don't Misunderstand'me. I.,am not questioning the significance of'./aw, teach g'or
ons were
I 'believe ehat th-ese profa
sociology.. 1 am myself a lawyer by.praession.
Black
needed to.address and meet
the
challenge
of
oub,survival
in
the
20th
century.
y
-Amefica has tertainly won many im Oxtant human rights battles.in
the courtroom and in the
-,
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Many,of us wodld not be sitting here today were it not for those victbries.
classfbom.
But with the advent of the 21st century steadily staring us in the face,we are mandalted
to leap new skills. We must master tilt sciences to compete in the new world.

It seems clear that the direction education musttake in the future is crucial to the
issue of survival. The American Eleotyonics Association estimates that some 200,000
,
new jobs will be created for.bachelor. degree holders in electronits And computer
engiseering between now and 1985.
The aerospace industry Is expepted to create /00,000 new jobs by the mid-1980's, and
nearly two million jobs by the year X110. Dr. Robert Richie, chairman of the Board
of Computer Sciences, makes the incredible obseriation that there wili1 be a critical
15 million jobs will'
shortage of qualified computer personnel by the end,of the decade:
go unfilled. And yet, if theseljobs were to open at this very moment, unemployment
amoni black Americans would rea/h new heights; we would be a people without an occupation.
*instead of piloting the space4shuttles, we would be pumping the fuel.
*instead of navigating the "space hotels," we would be the cooks and
the bellboys.
""".1.
*instead-Rwprogramming the computers, we would be taking the messages.
Juse,as we could not participate in-America's industrial reVolution and the commun-.
-ications revolution, we would now,be shut off of the burgeoning technological revolution
because we are ill-prepared and untrained. Once more our dream will be denied.
4

"

Black people have always had a dream, but too Often our dream of freedom, justice and
In 1875,
equality for all has betn sacrificed to the schemes of the privileged.few.
for example, we went forth o plant the seeds of democracy and justice in post-slavery
America. The weeds of stata.-sanctioned.segregation and hooded adolescents in bed sheets
6
quickly overtook those efforts.
In 1900, we wenx forth-proClaiming the 20th as the century of the common man.
-itbecame known for lynch'mobs and Jim Crow.

Instead

1921, we hailed Harding's return to normalcy as \a renewal Of this nation's
constitutional pledge. By decade's end,'normalcy Mad bred'abnormalcy in a brand-new
slum callqd Harlem.

In 1954, we applaudedthe supreme court's ruling thata separatq sociey could not be an
e4ual one. Overnight we learned that in theory we might be equAl; in practiceye
remained segregated.

0

In'World War IWorld-War II,!Korea and again in Viet Nam we risked our lives to defend
democracy overseas. Upon return our heroism was rewarded by rejection and racism at
,home.
And in 1967, all of us dreamed that themouritaintop was within our reach.
, named King, wap cut dOwn by'an assassin's, bullets.
1968,.our own Mo

InA1976e Jimmy Carter promisedus compassion and understanding.
about dll we got.

On April 4,

Unfortunately, that's

Now comes Ronald Reagan in his state of the union'message and in a "draft" release'
aom HUD, like 1:ontius Pilate before hin; calling for a bowl of water 'with the words.
"New Federalism" written in blood ont.its side, and attempts to wash Iis hands of poor
people, old people, young people, sick people, black people and theilties. Reagonomics
is the,most anti:black'program since.the infamous HaPors-Tilden compromise Of 1877. And
he says it's goOdlor us!

For more than a year now, we haye both w4nessed ah"articipated in this country's most
radical economic and sodial exPeriment since the New Deal. Its aims were impecca
a
lower taxes and lower government spending, reduced inflation, reduced regulatio
stronger defense. But the appiieatio6i.o.f,pe program was incoherent and the r ults
so far are rather'frightening.:Even thduCchanges in direction were clearly equired,
,
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in,our Consumption and investment patterns, in our runaway social costs, and in our
dismal productivity record,,the remedy, In some respects, hag turned out to be worse
Interest no s have remained prohibitive while unedployment has
'than the disease.
soared. Federal deficits have..isen higher and higher and the financial structure of
states, cities add of entire indOitries and regions of the country has become
dangerously fragile. A dramatic lowering of the inflation rate has indeed ,been 4chieved,
but it has happened mostly by the creation of.a recession and as a.result of luck with
food and energy pficet. How to create growth withont inflation reM%ins as elusive as
even'.

/
0

nany of our most serlous chronic problems will ccbtinue to de teriorate unless a different
government philosophy is applied. Supply-side e onomici and monetarism both foster the
notion that abstract and impersonal market 4.Q..t_
can turn our economy around and resolve
our many problems. But "hinds off" government is not an acceptable.or effective policy
for troubled times.
For the first time since World War II, we have a world-wide
economic contraction together with real deflationlry forces stiperimposed on fragile
financial structures. Industries, financial.inst*utions and a host of governments find
themselves ovierburdened with debt and without.pfficient cash flow to service their
obligations, much less to invest in the future? The effects are being felt by millions
of individuals, their families, their communities and whole regions of th6 country.
A ,"hands off" government cannot revive the economy, keep inflation down, deal with our
regional and industrial pro419ms, our chronic poverty and education problems, or
reduce interest rates. ThesYobjectives can only, be achieved by actively involving
government in a/process of cooperation wi
usiness and labor, and with other segments
of our society.
Some terribly destabiliziAg tide§ are running in this country, regiOnally,socially,
lely on the market system to provide adjustments
industrially. The danger in relying
is.that market systems do not provide leadership to acCuntil it is too late. The
autpmotive indui%ry: both management and the.law, waited until Chrysler was effectively
bankrupt, the rest of the industry on its knees and..306,060 people laid off, before
beginning -- and it is only that -- a new illeta0onship.
.

111,

New York City lost 500,0.00 manufacturing jobs, one miilion,k0cpayers, had an,operating
deficit of $1-1/2 billion annually,and $6 billion of thertterm debt before,the city's
economic system waS restrpctured. And New York is not alone.
During the last decade, Chicago lost 12% of its population, Baltimore 14%, Cleveland 24%,
and St. Louis 28%. The proportion of taxpayers moving out was undoubtedly greater.
..,,

.

.

.

During the same period, some of the most important American induttries were failing
Chrysler and Ford together lost
badlY. American Motors lost $137 million last year.
- .
a total of over $1:5 billion.
Internationa
vgster and Kaiser Steel lost nearly a
,Nalf billion dollars eaCh.
I:4
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The industrial locomotives that have driven this country for the last century are in
'the throes of a telf-eviscerating cycle. Racked hy 'high interest ratee,and continued
weak demand, beset by harh forepign competition, unable to raise the vast amounts of
capital neededlto modernize, they live from hand to mouth, short-changing the future in
,order to survive today. They are affected by deep structural shifts not only in
regional prosperity, but-in the basil.nature of American work.
,

,

.
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We ore deluding, ourselves if we believe this erosion will be limited to Itir older
industries. Froil computers to microchips, from aircraft to video games, We are going
to be subjected to fierce attacks from Japan and elsewhere.
,.,*
,

,
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This is not just a "snow belt/sun belt" phenomenon. The state of California now faces
a budget deficit estimated by some at $1 billion or more. Many cities in the,sun belt,
suffer fully as much from unemployment, poor housing, poverty and limited economic
opportunities as the cities in the.northeast and midwest. In an, analysis published
iecently in the New York Times, seven of the nineteen sunbelt cities had worse
The'sun belt's golden glow cannot hide the difficulties
hardship.ratings than New York.
faced by New Orleans, Miami, Birmingham, Atlanta, and other cities within its midst.
Their problem/are national.
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Sxisiing trends are likely to aggravate'rather than attenuape this situation. _The
result of another decade like the iast one will be to divide individual cities.and the
ecountry as a whole into."have" and "have noi" regions, with unpredictable andlrobably
Other than eleven energy producing statest.evety state
highly unpleasant,consequences.
of social
in.this country is fading budgetary difficulties. In these trends_is the_making
strife.
.

At, the same time, with much of state and.local government in orrible.straita,. the.
administration brought forth.a proposal for a "Nei./ Federaiism" that could not be accepted.
It was a plan that burdened our budgets with billiona of dollarsdn additional programs
without permanent new revenues. Coming.on top of proposed4tederal budget cuts in support
for state and local government from $15 billion in fiadel 1981 io $41.billion in fiscal
-1985,.it was simply too much.
-

-

While all of America is,suffering, ehe economic policies of the Reagan administation will
have a particulaily adverse effect on the bldck community over the next several years.
4. The key element.underpinning the.president's revamping oflnational economic policies-is
a massive three-year reduction in federal income taxes. BeOute the eax cut iS tilted
dramatically toward higher Income taxpayers, blacks will receive few if any benefita.
Another basic element in the Reagan revamping of policy is a marked cutt:ackdn a wide
range,of social programs. These include Medicaid, Medicare, food_stam4, welfare and
public housing assistance Sizable reduCtions haVe also been made in federal aid to
college students._

Xbe basic strategy -- as.well'as the,varietyof tactical meabures -- which define the
Reganomics
Reagan approach to economic policy causes a central conclusion to emerge:
is likely to have a particularly adverse iipact on the,black community over the next
several years.
-.6resiclent,Reagan's program for economic recovery Wad' sent to,Congress in mid-March, 1981.
It containe1 little of benefit to blacks -- and a great deal tfiat wi,1l make them much

.

worse'off. J

'

At that,time, the budget and tax program was.described As "taking from the poor and
the
giving to the rich," This was a fair descriptioh, but another.has to be added:
Reagan approach "takes from the weakand gives to the poWerful4 When all.of the'
rhetoric is stripped away, over the next three, years, the Reagan budget strategy calls
for drastic cuts in federaespending on programs to helpatbe pdor vhile.giving sizable
tax reductidns to those at the top of the incpme scale.. The bulk of the populacion -tax reduction, and also lose a
.. whith falls into the middle class --. Will get a Modest
..
,---_,
------small-amoune-of-benefits,
..
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,. In his message to-both Congress and the Americarreople when the program was introduced,
President Reagan said that the truly needy will be protected from'severe budget cuts
by 4 "social safety.net" whiCh covers social security payments,'MeditAre, end veterans'
tenefitsy In fiscal year 1981, the federal government paid $138 billion for social

,.tweat,

security, $42 billion forjledic4e, and $21 billion in'veterand benefits.. These three
categories amount to $201 billion and represent 30.6% of total outlays of $657.2 billion.
-, IA fiscal.year 1982, spendlng.on these safety net progiams was schedulea io cliMb,to
,$228 billion and account for nearly one-third of the totaI,budget,

!:

,

,,..

.9nfortunately0 this sifal Aefety net doei not stretch under most' of the,poor and
The programs from which they haVe btnefited.the meet
untry.
disadvantaged, in this
inc1ude,Med1caid, food stamp9, school lunches* Aid tO Eamilies'with Dependent Children,
low-income energassistance, kuPplemental income ,payments, and housingassistance.
.

,ln fiscal yAikr 1981: the federal ,budget provided around, $56 billion for these programs.
Under the budget left behind by Prestdent darter, the amhant vouId'haire risen tp
$62 billion in'1982. .But. under the,Reagan.proposal, spending to help_ the poor 10s cut

'to-aboUC$41 billion.
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.The-Reagan proposal to cut spendiq on benefits.for the poor got Mixed reactions in
Congress. Most republicans and asonsiderable number of democrats expressed support
for a sizable reduction-in the federal, government budget-- Mowever, a number.of members'
had aiso pledged to defend-the gains madq by,blacks' and other disadvantaged geoupp OVer
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'the last decale.
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inthe black
In early,May, 1981, the.United States Codgresa cut another Vig hole
,.
,
-,
community!s,economic Safety net.
.

...

.
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. On Wednesday, May 6, the,gouse'of Representativea defeated by a'lopsided margin a',
feileral budget propoded by.theCongressipna/ Black Caucus. .The bill euld have protected
many ol the social and economie programs that lienefit the poor and. di advantaged._
*

It woaid
The bill would dave 'decreased, military, spendita below.thgorevaiIihg leVel:
have used the saVings to increase funds for child'nutriillbn, food stamps, education,
job training, and housing assigtance. 'A.gubslantial tax cut was proposed by MiddleincOmeAmericang. The bill also called for a balanced federal budget by 1984.
..,

.

.

The Black Caucus
bill
of the support coming from'
., was defeated 'by 356-69i-- witdall
*s
'liberal democrats:
,

,

.....;....

.
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The budgettill finally adopted by the Rouse was offered by Congressman.Phil Gramm (a
conservative'democrat from Texas) and Delbert La.tta (a conservative republican from Ohio),
President Reaganendorsed the Gramm-Latta bill ab a Substitute for his own proposal which
theHodse.budget committee had rejected.
,
,
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The Margin of victory for the Gramm7Latta Reagan bill Was provided ty conservative
Many
democrats. Mosx of these CongresSMen came from soutfiern and southwestern states.
of them have large numbers Of blacks and'Other disadvantaged,voters in their distticts.
So, their support for the Reagan budget ceiling was actually a vote.against the
economic interest of a sizable 'fraction of theie own con4fittlencies.
.
.

.

,

.
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presidpnt Reagan's economic,program 74 involving budget reductions and tax cuts 47- waS
The likely
embodied in the Economic Reeovery Tax Act adopted in.the summerof'1981.
effects of the plan on the black._ eommuhity will be quite negative in the short-run.
.

Over a three year periqd, individual income tax rates undeithe,fedgral tax code will.
be reduced by .25i. ,Culs will occur proportionately in every,inCOme bracRet. .Tbis means
that-ayerson whetpuld have beed'paying woo would'pay 12,;251:1;a saVing of $756,and
Payments by the
.persoq.paying,00,0g0 would, pay'$22,500, a savings of
Se'Cond person woolirbe ten'times.those of the firk, So hi*tax reduction would be ten,
timeslargit, ' ?:
,.....,
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. However, person**thing,$20,000 oi less (a Majority otall taxpayers) will actually

.

\

This will be the result after taking into account already
_scheduled-sarlWy 4tOrity tax_increaaef3-,-as_vell as _the 'eff ects of infldtion, WhiCh
As a resulX, taxpayers with incomes Under
pushes ,,tmcpliiet'S.s.int-0.4gher brackets.
In contrast,
$20,000 will haii4004aX,about.$4.5 billion more in federal taxes in.1984.
those earnin1CMOWOlan $20,000 will-have tax reductions totdling $16.2 birilion in 1984.

face-a tax.incigOsn 4984.

.

.
.

,

About three-quarters..:91 ell blaCk taxpayers hayd incomes below $20,000. Sv, for ehe
vast majoaty of blacgat,ftre will be,little or do net tax iedection,under,the Reagan
program. And'there i.S. a:higdyrobability that their taxes will attually increase over',

k

'the threeyear p&iod.'-'
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A substantial pi4ortiod1if'the Reagan tax reduction will go to persons in therupper
income brackets. , In add1,t10,!a number of special interest,groups will slab get sizable
For agmpte,'those investing in oil,and gas proPeitied will get tax
tax,reductions.
cuts totaling $11..7,biaion through 1986. .Interest exeiptions on savings certifidates
-and other tnvestmen0 14111 amount ta $7:6 billiop. The reduction in estate taxes wili,
cost the treabury'Sg.3 billion. The reductiOn.in the maxiMum tax rate on irdestment
income aria the cut ih.the capital gaihs tax rate Will cost $15.0 billion.* Herc al4o,
very.few black.taxpayeis will benefit from these, spatial income tax reductions.
.'
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Oh October.1, 1981) President Reagan'O'safety net snapped, and millions of needy .
'Americans were pusheecIoser 'to the swamp pf poverty and deprivation. As the-federal
government's, 1982 fiscal-year began, a large-scale cutback ift federal socIA1 programs
took effect. Reductions were concentrated in welfare an'd medical progtains; food stampi,
In'additiOn,
unemployment insurance, public service jobs and public housing assigtance.
.z

,

,

,
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a large number of special purpose programs weroconsolidated into nine block
grantsetk be administered by the states. These include a variety of day-care and.other,
services for childreri,.heli With high energy cohtsthe education of poor children, and
community development programs.
This is the so-Called "New Federalismi"
,

_,

The welfare program entitled "Aid to Families with Dependent Children" (commonly referred
to #s AFDC). by suffered one of,the biggest,cutbacks. In fiscel year 1981, about 3.0
million families received benefits under AFDC. Over one-third of them were black.
The AFDC p6gram cost $7.9 billion in.the 1981 year..
DU in fiscal year 1982, -the
tightening pf the prögram,will result in 408,000 families losing their benefits_entirely,
and another.279,00Uwill have their benefits reduced.
As a result of these.changes,
elpenditures under'ApC might be cut by $1.2 billion.
\
..-
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The food stamp grogram will also be 4educed noticeably.
In 1981, about 7.8 million
families (containing 22.6 million people) received food stamps. The ptogram cost the
federal government about 11:3 billion -- which represented neariy half of the
agriculture departmene's total budget in fiscal year .1981. The Reagan administration
wants to reduce'that figure by at least $500 million.tO no more than $10.8 billion.
.

in this prOgram, also, eligibility standards have been rewritten, and the new
administrative rules have been adopted. As a result, about 875,000 food stamp,
recipients will be forced out.of the program in 1982; Thib number will include thousands
Of people.in families with working heads who do not earn enough te support every member
.
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present.
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In,addition to cutbacks in social progsams, President Reagan has said that government
is too big anttoris.committedto reducing the number of federal employees.. This has
serious implicatiOns for hlack people.
.

.

.

.
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.
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The black community has come to depend much more heavily on,ihe publicseptor than has
been true of whites. For example, inathe nation at-large, blacks hold abodt 9.8% of
all jobs in the economy. However, they hold roughly 9.2% of all private sectox Jobs.
In contrast, they hold over 1:6% of all federal government Sobs, and theymake up_about
13% of state and 416cal government payrolls. Furthermore, public,aector employment accounts
for about 1/4 of.all Jobs held by blacks. The corresponding figure
167, for whites.
.

,

0

Jobs held by blacks,on public.payrolls bring them Fuch higher Anco es than they have
traditionally earnedin theprsivate sector. Whites also earn mokLe in public employment,
but the,favorable margIn is smaller.. For the average black employee, a government
posftion-pay6 about 28% more than the average priyate sector job.
At. state and local government leifel, the average 3ob also pays:slightly more than la the
private 'Sector.
For the.average lack Worker, the difference is about 18%.comparea with
F.
only 5% far whites.- .
,

\

The financial advantage
importantly, blacks hav

public sec
employment for blacks is\obvious, But more
istoricalry encountered less discriminaeion in the public
sector than they bave_faced in the private job market. Her,
over, in the period.when
racial segregation was mandated by law in the south, many s /lees ran what was essentially
a parallel system of public services. The services provid
for blacks
typiCied by
education -- were staffed by black publiC Servants. Thi practic$ had the efact of
thrdwing up a protective tariff behind w4ch many black professionals (especially
school teachers) found-,employment opPortunities.. :
,
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Wlih the abolition,of Mandatory segregatton,, many of the public sector johs, traditionally
h ld by.blacks disappeared.
This was illustrated by the marked decline in the number pf
laCk'public school:administrators.'
.

.

,
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At the same time, with the Spread of black political power -:, wbich in turn.WaS
stkmulated.by the Voting Rights Act a 1965 -- blacks found net/ opportunities in kubile
service. These occurred at the federsl, state and local government leveli.
.

.

But it is noW clear that a new era has opened in which,the public sector wil/ be
shrinking rather than expanding in relationship to ehe netional economy. Given this
.

.

.

'

,

prospect, lt is, also clear that blacks will have ta look tq the private sector for new
jobs in the.future.
.

As a. direct reflection of the program cutbacks, many federal white collar jobs,in some
of.the large cities will be abolised,: Since blackg hold a major fraction of these.
better paying pogitions, a significant rise in unemployment can also,be expected among
black,professionals and technical workers and_managerialpersonnel.,

'

-

As is.generally known, blackg are Much more dependent on public sector, white coliar,jobs
than is the labor,force at-large.
For exaMple, in 1978 (the last year for which
statistics are available), there were 280,000 blacks holding white collar jobs on the
federal payroll.
This figure represented.15% of the 1.9 million white collar positions
in the federal government.
In sharp contrast, in the country at-,large, blacks held only
8% of the-total number of white caller jobs.
The scheduied reductibn in employment in the federal regional centers may mean a lost....of
4,000 Or 5,000 61ack-held jobs in Kew York, and about 1,500ein Chicago.
Philadelphia .
and Atlanta may each see a loss of 1,000 positions. Moreover, President Reagan says
he tvants
reduce overall federal employment by 90,000-100,000 workers over the next
,yeai or so.
If he'succeeds, another 15,000 to, 20,000 blacks will be unemployed.

So, since the federal goyernment has been.a major_source of white collar eMployment for
blacks, the coming redurlionsin.federal jobs will have a particularly adverse effect
on the black middle class. This prospect illustrateSagain the urgent need for blacks
to press for an increaging share of private sector employment. This need is eSpecially
strong with respect to greater opportunity in thebetter_payini pccupations.
31.

As one looks beyond the current recession, it is clear that the American economy will'
But
offer a,number of expanding employment opportunities over the ;est of this decade.
the expansion will occur ifi new fields of actiVity, and to competesuccessfolly, job
seekers will.have to possess a high degree of 'technital skills'.
,
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The emerging economic environment will bring both opportunities and challenges far blacks..
The fastest .growinvoccupations will be rooted in science and technology with a heavy ,
reliance on tbmputers and theirapplication. 'Traditionally; blacks.have been serious4,y
underrepresented in these areas. If blacks are todet a fair share of Che new jobs,
they will have to accelerate their basic preParation in mathematics and Communication.
'

skills.
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Affirmative action to.promote equal employment opporqinities for blacks is no longer a
ThIS- means that blacks will hee to press the
ba'sic _polity of xhe federal government.
fight themselves in the private sector.
.
_
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The Reagan admiattration sayg that it is committed to Uphold the lawend to,Aefend
including blacks. The administration also says'
the civil rights of 411 Americaos
that .it will fight:discrimination in the job market and urge private businegges to expand
eMployMent opportunities for thobe on the margin of the econoMy.
But at the,sdffie,time, Reagan afficialg are laying aside some of thebest tools they have',.
They have declared themselves to be against quotas', numerical
to achieve their aims.
goals, and specific timetables for the hiring of women, tlacks and members of other'
minority groups who are still so poorly represented on the payrolle otmany private
'firms irrthis country..
,

.
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The key federal agencies that have the responsibility to enforce the laws and,'
regulations to:entourage equal job opportunity are being'scaled down'. Their hUdgets
and staffs are being ,cut,4and their.mandates are beings restricted,. For eiample, the
Office,of Federal Contract CompTiance in the LAor'Depariment has been downgracred
in status, ,,goreover, companies doing business with the.federal government will no
longer have to demonstrate, definitive progress in actually hiring minority workers.
Instead, they will pnly.have,to showthat a sincere iffort ia beipg'Made to recruit
them:
.
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The Equal Employment Oppoktunity Commission (often referred,to,as EEOC) is still in
exiatence,. but the scope'of'its regulations is being,restricted. MareOver, tE0C and
,
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,

.

,
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othetagencies concerned yith,equal job opportunity will have to operate.within the Overall
policy set by the Whiee, House. At thia stage,:that'policy is confused and ambivalent, '
bUt the bottomqinc Le clear: the Reagan administration is no longer in the front ranks
qf the campaign for equal job opportunities. Instead, the administration will rely
mainly on the good,will and commitment of the private sector to provide jobd and
occupational mobility.
The deeemphasis of affirmative action by the Reagan administration was reinforced.by
the Supreme Court of the United States in early April, 1982. ,In a landmark case, the
court struck a harsh blow against the aspirations of womenl, blacks, and members of
other filinority groups which still face discrimination in American industry:
In'a five to four vote, the Supreme CoUrt held that seniority systems are not necessarily
illegal although they may, in fatt, result in discrimination on the badis of race or
Specifically, the court held that seniority systems established after-the CiVil
sex.
Rights Act df 1965 became effectiVe -- and which contain discriminatory features -cannot be sauck down unless the fraimera of such systems inrAnded to discriminate. This
was a major revision in the'interpretation.of the Civil Rights Act by federal distrlct
and appeals courts.
The sluggish economic performance anticipated over the.next few years will dampen the
It is estima ed that blacks had $141.3 billion irrmoney.
expansion of black Alcome.
income in 1981, equal to 7.3% of the topel of $1,935.3 billion% In that year, total
income rose. by 11.1i while that for 61 cks climbed by 13.1% (from $124.9 billiOn in.
480). Si ce the consumer price index rose by 10.37., real income expanded by about 0.8%.
.

total money income may increase by 7.5% to $2,080.6 billion. After
During 19
t 5.67.)1the gain may amountto 1.IX. The income of-the.
adjusting kor inflatiin
s by 9.0% to $154,0 billion.: At that level, blacks would
black commuNIty might
,
.receive 7.4%f he-t al oney income.
,

.

4 sllort-fall'in blacks' share of money income generated
Ttiese figures indictte that
,-.in the American ecdhomy Will widen further. Currently, blacks epresent about 11.8%
of the tountry's total population. If rhey had received the SSille proportion of total
income in 1981, they would have received $228'.4 billion, or $87.1 billion more than
they actually did. In 1982, blacks' proportionate share wOuld'comeoto around $2454
billion, an amount roughly $91.6 billionpore than they are likely to get,/
In addition, we do not benefit fUlly from the incomete do receive. These dollsrs may
wake up in the black community, but they do go to sleep at night in the white
community!
.

----,:-

Having erialyzed the current economic scene, one is tempted to give up' in despair. But
I believe that would be a 9,istake. We must find a way to help ourselves. We mupt
,find a way to use those resourcea which,we have to get what we need and.want!
.

Ten years ago, more than 10,000 black people gathered in Gary to discuss, 'plan and"
debate the politicirfututeof black people in America. In part, as a result of that
4ationa1 black political convention, weshave moved, over the last-decade, fiom'i
handful of black elected officials to more than 5,000 in 1982, and to:a more
aignificant role in the political process.
.
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Despite tbese gains in the political area, I.believe that tbe issue today that
concerns black people Most is economics. I suspect that thia was!'always the Case.
Therefore, beginning on*July 24th.and running through july 28th, 1982; a national
summit conference on black voriomic surviVal.and development will be held,in Oary.
.
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This conference will bring rogether some.of the finesteConomic minds in America along
with representatives ofeyerY sector of the national black communityto develop and
ratify an eConomic_strategy that will allow us nOt,only to survive in this era of
so-called "new realities," butro thrive.

Ot
In the motion picture "Network," Howard BealAbecame, known as.the angry prophet
Middle
Eastern
business
Imone
of
his
nightly
shows
he
revealed
that
a
television.
syndicate had bought out the Tlinetwork. He asked the American people to write to the

20

.

'

.
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-Security Exchange Commission and to the White House to stop the de ;1; Overnight loth,
the White House and the Sedurity Exchange Commission were, flooded with telegrams and .
.
letters and the'deal was stripped.
.

.
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The following morning Howard Beale was ushered into the office pf the chairman of the
board of the'corporation which owned the network. He was taken into the board of
ectors room and seated at the end of a lcing'table which sat forty7eight (48) people.,
chairman'of the boar'd marched down to the other end, glared down at Hotgard Beale and'
those
said., "You have interfered with the primordial forces of nature. You aie one
people oho think that everything is cut and dry ; thatkhere are liberals and c servetives, left wing ana right wing, comNists-.andcapitalists, democrats and republic4hs
and other types,of ideologies. You're also one of those people who think that there are
ndtions -- France, England, United States, Canada, Russia, etc. There,gre no ideOlogies
avi there are no natibns. The Only.pations of the world areEvon, Mobilleeeneral
Motors, IBM,,Xerox, General Electric and Eastman Kodak. The only ideologies of the
.world are rubies, pesos, dollars, franks., yen4nd marks., /he world is one intergalactical exchange r4 motiey, dollars and ecOnomics."
,
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It is a leson that
The tragedy i; that tZ Chairman's cotMent,to Howard Beale,is,true.
We doneinue to play-in the arena of politics
black people still have,pot learned.
her Ularr the arena cf economics. Black people refuse to understand,that the political
r
ucture is a ,by-product of the economic structure,hnd not vice versa.
s
two economic ballparks in America. One a the ballpark in which the government
The second ballpark 2- much '
As of this year, it Is a 780 billion dollar ballPark.
bigger -- is the one played in by the private sector tp the tune of approximately four
(4) trillion dollars. Government has no money,. Only the privets marketplace has money.
n'dollars it will get this year) it will
Whatever money. the government has (780 bi
duction produced in the private sector.
get by taxing the private sector and the
What black people have been doing is trying to take a piece of the action the government.
gets from the private sector and call that ecOrtomic development.'

Thri.ar
plaN..
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Black leadetbhip itself must take some lessons in ecodomics to know the'differefice
between,what we win in the political arena and Atat we win in_the'econ8mic arena. We
must continue to push government'to accept its rble and responsibility to prbvide for
But the
the.poor and the.needy 2- that is fOod stamps, pwik programs, welfare, etd.
foodstamps, CETA and welfare are not economic 'development. Ecenomic 'development is
w,hat black pgople must'do themselves to determine their'own economic.future and get'
government to create the political climate to allow this development to take place.
'An illusion perpetuated in the black communitY is,that blaci people do'not,have economic
power and that A,hey ao not have the ability to buiara sound 4.6onomic 'base for' 'themselves.
Thus, most of th&strategies developed by black 1.adersh1p and 'white people of goodwill
have generally centered around-people doing something for blhck people or government
Creating,a program;,tor blackyeople and calling it economic development. Very few
black Institutions survive economically on the power of the black community. They surViv6
through the goodwill of.white people. This is because weAve sold a myth to black
people that they do not:have the econotic power to help determine their own future.
This myth must beexpunged if,econoMic development is to take place rapidly and
positively-and with enthdsiasm in the black coinmunity:.

- BlaCk people have 4 totaLcombined income of over'150 billion.dollers.annually. If
black people were a nation, they woUld be'thelourteenth largest nation in theyorld
they would be the ninth largest nation in the world. This 150
in-teras of income:
bilSion dollars, propetli spent, ill:vested, saved and consumeein the b14.4,
community, wuld lay an enorrous founflation for the economic deyelopment of black
yeople. We Must harness,what we have before. we begin to ask other'peoPlerto cOntribute
to our own ecremIc'develoisment.
\As America march'es into the 21st century, it will not be comforted 63 , litetOriC.''It
the future ia ours and cannot
be.satisfled only with real freedom. Have fatth:
be,4enie&cor taken from us. Progress in Amerioo will 'Come in proportion to.our
willingness tO.struggle for it.
.

.4

Rofral& Reagan may take away some of our.budget, and some of our jobso'but We shall

*
-

survive and prosper.

.

If we do our share, make ouxcontribution, hold our heads up hig.h;s4den America -our land of the free -- will continue to rise like the'sun in the east, until its .
bright light is so intense, that all who live here and millions 'of others around
+
tfte world shall be warmed by its glow.
41
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For as Doceor Du Bois once said, "we stitetith our own souls" aalong as we "neither
-flinch nor falter but fight and fight agaim" Today, let us coitinue to fightfor
equality.

.

/

As,Paul of Tarsus told the galatian province, "let us not grow weary. in well doing.
For in due,season, we shall reap, if we do not lose heart."
4
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1Galatians°, Chapter 6, Verse 9 (Revised Standard Version).
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PAR.T. Q N E .:

'ECONOMIC RETRENCHM:ENT, 'FEDERAL OUTBACKS.AND .

THEIR IMPACT ON BLACK PROBRAMS AN!) BLACK PEOPLE.
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Dr. Mary Berry, professor- of history And law at Howard University in Washington, DC.ana
'
former assistant secretary for education in the U.S'. Department of Health, Educa4on, and
Welfare,. gave an overview of one of the conference's four major topics; "Economic Retrenchment, Federai'Cutbacks and Their Impact'on Black Programs an& Black People," at the general N.
plenary session on Friday, June 25, 1982. Dr. Berry stressed that one of the most important
issues for blaokstoday is"the abandonment of federal support for the economic and social
uplift.of the poor and those deprived of equal opportunity because of historic and present
dis41minationras well as the la& of civil rights enforcement.
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Her remarks outlined the problems and concerns that black administrators, faculty, and
students have with regard to declining federal and state funds for fellowships and financiil
aid .for students which have an impact on the reduction in black student enrollment as well
as the d4nishing joh opportunities in higher education for faculty and administratore.

J.
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These topics'were explored in more detail at the six concurrent sSsaions on the general
on black people and black Programs. The six
theme ofeconamic retrenchmeht and its
s,
sub-topics are listed below.
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1), An Analydis of U.S. EtonomiO Trends and Their Impact on Black

Pro&ams.

.

.2)'

.

.,3).

4)
5)

6)

,

Black Colleges' Relationships to White Colleges as Mdnercets
Tighter for Student Aid Will there,be shifts in enrollment?)
Impact of Declining -Fed 1(ral_and .Stata Student_Financial_Aid_
Black Student Enrollment.

on

Is There True Institutional ComMitment to Black Programs and
Personnel?

Perspectives of Representatives of State Legislators, Boards of
'Trustees and State Coordinating Boards
:The Outlook flor Funding fromFoundations and philanthropic
Agencies

The conference was fortunaxe,in hiving some of the most distinguished educatOrsand scholars
in the country to discuss the above topics, for this was the first time in a higher educatiOni
forum these Problems and,concerns have had'a public airing. T,he.effects of a national
economic recessidn'on black programs hnd.black peOple were studied and'analyzed thoroughly
in these concurrent sessions by economists,, community college presidents, historitally black
,,college presidents, seholars and researchers,in higher education, student financial aid
directors, administrators who-run programs for black students, members of.boards of trustees
and df state coordinatink boards., and prOgrail offieers in pundations.
The papers that follow give insight idto the problems aneconeerns that beset black adminis-.
tratorstr.preddminantly white colleges and universities anA:they provide some strategies and
poaaliblasolutions in dealing with these concerns. Theseare Aiificult times but we are
encouraged by, the experiences, wisdom and advice of our.presenteri in this sectioeon
-/
ecOSomic retrenchment and its impact on black programa and black people,
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ECONOMIC RETRENCHMENT'FEDERAL CUTBACKS AND THEIlt
IMPACT ON BLACK PROGRAMS AND BLACK PEOPLE

Mary F. Berry

<
'

One of the most important issues for black faculty, students, and administrators, as for our
community and the nation at large today is the abandonment of federal support for.the
economic and social 41ift of the poor and those deprived of equal opportunity because of
historic and present discrimination. Black people are disproportionately poor and
disproportionately the victiMs of discrimination; and also, unfortunately, disproportionately
do not vote, which has same relationship to the response we get to our needs in the Coigress.
As we consider the reorientation of our national economy and federal and state budgets
and private sector concerns in relation to our problems, we should remember as Santayana
said, "Those who forget the past are condemned to repeat it." SomRtimes even when we
remember we repeat it.-

Woodrow Wilson once observed propheticallY, "It is,only once in a generation that i people
can be lifted above material things. That.is why conServative government is La the saddle
two-thirds of the tiMe." On November 4, 1920, Warren G. Barding, who one senator described
as "the best of-the second-raters," was-elected by a landslide to,usher in a-conservatiVe
the folksy, easy-going, amicable Harding brought normalcy and not noliFums, an era of
era.
business going its own way comparatively unfettered by serious federal or Wite interference.
Unhindered business gevelopment, said Harding, Coolidge, and' Hoover, would prepare the way
for universal prosperity,
,

Within ten years the most catastrophic collapse in American history,had taken place. The'
dream of the new prosperity,became a nightmare. Franklin Roosevelt swept the Republicans
from power telling the American people that the Republicans failed with the economy because
"their efforts have been cast in the pattern of an outworn tradition." They knew, he.said,
"only the rulea pf a generation of self seekers.", They had no vision of the nedd to succor
the poor and needy and to realize that government had'a responsibility for the entire
They
economic welfare of.the country and not,just of those who had great material wealth.
had no visionand when there is no vision the peOple.perish. His election led to a Oeriod
in our nation's history when Such vision ana such responsiblity on the part.of the government has becomp.expected by the vast majority of Anericang.

-History is a guide ta the present, and those who preach a return to normalcy today, those
who feel that returning the money changers is high seats in the temple of our ciIilization
is a restoration of that temple to ancient truths, are prevailing as they,did,in the.1920's.
But also history is a guide to the future, and as_theirprojected safety nets for the poor
and.needy turn out to be leaky boats in mbich the people drown, they will be run out of
the teMple and same other political force will displace.them.
.

e

I know, of course, no'period in hLgtor; exactly replicates itself. Whatever policy
initiatives are gursued in the 1980's and ;.990,'s will be constrained by technological
changes and improvements% natural forces tut disasters, the Ampitatives of international
political concerns, and scarce or bountiful necessary economic reiources.
,

,
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Of course, it has been successfully, argued in the last two years diat we hive gone too4fat
in the expansion of governmental responsibility for individuals'- that the eXpansion of the,,
'ector
'bl
New Deal into the Great Society.brogght too much legislation, regulati
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spending,,and bad policy intlitives in social areas at the cost of too much inflation,
waste, inefficancy in government, and declining productivity among workers. 'Furthermore,
today is not the 1920's or 1930's and inflation hasAmokeft down the old class'differences
As inflation cuts across class barriers, lower socio-economic
that existed in FDR's days.
groups feel that they have been harmed by it and join in wanting to reduce the,very role of
government that they thought benefited them.
Considering that much of the black poor rem ained poor from the New Deal through the Great
Society, it id being argued that the only w4 to advance the cause of the poor in.the long,
run is to cut aid to the poor in the short runiwhurt you.now, saire you later. The Survivors
will benefit from the business expansion which will result from withholding tHe fiinds they
If the voices 'of those'who perish
would have had in order to permit business to develop.
can be muffled enough And the pain does not continwe too long', ant6u1timate1y business
4pxpands, investors invest instead of consuming, unemployment is red4Ced, hn4'inflation is
,
reduced, the supply-side policy will be applauddd: If.uot, it will be rejected, The
political situation means we are being subjected to its fall-out whether.we like-it or nOt
But the poor and victims of discrimination"-are sYtfering, and
and whether it fails or not.
blacks, who are disproportionately poor and needy are suffering certainly in'the,short run
from cuts In food stamps, AFDC, Medicaid, education, and other social .progrIms.
ow

Instead of being alivet although ai underclass, many will Suffer and.some may not survive.
Others who are only a paycheck di- two away from poverty are already slipping into the
This should not surprise us because we should expect whenever suffering ekists,
underclass.
blacks will suffer disproportionately.. But most black people will survive as they.always
have.

.

Black Americans survived and even grew in num6era despite enslavement and a legacy of
In any,
.suppression through every 19th centurrpanic and through the Great Depression.
oppressive situation, the oppressed either make some accommodaion or they die. They *axe
So having sUrviVed.the past and
not docile; they simply accept survival over suicide.
,present, blacks will survilie the future.
!

.

.

Whatever.policy initiatives are taken concerning social Programs, ceriain facts are
In the next twenty years gignificant changes will occur in the cotposition
uncontroverted.
of America's population. By 1985 the last of the post-World War II baby boom persona will
have entered the labor,pool. This wi ll result in a decline between 1985and,1990 in the
'
expansion of the labor force. Even if Reaganomics fails, this could mean a decling in
4
: unemployment and even full employment in the 1990's; But a new U.S. Commission,on Civil
Rights study, Unemployment and Underemployment Among Blacks, Hispanics, and Women-, and a
1978 study, Social Indicators of Equality for Minorities and Women, show that howeyer the
economy proceeds, blacks will not receive equitable treatment in the work place in gaining
employment unless discrimination is ended. In hard times and good times, minority groups .
often do not receive employment Opportunities for which they are qualified,
.

_

Whatever prospects black administrators may have -- in the future as in the past --will be
related to the prospects for black students. What are those prospects?
Currently the black high school graduate college-going rate ia about that of whites,
thoie
although the persistent, but decreasing high scttal drop-out rates reduce the pool
who.are eligible for college. However, labor force projections indicate that market
conditions in'the 1980's and 1990's will make jobS increasingly difficult to find for all,
graduates:

or
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! Thepe prOjgctions, made without considering the economic expandion projected by the
Aepublicaneas a result .of their economic policy initiatives, indicate that graduates of all
races, se*es and ethnics will either not have jobs or accept jobs where they are under
employed. Most blacks in.undergraduate colleges,and n graduate programs Where the rubbers
are not increasingyand,,,indeed, seem to be declining each year, are still concentrated in
education and the social scieuces and not in tha fields of management, administration,
science,.an technology where opportunities are expected to increase: Black underrepresentation.is 44st acuCe in those fields %which offer the best opportunities fOr the future and
,black representation is moat significant in those fields in which prospects are reduced.

Despite the persistence of the gape, the numbers of students, and especially black students,
involved in higher education last year, this year, and in the future will most likely'
-

.,

'
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decline,because of existing and prqposed budget cuts in education and in student pi4 for the needy in particular. Although, according to the NCES' latest survey, all minority
enrollments increased slightly between 1978 and 1980. blacks have the lowest 6ercentage
(blacks, 7%; Native Americans, 12%; Hispania's, 12%1,4siallincrease among ill minorities.
4="
PaCific Islanders, 21%.)
.
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Furthermore, because of the pall of Bakke and the budget cuts in _graduate and professional
education for minority students, there.is little poisibility that the percentage of black
.
'
professionals will increase at all in the-next decade.
;:,.
-.
.

It.la in view of these difficult realities concerning the black situation now and projections
' for the future that we must consider the role and stathp, present and future, of black
administrators and faculty ahd those of you in this conference must work to help us 1,04.6.ve
equity ind parity for out future. We know that most black students who are in college tOday.
are in two-yeattcolleges. .0ver 50 percent of first-time black freshmen are still enrolled
in two-year institutions, many of. which are not in programs that prepare them for technical
Predictions suggest that the tendency for the majority of black students to,be
occupations.
This is especially the case
enrolled in two-year 6O11eges will continue into the 1980's.
.
Oven the budget shift; in education student aid.
.

.

.

:
.

..

However, an analysis done by two researcheis at the Brookings'Institotion,right before thd
budget shifts predicted that four-year institutions wauld eggrissively recruit many of the
transfer-oriented students to compensate for their Own projeceed enrollthent losses. Te
enrollment losseS because Of the recession have not taken piaci, and even if they,do,
.experience teaches us that pradominahtly white'iaktitUtions,,,and esPecfilly the most
,prestigious ones, aTe unlikely to focus on recrulting more black'atudents even when pressured
to de so. They will, instead, acCelerate their effort4.to ggCruit older students or learn
.
to manage decline.
.
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When Congress enacted legislation-in 1965 whiChprovidedfunds for special programs for
disadvantaged groups, it recognizedithe imbalAnce of educational opportunities being offered
to certain groups, especially.Indians,, blacks.; indlliipatics, It recognized a federal
responsibility to back-stop the priniary state educational role to make eqUal educetional
.
opportunity aa'national policy.
..
;,..

-/'

.

The Lnportant thing to remeniher as ah'hikoric fact is that a bipartisan Congress has
.

.

continuallyjecognized tHe persistenceo1 the problem of unequal education oppOrtnnity, the
.,need for compensatory education for the young, and that we cahnot expectto receive an
adequate sodial and economic returefrom its stadent financial aid,programs WithOut conThe necessityfor,a connection in levels of
current. inyestment in supportive services.
suppotg in sgudent aid and supportive services is made explicit in the education laws.,

,
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Congresspersonsftom both parties have accepted the notion that a national goal'for which
funding should 6,provided is achieving acciat and equity in elementary and higher educatift,
They recognized the inkortance of'educattonal opportunitles to the advancement of a pepPle.
Even,now they will indicate thatthey undersland that family background and wealth may be
more.significatI factors in advancing the echnomic futures of individuals than education,
The most
but if one doasnot have fa41y background and wealth, education ié all eheie is.
important singie item in.a vancing the eConomic future of most People in this sOciety .1*
work, and education does h ve sOma relationship to the kind of work'one gets Or keeps.

:
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But only 6% of
WO have,heard a great deal1 about.becoming capitalists instead, of workers.
theblack population lives,ca,unsarned income r-pensions and social seCurity. The only

way for, peoplewithout capital --unearned incometo gain it it to-steal itparticipate

-

So, the_kind orwork
'la ale undergrhund economyor :.'orlt.
r one can get, the 'salary,
prestige, nppOrtunitieii for advancement-, are critical'ktems.
.

..,

..
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" AlthoughlUgher education leaders taIk about their interest in maintaining'diversity, work'
...
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as staidMiMbers in compensatory,education.programs 9i as faculty or as administrators has
most,often resulted for blacks.'in Predonhnantly white instItutionsthrough the presare of
Heightened
jederal civil rights action and through federal budgetary initiativeS.
.yconsciousness of, the 'moral necesaity for Spening.professionsl opportunities for blacks in
higher education,has'motivated only a few instighiiong to Seek and ,find ways-to begid to
In postsecondary institutions in the south, the
achieve diversity on theirompUses.
tecruitment of black students and black administrators was a direct result of the pressure
A

,
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of the Adams case.

Therefore, if we decrease the numbers and percentages of black students in all but he twoyear and predominantly black institutions, and reduce federal civiA rights pressure,,I
predict we will decrease the numbers of black professionals %n higher education.
If minority
profesaional representation is related to the percentages of various minorities in the
student population, Hispanic, Native Ameritan; and Asian professionals are more likely than
blacks to be hired loserve those more rapidly incredting minorit( student groups.
The fabt of continued racial discrithinatiOn meens that even if we find a way to educate
blacks, we will haye a hard time insuring appropriate professional opporlunipies for students
and graduates through targeted affirmative action. We must find a way in our own interests,
the overall interests of the group in ta4ning economic%independerice rather than dependence,
and the interest in demonstrating .to students that if they overcome the educational barriers,
they can overcome the job discrimination barriers. "Affirmative actionsubstituting merit,
standards where none existed previgusly is absolutely essential for qur economic advancement as a people.. Whetheewe have keynesian ecohomics, supply-side economics, Reaganomics,
or voodoo economics, minorities will not be equipped to benefit froM affirmative action or
take present and future jobs, if and when they are available, if we restrict educational
opportunities today. Wejwill also ourselves be denied professional opportunities,
'

And as we focus on the education of black students, we fade difficult problems.
Budget
cuts and shifts in compensatory education threaten the jobs of our teachers,and administrators and the education of our students. Budget cuts in higher education threaten jobs of
staff in student services, professors, and the education of our students.
\,
Beyond:the issue of budgets, we hear calls for excellence, and for general education and a
core curriculum and begin to embrace them before'we realize that they are code words for
eliminating minority emphaSis, in college programs and minority students, who are not, by
definition, excellent and whose,concerns are obviously not core concerns.

We hear calls that student aid progiams should be focused on students most likely to
iraduate rather-than those who are least likely without help tO graduate and embrace them
foolishly because we do not want to be accused of opposition to merit standards,
We are
afraid to assert that those least likely to graduate ought to be our.first concern.
help them and they do graduate, society will bt saved from unproductive lives and greater
social coats in.the long run.
In the debate in higher education circles over our country's educational future, we see
ourselyes shuffled off to equal opportunity ghettoes while,others are regarded as being
interested inequality. We let ourselves be shuffled off too often instead of sayinlwe
are interested in an equal opportunity for a quality education, not just any education.

We hear calls for back-to-basics in elementary and secondary education and then realize
that students are not learning hoW tO think ordo math or science needed to understand new
technology, and that funds are not available for computers and other scientific equipment
ne4ded.inour.schoolb.
As We try to protect opportunities for students, we have ,found ourselves having to make the
case that the present federal programs work .and that the need to supPort access and equity
continues. But we can make the case.
We know that black college enrollment increased
greatly after the 1985 and 1972 student aid prgyisions were enacted.. The number of black
persons 14 to 34 years old enrolled in colleges nearly doubled in the,heyday of the programs
from 1969 to 1975. As a pioportion of all college students 14 to.34.ydars old, blacks Were
about 10% in 1979, slightly less than their proportion of the college age population, but a
higher percentage than at the beginning of the decade.
In predominantly white institutions, to educate, when ii comes to black students, too often
means to admit and to flunk gut. It should be a matter of national disgrace Nhat black
colleges and universities still do the best job of educating black students. .The 424,470
students being served by the various student services in higher education in theladt
fiscal year are only a proportion of theone million-,plus students who could benefit from
these programs. We know that we need more funds rather than less for elemefttary and
secondary programs. We say we must solve the puhlic educatiOn quality,protlem toend the
need for remediation in colleges and universities, but only 4P% ,of those who need Title I
.
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type programs get them., Instead whaf we get,are arguments that private schools, which would
.not even admit many of the students we ere concerned about, do the job better. Therefore,
tuition tax credits or vouchers which absorb ever greater proportions of the budget that
'should.be going to compensatoiy education, we are told,.would be a good idea.
Pith the absence of fUnding, we are likely also to continue in a situation where, as,today,
many black and poor students do not even know about thefederal programs, and are never
able to negotiate successfully the procedures to gain access to the funds that are available.
Many of the student aid offices at the poorest institutions will remain inadequately staffed
to provide appropriate counseling and other inforMation. Of course, if black and poor
students are never enrolled in institutions, we Will not need more programs for them - or
for black professionals to help them.
,

The other thing that will happen is,that if any financial aid at all continues to be
available, the numbers of proprietary institutions will increase and more black and poor
students will be recruited into them because they bring with them financial aid income for
any postsecondary school they qtend. These facts about black education are significant
because a lack of education will result in continued increased unempldyment of blacks,
increased crime rates, incre'ased welfare roles, increased commitments'tb mental institutions,
and ah increased prison population.
If blacks enter two-year colleges and never graduate or graduate without usable skills or
fail to transfer to four-year instituilons where they can be educated inmehe skills necessary
for p
sional employment or to enter graduate and professional schoolsto increase the
representa o of blacks in those fields, ye.will never have the possibility of curing the
ncome gap that separates the black community from the white majority.
anployment a

A major problem or us in predominantly white,higher educatiOn is the absence of black
faculty and administrators and trustees both in view of their own access to these posts and
to provide the expertise rooted in experience and the role-modeling necessary for students.
With the exception of increased Jewish and Catholic participation, taculty make-up in ail
of predominantly witite higher education has changed little fromits maite-upa the nineDespite the disproportionate minority enrollment in 'two-year colleges,
teenth century.
minority faculty even there still remain barely visible.
Low minority baccalaureate and graduate enrollments result in fewer minority faculty
available to teach in academic institutio s, just as the high attrition rates and,the lack
two-year colleges leads to.tewer enrollments
of transferability of minority students
ddition, fewer minority faculty have been
in baccalaureate and graduate programs.
able to assume leadership positions in coll es where faculty expereince is a common qualifbcation.

In turn, the small number of minbrity administrators and faculty has led to a small pool
eligible for college presidencies, where they might help to initiate change and.to create
In
an environment in.whichminorities receive equ'itable treatment and full opportunity.
addition, the electors/ and appointive processes have resulted in few minorities appointed
to boards of trustees where they can influence decisions to improve the.climate for minority
. education.

If the,college milieu is to be made ore conducive to black education and educators in the
1980'$, several steps must be taken. We must hold each other accountable, recognizing that
Instead,
the struggle is not about putting blackflfaces in poSitions ofpower and influence.
it is, about advancing blacks who know why they are there and who recognize their obligation
to others and whowill not let themselves be,used to give credibility, to instithtional
decisions that are harmful to black programs and black people. Black administrators and
faculty must form an effective lobbying group within t4 organizations to which they belong
togain the rbsources they need to,maintain efeective,prugrams and to improve and protect
their own status and Professional advancement. They,should also demand majordeciSionmaking roles in these organizations beyond involvement in black causes.
Yore emphasis is
needed on proposal writing for availablefundinvactivitiesand,for participation as.readers
of Proposal& in existing funding programa .guch as those.of Title III, The Fund for thq.
Improvegent of Postsecondary Education, and, The International,Education programs.
Propose& federal and state regulations ought,to be reviewed.And analyied for their impaci
on.black students in the tWO-iind four-year institutions. Concerted action--legal it
necessary, and cornmunity.--basedutilizing sororWes, fraternities, and black social,

.;
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organizations should be used to insist upon breaking the log-jarii which'prevents easy transfer
of successful students from two-year institutions to four-year institutions within the
states and leads to attrition of black êtudents in all institutions of higher education.
Legal and political efforts at the local level should be directed at strengthening and

upgrading recruiting and financiAaid offices sa that black students can receive their
share of grant, logn, and work-study funds. The evidence is that black students do not
receivelhe aid for which many more would qualify than the numbers who currently receive it.
Let the woid go forth that we know Pell grants are being severely disrupted while GSL's
Only
continue to have a smooth patH. Pell grants will be 402 smaller by 19$3 than 1981.
107. or less of blacks) Hispanics, and Indians receivt GSL's.
In addition, we should demand that colleges begin to use life experiences, community
services, and prospects for serving underserved communities in addition to usual criteria.
In this way, more minority students who will be likely to serve the professional and para-.
professional needs of minority communities can be,admitted to these programs in two- and
four-year institutions. In addition, these student-based challenges could be used to mount
legal challenges to the absence or cutback in black professionals in these institutions.
Financial.exigency should not be used to peipetuate the "last hired, first fired",syndrome.

Foundations and buSinesses, under their programs of corporate responsibility, should be
asked to fund supportive services and staff for programs targeted on black students in
predominantly white institutions; We must find a way to obtain funds aEt a return of our
bu.tn taxes from the federal governmentyana from states where they have the fiscal aLlity
for staff and technical assistance-to inform students and to help them obtain aid, and for
greater resources for special services for helping with the high attrition rates, and
greater resources for helping with'the drop-out and push-out problems. We must monitor
block grants and demand our share. We mUst,help ourselves through our bwn social
4
organizations.
.

We must also use the economic power of our $160 billion consumer budget inthe black
community and the consumer budgets of those who are our allies to demand greater business
support of our institutions in their corporate'responsibility programs and greater opportunities for blacks' to become entrepreneurs in the businesses wt utilize. Supply-side
econdmics must not be for white folks only..
In order to do this we must
Only in these ways can we hope to increase equal opportunity.
not wily muster the power we have, but form coalitions with other groups to'gain funding for
all programs from the public and private sectors. What is needed is a full-scale Mobilizetidn of the poor across race and ethnic lines, the aged, blibk and Hispanic comMunity
groups, and women's groups and organizations to help to increase private sector funding for
these programs, in addition toplacing pressure on politicians and government agencies.
We must implement voter registration and voting drives to buttress our political demands.
%

Only if we do all of these things will we.avoipOdgcreasing the numbers and percentages of
blacks and the poor who are receiving education. Only if we do all'of these things'will wa
increase opportunity for black professionals in higher education and the overall economic
resources ayailable to the black community. Otherwise, we will never achieve equity and
parity in Affierican society.

We should not despair too much in the present economic and poritical climate if. we
remember that the disasters of the late 1920's led to the Roosevelt recovery in the late
If we cannot change Reagan's policies, we can change Reagan for someone else. $ut
1930's.
r-that is.in the long run. We cannot.afford to lose any generation of our black stOdents
because of a lack of support for services they need% We cannot afford to continue to lose
grbund in professional eMployment in higher education.
4
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ANALYSIS OF U.S. ECONOMIC TRENDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON BLACK PROGRAMS
s

Ronald F. Ferguson

-

Good morning. My name is Ron Ferguson. I am an Asgistant Professor of Afro-American Studies
at Brandeis University and an MIT Alumnus. I will be yoUr moderator tbis'inorning. Our two
. very distinguished panelists are Professor Lester Thurqw and Professor Phyllis Wallace, both
We are going o sk the speaker's to,go first, after Which there should beraout 45
of MIT.

minutes for audiencediscussion.
We will be concerned this morning wath current trends in the management and performance of
the United States economy. Professor Phyllis Wallace will speak on "Employment, Unemployment
and Income Maintenance." Professpr Lester Thurow Fill shard his ideas on "Economic Survival .
I have been asked to make some opening remarks, And to incorlate into
in the 1980's."
them some.discussion of,the impact of current economic trends upon programs whi /aid minorIwill focus my remarks upon the new attitude of
ities in institutions of higher.education.
Among
the federal government tOward members of society who are economically disadvantaged.
the isAues.to be considergd in this context is the Reagan administration's attitude toward
financial aid for low intone students,in colleges andOniversities.
1

The fact that the election of 1980 ushered in a drastic shift in target levels of support
for the poor is well known. What may not be so obvious to°the general public is that this
shift has taken place fox prilarily ideological reasons, -- nOi because it was necessary to
the achievement of so-called supply-side economic objectives. Similirly, proposed cuts in
aid to higher educatien are much more tied to ideoiogy than to supply side eeconomics, ker se.
Among economists, thg'phrase "supply-side economics" has A much illore general meaning than
the simpleninded tax-cut laissez-faire notion promulgated by the Reagan administration, To
economists, supply side economiC's represehts a polidy perspective which emphasizes the need
to affect the behavior of producers as opposed to consumers in order to increase pioductiyity-and economic growth,

,

During the 1970's the economy suffered severAl severe supply-side Jolts: aothe of the mote
well=known and talked about were thelgil price surges of 1973 and 1978, unexpected inflation
of luilding material prices, and food shortages. Each contrihuted'to cuthacks in the supply
of goods and services produced. The result was simultaneously high levels of unemployment
and inflation. Many economists came to the conclusion that the demand-oriented policies so
successful during the 1960's could not restore full employment in the,1970's without adding
Instead, policy should focus on the supply
to an already unacceptable level Otinilation.
side of the economy. This view was held by economists of all ideologica1,persuasions. What
they failed to agree upon was whieh specific types of supply side policies were lost
desirable;
'.

.The economic policy perspective of the Reagan administration is only one very.narrow ideologr
ically and conceptually extreme version pf supply-side economics. Its basic premise is,
'that lower taxes and less regulation will lead to increased investment-and work effort,
Conyersely, 'It embodies the view that public benefit programs destroy incentives while
fostering,a,dependent class of frequently, dishonest citizens who refuse to Work for a living.
Notwithstanding the Président's burgeoning collection of anecdotes, scientific evidence
io base national
attesting to the genpral.validity of these propositions does,not exist.
economic.policy upon them requires 4 giant leap of faith and a willingness'to place the
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If
greatest risk of continued hardship upon those at th'e bottpm of the econoMic ladder.
Repganomics fails to deliver on its promise of more job 4Portunities for the Poor, rest
assured that the administration will find some way to blame that failure on the poor and
continue to stand firm against increasing support for Social welfare programs.
:

Given the administration's lip service tp the desirability of getting the poor olf of welfare
and into the labor force, it is curious that cuts in social benefit propams have not been
structured in a manner consistent with this objective. Changes in the FOod Stamp Program
and'in Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) which went into effect in October 1981'
were structured in a manner which'reduced recipients' inderitives to supplement their earnings.
This is directly.counter to the professed goals of the Reagan economic program, supply-side
It leadsione td suspect'that perhap'S the true objectiye, based upon the ideplpgy
economics.
of 1aiseez-faireconservatism, was simplY io take the money from the poor and give it'back to
those who earned-it.
'RP

Consider the findings of a report issued bf e Congressional Budget Pffice in February 1982.
The report tabulated the impat of tax and benefit reductions which went intd effect in
October 1581. It was found that when the dollar value of benefit reductions was subtracted
from tax savings, only,families with yearly incomes of,less than $10,000 suffered a net
decrease in effective income. Though the average net eduction for those households was
only $300, parents employed in low-paying jobs and receiving both food stamps and AFDC
These families will be
benefits stood tq, lose up to 20 percent of their effective incomes.
hit once more in October,1982,when spending for social programs is to be cut again by several
.N
billion dollars.
Cynical distrdst of those in need and the self-indulgent morality of laissez-fairecons'ervatism
is also affecting federal policy toward higher education.. Breaking the link between socioeconomic status and access to higher education has been an articulated objective of feder4
policy over several decades. In 1958, Republican President Dwight Eisenhower requested.
enactment,of the National Defense Education Apt. Within the act it was written, "... the
security of the nation requires the fullest development of the.mental resources and technical
skills of its young men and women...This requires programs that will give assurance that no
student of ability will be denied an opportunity for higher education because of financial
need..."

Twelve years later anotheOepublicart, President, Richard Nixon, stated, "No qualifded student
That has long been a great
who wants to go to college should be barred by lack of money.
American goal; T Propose that we achieve it now..." Nixon's call to actionjead to legislation creating the Basic Education Opportunity Grant, more commonly called,the Pell Grant
program. This program now serves over 2.8 million Amenicans each year with an average award
of somewhere under $900. Seventy-three percent of Pell Grant redipients have family incomes
One-third are black or
,of under $15,000 per year; fifty=three percent under $9,000.
Hispanic;,sixty percent are women. president Jimmy, Carter viewed this program andaupplementary efforts by hp own administratión to be sources of great pride. Thus in 1980 he
"...we've brought college within the reach of every student in this nation who's
declared,
qualified for higher education. The idea,that lack of money should be no barrier to college
education is no longer a dream, it's a reality..."

t&up

of men who had never
The election of 1980 brought into office an administration
Their dream was one of a wofld
dreamed this dream, and who took no pride in thlsreality.
in which, as White House policy analyst Robert,Carleson puts it2, "income belongs to those.
who earn it." In this view, a college education should be available to anyone who can afford
to pay for it. David Stockman made this point bluntly when he told the House Budget Committee
"I do not accept.the notion that the federal government has an obligation to fund generoua
It deems tO me that if people want to go to
grants to'anybody Who wants to go.to college.
college bad enough, then there is opportunity and responsibilitY on their part to finance
their way through the best they can," Let me repeat,the last sentence: "It seems to me
that if peOple want to go to college bad enough, then there is opportunity:and responsibility
on their part to finance their way through the best they can."
.-

In line with,this philosophy the Reagan administration has proposed drastic cuts in federal
funding for financial aid programs. Actual funding levelsfor fiscal years 1980, 1981, and
The budget for:
1982, and Reagan's proposal for fiscal year 1983 are presented in Table I.
fiscal year 1983 would affectschulayear 1983-84.. Congress has apparently rejected these
Considet for a,moment however,,
cuts and is presently formulating less drastic alternatives.
what the impact might have been ifthe Reagan proposals had been acCepted.

Referring to the table you will see that the grand.total of Reagan's proposals for school
Over the same
year 1983-84 comes to alMost 40 wrcent less than what was spent in 1981-82.
If Reagan's 1983
two year period college costs ardNexPected to rise 15 to 20 percent.
proposals were adopted,the'$979 million cut from the Pell Grant program would reduce the'
eligible student population Sy approximately one-third, while almost all who iemained
ellsible would have family IncoMes of pas thari$14,000; another $353 million would be lost
. to low income students through abolition of-the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Giant "
and SZate Student Incentive Graht programs; 250,G00 stbdent jobs, am&inting ea 2,7% of.the
number available in 1981-82, would be-lost from the College WorkiStudx.frogram; all gradnai'e
and professional school students would nO longer be eligible for the Guaronteed Student-Loan
Piogram and would have to seek loan at higher Interest rates through a.new program which
has not been st-;ongly endorsed;by prospective prilvate sector 4.pnders. This would _leave oyer,
650;004 graduate Ntudents who might otherwiSe use the Guaranfeed Student Loan Program,with' .
out reliable-acCess to affordable loan funds.
it is frightening to imagine how much the Reagan proposals might have diminished the ,repreI am very
sentation of poor and minority students on college anchuniversity campuses.
happy to report that they have allready been rejected by the Congress% Thus, we ,need not
descend immediately into utter despair. At the same time, there is little hope that Congress
will do more than tefuse to make cuts. Indications are that none of these programa will
In the presence of constantly rising tuition and living expenses,
receive increased funding.
Several bits of'
erosion in the progress of the last two decades is seemingly unavoidable.
evidence suggest that the erosion is already in.progress.

College applications from poor and minority students appear Sp be dropping off, and there is
a general shift from private to public institutions, At thsfend of March,1982,applications
for school year 1982-83 at private colleges and universities were down 2.3 percent relative
to one year earlier. Applications to less expensive public institutions were up 1.8 percent.
Even at Harvard and Radcliffe, where the total number of applications was unusually high,
there were fewer minority applicants than in the past year and fewer applicants whose parents
did not attend college. At the Madison Campus of the University of Wisconsin, the number
of minority applicants for the incoming freshman class dropped by 16 Percent.
Further, in
These changes in applicant flow may or may not be statistically'significant.
Considering
rising
tuitions,
high
none of the cases mentioned is the cause well understood.
interest rates, financial insecurity, high unemployment, and uncertain prospects for a ,
national economic recovery, there is much room for speculation.

What sems certain, is that for at least the next few years the academic choices of students
from middle and lower incomg famikies will be significantly restricted by financial tonsider.L.
As long as the Reagan admknistration or one with a similar ideology remains in the
ations.
As the economy recovers and'
White House these restrictions are not likely to be lifted.
the federal deficit is reduced we may seeincreased.,defense spending, and there may be further tax cuts. However, lantil there is a Fhange in the'iorality of those who run our federal
goverment, poor families and those in need of help to send their children to college shoUld
not expect any miracles.

TABLE I:

FEDERAL FUNDING -- Student Aid Programs (millions of dollars)

Fiscal Year
PROGRAM
1980

Pell Grants

2,528

'

2,346

1983
(proposed)

1,400

2,279

.

4

i.
,
SEOG Supplgmentai Educational
Opportunity Grants

.

SSIG 7
State Student Incentive Grants

7

1,82

1981

370

370

77

77

278

0,
*

.

'

.

.

74

r

6

O.

°

4

e

'.

GSL..
Guaranteed Student'Loans

,

2,535

1,609
.

...: 2,752

2,485

.

_

-NDSL,National Direct Btudent Loans

286

-186

179

0

,CWS College Woilt Study

550

550

528

398

;2,440

1,896

1,085

.7,986

5,368

Social Security

1,901'

GRAND TOTALS

7,321

SOURCE:

.

.

Council for Financial Aid to Education
680 Fifth Avende, New York, NY 10019 (212/541-4050)
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ANAEYSIS OF ALS. ECONOMIC TRENDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON BLACK PROGRAMS
4

40.

Phylelis, Wallace

I

I am not a morning person and I got.up early this morning to put these Ibtes,together.
propose' to read all of them, and I will give up my question and answer period'.

The budgpt resolution was approved.by the Congress only last week, therefore I do'not
have precise npmbers for fiscal 1983, but my comments will reflect the sense of direction
and trend based on what has happened in the last year in the prolonged debates,around the
treatment of non-defense expenditures. My focus will be primarily on income seCurity
for the uon-aged, thus, jwill not discuss secial security. At the present time there is
a very vocal group of constituents on these issues. I will also talk about employment
and training. The combination of these twoincome security, and jobs and training
represent,the essence of how individuals sustain their economic status. Frequently in
the presentation I will note what the impact illoon the black community. I think that it
is a shorthand for saying that blacks.at the present time are the largest minority group,
and that they are disproportionately represented in the economichly disadvantaged
categorles. The disCussion is really about the larger classification of people,who are

.

poor.
..

.

The bottom line is that the large cutback ? in most federal social programs will mean fhat
the black community's relative economic position will be severely weakened; or, as
someone.noted, this is the day when less is more. It will'be weakened Arst by,higher
unemployment. Blacks have held proportionately more jobs.in the public sector, and
especially in those socialprograms being cut in federal, state, and munictpal government,
ent and_training. Blacks will haye more than_their
programs in health, housing',.. emplo
Also, in addition, there is severe
s in jobs.
'share of those layoffs and reduct
unemployment of blacks who"bav b ri laid off from jobs in the basic' Manufacturing
industries. We know that in tF4 automobile, steel, and rubber industries a sizeable
segment of the blue collar workforce is:made up.of blacks, and many,Of them now will be
permtnently'laid off from those cpportunities. That is, they will not be recalled,'so
there will be a bleak future for people who by now'may be middle-aged and latdtmegr'nOt
be able to move to the.sun belt where there may be oPportunities in high-tech indUstries.
'

1

.,

.

Also, within the black communiV/1 of course, ill of us are quite.tamiliar with the
statistics showing that,hali 65;tthe black,youth population ierunemployed and many prelnot
even.in the laborjorce. In-May, 1.982, hlacks still experienced unemploymene raeeS that
were 2:1 or 3:1:.s tompaied to those for white workers. In the future.blacks maiface
some major emPloyment difficulties becaute'the growth indtiseries probahly Pill be die
.
highlSaph industries. ,Individuals will.have to have a college edudation or be,
retty:grim for blacks.
., knowledgeable in the computer sc1ences1 thu s. the future 16o
In 'Ray, 1982, blackS abcounted f&c 20X, of.all of th6se peop)14 ho yere,unemployed,
although they make up pay about'11% of the civilian,labor 'workforce. So, herb again,
' ,
-tbey bear a disproportionatortion of, the unemployment.
.

,

.

..

,.

The black community's relatitre econbmic position'will be weakened b y a widening ot 40
deficits, that is, the difference getween blacks.as a share of the civilian labor force
and-the share of all jobs held. If blacks are roughtly 14. of the civgian'labor force
4
,and they hold less.than 10% of all jobs, Chere is a.deficit of perhaps a million jobs,
and this deficit will grow. Of courie, %Set wt talk:about .joba ye are really talking
.

.

I

NI.

of.

,

'

.

.
.

abo4 money,income, and there will be some moderation in money Income, that,is, earnings
from wages and stlaries. The message-from thelederal budget is that noi only will
there ke a reduction in wages and.salaries, but also,a reduction in th2 major twansfer
payment programs and income maintenance,suc4 as severe cutbacksin Aid to Families
with Dependent Children. I would like to highlight what_is happening in the employment
and training field, what is happening to the Aid to Families with Dependent.Children,
- 'and make several 2onclusions Which Iwill admit inedvance are more.political than they
are objective in the economic sense.

T

The job training program was slashed in the 1983,bu4get thefeby aducing the degree which
the government will provide employment and training for the unelployed and the untrained.
/ lAs many of you may know, dince the mid-1960's we have had a,major federally funded
program in eMployment anA training, initially called the Manpower Development Training
Administration (CETA). Last year and againthis year enormous slashes were made in the
budget for CETA. ,Thp 1981 spending.iigure was $5.,6 billion down from $7.9 billion in tht
last-year gf the Carter Administration.
It was tfut to $4:3 billion in 1982, and the Ileagan
.administration proposed a bare $2.4 billion for 1983 while the Congress increased the
Orogram to $3 VTilion.
This program is'important because the focus is on training people
who have not been able to make the transitian into private'sector jobs, or even good
public.sector jobs. CETA is to be reauthoriXed'in the fall, and there is an enormous
debate under wayabout consOlidating all of,the separate titles into block,grants and
abouCgiving substantial control of the program to private business.
,

.

By and large, the people who flow through the CETA programs are what one economist has
.called.the "leftovers," people with deficiencies inNskills and in edutation. They are
nor perceived by employers in the private sector as the kind of people who they want to
hire.
Privatt employers4elieve that significant funds would have to be seent to train
these people to fit intdReir regular workfdrce.. I thinkjthat the effort to convert
CETA programs into block grants to states and tdCask the10.vate sector.tolt
respbnsible for the training of these people and responsible for providing jobs for them
will fail. ft is most unlikely that private 'sector tmployers will be able to do more
than a token amountin terms of hiring and training these eonomically disadvantaged
people." A major criticism of these programs has been, that they,ditd not improve
earnings nor even place individuals in good jobs. Althoughjthereemay.be ways to
modify aid to change.the system; the Reagan shift will mean that a large group,of
economically disadvantaged people will find that they are further removed from the
e
American mainstream.

Now, if we look at the:income security programs, large reductions are proposed for those
that support people with no or low.income, especially 44e Aid to Families with Dependent
Children and the'food stamp programs. President Reagan under his so-called "New
Federalism".proposes to shift the AFDC program to the states. ,Thas program at the present'
tim9, or last year, was funded at $8 billion. Numerous negotiatiohs.are underway to
return.AFDC tothe_states and to swap Medicaid and perhaps other social programs in
exchange. There is a ooncern that if the AFDC program is retUrned to the'states, even
after some transitional period, the different states may have different policies and
prpcidures on benefit levels and eligibility.
The AFDC1program is a cash assistance program to low income families,,usually single
parents with dependent children. The states n the past have administered these.programs and the federal government has piovided most of the money'(50 to 77,p.drcent of
total cost)" In the 1983 budget, Reagan proposed to reduce'the AFDC outlays from:$11.5
billion in fiscal 1981, to $5.9 billion in fiscal 1983, or a 1111 reductlon.' The
4administration has cleverly redefined family needs and available income. More people
be'exoluded from the transfer system. There is a program of the'ao-nalled work
fare Where the recipients of cash assistance would be required to wqrk at especially
crelted_jobs in,order to,receive the assistance. There would be sharp reductiona'
In work related expenses such aS child care and transportation. Across the board there
call a mean mai'
is an atte4t to`look at the AFDC program and to come upsWith-what
ctuel valysisof.wiiat. should be done.
4

I
From-ty perspective, I see that AFDC is,penceived primirilyoto be a black program.
think that racThm lies really at, the heart of tWmajor changes that WaShington,would
like to make in this program. In 1g80, 42% of all black.families were headed-by women
compared with 12% for white families,headed by women. Blacks account for-30% af all
Black Wm n heeding families are yognger,
femaje headed families, up from 21% in-1966,

,
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more than twice as likely to be single, and have more childreft,AoVer labor,force
...parLcipation rateg, higher unemployment, higher rates of poverty and lower
educational levels than their white counterparts. The number of black female heads of
families has almost doubled since the 1970's. The'most significant increase was in the
number of never-marrieds. Some_researchers expect that by the end of thia decade,
half of all black familiesAwill be headed by women. What does this mean? Although
half of the female heads of faMilies participate It the labor market, many of these
Their median income, their
women are employed mostly in low-paying, low-skill jobs
- earnings, arid-all other sources of their money income av age $7,400 per year, which
puts them belovtheso-called poverty level. Now I might just Take the comparison
, the combined income is
that in black families with both husband and wife worki
Where there istonly a male working in a black faTiIy, themedian
$22,795 a year.
income is $12,000, and where there is a female head of the family, the medianincome is
approximately $7,000.

.

t-

Thus, half of.all.black.femalwheadi of house holds fell'below thepoverty line in 1980.
These families accounted for 72% of all impoverished black families.' Forty-eight
percent of the black femafe headed families received AFDC or other-pataic welfare
The increase in.the.number of black'female headed families with limited
paypents,.
economic resources becomee a major'issue for the black community because nearly half of
all black chillren ar7 in these families.
,

.

9

Now a'few concluding remarks. If Mr. Reagan wishes to turn,the clock baCk fifty yaars,
then there sfiould beno sacred cows and no one seglient of tfie population should bear a
disproportionate shire of the burden. People, who even'in the beet of times, have not
beenadequatelylequipped to deal with market forces are being thrown onto the trash
heap., What seems to be unreasonable is the major effort to.redefine categOries to
demonstrate that far from weakening their relative economic pOsition, minorities never
ad it so good. An example of this appears, in a recent publication from the Census
For a number of years we have
Department in Washington redefining the poverty concept.
used money,income as a way,of indicating whether people fall below the poverty threshold.
If wOuse the money'income available,to a family in 1979 for the total population,.
11% of the total populatioaand 30% of all blacks fell below the poverty threshold.
However, if you use the alternative methodology sug6bted in this census Oublication, yoa
would fatpr in "value in-kind," that is,non-cash transfers, such-as food stamps, sthool
lunches, pltilic houeing with Subsidized rental housing, Medicare and Medicaid, etc.
The poverty, rate thus is reddced from 11 to 6 percent for the to*tal population and irom
.30 to 16 percent for.blacks. Wite a little morg time to factor in all kinds of transfer
- benefits, the statisticians might arrive at a point where they could stgle that poverty
,is a state of mind, and that there aro no low income households. While tha statisticians
have devoted so much attention to thelow income segment of the population, they.have not
scrutinized pensions'and other fringe benefits that all of us in this room receive, or
--the taxadvantages of home owner-Ship for the moreaffluent.
,

I was amazed at a story reported in.the June 3rd ectition of The Boston Globe, It noted
gains in black income rePorted, Let me read it to you) "New figures show thet'the
income of blacks in this country did not fall iathe 1970's but rose.faster than did the
income of whites. Black/white income teports have generall# been in terms of real or
inflation adjusted median annual income per Iamily. By this standard, one traditionally
Their
used by the Censu..1 Bureau, whites gained from 1970-1980, though only barely.
Blacks, on
median family income rose about $180 in constant 1980 aollars to $11,904.
the other hand, clearly loat grohnd: .their median intome Vas down,$650 to $12;674. But
census specialiats-say that these figures do not take into account,the shifts that,
oecurred in the 1970's in family size. Black and white family eizeg boah deCliped, but'
a black family's size declined more. By the resulting bottom line measure of reel per
capita income,-blacks rematin behind whites but gained ground in the 1970'i. In 1270
according' to census figures, per person income of blacks expressed in constant 1980
,dollars and including annual cash income, not Medicaid, food stamps and other income
By 19.80 that figure hid risen to $4,864 or 21%. For white
benefits, was $3,966.
It rose to $8,233 in 1 0
per capita income in.1910 measured the same way was $7,118.
it was 167.." 16Z is leaa than 21%, and therefore blacks have gained in terms of the
income over the decade. I.would say amazing!
.

I agree with an argument that was developedoWenecentBrookings. publication, Setting
National Priorities.

In the 1981 budget, there is.considerable tenaion between twa

.
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(1) the social serv4.ce arcriacome support.programs fulfill`necessary responsibilities of the federal government to protect peopleItom economic,adversity, and (2)
the economic iole of the federal government raises questions of how to minimize
inefficiencies by maintaining incentives. That is the tension that wp6have. But it
seems to me that the combined changes in income assistance programs and the reduction
of employment Snd training progracs would indicate that the poor, the most economically
disadvantaged, are being penalized, and blacks will bear the brurrt of these changes.
I would like to emphasize that much of this burdeft will be borne'by those blacks who
are the working poor and who supplement their very low earnings with some public
I close with a,quote from another MIT economist who,said, "There is something
assistance.
wrong with a society that protects the snail darter, but leaves the poor to fend for
itself."
views:
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BLACK COLLEGES' RELATIONSHIPS TO WHITE COLLEGES
AS MONEY GETS TIGHTER FOR STUDENT AID

W41ter L. Smith
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It is impossible to ditcuss this topic without moviding some historical b,ackground on
the relationship between the black and white colleges and univers1tie4 prior to the
finantial crunch. The relationships betWeen these Ansticutions do indeed reflect more
than the present impact of tight money and declining efirollments. Their history,
indeed their growth and development on the American scene, was always one of struggle
ladong these institutions for available fidancial resources to support .j.nstitutional
growth and student access.'
As America began to stretch its wings in its fight and flighb, for the conquest of space;
the National Defense Act of'1957-58 as amended provided the first meaningful financial
aid program to students. Of course this does.not incluCle aid tO World War 11 and postwar era G.Is. The NDEA program aided milliops of young Americans to acquire an education
nd proyided America 'with its engineers anfftechnical warriors.
,

.

Asenrollment continued to clidb in postsecondary education, it 'became evident that the
-black community still'Auffered from the absence of necessary professionals in American
,

society.
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Armeorwith the.Brown vs. Kansas decision of the Unitpd Stases Supreme Court, hlacka began
to push harder.for access to higher educational opportunities, and the educatiOnarsystems
'
responded.
.

.
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The first,response was Oftentimes the development of more segregated black institutions,
usualli_two-_,year colleges. In the state-Of Florida An entire system of tdo-year college§
was eseablishedbeginning in 107.1 trOriically, eiae might say that two systems were
Qns.grpup of these.new colleges was black,and the other 'white. Even during
-.4developed.
that era the battie for resources was_evident.,:The system respondedhy deyeloping the
A
new-black institutions (there,were tt:ietve), for the most part; on the cadPuses of the
histotically black-Righ schools."And, as the white instieutions flourishe4 and'grew;
usually on separate.campuses a1id ..with new facilities, the bla* colleges struggled for
,

..*

-

,

survival.,

,

.,

,

-

'Finally,-the-1964 Civil Rights Act was passed by the Congress of,the United States and
then was psed as a weapon.for destruction of the black twO-year institutions.'
.

.

,.

Since in lach instance the black and white institutions were developed in eommon sctiool
'districts; usual1y7,4rving several cqunties, the phase-out of the black caleges took
such clibbinations vas the lass of
place through a.settes of merprs. The aftermath
ttended and taught at the black
black students and-many black profe'isionals Who ha
,
.
f
Institutions.
,

.

.

-,8y 1967 the last 6f the twelve black colleges, Gibbs Junior College,'9t, Petersburg,
Florida, was out through Merger.Z.Gibbs Junior College,'established in 19M, as
closed in 19671, With a.seconded notion'end the stroke of a pen a 'great little
institution, which happened to have enrolled black students, was Iatd to rest.
0.
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Wiih the closure of the black, two-year, public colleges in Florida, a different
relationship developed between the black, fourlyear colleges,of Florida (there were
'four) and the integrated, largely white community colleges of the state.
While during
ihe previous ten years the black two-year colleges had funneled their Students directly
to the black-colleges and universities,,the integrated institutions did not follow
the similar trend.
.

.

Competition between the black and white institutions for the top blAck students began
almost immediately. CoMplicating the process of_competition was_the emergence on the
Florida Scene of the predominantly white, but integrated upper division regional
institutiona. These universities, four in number, were developed as the black two-year
institutions were phased out. 'Unfortunately, the upper division institutions became
an instant menace to the growth and development M the Cour historically black institutions
in Florida. Today, tOis situation has not changed and will be discussed later in this
paper.

The Adams vs Richardson decision now looms as significant to the black colleges of America
as did the Brown decision to the black K-12 system of these United States.
Today, it is
a rare occasion when One finds a historically and presently majority K-12 institution,
unless of coUrse,..the school district is also predominantly.black.
When thq Adams decisibn is reviewed in phe context of its elusive phrapeology of
enhancement, unnectssary duplisation: facility upgrade, institutional mission, role and
scope and cooperative programming the present relationships between black and white
c011eges and universities come intofocus. When the cpurt decision is coupled with the
"gew Federalism" concept of supportfor higher education, the relationships between
black and white institutions are dealt a double "whammy."
,

It is fair to say that most of what the relationship will be in the public sector will
be dictated for he most part by boards of regents, boards of trustees and state boards
of education. The private sector will have a different basic apprOech ioward
establishing InterinstitutionAl relationships. However, All colleges and universities
will feel the dmpaat of shifting enrollments caused by the decItne in federal support
to. education.

*Several kindsof relationships are'likely to'etherge througli the development of new
.approaches to admission, articulation and recruitment, cooperative proiramming among
institutiOnsand the pursuit of alumni contributions Where perions are grachiates of
., both black amd white colleges and,bniversities.
.

.

.

.

.
,

The Articulation and recruitment efforts of institutions place black and.white'colleges...,
on the'common scene in purfuit of the top black students, who are not likely to require
added resourcef for compedeatory education.programs.
In addition, both groups are
wObing the super athlete in order to enhance their institutiOns' intereollegiate
,
athletic progrdm. The Title,IX push for added:expenditures in athletic programs for
women complicdtes matters'considerably.
-Black athletes, at least at present, :tontinue their donlination of,the large team sports,
such as football, basketball and track.- The recratment efforts of institutions often
result im name-calling, allegations of irregularities in recruieMent and a suggestion
that black athletes are not getting a fair shakeoff the playing ffeld and beyond the
eligibility realm of the National,Col1egjate Athletic Association., This battle is likely*
to intensify as federal aid is depressed and the pressure for added, non-public dollars
to support athletic gtholarships becomes evident. Presently, NCAA rules forbid Student
athletes from getting extra aid which is not Arailable for any other student enrolled
at the university or college. In other vOids, whenNthe student athlbtes financial
assistance package is developed, he/she must na,be compensated an additional amount
because of partictpation in sports.

On the horizon and presently being pushed by the larger universities and colleges is the,
required NCAA 2.0 recruiting rule for certain institutions: .The,large institutions.are
demanding that Division I athletes be rekluired'tohavb a 2.3 higivaehool average as Nell
as a representative score onA nationally, standardized collegefentraexamination.
Such a move by large, predominantly white institutions has already ca4410 concerns
among the historically hlack.collegeS and universities.' These aiitaitifs are likely to ge

accelerated during the upcomingNCAA Convention.
.

.

.

Also, the battle Over teleyision reyenue has caused.signific4t strain between the large.
universities and the small colleges add universitiesof wh ch the black institutions are
a sart. The former group through the CFA is attempting to d, inate the number of
televisiono thereby
appearances colleges' and duiversities',fobtball teams have
lenging this effort
The llitersgroup islc
.doiiinating the Major televisiori revenue.
athletic:program.
-as each small institution struggles to build a strouger,'more,viab

''

i

,

.

ienu-generti'n sport and supports the
In-mok institutphs, football is the naJor
rest of the scbool's athletic budget.. Therefdre,Ahe approximately one half million
dollars accruing.to teams from a single game telecast provides substantial support for
.

participating institutions.

In systems where comprehensive community colleges are evidedt, the development of good
articulation agreements is imperative. They houid.be designed codperatively so that,all
'.
institutions can reap the benefitsfrom the transfer process.
.

e-

.

.

.
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probably, ehe relstionship considerations between black at&white institutions iivthis
instance are twofold.
In Florida, wher.e28 predominantly white institutions exist, there is competition between
the commuility.colleges and the universitles for freshman students. This i)`par4cu1arry. ll and must meet, for the most
oritical for the black institutions because they ar&-s
part, the university systen's selective admission' req rements.
.Since the associate of arts Programs ih the Florida system are alSo selective, all
institutions are battling fiercely for the top black students. The Community colleges'
and historically and predominantly white'universities are seeking to establish and .1
maintain equal eaucation and goals for black students, and the historically and
predominantly black institutions axe trying to survive, maintain their'traditiodal'
heritage, and catapult greater numbees of black professionals onto the national scene.

.

.

.

Secondly,.once,the students enrolled in the communi* colleges have completed two_years
of education and have the associate of arts and-oftentimes the assOciate,of stiehce
degiges conLeried, ttle.race for-=szudents begins all over again.
,

'addition to the institutions which are four year plus
However, in this inagante,
Since these
graduate studies, the upper division institutions get into the prOcess.
unfversities admit students primarily into the jUnior year of study, the coMpetition As
more fierce for students Ao are likely to ba.successful in the uniVersity in general
and the professional'schools and colleges specifically.
%
.

.

.

.

.

The above-mentioned situations produce anAndescribable apaosphate in,the cOmpetitionefor
students. In a0ditlon, as black student enrollment increa$es, there is the demand for,
black professiOnals in broad categories. Again, this places the historically 'black
institutions in a constant battle to maintain top professional fapiltysand staff.who
have terminal degrees. After all, the predominantlywhite_institutions usually have
the ability to add on to, the basic salaries of top blacks who'are "well-creaentialed"'
with funds which have beencontributed by theirfoUndations. Unfbrtunately, thl
foundations at black institutions, if there are foundations, are not sufficiently
strong to compete with the contribution of wealthy graauates of the predoMinaritly white
institutions. Furthermore, most of the foundation res6Urces at black institutions art.
restricted,for use in specific programs yfiire the white colldgge-and universitPs',
foundations usually function with considerable unrestricted doi/ars to be use& as
wm
institutions' needi occur.
,

.

.

.
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Probably the most significant.single happening Which has zavimpap;t on the relationships
eatation'of the Adams cledision.. Uhile
between black and white institutions is the imp
much of,the negative impact is perceived as ra ally motivated, there ar, some underlying
'fiscal realities which must be recognized a . . ealt with approkAately. These fiscal
notables are related to federal declines'i contributions to stategOyernmeneS and
educational institutions,.therehy, Creating financial shortfall in almolt eveilsegthent
of state operations.

i'

.
.

,....,
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As the various States under the Psisdiction of the Adams case wade through mounds
of4paper looking for mechanisms to either implement the spirit of the decision in part,
eVade the decision or outrightly defy the court, the institutions are'hooked into an
ominous duel. This is particularly true where black and White institutions are in the
same system and governed by identical boards.
6,
,

}

As resources are provided for the development of mew programs and facilities, several
issues of conflict evolve.
Where should the programs go? Where,should the facilities'
be constructed?' yhich institutions are likely to have the greatest increase in minority
enrollment? Which institutions should or should not have doctoral programs?
Where is
the federal government likely to place its resources? An even greater sensitivity to
institutional relationships is
ident in areas where two institutions (one black and
one white) exist in the same c y or within glbse proximity. In this inseance the
constant call for phasing out, he b ack institution or merging the two is evident.
Both
concepts are unacceptable to the black community while either process would.likely
satisfy large numbersof white citizens. Such a climate resats in cOnstant bickering,
clandestine meetings and outright opposition of one institution tOward the other.

e\

.

,

There are exceptions, of course. There is evidence of institutions working tdgether,
sharing programs, faculty.and facilities.' Such an example,are the Florida A&MUniversity/
Fltoirids-ELste University programs in journalism. Each ingtitution has a particular
etrengeh and said talent is used ai each institution for the benefit of.both.student
bodies. In addition, these two instituiione haVe been prganizing a joint program in
the engineering sciences. The first two undergraduate programs in civil and electrical
engineering will begin in September, 1982, and Florida A&M Universityglorida State
University Institete of tngineering is expected to grow until graduate-.degre4st are
added. The operation.and organization of this new joint venture is_expected to increase .
significantly the number of black professional engineers on the American and world scene.
..,

The development of the programs mentioned above is.not meant to imply that Joint ventures
'ill produce great faculty and student felationships. There are always,the discussions
of which Inseitutions provide the greatest,support to the joint program, whose students
are the strongest, whose faculty is mist prbductive, who should manage the budget, whidh
institution should,eward the degree/s and finally, on whiCh campus should the permanent
facility be placed. Ali of these discussions are legitimate concerns and should be
facilitated by sound educational management principles with the exClusion of political
inteivention.

,

.

;

,
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Lt is.imperative that presidents of institutions set the tone of relationships to insure
positive interactions which are productive for faculty, staff and students. Al the
same time, institutions, regardless of race, can bestrengthened through cooperative
efforts if relationships are perceived to be positive. I
1

'.4

,

'In reviewing the status of relationstips between black colleges and white colleges as
money gets tight for student aid, one mutt take into account the bioad sliectrum of
Since student support Is received.from the federal government, ilate
support systems.
government, business, private foundations, alumni and friends, it is necessary for all
segments eo recognize that suppression of student support for,postsecondary education
is likely 6 place ouf%hation in a state- of iegression in the production of needed
'profeasionals. .24ore significantly, of course, is the likelihood that low student
support will leadto the loss oftertain.key institutions in America and we might not
rebound as easily as our snap back frpm space obscurity after " Sputnik. "

.

,

c.

i
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.

.

Ftnally, since many of our institutional relationships are based on the success or failure
the Highei Education Act of 1965, we might want to review that segment of the act which
provides financial assistance to students later during the 1982-83 academic yeir. .The
black-white institutional relationships could lecome more positiye and maintain that
posture if the battle for student enrbllment is not necessary. However, should we find
black students and the poor excluded from acdess to higher education because of the
financial ax,.posltive black-white institutional relationships might sing a swan song for
1
all Society.
]:ComMunity College Council, The Community College in Florida's Future: Tallahas:See, State
Department of Education, 1957.

2Pinellas_County Board of Public Instruction%,Officia1Milsg, Maich.16, 196Z.
0
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IMPACT OF DECLINING FEDERAL AND STATE STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
ON BLACK ENROLLMENT

(

'Kenneth R. Wadleigh
.

f

'ail

I

.
,

We are
acutely aware of the actual and proposed cutbacks in all forms.of,tederal
and btatewstudent tinancial support programs - Baac Educational Opportunity *ants
(BEOGS), Suppleteutary Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOGS), College Work Stuay
Program (CWSP), Graduate Student Loan Program (GSLP), Graduatekand Professional
Opportunity Program (GpOP), eic. etc, - all of which are (or were) intended to assist
students achieve access to higher education by helping them meet tuition and /iving
expenses. These programs addrq2A the "supply,side," if you will, of students'
finahcial prdblems. Some of 15-, howevr, may not be asuognizarit of other forces
which are driving up wrtst I might characterize as the "aeMand side" of the 'students'
dilemma, at rates whi4Pare, in many cases, larger than inflationary.indices.%
.k

dF

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

I thought therefore that I mieb't take just 4 few minutes to set this otheriiide ot"the
students' dilemmi, and then lead in4b the panel discussions by a rather persone4ized
account of the development of federal/institutional policies governing student financial
aid over.the last severil decades.
.

.._

.

The impact of inflation on living costs needs little elucidation for thip audience, each
of whom,is probably engaged in a daily struggle in his or her own household.- Thus I,will
.
,
focus on the impact of amflation on tuition.
,.-

.

Tuition is almost always referred tra as a "cpst of education." It is true that.a student
perceives this "duinand" as a cost, but, in fact, it is 4 "ptice." Tuition,is tile price
which the college or university'sees,fit to demand of its stUdents, but,,in almost all
instances, the cost of each student's education to the college or university is higher
In state-supported institutions, the price is ofte0evera1 times the
than the prize.
cost, the aifferencabeing made up primarily by the sponsoring state from tax and Other
revenues. At private institutions,: costs may not be much differentfrom _costs At-public
institutiond, but.the prices are usually conaidsrably higher because private-institutions
must depend on endowment income and gifts (not tax revenues) to ;lake up the difference
between the price (tuition) and the cost.,
..
,

,

.

.

.

.

0

.

,.
At MIT, tor example, the cost - the academic operating budget per student -yectr - is just,

about twice the, price4Uition. net is, each stUdent autoiatically reCeives a:"hidden
scholarship"-about equal to tuition. A state institutions, this "hidden sefiolarship"
is most often:a multiple of several tiles tuition.
Now I come to the point I wanted eolkeep before us. For private institutions, the annual .
incomedrom endowment and gift stream is not keeping pace wit,Increasing costs - despite
severe budget pruning measures. Thus,'a higAer fraction of_fotal costs is being met by'
increasing the price; that is, tuition is'typically being cncreased more rapidly them
In public institutions,the equivalent dilemma.is being-forced by' relatiVe
inflation.
Here again, the price - tuition -,is rising faster than
cutbacks in talorbased support.
"
inflation.
,

.

,

.

.

.3

Thus, the"double-whamm)i'we are facing - more sccurately, our pooristudenta.are facing is the fact that the financial "demands" placed upon them are increasing rapidly while
the financial "supplies" available to them are at best increasing far lesa rapidly and
mmore ptobably dedreasing.

i1
Now, if I may turn to a brief and rather personal account to describe one man's view of
,the evolution of this nation's policieS governing student financial support.
I was graduated Trom Olifton N.J. High School in 1939 (for those of you who need'.
The
calibration -.that's between Passaic and Paterson and in turn near Newark).
situation in that area then sato not all.that different in many ways from it is today.
My 'family..was broke. My father had died in 1929; my mother lost our house and everything
I was considered lucky to get through'high school and to have a job - 40 hours
else.

per week on the.night shift packing crackers - fpr $13.52 per. week.

I w;apd to be an engineer but there was no way I_coula'come up with 'the mompy even for
the state university (Rutgers). I thought I might be able to commute to Hoboken
tuiti& was too high.' There Were no government loans or
(to Steyens) but the
scholarships that I was aware of.'

Through a series of coincidences I was able to win a local competitive scholarship from
the. Forstmann Woolen ,Company (now defunct,) and a regional scholarship for one year from
By living in a cooperative house at MiT ($9 per weeksfor roam and board), by
MIT,.
working like heck, and by making full,use of MIT's TechnologY Loan Fund (the.model
college loan fund developed by Karl Taylor Compton) and by continuing to meritMIT
.scholarship support, I made it to graduation in 1943,-gradu4ting with what Wili7EV.
enormous indebtedness at the time.,
After three years in the Navy, I returned to_get an advanced degree with the intention
of getting out quigkiy and of making mondy. The only Way to eat was to teach: I did. and, as a result, I never did get outs(nor did I ever make much mdney).
.

But what a difference World Wax II made.c(qhe first federal effort to ensure broad
access of.qualified persons,to higher, edlIcation.without regard tO financial capability
the G.I. Bill.
.4
.swas born:
-,.

,

,

-,,..io

,

.

.

It made possible thg acquisition of bachelor's.and
advanced degrees to kids who would never have had the opportunity under pre-World War II
Indeed, the G.I. Bill expanded greatly young Americaris' acceas to higher
conditions.
education and thus thelr upward mobility. I taughtsmanyof.those veterans older than
myself; they *ere motivated, they were dedicated,,they dia well and they, have since,
Tor the most part, contributed positiYely to pur society.
It iielped,me get my doctorate.

,

Were there many minorities in those groups?. Were there many women? No to both questions..
But my view is th4 the G.I. Bill set the stage for the next step in Moving closer to true fulfillment of the American dream. Simply put, I don't believe liberal goyernment
leaders would have taken civil lights initiatives and would,have had the support of the
body politic ib taling those initiatives if many of the leaders and vast numbers' of the
voters had not,.from th4irown,first -hand exposure, .coMe to recognize 'the Social and
economic importance of eduCatioridnthe one hand, .and also seen at first.hand, through
their newseographical mobility, the Swful diiparities our society was perpetuating.
1 say this is a personal testimony of conversion, if you will, but it is a testimony
lfhich in one way or another is made by many,majority folks of my general age group who
went through this war .and immediate pOst -war experience.
,

,
.

.
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As a young faculty member at MiT, I worked har& to influence what I now recognize to
have been a remarkably forward-looking older faculty, and adminittration, as We moved
out of the veteran's era to construct a completely diffgrent'fork of admissiont policy
a form which has.come to be known as "aid-blind." That is; "we'll'
that had-exiated
Make our admissions decisions without regard to your financial needs: we'll provide
jobs, roans, and scholarshix support to fill your:need."
.

.
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But as late as the early 60's we and other institutions were still not completely.
"clean" in ioy view in implementing this aid.Ablind policy.
We were not clean because
while we met "need" we varied the ratio of loans and,jobs to scholarship money tp meet
that need.inversely toftach needy ttident's perceived "quality." The kids who Ciould
turn in high grades and were judged of high "personal" indices got more of their aj,d in
scholarships than the kids who could not quite hack it ,at that level. The latter had
,ito take more- loans and more jobs.

,

it Was doubly tough on minorities,
;his situationowas tough enough oh the majority males:
and, for different reasons, Women at MIT. .114 finally managed by the mid-60's to get the
so-called equity system which is still in operation today. I won't elaborate, but,under
this policy it is the neediest kids who get the most schoiarghip money.'

.

.
.

At the federal level, the G.I. Bill gave way to the National Defense Education Programs,
.again as the federal government reacted to Soviet threats ,end recognised the everLater the
increasing importance to the national welfare of a well-educated population.
word "Defense"'became "Direct" and, as time rolled on, together, the federal government
and the universities constructed an array of student support programs. These programs
signaled both the government's and the universities' commitment to the following;
1)

The imperative of a well-educated population to foster our, society's
well-being;

2)

The recognition that the capacity to benefit Prom higher education and
thus to contribute to the society Is independent of race, creed, color,
sex, and family financial status;

3)

That, therefbre, open access to both public and private institutions
must be essentially guaranteed to all applicahts who otherwlte qualify;

.

and, finally,
4)
,

That special programs are needed to provide the leg-up to those in
certain segments of our society who have.suffered.SignifiCant,
educational difirivation in the past.

'

Many would argue that we never did get to the halycon state implied above during the
last deoade.
The are correct; but we were a,darned sight closer to it in 1979 than
we were when th,I individual graduated from'Clifton H.S. in 1939.

,

The process of getting there wa rough and tumble, sometimes helterskelter, and full
But the Median vector was
of the grinding of indiyidual 4es for mixed motivation.
,pointed in the right directio and all debate was charadterized by the implicit understanding and gederal acceptance of the four, criteria I just enumerated.
z

And now here,we are! Without any significant debate of these fundamental precepti, we
find our Congress and-executive leadership dismantling the whole apparatus in the guise
of "achieving a respOnsible federal budget."
,

Responsible my foot!
are kind adjectives.

Irresponsible and short-sighted,
- or other part of my anatomy.
Dangerous or mlarderous for the, American society are more accurate.

.J

Some institutions have already
And -.in the institutional world r here we are also!
announced their abandonment of aid-blind admissions and their return to admit-deny.
I'll'*wager many more will follow.

"
In Many ways I'm more scared of these situations than I am of nuclear,
proliferation. I say this because"we seem unable to engagethe,body politic, or-our
political leadership in any significant discussion'whiCh contemplates in any realistic
way what portends if we revert to a situation where many institutions of higher

I'm swed!

education are allowed orforced.to go down the drain and where thosd which remain will
be available only to those who Can pay and the handful of others Who can scramble for
the small amount of private supPort which may remain'.
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Since I
-Fortunately, many of Ap tenkto work at our best-levels when we're scared.
know the.ppel membera share my fright - and I suspect ybu in the audience do - let's
try to take advantage of this fright.

0
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IMPACT OF DECLINING FEDERAL AND STATE STUDENT FINANCIAL

ID

ON BLACK STUDENT ENROLLMENT

Jimmy L. Ross

I

Observation of postsecondary education over the past twoodecades clearly reveals a close 4
relationship between black student enrollment and the availability of financial aid.
Assessment of the present mood in Washinpon and some states to reduce support for student
aid,*and the resulting impact on Vlack students, can best be achieved by a brief review of
the history behind issues confronting the nation. Attention will then'be focused on current
issues in finanoial aid and the future of black students.
.

-.;,'

-

the decades of the 1960s and 1970's can be' characterized la an era when America tested a
novel principle of equal access to postsecondary education. Passage of the National Defense
Education Act of 1958 gave rise to a national policy, unprecedented in magnitude and scope,
to proyide opportunities for postsetondary training to all who desired and Cbuld.benefir
from the-ekperience. This endeavor to educate,the wises received further impetus from
other developments throughout th4:1260'.8 and early 1970's, An important aspect of the
National Defense Education Act that stimulated increased college enrollment was provision
for the National Defense Student Loan (N.D.S.L.) Program. In the.language of legislation
that authorined the N.D.S.L. Program, the'U.S. Congress, in 1958, initiated a public policy
that profoundly influenced developments in financial aid and College, enrollment for the :.
.,
next two decades.
,

,

.

-

,

stated dthe National Defense Education Act of 1958 affirms that
-In part, the legislati
This
. we must increase our efforts to identify and educate More of the talent of our nation.
requires programs that will give assurance that no student of ability will be denied an
opportvity-for higher education because of,financial need.
,

.

-

.
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.

,
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Through provision for long-term, low interest loans for students Vilo lacked stifficient
resources to pay for their educations,.this landmark legit:dation repregented a cornerstone
for later public policy developments or higher education. Increasingly, the federal
financing and expanding opportunities for poetgovernment assumed a leadership role
-!
secondary education.
Although considerable progress was made during the period, congressional legislation and:
the national climate of the early 1960's addressed.attention to educational opportunity in
broad and very general ways. By the mid 1960's, however, there.was a social movement afoot
in America that generated a new mood,toward equal educational opportunities for persons
whose social, racial, econamic, educational, or family backgrounds placed them at a disadvantage in seeking pogpsecondary education. The national climate during thia period was
.substantially influenced by movements which called op. America to live up p its promise of
equality of opportunity ih all aspects of,life. The 4ivil rights activity spearheaded by,, '
Martin Luther King, Jr,, Malcolm X, and Stokley Carmichael, the Civil,Bights Act of 1964,
.and the "War on Poverty," stemming fram the Economic Opportunity ACt, of 1965, served is
important developments that generated a pew spirit toWard. gacke and other minorities.
.

.
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As an outcome, the HigheE Education Act of 1965 dealt specifically with thi need po idprove
.114gher education oPportunities.for persons. from minority backgrodnds and others who were.,
! least able to pay.. By this'time, many states and institutions had.also initiated scholar=..
;hip ana.grant proarams that were designed to expand opportuntties ihr postsecondary eduCaBased on the premise of.a federal, State, and instittitioual pprtnership, hoth
tion.
.

.

*

.

,
.

.

financial aid opportunities and black student enrollment increased subsfantially:
Throughout ihe development of the partnershipthere was a stropg tendency of,states and institutions to follow the federal lead,in student aid programs. In. matters of purpose, philosophy,
and eligibility criteria, state and institutional,programs fiequently mirrored the federal
programa.
-

.

,

.,

In conjunction with the federally sponsored TRIo Programs (Upward Bound, Talent Search, and
Special Services) and institutional programs for minority recruitment andsupportive services,
access to financial aid programs during this period hadraresolute influence on increasing
black and minority enrollment iwpostsecondary institutions. i briercomparison of minority
student enrollmenbpand the availability of financial aid fir college students firmly
established the close relationship between the two variables.
:
Before the advent of federal financial aid and other stu46t assistance programs, black and
other minority students were practically nonexistent in post'secondary enrollment figures.
Even though the first U.S., adonial college was founded in 166, it was not until 190 years
later, 1826, that the first black student received a college degree. By 1860, 224 years
,
after Harvard was founded, there had been only zs blacks who had graduated frOm American
c011eges. While the historical picture for blacks reflectsgross underrepresentatIon, the
level of participation by Latinos; Nati" Americans, and other deprived minorities waa even
more dismal. As recently as the spring of 1960, blacks,constituted 4.9 percent of total
college enrollment while Latinos, Native Americans, and other non-white minorities accounted
for a mere 1.5 percent. Setween 1960 and 1973, the number of black students in U.S.
,
colleges increased by approximately 540,000,a phenomenal.370- perceht increase. Latinos
and Native Americans also Increased in numbers. This .growthin minority enrollment followed
closely.the increase.in federal, state, and institutional financial aid.
.

,

,
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In 1963, the federal government made available $146,000,600, which assiSted some 255,000:
students nationally. By 1968, however, the federal support had grown to approximately
50,000,000, which assisfed 1,250,000 students. During the same fiVe-year period, total
college enrollment increased by_45 perceqt. The amount of federal suPport doUbled from
1972 to 1974 andagain college enrollment increased sutstantiSlly. Between 1970 and 1980,
total enrollment in postsecondary education increased from 8,581,006 to 12,097,000 sfUdents,
a 41 percent increase.
By 1981, blacks approximated 1.1 million df the 12,097,000 student's
enrolled in postsecondary education, 12 percent of the total, THils, the trend of increased
financial'aid and increases in enrollment continued: Experience of thepak two decades,
therdfore, clearly'reflects the important role that financial aid opportunities play in
black studenCenrollment.
.

.

The.answer, then, to the question of Weat impact declining federal and state financial aid
will have on black enrollment, is quite simple. Black enrollment will decline proportionate
to the decline ih federal and state financial aid; even to the point,of extinction,

Although the prognosis is easy, cures for the ills that presently_confront financial aid
and black studenCenrollment are not as simple. Current issues that threaten financial aid
and black student enrollment are numerous and complex.
Issues confronting financial aid and postsecondary education generally reflect a period of
grave uncertainty and,instability in,public policy concerning higher education.
The Reagan
administration, the Congress, and the nation generally are wavering on publiepolicy issues
that.have served /lathe cornerstone for financial aid programs and governmental support for
the past 20 years. The climate of conservatism, economic and unemployment problems,-efforts
to increase military spending, and an array of domestic problems are weakening the original
foundation of support for student aid and.education. During such a perTod,-philosophies
shift, rationales.change, and goals, objectives, and priorities become confused. A amino
effect of negative attitudes results throughout the ranks of the populace. Proposed
financial aid reductions; frequently defended by accusations of fraud and abuse, bigh foan
default rates, greater ability of faMilies to pay for eacation, poor academic progress,
and similar ills have caused the.financial aid progtamato come wader increasing attack in
all quarthrs.
e

PresentIxmany states are in the process of following the federal lead of lightening
eligibility'standsrds, shifting emphasis, and limitinsg funding for student aid prograds.
Institutions can, fikewise,s1h expected to fo4ow with a series of changes in philosophieh,
.eligigility standards, and procedures that, collectively, mill have a profound' impact on
ehe"kutUre financial aid picture fOrNblack,students.
.
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even before the present Onslaught 'Co drasacally reduce
support for aid*programs, students and their families have experienced increasing difficulty
-.0'
s
in finahcing educational costs,
It itlo'important to rqglize that

e

..

.

.

Since 1978, thd only new resource available to fill the widening gap,befheen college.cost,
and the decreasing abilities of families to pay has peen thcreased borfowing. iGift did
prpgrams and student employment opportunities have remained relatively constant while
'
.educational loans have skyrocketed at an epidemic rate. For'example, the t&al amount
borrowed by atudents througfi the Guaranteed Student Loan (G.S.L.) Program increased by more
than 100 percent between 1978-79.and 1979-80. Growth ill this and'other loanprograms has
continued to escalste at a frighteningtate.' Bldarandminbilty atudents, and others who
are,least able to pay, have.IncreasAngly asdumedunmanageable educaq2hal debts,in recent
Presently, there.-pre approximate1ff.20-billicfn ip outstandiSieloans under tjle G.S.L.
* years.
¢rogram. It is estimated that the figucc!could be up to $110 billion in 2 to 3 years. ..
Therefore, aside from concerns abOut'détreasiag financial aid-resources, the increasing
educational indebtedness lncurrect by students whoare leas,t able to pay is, in itself,
/7
reason for grave concern:-
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Basically, the problem reflects:a societal dilemma of who is willing to pay.the bill.
was a noble endeavor'in 1958 wh@n the U.S. Congress established_educatiOngl opportunity as
a national goal and coMmirment: the resulting federal, atate, and institutional partnership
combined with family efforts, proved to be a'workable.conceptifor improving eduCational
opportunities for the masses. The dost, hdwefer, and issvs'sqrrounaing who shouldpay what
part of the bill,'and under what,conditlions, have evolved as major problems over time.
.
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Federal,
At all levels, problemq of financing educational opportunities are increasingt
state, and institutional ofdciall Are cOnstantly grappiilk with'issues of rapidly rising
costs, decreasing abilities of families to pay those,costs, and*Instifficient financial aid,
tudents antitheft families readily attest to the
resources to fill the financialga.
difficulty.the9 are experiencing. The enrollmentgrowthin poatse6ondary'enrel1ment over
time and the rising expenses associateci with this enterprise have rpsulted in an aggregate'
cost that no one cart quite decide hoh:to handle; The result is thht -at.federal, state, and
institutional levels, major decisions are being made that could -havq.a profound iMPact On
black student enrollment in the.iuture. As eligibilityrequirements Shift,academic progress
standards tighten, and goals end obSeciivei take lAconserv.ative turn, black student enr011-S'
By shifts in public
ment will suffer disproportiodate to student enrollMent as a whole.
As far as
policy, blacks are on the yerge,of being d'afined out Of pdatsecondary education.
educational opportunity,is concerned:a recurrence of the post-Reconstruction ere-of 1860'.
is very possible,for blacks, and otheriginerities If the present tiend,cOntinues.
.,.
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A Major challenge for black'administrators, and others who Share a vested interest in
educational opportunities for minorities and'disadvantaged students, is to provide a
concerted leadership,and influa4e'In the future direction of aid prograMs inajelated
decisiona. 4 is imperative that efftihs he exerted at'Aill_levela - ledarat:_state,_a
institutional.- in order eo assure that, as a matter of public poli&y, provisions for
adequate finanCial ay opObrtuntties con,t1the-for stUdeas whn are least able to pay. A
lik.wise beonveyed .se"all decision=making*levels:that
clear
achieVIng equalit in educational oppOrtunitieb is not a short-temg atideaOr. Realization
.
of the goals this Jnatiori undertook tm 1958 wi):l require lonvterm sir.aiegies and a major
financial investmnt., 1:he gap betweeft educational opportunitiesorblacleand non-black
students resulting,over'a 300-yegr period,cannot Possibly,Se eradftated im two ilecades.
Thus, it is essential that 'financial aid programs, in philosophy, purposas, and tqigibility
criteria, continue to'be targeted to assure black student enrollment in,postsecondary,
Shifts in philosophies, purposes, and eligibility reqnliements must net be used
education.
-*
-to define 61acks oti;of the'pietune.
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It,reaches
Student financial aid touches.all aspects of postsecondary education it America.
into the ypry.core of a system which determines.who get's ahead in 1.ife, Who 4.6, allowed to

keoppwhs-481-1-s-by the wayside.
.

.
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If educational opgortunities.for blado. students dre to surviVe the scrutiny of changing
philosophies, fiscal retrenchmentsLand shifting emphasis, it will be the result, of black
administrators and-other doncerned individuals cotiveying a clear dild convincing Message at
all decision-making levels. The U.S. Congress federal and,state officials, college and'
univeitity administratoks, and the whole netwo i of-iildividuals who will be involved in
,charting the future qf financial aid need to lje convinced of the'desirabili0 of protecting,
.
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optoriunities for postsepondary education for those to whom it As been least available.
While equally embracing quality and equality, black admidIstritors must play a strong
leadership role in addressing issues and decisions that wIll dictate the.future Of
financial,414 programa.
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THE IMPACT OF DEC

NING.FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID

ON BLACK STUDENT ENROLLMENT,
,t

Meldon S. H011is

P1t..

It is only fa'ir to state from the.outset ih'at. this paper wilib'emore in the mature_o
political analysis than the product of scholarly research: The assertions made thrOughout
this presentation will be based on several years experience of aadressing the equity issues
in higher education from the federal perspective and from the perspective ofione who was
charged with the responsibility of focussing on those programs designedlo Vicrease minority
access to higher education.
During py years of service In the Department of Education I
had the unusually goodjeck to serve as assistant to Aisistant Secretary Mary Berry, a person who is unusually perceptive and dedicated to solving the problems of equity in higher
education.
I shall try.to pass on to you some of the things which I learned during those
years.

First, we know that the decline in federal financial assistance will have an impact upon
black student enrollment in higher education. 'it is not news that the loss of public
subsidies falls with the greatest force- upbn the.Poor and the needy. In the next sevetal
paged, I plan to provide support for my thqsis'that declines in federal financial aid will
be felt disprollortionately by the black and the poor and that the impact of these reductions
will be greatest at those institutions where the poor ana the minority students are
-concentrated.
Reductiogn in federal financial assistance will be felt by all inatitutions, but it will
not be felt equally at'all inAitutions. The impact of the reductions 0111 be influenced
by location, the composition of the student body and'the class of institution.
-

First, let us examinethe matter of the clasi of institutions.
tor the purpose otsmilyging
theimpact of federal cuts, we shall divide the nation's approximately 3000 institutions of
higher education,into six classes. The first class is that class made of the wealthiest
and most seleetive of institutions. Almoat all of them are private, We would'include among
this class MIT, Harvard, Yale, Stanford, University of Michigan and about .ten other
.1
institutions.
Even though thèx.are neither private, nor ambng the most selective.of our
institutions, the Unimersity of Texa's-and Texas A 6 M must be included 4thin this category.
Between the two of them, those universities have some 2 billion dollars in reserves which
flow from oil royalties and which are deposited in a Permanent_university fund which is
unique.to Texas. These institutions are best situated lo absorb losses due to cuts in
federal financial aid. The major impact to these institutions will be that minority
students simply will not apply for admission in the same numbers as in past years.
Black
studentasimply will not apply for admissiOn in the 2teme.numbers as in past years.
Black,
students, who dispropoAionateiy will be affected by the current national eponomic,contraction, will turn to. what appear to be more affordable educational options.
*
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Meldon Hollis is former Ifiqe President for University Development at Texas Southern
Univeristy and former Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Education in the
Department of Health, Edueation and Welfare.
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The,next class of institutioni contains about one hundred (100) "reiearch" instilutions.
This combination of large private institutions and flagship public institutions receives,
about 80 percent of the research dollars provided by the federal governmenp.
These
institutions will be.forced to modify their methods of operation as they begin to search
for sources of support to replace the research assistance Ach they currently receive from
the federal government. /t can be" expected that.where choices must be made between current
efforts to increase minority access to these campuses,.or to continue.support to research
efforts, there Will be an overwhelming bias toward continued support of research programs.
.

.

,

The next class of institutions is that large middle group of private and public institutions..
This group represents by far the largest number of the country's students.
Aa federal
financial aid and assistance declines, these institutions will react in different ways. Weljrpn institutiona in the South and Southwest will tehd to grow.
Particularly 'among the
private institutions, success will be deterMined by the degree to which they can attract
political support and public and private financial support to replace reductions in federal
financial a d. It,is to ehese institutions that low-income students will turn in growing
numbers as they lose access to financial ass4atance..
%

A fourthgroup, the siall, private liberal arts institutions have a special set of problems.
Thosesmall private.institutions located in the northeast and central states of the nation
have been particularly burdened by rising energy costs, increasing costs far support of
aging physical plants and high personnel costs. A considerable amount of attention has
The
been given these institutions in higher education literature over the past decade.
At
nation may lose as many as two hundred of these institutions over the next two decades.
the same time new private institutions seem to be developing in a pattern which follows the
nations population movement from the northern and central states to the south and southwest.
,

.

.
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There is that iastest growing segment of the higher education commuftity,thetwoyear commdnity
colleges. These 1200 institutions, located throughout the countr* are byffratio of five
io one, public rather than private. They canbe expected to grow and flou sh as a result
of reductions of federal financial aisistance. Community colleges enjoy several advantaies
in the competition for relatively scarce educational dollars. They are cheaper,.admissions
The commuter
procedures are relatively uncomplicated and they are commuter schools.
,characteristic eliminates the need for dormitory iees and allows the student to work parttime or full-time while id attendance at the institution.
And finally, there are about 90 historically black tour year institutions located in sevenThese small and
teen states through the central and southernsectiohs of the country.
medium-sized institutions are located as far north ad Pennsylvania and Ohio, as far south
as Florida and as far west as Oklahoma and Texas. About three-fourths of the students at
theAe institutions are in the forty or so public Illack Colleges.' Theee institutions and
their students will feel the greatest pressura,from reductions in federal financial assistance.
4.

/he federal governEnt offers federal financial aid to the higher education tammunity in
several forms. Mbst forms of support can be found in one of four different categories.
general aubaidies to institutions
(1)
Generally those four categories of aid are
eitegorical'program support; (3) financial aid to students; (4)
(institutional aidY; (2)
and federal support for research.. The various classes of institutiOns rely on the various
categories of, federal aid to different degrees.
About half of the ten billion dollars of federal financial aid to higher education is given
in the form of grants and concentrated heavily withinthe one hundred large research
The amount of research support to ,the institutions with the high concentration
universities.
of minority studentsis de minimus. While the reduction of reseerch,dollars predictably
would have a profound impact Uponthe qnality of American eduCation and the American economy, .
its impact upon minority enrollment would be ,very tenuous. It is reduction in student aid,
categorical prOgram support and institutional aid which"will reduce both the absolute number
and the percentage of bleck.students who will enroll in institutians of higher education
over the next five years. For a clearer picture of the impact, we must understand haw
minority.students are distributed across the classes of institutions.
Let us now turn our attention to the way.federdl assistance is distributed within the various
titles of the.gigher Education Act so that we can better predict itow the reductions will
affect the varlpus classes of inatitutions.

p
The Higher Education Act'of 1965 set oUt7i6 provide a broad set of subsidies to higifet
education considtent with national objectives and.to a large degree, reflected the desire
of theAmeritan institutions of higher education to increase federal support to all classes
of-institutions. The Act provided federal sUpport for community service and.lifelong
learning prograns,,libraries, teacher training, graddate education, housing and constrnc:
tion, community colleges, general assistance to improve undergraduaie education and
.

cooperatiVe education.

Analyérs
By 1980, the federal perspective ant budget had undergone a significant tbange.
suggested that the federal government had overtommitted itself to higher educatiqn in
certain categories. The federal government removed itself from general institutional aid
except insofar as support for research ean be Viewed as general suppoFt. .The Congress'
also retained support for twp institutional support programs: Title III, the Developing'
InstitUtions Program,and the Minority Institutions Science Improvement-Program
-These institutional support pFograms will be addressed in more detail below.
Given that analysts began to detect excess capacity within the faur yearvaegment of higher,
education and that economic and demographic growth brought about pressures for growth,of
new types of institutions, federal policy makers sharpened their focus and redefined their
role to reflect a commitment to providing access for Aiericans who.hithertoeould not
afford postsecondary education. The Titles within the Higher Education Act which most
accurately reflect the country's commitment to providinvaccess to minoritiesaind the _poor
are Title III, the .Developing Institutions Program; Titie IV, the Student Financial
Assistance Programs;and Title IX, the Graduate, Assistance Programs. '
The DeValoping Institutions Program started as a program to provide assistance to the
struggling historically blatk institutions- These institutiens, both public and private
had long been underfunded by state governments., ignored by foundationsanddonors, and had
an insignificant participation in other programs of federal assistance. Yet these institutions were requited to offer their seririces at lower prices than other insLtutions if they
Title JII,wes designed to
were to remain within the financial reach of their constituency.
help these institutions develop a sdund financial base;

p.

t

The shrinking economy of the seventies along With population movements aud high energy costs
.had 4 relatively severe impact at the small private liberal arts institutions of the northeast and industrial midwest. These independent institutions began in the sevghties with
some success to fight to be included within the guidelines of the Title III pl\ogram.
Finally, the community colleges were able to force Al change in the egislatiotrwhich
required that no less than 24% of the programcsupport'be allocated to' hem.
t

Levels of support for the program have by no meang,kept pace with inflation or with the new
ThaVe institutions which have
constituencies eligible for support within the Program.
traditionally depended heavily upon this sOarce of support have found themselves greatly
constrained-in...terms of 'tbe number of sudents they can admit and educate.
ye should
expect that as-e,result af_reduced support from Title_III, enrollmentrates_Adlljtop_at_,,
historically black institutions, with a few egCeptions,ia the southwest.
Title IV, the Student Financial Assistance Programs, is the truest measure of the federal
In fact, the Pell.Grant Program Was originally
commitment to equal educational opportunity.
called the basic educational opportunity grant (BEOG). Thai grant, along with the supplementary educational opportunity grant (SEOG) and the,college work study (CWS) progtam,was
designed to make sure that low-income students had access to postsecondary educational
opportunities. Loan programs such as the National Direct Seudent Loan program. (NDSL) and
,the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program weredesigned to provide a measure of choice
State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG)
for those students with greater financial resources.
were developed to encourage the states to develop and operate their own'siudent financial
aid programs. These rants were made directly to the states rathgr than to institutions or
to students.
It was
understood that the entrance of large numbers of low income and minority stddents, After
receiving assistance with tuition, would require new interventijons and supportive services
eral support system.
to increase their chances of success on'college campuses.. The
prqvided, for the development and support of these programs ig dal ed tfie TRIO programs.
They include Special Services Lol Disadvantaged Students, Upward Bound, Educational
Opportunity Centers and Talent Search programs.
As many of Y611 know, these programs have

. Title IV contains another significant coMmitment to educatidnal opportunities.
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been of cofisiderable help in Identifying, attracting and supporting minority studenti.at
.
pyedomlnadtly white and predominantly blaekrcamOuses.
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Title IX contains the federal"government's Rommitment ta graduate education. As with
s undergraduate education the fedeargovernment has significantly reduced its commitment to
general support ofgraduateedcuation and has focused On providing special educational
opportunities. This Act initially provided support for public service and mining felloW*,
ships. The last Assistant Secretary for Educatiorichanged the focus'of the program to
support a graduate and prOfessional opportunity program. This program is designed lo
increase thenumber of minority and female candidates In graduate disciplines where they
were most drastically underrepresented. Part D of.Title IX contains the' CLEO program, a
Vogrlim designed to increase access to the legal professipn for disadvantaged students.
*
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This admj.nistration has undertaken several initiatives to contain fhe rate of growth of the
federal co;mitment to higher education. Higher Odcation, hoWever, is one area of the
federal budget where the Congress has consistently provided larger allocations thanothose
re4Uested by the Tresidept. For fiscal year 1983, they seem prepared to hold authorization
levels at About the 1987 levels. Since the Congress is now in the process of settling on
authorization'levels; it may be instructive to look at the changes which took*Place between the 1981 and 1982 budget%
The administration's request would have reduced the maximum entitlement in the BEOG Program,
from.$1800 fo $1600 and reduced the income fevels of families yligible for support.
Interesiingly.enough, it was the Reagan administration which advocated a refocusing of the
program to its original intent - thai of provading support for the low-income students.
The Congress, however, retained the middle income eligibflity quaifiCations andreduced
thesize of.the grants by $80 aéross the board.

.

,

Support for the College Work Study program was cut from $550 million,to $528 million; the
SEOG was cut from $370 million to $278 &Ilion. These levels, however, do not reflect ,the
depth of the President's commitment to reduce federal suppoit to certain segments bf higker
The admineducation. The administration requested zero dollars for ssIc, SE0Q, and NDSL.
0istration requested,that CWS be cut to $3.97.5 millions
\

In fisCal year 1:98Z, the TRIO programs wve reduced from $156 million to $150.i4 million.
The,fact that the level of support was not reduced to the 02.5 million requested by th.e
President is attributable to the effeftiveness.of one black-led lobby in Wdshington which
has concentrated its efforts on the maintenance of the equal opportunity programs in Title
It is the only black-led lobbying group which has as its co;tituency a largky,.miIV.
notitystudent and professional staff located at predominantly wh .e corpuses.
The administration requested $119.6 miilion fdi the Developing Institutions Program and
$4.4 million of that,authorization will not be (
Congress appropriated $124.4 million.
usesi because this administration has.allocated that sum to the ChallengeGrant Prograd, a
program to which tone of the eligible black institutions has applied.
4 *
.

!

The graduate progradis, the Mining and public service fellowships and the graduate and
professional opportunities program were allocated $10.5 hillion, a reduction from $12
The CLEO piligram, which has received approximately $1 millien_eaph_year_over the
million.
past decade received $.96 million in 1981., The low level of support for this program is
due in large part to the less theft warm support for the program by the American Bar Association. Finally, the Minority Institut ns Science. Improvement Program was reduced frivol
The Pres ent had requested $3.3 million for the program.2
$5 million to $4.8 million.

.

found in public instituctldhs rather'than private
. By a 2 to 1 ratio black students-a
institutions. An analyeis done by Alexander Astin a few yeari ago demonstrated thatblack. stuents are three times as likely to be'found,in the lower range of public fout year
colleges as in the upper range of public universities.3 Within the two-year college system,

blacks are found in the public community colleges by a 13 to 1 ratio. Black stutts, thew, .'
y_black
are overwhelmingly found on ihe campuses of the comAunity colleges, the,historic
institutions andthe less selective public colleges. While it is Proper that the black
administrators af this conference address themselves tp theincreased pressures which they
will face along with the black students ai a result of cuts in federal aid, I submit that
these problems will be small compared to the problems ficed'at historicalbr black institu.tions and,campused with large concentrations of min rity students.
,
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Much has been made.in recent. years about the f2pt that ihe histuically black 'alleges
This face is normally
educate only about 20% of the'black undergraduates in the country.
stated with some satisfaction by representatives of predominantly white four year institu=
cions as if thidbact provides some proof thAt significaneprogreia has been made on their
own campuses. The facts, however, are not,as supportive of their conttntion as one ml.ght
believe. About 60% of the black'and otherapplorlty studenksire Ipund on the cappuses of
the two-year community colleges. This,means that the 90 or s,al historically black four-year
institutions still enroll and educate apprbximately.t4e same number ot black students as
roughly 1800 predominantly white four-yeai collefies and universitied. The number cif black,
Indeed black'
students on predominantly white campuses"-remaine'a very thin hlaci line.
istudents as a percentage of student bodies on predominantly wlaite campuses appear to haVe*
,peaked at a high of al:$.6110,6' percent in./074 at the less selective four year pUblic Alleges
.andhave been declining since ;heti-time. Highly seleCtive private universAies Wave
attracted black students to a degree that is the exception rather than the rule among
predominantly white institutions. They have not, however., eepn an exception tq the losses .
in application, enrollment, and graduation rates which Hew with thee 1974 recession.

.
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,A special word must be said about tbe-degree to Which biack students and historically.black
institaions rely'oh federal financial assistance. The median incprne for a black family in
thesU.S. in 1981 was just over 12,000-olLirs ighile the tedian income for white families
was just over $2,1,000. .Indeed tdre than half, of the,black qui:lents in attendance at
ns titutions.of higher education come from families wheee total family income is $10,000 or
They
Blacks depend on BEOG add SECG four to five times as often as white students.
ess.
are disproportionallx found in college work study prwarns and their parents contribute ,
tore to their college expendityres as a percentage of.family income.4 'Of the 2.4 billion
Which weht to studenta under the Pell Grant program in 198f,pi.3 billion went to students
whose family incometotalled.$0,000 or less.
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The problem of atudent.finanCial aid is particularly acyte at historically black institutions and urban community colleges. *At some historically bleat institutions, 95% of the
student.bodyqualifiesforfederel financial assistance. The Un4ed Negro 'college Fund
reported in 197& that more thalkappescedt of the parents of UNCG epplicants could afford
ty provide less than $500 a-year to the'support of the typical applicant to UNCF institu7
0
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They
The problem of inStitutinnal aid, alsp'is particularly grave at black institutions.
have very few endowmenis, do not receive the wide range of subsidies available to predorn.. inantly
white institutions, and generally charge a lower tuition. Th ey are much more
.
deptndent upon federal support than other-institutions.... Co.11eges and universities
geherally receive about half of th r resources Prom public sources with abodt 14 percent
Black:institutions receive 60 percent ofAheir
coming from the federal governmen
30 percent of that from the'federal government. Among
resources from publec sources, 'abo
private institutioqp, generally, about,14 percent of thtir.funda' originate at the federal
leve' l. among black private institutions that amount is about 40 percent. 6 .,tt should be
/
/
clear then that federal reductions of support to higher educlition will be disproportionately felt by the historically black institUtions'ind the students at those inseitutfons..
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4iiiy contrast the student aid program which Ia. primarily geared to middle income and graddate,
students contitmeA-to grow bY..leaps and bounds. The Guaranteed Student Loan provides
.
a government subsidy for ictterest.bn student loans. This government subsidy'grew fibm
The GSt . is currently the fapest growing
$500 million to $3 'biilion between 1978 and 1082.
,
.,
entitletentvipgram in the federal education budget. ",
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The groweh of the GSL program and.the reduction of the BEOG'prpgram raises, A significant. '
questiodt ,to,what degree lies the'much,heralded coalition of equalopportunity interest:
t-groups and.theAreptesentatiyes'of middle incre students served the interests of low-lnCOMe
.
and minority stddents? 'One can expect thitdsfeven greater sacrifice's are requireCof the
.higher education community, the representatives of middle and upper,ingome groups will'
press' for-a ikitt in federal polioy to qmptiasize'choice betwgen,institutions rather than '
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As reductions id lederal finabcial.adsistance to higher education take effe4t,,thestrentth
of the country'i committent to 'educational opportunity will be .tested 'at itiel state and,

l'

indtitutio.nal 'iell-el. , ..bnfprtunately-,..', the.cracks in the instktutiOnal
,.-

and .sta.te suloo,rt' have '. aiready,,ii.egun';ta.:siiqw.
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reevaluation of federal financial aid olicies. Apparenrly, Mr. Xok would redesign
fgderal financial aid pOlicies to focus
re on academic achievement and the likelihood of
It is common knowledge that these factors have a
academic success than financial need.
These
clese correlation to race. tamily income and educational level of the parents.
factoys tfierefore would tend to favor white, mitidle and upper income families. It is a call
to return to the processes for Which so long kept minority presence to a minimum on
"selective" Campuses.
In Missouri, the president of the state university systtm recently received a budgelliwhich
reflected a cemmitment.at the state level to reduce support ro the university by 13 pern
cent.
That/eduction plan,if edOPted,wOuld have eliminated 63 percent_of the pvtfessional
positioni held by blacks at the university. These cuts were centered in academic disciplines such as education and social sciences, and in student services - that ghetto of the
Academic community.
It should not come as a surprise that as institutions begin to adjuat
priorities in reaction to reAuced levels of federal and state support, "equal opportunity"
program& and black professionals who were hired in:response to an,increased black student
presence on campuses will be targets of hudget cuts.
.
.

Recent discussions With admissions officials suggest that institutions have begun to focus
on less well-prepared srtidents who can pay their way rather than well-prepared students
with lOw.family incomes. Lownincome students by and 1.arge'have already begun applying to
less selective and less expensive institutions. We muCt remember.that federal financial
aid policies are designed to provide access but not choice. A '$1600.grant provides little
As lowchoice when private institutions are toutinelytharging $8000 for tuition aloni.
income and minority studentsseek lower cost alternative°, the pressures on the urban
The result will be,the
commetity college and the.less selective public college will grow.
growth of a new set of predominantly black colleges in the urban ceuters ot the country.
These institutions will in most cases be community colleges and lower.diviiion campuses
In other cases they will be less selective four year campuses or urban
of state systems.
branch campuses of state systems. These patterns have already begun to take shape in
Atlanta, Baltimore, BostonChicago, Detroit, Housfon, Los Angeles, New York and Washington
D.C.

40P.

We can expect the reduction of federal financial assistance ta directmore and more black
students toWard the community college. ,While this may be an appropriate national
development, it is at odds with strategies to increase the nuMbers of blacks and other
We
.minorities in thoie disciplines where they are iest drastically underrepresented.
all know thar blacks are underrepresented in law, medicine, engineering and other
professions.but we are even more drastically Onderrepresentedin the science-based
,professInns.

4

.

It is still true'that some seventy percent of graduate degrees granted to bladks are
granted in one discipline - education. Black graduate kudents and faculty are over-,
whelmingly found in the social sciences and education, those areas where nationalhand
, institutional demana are weakest. In recent' years there_has. keen some significInt movement among black undergraduates from education'towards business and-commerce, but even this
trend is related to business education and dot much °Aphasis is found on mathematicallybased-business Skills.
I

.

,

colleges aild lere'iielective four year institutions will
The trend toward communi
seriously curtail bled ef rts to move into the power centers.of the nation.. It is simply
asking. too much to ask the community colleges to produce black computer scientistst
entomologists, argicultural and aeronautical engineers, environmental scientists,
:
nutritionists, tax attorneys, economists, *urbsn planners and poets.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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And so we can concludethat reduced federal aid to higher education will haveseveral effects
upon minority.srudent- access to higher*'education% One of those effects will be to slow the'
tdvances made by low-income and minority students nver the past two decades. We can 4Xpect .
..
black students to become increasingly concentrated in the two year and less se1eCtive.
We can expect that daenumber of black students prepared to go on
four year urban 'Campuses.
to graduate and professional school.will decline as.a result of increased pressure on historically black institutions and urbaminstieUtions with high concentrations ;Of minority
seudents.
1
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We should not'expeci much of a political outcry or outrage within the black'community.
Within the hierarchy of nee4S'facidg the black community, choice between institutions of
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higher education and access to graduate edUcation are relatively relote objectives.
underemployment and no employmenti crime and,an adequate education at
Adequate housing,
the elementary and seconder/ level are much more immediate lesUes.
Much of the black community is ambivalent about the importance of access to prestigious
It is with some disappointment
White institutions to the black community as a whole.
the% those who struggled to open those.institutions conclude that robfit of the benefits of'
attendence and graduatioilhave been private.. It does not yet appear that there has arisen
a new class of 'black intellectuals motivated or prepared to address the crushing problems
of America's black communities.
.

,

Also, it may be exaued that those black faculty, staff and graduate students who remain at
these institutions have not convincingly articulated the differences between their Own
interests, the interests of the ihstitutions where they are employed, and the interests
of black cximunities. These issues,will not be addrestied with the gravity Which they
deserve unJi1 black educators and administrators at predominantly white campuses organize
themselves to address them. Without your leadership, the dream of access to all levels of
higher education, as well as its benefits is a dream which may very well elude the black
community. That dream like many of those that motivated our communities two decades ago
may also fall, empty and dry, like A raisin in the sun.
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IS" THERE TRUE INSTITUTiONAL COMMITMENT TO
,

BLACK PROGRAMS AND PERSONNEL?

Phillip E. Jonei

Introduction

As,I contemplated the topic for this presentation, my thoughts,consistently came back to
the.question, what does commitment to black-oriented programs in predominantly white
colleges and universities mean in higher education today as compared to whet commitment
mean&in the 1960s? Does it mean the sate thing commitment presumably meant when the
Educacional Opportunity Programs were being invented during the sixties and early
seventies, and does.it.really matter?
I guess what really bothers me ia that today I do not relate to the notion.of blackoriented programs in the same way that I did ten years ago. But I think all that we have
done and have been gommitted to,during the past decade and a half An predominantly white
colleges and universities basically.addresses this country's premiere social dilemma -the part.kdipation o black,people inthe educational and econoMic systems of this
society. Therefore, I have reconciled myself to thinking of this topic from thd
standpoint of considering the development of equality of opportunity components in
higher,education with the participation of black people in thesystem as a barOmeter of
commitment ofmajority insUtutions to the concept of diversity and equality in the
academy.
Historical Surveillance of Black-Oriented Programs_
With respect to the questions I .raised about whether there is as much dommitment
the early sixtieb_and %ether
_black--.oriented Programs today as.presumably there was
it matters, I would like to share with you why I think it matters that we be aware,of,

alya/rto, questions concerning commitment to black-oriented programs
.and give serious
inyredominantly wfi.çe institutions:
In a historical context, blackoriented programs represent the systematic responses of
predoMinantly white colleges and universities to the social imperatives of the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1950s-and early sixties. Improving educational opportunities for
the nation's talented, economically'disadvantaged, and educationally segregated
populations became the fOcus of many colleges and universities as a result of the
In order to serveleducationally
National Defense Education Act of 1951 (Gordon, 1971).
and economically disadvantaged black students and.other minority studenta, many
institutions began to develop compensatou programs and services. Their purposes were
to minitize financial and academic impediments faced by the students in traditional,
>
competitive, predominantly white C011eges and universities,
.-

.

Systematic programs to admit, finance, aneprovideextra:academic assistance to 1arie
$r9ups of blacks and Other minority students became evident during the early sixties!
Syracuse University admitted 241 students'who placed beloW the mean performance on
the admissions tests for the traditionally admitted freshMan class ih 1961 (Hoffman, 1967):
,In 1963, Michigan State University launchgd a program for students with academic
potential and provided financial aid, remedial coUrses, tutoring and individual'
.

.
,
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.

.
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counseling (Abramsdn, 1968), Baruck College of the City University of New York
initiated the College Development Program by admitting 231 students to the program in
1964 (Dispengieri, 1968). In the same year, Cornell UniVersity began the College
Opportunity Special Education Program (retlow, 1970).

The University of California Regents made the first formal appropriation in 1964 to
establish and support what are now known as the.Educational Opportunity Programs (EOPs)
in the University of California system. Cordon and Wilkerson,(1964) reported that'
twenty-eight percent ofthe 2000 institutions they surveyed in the early siAties had
initiated black and other minority student programs.
.

r*

Early black-oriented programs were often funded by private foundations (Astin, 1972).
After the early sixties, private foundation contributed to fewer programs-than did
state and federal sources. By the early seventies, many programs depended primarily
on external support for their continuation (SpuriOck, 1974). A ,combination of
institutional and federal funds became the most frequent means of financing blackoriented,programs. I will return to this point later.
The Administrators of Black-Oriented Programs
Who initially administered these programs? There seems to be little information in the
literature on the profile of administrators of black-oriented programs during the eardy
sixties.
However, I would like to share with you the results of an infordal survey I
conducted in 1973 during the University of Iowa management training institute for
administrators of black-oriented programs. The'institute was funded through the U.S.
Office of Education under the Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) for higher
education administrators. While the sample was,not scientifically drawn, the twenty-five
to thirty administrators constituting the sample represented various types of institutiona
from across the country.

The administYetors tended to be in the early stagesof their careers.with a median age
Three7
of 33. Malesconstituted three-fourths and females one-fourth of,the population.
lourths were black, and one-fourth were white or Hispanic. Slightly more than half held
the title of director; about one-fourth held the title of dean; and about one-fourth
held other titles such as coordinator. Most of their titles described a specific
function addressing special or minority educational programs and tended to be associated
with student service administrative organizations.
The fields in which the administrators held degrees tended to be in education and social
sciences. Most seemed to have previous work experience in public school teaching or in
community social service agencies. Previous professional experience in higher education
There
as administratots or faculty persons was not a pattern for these administrators,
was a pattern of attendance at historically black colleges for adergraduate training
Thr a relatively high proportion of the administrators. However, few lied hela
professional positions in historically black colleges. The median years of previous
professional experience was four, with a range from no previous experience to eleven
yearS. The vast majority had no previous.administrative experience.. The median length
of time they had been administratots of black-oriented programs was two years, with a
range from being newly appointed to six years. About forty percent of those in the
survey held terminal degrees beyond the Master's. Most of their degrtes were in fie/ds
About
of education, and about one-fourth of their advanced degrees were in'counseling.
one-fifth of the administrators werepursuing doctorate degrees at the time.of the survey.
.

The profile_of administrators qf black-oriented programs from, the early to the midsixties probably reflects the emphases and commitments of institdtions to black-.
oriented programs:. As systematic efforts were being established in predominantly white
institutions to minimize impediments faced by black.and other minority students, the
faculties and administrators in these insiitutionsfound thpmselves operating in a new
addressing the.learning
area with few effective sources,of priof experience
T erefore, people who could trages'
experiences of black and other minority' students.
...the.gap.were selected to administer the programs.

Black-oriented program administrators Were expected to understand.aod appreciate the
values of predominantly white institutionsHaving earned advanced degrees from these
institutions was affirmation of an understanding and appreciation of the values of these
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The blacte-oriented program administrators were expected to be relevant
institutions.
role models for the'students in the programs. Age, race, sex and backgroad Were
important factors in,this regard. A person, probably black and probably male, within
the same or close to the generation of the typical undergraduate college student,

preferably from a working class background, possibly urban, with an extroverted 'lb
personality, hopefully.charismatic, would probably qualify as a relevant role model.
The
They were expected to have.credibility with the faculty and administration.
administrators were expected to be, or to quickly become, VnOwledgeable of the
organizational and political dynamics of complex universities or highly traditional
colleges in order to converse in an articulate, persuasive fashion to advance tile goals
and objectives of programs that were unincorporated into the academic milieu.
Commitments 9f predominantly white institutions to black-oriented programs in the early
sixties were often personified through the directors of the programs. And.the extent
to which.the programs became incorporated into the academic milieu in budgetary and
curricular terms was often directly.related to the personalities of the directors of
the programs and the mature of the personal commitments bf the central administrations
with which the directors worked.
In these times of economic retrenchment in institutions where commitments to blackoriented programs am significantly based on federal funds, the programs are
institutions,have low expectations for
unincorporated into the academicfmilieu, and th
quality performances,from program staff and s udents, there may be black administrators
, who "have stayed too long at-tliefair.", Thole who hAve.not pursued advanced degrees
for professional development, have had narrowly-focused administrative experiences, have
basically performed custodial management functions maintaining the status quo may find
.themselves in situations with fairly substantial incomes but with less than competitive
credentials toak considered for professional advancement.
On the other hand, other black administrators have moved from the programs to other
administrative posit.ions in predominantly white institutions. These administrators tend
to be those who have eayned terminal degrees and who have been involved in a broader
range of educational and administrative issues than the black-oriented program: Their
professional advancement tends to be in institutional management,positions ratheithan
in academic administration as a result of their nontraditional.profdssional development.
They tend to enter mid-level administrative pbsitions with new doctorate degrees and
considerable administrative experience which is often in student service-orieuted
They tend not to haVe much experience in teaching or research, and
administration.
their publications tend to be.limited or nonexistent. These characteristics also tend
to pertain to women and other minorities associated with black-oriented and federallyrelated programs (Scollay, 1982).
4

-The Relationship of the Program to the Mainstream
- .

The relationship of black-oriented program activities to the mainstreadactivities of
the institutions and,the relative importance of black'programs to the institutions.
The major
centered on the functional components which were stressed in the programs.
emphases of the programs we're in the are4 of admissions, financial aids, personal
counseiing,,and academic.dssistaoce. In a case study of nineteen black-oriented
programs, Astin (1972) reported that most programs offered tutoring, counseling, and
guidance services while others provided supportive academic servicet such as remedial
courses, special classes, workshops, and a systemlfor reduced courie loads. .10 1974,
the North Central Asaociation's Committee on Students with College Aptitute from
Disadvantaged Environmente(SCADE) surveyed fifty-five institutions in a follow-up
to a 1969 survey of functional components of black-oriented programs. Counseling was
a.component in about eighty-five percent of the programd. Over fifty percent,of the
responding institutions,reported orientation, teaching methods and selection OP
instruction, andfinancial aid as components of their programa.' Other,scliveys
(Johnson, 1974) indicated that admissions, financial aid, and counseling components were
common to bleat-oriented prograMc:in all types of.majorify institutions.
Through the establishment of black-oriented programs, predominantly,white institutions
sought to ameliorate the impending academia' diffifulties of students with different
from traditional admissions characteristics by supplementing the mainstream activities
of the institutions. Degree'requirements and grading Procedures were not modified as
,
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a result of the establ4flment of black-oriented programs.- Special efforts were necessary
to produce the desired outcomes from,other than traditionally defined inputs. ftence,
the nexus between the mainstream university activities and the activities of the programs
was through support in tht form of services rather than through innovations in the
traditional academic progratt, standards, curricula, or teaching methods.
Traditional majority institutions which allowed the admission of nontraditional students
'and held the stUdents to traditional graduation standards had to supplement the
educational processes in order to help the students by-pass,some of the built-in
rejection mechanismathat coincide with assumptions about the 1earning characteristics
of traditional students.' The relative imporance of the Program activkies to the
institutions wa; that the programs were designed to neutralize excessite effects of the
built-in rejection meehanisms while assuring that the traditional standards of the
institutions were not compromised.
If/the assumption that black and other minority
stndenis have the potential to be productive fp what is a deficit model system is
accepted, then'development of'a system to help the students by-pasti the bui
Th
rejection mechanisms was necessary beEnuse the institutional learnin
cesses had
. not been modified, and the output criteria remained unchanged. Th program activities
needed to be strong enough to give the.students a reasonable chance to produce-and
graduate.
The Impact of Funding Lasses
The relative strength of the,program activities is directly proportionate to the funding'
of the programs.
I mentioned earlier that black-oriented programs generally were funded
through state andJor federaltsources. In some institutions, federal funds are depended
In a study I conducted
upon to a significant extent to finance black-orienEed programs.
in 1974, there-was an inverse relationship between.the amount of federal funds in the
operating budgets of institutions when compared to the federal funds supporting the
administrative costs of black-oriented programs. Large research-oriented institutions,
which tend to have significant amounts of federal research fundd in their operational
budgets, tend to depend less on fsderal sources to support black-oriented programs-than
do comprehensiye institutions which do not emphasize research. Comprehensive'
-.institutions, which tend to have little or nolederal research funds in their
operational budgets, tend to rely heavily on federal sources, TRIO funds, and aid to
dirloping institutions to sepport the administrative costs of black-oriented programs.
Initial commitments to support new programs in universities and callege0 are often started
with funds from discretionary or special appropriations. Inclusion of new programs in
the base budgets through recurring allocations tends to establish an institutionalpriority for new programs and may signify an increased institutional commitment to the new
Starting funds from federal sources tor new black-oriented programs from the
programs.
earlyto the. mid-1560s were signifieent in broadening institutional responses io social,
However, during a period of economic retrenchment, such as,we are
imperatives.
4experiencing today, transition.from special appropriations to recurring allocations
.N
,.becomes especially difficult..

,

If equality of opportunity components, which have been developed through black-oriented
programs, are to be considered essential parts of the institutional process,'the
administrative etructdres of the programs must be firm coMponents of institutional
The need to be,in the base budget is especially applicable to programs
base budgets.
in institutions which do not rely heavily on federal funds for other-aspects of their
Financial support through recurring institutional funds may be a
oPerational costs*.
very significant indication of true institutional cotmitment to black programa'aud

,Yr 'personnel,
t

The DeVelopment of Institutional 6mmitMent
The currenf commitment to'blaCk-oriented prograts-seems to'reflect changes in the
institutions reSulang from the equal opportunity movement which was given impetus,
durinethe sixties. The concept of equality of opportunity in higher education has
been,broadened in predominantly white institutions since the sixties. Many blackoriented program activities that were inventedto help educationally and eeonomically
disadvantaged students achieve success have been integrated into traditional
eddcational programs.
.

.

t

,

,
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The commitment of predominantli white institutions tc!) equality of eaucational
Opportunities appears to have undergone'three phases of development. The initial
phase of commitment occurred during the early sixties until about 1973. This period
was one ofA.ncreased.social awareness,,,And initial commitments Veie made by the
instItutions to increase educational opportunities for blacks and other minorities.
The period was characterized by,a rapid.inueAse in minority enrollment. Minority,
populations in predominantly white institutions d6mbled between 1969 and 1973 from
three percent to six percent (Morris, 1981).
.1.
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,
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.
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Through the-development.of an orgsnized groW or.related services, blackroiiented
programs achieved moderate success, and faculty members began o obtain an improved
understanding of the'educatiOnal needs of minority students during this period (Peterson,
1978). Many students participating in the programs demonstrated that they had the
academic potential to succeed in college. With the intreased understanding by the
faculties and the help of the programs, many students succeeded even though.they may
not have had the previous educational opportunities necessary to meet the traditidnal
admissions criteria. Hende, this inieial ppriod was marked.by considerable committent
to innovation to broadeningadmiss'ions criteria whiCh were later applied to all
students (Willingham and Breland, 1982).
The second phase began about five years after the initiation of systematic programa to
increase minority participation in higher education. The beginning of this phase of the
development Of institutional commitment coincides roughly with the graduation of tany of
the first generation of participants in black-oriented programs. The development of
the second phase of cbmmitment spanned from about-1973 until about 1977. The,beginning
of this period represents the completion of tilt first full cycle.of black-oriented
programs from admission through post-undergrach&te.placement.
During this period, considerable institutional and federal financial support were
allocatbd for.the development and maintenance of the programs, As I stated earlier,
many inetitutlons based their commitments on federal support. As a result of the
ificreatee feperal support, an ad hoc approach, which,origInally characterized the
structuring of black-oriented programs, was replacgrby an organiled approach to developing'
Program adininistrators began to use the findings from'
gremps of related services.
empirical studies to improve their services to students. To some extent, faculty support
Overall, the second'phase was a period of
increased fipor the objectives of the programs.
stabilization of commitment to the concept of broadened educational .opportunity and
cultural diverlity in predominantly white institutions. Black'undergraduate enrollmenl,
how4ver, reaclAd a plateau during this period and began to show a slight decline by the
beginning of the current period (Morris, 1981).
,

"

The current stage of development of,gommitment, yhich began in about.1978, is
characterized by a.gradual, though seemingly unplanned, process of integration of blackoriented program services into traditional educatiOnal programs. Budgetary concerns
for the high coats of program administration is a factor leading to the integration.
Increased use of technology in themanagement of student information makes integration
necessary in some cases in order to avoid the isolation of black-oriented programs from
Increased numbers of minority students
ithe mainstream of information coordination.
'entering technical_and scientific programs make general academic assistance difficult
for the black-oriented irogrard to provide in highly technical areas. Increased awareness,..
ability, and willingness among some faculties to address the needs of a dilierse student
population.are factors contfibuting to program integration. In many ways, the traditional
administrative structures of black-oriented programs have become obsolete. Nevertheless,
predominantly white colleges and universities continue to have a,crucial cotpensatory
role in relatibn to the social and economic factors in the society at large which have
a disproportionate-effect on educationally and economically disadvantaged students.

Many factors have an impact on future development of institutional commitments to
Chanqs in the4national economy and concerhs about declinink
educational opportunities.
enrollmenteare having a signifidint impact on institutional commitments. Recent interpretations of Civil Rights legislation and affirmative action policies, suth as the
Bakke case, are having an impact on institutional commitments. These factors
as an increased awarene6 of women's concerns,and thOse of the physically disabled
serve to lessen the specific emphasis on black-oriented programs. But where there is
real institutional commitment, these factors serve to broaden the concept of equality of
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opportunity fOr all students in higher\education.
1

In summary, I believe there has been an evOlution 3n the 4eirelopment'of institutional
commitments to programs enOtemistically referred to as "black-oriented." Although,
on a nationwide haals,.the majority of adMinistrators of ab:-called, black-,Oriented,
oefederally related_opporEunity piograms, ate white males; the majority of black
administrators in predominantly white institutionsSeems to be asiOciated
oriented prOgrams (Scoilay, 1982). There has been, haWever, an evolution in the
-development of positions of black administratorein predominantly white colfeges_and
universities.
/

4

Ii there true ommitment in predominantly.white institutions to black-oriented'programs?
There is no sim le answer to this question. But in order for ort developmentiof,the
commitment to c tinue evolving, black administrators-and faculty, as well as other
minority admini rotors and faculty, working in'concert with white administiatOrs and
faculty, must assume the responsibility to analyze institutions and take the initiative'
to make equality of educational opportunity A true commitment and a reality in all
colleges'and untversities.
1
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NIGNBR EDLICATIONTOMMITMENT TO AFFIWTIVE AOTION:
STRONG"OR WANING?
0

,r

LerMY _Keith', Jr.

,

4

My letter of invitation to speak at this conierence stated, "We had to ask you to address
the area ofAstate coordinating boards since'you were the first, if not the only, black to
head a state coordinatimg board." After reflecting on my personal expaiences and on the
general theme of this conference, I concluded thgt-gtate boards, both coordinating and
governingrcould have.a significant impact on the advancement of affirmative action if they
exercisedrthe power and authority that they possesst
./

.The.division of power among state governing boards and state coordinating boards is4siete
clear, in most instances:
.

....,

GoVerning boards have the final legal and judiciary responsibilities of the
They are emPowered by law to-act for the taxpayers in the case
inititution.
of public institutions. Their basic responsibilities, as detineated ill
Rauh (1969), are the fdllowing.
1.

They hold the basic legal'document of origin.

2.

They evolve the purpose of the institution con'sonant_with theta
terms of the document.
.

.

a

'

.

.

.

...'

-..
.

3.

They seek a planned development.

4.

They select and determine the 'tenure of the chief eXecueiVe.

.

..,

.

5. 'They hold the assets'of the institution in trust.'
....,

They adt as a court of last resort.

6.

0
0

The creation of state coordinatding boards is a fairly recent phenb:::1 in the history of
They share many
American higher education. Tley serve primarily in an'oversight capacity.
of the same responsibilities as governing.bbards but do not always have finWlegal or
,
judicisrY authority.
1/
T

,,,4
b

1

(The Coor4inating CouncilALor Higher Education in California was established in 1960. It is
primarily an advisory antrinformational bOdy for the legislature.and thg governor on planning and approviations. The Coordinating Eoard of the Texas College and University system'
was.created in /OS with planning, administrative, and review fuuctions.
.

..

,
....

.

.

-

.

A more poWerful unit is the Illinois.Board of Higher EduceerK created by statute in 10611'
with the primary purpose,of serving as the central coordinating and planning mpphanism .for
all of the.state's public institutions of higher education-There are 16 members of the
Illinois board, including the uhairman or f)resident of.each of the fiye institutanal
hoards. They are,charged with the,responsibilities ofIR1) developinga-maiter plari,
(2) reviewing all budget requests and making recriendatians to the governor, aud (3) full .
legal apthority to make decisions.on new programs, (Eulau and Quinley,1970)
,

.

,

,

.
,

4?

collective Wwer vested indthe governingOoards of public collegei and univortaties and
in state coordinating boards by state legislatures of staie constitutions is, by kid large,
far-reiching in matters of curriculum, gampus planning, budget allocations, and.overall
'policy-making and management of:higher education systems and inptitutitina.
'
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Most have the authority and the responsibility,to.develop new operational patterns in
response to changes in national and local puhlic policy. Moreover, they also respond to
changes occuring across the.spectrum of society-- including the developmvnt and implementation of affirmative action plans.
.

.

,

The impetus for the concept of affirmative actA ion in higher education camefrom Executive
Ofaer.11246, and later amendments, issued by President Lyndon Johnson in 1165. Affirmative
actien had two major purposes: (1) non-discrimination, and (2) a fair employment system.
Contractors.were required to take affirmative action tb ensure that applicants are employed
without regard_to race, color, rrligion, or national cIigin,
_.

.

..,

.'

'

,

In 197l, the Executive Order Was made applicable to government contractors inh37afelr..
education. ThiDepartment of Health, Education and Welfare was'given compliance authority
.and included in HEW guidelines was a requirement for employers to make efforts to recruit
members of formerly excluded groups. Thus, affirmative action ,in higher eduCation has as
a goal an equitable representation of blackg in all areas. (Fleming, Gill, Swenton,1278)

A conclusive assessm6nt of the effectiveness of affirmative action in higher education is
Howeyer, Fleming et al. (1978)
difficult beeause of the lack of sufficient published data.
made a sweeping generalization when they agserted that "the kademic community was a leader
during the 1960's
in advocating elimination of discrimination outside the academic arketplace, but it has failed badly in setting its own house in order.7
..
The Florida State University affirmative action plan was one of several examined by
4
authots and presented as'a case study.
1

i

he

4.

In this instance, the Florida State president took the initiative, proposing to the b
of regentsthat FSU be designated the pilot institution within the state university sy
for,developing a master affirmative action plan for:other.institutions in the system t
follow. The boar& 6f regents endorsed the proposal, and work on the plan was started
,Jely,1969.
4.

4

Four an& a half years later, a modified plan was approved by the HEW Office for Civil Rights
'and put Anto effect with a ceqain measUre of succesg in intreasing minority representation
on the faculty and in the administration. However, the rest of.the Florida Stiate University
Systpm did not fully benefit frma FBU's Work because the system-wide master pjan"was.never
implemented.

Another of the Fleming case studies covers Merritt College in the Peralta District of
.Northern Almeda County, California. There, the board Of trusteed adopted an affirmative
action plan in.1974, directing that the racial,,ethnic and social makeup of the faculty ,of
...each institution should generally reflect the compoeition of the community served by"the
college. The plan is described,as a generally good one. But its implementation has been
slowed'at Merritt College because thefaculty_there_has the longest service of any.College
in the district, and few vacancies are.expected in thenear futuret
,.

`

The authOrs concludelthat "affirmative action hag been required of institutions of. higher
education for too short a time to make any valud!judgement." Yet, overall, they found tHat
.,if there iaa commitment,to'implement the procedures at all levels, affiriative att'ion can
be.an effective,mechanism for bringing blacks into the academic marketplace; ean,aidinstitutions, n dOeloping sound management policies and'procedures; and can be an effecp0
of altering a biased employmeht syhtem.
tive polio
%,

To g
us a sense of what is happening today, I had4a Nlephone'surveY conducted of state
ceo inating boards in 20 states. Each was sel cted on.the Wreath of minority representation
an geographic location. The survey was4made n June,1982. 1
'

While it is imp si le to examine 411 depth the full range of areas in which state'coordinating boards affect t
wplfare of minorities in higher eduCatiOn, there were some very
revealing findings. Our approach to investigating this subject was to focus on the boards'
' response to affirmaiive action and financial assistance to disadvantaged youth. The
seriousness with'which the state coordinatinkboards take their:sffirmative action mandate
and commitment to financial assistance programs for disadvantagea youth will be feflected to
a great extent in the activitAes of the state's C41eAes and universities.
'
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Methodology
Specifically, the questi- onnaire focused on the follbwing areas
11,

o

Establishing the fact that respondents have an affirmatt,e action plan.;

o

Determining,the extent to.which the plan is updated,.and the timing
and nature of this update;

o' Clarifying he iMpact of Reduction-in-Force (RIF) on affirmative
action goals; ,
o

identifying their commitment to financial aSsistance programs for the
disadwintaged youth and the extent to which these programs have been
affected by budgetary constraints; and

o

Establishing the size, sexual compbeition and ethnicity of the boards.

Each of the 2a hoards was contacted by telephone. The specific individual interviewed was
either an assistant to the board director or commissioner or the person responsible,for
affirmative action. Of the 20 agencies contacted, 19 responded to the questionnaire. Interviews were conducted by the University of Disfriet of Columbia Office of Planning and
Research.
Findings
Of

Of the boards contacted, 14 (747.) indicated that they did have an affirmative action plan.
Five (262) of the beards indicated that they had no affirmative action plan. -Three of the
respondents noted that e2ch state institution had its own affirmative action plan.
The
Califoirga Postsecondary Education Commission indicated that it'had no affirmative action
responsibility. As with the three boards referred to above, this responsibility may be_
decentralized4among state colleges and universities.

Having some idea of the milmber of boards that have plans, we Were then interested in how
often these plans were updated and what triggermuch updates. Sixteen boards indicated
that they do update their affirmative action plans with varying.freqbency. The majority
of the governing badies which update their plans do so annually. Other responses ranged
from twice a'year to "as needed."
*

When'asked what triggers this update, there were several responses; in fact, several
boards gave multiple answers. The two most frequently mentioned,were i/ state legislation and board policy required'that their plan be revised.. Sixty percent of the responses
fell into these two categories.
The other rationales cited for updating plans related to
seme mandates by other state entities, such as the 'Equal Employment Opportunity Office, the
governoes'Office, the State Advisory Council and the Office of Human Rigkts. Two of the
respondents did,not know if there was an official mandate to revise theifrplan.
Obviously, a plan is of little value unless it is monitored and evaluated. We asked if
:their plans' objectives were reviewed during the year, Eleven (73%) of the fifteen boards
responding to this 'question indicated that they did have4formal reviews during the year.
Hawever, when asked the frequency ,of these reviews, four indicated that their feviews
were annual, while another answeit every 14 to 15 months. 'They either misunderstood the
question or in effect, do not review progress toward.plan ojectives during the year.

Coordinating boards that review their progress-toward affirmative action goals are
o

Missouri and,New Jersey -

o

Oko, Virginia'and Maryland - quarterly*.and

o

ConnectiCut,and Georgia - every six months.

Coordinating boards which do Conduct progress reviews were askeg,to explain the nature of
hese, reviews. MissoUri an-eNew Jersey actually have affirmative action committees that
review progress monthly and make tecommendations tO the aVdrall board.
,

.

.

0
.

The reviewprocesses inOhio and Connecticut seem to be the most comprehensive.' Both
stated that tfie entire workforce composition is examined. Connecticut indicated that an-''`N=-..y/
adtualbreakdownof all employees by raceand salary is examtnecr* Connecticut indicated
that an actual breakdownof all employees by race and salary is accomplished during its
six-Month reviews.
.
,
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One of the most controversial/abjects Oiecting maintenance of standards and progress
toward affirmative action goals is reductfon-in-force (RIF).
Many institutions are faced
with severe budget cuts and must reduce their Workforce. :The impact of tHese cdts falls
most heavily on these with'least seniority.
In most instances, minorities have the leaat
seniority and, thus, would be,the first to he fire&
.

,

r

.

t

'

.
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Therefore, the most revealing indication of boards' coxnitmën 'to affirmative action is the
extent to which affirmative action goals are cpnsidered when o
nizations are faced with
ten (667.) of the 15
a RIF. Whn asked if these goals are considered in cases of RI
responden
said "yes," two said "no," and three of the boards indicated that th:opestion
.
raised a moot issue because neither had been faced with a gu.
.

.

,

When Matenboards which respohded affirmatiyely were asked to explain hoW af.firmativer
action goals are coAsidered in RIF situations, in most.instances, the boards had itot in
fact worked out a procedure or policy for maintaining minority employment levels during a
RIF.
It turned out that many of the coordinating bodies surveyed had not' been faced with
RIF situations as yet.

.

;

Michigan was the only state that'responded in a comprehensive fashion... It indicated that
board policy allows for waiveis to be requested when RIFs have the potential of negating
affirmative action objectives.

Progress in the area of affirmative action is_critical tb improving the status of minority
faculty and staff in higher education, but has little effect on the entry of minority
studdgts.
Obviously, one of the major harriers to minority student access to higher education is financial assistance, Thus, three,questions directed to the sample of state
cobrdinating,boards related to their involvement in financial assistance programs for
disadvantaged youth. One-third of the boards responding indicated that they maintained
state or local sponsored financial assistance programs for disadvantaged youth. The
presumption is that many of the State and.local financial aid programs are administered at
,
the university level.
They were asked,if current_budget constraints had affected these assistance programs.
The
responses were split almost 50-50. Eight of.the boards thal did not maintaie assistante
programs did "have some opinion of the budOtar, impacts on such programain the state.
Two
of the five boards which sponsor assistane programs indicated budgetary Preblems.
When
asked'to what extent budgetary constraints lied affected them, few qpuld cotment in detail..
Delaware indicated that it experienced a,4 percent reduction in funding for such prograts,
and the Ohio board stated thab the staff responaible for administering the program'had been
reduced.

,

.

One final area of interest is the cuRosition of the bbards surveyed. The attached chart
shows the sexual and racial composition'of the boards.. The overall size of the board
ranged rom 21 in Connecticqt to seven in Florida. Thele were females on every board
ektept Florida's, thOUgh they always repzesented a small percentage of the total meiberahip.
Blacks were tepresented on each board, excelit in Florida and Ohio.
Hispanics, on the oth*r
hand, were fdund on only three boards (California, Illinois, and Michigan).
6

Survey of Governing Boards,
,

Having surveyed the state CoordinatinA boards, it certainly made sense to.poll some of the
governing boards of universities in the state to get a feel:for their roles and response
to affirmative action, as well as their essessment_of the performance of their state
.
s.boordinating boards.
.

.

.

*Essentially, the same telephone questionnaire adminiatered to thbcinating hoards was,..
used tQ poll the governing boards. The person responding was. frequentl the affirmative
'action Ofrieer of the viversity. The onl§ major changes were as follows:
o

questions were geared to the governing boards' affirmative,action plan
instead of the.coordinating boards' plan;

o

the governing bbards wert asked to interpret their roles with respect.to
affirmative actionvand

's

-

'

o

the boards were asked to rate both ttle coordinating boards and themselves
in terms of their effectixenesa In implementing affirmative action objectivea.

0-1 e')

'
,

There were 24 governing boards contacted.
to the survey.

Seven did not call back.

Seventeen responded

,When institutions were informed that our questions related to governing boards' affirmative
This
action plans, we were invariably given the university affirmatiVe action officer.
res11ted in varying responses to some of the questions. That is, when asked questions
conceining the plan's updates and review process, it was clear that many responded to instituiienal mandates, xather than governing board mandates.. A summary of the findings from
,the stirvey i& presented beloW.

All of the governing boards surveyed indicated that they have.iffirmative action plans.
The affirmative action
Fourteen (88%) of the governing boards update their plans annually.
officer at Marphall University in West Virginia was the only respondent who indicated the
..institution's !plans were updated every two years, while Mississippi State's affirmative
action representatiye indicated that the universiWs plan was revised "whenever necessary"

e mandate for updating the AAP's fell primarily into three areas: board policy, state
Several respondents indicated that their plans are routinely
kcor court decisions.
updaI with all other urdirersity annual goals and objectives and have no board or legislative tnndate, as such.
It-was interesting to note, though, that while all but one of the
respon ants revised thei plans, fewer th'an half.have specific deadlines for these updates.
Sixteen of the 17.responden s answered "yes" to the question of whether or.not they had
periodic formal reviews of their plans during the year. But here, again, as with the state
Four
coordinating boards, several. (8) indicated that their reviews occurred annually.
affirmativezaons officers (fkom Mississippi State, St. Louis Univerilty, University of
Connecticut anTUniversity of South Cirolina) Said that their plans were reviewed quarterly,
while Pennsylvania State and he State University oPNew York at Albanyirespondents ind*ked
that their plans were reviewed twice a year. TwOypther respondeaTtaid-that their reviews
were conditional or done on ayntinuing
We asked a series of three questions which were directed at some assesnment of the governing
and coordinating boards, and the o1e of the governing board with relpect to the tiniversity
affirmative action plans. The first queition asks il there is a master system-wide,
affirmatiVb action plan. Ten of the 17 redpondents said that there is a master syitem-wide
,plan.

Secondly, the respondents were asked to identify the role of their local governing board.
The majority of the institutions pelectedone of three.re9onses. That is, they felt.that
the role of the board was to either monitor and review plans, approve them or impleMent
affirmative action plans. Two offices polled (University of Maryland and State University
of New York at Albany) indicated that their local boards had no., role with respect to
affirmative action.
Some of the.governing board roles, as v,iewed by 4te institution, include the folldwings
o

to hear problems as reported by the universities.;

o

to ensure compliance with the Adams decision;

o

to monitor desegregatiOn; and

o

no direct relationship but resolutions-may affect university plani

Finally, the respondents polled were asked to Assess both themsepes and*their state
coordinating boards with respect to affirmative action activitia... The ratings were from
one to five, with one being least effective and five being the moseeffectiVe.1..Of the
15 responding to this question, eight gave their coordinating boards a ranking of four or
Those receiving the highest rankings were the coordinating boards in West-Virginia
five.
(Marshall University),.Tennessee (Memphis State University), Pennsylvania (Venn State),
Ohio (Ohio State) and NeW Jersey (Rutgers University).

77'

.

The lowest ranking went to the states of Maryland (University of Maryland), Louisiana
(University of New Orleans) and.Mississippi (Mississippi State). The universities in
parentheses represerit the institutions of the responding affirmative aCtion officers. The
University of Maryland respondent indicated that the state's coordinating board had
One respondent refused
exhibited very little leadership in the area of affirmative action.
to rate his board and another indicated that hp did not know enough to rate it.
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Here again, as Indicated,earii4,
As one might expect, the self-ratings were quite high.
It ii41 unclear Oether they rated thegoveraingboird'Aactivities qr Ehe institution!s. "Of
. %the 17 respondents, la rated themselves with a'four or a.five; Representatives from-twd,_
institutions (University of Kentucky and Georgia State) rated themselves as being average.
The St. Louis University and MissiSsippi State affirmative action staff gave themselves
less than average ratings.

.......

4

'

;

..,

In conclusion, it would be fail to say that the respondents did not present iny informat ion
that contradicted that presented by the state coordinating boards. The ratios of
overall board effectiveneseWere split about 50-50. Some obviousbifelt that the boards
AS one might
could be much more effective, while others felt they were doing,e good job.
expect; it is clear that the governing boards and their institutions.are much more active
in the affirmative action arena.,
.;,

The OVerning bbards were asked to supply information on the composition and ethnicity o?
Each
their bpards. Females were represented on all boards (though in the minority).
board that reported ethnicity had pomR black reprebentation, wbth the exCeption of Ohio
State, University Of South Carolina, and Southwest Missouri State.
I seived_ts chancellor pf the Massa&hus4tt s State Board of Higher Educktion, the state
coordinating board, from 1975 to 1978. Prior to that time, I was VicelTesident of the
University of Massachusetts System. In that role, I had the opportunity to obsermefirst
hand blatant examples of the need for affirmative action.

At the University of Massachusetts Medical School,.there was a complete disregard tor
Minority representation. At the student, staff', faculty, and administrative'levels id
1973, there were no blacks. However, since that time there has been substantial improvement, not neceiSarily because of affirmative action but because of the commitment of.the
,
leadership.
Affirmative action only works when,there is a firm commitment from the leadership, boards
and preSidents. As chancellor, I appointed an affirmativeaction advisory council,
consisting of faculty and administrators from the five segments of public higher education
in the state; University of Massachuetts;.State College System; Community College System;
Southeastern Massachusetts University and the University of Lowell. We had no jurisdiction
*
-over affirmative action in priVate iptitutions.
The purpose of the cammittee was twofOld:

1. update the state affirmative action plan that had been approved by the
State Board ofHigher'Educationnind
2. monitor the implementation of the plan.
It was the'
The goals and.timetables for each segment were included in the master plait.
responsibility of the Vanious spverning boards to tailor the general mandates of the plan
to their particular segments based on 'the missions and goals of the institution, as.well
as the geographical location.

The coordinating board of MA sachusetts attempted to set the tonelor the state,
to the governing 'boards to ma e affirmative action work.'

It was up

Did it work?

Evaluation of the effectiveness of affirmative,action-was mixed.
others. None did a lot.

Same did better than
,

.
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Worth mentioning4is the exemplary achievemSnt in affirmative action it the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, resulting in a substantial percentage of,black faculty and
administrators. The chancellor was black and oommitted. He worked very hard to push the
campus to adhere to ials and tilietables.
,
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Also of notq is the apiement reached between Southeastern Massachusetts University and the
,faculty union that included affirmative action as a criteriOn to be considered in,the case
Ot a reduction-in-force.
..
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_Affirmative action, overall, made small incremental .diffefence with larger numbers of
blacks at tke Unviersity of MassachUsetts.at Boston, Roxbuiy Community College, Boston
State'and the Dniversity of Massachusetts at Amherst. 'Wittl the exception of the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst, all of these insqiutiods were in the Boston area.
t

.
,

In drder to make significant progress in the area Of atfirmaillve action, it is imperative..
that we have individuals committed to the goals and objentivs of affirmative action in
leadership positions,be it as presidents, trustees or mqmbers of coordinating boards.
/t is our responsibility to see that .committed individuals ate nominated, appointed or
elected. This, perhaps, gill mean that we must ingrease our efforts,in the political
arena and in networkini.
.

People push people who share their own value system; we must push people who share ours.
If We have the proper leadership we can have .policies that yin insure the maintenance of
a diverse faculty and staff.' We can guarantee equal: access to.migonity students.
We can.
provide need-based financial aid to minotity students from state and local funds as the
federal funds are curtailed.
.
.

.

)
r
It is my considered'opinion that at this point, commitment to affirmative action is waning.
Black administrators and 'faculty on bniver4ty campuses will decrease in numbers as
budgetary problems become more severe. wlefr reductionIin-force (RIF) and with blacks ...
'having been the last hired,unless affirmative action Ts built into board policy -- or, od
uniodized campuses, in master agreements as a criterion to be considered in RIF's'-- we
,
stand to lose the little that we have g ined.
.
.
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West Virginia

11

1

3

9
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7

8

?

10

Connecticut. .

16

5

2

19.

21
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3
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1
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7
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2
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7
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.
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.
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.
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Blacks make Up 13 percent of total board members.
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West Virginia
Marshall U

10

2

10

12

1

.18

19

,4Connecticut

AU'of Connecticut

17

2

Georgia
Georgia State U

14

1

5

4'

1

13

7

1

19

12

2
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13

14

13.

15
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Illinois
Northeastern

a

15'
1

9

Kentucky
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.
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U of New Orleans

.
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U.of Maryland

12

Mississippi
:Mississippi State U

11,

:

3
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New Jersey
Rutgers U

.4

New York.,
State U o6 New York
at Albany2

7

10

10

3

4.
Ohio
Ohio State U.

.

8

4

Tennessee
Memphis_State U

Penns1vatia

9 ..

4
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South Carolina
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Old Ddmihion U

9
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3
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3
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39.
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15
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Respondent did no know die racial composition. and did not-wish to provide the data later.
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This is the,membership of the SUNY Albany Advisory touncil.
.total board members.
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THE OUTLOOKTOR FUNDING FROM FOUNDATIONS
AND PHILANTHROPIC AGENCIES
*

Roy V. Hill II

I bring you greetings ou behalf of the Robert R. Moton Memorial Institute, Inc., our
president, Dr..Mabel P. Phifer, and our founder, Dr. Frederick D. Patterson. I want to
publicly thank the appropriate M.I.T. officials for inviting me, as a member of the Moton
Institute team, to participate in this "First National Conference on Issues Facing Black
Administrators at Predominantly Whitn Colleges and Universities." You have the title of
this workshop, "The Outlook for Funding from Foundations and Philanthropic Agencies,"
before you.
.

.

I have been asked to share information with you about (1) the Robert R. Moton Memorial.
Institute, Inc., (2) fund-raising preparations, and (3) career possibilities in the fundAnd I have been asked to say it all in fifteen minutes!
raising profession.
The Robert R. Moton Memorial Institute, Inc.
The Robert R. Moton:Memorial Institute, Inc., is a mbn-profit comprehensive service
corporation which provides a range of adminialtrative, faculty, and student services to
institutions of higher education. Moton Institute also provides management,Ofiscal, ana
technological seivices for agencies and small businesses. The institute was founded in,
1952 and chartered originally in1958 as the Robert R. Moton Memorial Foundation and
Conference Center. According to Dr. Frederick D. Patterson, third ptesident of Tuskegee
Institute, founder of the United Negro College Fund, and founder of the Moton Institute,
"the institute is a living memorial to Dr. Robert Russa Notoh who gave 50 years of his
life to education and the advancement 9f human welfare."
Herev...let me say that Dr. Patterson also founded the College Endowment Funding Plan
This plan is a unique self-help-$rogradF"designed to achieve financial
(C.E..F.P.).
independence for colleges with little or np endowment." The Committee on Corporate 8cial
Responsibility for the insurance industry in America las endorsed C.E.F.P. go a long-term
corporate project.

Dr. Moton served a number of years as commandant.of cadets at Hampton Institute, his
Alma Mater, and later succeeded Booker T. Washington aA wsident ok Tuskegee Institute.
During the 1936's, while_serving as president of Tuskegee Institufe, he purchased a sev611,acre plot on the banks of the York River in Capahosic, Gloucester County, Virginia, and
constructed a home to which he invited outstanding leaders of education, government',
religion, and business to a series of informal meetings and conferences. These sessions
focused on Substantive national and international issues such as igucation, employment,
housing, race relations, voter, education, African development, adaTeace. These
.
confidential meetings were called "aapahosic Conferences."
.

,,

,

Services by the Robert 4. Noton'Memorial Institute, Inc., include:planning and management'
improvement, development-endowment training, college endowment funding, longrange
plann4ng, fiscal management, external evaluation, suppOtestaff development, personnel
development, and aSmissions and finaneial aid. Futthermore, Motoh Institute conducts a
series of annual conferences including our recently held 'Development Conferenoce on
Foundations and Corporations." These national conferences are held at the Moton Conference

fr./0
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Center in Capahosic (Glouceater, Virginia).
In DsEember,19'81, U.S. Secretary of the Interior James Watt designated the Moton
Confffence Center a national historic landmark. We also are on the stateregister in
Ehe -eomaonWealth of Virginia.

Moton Institute is widely respected in professional circils for helping institutions and
related constituencies of higher education realize their fund-raising goals and objectives.
The president of. Moton Industries is Mabel P. pifer, Ph.D.
Fund-Raising Preparation

What is Philanthropyin the United States and How Do You Get Your Fair Share?
Because of the nature of this workshop panel, I am going to confine most of my remarks
about fund-raising preparation to corporate and foundation sectors as opposed to federal
agencies.
However, if federal funding possibilities interest you, I will share
recommendations that yod might fin&useful.
o

,

One acceptable -- and maybe the bes -- definition for American philanthropy is the
Internal Revenue Service's policy s atement(s) on charitable, i.e., tax dedUctible gifts:
You may deduct gifts to (a) religious, charitable,' educational, scientific,
or literary organizatkons, for the prevention of cruelty to.children or
animals, unless the organization is operated for personal profit or a
substantial part of its activities consists of,propatandi or attempting
to influencelegiElation...(d) governmental agencies that will use the gifts
exclusively for public purposes, including civil efense...

You may not deduct gifts to--relatives, friendsAr other individuals: foreygn
organizatiens; pOlitical organizations or candidates; social clubs; labor
unions; chambers of commerCe; or propaganda organizations.
Mindful oi the preaeaing IRS ruling and armed with a 501(c)(3) designation,*most
universities as well as interest groups such as the Association of Black Administrators
at M.I.T. qualifTto solicit,gifts (and grants) from corporations, foundations, and.
individuals.
t
The.following recommendations are'for persons interested in obtaining federal grants.
First, I recommend you learn how'to do your own.research, write proposals, and establish
an effective relationship with both the federal relations and development directors at
your institution. Second, get on the mailing list of and establish A dialogne with the
federal agency that can best support your project. :The M.I.T. Association of ilack
Administrators, for example, may find-lt-helpful to know either the staff person for.
black minority concerns or the minority utilization officer in federal agencies.
Additional information sources include'the fol1owingi
.

.

1.
2.
3.

4.

the
rhe
the
the

.

catalogue of Federal and Domestic Assistance (CFDA);
Commerce Business Daily (CBD);"
Federal Register; and
U.S. Legislative Office, Holise of the Clerk "Hotline" - (202) 225-1772.
.

i

A

.
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Information about these resources can be obtained from the U.S. Government 'Printing
Office in Washington, D.C., (202) 275-2054 also congressmen and senators are,known for
unnell, director
helpin4 their constituents obtain related data. Finally, Dr. James
of theyirginia State University Computer Center and a federal pr osal reader and
consultint, states that it is imperaUve for institutions to develop and maintain a .
;"grants readiness system." The systeT should address four basic pointb: coMpeting
proposals; meeting federal agency requirementt; rejecting proposals; and undgistanding
the need for a proposal readiness systr.
.

.

.

The Foundation
.

.

..,,

There are two questions that should be answered thoroughly if a person is seeking'either ..
a fqundation gift or a corporation grant: first, "Hdw do I prepare myself?" and Second,
Nhat will the program officer look for?" Furthermore, a standard fundrraising principle
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is "people give to people!"

Let us consider tiles& Toints.

Self-preparation (by the individual, college, or organization) recidires determining the
project/program, idenlifying the need, and understanding the nature of both the
foundation-and the.corporation.
The former, generally,is interested In establishing and
enhancing programs which have a favorable impact on the general welfare: "Does the
project have.transferral potential?" "Is the prOject unique and national in scope?"

Foun4ation spending is distributed, according tolirginia P. White (author of Grants, "How
to Find Out About Them and'What to Do Next"), in the following order:
education, 36%;,
health, 24%; sciences, 12i; welfare, 9%; international affair's, 9%; humanities, 8%; and
religion, 2%.
(1).
he Foundation Directory, Eith edition, groups foundations into four categories:
tindependent, (2) company-sponsored foundations, (3) operating feundations, and (4)
(§ee The Foundation Directory for.information about category
community foundations.
descriptions, sources of funds, decision-making bodies, grant-making activities, and
reporting. requirements.)

The Corporation

Proposal writers will find it helpful to note that corporate giving patterns differ from
those of tile foundation. Giving is influeneed significantly4y factors such as the
the need to generate good publicity; interest in'`improving the community
following:
where it has Operations, and interest inquality employee benefits.
.

Tgree informative works on "corporate social responsibility" are the following:
.

-

1. .Chamberlain, Neil W. The Limits Of Corporate Responsibility.
Basic Books, Inc.,1973.

The New Patrons of thk Arts.

New York:

New York:,

Harry Abrams,

2.

Chaay, Gideon.
Inc., 1972.

3.

Corporate Respotaib4ity In a Changing Society:
Blumberg, Phillip I.
"Essays on Corporate Social.Responsibilify." Boston: Boston University
School of Law, 1972.

L

.

Approaching the Donor Prospect

When you, the grant seeker, are ready'to write your proposal, about 80 percent of your
wo'rk should be finished. To paraphrase Thomas Broce, author of Fund Raising (University
of Oklahoma Press), you should have identified your donor prospect; gathered all
pertinent information; elicited reasonable donor interest 'in your project; involved
the prospect in project-related activity; and activated resources which enhance the
possibility of the donor's prospect for investment in-your project.

.

Virginia P. White says there are threa phases in the process of applying for grant funds:
preapplicationor preliminary, submission of the proposal/application, and decisionThe preapplication phase is two simultaneous and synchronous
making or postapplication.
A procedures inVolving (a) consultation with institutional or,organizational officials,
and (b) consultation with the donor ptospect. The application phase consists of the
formal preparation and submissionof the proposal. Grantors have their awn procedure or
form for applications. The postapplication phase Consists of a review and the
processing of the application.
Finally, Edwin Dieckmann, director of development for the Cleveland Institute of Art,
reminds grant seekers that numerous applications are rejected because of inadequate
planning and careless preparation. 'He offers the following suggestions for a successful
,proposal.
,i.
,

2.

Come to the Point immediately id the first paragraph.by stating the amount
requested and the purpose.
Make the proposal as short as possible, ptoviding details only in appendices.
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3.

Present the request in terms of "special circumstances" to justify the grant.
(Foundations ordinarily do not respond.to routine requests for research,
training, equlpment purchase, or.general support.)

4.

Demonstrate how the foundation's support'will (a) supplement other support,
(b) generate support from orthv sources, (c) revolutionize processes, (d)
provide special benefits to many for a relatiyely,small investment, and so on.

5.

Do not expect the fOundation to continue program supPilt civer'a long period
of time. In general, foundationsconceive of themselves as promorers'of
innovation, no% as perpetual sponsors of universities or other agencies.

6.

When asking for a renewa/ grant, be sure to express'appreciation for the
previous support, and document the results achieved.

7.

Develop 101ine-item budget showing how the grant monies will be used to
achieve the goals deacribed in the proposal. The budget must be adequate to
Include both direct
cover the expected expenses, but not unreasonably high.
and indirect costs.

Effective Educational Fund Raising

With the advent of black grants under President Reagan's "New Federalism," traditional
This policy change
sources of federal support will be distributed by state governments.
At minimum,
has profound implicatfons for educational institutions and organizations.
the state block grant arrangement means fund raisers must research and gain the support
of state officials with strategies heretofore reserved for federal agencies.

_

)

.

The, ted for,effegtive educational fund raising is probably more crucial-now than any
otjejxue In Arierican history. Professional educational entities, such as the National
Educational Association, have documented anticipated drOps in student enrollment and have
determined the impact of this shortage on ,the budgets of educational institutions.
MIP
I

1

For, exaMple, the
Secondly, the 1981 Tax Act'provides disincentives for philanthropy.
previous tax law provided for foundations to spend their fUll investment income or the
equivalent of a return of 5 percent of the fair market value of assets, whichever is
However, the 1981 giving average of only 1,29% fr foundations ia.typical of the
larger.
foundation giving_record under the preVious tax laW. The new tax law raises the 5
percent to 10 percent. The.latter is not _an inducement or "liberal" philanthropy,
according to G. P. Saunders, Esq. of the Washington, D.C. law firm of Ginsberg, Feldman,
Weil and Bress.

1 Tsx,,Act will cause private contributions - CD education, churches, service
orgni ations, etc. - to decline over the next four years by $18,3 billiOn in current
erms, and $9.9 billion in.constant dollar terms, below what they would hal/ been
doll
under prior'law, according to a tecent study by the Urban Institute (The Federal
Goverhment and the Non-Profit Settor: "The Impact of the 1981 Tax Act on Individua
In the final analysis, says the Independent Sector Organization
Charitable Giving").
(Washington, D.C.).,,the 1981 Tax Act advantages (or disadvantages) will.depend on two
how well-informed and effective each execUtive, fund raising staff person,
(1)
things:
and volunteer solicitor becomes, and (2) how .supportive the organiiation's leadership is.
Th

,

Charitable'solicitatien'in the 1980's means.detailed preparation and clImign packaging:
Careful packaging for fund raising success includes strategies such as outrightlgifts,'it
gifts of life insurance, in-kind gifts; and retained income gifts'including charitable°
#
remainder unitrust or annuity trust'and pooled income funds.
Career Possibilities in Fund Raising
.

.

.

.

/

ession to any men or Woman
I enjoy it andsrecommend the p
Fund raising,is an art!
serious &rut exploring a challenging career. Itatitutional advancement work (development
or fund raising, alumni affaIrs, Communications, eic.) cuts across many...disciplines and
requires numerous,skills such as research, writing, planning, organizing, and publics

speaking. Do you-like people? Can.you train,and motivate Volunteers? Areyou
interested in tax law? If "yes" is your answer to the Previous questions; you may);;e the
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Terson, for fhis profession-.

e

.

Upward mobility and salary-vary from institution. Compensation, hqwever, is'competitive
with that of top level collegivand univeraitY officers. Attractive positions as
consultants are available also for skilled fund raisers with proven track records.
Additional career data about the-developlpnt or'insti,tutional adiancement professions
can be obtainda from Adelphi UnVersity. the Associationof Black Foundation Executivps
(Indianapolis, Ind.), Women and Foundation/Corporate Philanthtopy (New York City) and
the Counsel for the Advancement & Support of Education (Kashington, D.C.).
,

In closing, I want to again, thank tfie Association of-Blatk Administrators at-M.I.T. for
inviting me to share these remarks with you.

APPENDICES
Writing Grant Propbsals

,
Brodsky, Jpan, ed.'1973. The ProplAal Writer's Swipe File. Twelve professionally written
grant proposals -- prototypes of approaches, styles, and structures. Taft
20005.
Products, Inc., 1000 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C,
Krathwohl, David R. 1966.4 How to Pirepare a Research Proposal. Syracuse University
Bookstore, 303 University Place,.Syracuse, New York 13210. $1.00 per copy.

MacIntyre,Michael. .1971. How to Write'a Proposal. Education, Training and Research
Sciences. Corp., Washington, D.C. (A subsidiary of Volt Information Sciences, Inc.,
New York, New York).
Masterman, Louis E. 1973. The Mechanics of 410ing SucCessfUl 'Federal -Grant Applications.
Missouri Institup of Psychiatry, University of Missouri School of Medicine.

The Research Foundatboof the State University of New York.
4, AlbanycJWYork 12224.
PrOcedure.
Box

1973, The Application

1972. -A Eanuar tor obtakbing Government Grants.
Company, 40 Codtt Street, BostOn, Massachusetts 021086'

Urgo, Louis A7-

Robert J. Corcoran

,

-

A Manual for Obtaining Foundation Grants.
Robert J. Core4riti-CompapP4TCOurt,Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108.

Urgo, Louis A. and Rolaert J. Cortbran,:l97l.

ati on 1:d-dr Institutional Advancement and/or Development

References for Caree
Profession

.4

rci-py
Women and FoundationS7CoDporatp-Rhil
-3"
-70 W. 40th Street New York, New York 10018
Joanne Hayps, Executive Directoei', (212) 759-7712
.

41s
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Association of BlaCk Foundation Executives
. .2801 North lieridian,

'Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
Contact:
Charles Blair (311).925-5471
Hispanics in Philanthropy
c/d The James Irvin Founddtios
I Market Place
eteuart ToWer, Suite 2305
tan Francisco. Californiallp4015
Contact: Luz Vega (413)
77-2244
.

,

.

4
!.

National Network of Grant.Makers
919 North Michigan d!Zvenue
.

.

'.

5th Floor
Chicago, Illinois

'''
.

.

6

.

60611

.0CASE tCouncil for Advancement and Support of Education)
°Suite 400
o
11 Dupont Circle
'
.
Washington, D.C.
20036
.
Contact: Dr: James Fisher, President (202)_328-5900
.

.

.

,

...

Partial List of Information on Graduate Programs in InsiitUtional Advancement

...

,

d

You shourd contact these institutions directly to ge certain the programs are still
belpg,offered%* 1

.

elphi University
Sarden City, New York '11530
,Alabama University
,University, Alabama

4

.

Sertificate;prograsi in-fund raising,
Division Of Special erograms

Dept. of Higher'Education.
354861'

-

4

No-

;

School of PublieCommunications

BostOn Universityl
.Boston, Massacho,Setis 02215
4,

GlassbOrp State Coilege
Glassboro, New Jersey 08028
/

Department of ComMunications
.

.

40.0

Dept.-of I11 gter"Edu6tion-

University
ást Lansing,"Michigan .48824

_

Dept. of Higher Education

North Texas State University.
.Denton, Texas 76203
-

"Center fOr Hither Education:

Nova University
Fort Latderdale, Florida

33314

.
'

New School for Social Research

Fun0 raising

Rev'Yorkr.New' York 1001.11-

'04

'

1'4

,.

411,

College oftducation

^ Virginia Polyeechnic'Institatd
4
lilacksVnrg, Virginfa'2404

.

WaseViriinia University 4'
Morganstown, Weit Virginia 26506

'

!

.

,,.

..
.

.

School pf Journalism OF Dept. of.
Educational Administration
-.

No0"N

o
1
14,
%
Contact Dr% John Kuhnle, 1(i'ce President, for further, details-.
'

!

*Data piovided by dASE.
. (202) 328-5900. ,
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OUTLOOK FOR FUNDING'FROM FOUNDATIONS
.

_

AND PHILANTHROPIC AGENCIES

Bruce E. Williams.,

Any paper on'the topic of "Outlook for Funding from Foundations and Philanthropic
,
Agencies" given within the context of a conference on issues facing,black administrators
at predominantly white colleges and universities must addreis thequest:ion from the AP
standpoint of the oUtlook for funding fot,black concerns, black isspes, and black
activitfes. It stands to reason also that any such presentation must address the subject
of'support for thesq,progtams from the standpoint of the two major places in higher
education where blacks,are found; i.e., in redonligantly white colleges and universities
and in the Aistorically black colleges, and univereties.
.

Because of my assaciation with the Rockefeller Foundation for the past ten years,
comments will Of mecessity address this question as,I see it based on my eXperienceswith that,organization. Nothing that I say 4n this paper, however, should be construed
to be the policy (unless otherwise stated) of the foundation, community.in general or
of theelockefeller Foundation.
Vackground

.

.

/
..

It seems appropriate At this point that I should
the organization that I.work for arid also shate
sister foundation, the General Education Board.
my judgient, &lave done as much for black higher

'

-.

sive you the 'background and history of
with yOu some information about its
These two philanthropic agencies, in
educatlo as any in the world,
.

The Rockefeller Foundation iS a private philanthropic organization endowed by John D.
-Rockefeller and-Chartered in 1913. Its pUrOoSe-is "to promote the weII-eing of mankind
throughout the world." During its early years the foundation worked chiefly in the areas
of public health and medical,education; later,it expanded to include the flelds of
agricultural; natural and social sciences, and the arts and humanities.
Today, the
foundation has five program areas: arts, humanities and Zontemporary allies; conqueit,
of hunger; equal opporthnity; international relations; and population and health.

*

,

.

.

the programguidelinns,and financial policy of the foundatIbn Ae d velopedhy an
independent board of trustees whichmeets several times during the
ar .
.

.

.

.

,
.

.

.

Neth&I of Operation

...

t.

..

,
.

.

.

.

The Rockefeller Foundation is both a granting and an operAting_foundation, ,This means
that its activities are caid.d Ott through the awarding'of grants and fellapships,
as well.as the opeistion of fi d programs and the dissemination of :knowledge through
...
publications.
%.
.
4

,
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The foundation receives almost 10,000 grant appliCahons (proposals) for funding each
year; but because 'of the limited funds available, awards only abolut 540 grants. (During
recent years,there has,been a subitantial increase in.the.number of requesta.) The
cisiteria for the evaluation of requests are relevance of the project to the loundation's
program objectives and potential for contributing sigogicantly to tile well-being of
mankind; extent of the applicant's effort.to sednre addittonal and subsequant funding
cd' of aclevement.
'Prom other sourcesCand the aplalicane s reor
.

.

4
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.Fellowships

The Rocketeller Foundation has operated a Tellowship program for more than 65 years.
ender this program almost 15,000 outstanding men and women have been selected from all
oves the world for training in field§ of interest Wined by foundation policy. .These
regular fellowship awards are administered by the foundation's fellowshili office and
are awarded almost entirely t6 candidates whh arelon staff or potential staff.members
o/ developing couhtry.institutions'with which the foundation has'cooperative programs.
In addition to the regular fellowship progrtms, the foundation operates a number of
"Special Fellowship Awards." These are 'administfred by the foundation's various
programa and ae open to qualified applicants on a competitive basis.
The following
is a listing of, current Special Fellowship Programs.
A.
Fellowship Program in the Humanities - Eo support humanietic scholarship
intended to illUminate and assess social and cultural values and major issues of the
contemporary world.

.*

.

Fellowship Program in international Relations - to support analysis by young
post-doctoral scholars of alternative policies in two interrelated areas (international
security and international economic relations) which are likely to affect international
relations in the 1980's.
B.

O

C.
Fellowship Program for American Playwrights -.to support residencies of
young, creative playwrights in recognized American theaters.

D.

Fellowship Program for Minority-Group Scholars 7 to'supporeresearch designed

.1/1 to influence the understanding and resolution of minority-grqup issues.
E.
Fellowships irk PopulaiionSciences - for advanced training in reproductive
biology/medigine and,in population studies in denlography..

Early .History
.

.

During its first years, the Rockefeller Foundation worked in,tandem with its sister
foundation, known as the General Education Board (GEB). Because the GEB specialized in
,educationthe matter of black education was left to it.
Between 1902 and 19600the
General Education Board made grants totaling $41;410,399 to 88 black colleges and
universitiee including.grants of.$2,277,517to the United Negro College Fund. Awards
rangeefrom $500 to Cheyney State to $5,833,296 to. Atlanta University (other Atlanta.
University Center institutions received awards as follows: Black, $1,167,385;
Interdenomina4iona1 Theological Center, $935,000; Morehouse, $1,110,720; Morris Brown,
$403,980; and Ipelman, $3,542,619). in addition, the Atlanta University Center received,
$6 Million fro+A'ple Rockefeller family members and other Rockefeller boards.
.4,,

.

.

-

When the Generar Education.Bdard "folded its tent" as a grant-makim foundation in 1960,
the Rockefeller Fout=lon began,to question itself as to whether r not it should align
itself.with efforts to eliminate discriiination against blacks exc Sively Or even
primarily'through support for black'colleges. One'argument for sb It support was
particularly convincing: l'for a considelrable period to come, these colleges would be
114 main source of higher educational opportunities for.black high school graccuates."
On the other side of the,discussion, however, there were some who felt that it would
be moEe appropriate and productive for the, foundation to help "open the doors" bf the
country's leading institutions of higher eduCation to blacks.
(The foundatibn had
already started this effort and had apiropiiated more than $71/2 million to 18 institutions
which had provided support fom1i3,40 disadvantaged college students.)
,

.

After Much discussion, the fbundation made a grant of $2.5 millio n to UNCF's specialfund
raising,campaign and thus started the foundation's.commitment "to strengthening Negro
Colleges." This commitment resilted Ign grants totaling more ehan $8.2 milliotLto black 4.
collegesduring the.next eight to ten years's.
Funding Projections for the 1980's from Foundations
e

.
0

When.measured,in terms bf needs (the amount of requests), she,funding projection for
tha 1980's are 4.rt a taord,.dismil.
Americans on the other hagd (individuals, fouiiatiOns,
.

.1

80.

4

a
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Since before the.crash.of the
stuck market ancircontinniag through the depression; recessions and wars, we have always
managed:to increase our giving each year. In 1970, for example, the total amount given
by all U.S: fqundations was $1.9 billion. 'This figure has clinibed steadily each year
!
to $2.4 billion ior 1980. The rate pf growth for fouhdations has not'been as fast as
the tate of growth for corporations or fOr individual givers. Corporations during that
same period went from $797 million to $2.55 billion.

and corporats) have an annual compulsion for giving.

Ow.

.

Ihe're is some expectation that private philanthropy could compensate for some of th
losses from government cutbacks by increased awards in areas snail as research, educa ion,
This will not happen: Lee Smith points out in a
cniture,,social welfare, etc.
September, 1981 article,in Foitune Magazine, "corporate Philanthropy will not come clo e
If corporationstgave'te maximum the Internal Revenue
to filling those expectations.
Service allows them to deduct - 57. of taxable income - their contributions would amount
nding
to only about $12 billion, or roughly a third of the reduction in planneqedera
ASfar
as
foundations
are
concerned,
the
expettation
is
that
for fiscal 1982."
.grant-making ability will be substantially reduced rather than increaSed over thliqakt
several years. Further, it is highly unlilf,ely that foundations given their method of
operation would be willing to allow their funding agendas to be established by outside
aCencles, including the federal government.

Impact of the Economy onFound,tion Civing
A number of factdrs already have combined to drastically reduce the funds available for
awards given by the nation's foundations. While there are several factors, let me mentiOn
only three. First, the cost of operating has indreased substantially...Foundations,
like other agencies within the broad society, ate not hmmune to the impact of inflation
on their operation. The cost of telephones, travel, rent, and in the case of international foundations, the staggering costs of maintaining overseas staff have increased
the operating 'costs which in turn reduces the,funds available for grant awards. A
second factor is that this has been accompanied by a substantial decline in the income
percehtage
from foundation portfolios. As iS true with most endowed institutions, a major
Most,equity
accounts
for
the
last
of the endowment is invested in equity accounts.
several years have experienced very disappointing annual perfOrmance. 'It has been Stated
.that adjusted for income distributed, many endowments for the past five years have been
losing ground at approximately 10% per year in real terms. Finally, the third point is
--that with federal cutbacks, many worthwhile'agencies are looking to new sources for
the number of requesti annnally received 'bctfoundationi has already doubled,.
support:
and in some cases, probably tripled. As the cum d tinue to take effect,-this trend
Thase combinations-of faCtors, in my jqdgment, suggest
is likely to be exacerbated.
that the outlook in general i bad. Foundations find themselves in the unenviable position
of having.reduced,income,.increasing costs of doing business resulting in.less money for
awards, and having the numtiertrS.tsquests for funds increasing at least threefold.
What is this likely to mean for black programs and institutions? Already more and more'
9
donor agencies have stoPked'thinkipg and,talking in terms of '"strengthentng the black
"Do
The
rhetoric
now
asks
the
question,
colleges" or "support for.black,Programs."
the programs they (the institutiqns)" want supported fit within the guidelines Of the
foundation?" ,In other words, black programs andinstitutions will have to tailor their
requests to the guidelines and prlorities of,the'dOnor. We will have to be sure' we
Z is
are asking the right question. ,We shpuld stop asking whether foundation X, Y, or
Very.felifoundations
are
supporting
black
co4eges,
just
supporting Otack colleges.
as.very few foundations are supporting white colleges. Instead, thfy support projects,
programq, and activities.'

.
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PART TWO
SERVING TWO MASTERS
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OVERVIEW

10

Shirley MC'Ey.

President Frederick Humphries of Tennessee State University initiated the discussion
of the "Serving Two Masters? theme at the luncheon on Friday, June 15th. As. with
the other three major themes of the conference,, there were several (five) concurrent
workshopsein the afternoon on "Serving Two Masters." In addition, ttere was a sixth
workshop on career-patterns of black administrators held at the same time with
D. Walter Stafford of the National Urban League a's presenter.
The concurrent workshops foi "Serving Two Masters" provided the respective perspectives of (14'a black administrator of an urban institution 'within a Predominantly
white institutioa-(Dt. Elmer Washington of Chicago State University);,(Z),a black
president of a predominantly white institution (President Richard,Turner of South
Central Community College); (3) a black administrator with a minority-fOcused function
at a predominantly white institution (Vice Provost Frank Hale of Ohio, State University);
and (4) a black administrator with a non-minority focusedfunction at a predominantly
white institution (Associate Provost Marion Oliver of the UniverNiV of Pennsylvania).,
The fifth workshop, conducted by Dgan Willie Kimmons of Wayne Counn, CoMmunity
College, focused on the related topic, "Keeping One's Identity'as a Black Person While
Maintaining Credibikity within both the Black and White Communities." i
,

Presenters and participants in .these workshops gave both anecdotal gs well as statistical evidence to support their descriptions of dilemmas faced by black administrators
wbo,are_trying t carry out_ their basic job responsibilities while meeting simultaneouS
ting demanas from blacks and whites at their institutions. Dilemmas
and offtn confl
include the nei for black administrators with minority-focused functions to identify
or black students Odle at the same time having
and develop s eciai support program
the obliga pn to eneourage black stud4its to get involved in and take advantageof
institutional, support services and extracurriculer'activIties. The 14ter becomes
especially difficult when the administrator's own job threatens to become unneeessary
if he or she succeeds in accomplishing'the. desired degree of mainstream involvement.

Among the hurdles that black,administratois in non-minority focused positions must
overcote are those created by both black and white'staff members as the administrators
attempt'to catty out their xesponsibilities in 'departments or throughou5:their inStitutions while remaining sensitive to but noi becoming mired.in minorityllifocused issues
on campus.
.

,

,Several presenters liand participants offered cortcrete suggestiOns that would be helpful
in coping with dilemm#s such as.these as well as dealing with tension anti overall job
Some of the more 001klus iuggestions, and for some people some of the more
sttless.
difficult to carry out, ,includedmaintainillg gooa health habits with respect to sleep,
exercise, and diet; separating.v!ork.and non-work lives; talkini through issues with
peers as well as witAlcolleagues outside the institution; and periddicallfy withdrawing
physjcp4Iy from tho, job situation:.
'
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SERVING TWO MASTERS:,

PERSPECTIVE OF A BLACK PRESIDENT OF A

'

HISTORICALLY BLACK INSTITUTION WITHIN A PREDOMINANTLY WRITE 'SYSTEM'

Frederick Humphries

To Dean John Turner, Special Assistant Clarence G. Williams, distinguished educators and
It is good to be
members of the Association of Black Administrators, guests, and friends.
with you and.to bring you greetings from .the facuity, staff, and administration of
Tennessee State University in Nashville, Tennessee. I am happy,to be a part of this
First National Conference on Issues Facing Black Administators at Predominantly White
Colleges and Universities, and although I am from a historically black university, I
believe that my experiences.in dealing with common issues shared by black administrators
4
on an integrated campus may bp instructive.
4

a

Whether we admit it or not, we are all-faced with the common concerns of upward mobility,
interaction with 151,ack and white colleagues? professional training, supervising white
staff members, responding to'the needs of black studentd and "Serving Two Masters." This*
is truewhether we are black administiators working in black institutions governed by
'white supervisors, or black administratus4orking in predominantly'white institutlons
that are governed by white supervisors. I would like to give you my perspective on
"Serving Two Masters" as the President of".the largesttistorically blackAinstitution,in
,Tennessee, Tennessee State University, one-of the mostlgesetregated inititutions Of
higher education in the South.
.

:

Ilack Americans have made Apress14e educational gains since Brown vs Board of Education
in 1954.. In 1940, only o9e in ten.blacks had Completed high school; by'1969 this number
bad risen to three in ten, and by 1975, seven out of ten black Americans had completed
high school. This same progress can be seen in the access black Ameridans have 1164 te
In 1950, for example, only five percent of the population
higher education since 1950.
bet een 18 and 24. Vad.completed college; bu't by 1975 this number had risen to twenty
cent oi the population. The rate for whites-completing college was.fifteen percent
Between these same two dates.there was a 380 percent
in 1950.and thirey percent in 1975.
,increase in the number of black men who received four or more years of college. Although
the,number of black'Americans who go to college and complete four or more years of
college conxinues to increase, their underrepreiantation id higher.edudation.continues

/

to pose s4fio4 . problems.

,. Thus, 1954 has to be ,Viewed #s a pivotal year in the history of education not

only', for

blacks, but for all minorities. The onset of the full judicial implementation for
destruction of "separate but equal:' and its,consequences was begun. 'The Brown decision
not onlor led to the undermining of segregated school 'systems throughout the SOuth?..but
it albo unieashed a waveof new social commitments in the nation'that led torhe general

.

-.

.

improvement of black Americans.

,

.
.

.

..

.

.

v
'Such activities were aSsociated viith "Affirmative Acrion," "Special Recruitment Prog6ms,"
and the "Equel,Educational OppOrtuni,ty" ,Concepts, or belief that college attendance
should be Adepen4ent of economic.cihditions or 'restriCtions:=,Specfal recruitment
.programs were at first funded by pritrate philanthropy and foi)hdations, while the equal
educati601 opportunity concept ledeto activities by thefeddral goveftment that,produced
L;
the National Defense Education Aillion 19349, the Higher Education Act in 105, and the
Amenddeet IA 1972-that ushered in pe federal initiative in liinart4a1 aid programs,
..,..
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BEOC, (Pell Grant today), NDSL, SEOG, College Work Study, and Guaranteed Student boans
became familiar educational terms that indicated the zommitment the federalgovernment
has toward equal access of minorities to higher eduotion.
The effect of this initiative was especially important in the South where, in 1953,
there were only 253 blacks enrolled in the twedty-two white public colleges, while the
historically black institutions enrolled more than 63,000. In fact, as late as 1960,
.96 pertent of all black college students in the South were in the historically black
However,
Institutions, while only 3,000 were enrolled in historically white institutions.
by 1965, this number increased to morethan 24,000, and between 1965 and 1970, black
enrollment at white institutions increased by 83 percent (from 134,000 to 245,000),
In 1980-82,
falling from 82 percent in 1970 to 43 percent in 1976 in black institutions.
of the 1,106,321 blacks enrolled in college, 55 percent were in the South, 45 percent
outside the South, and 59 percent of the 403,800 were enrolled in black four-year
institutions.
.

As the black student population increased at the historically white colleges and
universities throughout the nation, there was a demand made for greater representation
of.black faculty and administrators in the institutions. Thus, the employment
opPortunities fur black educators increased and resulted in a significant number of blacks
being hired in administrative and faculty positions from which they had been formerly
Many of these positions were in the area of special programs or as "assistant,"
barred.
Black administrators were farely
"special assistant,' or,"associate'adMinistrators.
appointed to mainline administrative positions.
31

Black access to graduate and professional education has not exhibited fhe same progress
that has been achieved at the undergraduate level. According to Office for Civil Rights
' statistics, 'the proportion of black full-fime students in graduate and professional schools
reached a peak of 5.3 percent in 1974, then fell to 4.9 percent in 1976, and 4.7 percent.
in 1978. Similarly, the black proportion of first-year graduate.students, which stood
at."6.4 percent in 1976, declined to 6.1 percent in 1978. Evidence of this recent decline
FroM
is also provided by the National Research Council's reports on doctorate recipients.
a crest of 1,109-or 3.5-percent of the total in 1977, the number of doctorates awarded
to.blacks slipped to 1,029, or 3.3 percent, in 1978, and increased only slightly to 1,050,
or 3.4 percent in 1979. Simi4arly, blabk enrollment in professional schools, principally
sistent,if unspectacular gains until.the mid-1970's. *
medicine and law, exhibite
Lately, however; the proportion, and'in some instances, the actual number of black
professional students in these fields has begun to decline.
.

The reasons for the apparent stagnation in the advancement of equitY inpost baccalau ate
education are varied and complex; but, as a starting point, eminate from a Sfli le sou cea deterioration of the social commitment tO equality in higher education.

Th%teport of the National Committee on Bfacks in Higher Education; A Lo4ing Battle: The
Decfine in Black Participation in Graduate and Professional Education, documented the
The statistical
deteriorating situation involving blatk students in advanced education.
data presentedin the report indicates that 1976-77 stands as fhe turning point for black
graduate participation; actual enrollment and proportionaP'representation has declined
It is apparant tha,t theimpetus for increased access to and.survival in
Since then.
graduate and profeslional schnols had faded by the mid770's.
OtherstatistiCS point out the.plight of blacks in professional,schools, but none Compare
with the situation found in science and engineering. The'National Science Foundation
(NSF), in its support for development of minority scieneists and engineers, has expressed
The NSF
alarm at,tbe low lever of representation among blackwatudents in these fields,
asserts.this indicates an extensive human resource pool insufficienfly tapped at,the very
time the.country needs to marshall all of Its talents to deal,14ith the numerous
fundamental And technical problems the U.S. facs.

.

4

The same case can be made concerning minorities in the health professi6ns. Ihdeed, there
remains 4 critical national ghoetage,of minority health profesionals. The effects'of
this shortage were documented in a recent study b5 the Insitute Of Medicine pf the
National Academy of Sciences entitled, "Health Care in the Gontext of Civil Rights." .The
study showed that, in spite of significantly higher incidents of neodat41 and infant
mortality, maternal mortality, hypertension, cancer, diabetes, and other diseases,
blacks*still see Olvate physicians and dentists less often than whites do andshaye
4

*

,
,
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fewer, and inferior health cAt f ilitieavailable to,them, including hospitals and
nursing hume6: .While the need or black health professionals is well-documented, ve
find black institutions and the goals of increasing the number of black and other
minority health professionals threatened and thwarted by insufficient financial
resources for black students and theird.nstitutions.
Students in black health care
institutions at Howard, Morehouse, and Meharry are dedicated and talented young people from
diverse backgrounds.
However,_most are from families whose annual income is less than
$15,006. As a result, more than 90% of these students require some form of:financial
aid if they are to become the health professionals so needed by.the nation.
Most of
'the financial aid available to them hae.been from federalsources, including Health
Professions Student Loans (HPSL), National Direct Student4.oans (NDSL), exceptional
finanial need scholarships, and Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) -wthich are'Presently
beii
eliminated or reduced by the current administration.

The Alexander Astin study, "Final Report of theCommission on the Higher Education of
Minorities" noted the importance of finadcial assistance for blaks in graduate school
with the observation that it has become a critical issue.because of declines in federal
,and private,financiai support in recent years. Our analys.is revealed thalinancial aid
facilitates entry to and completion ofjradnate school.
Respondents to the commission's,
survey of minority educators identi4ed financial concerns as a major obetacle tf.; graduate
school attendance. A large mportion of the Ford Fellows said that receiving the
fellowship award enabled them to attend the graduate schools of their choice and to stay
in school once they had enrolled. The 1980 follow-up of 1971 freshmen indicated that
minority respondents who had attended.graPate school were far less satfsfied with the
financial aid counseling they' had received than were their white counterparts. -Almost
as important as theeavailability orfinancial aid was Ats form. Teaching, administrative,
and research assistiagships that promote professional development were found preferable
to loans,,which'do 1/Tkle to encourage students to.participate in the apprenticeship
that is such an important Aspect of the,graduate experience.

r

.

Among other tfiings the report recommended thak the-federal,.state, and,institutional
policy makers increase financial:aid for minority students,at the graduate.and professional
levels; that federal, state, and private agencies consider implementing challenge grant
programs; and that federal and state policy makers give increased attention to thve
hation's long-term needs for highly skilled acadcmic, researa, and technical workers.

I.

4

It is within this tontpxt of declining commitment,on the part of American society to the,
educational aspirAtions 9f blacks that the 'issues of blickkadministrators on white
college camPuges must be viewed. The increased number ,of black students on traditional
'White campuses the, development of specialtprograms to support tbeir survival, and the
desire to.maka_significant.scholarly and.administrative contributions ate all.issues,
that.have an impact on the well being of.black administrators.
?

ine of the major problems cogronting black administrators on white college dampuses,
centers around the attitude of a majority of their white colleagues toward black Students.
The majorl.ty of these students enter higher education not ai well prepared and thout
the financial resources of their white counterpdrts. In spite of these disadva ages,
it is importaht that they succeed if,equal educational opportunity is to become a reality.
As administrators, we pre.fAmiliar wfth their high attrition rates andknow the resufts
of their poverty.
In too many instances these students'find themselves "aliens" in the
higher educAtion promised land where not only are certain assumptions made concerning
,their intelaectual ability to succeed, but their tight to be at the
stitution is
also questioned.

:

'

....
'.

These perceptions were given factual basis in a study 5y Larq Jones that was commissioned
by the Southern Regional Education Board. In "Black Students Enrolled in White Colleges',
.and'Uhivecsities; Their Attitudes,and Rerceptioni," Jones found that mosi. black
students on white college campuses'felt-that black facult§ and administrators were
geneselly supportive of them and their activitiesvbut. the faculty.as ayhole (presumably
mostly whfte) waa less than helpful, a bit biased, and less than knowledgeable about
minority contrieutions in'their fieids.of study." Thdt,las thexenter the white
i0
views an
institutions, black students are_confr Onted by a wide variety,o-0ite
peceptioni concerning,their ability to,achieveL:
,
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In this atmosphere, Oe problem of
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'Serving Two Masters" l'écot;g's acute for tho
". 4

.

.

black

.

.

4
This is
administrators and faculty who push to open the door for more black students.
especially true if it is believed that these students are to be admitted under criteria
other than grades and SAT scores. While the results of the Astin study on the higher
education of. Minorities show that test scOres.add little beyond high.school grades in
predicting performance and success of minority students duping their undergraduate years,
black faculty and administretörs who support special,admis ion fpr black students
-genetally meet opposition from their white colleagues who elieve. that if these students
are admitted at all, they should be.admitted under the sa-e criteria as other students.
.

j

,

1

.
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Having admitted these students theAuestion has to be asked, Does the institution have
On a few college
a moral responsibility to help them adjust tO this new entiyonment?
campuses this question has been answered in the affirmatie, Black ,studies prOgrams
BoEh have Veen
have flourished alongside the Afro-American student'union bUlIdings.
attempts to tddress some of the social and personal needs of black'faCulty and students.
In'addition to giving both blacks and whites a new perspective on the total American
experience, black ttudres hes.contribu&djo the college;community's enriched' awardness
of black literature, art, and music,
_

1

Nevertheless, black studentsmore often than not find thOselves on college campuses
where tbe predominant administrative attitude is that nothing additional ip required to
Those black faculty and
meet their special needs in adjusting to the new environMent.
administrators who are aware of the necessity of support: programs and structures must
The extra cost that is geneOated kE the campaign is
conseantly fight for them.
successful creates more problems which become increasingly acute in tines of tight
dollars. Many white administrators would prefer to see 4pendieg reduced in such areas
of special programs and more spent on what they consider programs of academic excellence.
Yet for those black faculty and administrators who work
for blacks, their jobs should iot represent a problem o
especially true since theit posftions are directly rela
well-being"of black students. An example would be thos
programs designed to meet the needs of blacks and other
institbtLon under.different criteria than.their white c
assigned to these programs on the white college campuse
few as faculty members.

'

in the area of tpecial programs
."serving two masters." This is
ed to the ocial and educational
employed in equal opportunity
minorities who enter the
assmates. There are many blacks
as directors, counselors,,and a
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The real question is not one of "serving two,mastert," but one of.motivation and
.
It is aquestion as to whether'
advancement on the-d'art of these black administrators.
work*ng in special programs.that cater'to black and minority stddents can lead to greater '
" .
advancement in the administrative str,Ucture of.theinstitutiqn beyond special programs.
Do their management.skills allow them access eo other p sitions in the institution?
Given the status of thought toward special prograus in t ht historically white,institueions,
can one Move from special programs to academic, research, or,graduate administration?
For example, ithes been clearlln.the past that whites ho begame presiaents of historically black institutions and later presidents of. Histo1 ically white institutiohs'were not
prohibited from becoming successful becau'se they had gained much of their administrative
Spec fically, Gallagher, the president
aperiences at a historically black-institution.
of Talledaga, later became ptesidentof City Coilegç,.and Marvin Watkins went from the
presidtncy of rincoln University to Temple University f tom which he it now retiring.
The besic question is, if you sign on as a black admini4rator' In sperial progrps at
,
a white institution, are you serving a position where you,Lane;Promoted to a higher
administrativeiposition because of manaaiial skills that are desirable in the handling'
.
r problems.in the uhiversity?
o ot

'

!''
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progrms and.
I believe that in order tor this to,óccur it will be necessary for special
,

.:

'

.

.

' positionsdassoced wih minodiy sthdenEs to be viewed by the institution in,the.-same
Tshare the Astinview:that
light-asother programs or positions-in higher education.
"evaluation.should be the key component of any minority-oriepted program, no; only
because well=dgsigned ekralUative research provides vital feedback tO guide both program
personel and funding agencies but aiso because objective evidenee of prOgram efficacy
can serve to protect the most effective Programs in times of budgetary:autterity."

'

,v

.

The implication of ail of this to the black administrator-,an-w4te college Campuses is
that.a,new dimension will,have to be'introduced in the evalUation of these programs. Me
The major prObletrin the evaluation of these special programs is ati institutional
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Rarely is the quality Of these institutions evaluated on the basis of how
If, for example, it was determined
well they operate their minority or special programs.
tfiat English was taught poorly at a major institution, it would be a serious problem
and decision makers would Move immediately' to correct the problem. No institution would
tolerate this because it strikes at the adademic heart of the institution. On the other,
hand, these same decision makers often.tolerate inadequate/y funded and poorly managed
minority progtams.
problem.

Black administralora must build into these programs die same level of anxiety among
decision makers for their excellence as that associated wi,th traditional academic programs.
.For those who work in this special program environment it woult be an appropriate way
to move'up the administrative ladder since the handling,of these programs would
demonstrate general managerial skills and knowledge%
ow
4"

For-those blacks who occupy clear-cut administraelve positions related to the general
They
function of the institution, there Mould be no conflict;in "serving two masvrs."
have no recourse but to do tire very best job within the responbibilities outlined.in
their assignments. A dean, vice president, director, br similar offiCial has no ,
arternative but to-be the chief adminigtrator in the area. It should be the,general
expectatiOn_that the tough decisions,involved in thesd positions will not become
ensnared with the overall status of black'students on campus,- They must be sympathetic,
of course, bxit they.,cannot affor&to have their positions regarded as "black positions."
The same is true of faculty members who use the ai.gumenethai by 'accepting a position
at a.majority Institution they can make a significant contribUtion to their field to
'get "bogged down" in clearing with minority:issues and demand that such work be used
to ameliorate th ir.academic tenure decision. 'They were hired to do general academic
ould not use such activities as,a reasokor exduse for not
responsibilities an
ifications they were hired'to perform.. I submit that there is
meeting the academic qu
his regard and that is to meet the-academic requirements
only one cdurie of action
of the institution.'

0.4

.

ministrators is eke question of working it historically
Another issue confronting black
black institutions. Every blac person who is sensitive to the fqct of race in American
.of black institutions'will at some point have to face
society and aware of the histo
should cast hisOr her professional lbt, at a b14ck or
the dilemma.of where he or s
white institution. tMany w 1-trained and accbmplished black faculty and administrators
ught to make their contributions at a historically white
'share a belief ihat the
The fact that this-is tone leaves many of them with.a feeling of guilt.
institution.
.

.

-

Many black faculty and administrators.at the historically white institutions often find
that there is an internal coOlict concerning the nature of their employment. There is
often th&question as to whtther they,were hired, on their own merit_or whether they were
hired by the central administration'to meet black student demands or affirmative,action",
Many are,often plagued with the uncertainty inherent in their position 4s
.goals.
"assistant,"tor "associate" which tends to aaect their relationships with their
colleagues, black and white. Iiftercar6ful analypis, I think the situation must be seen ,
from a positive point of view. i think wt must-ask-ourselves, "does it really matter"
whether one is.appointed to a position he or,she might otherwise not have been
.
considered for because.of affirmatiVe action if,the person has the ability to perform
s-the responsibilities outlined in the job.description? On the lighter side, but no less
-isychologically damaging to black administrators on white college campuses, is their use
to,give "respectattility" to ehe educational &td social ffinctions of the institution
involving blacks by being resident experts on everything remote(y felated tO ihe black
population.

.
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Finally, there is'a feeling among black administrators and facuTty at white institutions
that if they work or admiknister at' these institulions_they will-not be considered 'for
high level positions.at historically black,insfitutions and that there is a limit tehow
high they may go in theireducatiohal career. It should be,..4emembere,a, however, that
several presidents Of historically black ipstitiltions came ed;thel.rpositions from
desegregated settingsr among tOem,Edward,Fort, President ot NOrth Carolina A &,T
who.came from the Wisconsin Community College system; L Oyd_Rackley, Chancellor of the
sUrfiversity of Arkansas-Pine Blu ff who,came from the ce ni ral adMinistration of the
University,ofoNorth Garonne 'system; President Donald S ewart, Spellman College, Who
came from the University of PennsyIyania, President Leonard.Spearman, Texas Southern
'
:
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University, who came from the government asatLsociate commissioner in Washington, and
It'
the President I AlabaMa State who came from a pdmTiiantly white institution..
would appear,that in these instances there was 'a belief that the management skills
necessary to Successfully operate at,hiatorically white institutions can be developed as
well'as ate historically bleat institution..
I 'believe th t it-is important that black faculty,.staff, and administrators, no.matter
where they re located, make every effort in the.interest of racial progress for black
Amerians.J We should be constantly'reminded,against creating artificiAl divisions among
We are all concerned with a common goal of improving,the opportunities for
ourselve
In tlhis regard, I believe it is extremely important that
blacks n.higher education.
we concern ourselves with the instlfltonal health of the historically black
institution.
.

.

We cannot expect black progress wfthout the continued strength of these institutions.
It will be important for,black faculty and administrators in white institutions to
understadd both the need for these institutions and the employment opportunitied they
offer black administrators with doCtorate degrees and who represent the best in their
Such students should be encouraged to seek employment in black institutions if
figlds.
their skills represent a need: While it is important that we produce outstanding
,individuals who can make it on anybody's terms, it is more important to develop strong
ingtitutions.

^

friends in the majority institutions
It.would be helpful Lor black institutions to h
to serve as agents and speak on their behalf nd to encourage their students to apply to
s it is done in other institutions. It is
these institutions as a place to work, jus
crucial to have this cooperation if the b ack institutions-are to maintain their viability.
At present, these schools represpt thre percent of all of the institutions in the United
Their total enrollment of over 00,000 students is declining more rapidly than
States.
student populations at white schools. A d this declining enrollment is shifting from a
to an increasing number of poor students who bave
e
, preponderance of high-abil
vnot been adequately prep ed by their high schools to do college level work--students
)ch more attention from administrators and faculty. 4,i
who demand and require

.

.

a
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The role of higher educationmas tha means to the advancement of the social and economic
status of blacks and other minorities is not over. There is much that remains to..bedone.
For us, as black administrators, faculty, and staff, we must,continue to answer the
°
clarion call. Amidst the frustratidns, the abundently clear development of decreased
support for equal opportunity, the lack of progress of advancement in higher education
,for black administrators, the nontenuring of'black faculty, the uncertlinty of commitment'
to the continued requirement of quality education br blacks and other minorities, the
demonstrated lack of effective approaches to redistribute black students--undergradUates'
and gradEates--from education and soCial science to scientific, technological, and
our aims are just. The search
managerial areas, we must persdvere. The cause is fair:
for'sharing equally in the full spectrum of,higher education As a goal that must not succuniik
In our reflection on this theme several points appear
to the vicissitudes of the times.
to'be Clear.

We must learn to cope with serving two masters, but with the understanding that each
(1.1
of bur.toles will be different depending on the nature of the positions we choose to
Each role, although having different requirements, must continue to the overall
-accept.
positive development pf black people. ,ThereaPpears to be ho escape from the evaluation
of one's job as' a black vis-a-vis person.
The real or unreal division of blacks in higher education into blacks who Work,at
(2)
historically white institutions and blacks who work in historicaUy.black institution§
of black participation in higher
serves no useful purpose tO the continued advfncem
education. './ri fact, the Welding of these entitfes i,hto a single whole.will have
greater effect on our ability to reach 'the ascribed nds of parity. The development
of mutual trust, respect, and support enhances Ow strength of the body,to achieve
the remaiiring goals of equal participation.
Institutional accountability in institutional behavior towfrds Minority prbgrams .
(3)
and human.iesources must be,raised to the equal level of otheeprograms and academic
disciplines throughout the university. The failure a an inatitutioe to respond in a

J.
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responsible way to black programs should reflect adversely on the quality of that
institution and carry with it the appropriate penalties. The health and carerof black
programs and the utilization and advancement of blaa hdman resourAes must be equal
in stature on the agenda of all, but particularly the top'administrators of these
institutions. We should commit ourselves to working toward this end, both internally
and externally.

1

'

(4)We must hold ourselves accoutAble individually and collectively. Each person
must perform his task within the limits of his means with dedication'and with
excellence. From within the ranks, tolerance for incompetent behavior must be eschewed.
Every
To be taken seriously, a propensity for quality must undergird our efforts.
removal of a black administrator or faculty is nqt the act of a racist or an oreo.
We must be discriminatory, discerning, and objective, but we mdst also be courageous.
The cause is too great; the Prospect of failure too calamitous.
Let me end with the words of a great poet, Ed Bullins.

kudent, and resolute.

The,new day which is already at hand must find
%

For,

Into your palm I place the ashes
Into your palm are the ashes of your brothers
Burnt.in the Alibama night
Into your palm that holds your babies
Lnto your.palm that feeds,your children
' Into your palm that holds the work tools
I place.the ashes of your father
Here are the ashes of your nation createtheCement
*To build again
Oreate the spirit to move again*,
Take-this soul dust and beginjegain.
-

*
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SERVING TWO MASTERS:

.

PERSP.ECTIVE OF A BLACK ADMINISTRATOR AT AW

URBAN BLACK INSTITUTION WITHIN A PREDOMINANTLY WHITE SYSTEM

Elmer'L. Washinton

(c.
The idea of serving two masters is an undesirable staie-of affairs in the minds
of m'ost Americans.
It is particularly repulsive to black Americans because of
the lingering desire for freedom as well as the stvpg Judaic-Christian'norion
that one should not serve two masters.
lireedom is an illusive concept lor
black Americana because it has never been what was expected. The abolition
of slavery was quickly followed.by broken dreams and a nevi aystem that, was
designed to maintain as many vestiges.of the past as possible. The Judaic-Christian religion, which enabled black Americana to survive during-oppression,
provided little guidance in 'the -practical world of politics and work, For,
indeed, in the world of polities and work it is neCessary to have at 'least"'
two masters.
%
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ducation was vaguely seen as a way out of the dilemma as well as Eheprimary
HenCe, the history
tool for surviving and having control over one's destiny.
of blacil Americans in higher education'is indeed a unique chapter in American
higher education that is still unfolding. The drama is being played at numerou
institutions across Ehe tountry. The intensity of the performance is of-volcanic proportion in many of our urban centers. .0f particular.itteresf,
is the urban black institutiom within a predominantly-white aysem.

.

......,

There ate many higher educational institutions.thatIfit Ehe.aboye characteri7
zition.
These are the institutions thatihave a majority of blaCk.students
with governing boards adjor controlling legislative bodies that are predomilnantly white. Their urban locations are particularly significant.i.n.that more
than sellenty percent of bladk AMettlqns live in cities [1].
Hence, young'
black Americans come id large numbers to urban' black instittitions to icquixe
'anedUeation Irom institutions that are controiled rby a whitesmajOrity. In
1970,.almost half of the nation's black stu#ents attended historically black
..
collegesAtliis year the figure is about in"(2). Many.black students are
.c.
disAtiFeThronghoneurban,higher educational institutions'and thii creates a
major problem'for relating their experiences and skilla to the needs of black Americans in general. I beiieve,that this broader Problem can,be sIgnificantly,
addresse4 through,a careful analysis of the issues surroundinkthe effectivenelss
.
4 of urban black institutions.
,
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Hoy,effeceive sire urban black.inatitutions in theeting the needs of ,Black Ameri.4.
dans?
4,
.

.,.

'

.

4 the.., effectiyeness of these urban black institutions improving?
,

?

.

i

,..

..

What is required to improve the effectiveness of urban Mack inattiltiOns?
,

These are the.ciuestions Xhat4are addresseOn this piper.

'

,

My perspeetive is that of a black administrator. Thisperspective carries 'with
The first astumption is that'inatitutional.leaberahip
it certain assumptions.
.
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In addressing the above quebtioni, an assessment of theis very important.
This is essential in
quality of institutional leadership is m'andatory,
determining where the institution is going. The leadership must assist the
institution in clearly defining what its business is and what it phould be [3].

.

The second aseumption is"that d,management system, which is independent of a
single individual, ta crucial,to the seccess of a complex educational enter
prise. Hence, the actual roles of key administrators can be major'clues to
answering' the above questions. 'The third assumption is that institutional tradition is a major variable in assessing the performance of an institution.
,This factor requires understanding the history of-the inatitution, its accomplish
ments and failures. My last assumption ie that the community in which the
institution operates has significant impact on what the institution is: It
is my belief that higher educational institutions cannot continue to be,successful
if they attempt to isblatd themselves from their immediate environments.
,

,'

)-

For the purpose bf this psper I will look at a particular institution, Chicago
However, many of my conclusions can be generalized to other
State University.
Focusing on Chicago State University is
similarly situated institutions.
useful in several ways. It is a university that has been, in effect; .nin4
With nine different names since _its founding in 1867.
different ins
s are exhibited in Table 1. These changes freqUently indicated'
The name chan :tutions
major changes, n the educational mission and purpose of the institution.
.
During certain periods df its"history, the institution experlenced rapid ..
changes in the characteristics of the student body, dyastic changes in the
source and level of funding, major changes in the characteristics of'faculty,
different types of governing boards, distinct dif4rences ire the leadership and:
educational philosophy of the chief executive officer, and different educational
Fq5using on Chicago State allows one to study in considerable'
programs.
detail the major clAnges that have occurred in higher education in general and
in urgan instituticins in particular. Most of the5e changes occurred over a
-relatively short peyiod of time at Chiiago tate University.
.,

.

that I am ifitimatelji familiar wtth
Looking at Chicago State. is also useful i
the development of the institutkon during the past decade. This familiarity
allows me to put general theories of manag men,t into proper perspective
.
,regarding their specific application at this institution. What is known abbut
management of public-sector organizations will be assessedsurrgtive to the
reality Of Chicago State University. 'I believe that a similar approach is
required for assessing the impact of Other urban black inbtitutions on the
lives of black Americans in a predominantly white system.

.

4
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,
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A Historical Perspective
The history of blacks in highereducation is ceplete with..examples of.major
Many of theSe success stories go unnoticed
because of the strong tendency of blaCr's and-whites to,emphasize the negatives .
in reflecting upon the history of black Americans. For eicample, there is very
little said about the Reverend Patrick Healy, probably the first black to earn
a Ph.D., who was President of Georgetown University from 1874.to 1882, even
In fact, the
'thoughOlack students were not admitted.until the 1958's [5].
case for individual'accomplishment is so Strong and pervasive that much of it
Yet, the important queition remain's as to how
is now taken for granted.
individual accompliShment relates tO the condition of black Americans in general?
Although individual achievement is absolutely necessary it is only the first
stelitoward-'improving the !lives of black Americans.: The' second step must be
organizational and institutional effectiveness.
a ccompa ishMents of blacks [4].

,.

!

In addressing the question of how effective institutions-are in meeting the
needs of black Americans we are compelled to review the current status of
historitally black universities. The better than one hundred historically

2.7
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black institutions developed,to educate black students under a segregated system
must now deal with a new reality. Most black students do not go to the
histoniaally black colleges.
Of the 220,000 students who go to college, about.
In addition, the traditional black colleges
70% are in state universities [6].
,are under attack from.many directions. Kennet( B. Clark asserts that "Black
Colleges mrpetuate inferior academia standards for black students and award
Jim Crow degrees that do not meet the standards ofthe average twaditionally
white colleges."[7]' Coping with this Lype of criticism from blacks as well as
It is interesting to note that
whites is a major problem for black colleges.
the above criticism is frequently made of any institution that enrolls a
In this regard, the point of view of
substantial number of black students.
Roosevelt Johnson is noteworthy.

One can be on the campus of Ohio State Univeisity,or me can be
on the campus of Florida A.M. University, the unabashedtruth of
the matter, if you are Black, is that you are a part of the:Black
college:
in each case you'are segregated and isolated.
The
problem is, of course, many a Black does not know this simple
Iact [8].

c

szs

The real challenge for black institut.ions is to be able to acquire the type
of progressive leadeeship that the t.imes demand in the context of thd institu:
tion's strengths.and weaknesses. 'The institution's history mayvell provide
the clue to successful leadership.. The.case history of Chidago State University
illustrates the .point.
Case Study:

Chicago State ULversity.
1

The history of Chicago State University is similar,to the history of many state
supported institutions that have emerged from the, teacher education tradit,ion.
,In many respects, howeyer, changes at Chicago State have been more drastic. The
institution achieved international recognition for its programs of educational
experimentation under the leadership of Francis W. Parker [9], When Francis W.
Parker left in 1899 he took twenty of the institution's th.rty-three fahlty
he University of
He and most of his faculty ended uP a
members with him.
On the other hand,- in 1946 the institution as threatened with
Chicago [9].
loss of Accreaitation because of the strong involvement ot politics with education [9].

e

The institution has 4so been a vehicle for different ethnic groto move.up,
The enrollment of black students increased from
. the socio-econotic ladder.
around tempercent in the forties to abo4it thirty percent during the latter pa4X
of the fifties. By the end of the sixties, black studentg constitutedoa. majority
of the student body. Currently, the black enrcIlmentjis about eighty percent.
This rapid transition in the makeup of the:student body is a major factor in
assessing the institution's effectiVeness.
significaat racial transition for fa culty and administration,
As expected,
has occurned.1 The number of blAck faculty has increased from nine percerit in
.1970 to thirty percent in 1980. 'For the Administration, the change has been
even more pronouncdd. As in many inAtitutions of higher learning, the first'
black administrator was hiked during'the sixties: Cilirently, the percentage
of black administrators is fifty percent. These pransitions have occurred
without any organizational or,institutional strategy 4) address the interperr
sonal problems that are-inevitably superimposed on educational issues.
e
The-transition in regard to educational programs.,has aIso been suhstantial at
Chicago State University. In the late sixties, numerous B.S. And B.A. degree
programs along with new M.A. and M.S. programs were added to the curriculum.
Professional programs'in nursing and business administration were added early in,,
By 1976, a college of.altiedshealth Was established,which now has
1970.
programs in dietetics,'medical records adminisiTation, and radiation therapy
technology. TheseAprogrim developments have had a major impacton the basic
characteristics of Chicago State.
,
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One can still discern a significint degree of correlation between the Chicago
In anatyzing the historyof
ptate of today and the Chicago States of the past.
Chicago State I identified nine different institutions. -lhe basic'cbaracteristics of the institutions relative.to each chief executive officer can be
summarized as shown in Table i. This.table identifies the twelve different
administrations that have lirovided leadership for the institution froM 1867 to
The years of adminisirative control for each chief executive officer are
1982.
also siven.
;
r
1.

'

.

.

The first Chicago gtate .existed for fifteen years between 1867 ando1882: This
instritution'was strongly committed to training teaehers as highly qualified
Students
professionals while maintaining a tiaditional educational philosophy.
had no prerogatives in thi's system. The Wentwerth administration was th
The institution
-foutth longest administration in the history of the school,

had natNnallignificance.

...,.

The secdOd'Chicago State emerged under the leadership of Francis W: Parker
between 1883 and 1899. These were tumultuous years inthat the institution's
educational Philosophy was shifted from conservative to innovative. Under
Parker's leadership the concept of creating a democratic environment*In the
classroom was realized. The institution achieved an'TWYeTnational reputation
.
during this sixteen year-period.
.

This nine-year
The. third Chicago State is discernible betWeen 1900 an d 1909.
period combines two administrations which were unable Co reconcile the conservative and progressive educational philosophies; For the-first time in its
history the institution was not certain of what its business was. HoweVer;
a major devel6pment Octurred during the_,Tompkins Administration. The institution's mission incorporated service teThe city as a primary goal.. This
concept is a majN- park of the tissionof the current.Chicago State.
CP

The conservative educational philosopy prevailed from 1909 through 1928. Dufing
these years, the William B. Owen administration maintAined control of the
.institution for the longest time period l9 years) in the history of the
This administration was highly resPonsive'.to directives from the
institution.
ocal governing board, the'Board of Education.
The ifth Chicago State, 1929 thi-ough1938, simply-fought to su rvive the depression
years and severe budgetary restraints. During the latter part of this period
the institution extended the curriculum to four years.
The sixth Chicago State, 1936 through 1945, taw the emergence of creative and
innovative leadetship during.the Bartky administration. The programs of the .
institution hadji strong.commitment to liberaAarts and teacher participation
in the communitT. Once again, the idea of service to the.city was translated
Unfortunately, the Seven-year period for this
into realistic programs.
administration was not long enough for iis full impact to be appreciated.
The seventh Chicago State, 1945,through 1948, was once again an institution
struggling for survival. The institution's accredyation Vas threatened and
numerous problems evistdd due'to strong political influences. The educational
masion of.the institution was suspect. There was,a major difference between
the pressures upon the institution at this juncture in its hispry and those
during the depression years.. The problems bf the forties were essentially
locally generated whereas those of the thirties were due,to national conditions.

-

The eighth ChicagolState, 1948 through 1965, made major steps toward achieving
state college status. This entailed mojor revisions of the curriculum and
Reflecting the character;
establishing'Imore open policies regarding-admiasions.
istics of its urban location, the enrollment of, black students approached) ,
Fifty percent of the faculty possessed doctorates,
thirty* percent by 1965.
.1

A

40'

,
\

consistentowith'the 00te toward traditional higher educational standa ds.
Raymond M. Cook was the chief executivoe bfficer during tkis period of eventeen
His was the second longest administtation in the history of th
ears.
4institution.
.

.

.

.

.

The ninth Chicago State, 1966 through 1982, combines two adminihrations.
During this period, the institution gained state college and university status.
Major.new B.S. and professiohal programs were developed and the institution
achieved long term accreditation for modt programs. The racial composition
of the institution changed from predominantly white to predominantly black.
This kixteen-year period wag distinct becaiise of the rapid evolutionary
chanes that or-Cut-red at the institution over a relatively short time period.
Reviewing the histbry of, Chicago State one Can d aw severai-unclusions:
1.

Service to the'city has been a primary part of its mission since

1905.
2.

The institu,tiort achieved international recognition for its innovative and progressive educational programs during the latter part
of the 1800's.

3.

Creative and innovative leadership has been a major contributing
factor to the institution's level of.achievement.

S

4.

.

,

/
Throughout most of its history the institution has baladced opposing
conservative versus progressive educational philosophies,.
forces:
polit-ical versus academic influencess, and more regently, the.
needs of a predominantly white student body vtrsus those of a prep
dominantly black student4body.
4

-

.

Asmajor factor in the survival of any institutioil is the quality and character
.of its governing board. Chicago State has been goverted by the County Board
of Education, the Chicago Board of Education, and the Board of Governors
of State Colleges and Unlversities.. In addition to the local versus statewide
perspectives of chese boarda, there were,basic differences id the sources of
funding for the institution. City and county sources of funding tended to' be
uncertain and more responsive to local politieal forces. -dn theiother hand,
seate fudding was more stable but responsive to the polItical 2eironment at
In addition, the statewide bbara does not reflect the
the'state level.
For example, of the nine
popula)ion of Chicago State's primary. service area.
members of the Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities only two
Hence, conaistent with its history,
al..e from Chicago and poly one is black.
Chicago State continues to balauce opposing foxces. I submit that the extent
to which Chicago State.diffe'rs.from other 'urban,black institueions is a matter
,
Of de ree rather lhan substance.

6
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How ef ective can an urban black institution be?
.

.

Institutional Effectiveness
I

.

Institutional effectiveness implies a certain degree of recognizable aChievement. The institution may be recognized on international,national, stateor
local levels as having outstanding gfaduates, faculty, or students. This
recognition may frequently be *related to odtstanding research or tbe reputation,
The top twenty or so American universities have
of tfie research faculty.
achieved their reputations through outstanding research. .The public service
4

function is a poor third to the &search function which 4 followed by the
teachinffunction. The primary concern,in this paper is inStitutionaL effsctiv'eness as related to the teaching function.
r"'"
.
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Astin [1O] reviewed five differene conceptions of quality thatipare prevalent in
hiher gducation. He referred tothe nihilist conception, the reputational

conception, the resources concepLon, the outcome conception And the value
added conceptibn. The nihilist conception assumes pat quality cannot be
mea;ured whereas the reputational and resources conceptions ensure that only
well established instautions with large endowments, prestigious fadultyl and ,'
selective admissions,policies cae be effective.
,
4
N'

1

.

The traditional black institutions have use4 the outcome conception of quality
in making their plea for support. ThiOconception relies on the level of
success achieved by graduates! The nidaber of graduates'in important positions
is assumed to be indicativeeof the effectiveness of the .institution. Astin
[Ile4s2] points out "that.most output measures depend more on the quality
student% admitted to the institution than on the functioning of the institu
tion or the luality of,its program."
The fifth conception of quality,.v.sp'ecified by Astin [10] is the value added
conception. This concept is thatilquality, can be related to the impact that the
institutiop has on the students' intellectual And personal development.

.

,

Astic [lOI Pos ed two critical questions in assessing any concept of quality:
Does it really reflect what, we mean by'quality?
Doe's uiing it help to ,ehhance quality i.n'higher education?

0
In a ttempting to assess realistically the traditional definitions of institu
tional quality, Astin *10] proposed a new conception o'f quality which is
consistent with the value added conception. Undei his new conception,
a high quality institution is one that knows what's happening to its
students and.one that gives faculty clearcut 2pportunities to develop
f.,their teaching skills under Minimally threatening conditions.
Further,
f
the.high quality institution has A system of student development,that
enables it to Make appropriate adjustments in programs or policies when
the need for change or improvement is indicated.
In other words, guality
is equated here not with'prestige or physical facilities but rathdrvith
a cbntinuing process oftriticaPselfexamination that focuses on the
institution's contribution to the student's 'intellectual And personal
4
development.

A study by Katz and Harnett (13)upports the need for a new standard di
institutional effectiveness. l'has study was systematically targeted on students
and theirperceptions of how educational and traircing programs affected them.
'Although the focus of the study is at the gradu e and professional level
education. According to the
there are obvious connections with undergradua
garding educational quality
study, some of the problems that students saw
included the foliowing.
6

I.

1.-1

In tead, they
Students hoped lo join a communityof scholars.
found themselve? pushed into relative intellectual i ()lotion
fromlother people and concentrating in a narrow specialty that
few can share with others.

2., Students desire to work With professors who will guide-them and
reflect on their work. Instead, they find access to professors
limited and at times they ate subjected to treatment they consider
demeaning. Women students and minorities still confront consi
derable discrimination. _
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3.

,"
4.

Most graduate students express a strong interest in teaching.
Yet, usually they'are taught to neg4vt teaching if not to ha0e
contempt for it. Adequate training for teaching rarely exists4
Students would like to advance on the 'road to independence and
adult identity thee they began in their undergcaduite years.
Instead, upon entering graduate or professional school they are
often treated like college freshmen.

These are findings from interxiews with &tudents who attend colleges and universities that are generalli recognized as high quality institvtions.

4

4.

These findings along with a student and faculty focused conception 'of quadlity
provide a framework for urbar black institutions to ascertain ttieir effectiveness.
Urban black institutions are not locked into an established educational tradi'tion.
They must beiresponsive to the needs of their urban student cliedtefe as well
as the many pressure§ from the urban environment. The qpality of leadership
can have profound effects on the programmatic thrust of ede institution over
Feedback on the impact of the.institution on
a relatively short period of time.
the lives of its students can readily be obtained in'that a Dirge percentage of
its students,come from and live in the urban area surrounding the institution.
'unfortunately, this feedback is not typically obtained in an.organized4ashion
so as to lead to improvement of the institution.

The nine dimensions or institutional effectiveness developed by Cameron [14,15,16]
.
provide a useful referqnce from which to begin:
I.

Student educational satisfaction - The degree to which stbdentslare
e institutok)n.
satisfied with their educational experiences at

O

eo

.

2.

y

.

Student academic development - The degree of academic attainment,
growth, and progress of students and the academic- opportunities
prov,ided by the knstitutions.
.

.

3.

Student calper de 1 elopment - The degree of occupational development
of students and t. e emphasit and oppovtunities .for careeIrdevelopment provided by the idstitution.
..
.
.

.

.

.

4.

Student personal developmentk - The degree of nonacademic, non-career
development (e,g. culturally, socially) and the emphasis and oppoFtunities forTersonal development provided by the institutioA. .

5;

Faculty and aftinistrator employment satisfaction - ble satisfaction
of faculty members and administrators with their employment.

6.

Professional development and quality of the faculty - The degree
of professional attainmkt and development of the fadulty and the
emphasis and opportunities fOr professional development provided by
the institution.-

.

._ \

%

.

..

,

.

-

'

.

.

7.

)8.

'System openness and community interaction - The 'emphasis placed on
interaction with,....adltptation to, and service in the external environment.
.

N
%-

Ability to acquire resources,- The ability of'01e institution to
acquire resdurtes such as good students and faculty and financidi
support.
.

9.

Organizational health - The.vitality addibenevolence of the internal
processes in the institution such as openness and trust, problem
.solvingadequacy, shared information, etc.
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The ai:ove criteria are appropriate for any institution of higher education.
They are particularly appropriate for nontraditional,and hrban black institutions.
The.urban b/ack institution must focus on skudent development as a complete
protess in terms of.academic, career, social, and culEural considerations.

The institution must develop its internal health in order to make external improvement. The communication processes in an urban environment are much too
intimate and rapid to ignore cOmmunity interactidns. Indeed, the internal acid
external prOcesses are so closely related that sddcess in one area necessarily
leads to success in the other area.
Students.aftend tbe itiatitution hut they
live in the community surrounding the institution,.
Faaulty members and
other institutional personnel work at the institution but they also participate
\Wcommunity functions and organizations in the larger community.
also

1

.

.

The urban black institution's success at student development will undoubtedly
enhince.its ability to attract resources such as good student's and faculty
and financial support. 4 .is clear that the urban inatitution's unique
history,and dedication to student development is gssentiaf for black Amerioans.,
The urbaniblaek institution must be succegsful iannaking the vitallconnections
between teaching, research, and public service in support of student develoPmint.

N

.

0

.
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How effective are urbU black institutions in meeting the needs of black'
4amricans?
.

.

.

&A institution must answer this question in the framework of the nine criteria
developed by Cameron [14,15,16].
How effective is ehe institution.in its
student. development activities? that is the,level.of faculty and administrator
employment satisfaction? War much faculty,development is provided .by the
enstitution? What is the quality of internal and external interacLons?
Finally; is the institution effective in acquiring resources--good students,
faculty and financial support7for its Programs?.
..

-,

Urban black institfitions have been sbccessful in surviving and producing
outstanding scholara. The challenge now is to build organizational effectiveness that will be'beneficial to the urban black population. :Through
its students, faculty and-other institutional.personnel the connection
betweed community and institution must be'integrated 'so that polifical as
well as financial support will be forthcoming. This,is particularly true
for'publicly supported institutions. The ina0.tution's educational programs
must enable students and faculty to harness Asearch' in resolving community
Its.graduates must not only he.complent in a discipline but muse
issues.
also be cultufally and iocially aware'humaweeings with,a firm, commitment
to hnproving the society.'
.

',..

-..,

,

.

.

Is the effectiveness pf urban bfack inititntlio6s improvingL
,

'

....

.

In the past, the effectiveness of black institutions has been arghed based on
Indeed, as has been noted; there are and continue to be
an outcome model.
large numbers of hlack graduates who have established enviable records of
individual achievement. However, as more gifted black students gR tO the
traditional white institutions the pool oft talented applicants for black'
institutions.declines. Hence, the level bf iostituiional effectiveness based
on an outcome model is lower. Yet, an asses4Ment of institutional effAtive-

,

to

,Ir.

ness based on an outcome model is supect.anyway [14].

.

.

.

The.efffiveness of urban hiack'institutions must be assessed in the dOntext
of the aforementioned criteri a. To my knowledge, this has not been done.

.

.

'f.
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What is required to improve the effectiveness ofturban black Ostitutions?
`Cl.ear that urban
Even without having an answer to the second question, it
black institutions can be improved'., If for no other reason, they oan be
In the case of urban black
iniproved because all institutioos can be improved.
instituti6ns there are more pressures that must.be contendea with thtn'in the
more traditionaf institutional environment. These diverse pressures make it
more essential, that,the urban black institution deal explicitly with the nine
criteria:in improVing itself. These nine criteria pay be used as tools for
the institution.to,achieve its student and faculty development objectives.
C-C

With ninq multivariant objectives as reflect:7N the nine criteria, tile
responpiblity for reconciling conflicting views or misunderstandings must
reside in&the leadership of the institution.
We haVe seen in the case study of Chicago State how new leadership emerged
Yet, throughout its'history
depending on prevailing environmental facto'rs.
the institution has negotiated major transitions,in programs to meet students'
heeds.

In order for the urban black instittition t6 improve its effectiveness it must
have the leadership that ie appropriate for it at,its etage.of develOpment.
The leadership mult blend the institution's histOry with what it is ih order
The 'achievement of that potential
to determine its potential for the future.
imposes.additional constraints on the lu.dership. Theu may be succinctly
stated using Drucker's findings [3] for gffeceive publfc institptions as
guidelines.
I.

Thg institution needs todefine'"What is its business and what
Alternatives must be brought. into the open and
'consequences carefully thought through;

, should ioub."

2.

Clear objectives and goals must emerge from the inititution's
definition of function Snd missionl

3.

The" institution must think through priorities.which enable it
to select targetp ahd to set standards of accomplishment,and
.performance;

4.

5:

Measurenitnrs of performance must be defined;

These measurements must provide feedback into the system to build
,eelfrcontrol fromfrresulta; and
.

.6.

I.
....

There must be an "organized audit of objeictives and.....Asults, so as
to iden4ify those objectiv4 that no fonger serVe a purpose or have
proiten unattainable." Unsatisfactory performance, dnd activities
which are obsolete or unproductive must be identitied and'emechanism
for sloughing cqf such.,activitjeemust'exist [3].

The application-of these management principles is diffidult for a y public
institutioA., It is especially difficult for the urbah blacic.ins'titution within
a predomibantly whityystem. The ability to identify add understand ihe various
dimensions of this difficulty will- be the basis upon which more effective insti
tutions will emelge..

4
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The ,Urban Blerek Insti
.

The effectiveness of the urban black institution s strongly dependent on its
history, its leadership, its'educational object es, iis community objectives,
and its abirity to attract support. Its Comm ity.must be broadly based ,
producing political'and. fiscal support or ed rational programe'that meet the
developmental needs of urban students:
any' c nflicting pressures must be
negotiated to address theseneeds. Conse ati e versus progressive educational
philosochiesmaintenance of the stttus quo ye sus progressive efforts to
build,institutional effectiveness, indivi ual
ievement versus institutional
achievement, political influences versus nalyt
1 influences, black versus
, white control of the institution's dest y--these
e the,issues.
Black students come to the urban black' nstitution and the institution responds
by assisting them to develop acpdemically, culturally and socially. The
students are able to make successful career choices as well as be committed
to participate in other institutions and organizations p imzrove the condition
of black Americans. Cab traditional perceptions among blacks and whites allow '
such an institution to exist?
Eved with the progressive leadership and commitment that is required to create
more effective.urban black institutions there are two powerful psychological
barriers that must be addressed.
On one hand, there is a group of participants
who believe that an effective urban black institution is an impossibility.
,This group nas representatives from the students, faculty, administration,
civil service, governing board, communify, legislature, and press. On-the
other hand, there are the believers who are alq4 members of the above groups.
It is clear that, just as in the history cif Chicago State, different factions
10.
will rise and fall.
In reality; thtse are the two masters with whom the bladk administrator must
contend.' One master cannot imagine having an effective urban black institutitn,
the other is firmly dedicated to making it a reality. The black administcatór
must use all of his intelleakial and political skills in coping with this
reality. He/she must be committed to increasing the influence of"the master
'06 believes in building an effective enterptise.
The blaCk administrator must be ingenious in using the policitcal; analytical
and public relations topls that are at his disposal. These tools are not only
essential for dealing with the external community but are also critical to
dealing with the internal community. The process.of increasing ihstitutional
effectiveness is a continuing process with long.term consequences. The black
administrator is keenly aware that short term problems can very quickly
undermine the long term objectives,
.Bower [14] points out several instances where managers in public agencies fiere
able to maintain the integrity of their enterprises while effectively coping%
with political and public relation pressures.. Gordon Chase, former administrator
of the Ngw York City Health Service Administration, successfully negotiated the
politics of New York City while keeping.focus on the primary questkon:
"Mhom did we make healthy today?" [17] William Ruckelshaus, first head of the
U.S. Environmental Proteetion Agency (EPA) ngted,
0

'

In my view, politics happen very often when there is a vacuum, when
there is no real analysis. Then the resource allocation decision
is usually based on who has more clout or who screams louder. I
feel very, strongly that if you don't have the analytic talent and
if important decisions,are up, the'll bit made by another process
than analysie'.[17)
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The black administrator knows that even with the best analysis, political
Considerations may prevail. Therefore, ge must keep focus on the primary
faciors that will determine his institution's effectiveness skillfully
utilizing feedback on results to recruit supporters for his institution. He
must develop supportive relationships with students, faculty, other administrators., members of the governing board, community leaders, politicians, and ihe
mass media. In the midst of these extensive interaction% the black administrator
must le personally consOled by the mission of his institution. Without this
dedicatinn the task becomes impossible indeed. A portion of a letter written
by Dwight D. Eisenhower to Time's publisher, Henry Luce, 'August 8, 11.960, is
apropos.
To'command the loyalties and dedication and best efforts of capable
and outstanding individuals requires patience; understanding, a
readiness to delegate, and an acceptance o/ responsibility for
any honest errors--real or apparent--those associates and subordinates might make. Such loyalty from such people cannot be won by
shifting responsibility, whining, scolding or demogoguery.
pal subordinates must have confidence that they and their positions
are widely ;respected, and the chief must do his part iwassuring
&that this is so.(171
The black administrator demands to be treated as

dedicated professional._

The effective urban black institution offers the best hope ft black Americans.
It commands resources (people, intellectual, spiritual and financial) that can
be mobilized to achieVe well,-conceived student end community development
objectives. Participation from it.s numerous pu ic sectors can be a major,asset
nstitution experiments and ap-.
under pragressive leadership. TO4 urban bl
plies up-to-crate concepts of teaching,and learning and organizational building.
The more effective it is the more secure is its base of support. Yet, there
The urban black institution
will always be strong oppOnefits and nonbelievers.
must significantly impact the .political environment thiough its most valuable
resource, the people who believe in it. Through their commitment and shared
sense Of purpose, the resolution of conflicting pressures will give way to the
long term objective of making the institutionmore responsive to the needs of
black Americans in a predominantly white system.

.

"Education makes a'people easy to lead, but diffiOult to drive; easy to
govern, but impossible to enslave."(,18]
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l'able 1

--The-Diffgrett likM6s776tChicago State University
1867 1971 (9)
.

Name

Year
:

Teacher Training School
Blue Island

1867

1869

Cook COunty Normal School,
relocated to Englewood

.

1897

ChitagO Normal Schobl,
Chicago Board of.Education

1913

Chicago Normal.CoLlege

1938

Chicago Teachers College

1961.

Chicago Teachers College, South

1965

IIIInois Teachers College:

1967

Chicago State College

Chicago South

.

Chicago StstelAive'isNy.

1971,.

1
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Table 2

0.

.

.

,

.

Chief ExecutiveyOfficers or%
Chitago State University
1867-1982

-.'t

.

..

,
.

.

.

4

.

Major Characteristics

No. of
Years

Years bf
Service

Name

.

oPInstitution

7.:NA

_

.--$

:

.

Daniel S. Wentworth.

11167-,1882.

,. 15

,

.

;,.,

1
...

..

4
Organized institution around teaching
as.a profession Which required teachers
td maintainhigh standarde of perfotmahce. The institutiOntaChieVed a
national reputation. .Educational philosophy was,coneervative and traditional..
...,

.

.

'Innovative educhtional philosophy based__ ,
.on establishing a deMocratic en%irOnment
.
inl'the d1assroom4 ,Institytion. aChieveS .an international reputation. .,

16

1883-1899,

Frances W. parker

'

,

'

.$

.

I

.,.4....

,

-

,

1900-1905

Arnold TomPkins

$

..

Unable to reconcile conservative and pro:gressive factions. ,Servicq *to the city
became a primary part of the instiEution's ''''
mission.
.
.,

5

,

''

.'
N

,

.

.

,

-

.

*

, ...

**

-

,

1929-1936

Butler.Laughliq

Provided readership during the depresskon
years witAstanding efforts to close.the.
,institution due to severe budgetary re-,
straints.
e-

7

;

.

,

,

4

.

-

,

.

Verne O. Graham

.

.

1936-1938
...
'
,
-,
1938-1945.

Jofin A. llartky,

.

Extenadd CurO.culum to A years.

,2

...

c 7

,

,

,

i

-

.

.

.

Conservative educational philosopfty:
Highly.responsive to the.Board bf Education.
Implementation, Of.a 3 year curriculum.-

19

1909-1928

William B. Owen

Developed the first plan tzor.extending
.
'.
the currlculum to'3 years.

4

1905-1909.

,Ella.Flagg Young

f

c;.s'

.'.

.

Creative and innovative leadership. Strong
commitient to liberal'4rts_an4 teacher par*'1, ..

7

.

..--.

_____tiCipation_in_the_conimmity..1_.

.__ _

.

.

..,.

.

..

,

dames I. Swearingen

.

___

1945-1948

.

,

.

.

Ac'Creditation ot institution threatened due
to political in fluences.in Ol e educational,
system.

3

i
.

.. .

'Raymond M. Cook

1948-1965

,

17 ...
'

.Institution acquired major state Ennding.
Majorrevisions .of cuiriculuk. Enrollment
.
50%
of,hlack students approached 30%!
',faculty with doctorates.
,

,

.
.0'

,

.

,

.

A,

"
r

,

Milton 1. Byrd

.

18

1966-1974

Institution became .a state college

withmulti-purposilnission. 'Major
new ptograMs developed and'idstieutipn
°achieved university status. Enrollment'
of-tr-aCk students, approachea P0%.
.

$

'Benjamin M. Alexander

Institatidn deve1O0d new professional

1974-1982

,

Long term' accreditation of
programs'.
'programs aChieved. 'Enrollment offblack
N.
.students reached.80L

/.

-

.
,
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SERVING TWO.MASTERS:

PERSPEtTIViS-OF A BLACK PRESIDENT

OP-A PREDOMINANTLY WHITE INSTITUTION .

.Richard M. Turner III

gladly accepted: Frankly, I accepted very
When I was invited to speak on this topic,
ose
it was too good4en opportunity tb turn
In
retrospect,
I
s
quickly, even eagerly.
To speak about my efperience as a black president in a predominantly-white
down.
college -- what an oppbrtunityl To now let tt all hang out, so to speak -- ill of the
accumulated frustrations that I alone had seemed to understand well -= I certainly had
lots-to say.
.

Several mornirgs later, actually during my shower -.- my,"think tank" -- the question hit
me sharply: "Why did they pick me, a community .c011ege pretident, of a relatively small
c011ege at that? There must be a Aumber of persons who can do a better job at this than
Well, the good thing about using the shower for a think tank is that thinking can
I."
stop when the yater is turned off. The concern about my selection, therefore, did not '
remain uppermost in my mind for long.

is possible that my educational and experiential background provides me with a
perspective not unlike.that of many of you, at least in some aspects.. my elementarY/
I was'
secondary education oceurred in all-black schools, in,private/pUblic settings.
graduated -from an independent predominantly black liberarrts college in Tennessee.
Following a summer's graduate study, I began-my twelye-year tenure as a member of the
faculty ando department chairman in a ,predominantly black church-yelated college.in.
Alabama, and earned my master's degree during summers at a "Aig,Ten" uni'versity, where I
I returned to teach and .head a department at my alma mater
later earned my doctorate.
It

for three-Aars.
-

I spent the next eight years as a dean and provbst at-a large, urban community college in

The black student
Maryland -- first in a single-, then in.a dual-campus setting.
enrollment wasitjust approaching 50 percent when I arrived; eight years later, it was
approximatelyr75 percent.'

For the.past three years, I have served as preSident of a Neii England publk community
college with an enrollMent of 2,000 full-and part-time students. Black students comprise 30=percent-ofLthe enrollment.
,

Does the complexion of the student ,body alone determine.whether or not an inst4tution iS
regarded as black or white or Hispanic, or whatever? , I suppose we probably.do use that
criterion principally:in determining the racial character of an institutioh. 'There 'are

varying opinions about the proportion o(,black to white students that makes the difference; certainly, however, any percentage of blacks over 50.0arcept is black! There'
are other factors, however, that should be considered in Making this IsSessment. I have
experienced a number,=of them.
,

In the Alabama. college of my initialfuliktime employment, the faculty and staff were
evenly mixed, black and white; the president and the business manager were white for 10
of my 12 years there, The academic dean and dean of students were black. 'The succeeding
The board bf trustees was liredominantly,
president and business manager w4.e blact.
A
white.
.

Its
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The faculty and staff of the Ten essee liberal arts college were approximately 63
percent black. The top administrat s were black, The 36-member board of trustees was
about 75 percent black%

-

a

In Maryland, in the single-campus setting, the faculty and staff, including the toplevel administration, were predominantly white.
Despite the rapidly changing student
body, the fadulty of approximately 350 was comprised of about 20 blacks. In the new twoN.
campus setting, the new president was black; the top-level administrators at one campus
were predominantly black and at the other campus thegwere white. The faculty of one
campus, serving a 55 percent black student body was equally black and wlifte; at the
other campus, despite a 7 perceht- black .student body, the faculty remained almost
totally white.

At mg current institution

the president and two of three deans are black,

Black
In the latter setting,

faculty and staff comprise about 25 percent (24) of 102 persons.
a

larger percentage "of blacks are employed than at any other inStitution of higher

education in the state. The chief executive officer of the statewide community college
system and the predoMinant number of his 35-member staff are white. The sixteen-member
board of trustees for the system is nearly 25 percent black.
.

It is sufficient to say that, with the variableskited above, covering a 26-year career
in higher education, including the late 60's and early 70's, my experience has been
broad enough to permit many of you to relate to some aspetts of my perspective of a black
president in a predominantly white college or university. I will be talking, therefore,
from my cumulative perspective, rather than from my experience in or knowledge of any
particular institutiv.
Some settings are changed in this presentation to preclude
identification of places or'institutions.
I
have been interested in the college presidency for a number of years and I have
observed knumber of presidents from near and far. Some of them I have known personally
and/or-through their writings, e.g., Clyde E. Blocker (Richardson, Blocker and Bender,
1972), Warren Bennis' (1973), Donald Walker (1979), and Stephen J. Wright (1960), including, among others also, some of the most highly regarded and some of the worst.
* During my professional career, I have worked under five presidents, three black and two
white. My doctoral study was made possible only through the cooperation of twenty-two
presidents of predominantly black private and church-related colleges in 11 southern
states (Turner, 1972).
I have come to know others as a result of.nearly a dozen visits
to colleges and universities on behalf of regional and professional accrediting associations.

Having been asked to speak to you from my perspective as a bl

president of a
predominantly white college, I was surprised subsequently to be inf.J i by leiper that
my talk was going to be published and th4at a ".scholarly" paper was requesped, with
appropriate citations, etc.4 I spent some time in my "think tank" ponderi0 ways of
making what I thought I wanted to say sound and look scholarly.
Certainly, I could not
say what I really wanted to say if the paper was going to be published. Mow could I

dress-up my commentary on the subject to make

it sound scholarly and till get my
message across? Besides, how would I ever find the time, in the short tiMe available,
and with my already hectic schedule,.to research and write this masterpiece? .
To be perfectly fair to myself and to all black presidents, yes, in order to be fair to
all black administrators in higher education,Ilving and,dead -- lest I live up (or
down) fully to the expected level of medioCrity with which black people are so frequently and stereotypically associated -- let me indica
at the outset, that this
paper,even may be humorous, but scholarly it is mot!
I did discover, by the way, why I was'asked to speak on this occasion.
If you read the
Chronicle of Higher Education, you may have noted in the Iebruary 3, 1982, issue the
"Fact,..File:
Women and Minority-Group Members in Administrative PoSts," and the adjoining article, "Despite Gains, Women, Minority-Group Members Lag in College Jobs,"
which indicate that there really are not that many black or minortty presidents employed
in predominantly white colleges and universities.
So, in fact, according to these
reports, the planners of this meeting,only had eight minority men and no mitiority women
to choose from out of 554 presidents in 514 colleges an'a universities that participated'
in the reported stilly, conducted by the American Council on Education for the College
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and University Personnel Association, with a grant from the Ford Foundation (CHROfiICLE,

Given the short nbtice, vacations And other prior copmitments of my black
colleagues in similar settings, it is even more understandable hOw I.got to be your
23:4).

speaker.

Now, why should I have the slightest concern about how you'regard the quality of my
scholarship? 4 really do not know, except that I always have had this little fear that I
might somehow be found out to be of little substance and represent poorly both myself
After all, have we nop all been regarded as genetically or otherwise
and my race.
inferior to whites since slavery? Stephen Peeps describes a post-Reconstruction quasiscientific movement, called "Social Darwinism," that held to this theory of the genetic
This movement had a great negative impact upon the development
inferiority of blacks.
Many, many
of educational opportunities for blacks in the South (Peeps, 1981, p. 258).
blacks, over the years, have used this positively as a driving force in the pursuit of
excellence in education and throughout illustrious careers', proving over and over again
the utter absurdity of any theory of inherent inferiority of blacks as a race. Yet, many
black college apd university agministrators, including college presidents, find this
baseless belief so frequently embedded in the minds, albeit the subconciousness, of
white college faculty, staff and members of governing boards as to appear universal.
Paradoxically, when we surpass the expected level and quality of performance, we too
frequently are punished rather than rewarded. This often is very difficult to cope with
I believe that it is this attitude of assumed inferiority of blacks that is
positiyely.
most degrading and offensive in black-white relations and, tesome extent, in some
Black college and university presidents certainly are not ex-'
black-black relations.
As
cluded as victiTs from the consequences of this unfortunate Aracial stereotype.
blacks, we frequently discover that we are regarded as look-alikes, despite our quite
Our distinguishing educational and occupational achievedifferent physical features.
ments also are gilite frequently held to be inconsequential as if; surely, we have been
We are
beneficiaries of special consideratiioh in obtaining our degrees and jobs.
regarded by most whjtes categorically as blacks, without individual distinetion.

know of one black president who, when appointed, was persuaded tO employ a white
assistant designated by the board chairman, in order for conc6ned white board members
to be assured that the new president would be able to serve the needs of his office
Indeed, it did appear, "over a period of several
without "embarrassing" the.board.
years, that the president was most highly successful, due mainly to the capabilities of
his able assistant. Only when the president moved on to a new position and the assistant
was promoted to a position of line responsibility did the college community realize the
former assistant's true capabilities -- or, rather, lack*tY them :..- and discover too
late the strengths of the former black president.
I

Although Jacquelyn Mitchell refers to black students in white colleges and universities,
the same applies so frequently to black presidents of predominantly white institutions:

Their success, their failure, their smallest actions are seen not merely as
their personal attainments, but as representative of all minority people,
different froM some of the others and the "unexceffional" mass of minOrity
(They must) be both
.
status people, but representing them just the same.
representative and exceptional, and find some way neither to succeed nor to
34-35).
fail (Mitchell, 1982, pp.
.

.

.

.

.

It has been my good fortune to serve always, over the past 26 years, a s'ignificant number
It Is the rare black
of black students in each college in which I have been employed.
person employed as the president of an institution in which there is neither 1) a
significant black presence (among students, faculty and/or trustees) and resultant
institutional/community pressures for the serious consideration of black candidates,
nor 2) a rather unattractive institutjonal setting with multiple problems, including
inadequate resources.

In the former situation black students, in significant numbers in white institutions,
often persuade trustees to consider black candidates as administrators and presidents.
Fontelle Gilbert reports that 38.8 percent of all minority students in higher education
Her data come from the Higher Education General Information
are in two-year, colleges.
She tndicates further that minority students comprise 22.3
,Survey (HEGIS) of 1976.
percent of total headcount enrollment in two-year colleges according to fall 1978sdatA.
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of the American Association 'of Camunity and Junior Colleges (Gilbert, 1980). It is
predicted, according to Donald Smith, that predominantly white two-year 'colleges will
continue to enroll the majority of black students (Smith; 1981, p. -302).
Ooportunities
for blacks seeking presidencies may be greatest, outside of the predominantly black
colleges and universities, in those predominantly white institutions enrolling the
largest numbers of black students.
Many of us, with preparation and ambition to ascend to presidencies, find that the only
opportunities available to us are Ahose which are of the most challenging nature,
requiring all of our energies and ingenuity%
The blaCk president appears so often to
have been selected to assume responsibility for the inevitable failures of the American
college and university. What is required to overcome the gret odds against success are
a thorough and advance knowledge of the institution as well as solid educational preparation and'broadbased uccess in teaching, research and administration, usually obtained best "through the ranks." We simply do not secure positions in white institutions, generally, that permit us the leisure of experimenting with alternative solutions
to problems. We must have at our immediate disposal i repertory (or arsenal) of tested
approaches_to the successful resolution of the multifarious problems in every aspect of
institutional operation.
Our survival, 'in an often "dog-eat-dog" environment (Smith,
1981, p.,303), requires a combination of seasoned diplomacy, hard-as-nails determination to succeed, personal and professional integrity, controlled flexibility, consistent objectivity, physical and mental endurability, clear foresight ang vision,
functional innovativeness, limitless commitment of time and energy, open and genuine
friendliness, and compassion and respect for all.humanity -- for starters.
In many predominantly 'hack colle6es, the fundamental integrity of the blac1( president
and his administration usually is assumed; the president's professional abilities and
performance most often, therefore, are adjudged More objectively.
In a predominantly
white or white-controlled institution,.the black president too frequently knows, sometimes too late, that any koblems that arise in the course of performing his responsibilities merely support and document the expected unsuitability.of his having had the
job in th first place.
Put another way, the margin of error is narrower for the black
presidenr than for his-white counterpart in a white c011ege qr loiversity.
Error
reinfor s in whites an expectation that the black administniator constantly strites to
avoid

r\

4

.

As if to contradict what I have just stated, let me say that my experience indicates that
in somepredominantly white institutions some kinds of errors by blacks may be tolOated
for a while, although regarded as unacceptable by whiiles. I refer here, for example, to
some charac eristics of personal lifestyle that run contrary to local or institutional
mores, or e en.some minor infractions of fiscal policies or procedures. What so often
happens i
that the black administrator, whose violation is regarded as a trait of
character unique to all blacks, is permitted to ,continue unchecked-until there is suf.ficient evidence by a superior to obtain enough evid6nce to use to manipulate or control
the black administrator in a kind of educational blackmail.

In some parts of the South, in years past, white governors and legislatures used this,
method to control a number of presidents of predominantly*black state institutionsp,i,
allowing the presidents virtual autonomy as long as they saw to it that no one "made a-'0'
wave" on their campuses.
Campus trouble carried with it the threat of
of the
president or loss of his job for some real or contrived wrongdoing.

The black president of a predominantly white institution is faced with a constantly
shifting base of support.

If he

(Jrnipisters a relatively troubled institution, as so

often he does, he may find himself the victim of his own objectivity and Oen-handed
sharing of tough decisions. Blacks, whp may have supported him earlier in his admintstration may become disgruntled and JO-) with more vocal whites who criticize him.
No
one likes to receive bad news.

Despite-Often extensive communications relating the fai ?
basis for a decision, however, it sometimes is more difficult for blacks to receive
unfortunate news from black administrators than from white administrators.
Reductions
in force which affect black personnel are particularly problematic.
Bound by ethics of
the profession es well as laws and policies which opreclude disclosure of personnel
decisions to the college community or the public, the president is confronted by reaction from various constituencies based solely on one-sided and often diitorted views
of persons affected by decisions.
It is helpful in times like these for the blaCk
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president, particularly, to be able to display a tr,.ack record of goo'd, fair decisionmaking. to help absorb the shock of reaition by both blacks and Mites.

The wliite power structure, too frequently without taking the time to understand the
facts in some decisions of black presidents, will confer with other blacks' who are
unknowledgeable or otherwise.unqualified to provide adviceAny black person too often
serves as the corroborating agent for a power structure that does not understand or is
unwillirig to respect differences in qualifications of blacks to judge. All blacks are
regarded ..as on the same level.
Often, political Tanting of blacks who may be totally
Ignorant in certain matters is enoOgh to damage the confidence of powerful whites in
black presidents. For the same political reasons that influenced the consideration and
appointment of the black president in the first place, an unfavorable one of censure ore
dismissal may result.
Negative decisions involving whiteg, regardless of the objectivity and supporting docl
umentation applied, also can be tough, if not impossible to have implemented by black
presidents of predominantly white colleges and universities. White power structures,
despite their awareness of sources of problems, can upset decisions on minute techrhcalities, leaving presidents to deal with even more serious problems of low campds
morale that result. Pre's)dentsc sometimes too late, discover that the informal organization'of an institution, black or white, is more powerful than the formal one.
Informal alliances between the power structure and persons relatively low in an institution's organization can wreak havoc in unexpected ways.
The experienced and talented
president, however,, learns to utilize the informal 'structure to his and his institution's advantage..

An excerpt.from Smith's "Social and Academic Environments of Black Students on Oite
Campuses" may be paraphrased to apply to black presidents, as well as black students, on
-*
'white.campuses:

Black (presidents) who thought they wene "just like everybody else" are often

shoAed to discover that their ability to bury racial differences (prior to
their presidencies) gives them little or no advantage in dealing with white
, (environments and poWer structures). (Smith, 4981, p. 303)

They (too late) see their universities as hostile.places where white students
and faculty perceive that all.Blacks are "special admits" and beneficiaries of
affirmative action.(Smith, 1981, p. 300)

We, as black administrators, cannot bury our heads in the sand and pretend that the
I
racial problem does not exist in a critical way in our colleges and uniyersities.
expect that I, like most of you, have developed a sixth sense -- a sort of fine-tuned
radar system that detects racism from a great distance. Having been born, educated and
employed in the deep South, my radar picks up multi-directional and weak signals.
We
have to be aware constantly of the potential problems that can arise and learn to
respond to them in a timely, and positively effective manner.

Perhaps a few suggestions, some perhaps quite obvious, may be helpful

to the yet

idealistic aspirant to a college presidency:
1.

As one ascends in level of responsiPrepare to accept tough assignments.
bility, the problems that have to be dealt with become more and more complex.
If you are one who learns and grows from mistakes, it 'is advantageous to make
your most serious mistakes at the lowest administrative levels possible; they
should not be saved for a day when you presumably are powerful enough to absorb
the impact. Like the baby -- who learns to walk by falling and picking himelf
up, not like the tall and .heavy adolescent who has 'postponed the task of
walking for his teen years -- develop your professional skills in your early
professional years, befbre the tumbles of decision-making become too critical.

2.

Practically
Begin early the practice of documenting practically everything.
no decision -- positive or negative -- can be made or implemented without
Auditors require it; it is needed for hiring,
objective supporting data.
evaluating, promoting, and terminating personol; it is needed in collective
bargaining'grievances, whether or not grievances-'are Well-founded in the con-
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You simply
tract, in equal opportunity and other complaints, and lawsuits.
cannot start doing this tomorrow. Start now. The fact is, I have found, that
the most serious problems .often develop frop some of the most insignificant
occurrences. It is not too much to SUggest trilt one keep a very detailed log of
Anything extraordaily observations in addition to scheduled appointments.
dinary should be noted.
3.

Learn early to be consistent in the implementation of policies and procedures,
and do not play favorites with anyone. This also, r hasten to add, has the

corollary requirement that you seektfavors and assistance from persons of
Remember, "one favor deserves another," and one's
influence very sparingly.
objectivity in a later decision can be pressured uncomfortably when the person
of inf)uence decides to "collect" for his previous favor. The hiring process

Procedures must be
comes to mind' as one very susceptible to compromise.
When it becomes
committed to writing and widelpcommunicated and understood.
.obvious that an institution follows it consistently, the special revest's
tease to be made.
4.

Despite
Black presidents and administrators need a communications network.
affirmative action and equal opportunity stances of institutions throughout
the country, the "old boy" network is alive and well in the white community.
Black professionals benefit wheliever a respected colleague or mentor nominates
him or otherwise recommends him enthusiastically in the ascent of the career
ladder. Beyond that very obvious benefit, black professionals need to support
each other on a regular basis, serving as sounding boards for the multifarious
problems unique to them that must be faced daily. Having said that, as you may
They simply are
*now so well, confidants should be selected, very carefully.
hard to find.
.1!

Blacks must participate actively in.activities associated with the profesSion
-- in research, writing, consulting, lecturing -- to exchange ideas and to let
others know of their accomplishMents. Ny observation is that we/have not been
represented'actively enough in professional organizati-Kis and have not been
assertive in taking on increasingly more organizational responsibility. When
institutional funds are inadequate', we must pay our way and go,anyhow.
5.

Remember the maxim, !lhe bigger one gets the
Remairf above petty criticism.
harder one falls." Keep your personal and professional conduct above reproach.
Avoid having your 0-ofessional status compromised by some personal indiscreSupporters can be played against you; good
tion. Entrapments are numerous.
advice can be withdrawn. Too frequently, one is given all,the °HO" that is
neided to lhangiqmself."

P
6.

,

Ovelop a solidly positive track record of good and fair decisions and actions.
A solid track record
NOn.p. of us is perfect and we inevitably do make mistakes.
based o o jective,"4tional action will help to get us over the bumps.
4

,7.

'

8.

4.

Mainta n a brba ased,support group. A president's support must extend beyond
his campus add include,also legislators, fellow educators, the business community, the media, labor unions, foundations, professional and community organizations, and numerous others. His institution must be regarded as an asset
by each constituency and his leadership as vital to the institution's success.

Maintain stron(linlcs with the black community. There is a subtle disrespect
fow black adminittrators by some iolacks, who appear to feel that "if that black
pei-son got the ppksfdency, anydne.could have, including me, since,he is no
Of course the black president is no better as a person, but
better than I."

priSumably has had better preparation for the.position he holds than many
others,, Regardless, some Unsuctessful black applicants for positions are far
fess to\lerint of negative decisions of institutions headed by blacks and appear

often to feel betrayed, even when

it

is generally obvious that they lack

qualifications for positions sought.
A

Otae*unacquainted with the ordeals of blacks in American higher education, particularly
.in predóminantly white colleges and universities, might suspect, having listened to me
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Jacquelyn Mitchell (1982, p.' 37) reports
today, that I absolutely must be paranoid!
fears of being do-opted, resulting from corrobDavidson's accounts of black Apdents
orated experiences with white faculty. Davidson calls this kind of fear "non-paranoid
paranoia," because "it is based in reality; but 'paranoid' nevertheless, because it is
excessive and sometimes demoralizing (Davidson, 1973, pp. 37-38)." I hope that you have
4
not been bored or demoralized with my madness.

This presentation has been one of the most difficult foHme to prepare.
believe,expresses some of my feelings quite adequately:

Mitchell,

I

Although our role as spokesperson is self-imposed, it is nevertheless exhausting and stressful, and takes a mental toll on minority researchers who
strive to be effective. Furthermore, we are burdened with the responsibility
of not misrepresenting our people's realities. We realize that our statements
can be potentially harpful to people of color if they result in distorted
conclusions. As a result, like other minority researchers I am often overly
cautious before I speak or write, hoping that the statements I make and
opinionsiI give reflect fairly aCCurately the black experience in general, not
merely myself in particular. Thus I fore0 a bit of my own autonomy, knowing
that this is inherent in such a 'responsibility.(Mitchell, 1982, p. 40)

The paradoxical problems of the black president who serves two masters in9the predominantly white college or univers.ity can be summarized by Mitchell, who says
yet have a black perspecobjective
am expected somehow to be
As a black scholar ,I am both within and outside white academia:
my visipility and mino*,ity status are inseparable, ever-present; always apMy behavior Nhoften assessed' in
parent to me and to my colleagues.
The rules,
terms of race and ethnicity, regardless of my personal traits.
if I fail to conformto the behaviOr which is
though tacit, are quite clear:
'socially defined and sanctioned by the academic community, I will be held
I am learning the fine art of "switching hats"
,accountable and labeled.
depending op, the race or status of my colleagues, and on the con. What ensues is a state of double marginality, a condition far more
text.
It
draining than one would experience under most demoralizing circumstanqrs.
I

tive.
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is of little consequence that we may be recognized.and respected for our
c6ntributions and scholarship; our ever-present visibMity never allows A to
At the same time, these
experience complete membership in white academia.
marginal feelings begin to affecI our ethnicity as well. We thus experience
double marginality, belonging to and feeling a part of two worlds, yet never
at home in either. (Mitchell, 1982, pp. 37-39)

Mitchell (1982, p. 39) refers to W. E. B. Du Bois' notion of "double consciousness,"
described by Du Bois'as
a peculia Sensation, this double consciousness, this. sense of always looking
self through the eye of others, of measuring ohe's soul by the tape
at,one
of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness--an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, tge unreconci.led strivings; two warring ideals in owe dark body whose doggedistrength alonekeeps it
from being torn asunder. (flu Bois, 1961, pp. 16-17)

Let me conclude on a note of optimism. On June 16, 1982, I received a form letter and
bi-ochure annolecing a conference at the University of Vermont, July 28-30, 1982, enThe White ExRerience."
A paragraph in the brochure describes the
4itled "Racism:
conference as follows:, ,
The conference aims to understand and deal with white racism, particularly in

higher education, with a focus on predominantly white institutions in the
northeast.
Four assumptions are implicit. First, that racism in the United
Second, that it is not
States is a white-caused and perpetuated problem.
enougp to study and teach about people of color; whites must also learn about
Third, that it is not enough to limit efforts to
themselves, as whites.

assisting people of color in gaining entry and adapting to the prevailing
conditions on campus. Fourth, that even the best-intentioned efforts to curb

.
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racism in higher education will remain intractable until changes are made in
the prevailing institutional, cultural, and intellectual patterns, and thue
personal behaviors that perpetuate racism.(University of Vermont, 1982)
'
Perhaps you will want to attend that conference in July, following this one.
be interesting to compare the two experiences.

It should
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SERVING TWO MASTERS:

PERSPECTIVE OF A BLACK ADMINISTRATOR WITH

A MINORITY-FOCUSED FLINCTION.AT A -PREDOMINANTLY WHITEl INSTITUTION
A

Frank W. Hale, Jr.
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4

A

1

There is unmistakable evidence that a Ognificant number of black administrators at major
whiie,institutions of higher education look with ambivalence on their leadership opportunGiven tire intransigence'of white resistance to change, their.verbal approval to
ity.
.equalitarian principles notwithstarlding, black administrators know that Rpportunities.for
sustained creative and energetic affirmative action leadership on a white campus are next
Angus Campbell's book, White Attitudes Toward Black.People, makes the
to impossible.
point that white people are dfsyurbed by the pace of change in race relationsvhich they
see going on around them.' Therefore, it cannot be assumed that.the black adpinistrator'
with a minority-focused function has a designated rale prIkcrilltion as a mediator or
The leadership responsibilities of Ois particular administrator involve much
diplomat.
'
SuCh a person must be an innovator, an advocate, ,an implementer, a
mote than that.
a
fighter,
spokesman, a reformer, a defender, 'a communicator, a politician,
an enforcer, a PI-ofessional --- An shwt.a dynamite leader. And, of course, the person
can be none ol these without the reinforcing factor of affirbative commitment from within'
himself or herself.
The middle l960's'marked the beginning of a major undertaking to incorPorate ethnic
minorities into,the mainstream of American higher educatione Prior 6 that decade, pipe :
higher education of many minorities was ignored, and that'of blacks was primarily the
province of the 4-year black colleges. Initially, prddded by tHe civil rigHts,revolution
and black student unrest, colleges and universities (professing a codcern and responsibil-'
ity for meeting the needs of,minorities) hired black administratorsimAnd gave them assignments that had little to. do with their qualifications and,absolutely notiiing to do with
the titles they held, according to Moore and Wagstaff in their book, Black Educator's in *.
Wh2te Colleges.2 Furthermore, the greater number of these black admihistrators serve as
assistants to the white line ahd,staff administrators, and, for the most part, are without
power and authority. Devoting an enti;e chapter in their book to thii phenomenonMoore
and Wagstag, staeed that."the,black 'assistant to! is the administrative caricature in
higher education.P3 This being so, one must be careful of assessing an affirmative action
profile of an instithtion in terms of numbers only, because numbers alone sometimes
obscure the fact.that,members of minority groups, even when present in siknificant
numbers, Oftemerform "do nothing" satellite functions outside of traditional structural
mechanisms within the university. Additionally, black administrators constantly find
themselves in the difficult oosition and dileming of trying to satisfy the gdals, needs,
and concerns of.black student's on one hand, and the vabies, goals, and priorities of the
academic administrator and faculty on the other hand. Thus, the concept of black,administratorsservingtwo masters as pinpointed in this title 1.6 no far-fetched fantasy or mytfi.
It is more than an impression; it is a cruel 'reality in an environment that is equally as
hostile and threatening to the black administrator as it is to the black student.' Thus,
a successful black 'administrator -=- successful in terms of making' black students and
their personal and academic development his/her major concern --- must be an extremely
strong and welltfortiaed person in order to cope with the day-to7day preasures of black
students from a black frame of reference.
Commitment

Historically, "the admissions standards and policies, the racial composition of

the
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faculty, the costs, the exclusivity of the systeurof fraternities and sororities, the
campus atmosphere; and the factor of social expectancy conspired,to keep the black student
away from the college campus."4 In faCt, many black students feel that once they\ars_
admitted (or should I say "committed"), they areoforgotten.5 Many of them express feelings o4 meaninglessness, powerlessness, and alienation from the campus mainstream.
Some
of them have the feeling that they are always fighting .thq institution. Thus the black
student, like other minority students, is caught between Ehe pYessure of his own home
comminity to use higt)er education as an avenue of upward mobility so that 41e/she can
return to serve that community and the pressure to, at least by implication, abandon his/
her Lultural traditions and his/her heritage, so as to "melt in" and become tore acceptable to the historical patterns and mores of white society.
Given this kind of pressure and conflict that fa'ces the black student on campus, ther
recognition of these realities is mandatory if we are to respond intelligently to what
black students need. l'art of this response is in recognizing the important functions
;hat qualified and committed black administrators can serve in helping to resolve the
critical problems of black qudents:
\...

Fundamentally, the commitment of a black administrator lies deep within his/her own"'
black administrators are needed who themselves are black --- black in their
'Inlook,"blaCk in their outlook, black in their thinking. And there is no way that they
can be subtle about this. A committed black administrator neednot shoue his suppprt for
black students from the housetOp because the stbdents will evaluate him on his support'or
lack of support for thum when.the chips are doWn. On the other hand, it is an illusion
for an administrator to assume that heis clever enough td convince black students that his
struggle for them must be a solitary, invisible one in order to protect their interests
and his.
psyche.

.

-/

t

'

There is no way-that a black administrarpr is going to be able to gain the trust of black
students without putting himself on the line publicly/and privately. There is nothing
mysteiious about the distrust.that black'studen s halve for black administrators whb are'
Ssi
conservatively committed to the status quo, "don
rock the boat" approach p their,
concerns.
Whire initially students maybe impressed with the black administrator who
possesses the appropriatccredentials and experience, they soon discover that4tpere is ho
necessary, obvious, or automatic link between credentials and commitmdnt. While blacks
and other minorities have been recruited and4subsidized to'enter white institutions, the
cokleges have been unprepared ft:1z the students.
"The black surge into higher education
Itas,found both parties unprepared."6 At the time Bowles and De Costa made this gtatement
just a little over ten years ago, they contended that there was no m diating,apparatus
/
in most colleges by which communication between the college and its new black students
could be established. Unfortunately, even today, there are black administrators on white
campuses who have disowned and abandoned black students. They, like their white counterpartg', assume a "purist posture."
If black students come to them as ready-made packages
Of excellence, they are willing to share their time and expertise with,them. They s'wagger
and strut their position and their visibirity as if they were hired solely on the basis of
their competence. They convenientl
dismiss the fact that many of them obtained their
positions as a result of black studedt demaads, a
based on that fact alOne; at least
have some moral responsibility to cont bute to t1d survival of black students attheir

i

institutions.

/

/

1
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But beyond all of that,'William Arrowsmith in his famous essay on "The Future of 'teaching"
reminds us that educators should be the "visible 'embodiments of the realized humanity of
our aspirations
-."7 ,He.continues, "It is men we need, not programs.
It iS possible,
Tor a student to go Irom kindergarten to graduate sch9ol without ever encountering a solid
man or Cgomaig,orie who might, for the first time provide
the only,lprofound motivation
for learning, the hope of becomlng a,better person."8
.

.

r

Tru

education leans heavily toward catalytic and away from authoritarian action.
Barzun
in il is Ehoughtful and delightfully wriet'en classic, Teacher in America,. reminds us that.,
" "We bottle up ou ignorance and label it Heredity anct Environment and there we stop. We
should'add someth ng about will and temperament and then forget abput the limitations,
in order to conce rate on what can be done,"Onderlining for emphasis, mine).
=44.

.

Recruiting and admit ing black students to white campuses fs one thing; "accepting" themiis
qpite another. It m es o sense to 'romanticize the greatness of an institution --- its
financial resoueces,
e keputation of its faculty, its distinguished alumni, or its
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physical plant if the black student perceives the institution as inimical to his interests,
Someoneemust be there to bridge the gap, and that is where
his dignity, and his heritage.
a contd.the black administrator and the black faculty or staff member must make
tiun --- and a contribution other than a perfunctory one. In his exciting volume on
The Art of Teaching, Gilbert Highet, in discussing the qualities of good teaching, insists
He contends that "it is easy to like the young
that teachers must like their pupils.
because they are young. They have no faults, except the very ones which they are asking
ignorance,"shallowness, and inexperience."1°,
you to eradicate:

While it is true that the position of administrator on a college or university campus
carries with it some degree'of authority, true authority, as Quintillian put it in his
Institutes of Oratory, resides in one's own ethos. Thus, there is a distinction between
the authoAty which is by virtue one's office and the authority which accrues to one by
One is intricately tied to one's position; the other
virtue of one's own comtitment.
finds its sense of purpose in one's personal convictions. The laeter are the fortunate.
They love the black students they ee,k to serve. They listen and make every effort to
translate and transmit their,conce sto.the centraladministration and throughout the
academic ccommunity. ,They are accessi le and do not feel themselves put upon in being
oresponsive to the day-to-day problems of black stuaents, or foi thtat matter, black
They have concluded that commitment to the ideals of minority,
faculty and black staff.
access and participation is not'enough. Black administrators must be Willing to invest
They must be
something other than their rhetoric for the enhancement of black students.
willing to invest their expertise, their time, and tileir energies in order to effectively
achieve and secure equal educalional opportunities for.those who have historically been
dedied them.
Innovater, Planner, Implementler

The,black administrator has a respdnsibilitY, along with other administratOrs' to design, 4
develop and promote curricular and co-curricular innovations that meet the unique needs of'
Institutions must be helped to discover those edechtional techniques 'and
black students.
Otherwi,se, the Institution
processes appropriate to the needs x)..f the non-white Student.
is guilty of raci'sm in substance.and intent when its approach to education is limited to
Anglo-Saxon subject mateer, methods, and materials. "The diversity of college and
university pOpulations has increased and a significant segment of educational institutions
has deliberately sought to encourage this variety through 'various experimentaland
compensatory educational programs especially designed to dealidth these students."11
SOme institutions acc4p.t their social obligation in print and in the public'speech presentations of their key administrators; yet, 'disproportionately few participate in practical
programs.
1

'

Admittedly,'we have served up our students bore and more of whet we'have successfully
We have assuAd that what is good for one is good for all, not
served the majority grOup.
allowing for individual or group differences. We have insisted on bombarding them with
We have said, "We will do for yeu
the methods, tactics, and strategies that we kilow,best.
what we have done f6r46thers, and we will not vary our approach, your mutt* background,
experiences, and cultupe, notWithstanding:" Perhaps Gordon and Wilkefson put'it most .
succinctly in this devhstating admission: "We. have asked of them a degree ef change far
greater than riny that we as educators have been willing to make in our institutions."120/
Therefore it seemS appropriate that black administrators with minority-focused functions
ihould initieee a potpourri of challenging.crisp curricular and co-curricular experiences
reflecting a departure froM the traditional.patcern of track-directed non-credit
remedial courses to which minority and,low-achieving students have ordinarily been exposed.
:Frequently, institutions have established broad-based guidance pLgrams to enable the
minority sendent.to cope with his new arid intimidating environment. Seldom ever have
st,rategies been developed teimprove the quality of th4 faculty member's relationship with
minority:students.
I

,

Perhaps we mikht boriow a chapter from the evolAtion that is going oil in teacher education
under the rubric of performance-based teacher,education. With t%gard to the preparatidn
of teachers who can wwk moie effectiiiely with minority students, the new training
emphasis ranges from exclusive eMphases,on the teacher's knowledge of content and unique,
conditions to the attitude and value structufp the teacher possesses. Frederick
learning
Rogers amRlifies this concept in these words: 4"Any model for the preparation of
ID:
teachers for minority grbuP-students has to include experiences that enable the prospective'.
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teacher to develop a healthy respect for these youth and their life styles. Yo accomplish
this task, teacher education must have as its prime function the changing:of teacher
attitudes wit,On the context of out democratic yalue system."13

.

*

,. Because faculty members jealously guard their prescribed sense of autqnomy, black administrators, like any other administrators, can not run the risk of g ng it alone to infltienLe faculty sentiment for the changes they seek in the best intere t of minority students.
T11
help trom centrdl a'dministration. nthnely1 the presiden and academio dean or
hvy need
14
Faculty members become unusually eloquent about their rights if th'ey perceive
provost.
their territory is being invaded for whatever reasons. And the simplest way for many of
them to shield their racist attitudes and tendencies is to plead procedural interference'
of anyone who challenges their single-minded approach to anything. UnfortOnatelyi
uncommitted administrators sometimes become deft in their ability to side-step such
confrontations rather than to,strip dhe guilty parties a their facade,and adding to their
skull collection those recalcitrants who would violate or sabotage the affirmative action
mission of the institution.

0'

*

.

.
.

measure our affirmative-action successes in terms of
On'the whole, we have been tempted
enrollment figures. This.kind of data tends to overstate the case. "For example, in 1972
black students compried 8.4 percent of the full-tiMe undergraduate enrollment, but four
A significant
years later they received only 6.4 percent of the baccalaureate degrees."
measure of achievement is the number of black students who persist to the completion of a
At Ohio State University, our three pronged 3R's formula is Recruitment, Retendegree.
This can only happen when special programs are tailored
tion and Release with a diploma.
.to the needs and problebs of black students. When that happens, it can make a difference.
It takes more than''a bag of .tri,cks" cir Mickey Mouse approaches to-tetention.to reduce
Research has ocumented what works in student atxrition. The black adminisattrition.
trator should endeavor to ave the president to have improved reeention high on his list
to Beal and Noel on What Works in Student Attrition, "Retention
of priorities. Accordi
efforts are apt-to fai if they have not first achieved a directiveaand significant
support from the pres dent of the institution."15. They further identified three areas Of
(1) Academic stimulation and assistance (teaching
action for improvin retention:
competence and performance advising, and leaxning support), (2) Personal future building

(career planning: academic planning, anepersonal problem resolution), and (3) Involvement
experiences (with faculty outside the classroom, "hands opP'learning experiences,
activities and events, peer associations, policies, plannilng -aina future directions of
.
the college, and on-'Campus employment).16 Lenning, Beal, and Sauer also.identify
graduation, course completion, and goal ateainment as,Ole three wAys of measuring attriIt is absolutely imperntive that the black administrator, recognizing
tion and retention.
the extremely high dropout of blacks attending, community colleges and public 'Iqnd-grant
institutions, be aware of the research on attrition and retention (1) in order to
d the various concepts of retention and attfition within a unifying conceptual
und
in order to be able to synthdsize the research-on retention and attrition,
amework,
)
and (3) in or r to examine the implications of the research for black.stu'dents and other
minbrity students in particular.17
Advocacy

,

The black administrator must never cease to challenge,the. institution to fulfill its
obligations to students once they have been recruited. While autonomy rs the hallmark of,
the academic *community', white administiators seem to have diffic.liitY in giving the black
community (black. students, black faculty,: and black administrators) the freedom to make
Thp attitude
the decisions that affect the lives and programs of' blaClc people on campus.
is reflected in the lack of black and minority representation on major campus-wide
Furthermore; confusion-and,inconsifstency in tenure policies continue to be a
committees.
constant annoyance to blacks, bther minorities, and women. Teaching, counseling,
advising, mediating, and serving the community have not been given appropri te weight in
the scale of rank, promotion,.and tenure considerations:18
r

'

2

On the one hand4
In such matters, the black administrator must assume Wrole of advocacy.
he is champion of black interests. On the other? he cannot afford the luxury of beim; an
adversary to the rest of the institutlon. Any timid acquiescence,on his part will be
resented by the black community on gnd off campus. ' Hip Strength Of advocacy comes with
his being extremelyeconversant with the institution'epolicies, objectives, pradtices,
and resources, while 'attbe same tiine, he is intuitive, perceptive, apd aWare of black
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His effectiveness will very largely depend upon the skill*.which
needs and concerns.
he exercises in interpreting the administration for the black campus community and in
narrowing the distance between blacks and those in the front office. He will be only as.
'strong as his black constituency.
Reflections

My experiences at Ohio State University over thellast eleven years have provided me with
sol0 sense of the demands that fade a black administrator in a minority-focused position.
Let me share with you several of my reflections over this period.
,

4
Any institution that 141,1hes to develop
My fitst reflection is a coniThn sense observation.
a program for minoritles withou't providing ample financiaL aid is destined for failure.
Since-1970, our Freshman Foundation Program has recruited over 6,000 disadvantaged
students, and to date, these students have received a total of over $21 million in finanThe Office of Minoiity Affairs has established.a formula of three-fourths
cial aid.
grant and one-fourth self=help for financial,aid awards. We have learned that it is
°unrealistic to saddle disadvantaged Studetits with an excessive burden of loan and job
obligations, when because of their need to adjUstkto e new environment, and in sonie
instances, because of,their limitations in basicsills, they need-to devote maximum
time to their studies. EVe.n with this amount of support the number of black students,
particularly black males, dwindles significantly from the time thek Ire first.enrolled
with each succeeding quarter. Public state'institntions are not generally as competitive
as the highly seleitkve Ivy League type lipstitutions in attracting and admitting,better
students. So much of our fundinge>.sive.the Civil RIghts Act of 1964, has been issued
(through federal and'state incentives) to tudents on the bas4s,of need. We knew that
blacks at selective itistituttons have much higher persisEence,rates otian those at unselect4ve institutions. This happens because better students are admitted to selective
schools, and because'stddents ,at selective institutions have a higt expectation of success,-whereas at unselective institutions, droppineout is the norm.
.

.

4

4

"

,

.
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1

Beginning next academic year) 1982-1983, OltiO State will offer twenty, (20) 41,000
, from the seventeen local'high sbhools.
i
renewable scholarship.s to talented minority
All of these students will have a cumulative A ra e of "B" Or abpve, high qualifying test
scores on the ACT or SAT, and evidence of stronglieadershipzpotentkal. This program will
become a counterpart-to oft minority graduate felrowship program.which has been cited by
the National Board on Graduate Education as.a ',tone of a kind" innovative program that has
made Ohio State University thernumker one producer of black Ph.D..'s in America. As of
the ,end of Winter Quarter 1982, 607 of the 753 (80.552) minority students awarded fellow-

lel

/

A

%

,

both at..

ships since 1971 have gone on to receive thq master's or doctorate degrees or
Ohi9 State. According to Fuller, McIlamara-and Green in their article on "Alternate
Adm ssions Programs," this recruitment and 'retention i novatiOn was successful because
r who esrabll.shed-and
of (1) the leadership and eeputation of the black,adm ist
coordinated the program and becaus% bf (2) the mino ty-s uden fellowshIp program that
,.
1 ',''
undergirdedf4t.19
.
.
.
,

,

.

.
.

.

e successful the institution
A second reflection is 'that if minority students are
must provide opportunities that acknowledge and provide r ehe socio-cultural presence
-nta4on conferences%i the .
of minority students on campus. .My o fice si3onsors two
Amen who have an oPportunity
entertng
minority
beginning of each schobl year, ope fo
to meet and gocialize vtith minority u dergraduates, and bne for minority daduate and
professional students who ha4e,sn cm ortunity to meet and socialize with minority,
graduate and professional students a ready in residence: Additionally, our office is
responsible for helpiAg to plan and coordinate the annual Martin Luther King Week and
431ack World Week observances. Throughout the year, we sponsor eseries of academic)
._
cultural and professional activities that 'bring minority scholars.and artists to the
campus for the general campus publib ?.s well as its minority campus and communixy
constituents. We sponsor a Student Advisory Cbuncil that is composed Of.the presidents.
of 30 to 40 minority student organizations to promote academic, as well as recruitment
e ,and retention Programs.
4
. ,

---
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,4nothe'r reflection is that black administrators must learn the a4 bf politics.

a

str.

...

Some-

, .-----'-times, key university administrators and ,gersonneol would deceive us inoo believing that

man is a rational animal and that,all university decisions are besed pn ratisinal premises.'
-Aleresd North Whitehead comes closer to the truth in admitting that "man is only intee. mittently rational." Atty one of us who has lived.in the 4cademic 'community for a while
.
.
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certainly understands the validity of this statement. We all know that every
institution of higher education, liRe the federal government, is saturated with'special
interest groups. To theextent towhich the black administrator is convrsint with the
sociology and politics of higher education,
he or shl will be able to
therefore,
understand how the institution functions and the social and political phenomena of its
operations.
Nevertheless, the the personal and professional power and vigor of a black
administrator is only as strong as his black constitUency on campus, his' ties in the
local black community, and his influence on national black leaders whom he must keep
informed concerning the nature, development and impact of his program.

UM,

I have also come to the conclusion'that black administrators have the critical obligation
of keeping their superiors
informed of the attitudinal climate that exists among
minorities on campus. Thtre is no substitute for truth.
Any attempt to serve as a
buffer so as to isolate the president and other key officials from the sensitive issues
that prevail will be counterproductive. They must understand the sense of anxiety,
distrust, disillusionment, isolation,,hostility, and defensiveness that minorities
experience when surrounded in a sea of whiteness. To tell white administratorskonly
"what they want to hear" is unethical, and a kind of Uncle Tomism that if swept under
the rug or in the closet will ultimately produce the kind of spontaneous combustion that
render both white and black administrators virtually defenseless.
In another related dynamic, once again, "integrity" is key to a black administrator's
Attempting -to be all things to all people in every situation is a "fencestraddling" luxury that the black administrator Cannot afford. If he/she is a true
prtessional, he will not be acquiescent to the illegitimate demands of black students.
He must evaluate arl situations in tprms of the student's best interests. He will fight
for the student who has been taen advantage of, but he will not sacrifice his integrity
to be the "ett,orney generarfor students who are guilty of cheating, of stealing, of
destroying another's property, or of engaging in criminal acts or malpractice of any kind
that do a disservice to higher education and to the.cause of black people. Further, black
administrators worth their salt will also challenge tho411"powder-p0f-people" who inflate
the grading process by giving minorities unearned grades without rehuiring the concomitant
4
of high quality work.
success.
"...

My final reflection is that all of those who now hold minority-focused administrative
positions in higher education must brace for what is facing us ahead. "Affirmative action
isno longer on the back burner.
It's clean off the stove." And that fact alone should
crystallize and cement our determination and our efforts. The Turrent Washington
administratiOn has unveiled an all-out foe of affirmative action prograns. It has sought
to emasculate the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. It has systematically
challenged the edension of the Voting Rights Act.
It has recimmended severe cuts in
financial aid available on campuses which would eliminate over 2" million awards to needy
students.
It has recommended a budget that would eliminate funding for three student-aid
programs: National Direct Student Loans, Supplemental EducatiOnal Opportunity-Grants,
and State,Student Incentive Grants. It has supported tax exemptions for private schools
that practice racial discrimination.
It has opposed court-ordered busing, even as a last
resort, to redress generations of bigotry.
As the United Seates Commission on Civil Rights reminded us, "a society that, in the name
of4he ideal, foreclosed racially-conscious remedies would not be truly color-blind but
morrlly blind."20 Those of us who are black adipinistrators are on centrar stage. We have
a magnificent opportunity to challenge our black youth to develop a new sense of confidence and expectation. They may come to us economically deprived, but we must let them
know that they need not be deprived of motivation. They may come to us educationally
deprived, but we must let them know that they need not be.deprived of the discipline
required to organize their study habits. They may .come to us in response to the indifferenceof their teachers, but if we are indifferent they can rightly assume that either
we are uncommitted or that we haVe been bought, and that our only interest is
self...interest.
If our students fail, then the cause of black people will fail. But if
the crisis is formidable, sa are we. We must prepare to sacrifice, even to risk losing
our jobs, to defend our unique heritage and that sense of human dignity so glibly
espoused'by those who would often challenge our struggle to obtain them.
Let us a cept the challenge of the poet Gibran in his masterful rendition on Givfn
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There are those who give little of the
they give )
,snuch which they have
its.for recognition and their hidderi

desfre makes theirsifts unwholesome.
And there are those who have little
and give it all.
These,are the believers in life and
the brounty of life, and their coffer is
never empty.
There are those who gilt with joy, and
that joy istheir reward.
And there are those who give with pain,
and that pain is their baptism.

And there are those who give and knaw
%not pain ietiving, nor do they seek
joy, nor give with mindfulness of virtue;
They give as in yonder valley the myrtle
breathes its fragrance into space.
.,

Through the hands of such as these God
speaks, and from behind, their eyie he smiles
upon the earth.
It is well to give when asked, but it is
better to give unasked, through understanding.

r.
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Affirmative 6

SERVING TWO MASTERS

James E. Lyets

During the spring ofill69, I was interviewed by the members of an institutiont,s
Organization of Afro-Aberican Students (OAAS) and members of the office of student
affairs. The members of OAAS were looking for a black administrator who would serve
The student affairs staff was.lookiug for a
as an advocate for black concerns.
black administrator who could teep the administration "aware" of the concerns and
"activities" of the blaqk students. On July le 1969,4 was hired as Assistant
Dean of Students, Black $.3tudent Advisor, and Director of the Afro-American Cultural
The students and the administrators both concluded that I met their needs.
Center.
Thus began my attempt to serve two masters.

'

The dilemma of serving two masters.takes place on several levels, the most frequent
being political, professional, and socio-cultural. Let me relate a few anecdotes
that I believe will highlight our concerns this afternoon:---

4

.

One Saturday morning To decided to jog to campus rather than sleep late. As I ran
past the, administration building, I observed the automobiles of several.adminiarafors
on the campus. COnspicuously absent from this group were the automobiles of any of
the black administrators. I didn't discuss it with anyone at the time, deciding
to wait until I heard someone comment on the Saturday morning meetings. After
observing this activity several weekends,I decided to ask my supervisor about the
meetings. His response was that these meetings didni:t have anything to do with
black students. They were discussing "general college matters." How-could there
be "general,college matters" of such importance that they required regular Saturday
morning meetings but didn't require the presence of any of the forty black administrators?
'

.

After having a meeting to discuss how black administrators could exercise more
Influence on campus, forty black administrators requested a meeting with the
president of theuniversily to discuss our lack of power in the college community.
After a lot of heated discussibo, the president.made the following statement (and
I remember it as though it were yesterday): "How many of you in this room have a
That's what captures respect in academia." By the
terminal degree, the doctorate?
waY, only two held the doctorate!
I.
I I I
40.

One of the radical students in the OASS called me and said that the students had
decided to gurn doWn several buildings on campus that night. They were having a
meeting and wanted me to know this in the event some of them were apprehended.
Knowing that'arson was Eovery serious offense, I asked them if I cguld attend the
They agreed, provided that I agreed not to try'to talk them out of their
meeting
I got out of bed, dressed, add lefI the.house headed for the meeting.
plans.
of the students objected,to my presence and demanded that I leave. Before leav
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I informed them of the penalty for arson in the state and promised to do everything
possible to see to it that if any of them were, apprehended, they would not be sentenced to more than five years in jail. After some of the emotionalism subsided,
I suggested that'they should call all the major administrators and talk to them about
the concerns of black students. They decided to tie up all of the major administrators' telephones at 2:00 p.m. that afternoon.
At about 2:30 p.m., I received a call
from the president.
He summoned me to his office and gave me hell for "putting
students up to this act." In the final analysia, most of the student leaders were
happy because'they were invitedto meet with ithe president the next day. The -white
administrators were happy because they could use their telephones once again. And
me? What about me?
The more radical black students who wanted to burn down the
campus were angry with me and called me "Uncle Tom" for changing their plans. The
president and my immediate supervisor were angry with me and now viewed me with
suspicion.
IV

The members of the black community decided to attend a Saturday afternoon football
game and sit together as a "-show of force," What I didn't know was that a decision
had been made to remain seated during the playing of the national anthem.
When the
anthem began; I stood up immedivelly. Much to my surprise, I was among only a
handful of blacks who stood up. While I sympathized.with the students about the
words of the anthem (as the Black Student Advisor), the Assistant Dean of Students
had to stand up in order to maintain credibility and respectability in the eyes of
the broader community.
V

Finally, after three years in this difficult role, I decided to look for something
more "legitimate" to do at the university.
I was completely,burned out. There
were two positions available in the C911ege of Arts and Sciences for an assistant
I thought this would be a good way to help black students with their academic
dean.
problems and a wayto move into academic administration.
When I failed to hear from
anyone concerning my application, I called and spoke with the dean of the college
'to find out why I had not received a response.
He informed me that the screening
committee was very pleased with my many accomplishments on the campus, but I was
in student affairs and they did not want to hire someone who was not a faculty
It was about six months later when I learned that the real reason I was
member.
not hired was because the position was not a "black position," it was a "regular"
college vacancy.
I am certain that some of these anecdotes have struck a few sensitive chords. I
will be happy to dfscuss them further during theperiod that we have set aside for
questions and comments.
,

it
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SERVING TWO MASTERS:

KEEPING ONE'S IDENTITY AS A BLACK PERSON

WHILE MAINTAINING CREDIBILITY WITHIN BOTH THE BLACK AND WHITE COMMUNITIES

Willie . Kinimons

Introduction

Educational leadership is being challenged from many sources and from many different angles
The consumers (students) are raising questions about their rights and about
in the 1980's.
the manner in which educators are performing. Parents and concerned citizens are raising
questions about the quality of products (skills of graduates) educational institutions are
producing, and federal, state and local governing bodies are asking educational administrators to do the same job or even better jobs with less financial resources.
In addition to these and similar kinds of challenges, concepts of leadership and administra-.
For example, some writers, especially historians,do not dis-,
tion are rapidly changing.
tinguish clearly between a leader and the holder of a position with status in the organizaposition in the
tional hierarchy. These individuals assume that the holder of an important
hierarchy is by virtue of-the position a leader. Other persons, especially behavioral
Behavioral scientists have
scientists,take a viewpoint different from the historiang.
attempted to solve the problem by suggesting that the term leader,be restricted to the role
of\a change agent and that the term administrator be used to denote the role of msintaining
thelorganization.(Morphet, et al, 1982)

This writer.takes the position that leadership can be provided by an administrator in acts
of maintaining an organization as well as in acts as a change agent. The administrator can
So as this digoperate toprevent change and he/she can operate to facilitate change.
view
administration
as a
cussion continues, view an adiinistrator as one who is wise,
social process concerned with creating, maintaining, stimulatini, controlling, and unifying
formally, informally organized.human and material energies within a unified system designed
to accomplish predetermined objectives. (Ktmmons, 1977)

Theoretical Viewpoint

.

While many voices are proclaiming that all institutions of learning are facing a bold
challenge and that all administrators are being dhallenged, this writer operates from the
thesis that black aiministratqrs in predominantly black colleges are facing an even tougher
assignment and their survival is much more risky. This position is a result of the philosophical viewpoint that black administrators and black colleges have a tole beyond that of
teaching, research, discovery and transmission of knowledge. slack administrators and
black colleges have an.obligation not only to recognize urban and rural social problems but
to become mora assertive 4n their prevention of their ultimate elimination.
It Is generally accepted by many people that colleges and universities whether black or
Therefore, their primary and most paramount function
white are public service institutions.
productive and
is to feea into the life mainstream a group of motivated, enlightened,
responsible citizens capable of handling the personal and societal problems of their age
and time.

This is a hard,risky and Speculative assignment to be thrusted upon black administrators.
Yet; it is felt that the survival of black colleges depends to a large extent upon meeting
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these kinds of challenges.

The survival of black administrators at black institutions will be determined to a large
measure by their answers to questions such as these:
(1)

What responsibility do I have to minority group people?

To what extent can I assist in eliminating and/or preventing urean and rural social
(2)
problems?

What role should I attempt to play in making this institution more responsive to the
(3)
needs of all people?
i(4)

portant is my personal security and personal health?

How
l

Influence of Role Determinants
Based upon research in the published literature (Hoskins, 1978; Kimmons 1977) it is concluded
'
that all black administrators-will not answer-the kinds of questions taised with the same
Hpw
kindsof answers, the same kind of value orientations nor the same kind of commitment.
black aiministrators address such questions will be determined by the role demands on
them. Role demands influence significantly an administrator's potential effectiveness and
perhaps perception of responsibility to the institution, the different governmental bodies
and the citizens.

There is one role determinant which can be referred to as the"system demands." The system
demands refer to those kind of expectations of public service employees that different
governmental bodies reinforce' or prohibit through a range of sanctions, rewards and
Bureaucratic systems are most frequently perpetuated because they demand and
regulations.
usually receive obedience to orders. Most of us are familiar with that traditional model
of hierarchy which suggests that decisiohs are made at the top and implemented by those
at lower levels within the system. A failure to respond to demands made by those at the top
may mean harassment, dismissal and embarrassment.
It is felt that with regard to blacks, the system has successfully enforced its demands
through a careful "weeding out" process. Because of the historical difficulties minorities
have had in obtaining suitable employment, some black administrators place job security
over program content, impact, or accomplishments, and thusOpecome impediments to efforts
'
to address the role of the institution.
Traditional role expectation is also a role determinant that black administrators encounter.
Historically, it has been expected that certain people do particular kinds of jobs.
Frequently blacks are placed in positions to become "sacrificial lambs" rather than
effective producers. This kind of, placement is usually due to some type of community unrest
or pressure as opposed to being placed in a position with full decisioh-making auehority
.

.

based upon expertise.

If black administrators are to,survive, they must be expected and allowed to carry out all
major responsibilities of their positions.
Peer pressures and/or colleagues can be a role determinant for the black administrator.
Even though peer pressure appears to be stronger during the adolescent years, adults are
vulnerable to peei and colleague pressures,also, The pressure on black,administrators
takes many forms and it is difficult to ward, off such pressures since we are social animals
Therefore, black administrators
and we desire to be accepted by peers and colleagues.
must be able to place.such collegial pressures into a framework that does not allow them
to overshadow broader institutional gqals and community needs:
,

How the community sees the role of the black administrator is a role determinant that is
important to his/her survival. More and more minorities are demanding greater participation
and requesting administrators who are responsive to their'needs, Blacks want and need
administrators who will listen to them, who can comMuhicate with them and who are concerned
about them.. If these kinds of expectations are not manifested, frequently t,he community's
control becomes stronger and the administrator's control becomes weaker.
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The bltck administrator's personal commitment and a mbition become a significant role

determinant that affects survival. This writer makes the assumption that most good administratots want to advance their careersvertically; horizontally, orotherwise. Therefore, it
is believed that all administrators weigh important decisions not only in terms of possible
institutional goals or consequences, but also with regard to implications for their own
careers and personal deifelopment.
It is Lurther belieyed that as the number of successful
black administrators increases, commitment to addressing.community needs and implementation
of des,red social changes will increase even if it's because of numbers, since there is
usually One security in numbers. Equally important is the fact that a growing.number of
committed blacks are assuming more responsible positions in settings outside of education.
As the number of black administrators increases whether they are in educational settings,
industrial settings or public agency settings,,it appears that black college administrators
are better able to address the difficulties of balancing institution objectives, community
needs and personal ambitions.
7

Survival Strategies

Most of Us know that differene forces give life to institutions regardless of kind.
We
also krnow that human energy and creativity are the most important ingredients of Successful
administration of any,institution. Therefore, how well a black administrator survives in
the future depends to a large extent on_how successful black institutions are able to
attract enough talented and highly motivated people to important positions!'" While it is
4, important to attract the appropriaie person for the position, it is also extremely important
to be able to hold such people and to excite their loyalty.
The bond between black administrators and black institutions is commitment.
Commitment is
a complex attitude which can be parceled into there aread. The first area is a sense of
identification with the institution's mission and goals. The second area is a sense of
involvement or you might call it a psychological immersion in one's institutional duties.
This area is
Finally, there is a third area which combines the first two, butadds mori.
a'sense of loyalty and affection for the institution which'is indicated by an unwillingness
to depart for a similar position in aywhite institution.

Black administrators cannot be expected tq save themselves or the institution in some cases
unless the institution indicates a willingness to change itself and its mission., With the
institution being willing to change, the black administrator must know what changes need
,to be made and how those changes could be best accomplished. Black educational institutions
have evolved over a long period of history without wide consideration of alternatives.
Black colleges should not only
However, in the future, there must be more student options.
serve as a center of black culture, but must provide.education and training generic to the
For example, if the kind of graduates turned out are not
solutions of society!s problems.
being hired, then they should turn out grtduates with the skills thaEsvill allow them to
be employed.
The black administrator cannot allow the hlack leadership dilemma to control his/her fate.
The administrator must beware that the ability to influence his/her survival will consist
,,of the leader him/herself, the institution, .the people being led, and the situation(s)
Yet, from a black leadership perspective, the interaction of
surrounding the institution.
these leadership variables poses a dilemma. For example, a black leader in an achievementoriented situation may'have a fear of success. When such fear is present, the black
administrator is more apt to adopt more accommodative'strategies in leadership situations.
Further compounding of "the failure/succeN dillema" is the self image many black administrators have regarding their lack of acceptance by the white administrators and by superiors
who-may be black or white. In other words, because of social role stereotypes and racism
and the resulting stereotyPical behaviors on the part of some black administrators, there
is limited institutional or peer reinforcement for success, especially from whites. The
black administrator must work to create an institutional environment where he/she is not
made to feel inferior or inadequate in an administrative role.

Black administrators must realize that frequently their administrative training came frnm
white institutions that had numerous weaknesses in terms of successful leading minorities
To be tolerant .of a.person's behavior there must be an underand minority institutions.
standing of that culture's valuethe determinants of that behaior. To what extent did
your training program give you solid theory that could be readily applied in your laboratory
environment (the white university)7.
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To summarize this viewpoint, the writer quotes from Williams 1975: ".,people tend to
behave toward each other in terms of why they, think the others act as they do, regardless
It is important to know and understand the ways in which
of what the actual truth is.
culture affects behavior."

.

0

With many.other things going well for a black administrator, how he/she learns to cope with
job tension and manage stress becomes important to overall survival. In the best of times
and conditions, high level administrative positions usually correlate positively with
increased job tension and overall. stress. To survive as a black administrator, one must
first maintain a healthy mental and physical body.
Some of thp4est techniques for coping with job tension and managing stress are as
(1)
(2)
(3)

Build resistance by regular_sleep

(exercise) and good health habits.

Compartmentalize work and nonwork life.
Engage in physical exercise.

Talk through issues and problems with peers on the job and understand
(4)
outside the job.
(5)

follows:

Periodically withdraw physically from t

others

situation.

In general, the black administrator who will survive is the one who learns to be smarter
rather than simply work harder.
Summary, Conclusion apd Recommendations For The Future
4

From the information gathered in the study, and from working in an administrative position
predominantly black and white institutiong,'the investigator feils that there are
in
many pressing problems. Predominantly black institutions of higher MUcation will always
be confronted with problems of maintaining a successful and complete educational envirOnment for their students, primarily because of a lack of facilities, lack of funds, and
inadequate pay scales for black,staff, faculty and administrators., As a result of these
circumstances, many so called "pseudo" black administrators are drawn to predominantly
white knstitutions ofhigher education because they think these institutions will offer
higher salaries and better working conditions.
Though the study did not provide conclusive evidence, it is the investigator's opinion that
black administrators at predominantly white institutions have a higher degree of role
conflict and role ambiguity than black administrators at predominantly black institutions.
This result could be from the environment in which the black administrators work and what .
that environment offers towards meeting the needs of its clients. Further, if white
administrators are really serious about th6. needs of,hlack students in,predominantly
black or white institutions, they should strive for better workpg conditions and better'
This effort should also weigh heavily on black administrasalaries for all institutions.
.

tors in institdtions of higher education.

'

This presentation should provide educators with a better aense of direction in training
black administrators and enhancing the functions of fuiure black educatdre. Blacks are
still underrepresented in aignificant decision-making positiona at every level of higher
knowledgelearning: Employment opportunitieslor qualified blacks could increase as more
Recruitpositons,
able and qualified blitks become available fori_administrative
ment is one of the main influencing factors. Administrators,in higher education need to
become aware of changes in the patterns of influences and different influencing factors
for administrators of diverse backgrounds.

This presentation could prove a useful tool for colleges involved in planning,programs for
training black college administrators at white institutions and black administrators in
higher education as a whole. \These resultsmay serve as a basis for the Iecruitment,
counseling, and guidance of potential adminiatrators or those who are already in administraIt should also provide background information for future presentations. The need
tion.
for a presentation of this nature is accentuated by the fact that,there has been little
research done in this area by educators, especially black educators. This condition,
: "-coupled with accelerated eocial change in our society, also.accentuates-the need for an
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in-depth investigation.

If education is to respond to the current challenge, the practices as well as the teachings
of its institutiong must become more responsive, and many of its institutionalized practices must be altered.
Employment practices, specifically, have traditionally excluded
black americans from equal.employment opportunities, thus preventing their,full participation in an open-class system. While many positive changes have occurred, the need for
even more change is still apparent. The pr9posed remedies for these deficits can contribute
significantly to the nation's educational stability.
8

The following recommendations for future presentations based on the results of this study
.wele made by all of my colleagues:
(1)
More research is needed to provide information for institutions involved in training
black administrators;

,

A

Further research is needed to explore and examine the relationship between role and
status of-administrators as it relates ro race;
(2)

-

(I)

There is a need for additional training programs designed to prepare lelack administra-

tors;
(4)

An annual up-do-date study of black administrators is needed at the higher education

level;

And lastly,f there is a need for a black directory for black professionals in the.
(5)
United States.

Thg social environment of this country 1.6 not conducive to advancing the higher education
needs of black Americans. Very little effective higher education planning takes place,
Being,a black administrator in today's
with virtually no monitoring and evaluation.
institutions of higher gducation means making a perbonal and professional commitment to
black students in order to adequately provide the necessary services they require,while
at the same time, not neglecting the white clientele.
We have noted
have outlawed
tors have.all
provide equal
feel strongly
ceptions, and

in the public school sector that the Congress and courts of the United States
the concept of_unequal educational opportunity. Yet, educational administratoo often been slow, reluctant,.or even obstructive in theii efforts to
educational opportunity for all students at the higher learning level. We
that much of*this deficiency can be traced to administrators' Opinions, perattitudes about students from different racial groups.
,

It' would
Each of these components is pertinent to expanding educational opportunities.
appear that these areas are very important in making.higher education viable for the last
Other researChers are encouraged to expand the task.
quarter of this century.

As black people, we need to study and analyze ourselves as opposed to being studied and
analyzed by others. Our struggle involves the problems of people who have become
colplacent--an inability to make the kind of, commitment, to social and political issues
which was so Prevalent during the 1960's. We need to trust, respect, and appreciate each
other as a people. We need to support each other, work together ds a unit or team and
If we are remiss in thesespend time promoting, encouraging, and developing,each other.
things,.we as a people will perish separately.
Finally, I would like to list some excerpts *from an article written by Ms. Bebe Campbell inthe
March, 1982 issue of Ebony magazine entitled "Blacks Who Live In A White World." She
commumicated the decisions that ambitious black people must make when they enter the
The problem is, the evaluation criteria that are used by major
corporate environment.
corporations extendoutside of our job performance and into our social and cultural
We find ourselves questioning our identity when we adjust to unpreferrable
activities.
situations. To obtain corporate success and gratification, we must become professionally
proficient and culturally educated in whatever environment we are working while maintainWe
ing our black identity. This can be accomplishet if we keep things in perspective.
are not striving to act like whites when we attend obligatory social outings we are
There is no
acquiring valuable business tools and broadening our scope of awareness.
lacks
to
feel
intimidated
or
subservient
when
in
the
presence
of
whites.
reason for
I
.
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Instead, we should take pride in our
comfortable'in any environment.: :-

.

.

léxibillp for being able to relax and.feel

I

4,.

.

A
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ISSUES OF-BLACK ADMINISTRATORS iN PREDOMINANTLY WHITE COLI4EGES
.

.

AND UNIVERSITIES OF DIFFERENT TYPES

.;

v
L

Walter Stafford, with 'the assistance of Edwin Dei

The black administrator in predominantly white colleges and universities is
emerging asa key arbiter among the often divergent interests of black and
white faculty, students, and community and political groups concerned about
As the presence of black faculty becomes
the mission of higher education.
more tenuous during the 1980s with severe retrenchMents in instructiona
positions, it is conceivable that black administrators could emerge as the
pivotal

black professional group in higher education.

,

The increasing focus on black administrators in white universities is an
interesting twist from the ear:.ly 1970s, when black faculty members were the
break
center of attention. At that time, federal,and institutional efforts to
questioned
by
white
the white male hegemony on faculty positions were
academicians and a few black intellectuals as a feasible course. The primary
arguments-against a strong push to hire black faculty centered on the schblarly
publication reCord.of black Ph.D.s, the quality of their training, and-the small
pool available from which to choose (Freeman, 1977; LeSter, 7974; Sowell, 1975):
Although these issues were raised initially in relation to elite white universities, ultimately they were raised by universities and colleges of all types;
Black faculty membere o#4te 1976s were often made to feel that they were hired
only because of affirmative action efforts in spite of their qualifications;
They were well aware of the articles questioning whether they could make
contributions to their departments, institutions, or disciplines (Smith, .1975).
Although black admintstratars at white universities received less attention
than black faculty, there were numerous articles nd studies that attested to
their frustrations (Johnson, 1969; Moore, Vagst f, 1974; Mimms, 1481).- In
ack administrators in business
many respects they faced the same probtems as
However, from another perspectivd their problems were more
and industry.
Not only did they face excluston from key decision-making roles, but
severe.
they were confronted with the need to stay abreast 0 decisions about the

el

univerSity from the perspective of administratm_anefaculty, issues in the
:larger community (notably at the faeral and Statelevels), politiCal and
mmunity, and ideas and research being
economic developments in the black
ni to stay abreast in each of theSe areas
Fai
generated in their disciplines.
was often a Sure way to limit their e fectiveness,and mobility.

.

.

,

.

,..

The frustrations of black administratos and faculty members in the 1970s, drew
attention to the problems faced by minority groups in predominantly white
privileged status by the
universities whish traditionally have been-afforded a
larger political 'and social system. In the middle and late 1970s, the courts
and outside interest groups seriously began to challenge universities regarding
their racial and sexual employment ancrfenure practices. .By the 1980s, however,
strong
the central focus of the university --notably those elite schobls with
for
reindustrializing
sdience programsin developing new ideas and technology

the economygave the university a unique place in the nation's economic and
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political system..and issues related to the racial composition of the faculty
and staff were not a high public prtority. *.Thus, the problems of black
administratort and faculty again receded from Public attention.

While the initial problems faced by black administrators and faculty were
similar, a shift occurred after they had been fn their positions a substa
ial
length of time.
Black administrators had more responsibilities for the q.als
and the operations of the institUtion, which often isolated thdm from frculty,
while the black faculty, faced tRe need to survive in an wier competitive
atmosphere in which the informal ruled of the institution made it difficult to
chart their careers.
In many.cases the black executive of the 1980s was the black
faculty member whose presence was,debated in the 1970s. Many of them had followed_
the thditional route from faculty to administration.
However, the'majority of
black administrators were a pet of the exceptionally large number of administrators hired during the 1970s.
Census data show that college administrators
more than doubled between 1970 and 1980. Although black administrators increased
in number, their proportion increased only from 5.to 7 percent during the period
(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 103; U.S. Department of tabor Statistics, 1981). $
.

,

The growth in the number df black administrators was often in "sof t" monby
positions (e.g., counseling and special student programs) and in positions that
were peripheral to the core of the university structure and not considered an
integral part of the academic community.
These middle and lower level administrators are among the black professionals who are having the most difficulties
at predominantly white institutions.

Oroblems confronting black faculty at predominantly white universities must also
be discussed, briefly because they are a key factor in the interpretation and
analysis of employment practices in white universities. They are also a potential
pool fogruture black administrators. The major problems facing black faculty
are thedecline in the number of lower level faculty positions, the high level of
tenure at universities, the high percentage of professors and associate pro- .
fessors, arid the much slower increase in students.
The number of instructional
staff in higher education grew'by 38 percent between 1970 and 1976, but enrollment increased by only 28 percent.(National Center for Education statistics,
1980)
As the decade progressed, thi number of instructional positions grew more
slowly.
Between 1977 and 1980, the. instructional staff in the nation increased
only by 2 percent, and this only among full professors, associate professors,
and lecturers. There was a decline in the number of instructors and assistant
professors,(National Center for Education Statistics, 1980)

,

'The increasing scarcity of entry.level faculty positions, and the.fact that
blacks are often competing for positions in the same fiebils, seriously limits
their prospects in the 1980s.
Indeed, the odds are against their maintaining
their present level Of visibiLity

*Many blacks' who were able to rem n at predominantly white colleges and universities during the 1970s are t nured although they face difficulties getting
promoted.
Data from the Equal çthployment Opportunity.Commission (EEOC) show
wit in 1977, 54 percek of III k males and 47 percent of black females were
tenured.
By comparison, 71 pe cent of white males and 54 percent of white
females had tenure. In addit' ri-tó the high tenure rates:most of the upper
:level faculty positions remainediflled by whites.
In 1977, 85 percent of the
full professors and 76 percent of the associate professors in the nation were
white,(the U.S. Equal Employment'Opportunity Commission, 1979)

ie.
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While black faculty members will cohtipue to have'an important role in predominantly wh4te universities, their survival, as welV as that of many black
students, will probably become increasingly tied to the survival of black
Nationally, seven out of every ten black students'are enrolled
administrators.
in predominantly white colleges and universities, and their attrition rates in
many Of-these institutions are excessively high: More often than not it is the
black administrator who must assist the black student in adapting to the come
pleiities of life at predominantly white universities. The black administrator
will also be influential in shaping emOloyment policies and practices that will

t..

provide greater aecess for black faculty members, notably future young black
scholars;
enue for
A major problem for the 1980s consequently becomes how to maintain an
the increase of black administrators, both those wishing to go through faculty
ranks and those-wishing to enter directly as administrators. Given the changes
in the prospects for black faculty add the changing role of universities, the
black administrator deserves close attention. The issues addressed in this
article emphasize the need for black administrators to continually stay abreast
of developments at their particular institutions, in the larger academic
community, and in the black community and to serve as a link between these three.
They must also work within,their institutions to keep the traditional as well.as
the nontraditional paths to administration open to blacks. This article
ntly
critically at the assets and limitations of black administrators in predomi
white universtties and suggests strategies for the future.
Purpose and SoUrce of Data

,

The purpose of this article is to discuss some of the major issues'affecting
black administrators in predominantly white colleges an4 universities. The data
and findings discussed in the article are drawn from a study conducted by the,
National Urban League (NUL). in 1980-81 of black, Hispanic, and Asian facultpand
administrators employed by predominantly white institutions in tpe tri-state
area of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. A principal source of data for
the study was a survey of minority faculty and administrators--conducted through_.
facultY
a mailed questionnaire. The response to the questionnaire included 1,570
Of
these,
1,216
were
black
(77
percent)
and
389
pf
the
and administrators.
The survey asked for detailed inforblacks were administrators (32 percent).
mation related to (a) a profile of minority faculty and administrators and (b)
issues facing minority faculty and administrators.
Some Key Findings

or

The NUL data revealed a large number of issues related to black administrators
Before discussing the two
and faculty in predominantly white institutions.
broad,.key
issues
facing black administrators,
areas mentioned above, some of the
as well as faculty, will be noted:

0"

.

...

More than 60 percent of the minority professionals strongly supported the need.
for federal agbncies to monitor the hiring of minorities and establish more
However, less than
rigorous procedures for evaluhting affirmative actien. plans.
half (46.5 percent) indicated strong agreement with the'involvement Of federal
agencies in the review of tenure procedUres, and 17.2 percent disagreed with the
need for federal involvement in thts area.
Almost 60 percent of the minority professionals without tenure assessed their
chances as poor, very poor,.or, no chance fOr being awarded te ure. Almost-half
e poor or .nonom
(47.2 percent) indicated that their ,chances forprotion
s felt that the
profesgi
Only
half
(50
percent)
of
the
minority
existent.
written criteria for tenure and promotion were ,applied fairly or were-followed
by peers in the tenure and promotion reviews. The major reasons for deniarof
tenure were lack of publications followed by retrenchment due to economic
factors and failure to complete an advanced degree.

14
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The major areas of job dissatisfaction among minority professionals were
..
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opportunities for advancement, salary, a;c1 opportunities to associate with
minority professionals.. The most4Latisfying aspects of .their jobs were the
competency of their colleagues and-fhteractiOns with them.

Only six percent of the respondents indicated that their institution's affirmative action officer was very effective in assisting minoritystaff members
__with Problems of_promotion,and tenure. In addition, nearly half (46 percent)
of the respondents indicated that the affirmative actiOn'-plans for their
institution were ineffective in addressing the hiring of minority faculty and
adminitrators.
1

Six of'every ten"161.3 percen_t) 4ninority professionals indicated that.profetsional organizations (e-g.. unions) were not helpful in dealing with minority
employment and promotion problems on their, campuses,

Ooly 29 oprcent of the minnrity prnfessinnalc had rorpivpd rpcparrh flindc frnn
The largest,number of research grants was
any public or private organization.
However, only 15 percent of the respondents had.
awarded by federal agencies.
receivedwasearch funds from federal agencies. Among thine minorities who
expressed an interest in research, the major areas of interest were applied to
Nevertheless, only one-fourth of the.respondents.
minority-related research.
had published articles, although.54 percent had presented papers at conferences.
,

Minority professionals do not think that community service and tounselin§ to
minority students are given sufficientAonsideration in the tenure and promotion
Half of 04,professionalS indicated that minorIty community actiyities
review.
were not positiVelNvaluated at their institutions, and nearly 'half (47 percent)
of the sample felt that advisement to minority students was not positively
evaluated.

Minority professionals do not generally serve on the'doreimoortant committees
that would increase their chances for promotion and tenure. Although the
respondents indicated that committees which shaped academicpolicy were very
important inkaSsisting mobility, 56 percent indicated that their chancesfor
appointments te those committees were-poor or that they had no chance,at all in
comparison to whites.
There Was little informal interaction between Minority professionals and their
white colleagues., In 1981, over 40 percent of the minorities indicated that
they never hosted their white colleagues in their homei, attended political
events, or engaged in leisure activities with them. Onlilive percent of the
minorities indicated that they had visited the homes of their white colleagues
very frequently during 1981.

10

A.Profile of Black Administrators
Types of Institutions

Publicly supported colleges and unOemities in the NUL study employed 77' per-.
cent of the black administrators; 23 percent were employed by private institutions. The City University of New York 'and the State University of New York
accounted for a major portion Of black administratqrs. "The type.of institutions
with the smallest number of black administrators Wdre public and private graduate.
schools, which together accounted for only 12 percent of the black administrators.
.

.

-

Age and Length of Employment
Black males had been employed in higher education for a longer period of time
For both black
and were, considerably older than the females in the study.
administrators and faculty, 47 percent pf the bleak males were employed in
higher Oucation prior to 1970, compared to only.29 Oercent.of the black females.
The differences in the ages of the black males and females are significant. ,
Nearly ninety percent (88 percent) of the black males were 35 years.of age and
ovOr, while 45 percent of the black females Were under 35 years Of age.

13i

Similarly, while 35 percent of the black males were 50 years of age and older,
only 25 percent of the black females were in that age range.
Two-year colleges epitomiie the differences in the ages of malesand females. '
Eighty-Awo percent of the black males in two-year institutions were 40 years of
age ahd older, while only 55 percent of,the black females were io this age group.
Two additional patterns related to age,'sex, and type of institution were noted.
First, black administrators employed in graduate institutions are Older than in
ent of the black administrators
other institutions. The data reveal that.97 p
in graduate institutions were 35 years of age dn over. Second, private institutions ate more likely to employ younger black admi istrators than are public
le administrators in private
Fifty-three percent of the black
institutions.
universities were 35 or younger compared to 24 percent in publicly supported
And, 57 percent of the black females were 35 or younger in the prAvate
colleges.
institutiohs, compared to 41 percent in publitly supported institutions.

%

Salary, Position, and Tenure
The NUL's data inelude information about the salary, positions, and titles of
had not
black adMinistrators. When this article was written, cross-tabulations
In
lieu
of
this
cross-tabulation,
the
been completed with these variables.
.salary ranges of administrators in the NUL study were compared with those in the
Administrative ComRensatioo Survey conducted 1)y the College and University
Personnel Association for 1981-82. Using that survey as a guide, administrators
in the NUL survey were assigned to upper level ($30,000 and above), middle level
($25,000-29,000), and lower level (under $25,000) positions, Upper level posiThe
tions included presidents, academic officers, deans, associate deans, etc.
tb
services
such
as
student
middle.level included a range of positionsrelated
relations, counseling, affirmative action and equal employment. (In the NUL study,
Lower level adminis55 percent of the affirmative action officers were black.)
titles
tpo
extensive
to
include
in this article.
trators included a broad range of

."

As the findings in Table I show, 35 percent of'black males earned salaries.of
$30,000 and above; 13 percent earned between $25,000 and $29,000; and 52 percent
On the other hand, ll'Oercent of black females earned
e4rned under $25,000.
$30,000 and above; 13.percent earned between $25,000' and $29,000; and the vast

majority, 77 percent, earned under $25,000.
TABLE I

Salary DistributiOn of Black Administrators By Sex'
Male

Percent
100%

Number
. 266

Total
Salary

1

.

kr.,

1/

Less than $10,000
10,000-14,999

17

'15,000-19,999

61

22.9'

20,000-24,99§
25,000-29,999
36,000-Above

59
36

22.2
13.5
34.6

;

N92
Female

.

.

Percent
100%

Number
Total '. ,
Salary

4.106k

0.4
6.4

211
.

Less than $10,006
10,000-14,999
1S,000-19,999
%
20,000-24,999
25,000-293999
30,000-Above

1.9
17.1

4

36
70

,

.

,!1
.:°

5?

25.
24

,/

.

I

1

33.2
24.6
11.8
11.4

Source: -National Urban League Survey of Anority Professionals
d Universities
in'Predominantly White'Co040
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Tenure rates at publicly supPorted versus private institutions vary greatly. The
datkrevealed that 37 percent of the black male administrators at publicly supported colleges and universities were tenured, but only 7 percent of those at
private institutions.
Black administrators in publicly supported institutions
often have followed the route from faculty to administration, and many still
hold faculty filles. By contrast, it appears that the opportunities in private
institutions for black males to move from faculty to administrative positions
are mbrelimited. Black males are also.limited because of their shorter history
in private universities and the smaller number and types of administrative posi-.
tions available.
-

None of the black female administrators in the'private colleges and universities
were tenured, while 35 percent of those in publicly supported institutions had
tenure.
The absence of tenure among blacks in private universities, especially
black females is a basic cause of their dissatisfactions discussed in later
sections.

Family and Educational Background of Black Admi,nistrators

In the NUL surgey, 48 percent of the black/minority administrators and faculty
indicated that they were from lower income families. One measure of intergenerational mobility is that 67 percent of the blacks/minorities indicated that
their fathers had only completed high.school or less, and 71 percent indicated
. that their mothers had only completed high school or had fewer years of education.

Another consideration is region of birth.and the racial composition 6 the educational institutions atended. While the older black administrators and faculty
were likely to have been born in the south and to have received their elementary
and secondary education in black institutions, the younger black administrators
are more likely to .have been born in the north and to have attended predominantly
white high schools and colleges.
In the NUL survey, 420 percent of the blacks/
minorities attended predominantly black high schools. and 52 percent attended
predominantly white secOndary schools. Twenty-five percent attended predominantly black colleges and 64 percent attended predominantly white colleges
and universities.
.

Issues Facing Black.Administrators

Th above data outline some,of the background issues related to black administra ors.
The following.section discusses more-specific, career related problems.
.

Completion of the T&rminal Degree.
One of th issues facing black administrators and faculty is the completion of
.the termin 1 degree, a standard uquirement for upward mobility in higher eduTh traditional route to top administrative positions in predominantly
cation.
white unive sities is.through a faculty position. Most to0 white and black .
administra rs have completed their doctorates, many were scholars, researchers,
or pioneer in developing programs, and some are recognized in their disciplines
for treat ng or interpreting new findings. While many blacks who entered adMinistrative anks during the 1970s were able to do so without tompletion of the termin
egree, it is .unlikely that this w411,hold true in the 1980s. .
.

e,

There are a high percentagea blacks in higher education who have begun but
have not completed their advanced degrees. The NUL survey showed that among
black administrators,'62 percent of the males and 67 percent of the females.had
failed to complete their terminal degrees. In many cases during the 1970s,
predominantly white universities hired blacks who had not completed their degrees
but Who expected to do so in the near future, According to the survey, several
factors hindtred blacks from acquiring their degrees, including lack of financial
resources and lack of available time. Another factor was the option of leaving
a faculty position and moving into administration. In many cases, black males
who started out in faculty positions switched to administrative positions because
of less conflict with colleagues, more job security, and higher earnings.
In
many cases, they had not completed their'terminal degrees, and after accepting
401,
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administrative positions,.they no longer felt that they had strong professional
reasons to do so.

.

The NUL survey indicates the stage of completion of the termina] degree by black
administrators and why many had stopped working on their degrees. As Table II
reveals; there are significant differences by sex. For males of all ages who
had rat completed their terminal degrees, 56 percent were no longer enrolled`in
academic programs; and 14 percent had postponed completion Of their degree for
Only 11 percent were writing their thesis or dissertations.
personal reasons.
Among males 20-35, 19 pament cited persOnal problems; and in the group 36 years
of age and older, 10 percent cited personal problems.
A
Reasons identified by black females were different in that they were less likely
Among black female administrators 20-35, 55 perto identify personal problems.
cent were not enrolled in graduate schools, but none of theth cited personal problems.
(ast of them cited factors under the "other" category on the questionnaire.
which allowed tor open-ended responseNthat had not been computerized at the time
of this article.) The findings for black women 36 and Over revealed that 39 percent were not enrolled, but that 22 percent of them were working on their thesis
They, like the younger women, also identified a variety of
or dissertation.
"other" reasons.
In addition to the above differences between black male and female administrators,
the data revealed other factors that influence the likelihood of thetwo groups
completing their degrees. One important difference is that younger female
administrators are much. more likely to have received graduate fellowships than
This is a recent.change, which may also.be reflected in the
younger males.
In the latter part
increasing number of black female Ph.D.s compared to males.
of the 1970s, the number of'black males receiving the doctorate declined while
An issue has emerged as to whether there
there was a rise among black females.
will be a pool of black males,and females ready and available for,faculty and
administrative positions. The availability of funds, fellowships, and assistantAccording to data from the National Research Council, only
ships is critical.
28 percent of the blacks awarded doctorates in 1980 received research assistantships compared to 42 percent of the white doctorate recipients (National Research
Data in the NUL study show that only 6 percent of the black
Council,.1980).
The
females received teaching.assistantships and 14 percent of the,black males.
NUL, study showed that 61 perceht of the black females relied on jobs, sal)ings,
For black males?.the
or their spouse's earnings to:complete graduate school.
data showed that 53 percent depended upon jobs, savings, or'earnings from their
spouses.. However, 10 percent indicated that they relied.on the G.I.
.

The final factor of particular note'in regard"to completion of the 'terminal
degree is the availability of,a mentor. The ability,to complete the degree at
an age when one can be competitive is important. The median age that blacks
completed the doctorate in 1980 is 36 compared to 33 for whites, and 34 for .
Asians (National ReSearch Council, 1980). A mentor can,facilitate the completion
Although
of studies and open doors-to faculty and administrative positions.
53 percent of the blacks in th NUL study indicated that the had mentors, only
a small percentage had mentor who were researchers. Most of the mentors were
white males who, because the were not,researchers, often could not link blacks
into specific projects that iould permit them to study under their tutelage and
complete part of a study the mentor considered important.

The mentor is also important because he or she often affords'entrance to the
White administrators interviewed in the NUL studY indicated that,
first job.
at least for faculty. members, the person with whom one studied was often more
important than the.prestige of the university from which they graduated. 'For
blacks who wish tb follow the faculty-administratixe route, such conScderations
are important. However, even if this route is not followed, the mentor serVes
another purpose in graduate school and on the job. There is a need'for someone
to bring the black administrator into the heart of the "community of scholars."
Most blacks.have to learn by trial and error about the informal decision-making
processes that often determine career mobility.
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TABLE II

Reasons Identified By Black Administrators
For Not Completing Their Terminal Degree's
By Sex%

Percent
100.0

Number
Reasons Identified By Frequency

Total

l7

1.

NorEnrol1ed

2.

Other Reasons

3.

WritIng the Thesis Or DissOtation
Work Suspended on the ReqUIrements
Due to Personal Problems
Course Work Completed,
Work Suspended ppe To Lack of Funds
Course Work and Orali Completed

4.

247.

6:
7.

15.6
11.7

29
.

8.9
5.7
5.3

22
14

1

'5

51.4- ,

13

.

1.2

3

NumbmTotal Male

2.

Not Enrolled
Work Suspended on the Requirements
Due.to Personal Problems

3.

Oting the Thesis or Dissertation

4.

Other Reasons
Work.Suspended Due to tack of Funds
Course Work Completed
Course Work and Orals Cpthpleted

1.

5
6.
7.

Rercent
loo.p

130

56.2

73

18
14

13.8

10.8

.

- 14

10.8
4.6
3.8

6
5

Number

Total Female
1.

2.
3.

-4.
5.

6.

7.

Not Enrolled
I
Other Reasons
Wriiing the -Thesis or Dissertation
Course Work Completed
Work Suspended Due to Lack of Funds
Wan Suspended on the Requirements
Due to Persorial Problems
Coarse Work and Orals Completed

Source:

Percent
100.0

117

'

54
25
15,

46.1
21.4

12.8
7.7
6.0

9

.

7

4

3.4'

3

2.6

NationalPUrban League Survey of Minority Professionals in
Predominantly White Colleges and Universities.

'
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TABLE II (b)

Male

1.

12.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Not Enrolled
Work Suspended on the Requirements
Due to Personal Problems
Other Reasons
Course Work Completed
Writing the Thesis or Dissertation
Work Suspended Due to Lack of Funds
Course Work and Orals Completed

Female

Not Enrolled
2.
Other Reasons
Course Work Completed
3.
4.4 Work Suspended Due to Lack of Funds
Course Work and Orals Completed
5.
6. itriting Thesis or Dissertation
Wdrk Suspended on the Requirements
7.
Due to Personal Problems
1.

.

Source:

Age

Age

20-35

36 &.Over

100.0%
53.2

100.0%
54.2

j19.1,

6.4

9.6
10:8
2.4

4.3

14.5'

12.8

4.8
7

Age

Age

20-3

36 & Over

100.0%

100.0%

54.7
22.6
11.3
7.5
1.9
1.9

39.1

00

6.2

'

20.3
4.7
4.7
3.1

21.9

National Urban League Survey of Minority Professionals in
Predominantly White Cdlleges and Universities.
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Blacks in the NUL study were sensitive to these problems. Among the blacks who
did not have mentors, 47 percent of black malesWand 49 percent df black females
felt that it had hurt tteir career chances.
1

Likelihood of Leaving Their Institutions
Nearly half (47 percent) of the black administrators whO answered the questiOn
about whether they mere likely *to change institutions'within the next five'
years (1981-86) indicated that it was either vem likely (35 percent) or likely
(12.percent). There were several rea§ons: one is that at the time of the survey
nearly two-thirds of the black administrators (65'percent) indicated that they
were offered jobs,during the 1980-81 academic year. The ability to find a job,
the low salary of. many administrators, and heir ditsatisfaction with their
(In
chances for promotion are major factors in their planS to change jobs.
the NUL study, 47 parcent of the filinotity professionals assessed their chances
for upward mobility through promotion as very poor, xior or no chdnce.)

the differences between the sexes and by institutions provide interesting con7
trasts. The data revealed that women indicated the-greatest inclination for
changing jobs, and that administrators in private institutions, where few were
tenured,iwere more likely than those in public .institutions to express an
Among males, 41 percent indicated that it
interest in changing institutions.
Was very likely (30 percent) or likely (11 percenf) that they would change
institutiens in the next five years. Asetable III shows, males.in private
institutions showea a higher loissatisfaction than those in the public c011eges.
Among black males in the private institutions,67 percent indicated that it was
very likely or 1-4ely that they walla cliange.instifutions in the next five
By compdrison, 41.percent of tilt black males in.the publicly supported
institutions expressed a possibility.that it was ver? llkely or likely that
they would change institutional affiliations. It is particularly interesting
that 46 percelA,ofthe black males In the two-year institutions, the principal
base of employMet for black males,,fidicateri that it was.very likely or likely

years.

that they would change institutions.
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The sources of job satisfaction of black 'females deserves close attention in all
institutions. Nearly half (46 percent) of the black female administrators
indicated that it was very likely or likely that they would leave their institu-,
tions in the next five years. Similar to tfie males, the potential exodus had a
higher probability among those employed at private c011eges than at public
institutions. Among the black females at private ipstitutions,,64 percent indicated that they might change jobs and institutions, compared to 40 percent at
the publicly supported institutions.
Table,III

The Likelihood f Black Administrators By Sex
of Leaving Theip1stitutions Between 1981 & 1986
Male

Total

VerY Likely
Litgly
SoM6Mat Likely.
Unlikely
Don't Know

Public Institutions

Private Institutions

Number

Number

Percent

Percent

170

100.0

46

50
19
24

,29.4
11.2

24

14.1

3

45

5

32

26.5
18.8

52.2
15:2
6.5.
10.9

7

15..2

Number

Percent'

7

100.0

Female

Total

Very Likely
Likely

'
,

.

Song/hat LikelS,

Unlikely
Don't Know
.

Source:
.

Number

Percent

126

100.0

47

100.0

38
13
26
33
16

30.2
10.3
20.6
26.2
12.7

24

51.1,

6

12.8
10.6
15.0
10.6

5
7

5

,
.

National Urban League,Survey.ofMinority Professigmals
in Pred*inantly White coll*ges and Universities
a

Achievement of Goals
A major fector in the decisibn of black administrators to change institutions'
or leave higher education is tHeir frustration with achieving their career
The NUL data showed that half of the blacks in the NUL study chose
goals.
careers in higher education because of perceived intelleCtual rewards. These
rewards can be derived tfirough teaching, research, and in the case ofthe'Illack
administrator, each of the prior two factors plus.service as an arbiter among
interest groups.
In order for the black administrators to achieve their goals, they must become
part of the informal academic comeunitY that generates ideas and exchanges
Black administrators for
information about the inner workings of the college.
the most part, are excluded from these circles. For minority professionals as
a group, the NUL study showed that only 3 percent were invited to the hbmes of
their white colleagues on a frequentebasis during the 1981 academic year, and
only 5 percent of the minorities i6ited their white colleagues to their homes.
There were no responses that indicated frequent informal exchange between
minority and white colleagUes. ,

Not only is association with whjtes infrequent, but the type of communication
needed for intellectual and professional growth often is not commón among
Black administrators and faculty are not well
blacks and other minorities.
organized on predominantly white campuses; they often 4o not share information,
,and the Intellectual exchange needed for political growth is often absent.
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HowThis is not a problenr peculiar to black professionals on white compuses.
ever, the NUL survey showed what may be a sensitive issut for many.blacks in
taking leadership roles in the future. The findings showed that serVing as a
leader among black or minority professionals was not highly regarded by the
group 'or the institution, and that minority professionals were not actively
involved in racial matters on their campuses (only 25 percent were very active)
or in the nation (21 **cent were very active).

ft

Preference For A Racial and Ethnic Mix Among-ftudents
If they were to change,institutions, the major preference of black administrators would be student populations thal were ethnically and racially mixed.
In the survey, 76 percent of the black administrators indicated that if they
were moving to another tnstitution, they.would prefer,a student body that was
racially and ethnically mixed. Only two of the 259 administrators who answered
the'question.indicated a preference for all white campuses (both males), and,23
percent indicated that they-preferred predominantly black student bodies.
There a're interesting differentes in the preference for student bodies by the.
sex of tile.black administrators and the type of institution at which they are
While.both black males and-females cited a preference for racially
employed.
mixed student populations, black males showed a greater preference foi preaominantly black student bodies thanthe females. *Among.,the black males, 23
percent of those in the public institutions indicated their preference for a
predominantly black student body, and 25 percent of those in the private
AMong black femaleS, 23 percent of those employed at public
institutions.
institutions; and 19 percent of those at private inititutions, indicated that
they would choose predominantlyblack student bedies if they were,thinking about
changing jobs.

Preference for Racial and Ethnic Mix Among 5aculty
The preference for-a racial and ethnic mix of faculty differs only slightly.
Over three-fourths (78 percent) of the black administrator$ indicatedthat they wbul& pr,efer racially and ethnically mixed'faculty
.environments if they were changing institutions; 20 percent indicated that
they would prefer institutions wher6 tha faculty was predominantly black and
,from that of students.

2'percent preferr,ed predominantly, white faculties.'

ConeluSion

%

.\

This article used the NUL survey data on the backgrounds and the perceptions,
of problems by black administrators'to seow-some of the issues facing them in
predominantly,white colleges and universities. The data show that thesproblems
fn the
of black administrators have to be identified by institutional types.
'NUL survey, the,black administrators at private colleges and universities appear
to facemuch more ,serious problems than black adminiftrators at publicly supported institutions.
,

The urgbnt problem facing blacks is how to slow the potential exodus of blacks
The likelihrod of blacks losing or leaving
from &dministrative positions.
administrative' pbsitions appears especially critical' in Firivate institutions.
Over two-thirds (67 percent) ofthe black males and'64. percent of the females
in private colleges indicated that they were likely to leave their iostitutions
between 1Q81 and 1986. In public tnstitutions, 41 percent of the males and 40
percent of the females indicated that 'they were likely, to leaVe.

A second problem is one related Oecifically to black women. Black.females
who are newer employees in white universities arrived at a time when the faculty
ranks Were clo$ing.. Many of them have not been able to move into career tracks
that would reward their abilities, and there is a possibiltty that many of them
Will soon leave higher education.
A third problem relates to the.fact that many blacks of both sexes have not
While blacks who acquired administrative
compl'eted their terminal degrees.
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positions in the early 1970syere able to bypass these requitints, this will
clearly be more difficult in thel1980s. The administrative ran s are a logical
move for faculty,whoNare facing retrenchment, who lack interest in the competitiveness of cbmpleting research or publishing as a means of prOmotion or
tenure, and who lack a Ph.D.
There is a clear signal to black administrators
that both the business and academic communities value Ph.D.s as evidenced
by retraining peograms,in industry.
The black administrator can not afford

.

to,become complacent.

One of the more interesting aspects of the study was that' black administrators
favor racially and ethnically mixed student and faculty environments.
What
this appears ta show is that many blacks, especially the Younger blacks who are
products of integrated high schools,and colleges,. do not view all-black or
predominantly black institutjons as a viable means for developing their personal
and career interests. Unfortunately; unless blaa administrators and facultY
rork with civil rights' organizations (whiCh_the study showed that they rarely
do) to alter the racial complexion of predominantly white universities, they'
will find themselves either unemployed or working in'the newly developing
institutions in the north (which are.usually predominantly black or minority),
or leaving higher education.
The perceptions of black administrators regarding career problems in predominantly white universities, deserve more attention. They are under tremendous strest, now that the university has become more central to the needs of
industry and face more financial constraints. On a personal level, thesblack
Administrator ts often the first one in his or her family to have attended or
completed college; they usually relied on their own resources to complete
graduate schOol; tfiey were often the first black faculty member in their departments; and they have frequently found themselves intellectuAply isolated.
The
need to develop new coping strategies, on both the indtvidual and group levels,
was evident in the National Urban League Cbnference beld at New York.University
in 1981 and the Conference for Black Administrators in White Universities held
at MIT in 1982. The MIT conference provided workshops on stress management
and it was evident that in their marginal positions, both institutionally and
in the community, black administrators warrant more'attention.
9

Developing,strategies for.dealing with problems that are both personal and
institutional is the urgent task facing black administrators. Most black
-administrators working in competitive white organizations are under stress.
Howdver,..as. mentioned in this article, the black administrator in the white
university'faces an e0ecial1y painful cdurse.
The university operates.on
arbitrary rules, and even if black administrators or faculty attempt to follow
career,pathS that seem correct, they can find that they are not successful.
,

In addition to the arbitrariness of the career path, the black administrator is
faced with the need to constantly absorb new information-that is institutional,
intellectual, and academic. Thus, black administrators must spend a great deal
of ftme cultivating informal sources of power. This demand, plus the need to
stay abreast of 'enough-information to interact knowledgeably with faculty and
white administrators (most of 'whom came from faculty positions), places the
.- black administrator in a demanding position.
'

In addition to these demands, the black administrator must be sensitive ta the
needs of the black community and be able to serve_ag^a conduit,and interpreter
between the university and the community. Ther4are few, if any, institutional
linkages that facilitate the flow of information, and black administrators.
feel that their effortt in this regard are not rewarded in terms of career
4
security or mobility. Nonetheless, the black administrator is in a unique
position to influence the relationship,between the university and thp black
community.

.

,

Given the pressures and the.possibtlities facing black riministrA tors and
faculty, organizations such as the National Urban..Laergete and the,NAACP need to
devise ways to develop linkages.
Obviailsly this is not simple, especially
during a period when funds are limited, and the black community is faced with
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serio'us problems of economic survival.
In this environment, the prOlems of
black administrators and faculty seem miniscule and barelykrelevant.
.

However, the larger black community must be provided with information showing
that the survival of bla.ck administrators is one way of maintaining linkages
with predominantly white'universities which are important to the long term
mobility of the black population. Strategies must be designed and implemented
_that coordinate universities, nonprofit organizations, business and industry.
One of the first strategies should be an emphasis on mentorships for black
administrators and faculty who have not completed their terminal degrees.
Mentorships as a strategy should also become a focal point of black administrators who are in the first two years of their jobs. Some industries assign
black managers to mentors and then track their progress. Universities may be
able to adopt the same policies.
A second strategy should emphasize linkages
between community organizations and black administrators. 'The white university
has a varifty or resources needed by local organizations (computer, research
techniques,.etc.) and black administrators are the key. Tile civil rights
organizations could in tdrn begin to provide political support for black faculty
and administrators. A third strategy is to develop personnel exchanges of
black university administrators in industry and in civil rights organizations.
If the thesis of this article is sound, that as technological advances continually occur, black administrators must be knowledg able about both worlds,
then the need for black administrators with these ski s is imperati've.

-

These are but three strategies that should be considere
Each strategy is
focused on the survival of the black administrator. Sur val ts key, for black
administrators in predominantly white universities are significant arbiters
during a period of rapid changes in intellectual and technological knowledge in
which the black community is falling seriously behind and failing to address.

,

,
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PART THREE
AN EXAMINATION OF)BLACK UPWARD MOBILITY
IN HIGHER EDUCATION'

07-
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OVERVLEW

'Clarence G. Williams

The'theme, "An Examination of Black Upward Mobility in ILigher Education," was a very
timely subject for the participants at the 1982 conference. The Honorable A. Leon
Higginbotham, Jr., an eloquent speaker, introduced the topic at the pleahary sessip.
There were,six concurrent workshop sessions following the plenary session, all related
to blackupward mobility in higher educatiOn. Each workshop focused on a specific
branch of administration or on an academic component of the faculty.
7
The topics and presenters of the six,concurrent workshops were (1) Academic Administia=
tion: Perspectives of a Chief Academic Officer (J. Herman Blake,\University of Californta,
SanteCruz; Nancy Randolph, Harvard University;'Mary Rowe, M.I.T.\, and John deMonchaux,
M.I.T.), (2) The Faculty: Promotion,and Tenure (Wesley Harris, M. .1%; Reuben McDaniel,
University of Texas; Ronald Taylor, University of Connecticut; and Audrey Wilriams,.,
Baruch College),.(3) Perspectives from 'Black Coltege,Presidents (Elias'Blake, Jr.,
Clark College; Charles Willie, Harvard University), (4) Student Services and the Black
Dean for Student Affairs Phenomenon: How to Make It Transferrable (Clarence Shelly, . .
University ok Minas; Constantine Simonides, M.I.T., LeVester Tubbi, University pf
Central Florida; and Ellen Jackson, Northeastern University), (5) The Role of Black,r:,
Studies in Facilitating Black Upward Mobility (William Harris, University'of VirgWa;',
,
Joseph Russell, Indiana niversity; Johnella Butler, Smith' College; James McDowello,
rid FloydoBass, University of'Connecticut), and,(6) Fiscal
University -a Virginia
Affairs, Operations ane0evelopient: Areas of 'High Black Underrepresentation (Deborah
ft Isom, University of Chicago; J. Ernest Nunnally, Dartmouth College; Willism DicksOn,
M.1.T.; and William Hecht, MoI.T.).
'

.

.

Discussions on black upward mobility in higher education provided excellent anSlyses
and strategies which could lead to opportunities for black professionalsi college
The
administration and in teaching'that only a meager few have experiedied toda
, and
workshop topics on acadetic administration, the faculty (promotion and tenur
the role of black studies in facilitating black upward mobtlity were unique at the .
..,
conference in that,they concentrated,primarily on issues of concern to black fa uTty.on
predominantly white campuses. Several, authors (M. Rowe, A. Williams, W. Harrp,
...,11. McDaniel, R. Taylor, F. Basi, J. Butler, and J. McDOwelIe) provided specific o lines'
Charles Wi
--rfor black faculty members to consider relative to promotion and tenure.
ut on
paper on black college presidents described the invaluable services Emil cont
.of this cadre of administrators and noted how often their, roles historical_ 6ave bee
Blake; as a president of a black college, presented
stereotyped in American society.
unique historical aneanalytical views of the roles of black administrators and the'
The papers by Jackson,
importance of their presence on predominantly white caOp'udes.
,Shelly, SimonIdes, Tubbs, and Dickson examined the history relatedto the oversupply of''
In
black administrators in the, field of student affairs and general administration.
addirion, each paper developeenoteworthy formuits and suggestions for those black
administrators who desire to transfer their experiences in ttudent Avices or,general
administration to more specialized or technical positions in college administration.
.

.

6

.

.

,

.

The papers in this section of .tile prOceedings provide a wealth of knowledge on the
topic of black upward mobility in higher education. Individuals seriously interested in
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equal opportunity at colleges and univ rsixies in the 1980s will find these reidings
invaluable references for the future.

Mr
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*ACK UPWARD MOBILITY IN HIGHER EDUCATION:
THE MISSIONS AND THE DREAM

A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr.
W

For se4eral years I have been fortunate to have two superb secretaries.* They are thoughtful, competent, and effective. Having been seasoned on the hot anvil of emergencies,
deadlines:, and incessant time demands, they have developed an amazing ability to cope xith
both the constant pressuren and the occasional failures of ,my staff and mp to adequately
express our,appreciation for their importance. On their desk each has a conspicuous placard
Onelreads,
PLEASE!

I CAN ONtY DO TWELVE THINGS AT ONCE!

And the other reads,

.

,

'

,

IT'S NOT MY PLACE TO RUN THE TRAIN,
THE WHISTLE I CAN'T BLOW.
IT'S NOT MY PLACE TO SAY HOW FAR
THE TRAIg'S ALLOWED TO GO.
IT'S NOT MY PLACE TO SHOOT OFF STEAM
OR EVEN CLANG THtBELL.
BUT LET THE.DAMN THING JUMP THE TRACK ...
AND SEE WHO CATCHES HELL%

As I, read those placards last week, I was reminded how accurately they convey the,frustrations which each of you face as administrators. Thpugh you neither raist the endowment nor
allocate the resources within the university budget, yOu will be among the first asked,,
"Why don't you have more funds for-the scholArship needs of the students and the improvement
of alledgedly.inadequate facilities?" Though you do not choose the faculty, you 0311 be
asked to exPlain why there are not more minoritids on Your faculty, particularly in'those,
departments where the faculty members are hostile to affirmative action and seemingly
antagonistic to any pluralismwhich would dilute the "old boys" hetwork. Though you Are not
the biological,parents of the minority children in your universities, you will lie asked to
explain why the conduct of same:minority students is less than civil,why someare functioning
at less than their true potential, and why others are opting for voluntary segregation in A
When trustees fail to'articulaleyise policies, or
purportedly integrated university.
presidents and their major appointees fail to implement constructive po(lic,ies,when faculties
'
fail to provide the level of inspiration and civility which students duierve ad their
minority colleagues demand, you will be asked to respond to these illeged deficiencies.
Finallyt when alraround you seems to be moving from moderate chaos to total catastrophe,
you are confronted with the rising voices of the frustrated, the disgruntled,dnd theconfused.
In unison they ask, "Wi;gt are the black administrators doing to solve these probleme What
are they being paid for?" And if you are unable to walk on water or part the Red Sda, even
minorities will say, seemingly without qualms, "Off with yOur heads, and goodbye to your
jobs."
4

I sympathize with your plight-and am aware of the frustrations which cause yOur cup'of grief,
often to overfloW. In short,,I recognize that it is not your placsto run the "academic"
train Vut, as my secretary's placard says, when the thing jumps off the track, more often
than not you are the oneyho "catches hell."
. *Mrs* Bettie Lee andlls. Dorothea Lutt.,

,
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If you did nothing more than share your burdeng, informally exchange ideas, and socialize,
this conference would be worthwhile just for providing a retreat and a respite from the
escalating pressures you will find when you return. But, of course, I know that the impact
of this conference has a more profound purpose than mere social amenities.
The impact of
this conference will be significant because of your intellectual depth and your exchan4e of..)
ideas.
I congratulate paitieularly the administrators at MIT for their pioneer role in
planning thii conference.
I: .The Struggle
.

,

I have been asked to speak on "An Examination of Black Upward Mobility in Higher Education."
Though the title sounds alluring, it could * somewhat deceptive.
The deception occurs if
one believes that the problesis of black upward mobility in higher education arefundamentally
different from the problems of black upward mobility in many other professions and fields
or in our society in general.
In reviewing the historical antecedents of black upward
mobility in this nation, whether we are looking at higher educatip, the American legal
process, ,or slavery, there has always been one constant theme, one common denominator, which
can be easily summed up in one word -- STRUGGLE. The more verbose may call it "struggle
and racism." The more loquacious may say that it is the "persistent,' frustrating, engulfing
struggle against racism and apathy." Yet, whatever synonyms one might ute,.ng one has more
poignantly and rationally captured the quintessence orthe struggle than Frederick Douglass.
More than'a century ago, he reminded us:

.

.

1

Let me give you a word of the philosophy of reform.
The whole history of the progress of'human liberty
shows-that all concessions yet made to her august
claims, have been born of earnest,struggle. The
conflict has been exciting, agitating, all-absorbing,
and for the time being, putting all other tumults to
.silence.
It must do this or it does 4othing. If
there is no struggle there is no progress. Those
who profess to favor freedom and yet deprecate
agitation, are men who want crops'WIthout plowing up
the ground; ehey want rain without thunder and lightning
They want the ocean without the awful roar of its many
waters....

4

.

.

.This strugglemay be a moral one, or it may be a'
physical one, and it may be both moral and physical.
But it mustbe a struggle. Power concedes nothing
without a demand.
It never cad and'it'never will.
Find out just what iny people will quietly submit
to and you have found out the exact measureof
injustice and wrong which will be imposed upon
them.
And these will continue till they are resisted
with eith4r words or blows, orwith both. The limits
of tYrants are prescribed by the endurance of those
or
whom they qppress....

.

' As we meet here today, we'must recognize that the issue is not how can we &Void oreliminate
the struggle. The issue is notlhow we will stop the struggle.. For just as4,there is no
magic wand whiCh turns back the mighty roar of the ocean,°there is no magic wand which will
produce progress without struggl , or success without agony, or positive results without
tears.
The issue of upward moHelity is not one of eliminating the struggle, but rather
one of directing end controlling it, and determining our state of mind. Rather than cursing
the struggle ahead, We must build better ships to weather the storms and, torrential waves as
we 'head to the shore of better opportunities and' increased success for minorities in higher
education.

'

.

.0
/

.
.

As we sit in this idIli
y
' environment of MIT, we must never forget the third Newtonian
c
Principle which Sir rsaac articulated in .1.666:
"Where there is force there is an equal and
opposite force or reaction." As we confront the forces of oppression, racism, and the new
conservatism, we cannot.capitulate, we.cannot succumb. We must respond with a vigor and
'intellectualcounte0orce thbt turns darkness to light, despair to hope, and strenchment
to advancemept.
.

.

,

,

,

To understand the issue of upward mobllity, one must aivreciate at least three iacts.First,
the olierWhelming importance of the miagion of hIgher edgcation; second, the historical root$
.

,
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of. racial oppression and progress in this land; and third, if we are ever to overcome
present adversities, the necessity of having dreams, almost irrational dreams,and futuristic
visiop.!
II.

The Mission of Higher Education

From my view, I can imagine no mission more important for minorities than the realization
Higher
of steady success, high achievement, and,increasing excellence in higher education.
education is the most effective passport for eradicating the pathology of racism,. poverty,
In many ways all of you in higher education are the missionaries of the 1980b.
and despair.
To the extent that you are able to get talented black students into your colleges and thereafter keep them motivated and on schedule, you will be the implementers of the, most precious
dream of minorities. To paraphrase and modify the great'peroration o/ Martin Luther King,
our dream must be, "Free.at last; Thank God Almighty, Free, Educated, and Excellent at Lase
Michael E. Parrish's recent book, Felix Frankfurter and His Times, the Reform Years, is
perhaps more revealing for what it points out about Jewish culture than for what it'says
It offers several great insights to blacks in higher education.
about Justice Frankfurter.
According to Parrish, Abraham Cahan, "the admiring editor of the Jewish Daily Forward,"
described City College of*New York in the 'early 1990's:
On Second Avenue at around 8 o'clockevery, morning,
one can see hundreds of Jewish boys frcm 14 to 19
years old walking with 4oks under their arms. Their
clothes are mostly poor and 'Old, but their Jewish
faces often shine,with spiritual joy and bear the ,
stamp of lively, active minds...these are Jewish
college boys.

Pareish goes on to stress that these boys "survive[d] the rigorous curriculum and harsh
discipline" and went on to "make their mark in,business, the professions, and intellectual
life.'

I know of no "minority' group in this country which has made as much progress in the field
of higher'education as American Jews. Whether viewing medicine, law, the sciences,economics,
education, or che humanities, one will find scores of effective, thoughtful Jewish scholars
who are on the cutting edge ortheir fields. I speak of their accomplishments with respect
In many ways, their success in the academic field should be a model for blacks.
and esteem.
While concerned about all students at your universities, you, as administrators, must keer
in mind the relationship between what Abraham Cahan.called the steady development of faces
which "shine with spiritual jqy and bear the stamp of lively, active minds" and high
To the extent that we are able to develop active minds and intellectual
achievement.
spirits, we will proportiopately eradicate the barriers of racism, poverty, and despair.

But we will fail in our mission if, in our colleges, we do not have a sense of proportion
when we define our heroes and rank our priorities. Our greatest heroes muse be those who,
as Cahan said when lie was speaking of thetJewish community, have lively minds and have
Intellectual excellence must never be merely a secondary or
achieved academicallp..
tertiary priority fer blacks. , We must develop a sense of proportion. We milst produce
massive numbers of students who are es skilled in the principles of economics as some are at
tackling.on the football field.. We must produce thousands of students who are as skilled
in comprehending the subtleties of Sir Isaac N6ton as hundreds are in dunking a basketball.
Many of us must reach for the highest rung of excellence in the sciences and the humanities
at the same time that a few are stretching for new records in the one hundred yard dash.
Without these kinds of priorities and without massive intellectual attainment, our ability
to sing soul music and dribble basketballs -Will be merely de minimis accomplishments.
III.
1,

The Historical Roots of Racial Oppression and Racial Progress

He had
Some xears ago I had lunch with a bright, black, recent Yale Law School graduate.
gone to a predominantly black college for his undergraduate degree andduring his three
years in law.school bad become utterly awed and overwhelmed by Yale -- so much so Chat he
Whlle at Yale he had
was more "Yalie" than many fourth generation Yale alumni ; have known.
been told that he wai bright, and after strolling through the gothic buildings in New Haven,
., he became convinced that he was different from all other black people.

.
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As we conversed, I noted his adroit 'but subtle disparagement of Martin Luther King and ocher
Finally,I asked him if he could live in any era of his choice, which
civil rights leaders.
-
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one he woUld prefer. He drew heavily on his cigarette and paused, acting almost as if I
First he
were Socrates asking him one of the world's most probing philosophical questions.
said,."I am not certain whether I would prefer to live in the Age of Reason or the
Reoaissance.period. Probably I would prefer living during the time of Thomas Jefferson,
Patrick Henry, and Benjamin Franklin because they were suCh original, effective, and
dYative thinkers." He then smiled, probably feeling that Als answer had been far more
I said,
profound than my question, and awaited my response. Illy reply was'quick and blunt.
"If jou had liVed irr that era, you would not have been a conferee or colleague of Thomas
Jefferson or Patribk,Henry. Instead, you might have been their slave." Solely because
He exemplified how easy it
he had forgotten his roots, he seemed shocked by my bluntness.
is for one to becothe oblivious to the long struggle that has preceded our present modest
success.,

ght I ask each of you, as black administrators, what was Thomas
Tb emphatizg my point,
ficant wAting? Was it the Declaration of Independence, the DeclaraJefferson's most si
tion on the Cause and Necessity of Taking Up Arms, or his famed March, 1801 inaugural
Yet, withaddress in whicl,4e spoke of the minority rights of one's political adversaries?
out denigratin any of those famous documents I could argue with equal plausibility that
one of his.mo t famous writings was the following advertisement which appeared in the
Vir inia GA ette:
Run away. frour-the subscriber in Albemarle,
a.vulatto slave called Sandy, about 15 years
of)age, his stature is rather low, inclining
to corpulence, and'.his,complexion light; he
is a shoemaker,by trade, in'which,he uses his
left hand principally, can do coarse carpenters
work, and is something of a horse jockey; he is
greatly.addicted to drink, and when drunk is
insolent and disorderly, in his conversation he
swears much'', and his behaviour is artful and
knavish. He took wit47 him a.xhite horse, much
scarred-with traces, er which.it is expected he
will etidegivour to dispose; he also carried his
Slaoemakers tools', and will probably endeakror to
gain employment that way. Whoever conveys the
said slave to riej in Albemaile, shall have 40 S.'
xeWird, if take% op within the countY, A.1 if
elsewhere within the colony; and I0.1 if in any .
other colony, from
c
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THOMAS JEFFERSON
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What my Yale friend failed to recognize was,the ineonsikency between Jefferson's rhetoric
;and commitment to principles of natu'rk' re& and,"self-evident truths," and his conduct in
------owning slaves.
%
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Patrick HanlY, on March 23, 1775, stood in-S.t. John'a Episcopal.Chutch in Richmond before
the Virginia Convention exhorting his colleagues to support his resolutions for organizing
and arping the Virginia militia. He aiserted:
..

,

.

...

.

Is life so dear or peace so sweet;as to be
purchased at the print of chainslend slavery?
Forbid it, almighty Gper. 1.know not-what course others may take. but as for me,
give me liberty or 'give me dea6h!
%
.,,
(emphasis iaded).

,

.

....

.
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bid
fhat young.Xale gradt.late ever Wonder how.PLrick HenriAcould haVe' proclaimed , "Give
.
me liberty or give me, death," while maintaining a system which every day deprived his Slaves
of their liberty? Or how Patrick lienry-cou141 haveProtested that the colonists were in
"chains and slaver;" becaude of the King's policies on taxation and repesentation at the
very time thousands of blacks literally were in chains of slavery so that Patrick Henry'and
others could have profitable plantations? Did Patrick HenrY apd.his compatriots have more
of a right to'libertyand freedbia.from the Kitg.xhan di& blacks,frpm the enslavement which
PatricK'Heary ahd his compatriot's imposed upon them? Patrick Henry confessett to his moral
1

duality when he asserted, "Mould anyone believe that I an master of played pf my own
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I will not,

I am drawn V.ong by ye general in6nvenience of living without them;
purchase:
I cannot justify it." 14

Is it to disparage them? No: Is it
Why have I cited Thomas Jefferson and Patrick Henry?
to deny that they made significant contrilutions to this country? Of course not, for I'know
Rather, I am suggesting that a powerful lesson can be learned from their
that they have.
history: that even individuals as philosophical and reflective as Thomas Jefferson, as
eloquent as Patrick Henry, and as brave as George Washington could, nevertheless, contribute
to the injusticemhich thousands of innocent human beings suffered.

Thus, it is,important that we evaluate and define our heroes and objectively evaluate our
For even at our most prestigious schools we know that'on every major
own institutions.
human rights issues there have been some alumni who were formidable advocates for equll
justice for blacks, and others who were staunch anfagonists seeking to impede ouradvancement
This fact is demonstrated quite dramatically in the race relations
and besmirch our dignity.
cases which have come before the United States Supreme Court.
In considering.the oppression of black people, it is indisputable that, when ranking the
most racially.destructive decisions ever written py the United States Supreme Court, the
1896 case of Plessy v. Ferguson is second to only the Dred Scott case. The impact it had
in dashing the hopes of black Americans for true equality in their own native land remains
Its author was Justice Henry Billings Brown, who went to both the Harvard and
unrivaled.
Some of my Yale Law School friends suggest that justice Brown's Harvard
Yale Law Schools.
But
training rather than his Yale education was reflected in this tragic 1896 opinion.
that facile answer does not explain why George Shiras, who was educated at both Yale.College'
and Yale Law School, was also in the majority in Plessy v. FeIguson.' And Yale-trainedShiras
was joined in that majoritY opinion by one of Harvard Law School's most tevered graduates,
Horace Gray.
Perhaps all alumni of Yale and Harvard should te reminded that classic dissent in Plessy
was not written by a son of Yale or Harvard, or any Ivy League law school,. *Justice John
Marshall Harlan, a graduate of Centre College, who kriefly studied law at Transylvania
He reminded us:
University in Kentucky, was the moral and legal giant in that case.

.

.

... in view of the Constitution, in the eye of the
law, there is in this country no superior, dominant,
ruling class of.citizens. There is no caste.here..
Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither,knows
In respect of
nor tolerates classes amonrcitizens.
civil rights, all citizens arb equal before the law.
The humblest isthe peer of the curt powerful. The
law regards man as man, and taket no accountof his
Surroundings or of his cons when hisclvi1 rights as
guaranteed by the supreie law of the land are involved
It is, therefore, to be regretted that this high .
tribunal, the final expositor Of the funaamental law
of the land, has reached the conclusion'that it is
competent for a State to regulate the enjoyment by'
citizens of their civil rights solely upon the basis
of race.
.

In my opinion, the judgment this day rendered will,
in time, prove to be quite as pernicious as the
decision made by this tribunal in the Dred Scott case.

7

4

The'destinies of the two races, in this'country,
are indissolubly linked together, and the interests
of both require that the common government of all
shall not permit the seeds of race hate to,1,0 planted'
under the sanction of law, What can more certainly
rouse race hate, what can more certainly create and
perpetuatt a feeling ofsdistrust between these races,
than state enactments, which, in fact, proceed on the
ground that colored citizens are so inferior'and
degraded that they cannot be allowed to sit in
public coaches oCcupieddlty white citizens?

p.
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Thus, it was a son of a Kentucky slaveholder, and not the son of an Ivy League university,
wly) wrote the most omniscient decision.
If Harlan had been followed by the majority,today's
,irrational polarization and never-ending debate on desegregation, busing, and afflimative
action perhaps would have been prevented.
If Harlan had been followed, the practices which
the law sanctioned so long under plessy; and which created and maintained racial segregation
for almost s century, would not have been legally possible, and racial disparities would
not have existed to their present extent.
IV.

The Future

The recitation of persons from presitiiious universities who have contributed to theadvancement of racial jystice and who have opposed minimum standards of decency for blacks, women,
and other minorities explails in part why we meet here today. We are here because equal
justice for black Americans and other minorities, including women, is still far less a
certainty than many thought it would be. The progress of today could be destroyed almost
overnight by administrators who are unconcerned about the weak, the poor, the dispossessed,
or.the less powerful. There is still a need today for vigorous advocates who understand
the plight of minorities( blacks, women, and others outside of the mainstream, and who
recognize thaoall must be permitted to share the American drealit:
The.battles which many others waged earlier to overturn Plessy v. Ferguson, to integrate
.schools and restaurants, and to assure the rudimentary right to vote without fear and
violence in primary elections will not be the primary focus of the current struggle.
The
battleground has switched to a more sophisticated arena.
Opponents of racial progress no'
longer stand in front of schoolhouse
shouting, "Segregation forever!" Instead, they
manipulate budgets so as to starve pr grams for racial advancement rather than proclaim
that blacks aren't wanted.
The confrontation will no longer be with racist sheriffs who
shout from Birmingham or Montgomery, AlabamA,,"Niggers go home," and ehen turn fire hoses on
them.
Today the struggle over progress or retrogression iill be determined by who occupies
the White Hause, the State House, the City Hall, the Legislature, the Judiciary, and the
executive offices of our major univertities, businesses, and institutions of power. Yet,
fot oux generation, the current battles are as critical as those waged more than a century
and a half ago to eradicate slavery. Though proclaimed by individuals who purportedly
speak with sincerity and civility and who use egalitarian phrased, ,an executive decision
can be as devastating as the fire hose of twp decades ago or the blunt directivb which said,
"Negroes not'permitted td e er."
The problems of today annot be solved by emotional marches from Montgomery to Selma or the
exhilarating joining together in marches on Washington. The battles for hUman rights and
racial justice will be led by individuals of extraordinary intelligence who can sort out
budgetary doublespeak and Madison Avenue slogans, who can emphaslpt miff understand the
implications'of unemployment, deteriorating education, inadequate health care, and
escalating prison populations.
In many ways you here today are blessed it having, through an accident of, birth and good
fortune, exceptional ability.
The issue, however, it how will we use our talents, and
whether exceptional talent and a1ility will be backed up by exceptional judgment and
commitment. None of us should become part of the silent majority, oblivious to those who
have far less: We must not believe that our mission has been accomplished because we are
invited to sophisticated cocktail parties where, along with martinis, diatr4bes flow on the
failures of today. While we must be concerned about the plight of black Americans,we cannot
be chauvinistic or sexist. We must be advocates for equal opportunity and justice for all
Americans. We'must be the critical difference, utilizing and absorbing every opportunity
and option to implement the dream of which poets such as Langston Hughes have spoken.
There is a dream in the land
With its back against the wall.
By muddled names and strange
.Sometimes the dream is called.
1

There are those Who claim
This dremm,for theirs alone-A sin.for which, we know, .
They must atOne.

-
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UnIedd shared in common
Like sunlight and like air,
The dream will die for lack
Of substance'anywhere.
The dream knows nci frontier or tongue,

The dream no class or race.
The dream cannot be kept secure
In any one-locked place.
This dream *today embatled,
With its back against the wall-To save the dream for one
It must be saved for all.
.
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BUILDING "MENTORING" FRAMEWORKS' FOR BLACKS (AND OTHER PEOPLE)

AS PART OF AN EFFECTIVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ECOLOGY

Mary Rowe

,

Educational institutions need mentoring structures and everyone in them needs mentoring,
/his paper will discuss five major points in building institutional devices which help
minorities find the multiple helping resources, which many pe6ple think of as "mentoring,"..
and which are now seen.by many people.to be indispensable for career success4c
to establish
Each of these points may be seen as necessary, but not sufficient by itself
the supportive ecology in which excellent mentoring is available to blacks (and other
people). My own view is that the barriers to adequate.mentoring for blacks are sufficiently high that a successful framework--a successful mentoring ecblogy--requires many
energy sources: the creative support of top management networks, receptive individuals
seeking out helping resources, and specific programs,tailored to each,kind of worker in
Each of these "energy sources" has its own role to play; all
each kind of organization.
are needed** for an effective equal opportunity ecology.
1.

Legitimation as well as leadership

First, whatever the institution, the top administration Must announce and then exemplify
commitment to equal opportunity. In formal and informal situations top management must
This policy should appear frequently:
be seen to have a coherent, consistent policy,.
for elsample, in Policies and Procedures, in recruitment manuals, in .after-dinner speeches
and in hallway conversations. The policy should explicitly include discussions of providing multiple helping resources for blacks as 'a mattet of organizational policy.
This frequently announced commitment from the top is important for several reasons.
Obviously all important organizational policies will be enunciated from the top in
every significant organization--and equal oppartunity must be seen to be important if
it is to work. Equal opportunity work must be seen to be legitimate, work-time work.

Responsible, effective l'adership An encopraging senior people to be mentors of course
requires that a top admi stration IspcouEAge mentoring for all junior people, minority
and non-minority. I do n t recommend'a separate special guidance program for minoritiea
Special programs of,this kind are of questionable legality and morality and often
only.
lack long-term credibility and influence. What minoritiei do need is an explicit legitimation of their equal right toguidance and sponsors. They also frequently need the
extra supports'provided by their own networks, and a specific attention to blacks within
general programs.
te

*In this paper.I use "mentor" in its widest poSsible meaning to refer to coaching,
guidance, Sponsorship, etc., in the context set forth by Garrison and Davis--then
(black) administrators at MIT and Bell Labs respectively-- (HIT Sloan School Masters
thesis, 1979),and by Shapiro, Haseltine.and Rowe (Sloan Management Review, Spring, 1978).

A*Blsewhere I have written of two other institutional structures Which I consider
indispensable to establishing an effective equal opportunity ecology: non-union
grievance procedures and a 1:1 recruitment system.
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V
2.

Fostering Responsible Networks of Blacks

As part of the organizational policy on equal opportunity, and as an integral part of
Grassbuilding mentoring frameworks, responsible black networks should be encouraged.
roots networks of this kind have been repeatedly shown to be indispensable to sustained
Intra- and inter-organizaprogress for "non-traditional" people like blacks and women.
tional networks share information, provide mutual support, "teach skills, .and function
Such networks may
very powerfully as informal channels for inquiries and grievances.
provide the only reliable information on equal opportunity concerns which gets to top
They will let top management know quickly which helping resources are
administrators.
most needed and where. Networks tend also to "cool out" socially irresponsible members,
Finally,
while,providing leverage to those with responsible concerns and complaints.
on a highly
these groups can provide role mddels as well as sponsors for their members
)efficien basis, even in organizations where there are only a very few senior blacks.
3.

Maintaining Close Relations Between Black Networks and Top Administrators
1

Networks of blacks do grow, whether or not they are encouraged. Where they are fostered
and respected and consulted they are a powerful force'for non-polarized and steady
progress. Covert, defensive groups on.the other h d, tend.to polarize issues because
they can see no alternatives. Then meltoring, c ching and role modelling can become
larization often leads to backlash and
quite negative as polarization increases. And p gin
damage from backlash of a kind many people would prefer to avoid.

Moreover,covert networks cannot function efficiently to prevent trouble by an orderly
Individuals who have serious complaints need
presentation of concerns and grievances.
clear channels for presenting their concerns if they are nbt to turn to the coufts and
to other ways of "taking things in their own hands."
Maintaining close communications between the top and the minority groups permits each to
learn from the other. White managers learn what blacks want and need and what their
special concerns are. Blacks learn what is realistically available to them, about bUdget
constraints; they learn how to focus and balance their own issues in a general perspective,
and how "the system works."
Explicit Training of Minorities to Take Responsibility for Finding Their
4.
Own Multiple Helping Resources
Civil rights advocates have long discussed the importance for blacks of their taking
In practice this is
responsibility and having some control'over their own careers.
"mentoring"
for
black
people.
also the only.effective way of finding adequate
I believe.the best framework for blacks to learn what.they need to know about productive
and successful careers requires that all young blacks be specifically taught and
encouraged to seek their own guides and sponsors. Junior People will be able to find
.adequate mentoring much more easily if it is legitimated and fostered by t6p administrators and by theirown black networks. But it is also critical that tgey themselves be
receptive;that they seek out the guides, sponsors and coaches they need and want to,
reach their goals. Junior people can be taught to do this by guidelines in writing,
(See Appendix:'
in WorkshOps, by senlor peOple, by their,supervisors, by each other.
"Go Find Yourself A Mentor," for an example.)
5.

Building Specific Mentoring Programs

Specific programs to encourage sponsorship, guidance and coaching are vital for employees
In my
everywhere, and for faculty and students as well, in educational institutions.
opinion mentoring programs should be designed
.*4

I

(a) for evegyone, male and female, minority and non-minority, good performers and poor
performers, faculty, staff, students and employees. There should be specific safeguards
to be sure such programs work at least equally well for women and minorities;
(b) around a.perforlmince evaluation program;

(c) with a component to be sure someone IA teaching women and minorities(to seek and'be
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receptive to mentorship,

that me tors and mentees are seeking each other simultaneously;

(d) uniquely for the needs of each different'institution, each different pay classification, each type of student.

.

For example, in a university the concept
A good mentoring program should be for everyone.
of mentoring needs to be developed for employees, especially support staff, as well as
for faculty and students. Mentoring must be a part of the local ecology, an attitude
toward everyone, a part of'a systematic framework of supportofor career development and
lifetime $rowth for everyone, or it will not be effective for minorities an0 Women who,
Eroding occupational segregation requires
are ustially located in inferior positions.
that powerful levers for change, like mentoring programs, extend across pay ClaSsification
lines.

Programs need to be for whitemales as well as for blacks and women. Most people find
general programs more acceptable, more likely to be considered legal and more easily
General programs are also necessary to.create a systematic framework for
understood.
my opinion, the most effective mentors for
emphasis on career development.. Also,
anyone, in a given environment, are likely to be people who are traditionally indigenous
to that environment. White males are probably the most influential mentors in a research
university, black females may 6e the best mentors in an inner-city day care center, and
Thus the enthusiastic support of whiste males for the mentoring program in a
so on.
Equal effectiveness for minorites and
university will be very important for everyone.
women can be fostered by having programs designed and monitored by minority and female
staff as well as others, but the programs need to be general.
,

A

For example, it is vital
Programs should be for poorer performers as well as good ones.
to provide guidance for junior faculty who are good enough to be promoted and tenured.
It is even more impottant to provide excellent mentoring for junior faculty who will
Every such person should leave the college or university.to a good job,
not be kept.
having been helped ky mentors to plan realistically and successfully for the future.
Such support means that those who leave will continue to speak well of the original
institution, which is important for recruiting. Peaceful severance means lower costs
for the original instttution. And, most imPortant, going to something, rather than being
rejected, enhances the life of the individual who must leave, instead of .ausing pain
and damage.
A good mentoring program should begin with a twice-yearly discussion for every junitir
Corporations
person with his or her supervisor (faculty advisor, department head, etc.).
usually-have some kind of regular performance appraisal system upon which one can build;
universtties often do not have even this much feedback and support to junior people.

An adequate performance 4praisal/mentor1ng discussion should include at least the
Eollowing points:
1)

Where has hetiior person'beea dding well?

2)

How could he or sh('ao better?

It

Where.does the supervisor or department head think the job is going?
3)
the needs.of the department be?)

(Whatwill

4) oNhat does the junior person want from the future? What skills are being used?
would this person like to grow on 'the job and in future jobs?

How

For faculty.members these discussions,should include frank apftaisals of the possibilities
for promotion and tenure, sources of grant funds, identification of possible mentors
around the country or around the world, and so on. For administrative and research and
support staff these discussions should be specific and detailed as to strengths
,, and
weaknesses, possible other helping resources, potential career ladders.
Supervisory feedback should''thUs form the backbone of mentoring programs in every institu7
Most corporations require performance appraisals. However few institutions and
tion.
especially few universities have made sure that career development for junior people is
a major and mandatory component of performance evaluation discussions.
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Institutions should ideniify people. who aan work with junior members of the community,
to teach,them how, to seek adequate advice and mentoring. Women and minorities particularly need to have sameone who will legitimate and foster their search fOr adequate
This person can be a Dean, an Assistant to the President, a Vice President
.guidance.
for Personnel or any other senior person.

The purpose ofthis function is to create an atmosphere in which the institution requires
if is only
senior people to give guidance and encourages junior people to seek guidance.
in such circumstances thatcross-sex, cross-race diffidence on both sides will be transcended, and that Minorities and women will get adequate sponsorship.
Some institutions.simply assign mentors on a first-year or permanent basis. Temporary
But I believe long-term mentorships work best, at
assignments c4n be very helpful.
least in universities, i? they develop naturally iR a context where both sides are
supposed to be looking for each other. So-I recommend that instead of assigning mentors,
.that an institution assign a few people to teach the acquisition of mentorship to juniors
while monitoring performance evaluation by seniors,

Good mentoring programs should be built around the specific needs and customs of each
organization and specifically for different kinds of employees and stOents. For ex mple
guidance and support to post-docs must occur within the customs of eac h. different
discipline and tailored to a specific university's expectations of principal investiga.tors. Mentoring for administrators in a small college may require someone with considerable knowledge of the regional labor market. A person who is teaching junior
faculty to develop their own mentors must be finely tuned to different disciplinarY
practices. Custom-tailoring in this way is not particularly difficult; in fact it is
easier than trying to graft a mentoring program from one institution onto another. And
usually there are very successful people in each field who are glad to be able to help
advise on how programs should develop in their own laboratory or department.
Increasing
Institufions which show leadership in this new area have everything to gain.
the available pool of skills and abilities is vital to the success of most organizations;
after all, by 1990,probably only about 1/3 of the college-age population will be white
In addition most institutions employ and serve blacks. They can do so more
and male!
profitably and,efficiently by understanding better their black employees and clients.
If they do.so ahead of their competitOrs they can gain an enviable reputation that lasts
.for generations, and which in turn helpa to continue attracting the ablest faculty and
employees, students and clients. Finally, ad we plan for coming years, the piaceice Of
true equal opportunity is patently less costly, in terms of litigation, emotional damage
and other problems. Since mentoring frameworks appear as tmportant for blacks as they
always have beed for white men, institutions stand only to gain by building such frameworks in an orderly, responsible fashion.
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APPENDIX

GO FIND.YOURSELF A MENTOR

Mary Rowe, Ph.D.
Special Assistant to the President
M.I.T.
.

June 1982

One of my major bits of advice for nearly everyone who comes to see me is to find ,.
appropriate mentors. A mentor can be any race or sex or age. You do not nave to like
him or her; thereare, you have a very wide range of people to choose from, including
both pleasant people and those you consider o be dinosaurs. Anyone can help you so
long as this person is competent and respo sible.
Often young people are told to find role models, preferably sa -sex, same-race, likable
ones, hopefully of the same sexual orientation and value st
cture. One is told to find
this saint-and then learn to be like her or him. Saints however are-few (especially
same-sex, same-race* etc. ones). Therefore,Ait is easier to find a mentor. Even a
dinosaur can be.encouraged to be a mentor, just so long as she or he is competent.
A mentor is a person who comments.on your work, criticizing errors and praising excellence.
This person sets high'standards and teaches you to set and meet your own high standards.
A mentor teaches.you how the Syetem works. Most important, you learn how to succeed in
your studies, how to succeed in your work, how to get promoted on the basis of excellent
work.

Mentors teach you which intellectual problems are important and how to recognize them
yourself. They apprentice you to proposal writing, conference presentation, restimg
construction. They introduce you to important networks, talk about your work to others,
and find you jobs.
Initially, they are your evaluators and the linkage to other
evaluatore.
They teach you finally how to set your own goals, how to evaluate yourself
realistically and how to succeed.
Many blacks find it hard to acquire a mentor.
Senior blacks are exhaugted and occasionally jealous of their uniqueness. Senior whites often ignore blacks; senior'men,often
advance on black women as sex objects, la they avoid black women because they are "sex
objects," and wives Auld complain. Young blacks are often quiet and cautious. What
can junior blacks do tm find A mentor, even if they feel rather cautious?
Nearly any competent and' honorable person can be helped to become your mentor.
I mean
this, of course, not in theMachiavellian, exploitative sense, but in the context of
respectful, honest behavior on your part, Take responsibility for finding decent
mentors.

First you.need to observe carefully what kind of person you are dealing with.
Be
receptive to advice and counsel offered to you from responsible people even /T you do
not particularly like them. Stay away from people who want to use you or hurt you,
even if you are attracted to them. Because "negative" or destructive meptorship is
also posbible, it is especially important never to engage emotionally with someone
whp may wish to hurt you. Do not pick fights or respond to provocation from negative
mentors; stay away from such.people.
When you find honorable people who 'know more than you,in any important arena, seek them
Be both receptive and responsive. You-do not want to "use" other people yourselfc
out.
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,the reward to others*from helping you lies in your own responsiveness and creativity;
Thank others for any help you get, give credit with.scrupulous care to thosewho help,
bring credit to your mentors for having sponsored you. Here are some possible steps.
.

Introduce yourself; 'Rake the first contact - always on a professional subject. Go
up.after class, write a Better to an expert, asking an important question;. comment on
for cpmment.
hip/her last article; send youi articles to her/him in draft
1.

2.

Do it again, respedtfullY and intelligently.

Begin to ask for help about your errors and.excellence. Cherish the good advice you
are given and thank your mentor when he or she is helpfdl. Say it iven if s/he brushes
it off or says "it was nothing," Be sure you acknowledge all the help you are given.

J, 3.

See if you can apprentice yourlelf, as a reseirch-helper, budget assistant, middlelevel administrator, proposal writer.
'
4.

.

Get to know
As you get to know your mentor, be friendly, open and very professional.
her or his spouse; introduce your own friends. If you are female, you'should avoid sex
with a mentor at all.costs unless you plan marriage or are so good that nothing can hurt
If a lot of work is accomplished, make sure you get credit for it. Try to'be
you.
indepenaent enough to move to another job or another city to advance if that becomes
necessary.
5.

Seek out several mentors if it seems at all appropriate. Nobody is or can be perfect
at everything. You may learn different things from different people.
6.

7. Do whatever you can to help your mentors forever after, and give credit in public for
the help you've gotten. This reinforces good behavior everywhere. It will encourage
(With tare and'practice you may even become a good
you to become a first-rate mentor.
role model for mentors!)
a
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TENUAE,AND gROMO'IvION OF BLACK FACULtY:

.THE TR4-STATE AREA
v

Audrey Williams

-6*

Tenure and facultY rank define status in academe. Untenured faculty are powerless,
while tenured faculty determine AO will sit on ,t4hure, promotion 'and faculty
governance.committees.
In a recent.New York State meeting concerning blacks in
private and public higher education, Dean James Malone said,
"While tfie titles President and Dean loom large in the eyes of the
naive; it is important to note that full professors and.associate
professors stafilithe colkege and university cbtmittees, and it is
within the committee structurre that the work of the institution takes
piace."1

.

Fatuity rank determines who can eect and be elected to department chairmanships.
Faculty rank also determines who will be considered.for deanships, vice presidencies,
and presidencies. It is therefore important ford, to determine the extent to, which
blacks are receiving tenure and promotion, thus making them eligible to be part of
the institution's decisionmaking machinery.
Traditional Tenure.and,,Promotion Criteria

.

-

,

'.

Traditional tenure and promotion criteria require an undefined combination Of good
teaching evaluations, .publications of research idn the diseipline, and service to the
aCademic community through committee participation. The black faculty member of a
predominantly white,institution,often has difficulty.meeting these criteria because
Since mostlofethe students and faculty
of the'nature of a'predominanely white campus.
'at a gredominantly white campus are not black', the_black faculty member,at such an
institution is sought out by the black stu,deRts on campus who are experiencing,feelings
of alienation, fear and Srnatration. As a teacher and a black,person, the black
faculty member ii forced to spend many extra hours after class helpkng black students
who may not even be in his or her classes. This is something that 4e black folks say
is part of our responsibility, but unfortunately the time put in helping black
students to survive at'a predominantlY white institution does not count toward tenure
or promotion. ,Since there is usually a conspicuous absence of blacks on tenure*and
promotion comthittees, thost committees can not fAhom that black students are using
black'faculty members' time, because it is.difficult to accept the fact that students
from your class who do not stay after class 'or make apPointMents with you would'spend
time with a faculty member who wasn't one of their teachers...The fact is that the
black.faculty member is sought out by students who need help in surviving at epfedorainantly'white institution.
,

t

..

-

.

.
.

.

described as'part of the criteria for
If the students rate a black
tenure and promotion_but are to often debatable.
professor as an excellent- teacher, the committee can interpret.that as meaning that
academic stand ds are relaxed and students were making a populaFity judgmentAleentf
If the students rate,the black faculty Member as "average"
c evaldation.
mtthan an acade
There is little
or "below average" the students probably decided to be objective.
chance of getting a.perfect score for teaching because the classroom observer in peer
Teaching and stuclent

,

t.
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evaluations usually tries to provide ,"constructive criticism."

Research and publications constitute the second area that is revieWed for tenure or
promotion consideration. The hiring of some blacks at predominantly white colleges
and universities is defined often as the institution's demonstrated commitment ,to
affirmative action. Lack of productivity is the racially neutral term used most often
2.
to explain the termination Of black faculty.
The'lack of publishing productivity on the part of black faculty is probably due to
the black experience in higher education and the,difference in values of black and
Many o6othe black faculty who went to predominantly white colleges
white Americana.
and universities in the seventies came-from predominantly black 'Colleges. As recently
as 1976, the Department of Health Education and Welfare data revealed that of the 18:1%
of blacks who were enrolled for the first time in college, approxithateiy 60% were
enrolled at historically black institutions. Despite the feet that there is a positive
approach to student survival at predominantly black institutions, there is also
generally A scarcity of funds which limits publishinkpossibilities.3

Robert StaPles, the noted sociologist, explains the,plight of black faculty who begin
their careers at predominantly black institutions and then join the faculties of
predominantly white colleges:
Even when the black scholar is established, the hurdles continue. At'the publigh'or perish sehools there is a strong emphasis on publications
Black scholars face double jeopardy here: many
in learned journals.
have not pt!iblished in the right places.. The reasons are obvious and
understandable.. Any black scholar who has'been teaching at a Negro
College simply has not had time to ublish. He may have had to teach
anywhere from 15 to 21 units a semester. Not only does publication.,
g9 unrewarded at these colleges, it is regarded as. suspicious
In sociology, the quantitatiVe
activity in some Negro academic circles.
nature of thd,articles in =1st sociology journals turns off. black
sociologists. If five black sociologists have published ad article in
,the two major sociology journals in the past eight years, I would be very
surprised..4

The publishing opportunities available to vhites do not exist for blacks. Traditionally
white scholars have served on the editorial boards for "learned journals." The whites
have histogicallY invited white collegues or graduate students to co-author books and
articlea about subjects that tend to exclude the black experience. The deans and
department chairs at predominantly white institutiona use criteria'similar to editors
for awarding release time far scholarly reseanth'. krecent study in,the Chronicle
of Higher Education reported that Agreed Journals did not objectively select articles.
The selection was generally based upon the prestige of the author's c011ege or umiversity

.

rather than thp quality or content of the article1.5

In 1974 Moore and Wagstaff publishea "Black Educators in White Colleges," a discussion
and analysis of the questionnaires completed by over 3,000 black faculty andlor
administrators at predominantly white two year or four year c011eges. They found that
the majority of their respondents were not producing written materials. For example,
theie/data showed the following:

'

"Eighty-eight percent of the respondenta in two year colleges and
80 percent in four year institutionS have,not written a book; 93
percent in two year_colleges and 91 percent in four year institutions
Shave not edited a book; 79 percent in both categories of institutions
have not reviewed a book; and 8S percent id two year Colleges;and
66 percent in fonr year institutions have not written a single
116
Co-authoring was even less engaged in than solo authoring.
'article.

.

'

The third criterion, college and community service, requires time and'aergy, The
politically astute junior, untenured faculty member will participate as much as.
possible in those campus committees opento him/her. The black faculty iniember is
once again torn between professionaradvancement ahd black community responsibility.
The black faculty'member who works with students to establish a meaningful liaison
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with the nearesubldetommunity end the university has little.ame to serve-Pon
cainpus avcial,committees, which Provide an opportunity for members to meat senior
faculty.' At the time that the black person comes up for.tenure or promotion
consideration, there will be wRittee members/who will correctly say that they have
never seen him of her at college events..
.
.

There is 4 paucity of informatioa about the status of black faculty at predominantly
white higher educatioh.inStitutions.
Several federal committees and the Carnegie
Couht41 on Policy Studies in Higher Education have cited the need for promptly
t
_ollecting and publishing data.on sex and ethnicity of degree recipients and employees.

0

7

Thanks to the effOrts of individuals at the Naponal Urban League and the City
University Affirmativ2. Action Office ihere has been an attempt to collect data about
black faculty in pubj.ic and private aolleges and universfties. This data gives us
an indication gf wha
s happenihg to black.faculty in the tri-state area (Connecticut,
New Jersey; and New
k) and allows us-to compare their plfght with national figures
that descril;e blac
predominantly ;$hite institutions.
,

In 1979 the Ford Foun
ion awarded i grant to the lational Urban League (N.U.L.). The
purpose4of the:N.U.L. project was to "examine the impediments to the hiring, promotion
and tenure of blacks and Hispanics in predominantly white c'lleges and universities."8
The study also analYzed the problems facing Asians in academia. PIZY were considered a
contrast group to many of the problems faced bk,..blacks and Hispanics.
,
.

The study identified approximately 3,000 non-white professionals in the tri-state area.
Of therespondents, 39.2% were black males, and 31.2% were black females.
For,the
fiurpose of this discusSion, J will review the data pertaining to the f llowing:
1.
2.
4

3.

national and regional trends;
length of time in academia; and
trends at CUNY.

.

o,
A

National Trends

During the 1970's there was a disparity in the salaries of white,and bliik-administrators
in higher education institutions. 'The median salary for white males wA§Olthe highest.,
($20,664), followed by black males who had a median salary of$16,975. be median
salaries for white and black females were less than those of males; white females had
a median salary of $12,359 and black females were a little higher with a mediah of
$13,360.
The disparity in salary was replicated in the faculty ranks.where white
Female faculty had a.
males had a mediadsalary of $16,566 and black males,$14,840.
lower median salary than white or black males.
The median salary kar white females was
$13,772,and for black fethales even lower; $12,907. (EEO-6, 1975*"

4

(Fleming,. Gill, and
There were 5,910 black college and university faculty,in 1960.
Swinton, 1974) Blacks were 3% of the national professoriate. Twenty years later
the number had increased to 20,212, which when looked at in isolation can be misleadin.g,
because it represeniS only 4.4% of the national professotiate. 'The percentages tell
us that there were adAitions nationally to the faculty; the black figure merely
represents a maintendlEt.of the status,gdo.

V

The nationar tr. ends tend to be replicated in the tri-state.region. Blacks have lower
tenure rates in private colleges than they do in public colleges. Blacks tend to be
concentrated at the'lower faculty ranks in both Public.V1tprivate institutiohs.

Lengths of Time in Academia!
About half of the black faculty respondents in the 1P.U.L. study had been employed in
higher education for ten years or less. Of .t4at number 33% had been in higher education
betwen eleven and fifteen years. The length of time in higher education appeared to
have little effect on faculty rank for blacks because two-thieds of the black males
who were employed one to rife ytars wereossistant professors, as were 44% of those
employed six to ten years, and 25% of those employed for eleven to fifteen yeari.9
Full professorships came for most blacks after they had been in higher education for
over, sixteen years)°
,

A
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Black women are new to predomi,nantly white colleges and universities. This is
reflected in their ranic. .According to the N.U.L. report, 68% of the blick female
respondents achieved their ranle after 1976, including 63% of the,full professors,
57% of the associates, and 60% of the assistInt professors.11

PUblic four year colleges within universities and public two year colleges) showed the
largest concentrations of all minorieies. Of the respondents, 48.8% of the black
males were.in public calege within a university prior to 1970, while 38.3% were in
a private four year college.12
\
Data on black women again reflects their late arriviI to academia:, 62,27. of the black
females were Atired after 1970 at public colleges and 84% at two-year schools.13

Tenure Trend at CUNY

data in Table I describe regular faculty tenure decisions, not including certificates.
of continUous employment or early tenure group. The data in Table I suggest that blacks
at CUNY are receiving tenure at a percentage close to the CUNY percentage., Black
females from the period of 1979-81 received a higher percentage of tenure awards at
B14ck males received a higher percentage of'tevre awards at Senior
community colleges.
colleges than they did at community college's.
The

.

At CUNY the certificate of continuous employment (CCE) is a tenure-like award given at
the end of five years to lecturers who do not have the,doctorate. The CCE is award
after review and recommendations from the faculty committtes that make recommended
for'reappointments and tenure for the assistant professor rank and ablwe. ,Table II
lists the percentage of Ca's awardedat senior and community collegde to blacks a
Each year for
whites, and the total percentage for senior and,community colleges.
period from 1976*to 1981, the percentage of CCE's awarded to whites was less ttlan
the total in each type of college. The opposite was true for hlacks,from 1976 throug
By 4981 blacks had a percentage of CCE's equal to that of the senior and
1980.
community colleges within the CUNY system. Such 'data suggests that blacks who survive
the system Ste getting tenure at lower levels and thereftme are'at the lowest rung of
the ladder in academe. Whites are coming into the university at higher levelps', such
as assistant professors, and thus have only a small percentage of their grott$ eligible
for the CCE.

sable III shows'the distribution of faculty by tank and ethnicity (black pr white) in
City University.of New York for,the 1980-81 academic year. For tiie total of
professorial ranks and all rant'cs with the exception of assistant professor, blacks
at CUNT constitdte a lower percentage of tenured aculty. At the lowest professorial,
rank, assistant professor, the percentage of tenured blacks is"higher (66.4%)-than
whites at the level (56.7%) or than the CUNY total of 56.8%. At the full and associate
professor level, black percentages are about five points lower than whites for elert
(4.5%) than the CUNY
levei. The percentage of blacks at the instructor level is lower
total of 7.8%. At this level whites have approximately 10% of their total tenured.
These figures strongly suggest th'et blacks seldom get a tenure 'award aE the imstrUctor
whole is
level in CUNY. The percentage for blacks, whites, and the university as a
almost identical,to the'leceurer at the CCE level. This is problematic for blacks
because the figures clearly show that blacks are concentrated at the lowest faculty
although they compose approximately one-third of the faculty for the
levels in
tri-st

.%

area.

Vs.
0

a

he black facult presence in higher educati /n at predominantly white institutions has
constant despite the fact that the number vf black,faculty has
remained relat e
entage,of
blacks nationally has not significantly increased in the
The
pe
increased.
last decade.
'

An analysis of data from the National Urban League and the CUNY Affirmative Action
9ffice shows that blacks who receive tenuregenerally are at Afie lowest faculty ranks,
and at most levels have a median salary that is less than their white counterparts.
Black females 'are the newesi group to enter the Laculty.....,tks. Their median salaries
are generally lower than those of white or black males.
,
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There is a critical heed to endoulage college mid-trecrersity
U..
Ooli
the criteria for,tenure and promotion to include relevant,features of ehe.blaik
*
_
expeherice.
a ,
,
,

,

Private and publie funding sources must'%upport graduate and postgraduate pfograms for
biack faculty. There must'be funds to support the.comOletion of gr'a-duate studieA for -.)
blacks who are curreptly tenured in the lowest ranks pod who halre.11tt1e possibility
clf *consideration for promotion.. These funds should be'available tO.financeresearch,
release time,, and support related research activities. for black scholars..
'
,

.,
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TABLE I

I

'

CUNY MANDATORY - Tenure for.allfc011eges and ethnic-groups'compared
with blacks at senior colleges,and.community solleieS.;
/ 1971

''

.

No. Eiigible

M

F

Totil

76

49

125

,

.

BlaCks at Senior
Colleges
All Community
Colleges

Percent Tenured
M
F .
Total
,

56 : ,38

94

73.7

.

,

.

77.6

6
.i 6

8

14

5

83:3 ,75.0

11

6

.

...

18.b

.

.

,43

36

79

32

38

70

-.

,

Blacks at Community
Colleges

/

'

No. Eligible Tenured'.
M
F
Total
.

All Senior Colleges

4

,

889

88.4

88.6

o
r

:

.6

11

19

4.

5

.

12

83.3

17

92.1

89.5.

'

4

.

980 *

,
,

.

No. Eligible
.,

p

All Senior Colleges

M

F

No.'Eligible,Tenured
M
F
Total

Total'

..-.

Percent Tenured
11:
F
Total

1

-;

42

41

83

34

34

81.0 '86.5

68

/

82.0
.

Blacks at Senior

*CollegeS
All Community
Colleges

,

4

20

3

2

7

18

38

'

19

2

16

50,0

4

-

35

95.0

1

67.0

X

57.1
,

88.9

92.1

t
...
.

Black at Community
Colleges

/

_

1

8

7

1

5

,

100

6

71:4

75.0

e

Oi

1981

No. Eligible
M
F Total,
All Senior Colleges

.

Blacks at Senior
Colleges
f

All/Community
Colleges
Blacks at Community
Colleges.

,

No. Eligible Tenured
M
F
Total

84

74
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,6L,4

125

7

5

12

6

3

9

,

M
0

32

27

59

27

23

50

5

9

14

3

8

11

'

.
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,

72.6

86.5

79.1

85.7

60.d

7.5.Q

84.4

85.2

84.8

60.0

8E0

78.6

r.

4-

.

CUNY Affirmative Action Office

Percent Tenured
F
Totkl

'

',

/

Comparison of blacks, whites, and total CUNY pescpntages of persons
awarded Certificates of Continuous Employment.
,

a

1976 - 1982

10

Senior

Blacks
Community

1976

51.0

16.T

1977

29.4

1978
1979

1980

Senior

CUNY Total
Community
Senior

White
Community

8.3

7.2

17.2

9.8

25.J

', 4.8

11.7

' 16.5

22.5

48.5

16.0

2.6

6.8

11.4

9.8

27.3

29.4

2.6

22.9

6.4

25.7

50.6

0

1.8

8.0

5%9

11.4,

11.1

18.2

13.5

14.3

15.2

,

1981

17.1

Profile of 1976-1981 Mandatory and Early Tenure Decisions
University Affirmative Action Office
CUNY, .1976-1981

TABLE III

CUNY TENURED FACULTY
'Black

Ir

Asfociate Professor

t

lissistant'Professor
.
'

..

'

321
335
.95.8

1150
1806
96.9

-493
570

1847

86.5

88.4

463 .
820
56.5

1118
1970
56.8

118
139
84.9

1548
1747
88.6

1345
1520
89.1

Tenured
Total
Percent

,448

,837

.66.4

1477
56.7

665
1150
57.0

340
442
76.9

3901
4785
81.5

3438
4141
83.0

4

30
303
9.9

20

17

37

217

258
6.6

475
7.8

402
470

364
418

338
406
83.3

702
1824
85.2

1632
2389

5454
7165
76.1

Tenured ,

Tenured
Total
Percent

i
1

..

1429
1471
97.1

Tenured
Total
Percent

Instructdr
,

....

Female

92.5

74
80

.

Total
Percent

*

Male

'Percent

Total Professorial
'.

Total

White
1516
1561
97.1

Tenured
Total

Professor

1980-81

,

223

09
4.5

9.2

.

'1277
1725
74.0

2090.

4715
5866
80.4

.

Lectilret.With CCE
of.

,

..-;

6:

,

Tenured
'anal
Percent

186.

221

85.1

85.5 .

87.1

.

.
1

Tenured
Total
Percent

TotatfrFaculty

.

,532
752
70.7

4333
5558'

78.0

3822
4776
80.0

68.3k

a.

CUNY,Atfirmative Action Office

'

,
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A MAP TOVACULTY PROMOTION AND TENURE

Wesley L. Harris

SUMMARY

Race and racial attitudes are measurable quantities in the evaluation of black faculty foF
promotion and tenure. Race is the dominant factor in the promotion of black faculty. The
A definition and an
politics of race drives peer recognition in evaluating black-faculty.
active mechanism for grievance proceedings are essential as a means of removing some of the
arbitrariness which surrounds the evaluation of black faeulty for promotion and tenure. Th0
challenge for black faculty at predominanely white universities, as they develop professionally in quest of promotion. and tenure, is to maximize iace within specified constraints of
research, teaching, service, and student advising.
A description of an optimal path or map to faculty promotion and tenure for blacks at predominantly white universities is presented. This presentation is not inclusive, but rather
diretts its comments to black faculty and black administrators at majority universities
which place a premium on yesearch.
INTRODUCTION-

As the twenty-first century approaches, a's blacks appreciate more their global dimensions in
economics, politics, science, technology and religion, and as the relative status of nations
continues to'change, the necessity for tenured black faculty at historically black universi-'
ties and at predominantly white universities is assumed. Many variables are active in earning a promotion and tenure by black faculty. The variables and their relative value depend
on the particular university at which the faculty is being evaluated. Following A definition of the vatiables and theiy value in determining prototion and tenure, black,faculty at
,predominantly white universities must develop a means to combat the "arbitrariness of race"
as an additional variable in the process. This paper identifies race, research, teaching',
service, and student advising as the variables which determine promotion and tenure of black
faculty at predominantly white universities. The relative value, in descending order, of
(1) 'race, (2) research, (3) teaching, 0) service, and (5) student adthese variables are
vising. Given these yariables and their relative value.in the promotion and tenure process,
the challenge confronting black faculty in their professional development to earn.tenure is
to maximize the value of racewithin specified constraints of research, teaching, service,
and student advising.

The.variables of research, teaching, service, and student advising are assigned values by
the senior peers of black faculty. Without exception, at predominantly white universities
which place a premium on research, the senior peers of black faculty are white. -Because we
are addressing a dynamic situation involving humans and are located in the Western world,
the "art" of assigning values to the set of variables (including race) or the process of
peer recognition is driven by the politics of race. The arbitrari ess of race in the promoalient feature of peer
tion and tenure process as related to black faculty constitutes th
This arbitrariness of.the race factor means that peer xcognition of black,
recognition.
faculty is always soft and, at the game time, hard. Hence, peer reco nition, from the perspective of black facdIty, cannot be quantified in the sense of devel ping the optimal path'
to promotion and teure. This paper outlines an optimal path to promotion and tenure for
black faculty at research-oriented and predominantly white universities.
,
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The arbi rariness of race p ying an essential role in peer recognition speaks to the need
for an ac Ive grievance proceedings mechanism for black faculty who are being considered for
promotion knd tenure at predominantly white universities. As junior black faculty develop
tactics and
tnategies for promotion and tenure, their optimal path must include possible
recourse to a grievance proceedings.
.
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Before proceeding,, a few definitions.are given.
We shall use the term tenure to mean Cge
following:
an arrangement under which faculty appointments in ad institution of higher education are continued until retirement for age or physical disability, subject to dismissal
for adequate Lauseor unavoidable termination on account oe financial exigency, of change of
institutional program(

We shall use the term grievance proceedings to mean the foflowing:
a process by which
an academic employee seeks correction of alleged error or injustice in a personnel action.
The process may be defined by institutional regulation or by collective bargaining and may
either be wholly internal or permit ultimate resort to arbitrators from outside the institution.

We wish to note.the recent national studies on faculty tenure.
These studies include: Faculty Tenure:
A Report Znd Recommendation
y the Commission on Academic_Tenure in Higher
EduLation by the American Association of leiversity Professors (A.A.U.P.)1 and The Tenure
Debate by Bardwell L. Smith and Associates.2 These studies provide a source of data ancrarguments on the general issues related to faculty tenure.
As such these studies are useful
as a means of plaCing the specific issues related to black faculty promotion and tenure in
The publication, Promotion and Tendre: A Practical Guide for Adminisa broader context.
trators and Faculty Members to Improve Evaluation Decisions, by Peter Seldin; is also noted

'

for alternative tenure path considerations.
The remainder of this-presentatton consists of a walk-through of .a tenure procedure at a
predoininantly white university which places a high value on .research. The procedure which
is outlined relates to the experiences of black faculty. An optimal path to promotion and
tenure for black faculty is obtained from these experiences by delineating the essential sequence of developments from the initial preparatton Stage to pnal promotion to full. profesThe stages of black faculty promotion and tenure on which we shall concentrate are.
sor.
(l). preparation
selection procedure
(2)
appointments
(3)
2
assistant professoi (without tenure)
a.
associate professor (without tenureI
b.
associate professor (with tenure)
c.
professor
d.
STAGES OF PROMOTION AND TENURE

Critical decisiond in preparing oneself for a career in academia must be made
Preparation:
For black graduate students, the most importani of these
while one is a graduate student.
criticaf decisions consistsofseleLtion of faculty thesis chairman and selection of research
Since it is the faculty thpsis chairman/advisor who will play the major role in protopic.
vidtng letters of raotmmendation and placement in the targeted university, the critical nature*of selecting this person is a given. This particular faculty thesis chairman/advisor
must be an effective teacher, an established, known, and respected researcher, and must be
a builder of research teams, jBeing a builder of research teams and being able to communij.ate this.quality to the tta-CI gtaduate provide a unique and essential advallpge to the
black graduate student as he/she begins to,structure plans for a career in the targeted uni,
f
versity.
.

The nature of the thesis ,research topic is critical in the preparation because it can 'give
the li],ack graduate student an opportunity to initiate research in a new and, important area.
With such a thesis research topic, tht black graduate student has more than ethnic attributes to offer the targeted university.

The university at which the black graduate student is preparing him/herself for aprofessional career in academia is important but secondary when compared to the choice of'a faculty
thesis chairmantadvisor and the selection of a thesis research topic.
Selection Procedure:

The process of.identifying the particular academic inilitution at '
S.
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which a black faculty member desires to begin his practice is an extension'of the relation\
ship established with 4p/her faculty thesis advisor. The faculty thesis advisor and the
black potential facillty member decide which of the targeted universities has the appropriate
The appropriate opening at the targeted universities is determined by an assessopening,.
ment of intellectual climate, internal funding opportunities,for research initiation, tenure
record, distribution of age for departmental faculty of interest, quality of student liody,
social climate, salary and location. Of greatest importance in the selection procaure is
the identification of a mentor for the new,black faculty member. Experience suggests that
the mentee is selected by the mentor, with the faculty thesis advisor playing an essential
The mentor expects the mentee to have had the "preparation" as discussed above. Anrole.
other factor which the black potential faculty member and his faculty thesis advisor must
assess is the existence and character of the university's and the department's grievance
proceedings.'
Pre-conditioning in the selection procedure must include consultation with black administrators and black faculty at the targeted university. It may be useful, in addition, to have
a dialogue with black students at the targeted university before final selection.
Appointments - Assistant professor: A solid foundation must be developed. Mentorship, uesearch initiation funding, starting salary and teaching responsibilities must be resolved to
the advantage of the black potential faculty member. A research team must be developed or
Bright.graduate students, eslxcially bright black graduate students, must be wooenjoined.
Appointments to national technical advisory committees and panels are to be obtained at
ed.
Ten
this appointment level. Performance on such committees and panels is to be superior.
to twelve refereed technical publications (or equivalent) must be produced at this appointeent level.

At least tyo research.grants/contracts must be won.

Completion of the above list of 'must
Appointments - Associate professor (without tenure):
do's' coupled with positive peer review should satisfy both the written and unwritten rules
for-promotion o the associate professor (without tenure) level. At this level, the black
faculty mertber must continue to solidify his accomplishments of the previous level.
Establishment of an international reputation and critical peer review constitute the objectives of the black faculty member. Peers mat be convinced that your technical worth exceeds your potentially negative racial attributes. Producing outstanding black graduates
is the optimal way to show this required technical worth. There is the added bonus in going
the level of technical awareness within the black community is enhanced.
this route:
Twelve to fifteen refereed technicar publicheions, in addition to those obtained at the assistant professor level, are required.
Quality teaching and subject matter development are to be demonstrated at this level.

'

With the establishment of an internationAppointments - Associate professor (with tenure):
al reputation and with several outstanding black and-white graduates in the field now having
normalized the peer review process for zacism, promotion to this level should have a very
Guidance by the mentor and assessment of the university's views provided
high probability.
Service and leadership on
by black administrators and black tenured faculty are required.
major university committees and panels must be demonstrated at this level. Dominance in one
technical area, chairmanship of one national technical committeeor advisory panel and invited jectures and papers are expected at this level of appointment. Publications may consist of textbooks, review papers, technical papert, and non-technical publications.
Should tenure be denied, the black faculty member being denied must have recourge to an active mechanism for grievance proceeaings.
, 44

With the
Appointments - Professor: Afigh probability of continued research support, along
At
promotion
to
profeasor.
achievements at the Previous appointment levels, will guarantee
this level you are expected to become the mentor and true-guattian of the profeSsibn and of
the targeted university.

New research frontiers, research laboritory development and new subject:matter (for teaching) development may characterize this stage of professional advancement. Also, continued
effectiveness and high visibility on the national and international professional scene are
expected at this level of appointment. Publicakions may consist of textbooks, review papers,
technical papers, and non-technical publipations.
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CONCLUSIONS

For black potential faculty members at predominantly white universities which have a strong
research Focus, ail optimal.path to promotion and tenure is characterized by the quality Of
the following:
selection Of faculty research/advisor .'
(1)
thesis research topic
.(2)
(3)
appropriate opening at the targeted university
(4)
advantages contained in the first-level appointment
research team development.
(5)
,

Chart 1 summarizes those desirable qualities of a black faculty member at the various stages
of his development.
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CHARIp 1

'DESIRABLE qUALITIES AT THE VARIOUS.STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

QUALITY/STAGE

ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR
W.O.T.

SELECTION
PROCEDURE

PREPARATION

ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR
W.O.T.

ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR

/

/

W.T.

PROFESSOR
W.T,

.

,

V

THESIS

V

V

/

/

,

.

/

MENTOR 'N
MENTEE

V

.

.

,

GRANTS

PUBLICATIONS

V

./

..I

,
1/

V

,

1/

1/

1/

V

V

V

.

V
1/

.1....

RESEARCH TEAMS

/

.,

TEACHING

V

ADVISORY PANELS

V.

TEXTBOOKS

.

V

V

/

V

V

V

V

V

%

'
.

PEER REVIEW

.

V

V

V

V

,
'

,
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.A COMPETITIVE STRATEGY POR BLACK FACULTY SEEKING TENURE

AND PROMOTION AT PREDOMINANTLY WHITE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Reuben R. McDaniel, Jr.

.

.

in
a
highly
are
and universities
predominantly white colleges
When a market is
competitive environment in terms of achieving tenure and premotion.
tight and demand for a product is shrinking, smart business People develop a competitive
is designed
This strategy is the result of careful and exteneive analysis an
strategy.
In a process sense, succ 46P ful firms ',
to increase the probabilities of reaching goals.
engage in strategic management - that is, a procos of identifying, ,developing and
taking advantage of those opportunities' in which a tangible and preservable business
advantage can be achieved. (South, 1981)

faculty

.Black

at

.

,

.

.

Black faculty.need to be about'the business of developing &strategy which will lead to
a competitive advantage under the emerging conditions within, the academic arena. It is
the purpose of this paper to describe the situation, to suggest 'the particular and
peculiar position of black faculty, to define the strategic combination of factdrs which
for selfLassesment and to
to indicate the "'need
can lead to promotion and tenure,
recommend a way .of thinking about the faculty role which is most likely to lead to a
the
this
paper
to
purpose of
deal with
the
It
is3 not
competitive advAntage.
it
is
the purposo
to
discuss
rather,
of
bldtk 'faculty;
institutional problems
individual strategies for coping with the academic organizational world as it exists.
The Situation

is finding it easy to.achieve tenure and promotioe4in higher education. In fatt,
Increasingly difficult just to get a job on a university faculty, much less
In the decade 1979-88, it is predicted that 400,000 new
advance in the academic arena.
doctoral degrees will be granted. During the Same period, there will be about 80,000
The pool of 18721 year olds will decrease some 30 to
new doctoral hires in academia.
The canpetitive picture for, the first job was
(Moore, 1980)
40% between now and 1995.
"The real problems are that the number of faculty
accurately painted by Linnell.
positions is now expanding only slowly and will soon decline and we have ea' increasingly
highly tenured faculty of varying competency in generally rather rigid disciplinary
slots." (1979, p. 9)

--Wo ofte
is

Getting a job will be difficult enough, but that doese-not ensure getting tenure. As
shown in Table 1 (adapted from Change, 1981), approval rates for tenure vary greatly by
type of institution and by field.
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Table 1
Percentage of Faculty Approved for Tenure by Field
and Type of Institution 1978-1979

Private
4-year
colleges

All

71

46

66

76414

71

n/a

70

66

73

69

54

64

59'

62

61

50

57

76

55

68

63

43
52
4,, 47
--

53
56

Public

Vield

private
Univ.

Public

74
66

96%

_Univ.

Physical
science
Engineering
Mathematical
sciences
Life
sciences
Social
sciences
Humanities
Education
All fields

a

4-year
colleges

Institutions

r

56
52
61
'--

72

;

-

61

58
P.

f17

These data suggest that the private four-year college is a tougher place 'to get tenure
Note, however, that with the single exception of physical sciences at
in every field.
private universities, no field had over a 78 percent approval rate at any 'type of
school.
In 18 out ,of 27 possible cases, the tenure approval rate was lep than 70
percent. For all fields in all institutionsAthe tenure approval rate was 58 percent.

Many academic deatments
These approval rates mask the "counseling out" phenomenon.
have very high approval rates because those who won't make it are "counseled out" of the
This is particularly true of many of the prestigious private and public
institution.
universities whichooften find it easy to "down place" their faculty to lees prestigious
Add to this.the fact that some colleges and universities are, as a matter
institutions.
of institutionalirpolicy, keeping budgets down by replacing assistant professors in their
sixth year witq brand new assistant professors at lower salaries and a very lileak
picture emerges.
The Black Situation

The first step inacquiring a competitive edge in any market is to understand one's own
organizational
evaluation' tire
considerations
strategic
in
situation.
"Important
The morg compatible.a strategy, is with
compatibirity and environmental compatibility.
the organization's strengths and weaknesses, including 'financial and human resources,
distinctive competence, and values, the morelikely'it can be implemented efftively,"
(Diffenbach, 1981: p.48)
The experiencez of .being a black faculty member in higher education will be modulated by
All of ale economic, sociological and psychological
the exiii-Ances 9.! being Slack.
factors which shape the development of blacks in America will come into play. There are
thret factors which seem to particularly impinge on the black academic. For lack 'of
the
Ebony effect, Ihe guilt of success, and model
I
call
these
better labels,
starvatiod.,

The EOony effelt refers to those shared cultural experiences which affec
professionals.
shortcoming it

professionals
Mott
black
may have, this publication

mose black

Despite whatevei
read Ebony magazine.
represents posoibly the strongest; inost

It a
consistent source of information abbut the phenotaenon of blackness in America.
read by blacks of all educational levels, religious persuasions and poli L 'cal parties.

.b\

helors,
defines the 100 most influential blacks, the ten most eligible
prettiest black college homecoming.queens, and the richest black businesses.,
It

the

:

4

Most black professionals are familiar
The Ebony effect extends beyond the Magazine%
Many attended one of them or have
with one or more of the histqrically black colleges.
The rich heritage 'of the historically bLack
a
relative or,close friend who did.
college is a part of the glue that_holdi the black community together and is part ofthe
Ebony effect.

'

t

Products of the most segregated
The black church is another part of the Ebony effect.
hour each week and enriched by African mltures which were in full flower before the
biFth of Christ, these churches provide a, unifying spiritual experience for black'
The black professional has vivid recollections of the hymns and sermons
professionals,.,
which, have lirought coMfort and courage to the black community, and these recollections
form a significant part of the Ebony effect. One'can go on and on to identi-fy those
The cri.tical Assue is that the
cultunal phenomena which comprise the Ebony effect.
Zbony effect tends to,-,treate a shared perception of reality among black faculty.
their individual academic world through 'similar
look at
Black faculty, therefore,
to
varying degrees of misperceptions of those
This may lead
perceptual lenses.
These misperceptions, reinforced by shared experiences, become
individual situations.
difficult

very

to

correct.

One

has

a

tendency_ to

stereotype

predominant1 y.

white

colleges and universities and thereby fail to see critical institutional-differences
that may be essential in developing a competitive strategy.
.

As an individual black becomes more and more successful, there are likely-to be someAr.
The stark reality of"the many blacksfeelings of guilt ,associate& with. this,tsuccess.
the.
ill-housed,
and
victims of a 'racist. adciety. press on
unemployed,
are
Black faculty are often Ambivalent
consciousness of most, if not alt, black faculty.
-about the degree to -which they should attempt to assimilate themselves into white
'society... There are conflicting pressures from black c lleagues, wh ite colleagues, white
This situation leads to a characteristic I lisave abeled
students and.black students.
"guilt of'sUccess."

who

,

Guilt of success is a phenomenon which may block a person's ability to develop a truly
Feelings of pressure from the
competitive .strategy for achieving tenure and promotion.
larger black community to spend one's time in certain ways may cause the black faculty
membe'r to dive'rt. efforts from'those activities which are required for success in the
university community. When this happens the goals of tenure and promotidn are likely to
be unachieved.

Black students sometimes place unreasonable demands on a black fadulty member's time.
They may feel that the black faculty member Bhould always be available tckhelp with any
Many black faculty, perhaps remembering'their Own sense co..f
frustration when they were undergraduates, attempt to respond to these demands.

kind of problem col' cOncern.

White students often see in the black faculty member a chance tp satisfy their curiosity-.
They ask the most personal questions, expect rhe
about blacks and the black condition.
Some black faculty feel a sense
most revealing answers, and then Abate the subjdct.
They know that in.some very real sende they
of obligation to respond to these demands.
represent the black community and they see 4their interaction with white students as an
While such feelings may be
opportunity to counter .nany preyaiiing racist, attitudes.
laudable they may Also take so'much energy, that critical academic work is left undone.

White colleagues exeFt some of the same pressures as white students. The black faculty
member is asked to serve on numerous committees, appear on panels to discuss social
issues, react to campus and national news from a "black" perspective and, in general, be
These 'pressures are then ignored
available whenever the institution "needs" a black.
when evaluations are made for tenure and promotion.
Black colleagues o en ,contribute, albeit Unintentionally, to this .guilt of success%
They sometimes expec. .Praise for scholarly work that isn't very rigorous because th:yw
"know" that the black colleagues will Understand that re-search done by blacks is
"different." Unreasonable assumptions are sometimes made about institutional loyalties.
These burdens can be
Confidences are shared because of the coolen racial identity.
heavy ones for the black faculty medber and they can drain energies needed for other
tasks.
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Guilt of success

rlat experienced by'all black faculty, of course. Many have worked
to
unreasonable dpmands.
Many others, however, have not.
to success
are a hunan, oot a black, phenomenon.
After
graduate student.campletes a dissertation there is usually a loqg period of depression
and avoidance of iniellectual activity.
Success often leads to avoidance behavior. One
can avoid doing the thins necessary for".echieving tenure and promotion by saying that
one has to meet one's obligitioil,.as a. black, to respond to the special pressures from
other members of the academic comminitY. This will almost cegainly Lead to not having
out

healthy
Debilitating

is

responses
responses

a -competitive advantage in'the struggle for sucdess in the acailLiMic world.
The third of themajcw phenomena.which affect the black faculty mekber's chances of
developing
a competitive ,strategy
for
achieming
tenure and
promotion
ie "model
Staryation." The role models that are available for black faculty-are often inadequate
to
provide the guidance needed to develop a truly competitive strategy.
I''am not
talking here about, a lack oe black role models but a lack of good rale models.
Black faculty ,are60.shortChanged when it is essugled diet they need black role :Models.

They need good role models and if some af these are'black then tkric is a plus, but the
intellectual capacity of fhe black faculty,is such that he or she can benefit from all
kinds of good models.
The importrince Of-models for faculty cannot be overestimated.
"One of the most pervasive ways a grOup can be helpful to individuel members in role and
skill learning is through the provision of models.
The'need for models is often very
great-- especially for coMplex tasks and roles, some of Which may be.impossible to learn
'adequately in the absence of a concrete hodel."
(Porter, Lawler and Beekman, 197.5, p
390)
Model starvation doeenot occur because there are not enough 'senior faculty to
emulate, but because they often present an inadequate model.
THe senior faculty,
because 'of its own racist tendencies, sometimes. sets lower levels of expectation for
black faculty.

1
,

This pattern leften st'arts in graduate.ethodl, where some white'faculty fail to expose
the" hlack' graduate student to the' same rigors of criticism that are given to white
students. .4% black graduate student may be encouraged to pursue less rigorous research

than hid or Her white counterpart.
'intereste& in black issues rather

It, is expected that the black graduate student is
disciplinary issues.
All of these_things

than

coneribute to model starvation.
When the' black facu
member errives on campus, he or she is often welcomed with open.
arms and, at the s me time, suspicion that a qualified white was denied the.job,
The
tame faculty who s arv black graduate students because they believe them to be less
capable now btcome
's who will sit in'judgement on tenure and promotion day.

s

Senior faculty are,
imes, less willing to review the working papers of black junior
faculty.
Some of them, in an honest 'effort to,avoid being racist, encourage schotarship
that ,is not of the highesttquaiity.
They let irrational.lines'of argument,vsucj% as "you
don't understapd blacks" to deilect a scathing, but helpful, attick on a research *sign
or statistical methodology.
Senior faculty may be reluctant to offer a co-atpiehip
for fear of seeming "patro nizing." In these and oer
el
ways, senior fealty ma starve
blaek faculty of the models the black faculty memter needs for fuil, dmelopment'and
maturity as a scholar.
fhere are, of course, many factors that are characteristic of the black faculty
situation
in
higher, education.
The Ebony effect,
guilt of
success
and model

starvatiton are three critical ones which affect the faculty member's ability to develop
a competitive strategy. The relative intensity of each of these. characteristics varies
from situation to situation.
Some blacks have dveloped effective guard's agakst
misperceptions .caused by the Ebony, effect; others ha.e not.
Some.have learned to cope
with feelings .of, guilt impoad_ by themselves or by others; some fiavenot.
Some black
faculty have found effective -scholarly role models; some have not.
Each person must
analyze his or her.own particular situation but one must not ignore the way in which
of being black will affect the ,development of a tbuty cdmpetitive
the experiences
"ssstrategy for-echievingtenure and promotion.
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The Strategic Situation
in' any_ fieculty position in higher
responsibilities
and service. 'These three 'responsibilities pre
not the same -in all. kinds of institutioks add the,achievement of strategic fit involves
deterimining how they are to b'e executed. id a particular kind of institution.

three
faculty member has
The
These are teachiolg,
education.

rest...Arch,

patterson and Schuttenberg describe the differences as follows.' "While fprmal mission
statements usually include references to teaching,. research and service, Centra
Centra, "Universities Report Their Facuity -Evaluation PraCtices,". Findings, Vol. IV,
No.2, 1978, pp. 1-4.) reports that service is not a full partner with research and
teaching and that the emphasts among the triumvirate differs according to type ol
In a recent study, quality, of publications was reported to be a more
institution.
than teaching at research universities, but
important criterion for career advancement
teaching was found still to be the major priority at the institutions which granted
While service activities were
fewef idoctorates anb attracted less research funding.
the nondoctoral academic institutions than either ofthe other
valued more strongly
t
categories, service still ranked a distant third to the categories of teaching and
research." (1979, T.15):,
The "secret of strategic fit, therefore, is to understand the match 6etween teaching,
It would be usefu,1 0 Clearly
research, and service and the type of institution.
identify differences in the activities and the institutions'and to see how they'relate
to each other.

The teaching reslinsibility in higher education can be divided into three basic types:
1)

undergraduate,. 2)

classroom,

graduate

and

3)

graduate

nonclassroom.

These

ore

significantly different from-each other and it is unlikely that a eacurty member will
enjoy or be good at all of them. A research seminar is meither harder nor easier than
an introduceory survey course but it is different. Struggling with a Ph.D. candidate, to
resolve a research design isaue isodifferent from classroom teaching.
Descriptive
Research responsibility can be divided in four relatively distince ways.
research attempts to collect data to describe a reality, perhaps for the purpose of
Applied research attempts to*take the
hyliothesis generation or -organizing ideas.
results of knowledge generation and apply them to improve the ability of people and/or
Experimental yeSigrch attempts to evaluate hypotheses' by
organizations tO functiop.
daea.
from
argument
ydasoned
or
analysi4T,
theoretical
inference,
statistical
reasonably
credible
theory,
elucidating
a
to.establiSh
Theoretical 'research attempts
some aspect of reality. These each contribute to the fund of human knowledge but each
requires a different kind of intellectual activity and each requires a-,Aifferent level
of resource support.
4'

The service responsibility in higher education lends.itself taAlassification into four
including direct'service on campus; second, regional.
local service,
first,
levels;
.

service
to
service , including
international service.
fourth,

regional
5ach is

industry,
important
,

Chird,
national
some, are more

btit

service;
relevant

and
for

some institutions than for others,
The Carnegie Commission
(Cart;egie, 1973):

MD

gas

classified

invitutions of higher education

as

follows

!
Type I - Doctorate Granting Institutions
Type-II - Comprehensive Universities and Colleges
Type III - Liberal Arts Colleges
Type IV - Two Year Colleges and Idstituti ns. p
Each type represents" a distinctive kind of institutio with a distinctive role in'tte
system of higher education.

-

'Table

2 identifies the kind of teaching, research, and service activity that, tO most
All institutions do not require the
to be expected%at each type of institution.

expect the same
nor do they
research and 'sbrvice
same e hasis among teaching,
The process of determining the strategic fit is a prpcess,oft
activities in e'ach area.
identifying what activities are required.at which institution.
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Table 2
Faculty Activity Required at Various InstitutiOn Types

Institutiou.Typ es

IV

Activity

,s;
Teaching
4

Undergr

uate,

X

Graduate classroom

4

Graduate nonclassroom

,

X

V.

Research

Theoretical

X

Eiperimental.

X

X

pescriptiye
Applied

4

X

'

Service

International

X

/

National

X

Regional-

X

o

Local

,...

o.
,

.
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The Self Assessident

A

critical istep. in the development of.lt competitive strategy is self-assessMent. '"From
strategic mrspectiv4%.there'. are two important elements of a business situation:
compstitive circums.t'ances and the, market enVironment....
Two 'questions need to be
asked:
1) Wative to competitors, what are my.atrengths etc( weeknesses?'2) In the
marketplace, what are the primary OpPOrtunities and' ehreats?
in thinking through a
the

basic strategy for 'tbe business, however; ft is useful to limit *.s eValuation to those
key fibtors'utich make the difference betWeen success and failure."
<South, 1981, p.21)
For a faculty memi3.er_ thia*self-;ssessment iti'not a trivial task.

&The work/of faculty is
difficult bk_measure in an objectivl Manner and faculty members find, it as difficult to
subjectively evaluate Aemselves as othsr people.
.

.

is useful to start by looking al resekch production because that is,where tangible
results ot one's efforts are most ilikely to exist.
The faculty ?ember should make an
inventofy of aki published wqrk with sptcitl emphasis on the quality of the,journal of
publisher.
Referreed journar 'articles in 'thir'better academic journalR represent the
.most,valuable pUblications when,s&skipg promotion and tenure,. Other'publications should
be realisticlly evequateak.
Resdarch iri progress should': be' c/early and carefully
described.
A researa plan needs to be developed. A'faculty member should. he doing
It
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morehan,just "working on the problem."

There must ge evidence of serious effork and

of pntentially publishable results.

Teaching is very hard to evaluate but every effort must be made fo coLlect data which
Despite their shortdomings,
reflects tha teaching contribution of the faculty member.
Systematic student evaluations are very useful. ' Ask trusted colleagues to observe class
readings and bibliographical material.
text
syllabus,
the
performance
and review
Compare examinations and student performanse with those of others who teach the same Or
Analyze any course materials developed for special contributions to
similar courses.
Deterraine what
teaching effectiveness and for their potential use by other faculty.
kind of teachipg - undergraduate, graduate classroom, or graduate nonclassroom is done
the best and enjoyed the most.
Service activities will invariably be less,important than teaching or research, but they
are important and must be critically,assessed. Speaking engagements and consultantships
must be evaluated. Do,these involve academic efforts or are they primarily sources of
Service to professional organizations such as being 'a reviewer for a major
income?
On campus service often demonstrates the willingness of
journal are valued activities.
the faculty member to contribute to the health of the institution.
AP

A careful self-assessment causes the'faculty member to recognip his or her strengths
and weaknesses relative to the opportunities that are available and relative to the,
performance of Others. The result,of this effort should be a Carefully drawn inventory
and contribution of the faculty
of the teaching, research, and service capabilities
b
'

member.

,

A Competitive Strategy

"Take charge of your career by making studied decisions.about activities that.are valugd
[by the institution] and enjoyable t,to youl,and by making informed decisions about how
your time_will be spent. (Patterson and Scputtenberg, 1979, p.15) 'This advice suggests
the kind of thinking that normally is associated with business, strategy. According to
Carroll, "A strategy would be a statement of important actions eo be taken to improve
relative performance by allocating limited resOurces, which reflects on Understanding of
the principle economic forces affecting the business, of the external changes to the
business requiring a response, arid of the role to be played by competitors." (1981, p.3)

It/is the thegis of this paper that a black faculty member spriving to achieve tehure
a44 promotion at a predominantly white university or college miss; develop a competitive
Promotion and tenure will be hard to achieve
strategy to have any real hope of success.
There will be differences
future.
foreseeable
the
opportunities ,between institutions and between disciplines.
in
:

.

.

Black faculty myst be sensitive to those
may contribute to or inhibit exploiting
institutions require different mixes of
faculty have different things they do well

in

promotion

and

tenure

characteristics of black profeseionals which

Various kihds of
opportunitia's that exist.
Individual
teaching, researFh and service.
and that they, like to do.
';`,-

A competitive strategy for tenure and promotion involves matching the activities that
Eigure 1, adopted from Patterson and
you enjoy and do well.
those
'count with
Schuttenberg (1979), is helpful in understanding the situation.
Figure 1
-14atrix 'of Strategic Activities.

Activities that Count
ACtivittei
that I
don't enjoy

A

Activities
that I gnjoy

10.

Activities.tha4on't coun.

A fagulty member who wants to teach undergraduate students should'not seek appointments
a
'Type
I
institution.
'Even if one believes
that, these Doctorate Granting
astitutions should be carmnitted to undergraduate teaching, it must be recognized that
the most highly regarded teaching at a,.Type I insti.tutibn is graduate nonclassroom
teaching, generally in the form of,supervision of Ph.D. candidatAs. A few independent
study students or some seminars at I Liberal Arts or Community College Will not satisfy
the teaching needs of a faculty member who excels in graduate classroom teaching.

"at

a
tacully member does not 'wish to be .involved in theoretical acid experimental
research he or she should avoid DogtOrate,Grantini Institutiona.
Some Libertl,Arts or
,commtinity Colleges expect no researgti at all but when they do, they .expect applied or
descriptive studies.. In general teaching loads at these Anstitutions 'art too heavy to

-If

leave

the fagulty member time Ior .either experimental or theoreticalresearch nor do
1
they have access to graduate, student assiitance ,Aormall4 required for this kind of
reseal-ch.

Comprehensiye' Universities,
research eXpectations.

,
Jo.

acid

Colleges

are

the

mot4

flexible

in

their

'

_While serviCe does not count as ,heavily as teachingor research, it does count if it's
thr riAllind. Service on a campus admission committee wil1 be highly valued at the
Liberal Arts College, but perhaps not valued at'ill at a Doctorate Granting Institution.
Faculty meMbers who wish to become part of sa .1scal collegial group should avoid
research focused institutions as these are more likely to require membership in national
or even tnternational groups of scholars.

N

1

The competitive advantage goes to that, fa
ty member who invests a large majority of
his or her energies in activities that fall
Cell A.
Very little time should be spent
in doing things in cells B ansl D.
Activities in Cell C are avoided Whenever possible.
The black faculty membet should determine which,activities are in which cell through
careful analysis of the total situatiod.
Through such analysig, the bltgk Iaculii
member can achieve the batic aims of all strategic thinengs increeving tge probabi4ty
.
4
of achieving his or her goals in an efficient manner.
4

.

4
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BLACK FACULTY AND THE ACADEMIC MELTING POT
IR

Ronald L. Tay lot-

4

A recent 3tudy (Steinberg, 1974), based gdata,from a national survey of faculty members
in institutions of higher learning,concluded that a "melting pot" phenomenon is taking .
place among faculty on American college campuses. By its title, one might assume that
the study included an extended treatment of the growing presence of minority scholars in
Instead, it presents an analysis
predominantly white institutions of hlligher eduCation.
of current trends in the representat2on of Protestants, Catholics and Jews in the aca,,demic'professions. Thus, one learns,that."as Catholics have improved their class posi:tions, their have also begun to pr94uce'their numerical share of scholars and scientists"
_(1974, p. 1/5) and are "rapidly approaching the point of being represented among faCulty
in the same proportions As in the Nation as a whole" (1974, p. 105). Similarly, Jews,
who tend to be overrepresented-in institutions.of higher education, continue to increase
their Aumber."-but not as fast as the total population of faculty... the data suggest
that Jewish representation,among ltllege faculty may be tapering off" (1974,.p. 106).
These trends in the ethnic and cultural makeup otficulty Wre-inférred frOm compwAsons
lof older cohorts of faculty with younger cohorts and with graduate students planning a
career in college teaching.

am,

.

I

in view of the mandate for unbiased hiring and promotion policies embodied in the principle of affirmative action and the substantialyincrease in the number of blacks and other
minority students enrolled at all levels of higher education during the last decade, ne
:might have anticipated trends in employment and representation of minority faculty in
higher education similar to tiends observed for Catholics, if not for Jews. Although
such trends are evident.among,..minority undergraduate and graduate,students, and nonacademic personnel, the so-calleT""mplting pot" phenomenon is considerably less marked

e

among minority faculty.
°
For thePeriod 1972-73, the proportion of black faculty in institutiors'of higher education increased to 2.9 perient, from 2.2 percent in 1968769 (Bayer, 1973), for a net gain
In 1975-76, ihe proportion of blacks increased by 1.5 percent to 4.5
of 0.7 percedt.
:percent of all faculty in higher education, a'significant pprcentage gain for a three
year period. The current total of fukl time faculty in higher education is roughly
460,000. ,.11.1ack faculty comprise 'about 4.5 percent-of,this number or approximately
Although precise data on the number of black faculty at pitdontinantly white
20,000.
colleges and universities are not available, estimates range from 1.5 to 3,5 percent.
Such estimates must be interpreted with caution, However, since faculty data are often
flawed by imperfectly defined positions and.variously drawn distinctions between full
I

I

and part time positions.

.

On thabasis of the best estimates available, and their proportion of the population in
the country as a whole, it is clear that blacks ate pot currentiy represented on the
their faculty potential. iAs,
, faculties' of institutions of higher education anywhere ntar
one observer has recently noted, "if there has been a revolution in higher education insofar asIblacks,are concerned; if has simply,been one of Ageing expeetations" (Prestage,
1979), rather than substantial progress. A Carnegie Conmilssion report (1973) concludes
that blacks will not be adequately represented on university faculties until the year
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2000, provided favorable trends continued, i.e.; affirmative action.enforCement efforts,
increased demand for faculty, etc.
However, a recent study by the American Councii on
Education (1982) concluded that employment opportunities for minority faculty and Odn- academic personnel have all but vanished in recent years: Among the reasons frequently
offered by college officials to explain the, slow rate of progress in hiring minori(ty/
members for administrative and faculty posts are
1) financial exigency which inhAhts
greater progress toward affirmative action goals of equal employment; 2) stable or declining employment in higher education Which precludes achieving affirmative action goals
through employment growth; 3) and low turnover ic a tight academic labor market providing few Opportunities for hiring women and minorities. While such explanations can not
be discounted, neitHer can the apparent retreat from-affirmative action.
In view of their
relatively small share of faculty positions, the skewed distribution'of their qualifications and their particular distribution among various classes of institutions, black
faculty would appear to be especially vulnerable to the "new academic depression."

Much of the research and writibg concerning the disparities between black aria- white
raculty Has centered on Ph.D. holders on the asstimption that the doctorate is crucial for
the academdc career, at least'at major research institutions (Sowell, 1975): Such-an assumption is questionnable, however, since only a third of all faculty in institutiOns of
higher education hold doctorates. Nonetheless, the discussion below focuses on black
.doctorates, since reliable comparisons are best made at this degree level.
Black doctorates are primarily employed in high quality public colleges and universities, and the
following observations pertain largely to public institutions of higher education.
As
important as the issue of current employment dpportunities for minority faculty is the
issue of.career advancement or academic mobility. While the strategy of affirmative action has served as an opening wedge for the former, it cannot effectively ensure the
achievement of the,latter.
A decision on tenure has greater ramifications for an individual and an institution than a decision on initial employment and,in'Volves longerrange commitments and approval by a series of gatekeepers.. During this complex process,
there are many opportunities for overt and institutional prejudices to have an effect.
It has been noted (Lester, 1974)
(Sowell, 1975) that certain job-related characteristics
of black faculty tend to constrain their pobility Chances in the academic marketplace.
these job related characteristics must be considered prior to an examination of the.issue
of mobility.
,

Current Status of Black Faculty in the Academic Labor Market

A

or.

1P

In assessing the position of blacks in the academic labor market, some writers have
called attention to several distinct disadvantages of black academicians.
It has been
observed that a smaller preportton of black than white facqty heads the doctoTal degree;
that the fields of specilalization of black doctorates are biased toward lower paying
fields such as education and-the social sciences; that blacks take'their doctorates at a
later age than whites; and that academics who complete their Ph.D.'s at a later age tend
to be less produttive in research publications; that black academics tend to be less
mobile than their white counterparts; and that black acaBemics tend to concentrate in the
lower paying' region of.the Sduth (Sowell, 197E).
It is true that the current pool of black doctorates in...the U.S. is relatively small.
While no precise data are available, it is estimated that one percent of the doctorates
awarded annually in the U.S. are received by blacks.
Acsording to a recent study by the
National Science'Foundation (1981), blacks comprised 1 percent of the Ph.D. scientisp
in 1980, a gain of 0.2 percent from 1975. The study does-not inelude those with Ph.D.'s
in the humanities, arts tr education, where the proportion of black doctorates ranges from
2.0 in the humanities and arts, to 7 percent in the field of education.
The study revealed significant variations by field of specialization among black scientists, with the
lowest representation in the natural sciences (8 percent) and the highest in the social
sciences (25 percent), particularly psychology and sociology (see Table 1).

Although it is generally recognized that limited employment-opportunities and past practices of discrimination account in large measure for the uneven distribution of black
'Ph.D.s across fields, many regard dieir ctgrent concentration in certain Yields as pi-db7,
lematic, especially in view of a general *cline in employment opportunities in'these
areas.. Such concorns.often ignore the fact that the need for highly ftained.black professionals is generated by institutions and agencies that serve the minority community
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Table 1.

Distribution of Ph.D.'s by Field of Study, Race and Ethnicity, Spring, 1980

_/
Racial / Ethnic Group

Racial / Ethnic
Group (total)

Percent of
all faculty

Number

Number

All Other
Minority'facblty

Black
*

2584.

86

5

774

95

51

9

512

.91

74

14

456

86

52

11

406

123

25

368

75

56

68

"44

All Fields

3012

8

426

14

Engineering

.815

11

41

P

Number Percent

Porcent

-

./'

Physical Fcience

563

7

A
Biological Sciences

530

Mathematics &Computer Sciences'

458

Social Sciences

491,

6

'

i

,
'

7

.

Psychology

153-

5

.

85

.

National Science Foundation, Young and Senior Science and-Engineering
Faculty, 1980, pp. 63-66.

Source.

and thus helps to explain the continuing concentration of blacks in some fields (National Board on Graduate Education, 1976). The concentration of black Ph.D.s in the
field of education, for example, reflects in part, the great*Ived of black communities
for qualified professionals to shape and administer the elementary, secondary and higheir
Accordingly, the need is for mbre, not fewer
',education of minority Children and youth.
blacks in this area. Similarly, the relatively large proportion of blacks in the social
sciences and health related fields would also appear to derive, in part, from ninorityrelated manpower needs in these areas.
Whether mino ity students ought to be encouraged to continue to pursue advanceii study.in
tho1i fields in which they are already substangally represented and where employment
opportuniti s axe diminishing are topics of continuing. debate. However there are indications tha the major field choices and occupational eientations of black students have
hange and are beginning o parallel the occupational choices of their white
begun t
counterparts (Braddock, 1982).
'

Becabse such a large proportion of black academics are engaged in college teaching, especially at predominantly black institutions, where stress is primarily on .teaching,
they tend to be less "productive," as measured by scholarly articles'and books, than
Their low productivity has Ilso been accounted for by the late
their white counterparts.
completion of the Ph.D. (Lester, l'974). However, recent suryeys reveal only slight differences in age or experience (as measured by years since the highqLt.degree) between
The distribution of bled( and'white doctorates
black and white academics (Freeman, 1977).
among various fields of academic specialization also accounts for some of the difference
That is, white academics are more likely to be scientists emin publication 8utput.
.ployed by research oriented colleges and universities where publicatkon output is critiCal
to upward mobility:and ja\security. Moreover, some studies have shown that when the effects of such,confounding variables ae quality Of department,of doctoral training, type of
institution of employment, and field of study are tontrolled, the differences between
black and white ita productivity are substantially reduced, if not eliminated (Clemente,4
1974; also Fteepan, 1977):

%ere

is little recent systematic data on the distribution of black academicians by rank'
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or type of appointment, and previous sUrveys offer contradictOry results.
Freeman (1977)
has recently reanalyzed survey data on the employment characteristics of black and white
faculty collected by the American Council on Education in 1973, and found a moderate
Sex, not race, accounted.for the greatest differences
whiteachantage in academic rank.
in rank. More than half (55%) of white males and 46 percent Of black males were in the
two senior ranks, in contrast to one third of white females and one fifth of black females in re ranks. In 1973, females, both black and white, were twice as likely as
males to b instructors or lecturers. Moore and Wagstaff (1974) reported similar findings
They found that blacks were clustered at the lower acin their,study of black academics,
adenuc ranks and disproportionately occupied the ranks of the nontenured, the part-timers
and tiemporarily appointed, and those who had additional administrative responsibilities.
A survey by the.National Board on Graduate Education of member institutions in 1976 reported that between 20 and 50 percent of minority faculty employed by the institutions,
reSpOnding held instructor positions, despite the fact that only 9 percent of all fabulty
...
p'ositions nationwide were at this level in 1976.
.

4
,

.

,

-

Giv,en the dearth of current mnd reliable data on the distribution by rank of blact: aca7
dernicians employed by various types of institutions of higher education, it is difficult
However, the results of a
to assess their current position in the academic labor market.
survey published fecently by Fleming, Gill and Swinton (1978) offer some clues as to the
changing status of black relatiVe to white faculty at four types of institutions, and
The four
present some projections on the demand for black faculty through the year 1990.
types of iflstitutions surveyed were a major state university, a major private univerAlthough these institutions
sity, a small liberal arts college, and a community college.
were selected from various regions of the country, they are not necessarily representative
of other institutions o similar type in these regions nor throughout the country. Accordingly, the results should be interpreted with caution.
/<*t surprisingly, the survey revealed considerable variation in the distribution and

utilization of klack faculty by rank and type of appointment within and between departSignificant differences were found bements or divisions of the several institutions.
tween.the state university and the private research university in tetms of the proportion of black faculty in the seniorprofessorial ranks. Nearly two-thirds of black faculty at the private university held full-time senior appointments in contrast to less
If these da tia are accurate, the.proportion of
than a fifth at the State university.
senior black faculty at the private university slig ly eAceeds th e national average for
full-time senior faculty, while the proportion of sen or black faculty employed by the
state university is considerably below the average. The relative utilization of blacks
also liaried acrosg faculties and departments,within schools at the university level,
with black faculty found in most of the schools and colleges pf the private university,
but concentrated.largely in.the bollege of liberal arts and sciences, school of social
work and education at the state university.
.

.

No data are reported on the distribution of black faculty 'by rank for the private liberal arts college, but it may be ifferred from other data presented that nearly one-,
half of black faculty held senior positions, although tfie absolute number at all levels
was quite small. Roughly one-third of black faculty were foundin the social sciences
and education, with the remainder distributed between physical education and the black
studies program. Compared to the other types of institutions surveyed,the community
c.c4-1 ege employed the largest percentage of black faculty (15%) who, p.resumably, are
fepresented among the tenured faculty and higher salaried personnel.,
.

.

Despite conside`rable progress in the employment and distributiOn of black faculty among

-

.

all of the institutions surveyed, the study concludes"that it will take several deCades
before "the black presence in aCademia approaches its faculty potential," if ever. This
concrusion is based on.current and plpjected conditions in the academic labor market.
Projectiohs of employment oppontvelkips for blacks in higher educhtioware made on the
basis of a modeL of faculty demanaldeiived from aggregate student enrollment rthei, aggregate student enrollment rates, aggregate faculty exit rates, previbUs stock of faculty, and desired student-faculty ratios. Based on these data, Fleming, Gill and Swinton,.(1978e,project a general dec141e.in the demand for all Ph.D. and Master's level faculty during the five year period 198'2-1986 and a moderate increase in demand from 19871989. Zfir black faculty, they project a moderate decline in 'demand in both Ph.D. and nonPh.D. hiring thrOugh 1982, zerodiemnd from 1983-88, and a modest increaie in demand
beginninOn 1989. Under the prE faverable assumptions, 'the ptoportion of blacks on col...,
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lege facultaes is expected to increase from the estimated 1974*level of 3.5 percent to
At this rate, it is estimated that black faculty will not reach
pervent in 1990.
'their labor force potential .before the year 2025.

'

The projected decline in demand for black faculty, combined with the increase in supply
Indeed, it has,
is expected to produce a surplus of black academics in the years ahead.
been suggested that
,

By 1985, in the best case, the probability of a new black Ph.D.
finding employment in acadedic institutions [will] be only between six and seven chances out of a hundred. This is roughly
down from the 60 to 70 percent chances of findfng such employ-

ment during the early 1970s.The same phenomena'are observed
among the non-Ph.D. level.graduates.
Swinton 1978,.p. 249)

(Fleming, Gill and
,

As a result of the surplus in academic labor, institutions of higher education are likely
to acquire considerable flexibi:lity in the hiring and promotion of academic personnel,
particularly minority faculty. This increased fLexibility may inspire many institutions
to "upgrade" their faculties through raising the qualifications required for faculty appointments and tenure. Under these conditions, the prospects for increased minority emAre
Indeed,
ployment are likely to be diminished beyond the levelg already projected.
policies
and
procedures
are
being
in
s-C
ituted'
are already indications that more formalized
for evaluating the performance of academic personnel for tenure and promotionl(Wilke,
Since they have been more recently gppointdd to the faculties of predominantly'
1979).
white institutions of Higher education, blacks andother minority faculty tend to be most
affected by these changing policies and procedures, and find they do not aow what the
policies are, nor how to.find out about them', or how they are changed or administered.
Nor are minority faculty generally well informed regarding the relative weight to be
given to various criteria for tenure and promotion. If they are to make a successful
ascent, minority faculty must,be able to distinguish between nominal and.actual prac-

A

tices.

,..

.

,

Career Mobility in Higher Education

The conventional rhetoric of cademe conveys the impression that rather precise rules apWhite
'ply in the process of hiring, promotion and Vrmination of faculty appointments.
develop
no uniform procedures in these matters exist, various attempts have been made to
.general criteria'in the hiring and-promation,of faculty. In view of the mandate for unbiased hiring and promotion policies imposed by equal _opportunity legislation, Richard
Lester (1974).has suggested that the professional qualifications of applicants for both
tenure and rion-tenure tra"ck'positions at major universitieSbe,the same; irreOective of
In his view', these qualificationstshould be
gex, race or ethnic background.
1)

2)

intellectual ability and scholarly promise, 'demonstrated
as a graduate student, that would rate one in,the top
group of the new Ph.D.s,in the discipline in the country;

special competence in the subfield or combination of sub-

,

fields;
3)

:

special.abilities in teaching, research, and administra;
tiye matters that suit the institution'i.educational
goals and student population and complement the teaching
and repearch capabilities of the existing staff.

For tenured faculty...the bagis for jndging, qualifroations is
one's performance in teaching, scholarship, and colleagueship
during the first five to seven years ,as an assistant prOetsorc.
Generally speaking, a national or international reputation as"an outstanding teacher-scholar is a nuessary qyalificatiorm
(Lester, 1974, p. 33-34)

Presumably, such high qualifications are not required of those considered for employment
several factors mciy deteror promotion at less prestigious institutiohS, whete one of

I.

4
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mine who gets hired and promoted. Despite wide variation in emphasis given to various
qualifications for employment and promotion, most institutidns of higher education meantain at least a normative commitment to universalistic criteria in making these decisions,
though such criteria are infrequently utilized in practice. .
A number of studieg'have sought to identify the major correlates of acaljemiC recruitment
and mobility (Sawyer, 1981; J. Scott Long,et. al., 1979; Hargens, 1969; Crane, 1970).
One of the most persistent findings Is that the prestige of a student'S graduate department aids him or her in obtaining a prestigious acadeMic aPpointment, independent of
demonstrated ability.
These findings contradict the image of 'the academic cdMmiiny as a.
system wherein "universalistic achievement norms" are realized, and call attention lo, ascri tive or particularistic aractices in the allocation. of johs.
In.their investigation
of
e academic stratificat n system, Caplow and McGee (1961) use i "major-league, mknorLea e, bush-league" metaphor in describing the various insti:tutions of higher educaiift,
ad suggest that scholars are likely to,spend their entire careers in the "league" in
which they obtain their doctorates. Similar observations tiave been,made by other investigators.who, in examining the distribution of newly.trained doctorates to positions in the
academic community, conclude that the possession of a degree from a major university...,is
almost a prerequisite fir recruitment to a positibn at a major univeriity, and,that a,
scholar who Obtains the Ph.D. from a,minor uniVersity has a amall chance of securing em-,
'ployment in a major university, regardless.of his or her competence (Hargsns, 1969). In
,
sum, it appears that academic positions are aot allecated'excldsively, or'even Largely on
the basis oeProfessional qualifications, bure likely to involve ascriptive processesin the allocation ofrewards.

:

,

Earlier and more recent studfes oethe academic origins of black doctorates'and career
patterns adduce simijkr evidence of,a credentialing, effect on employment oppdrtunities.
In his national surICT,of black doctorates, Rafky (1971) noted that the majority was employed by high quality, public colleges and universi.O.es; A similar surveY' by Momml.en
(1974) revealed that most black doctorates were trained in a smalf number oChighli*
rated predomanantly white graduate departments outside the South.
Within particurar disciplines, the numher of graduate department& from which bladl doctorates received their
degrees may be.even smaller. For einstance, a survey of black sociologistsby Conyers and
Epps (1974) revealed that more than a third took their doctoraes from just three graduate departments. They found,that 70 percent of black sociologists were employed by predominsantly white institutions, particularly adiversities, and that black socio,logists
were as _likely as their white counterpartS to be employed in prestigious colleges and
universities. Moreover, they found no sigriificant differences between black and white
doctorates in salary or in the attainment of tenure.
'
'

,

While affirmative action legislation may have been successful in broadening iecruitment
opportunities for minority faculty, it hhs been less effective in reducing the many sub'jective conSiderations involpd in the process of tenure and Ptemotion. It has been observed that the criteria of evaluation for tenure and promotion are-often vague, chaotic
and inconsistent, and that in the final analysis such decisions are made in an intuitivd
manner (Katz, 1973). Whilea/acuity are generally aWare that some combinatton of skills
in research, teaching and public service is typically required of candidates for. tenure'
and promotiqpi, they,may 'be less certain as"to thwrelative weight given to each by tenure
and promotion committees._One department may give extraordinary weight to experience,
while another to thg'number of articleS published or committee work. As a consequence of
the vague and epnflicting criteria by which performance,may be evaluated, there is uncertainty in the 41location of energies'(Widom & Burke, 1978; Wi(son, )975).

;

.,..

,

Only a few studies have sought to determine the relative-weight given to various criteria
in decisions On tqnure andpromoxion. In their investigation,of the issue, Tuckman and
Associates (1977) used a market perspective, postulating that the rewards to faculty are
determined to a large degree by market-valuations of their skills in teaching, researqh,
public service and administration. Aceordingly, whom a department hirq Or rewards dOt..
.
penO on the importance it gives to the "package" of skills the individual possesses.
Although their focus is on financial returns to faculty for the possession of certain
.
skills,Jheir ffndings are relevaht to the issues
tendre and promotion since the returns
to th,',4e skills'are also indicative of their overall impottance in such decisio
on an analysis of data from over 300 institutions of higher education collkecte byhred
American Councif on Education; they found.tht outstariding.teaching yields a m h lower
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return to faculty., than other skills, followed by public,service, research and adminisiplines examined, they found that "the,gain
Indeed, in each of the five
tration.
at from teaching and public Service comfrom current administration is three times
bined...1 .The return to administrative skill as matched only by extensive article publiInterestingly, black faculty are shown to experience a:slightly higher return
cations.
for possession of each of these skills than whites faculty.

.

.

/

Lionel tewis 0975;1980) has presented one of the most!penetrating and comprehensive
analyses to date on gerformance criteria for tenure and Promotion. pe Confirms what some critics have merely suspected, namely, that there are no hard and fast criteria; that
"the entire process of evaluation and reward in acadeMia is marked by 'floating standards!"
He arrives at,thisoconclusion from an extensive examination of the personnel records of a
sample pf faculty reviewed for tenure appointments and promotion, and from what other researchers have learned about the judgmental processes affectinitAe,profegsional activities of academics. With regards to teaching, Lewis finds that in the absence of a comprehensive theory of learning, depart4nts,do not effectively appraise the teachink output of
their faculty. As eviddnce, he cites a survey of 1100 deans of colleges bf 'arts and stiences conducted by the American Council onfEducation 'that sought to determine how their
laculties'undergraduate teaching was evaluated. Theaurvey revealed that
.

'

'

104%

In 70 percent of these'collegesoscholarly research and publications were used to determine teaching skill in all or most
-departments.. Presumably, the reasoning here is that if a man
knows his. field well enough to push beyond its" frontiers and
be creative, then he obviously knows enough to be a tolerably
goodteacher, Needl ss to say, it has neVier been empirically
estabftshed that, thefe is a positive relationship between ability to do researc1 and teaching comnetence.(Lewis, 1975,
pp. 22-23)

I.

Although student opinions ar also widely used as a means of evaluating teachini much of
what is known about a faculty member's classroom pe formanpe is fabricated from rumor
gogsip, or other random and unreliablemeans of int lligence."
,

.
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I

.

.

Teaching effectiveness and community service are regarded by many departments as
sary but insufficient gyounds fpr tenure._ Rather, it is schojirly prOductivity, Jmeas a
by published articles and books, which is assumed t4 be the major criterion for areer
advancement. Empiridal eliidence on the relationship between faculty productivit ,,and
atademic mobility is mixed. While'minimUM publication standards have been sho1ito exat
'for tenure and promotion,at many Colleges ahd Ilivritie,s (Katz, 1973; Blaekburrilbet.E11.','
1978), a number af studies have found no Significant relationship betweeh rates of
facultrmobility and peiformance in teaching or publighing (Hoyt, 1970; Katz, 1973):
,

These findings have led some observers to conclude that..%the much-discussed publish-ori .
perish dicttm: ..... .. is'in actualit)fr more fiction than fat in ttie average iistitution
It seems that there are "a diNfferent set of ground rules f6r each de(Wilson, 1967).
cision regarding promotion, the granting bf tenure or the acknowledgement of metit"
(Lewis, 1975). What is clear is that factors other khan the quality or quantity.of pubAs"Lewis points out, such factors art
lications affect tenure ind promotion. deciMns..
la/Tely particularistic in nature:

-....._

---7 s.\
.

i

A young man in a,department,,is judged as to how he.fits.into
Does he adhere tO the set of ideological biases
things.
.which is in fashion in the, department? Does he recognizeas
legitimate.the existing distribution of authority within the
If he seeMs to.be marleable and gracious, he may
department
look,groomedfor a"position within the oligarchy, Otherwtse,
because he could.well qndanger the existing order, he is left.
4
to make his own career.(Lewis, 1975, p. 41)
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It would be a.serious error to conclude from the foregoing discussion that research and .
pubtications are largely irrelevanI fb the process wherein decisions on tenure and 'Immo'Eon are made. Rather, it should be understood that neithe r. is sutficient to insure nobility in the academic market place since so many other-cansideratiOng affect who col'For some, the situation is as it should be, sincdpe
leges-and liniversitie's reward.
...
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acknawledges that faculty members usuallyfdo not possess the Various skills oh which
they are evaluated in equal measure. Consequently, the use' of more flexible criteria
can be applied in such a manner as fo be consistent with the strengths of the indiA more cynical view holds that sual loosely established crivictual under consideration.
teria function to maintain the,status quo in departments and serve as.mechanisms of institutional control. Moreover, such variable standards often conceal the reasons for denying faculty permanent apOointments, merit raises or advancemèjs in rank. Both views
are equally tenable. Whether black academics at predoinan9fwhite..institutions fare
any.better or worse than their white counterparts under
h variable standards of evaluation for tenure and promotion is difficult to determine given the paucity af current data.
It is likely that black academics experience variable outcom
depending on their
own resources and the type of 'institution with which they are affiliated.
I can speak
with confidence only,with respect to the situation of black faculty at the state university system with which I am affiliated and do not claim that it is representative of this
genre, %hough I suspect that its practices and iolicies regarding tenure and promotion
are not much different from those in force at some other large state universities in the
East.

.

At the UniveTsity of Connecticut's main campus, there are cUrrently 15 full;time black,
faculty members, which represents ra.ughly 1,5 percent of total faculty on that campus,.
Excluding the Health Center, there are ari additional'10 facultyAnembers in the Schools of
Law and Social Work. Of the 15 black faculty on the Main campus, fourteem.or 93 percent
have been awarded tenure.
For the University as'a whole (acluding the Health Center)
the,percentage of tenured faculty atoll ranks is 35 percent.
At the highest professorial
rank, the percentage of 'blacks 'is lower-('0%) thin the percentage of whites 442%).
At the
associate,profe or level, 73% of blacks,in contrast to 3X% of whites are found. in this
Almost t ee Imes as many white faculty (20%) as black'(7%) ere assistant profesrank.
sors.
Overall, black
tufty are we,11 represented among tenurpd faculty and at the senior
professorial 1evelsat th
versity of Connecticut.
.

Thesp-statistics convey an impressive 'picture, but may be misleading because ihey do not.
reveal the number of black faculty who were forced'out or departed the university under
fire prior to a tenure decision, nor the number who eMcted to.lealle for various other
Nonetheless, even when such cases are accounted for an iMpressive picture remains
reasons.
and is perhaps more a tribute to the prodigious efforts of black-academicians than the institution with which they are a?filiated.
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BREAKING THE STERE0iYPE FOR BLACK EDUCATIORS IN ADMINISTRATrON

Charles V. Willie

0

, The nation knows not much about black administrators in higher education, the range of
Few
thelr managerial ityles, and how they have accomplished so much with so little.
scholars have considered the life-stories,of bla k college presiodents worthy of bio-1
graphical analysis. Few foundations are willin to sponsor such studies.
n organizational behavior in contemporary
Black college prdsidents are the scapegoat
American society. They are,stereotyped s arbitraiy,.capriCious, and Self-determined
authdrities, with good salaries, good- ooking wives, eager to gain more power and
consolidate it,through contacts with nfluential white leaders, and willing to do almost
anything.to hold on to theirrhigh p..ition.
tives like to think of themselves as tigers too;
Vance Packard said that white exe
easingly fanciful. He discovered that "the roles
but this image, he sa
They are acted upon fully as much as they
they play tendjaore nd more,to be passive.
act. :They move from job to lob, and even frdm company to company, with less and less
'show of self-determination" (Packard, 1962:14). Thus we have the contradictions of
white executives who are ambitious and Ao aspire to be autonomous and assertive but
Who also believe tbat they can be sucCeSsful, maintain their authority, add gain more
power by submissively modeling themselves in tbe image of the boss and ,by4ully con7
forming to, company expectations (Packard, 1962f113).
Clearly there is contradiction in tbe,advocacy of freedom and self-detdrmination
and the suhmissive,,desire to imitate and conform to an image cultivated hy others.
This contradiction has resulted in a submissive-aggressive syndrome, a pathologicar
adgrtation in the social system, diet carresponds to the manic-depressive pathologSr
in the psychic system. Seeing oneself as a tiger but fearing the consequences of
aggressive action to the point,of voluntary submission gives rise fo a distorted world
view and sense of reality.
Unable to cope with the tension of contradiction, majority-group executives and
administrators tend to deny its existence and make an adaptation by projecting upon
minority-group leaders,that which troubles the, majority. Members of the majority-group
may gain temporary solace from projecting that which they cannot handle themselves
/n this respect, black college presidents have served as the scapegoats
upon others.
Parenthetically, this is precisely what Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
for white executives.
did in his report on The Negro LE114(1966). Whitestunable to handle the rigid
division of labor by sevcategory in their middle-class families and to acknowledge
the matriarchal control of their households projected the isste upon blaCks, despite,
the fact blacks families tenZ to be equalritarian.
*Delivered at the National Conference on Issues Facing Black Adm nistratorst
Massachuadttd°Ingtitute of Technology, June 26, 1982
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Thus white America was ready and willing to accept the word-portrait, of the black college'
presidege by RaIph Ellison in his novel, The Invisible Man (1952).e Nevermind
that that
portrait was fiction; some maibers of the majority.±group'were willing to accept it as
fact (Jencks and Riesman, 1967).
Thus, Ellison,for preparilig this stereotype,has become
one of the most celebrated black writers in America, despite ehe paucity of his literary
output.

The-first nine chapters of The InVisible Man have been accepted widely as an authentic
and ideal-type description of the function of black college presidents.
In this prizewinning book, the nation was offered a stereotyke of blackexecutives, courtesy of one
of America's best black authors. Because a stereotype with'such sponsorship is hard
to break, it has become an impediment for analyzing and understanding the function of
minority executives in higher education.
Ellison's book was published in 1942. This means that his stereotype has controlled our
minds for more than a generation. It is important to examine Ellison's portrait of
the black college presidency, to determine if it is falsifiable, and based on the analysis
to confirm or cast doubt on,whether the portraieshould be.generalized.
%

Ellison, of course, did not offer his novel, as a,generalized statement about the way
of life of black educators.
Howevet,there is evidence he knew it could be so misused.
In chapter 2 of his noyyi, Ellison'has the cellege-student protagonist wonper. wily old
Jim Trueblood, an Alabama backwoods type, would tell in eXplioit detail his shameful
story of incest to avrthern whit benefactor of an imaginary school, similar to
Tuskegee /nstitute. Again, throu1i the mouth of the protagonist, 'Ellison conjectu'red
thk whites with thi
ind of in ormation wodleimmediately conCluda that "all Negroes
do such things" (Ellison, 1952:57).
.

Despite the understanding that the dialogue of Eflison's imakinary characters revealed
him to.have about the source of racial stereoeYpes, Ellison labored'long and hard to write a novel, [be first third of which stereotyped black educatOrs and especNally'
black college administrators.
A reading of the 1967 Harvard Educational Review
article on "The American Negro Collee" (Jencks anchiesman), and of Ann Jones'
book entitled Uncle Tom's Campus (1973) illustrates the abusive waythis stereotype
has been used against blackt in Amerlcan scholarship.
r
In summary, Ellison described the black college president of the 1930s this way: *he
is kind to students who are compliant (p. 2) but unreldhting in punishing those Who
cause him embarrassment in the presence of whit
92-95); he uses both admiration
and fear &induce students tosdo what he fants hem o do (40/ 105); he impresses
upon them that they would be nothing witho t h' assistance (p. 128)'; and urges
students to forget about pride and dignity, but to cultivate and 'Make ciantacts with
powerful and influential people and learn h w to use them (p. 129).

44,

In the presence of whites, Ellison described the black collfte president of the 1930s
as wearing a bland mask, apays smiling, and concealing emotions such as feelings
of anger (p. 93); he meets and takes leave of white campus vfsitors with a
humble/
bow (p. 96), and always presents a posturc of humility and meekness (p. 05); he will
say anything to please'whites even if he has to lie (p. 124).
In short, Ellison
portrays the black college president as acting out "the rOe of the nigger" for
whites, to On where he is (p. 127), atAopf being especially resentful of cocky black
students, not contented with tfleir pfae in society (p. 129), whose actions could
jeopardize fhe president'-s acceptability as a protector of the interests of influential college benefactbis (p. 127).
I do not claim that no black college presiddnt could be found in the 1920s or 1930s
iwho acted the way Dr. Bledsoe acted in Ellison's novel. Richard 'Wright contends that
the way of life of the minority is a mirror of the majority (Wright and Rosskam,
Tobe Johnsod subscribes to this assertion,too and states that "most of
1941:146).
the older black college presidents probably resembled the autocratic officials who
presided at the prestigious white schools during the nineteenth century" (JOhnson,
1971:800). As a refinement of the Wright and Johnson hypothesis, t contend that the
minority is a dual reflection.of the way of,life of the majority -- /both the best
If this contention is true, then Wright is correct in'telling'white8
and the worst.
that they may understand themselves better by getting to know the minority (Wright
and losskam, 1941:146). They may understand'both the best and t4g worst in themselves.
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While it may be true ;hat some Black colleges were oper ated as if they were the
person:A property of presidents such as the imaginary Dr. Bledsoe, others durpg this
same Ariod, from World War I to World War II, were led,,:by presidents who honored and
esteemed their students.
2
'HoWard Thurman, who became one of America's greatest preachers, enrolled in Mokehouse
College in Atlanta, Georgia in 1919. He descrAbed John Hope, the first black president
of that school, as "genteel, scholarly, and ecorous" (Thurman, 1979:36).

.1

The goal of John Hope was to affirm the self-worth and build up the confidence of each
This, he did in weekly lectures in chapel to the total student body 'and by
student.
permitting students to operate theis own organizations on campus without interference
Thurmen,called the weekly'lectures by the president "perhaps
from the administration.
our greatest single course of instruction" (Thurman,'1979:34=36). He identrfied the
college presideni as "the guiding mentor"who was assisted by a dean who heilped students
"define the meaning of the personal pilgrimage" on which they had e barked (Thurman,
ds that resulted
1970:38). These blapk college aaministrators not only planted the
in a."dkamatic sense of self" on the part of Morehoyse students (Thu;7:MI, 1979:34),
they kept before them a "sense of mission" -- their "responsibility to the many, many.
others' who had not been fortunate enough to go to college" (Thurman, 1979:35). Thurman
'described the college president and the dean as providing,",extraordipary leadership"
,
during bfs st4dent d4s in the 1920s.

'-

4

0

John Hope'had his race-related encounters with whit::: did tf!e imaginary Dr. Bledsoe.
ents because of their impatience
Lut President Hope never4chastised or put'down his
with the system of discrimination in which tbey lived. ,The Morehouse College president
always aderessed his students as vyoung gentlemen." Thurman said this sialutation was
a "term of respectl" that boosted the "faltefing eve of black students who were
-surrounded by racial brutality in tkie South (Thurman,<1979:36),.
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1:4ben Thurmen, a Gocky student, Walked out of an interracial meeting'held at the
Splored Branch of the Young Mens Christian Association becduse of the failure di the '
southern white liberals present to offer a plan for total/integrated seating at a
concer4 in thescity,auditorium by Roland Hayes, President Hope aCcepted the compromise'
-plan but did not berate.his student for rejecting "this bit 61 racial legerdemain"
that would seat blacks on.the main floor and in the balcony but segregated on different
: sides of the concert hall rather than, as previously,:all whites on the main floor
and all.blacks in the balcony (Thurman, 1979:37). When he, a young disgusted black,
left the meeting, Thurman said, "Dr. Hope followed me. 41e put his'hands on my
shoulders ana said, 'Thurman, rknow how you feel about what is goIng on in there,
but you must remember that these are the best and most liberal ben in theientire
There is no one Lse. Remember.''' Thurman said
We must work with thet.
'south%
he,did remember and Dr. Hope's'advice helped him to grow in_understanding (Thurman,
1979:37).
-
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During.the 1920s and,the 1930so one black college president rejected a cocky.student
,and punished him because of the honest way that he had related to ftitesi another -14
black college:president acceptedothe cocky student and tried to help him undetstand
Both college presidents Uuring this era of racial
the limitations of whites.
brutality were'op0 to compromise in raCe-related matters; but one compromised in'a
way that degraded the personality of black'students, while the othbr explaine'd the
reality of circumstances in a way that enhanced their confidence, increased their
Jhich administrator was representative
courage, and contributed to their understanding.
One, t
other, or both? ItrAffierican
of other black executives of that period,:
.
scholarship on higher education the black adThinist5ca.4th education who is the
ioned as if an ideal type; the black administratyrant and Uncle Tom is frequently
who enerates confidence and inspires courage aMong
tor who counsels and console
One TAT-enders why.
is forgottenor ignored.
t
students committed to o64:s ch
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buring' this contemporary era of desegregation and iniegration in hightr education, the
presentation of partial fnformation about'the attitudes and, actions af black aamanistrators continues and perpetuates the stereotype that was popularized by Ralph Ellison..
°It is important to analyzeothe full range of adaptations by black students, faculty
members, and administrators to contemporary circumstances as a way of getting to know
Richard Wright describes, the.
the minority and better understandtng the majority.
minority as a dark mirror looking baek at the majority (Wright and Rosskam, 1941:146).
..
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Benjamin Mays reminds us that "the social revoltition.thet has swept America ierecent
Years did not begin i,t Berkeley, the University of.Chicago, Oberlin, or Harvard,'
but in Negro institutions (Wright, Mays, Gloster, Dent, 1967:457). . And Samuel -DuBois
Cook contends.that "it is hardly an accident that "Martin Luther King, Jr. was an
alumnus of Morehouse College rather than Harvard College and,that.an overwhelming
majority of leaders of the civil rights movement -- nationally and locally -- are
graduates of bl,ack colleges." Cook exprained chat "perhaps the black colleges provided
a_6ocia1 creativity, fan) ethical ... motivation, a sense of outrage at ..0 oppreasion,
a pasSiori for social justice, .... a will to a better social order" (Cook, 1978:54).
These could not be.provided by schools administered by tyrants and Uncle Toms'such as
the imaginary Dr. Bledsoe. His style of administration could never be the ideal type
exhibited by...ollege presi4dents of color who developed sucb leaders gs mentioned yarlier.

Also not representative of allAbiack educators in admtnistration are Ihe attitudes
and actions of the five bladk chancellors of North Carolina's public black colleges
and universities. 'They sided with white officials in charge of chat state's higher
,eduLation systeM in opposing the desegregation demands of the fgderal government in
While this was the posture of chief black admAnistrators in one'southern state,
1979.
the chief black administrator of Tennessee State.University in Nashville was.giving
leadership to the P lanning phase,under the supervision of the court for the merger of
tbe University of Tennessee at Nashville (a predominantly white institution) with
Tennessee State University (a preUidnantly black institution) that was recognized
,and mandated by court order as the surviving school of the merger. This state of
affairs came to pass because :a the 1968 classaction suit that was Tiled in the
United States District Court by Rita Sanders,(now Rita Geier) on behalf of aT1 blaélts
living in that state as well hs students and faculty of Tennessee State UniversitY.
Named as defendants in the case were several units of state and federal governments,
including the University of Tennessee Board of Trustees and the Tennessee Higher
ion Commission, e coordinating agehcy, One outccnie of the laWsuit was the court's'
Edw..
man ate that defendants submie a plan for desegregation of higher education.

0
As president of Tennessee State University, the predominantly black institution,A.
Frederick humphrieS neither joined the black plaintiffs who pressed for integraieti
higher education in the State of Tepnessee,nor opposed the court,ordered desegregation
But his students and facully were parties th the case. They were not
demand.
Indeed, he supported their Victory and participated
humiliated by their president.
in the planning for its Implementation. It was his opinion and that of John Matlock
that "the,outcome,of the TSU and UTN case-might have bean very different had the
state been permitted to determine hOw it would eliminate its dual higher education"
mphries, 1981:174) Again, we see some blacks in higher education
(Matlock and
supporting 'the state and its modest plan for racial desegregation in
administrat
North Carol a and othars supporting the court and its radical Plan for racial integre
tiOn in-Tennessee. It would be inappropriate to dlessify the attitddis and-actibns
of one set pf administxatprd as more representative of blacks than the attitudes and
actionsof the other
set of administrators.
.

,

i

Benjamin Mays has provided a sumMary statement that shoula end for alltime the
temptation to stereotype. He said that blacks do not have a,distinct and unmixed
culture (Wright, Mays, Gloster, Dent, 1967:457), and I would add, neither do whites.
Thus, "it is strange," Nays said, "that no article has been written describing
[feeble, unrated, white] colleges as areas of racademic disaster" (Wright, MaYso
Gloster, Dent, 1967:456). And I wOuld add, it'is'also, strange that no article has
been written extolling the administrative style of some black educators as a model
for many, in view of the accomplishments of their schools.
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UPWARD MOBII,ITYJN. AMERICAN HIGAR EDUCATION AND'
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15LACK AMERICAN EDUCATORS:
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TRENDS'AND PROSPECTS
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Elias Maker:Jr.

1

Let ue.begin with Ehe premise that one of the things denied black Americans until very,
iecently was any exiperience which gave them'detailed insights into a range of high level
Only recently are enough
exeducive4peherior inside white organizations Or instimtions.
It is now important for them to be
'black Americans/inside large white organizations.
sensitiVe tp.and aware of what it takes.to get ahead in an upwardly mobile; !Addle
management,.and executi've sense. Earlier (15 t20 years ago), they were not in the
organizations; and if they were in the organizations, they were decidedly Rot on a track
of uprard mobility which would lead to middle or upper:revel'management. It was either
the mailroom or the custodial room; there were a very, very small.number of peOple beyond
that.

S

In predominantly white'institutions of higher education, the analogy holds very firm
because until about 15 years ago, one could not talk about upward mobility for blacks
withina full range of institutions in American higher education. Less than 20 years
ago, thete were few blackp.in American'institutiols of_higher eAcation outside the
hundred or so historically black colleges in the southern-and border,states. A conference;
such aa this iu 1965 would have been impossibleo In,1968I believe it was, l'went to a
It was
conference in TarrytoWn, New York that-was init on by the National,Urban League.
the first conference which .focused on the problems of blecR administrAthrs on white
college campuses. On ref1ection,-4 remains one of the mdst interesting and provocative
. events in My professional career.

'4

,

-

.

One of the things whiCh happened in the dynamics of that conference was that the kacks
brOught so much anger, frustration and'hostility into Tairytown -that It-Was-difficult
and impossible.to focus in any useful,or beneficial or analytical way on dealitig with
problems which brought them there full of anger, frustration Ind hostility. It was so
bad that in one session two black educators, one of whoM is at this co944rence today,
asked a question from the back of the room that. was.perceived by,the speaker, another,
black'educatorjas a kind of confrontational-question. This was in the period in which
the4degree.of blackness or devotion to the protestmovement was a question'of.great
eorth, both educators' moved into the
moment. As the questions and answers.went back and
As
they
were
talking, it was like a-western
aisle and weremoving towards each Other.
The guy from the back would-come closer and the guy fromthe'front would come
4.14.5t-out.
closer, and it,was obvious etlatif.thes?No guys met there might well have been'a fist
fight.

The feelings of frustration and anger were ISYtttmic to the Conference; The sources of
erustration and anger were in the Conflicts between the institutions of higher education
and black students, with the newly hired black administrators'caught in-getween. The
educators were powerless to bring :about'the kind of tchangeS they'desired in both the
atudents apd,the institutions, Among ourselves we abused eaCh other with the,feelings
thee we wanted to direct toward others Whose power controlled Us. What we Adg0earn d
since then is a relationship of superior versus.inferior power and aahority. :The sa e
frhbtration and deflection.of anger haOpens.all.along the line. This is an impovtant
The feelings were
A.nsight in terms of the professional behavior of a manager.
A.neensified for the black educaters because they were in deep conflict about rether
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they were helping behurting black students by being in instit\
u ions, butgbeing powerless
to change them in fundamental ways.

,

Let me now go through a fairly cursory survey of upward mobility that may.bummarize what
I perceive this conIerence to.be dealing with in most of its sessions. He4,do we define
success in our chosen professions an& once we define it, how do we 5dhieve 'it?
A related
question that'normally is not covered, but will be inclOded here is why be concernedwith
upward mobility, or Succest for sudh a 'uniquely, influential group as black Amerisan
educaters in.terms of impact on the nature of American goctety?
It is a question not to
be ignored lest we forget that black Ameridans have been, now are, and will in the future
be seeking fundamental changes in the way the institutional life of,the society functions.
Higher educatioh is a major cornerstone of American life out of which comes almost all
its leadership in all aspects dT the society. -To wit, it would be interesting to see how
the 25-year reunion classes of the three Ivy League schools that have been widely reported
are positioned tn American life- Where do they work, what do.they hold sway over in terms
of the political and-economic li!fe of this country? A fact that would undoubtedly be
.pen more chilling is that large Proportions of those 1957 graduates of Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton beliexed that black Americans were intellectUally inferfor.
In one instance,
about 487. of the 1957 graduates Of one sckool'believed that blacks were intellectually
inferior; in another school about 39% believed that lacks were inferior.
It is now still possible, however, that some black
ericans coming out ofthe same
schools - Yale, Harvard and Princeton - will see and do see other blacks as inferior.
That is something.tooponder;.it is possiblA. American institutions, including higher
education, are skillful at making one's origins seem inferior. These origins are to
be rejected in large part to pursue the American drean. This has been done in all kinds
of institutions including higher education to all kinds-of PeopleItalians, Irish, Poles,
and b/acte and browns. You must.be.washed whiter than snow, whiter than snow.. For
.whiteness is not a color, but a state of being, just as being a nigger or a wop or a kike
ar a Polock iS not i color, but a stat6 of being. citr has to do with superior/inferior
relationShips. Blacks, hopefUlly, can mitigate and make more pluralistic the way in which
all-our socializing instieutions wOrk. Success would benefit all Americans.
.

Let the turn to my,perspective on upward mobility.
Some definitions are in order.
First,
we must.define where the top is.
There are two major areas of upward mobility in higher
educationadmtnistrative and faculty upward mobility. 'On the administrative side, you
have the chief executive officer of an institution or multi-campus system and the chief
:executive officer's cabinet.
Usually there are five major top officers in American higher
edtkcation-academic, fiscal, development, student personnel.or student affairs, and
managemOt.. The last one is a new one thai. is gaAning increasing currency.
It is someone.
who is the vice president of administration or who.functiOns as a.management efficiency_
,expert to dearwith the totality of the organizational structure of the insatution.
In
simpler words, one is at the top if.one is responsible for everybody and everything in
one's area.
Iess as simple as that.
If thereis,nobociy else above you'but.the chief ,
executive officer, then you are at the top. For exampIe...an academic vice preAdent in
a large institution such as MIT may have the deans of:g11,schools and co4eges,report to
hirCor her as academic vice Arpsident. The deans represent another level of the heirarchy
on the administrative side, and then you have departMent chairs and So on.
All policy is
formulated.up through these,top positions aRd all resources are known about and their
allocatiohs and realignment, if necessary, Are Clone at the level of these cabinet officers.

Qn the faculty side there is upwerd Mobility in terms of moving into a tenured position
OD in moving upward through whatever yanks exist to become a full professor. .In both
administrative and faculty mobility there is also inter-institutional mobility wherein
different schools have varying levels of prestige or staturen One can advance eyen at
the same faculty.rank or administrative level as an academic vice president, president
or full professor by.moving to a more prestigious institution. The most selective,
liberal arts colleges and the top fifty research universities are generally recognized_
as the most coveted places in Meriden higher education.
'

To turn back to'blacks',prospects in negotiatingupward in these systems, let me mention
three periods.
Period'I - 1850 to 19 5. There was virtually no black participation in administrativ? and
Jaculty mobility outsi e of the historically black colleges during this period. Most of
..14
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'the blacks in white collegwere superstars such as John HdOe Frankltn, frrst at Brooklyn
College thenat the University of Chicago, or'Allison Davis, oplso at Chicago. Within.the
.black Colleges there was mobility from lesser, known schools toward Fiskt,Hamption,
Tuskegee, the Atlanta colleges,and Hdrvard Univepsity.
.
.

...;

.,

Period Il'- 1966 to 1973. This was the period of expansion in which a significant
number,of blacks wet Oto white campuses primarily as adminiatrators to addresS the
rapid increase in numbers pf black students, or as faculty'members to respond to student '
pretests, edpecially about the omission of significant content about blacks In-the
social sciedces and humanities... The rise of black studies brought new faculty and qUasi-.
faculty positiong. .("Quasirfaculty".means mixed teaching admi stratiite.responsibilFties
primarily related to black student needs.) Historically; blac colleges were growing in

"

1

sizetand also in their resource base in some public and krivatd schopls, cteating some
additional opportunitles for black academics, and an increasingly ettractive option for'"
upwardly mopile black administ,prs serying in histdrically white colleges.
.

...

In this peYiod,there was a loss of momentum an the issue of
black students on white campuses. Higher eduation generally moved into a period of '
"steady state" where enrollments.have been growing slowly, if at all. Moneyds not'as
The-rapid
available in the-private or6public sector due to weak economic currents.
'increases in black enrollment esSentially stopped by 1977 or 1978 among undergraduates,
graduates, apd professionals. By 1980, the numbers of blacks in a significant number of
(See "A Losing Batrle," published by
graduate-and professional schools had decreased.
The National Advisory Committee qn Blacks in Higher Education: Department of Educaiiqn.)
Period III.- 1473 to .1982.

A

'
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.If the expansion.of black faculty and staff were following the expanelon of students, and
the expansion of Students stopPed, ii could very well mean that the expansion of
AnotSer
professional mobility which flows behind that would also begin to plateau.
example comes,from two-year colleges which have experienced very rapid and dramatiC.,
increases inblack enrollments. We have also seen the fairly rapid increase in the tigoyear sector of black chief'executive Officers. The largest fncreage of black.chief
execOtive officers in terms of nel..4 kinds of institutions outside the'historicallyrblack
colleges has occurred in two-year colleges, tainly, however, in two-year colleges where.
student Populations mlrror the.image of the historically black Colleges. In My enalysik
i
we are not witnessing an exRansion af mob'ility; we,are seeing another kind of change
system'in
the
logi,c
9f
mob
lity,in:
and growth staler to the historically black college
,
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Among eaculty, there has been a leveling off and t potential erosion oE opportunities for.
moving into.tenure track Tositions and acquiring tenure'. We hear talk about dais and 4.
pnd your day fOr'
is threatening. It is a %wry personal thing,if you are in a school
With the
fallen
by
the,wayside.
promotion is coming and fell& strugglerShave already
rqstrictiona of a steady.statd.already in place, we .look to the future,and see new'
Z.-er
There is tremendous'competition for talented young blicks from fields sych as
problems.
find
In an already too imalftalent pool, A.7e
engineering, business, lai".., and medicine.
pursding the traditionil Ph.D. We,see this in ihe
l' too few of our-more taleited_students
Atladta University Centpr'where we have a dual-degree enginaring program wqh-Georgio
been in medicine or would haye
,Tedh. eThe prdgram ispulling.some who earlier wOuld have
those-Ough iive years in .
They
began'to
find
out
that
by
doing
taken Science Ph.D.'s.
engineering, yo4 can start in the middle and upper 20's and within five Yeats yeti can
,' earn a salay in the mid 30'b, and be only 25 or 26 years old. Even though a doctorw_if.
he Ruts in some time;.ctn triple that $30,000, f,or a.poor black kid who never has seen_
,much money,, it ip vety hard to say do five more yeats,and become a phystcian. Ha.knews
that somebody that'is two years ahead othip just got gn offer frqm General Electric'
for $268,500 and after six months goes.to $.29,500 at age 22. 'The puotlem is not,the
1.
OhoiSes,-the proglem is the small pOo1.. Today tpere areltmore attractive Choices for .
The PH.O.:yielt that we might have gotten out'of the
talented, bright black students.
expansiona'frot 1568 tta 19,02, is,not happening. .For.the future,there will.'be fewer
black academics in line, for upward mobhity in American'higher education.
i
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One otherjaintthat I would like to make abOut, upward mobility is tloat.there
that
Y relationship bittween historically blIck colleges and historicallywhite.colleges
Many
bleck.Ocadetics
has now.begun to surface in the last fifteen iears.
I administrative positions 4re finding that if they" want to go to the top, they have to
leave the white system and go 6 the black systet. There,.they might,have a Possibility
of becoming chief exeCuttye officers. They are finding dlso that eyen to become a top
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lineexecutive officer whicheis what I call those five vice presidents, one might have
to jump ship and go int, ohe black college system. There they find the chance to.Werk with
the president ana the committee's of the boards of trUstees in terms ofthe future oran
'institution rather than with an assiseant or associate director underneath those top
vice presidents. One migheeven
be on the presideat5 staff, buf not in'tharge of a
specific.area. Many are o y.in charge of what the president designates- .Your
portfolio4does.not come i
Chejbb description and the structure of the inatitution.
\it,has been interesting to watch as hlack college presidencies open. You have a ver,y
large-number of.candilates who are administrators in historically white colleges who are
competing for these jobs; ofterithey get them.

w1
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One of the reaAns that they get them is that in many instanceS' they. come with
,credentials from the prestigious parts of the system. If you are agiarvard Ph.D., Yale
Ph.D., or Cal-Berkeley Ph.D., you'attract positive attention.
I am not saying that I.
agree or I disagree with it; I am notIdescribinwit as a fact f life in .the American
academic world.
That is something we still.have to,reckon with.,
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future in terms of the
Now what does that mean? It means we need Cb plan for the
.historicaIly white colleges. We musc continue to emphasize the divers1fic4lon of fields
for'undergraduates and also for students going to graduata,schools.
It must be inia
"planfulV pattern. We must also try, though it i'S difticult, to identify .students'of a,,
scholarly, esearch, orireflecave leaning,. Inthe undergradpate schools we'have to
become more skillful at i4entilying,for exaMple,.a youngierson who loves the laboratory,
and try io illusttate.to hi$ that'unlesa he.really sets.Ate the research and
development.part of a major corpOration, he will probably be Very Unhappy as an engineer.
There are
We'might illustrate the,relative freedomvithkd ale academic laboratory.
people out there who ate talented and able;.but wear.p/not, 'I think, among black
educators in the historically white college system planning toward the lang-term
Training fors mobflitY rests,.exoept for Howard andsthe:Atlanta University.
future.
Center, in the historitai,ly, white system% There needs. to'be an awareness of and
sensitivity to "planful projecting" toward the'future in.terms of mobility.
,.
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Within the black college system, mit of-my dreams has always been that we would workout
some kind of consortium relationshiOwith Howard and Atlapta University so that we woUld
In many
have a system within a systqn which dealt wiih the manpower needsthat.we have.
instAnCes, :in critical fields we could look to, Roward,and Atlanta.University in a .
speoial waywhere we could set poRple in and get them'beck with their'Ph.D.'s.

.

'1,

.

.In the historiCallY black col14gest,our problem is to do intra-pool dWelopmene f.rom
M.S.'s to A.I.D.'s to.Ph.D. That's,ope of.the things I'ite:.been dOing'since I':Ve heen'at
If s,tudents have everyohi4 done but their disseOlhons", I communicate to them
Clark.
.that they have to finish their diasertatiOp or they arelii,W,going to,.bein the dog
house, If they-iget, : at clbse, we need 010 to have the ctiftlential inside our inatituilioneand we need the.
cause it does thingS'I.or them. WhentheY get,it, in`many
0.nstanges, its almost like a metamorphosis, like the veil:is lifted; one now 5an
l'i
,
, sVenture2rorth to do greater thiags.
..

.

,
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.
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Why all of this? First therkis a question pf the credibility of our equality as a race.
We, in a sense, arestill.saying we.want todemonstrate that. we.can be in all plates,
We musttdo whatevar has tO be
tat all levels. We ask do quarter; we give no quaAer.
In higher education you are dealing with the intellect;* this is an extreMely
dode.
importaA sector of,American life in:which we must be successful, the pi:ace where the
,iiie4of.the mind keigns supreme. Therefore, we need some black Nobel laureates In
academic,disciplines in the li8O's. We have one in.economics; none in the whale array
It
,of the sciences hes been a black Amerften. We'need that and we need it badly.
speaks to us in terms of.our own self-respect As a race and also it communicating that
we are there because we are able,and not.because we art blacks.
.
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ihe other issue is one which I call intellectual pluralism in American higher ducation.
In the humanities, ,for example, people deal with.the imageS of.themselves and the-imagea ..
There'you talk abOut art and music and the literature, life and times of
of a. nation.
people. We Still have a )810 to do. I was recently reviewing the NariOus kinds of hooka
that have come out in the last few months. They are all.books I call "etting the recoerd
straight" like Leen HiggInbotham'a book, In the,Matter of Color, which just came out inr
the last eighteen months. .Vi oe Harding just published.a book, There is a Tower, that's
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setting 4,he record straight; Mary.Berry and%John Alassingame-just came,out With a.
book; and Willi ailHarris, 'who is going to my alma maEer, Paine College; as.President
also just publis . .a book. All these treat aspects rethe history of Slacks in
Alerica., We are still more prolific, in the social sciences. In terms Of the social
sciences the organization of the economic, political and inatitutional iife,* how it
works, how we analyze it, hoW we rnaiputat,e it for4our advancement:is critical. We
need more workdone. .0ne df the things_we are doing at Clark is taking a policy center
and redirecting it to focus on_economic inequality. te intend to try to do some things,
whichAre aspimportant in breakingdown economic inequalipy'as-was earlier done in 'black
,

law"*.chools in breaking down inequality in Legal rights.

.

.
.

1,4.

Science is the majoi new frontier for black Americans. We must.beginnow as a
comprehensive group.of,black profesionals to'figure out how, within this decade, we'
break open particlpation in the-sciences. We"juisocannot Continue to go the way that we
We have 41most no pa;ticipationmin the hard pciencer, engineering and so on.
are! going.
All the statistics that we look at indicate, that_there, are very few in the pipeline in
physics; in chemistry, bio-engineertng, bio-chemistry, physical chemistry and staidstate p*sics. In man' ana'his environment, the health and welfare of men, tHe protection
,of this planet, Earth, as a spaceship, 1)lacks must.participate. There is also
:
technology in the service of`tommerce, computers, telecommunications and niicro-blectronics
-.::
where we are not represented:. There is technology in ehe sevice of war. -I have some

4k0.
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reservation's about that, but my basic philosophy is wherever there is action, we must-be :

because we live in America; we don't have anywhere else to go. Therefote, whenever
things are moving, I think we must be there, eyed. ff we have philosophical reservations
about being a part of the technology of war. There are also the Professions - business,
communications, educaCion, law, and so on - to tae into consideration.
4.

Wg must.recognize that this- is whtt u pward mobility is all about. The stakes are high.
The 1982 freshmen werel:orn in 1965. Bleat American youths born in, 1965 are now beginning
to move into American.higher ecuation. In 1987, five,years float now, that freshm*
generations of black,
class will have been born in 1970. 'When I say there mgS,scome to be
Americans'in
the same,
AMericans whq, in 25 years will answer questione"about other blatk
Ido not say that as an.idle
Princeton
classes
of
1957'answered,
way the Yale, Harvard,
I have been back -on the campus'full-time forftfive years
cocktail conver4ti6n gambit.
after a ten Year absence and one of the things that distbibed me most profoundly, until
I looked at the ages.of these students, was thatithey didn't knoW anythtng abdUt black 1
rights
,geople ih Amevica. .Ask them 6a was Martin Luther King. They shy the was a civil

'

.

a

'leader. Askthem what kind of rights did he lead us for, where, when and how, and they
run down All the names - Malco16,'
"can'trtell you. You go throagh the last \20 years and
:
Meredith,,
Hunter: Give them 25; they
Stokely, Medgar, Schwernero Goodman, Chaney,
couldet tell you about five.
,

.

,

.

heir family histories. .
.
d not-have Any
because
their-families
The students rebelled at the assignment
of historY wit their families until
Itey
did
not
associate
the
dtScipline
histories.
r families did have
it was interpreted for them. They then went forth and Tound the
family,
thegenevatiodhl
travmission of
hAtories. We are finding that within the ,Iciack
community: Jewish
information is breaking down. This isa responsibility for our
:-Americans don't leave it'to the schools',or Church or anybody.; Ehey. have organized it
If you are 'Jewish, you cannot
in a formal, ritualistic way, and they do it,themselves.
,I
Gur
children
do
not
know.our
history. 'We haxie noi
escape the historY of yourleople.
Have
you
told
them.about your .
told
them?
told theM. If you have teenagers, have,you
But even more important, ew, e had'one teacher asR studtnts.

.

,

if'you know lout them?
father and mother?. Have you told them about your grandp arent
If'we transmit
We
didn't
even
ask
and
our
origins
ar
vague.
'Bomeof us do not know.
This Is,what I've foun at Clark that mtkes:
is persOnal'and not historical.
Or daddy or,Uncle'Joe or
thl/difference. If you talk'to youi children.aboutMommy
Uncle Bubber whd were in Greene County, Alabama or Glen County, Ggrogia and'hadotOleave
,

it, 4t

:

yourfaMily Came to be
town by night,..one d0A.ahead of .-the lynch Mob,,ind that's how
what
they
are.a
pdkt ,of and what their
living in Bostolo.or,New York, then that conveys
and
why
they mist not fail..
.,
They begin to understand Americaibetter

.

obligations are.
.
'In their historiej they, Will'find their roots Of notivation.
A

..

This ie'What I Am after.

special. obligation to- .

In my youth the s#ns of America's.a,ttitudes were clear and the
Yet
performwellwas also clear. .qlow.the--slgns are much morp subtle and deceptive.
'-:
undergraduate,.graduater
and
.
I the statistics ali along the 1in - in high schoo1,
M*
'
r
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professional schools, in the profesgions - indiCate a major itruggle'is still being
waged to,continue progress toward parity.
.

Upward mobility into faculties and adminiStrative posts'in allof Americari higher
eaucation has a.purpose phat is larger than the individual careers of black educators.
Significant tumber9 of black educators must ndt only make.higher education institutions
pore responsive to black students, but must make them moneresponsive to the need to
contribute to afairer.and more jest political, economic and.social order in America.
Black eaucators must have the holstileopossibilities ifthe*ent.in raising fundament4
questiOns about,the inadequate taqy ii which major Institeiions contribute to the ,
advancement of black Americans.
.

Success will' be judged by both the individual advancements and the collective impact
of thoae who advance in the life of the university. If American highenedUcation absorbs
large numbers of blacks in its faculties and adtinistrations and they are npt a force
for fundamental change in such areas as curriculum, research, and more accurate._:
transmission of our cultural heritage, then bldck America will have teen failed by its
-brigheest bleak minds.
America, then, in a world of divprsity facing the ascendancy
of more and more non-western and non-white people, will become more and more vulnerable
ts a great world power..
-

It is'in the muteal interest of black-and
white intellectuals tp ensure the' upward.

..
,

1r

mobility of black Americans in American higher education in the britr, most vlsionary
terms. The future pivour civilization May depend.on the outcome p
w these
institutions.educate our future black and white leaders, given the narowness of the
curreilt curriculum or the broadness of a'future curriculum which will accuratelylportray
our own,Jlation's past and its changing positron in a World of new economic, curbyral,
and political balances.

rg-

I

Leadership is hi er education's Most Important, contribution td America's,future.
laCk
educators must r cognize their critical role in shaping the nature of thatleadership.

C.
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STUDENT SERVICES AND THE BLACK DEAN FbR STURENT AFFAIRS
H&W.TO -MAKE IT TRANSFERABLE

PfiENNtiENON:

Ellen S, Jackson

,

.
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The need for black administrators and deans at predoMinantly white institutions grew
primarily dut of the turmoil of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960's whece black
students aggressively disrupted almost every major university1F1T college cMous
roughbut the'United States. White institutions of higher learning in response to
this situation aggressively recruited many black profession611whose chief roles were
to divert the energies of black students from the problems of' Ihstitutional realism to
other less meaningful isaues. Black administrators received 64 unflattering labels
of "blaek flack catchers" and "ghtekeepers" from colleagues and students dering this
period. These early problems based on the Machiavellianmotivatigns of the univerdity
administration took it# coll on .the black experience in several ways. It created a
"no win" situation fOr black administrators as they were viewed at best'as some.kind
of doublevagents pn thelicollege campus, sepected ly both blaCk students aud white
administrtors:-$1Ways being marginally treated'by both apd never really appreciated"
for theis,trained professions. What do black administrators represent? Whom do they.
represent?. And why? These quePtions tend to overshadoW such issues as ones CoMpetence, skills, or profesPionalism.!SIn order to satisfy these concerns, there has to
be a tendency'on the part elf the black admi,nistrator to identify with the,university/
On the other hand, whether based won
institutional.prerequisites and,priorities.
pressure that is self imposed and/or stimahted by black student activpm, hlack
adtinistratoes,have been forced to satisfy the concerns of black people by creating
parallel pystemi to subVert white institutional concerns. .
.
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faek_administrators_in their attemptto work_out a more healthy relationship between
theetwo edafrns have tried to Suild badges between the white and black wor/d by'
conducting conference$ or retreatg. At best the results of these efforts have yielded
Short-terd feelings of unity. But these were quickly dissolved As the'demands of the
two systems,demonstrated that their basic missions werediametrically ,opposed. ;This
schism formstbe basis for the crisis facing_black administrators on predominandi
white Campuses., Some difficult choices faceniackladminittratOrs,in.the 80s. ,.Can
ewirmasters4e served? If black adminisdators opt,to serVe,the Concerns. of blacks,
on campus,bY playing aggrespive advocacy roles, their .chances to haqten resignation
or termination will,probeibly bi increased. If on the other hand black administrators
seek tdlahere etriEtly to the concerns of the insiitution, their,likelifioodfor selfguilt and poor relationships.wtth black students will be,greatly enhanc4 which in
turn will create a ctedibility gap in the eyes of the institution'aoncening their,
abilitytto play the rolh a% "flack catther" an /or rgatekeeper,"c Ultimately this
will.hasten resignation and/or termination a well. Ironlcally,toth scenarios end
in failure to serve the black student or the professional needs of hl.Ack adminiptrators.
sed:Are as. follows:
The,,questions,. thereprei that mupt,be addt
.
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1) Can the attitudes, values, and/or behavior of blacks and whites
become congruent af' the predominantly white university?

-

.

.

Can.black addinistrators and black students find ways to forge
healthy and trusting relAtionships'.on predominantly white-run

'2)

campuses?.

.

3)

Should black administrators and students accept tlie Machiavellian
nature of predominantI9 White.systeds And maintain a laissez-faire
relationship and not seek unity?
=
.

4)

Should blacks make a conscious effort to return to all black institu.'
tions of higher learning?

0.

.

Once.these questions are answered, it is my belief that managerial ind administrative
issues reqeired to.perform student services activities will fall in place. Black
administrqtors do not lack these 4ills. As a matter of fact, all%indications are
The problem that must be resolved
that they are superior toitheir white. 'counterparts.
is how we relate to one another most effectively in an environment which has been and
will continue to be' hoktile and indifferent to the needs and concerns ef black people.
.
The tas s 4re difficult but must be faced in order to he resolved.
.

.

f'
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.

.

Our pro t lem iskwe have never resolved what we are and who we repletent on these
campuses.
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THE ONCE AND FUTURE STATUS 'OF BLACK PROFESSIONALS.

STUDENT AFFAIRS

411
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Clarence Shelley

e
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During-the past twenty yeas student affairs and student servites as a profession has
'expanded greatly in terms of the .kinds of sbririces and programs available to students;
in terms\of the range of resOurces available; End'in term& of the 'academic and experiential profiles of the people enteripg-and being 13rototed. those changes have had'an
-obvious impact On the skills, information and training requireio be sucOessful'in
he field.. College students are also quite'diffbrent from those a few student generaTheir attitudes, their academic Preparation, their socioeconomic statna,
.tions ago.
' their career options have changed as have their expectations of the college experience.,
With regard to what student affairs must da for them and with them wa need consider
only briefly.the currentand future status of such matters as ,the, status of financial
'd,-housing..and living patterns'and life' styles, &reel' and professional placement
op rtunities, emotional stresses, intercollegiate athletics, healtk services and
insurance plans --, and the place of student affairs among institutional priorities in
a period of rapidly diminishing resources. These topics clearly indicate the scope
of theoretical and management skills,needed tO respond toApdays college students
organiiationally arid programmatically.,

I

,

1*.

$.

Smith
The addition of the racial dftension to the discussion elevates the toncerris.
predominantly
white
(1980) studied the perceptions cif'black,students of life.at a
university. _He confirmed Nievesj1972) earlier.findings tHat fr.= the perspective
of minority students - especially black students- a critical eleMent iritheirlenlings
Pf secuOty, adjustment and acceptance on a white campUs.regardlgss' of its%size is
%he presence of visible, available and responsive black administrators and staff.

questions come from this discussion. Where are thse Minority staff
will they need to'
and-where have-they.beent Where will they come from and what skills
extent, irat all,
Perhaps
the
pverriding
questiOn
ig
to
what
.peeform tteir dUtiAs?
should eillack,.administratOrs.be selected, -trained or assigried differently than.their
white cOlidagues.? -Moreover, should minority students hae different expectations of
Sorte interestin

4

-them beckuse'df their race;
s

.

Q'tc

In 1972,the tiptiona,/AssoCiation of Student'Personnei Administrators repiited'a study
am the hiring-,--,plaCement.and
completea"two $ears '..eariier. The'surey exined
Tatterns of minorities 0 various levels of student affairs administration (Myers and
Sandeen: 1973).

l'he survey indicatedthat Orily 9.3% of the'totel Naff,was blAck at

reiatively small
the 914 iAsIlitlitions surkceyed. LAn earlier survey, which included a

'

7

'samplgof 15'ihstitutions (Charles, 1967) reflected an even'emaller percentage of
%.11..ck staf?111 student affairs -Sewer than five percent. The later study', did not
of,the
indicate the.,leAl Of respvsibility, he areapf assignment,or tne.staff roles
f the black staff'
(62%)
In`
the
Charles'
iésearch
Over
hall'.
blecV staff.members.
In neither
es.
worked.in various capacities, gtudent housing and student actit
administrators;
study was there Any serlibr minority
s.
,

.

.

II

.1

-4

,

.

,

.

ing realization becedse through it they were defined,outside of the academy.
reminded of the tehueUs reliktionship they had with the host'institutions.

.
.

They werg.

-Iti

.',..

Often during theArly days of the expansion of these progrs4s, the tension,and animosity,
between black and non-black staff was SO, intense-that communication was difficult. ,Black
staff'working in programs that were' seen as marginal and,temporarY.didn't always understand that their activities were eonceived and funded as social action programs - and not ,.....
...,,

1/4.

,

--.11keWartly As -educational:pro-earns. --THei,origIhS Were more political than academic.
They did not, as a rule, grind through college panels for approvals or hav9 their cur.ricula, goals.and staffing patterns reviewed by faculty groups concerndd with assuring
that their programs were academically credible and programmatically vitrible.
Whenthese
perdeptions of viability and credibility are examined, spme,interestidg perceptions are
revealed. Tradition in the academy presumes that pi!pfessional credibility is enhanced
as orie's colleagues become convinced that one;, research, teaching:9nd contributions.to
the system contribute in some specific way.to the institutions mission AA Articulated and
agreed upon by the faculty and the governing body. Black administrators,in student affairs, contrarily, had too often to perform effectively on several levels. Manyfinttitutional governing bódiga felt that these programs and their staffs_had been mandated
(read, imposed on them) instead of evolving as most programs and administrative units
evolve.
.

4..

..

.

4

"

,
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Scollay (1582) has examined ihe impact of fede
ly fundediprograms on the administration_
of c011eges and universities - particularly wi h regard to ,the participation of,minotities
and Women. Her work is important because it
nfirms many of the assumption's implicit
increased federal funding; involvement with and monitoring of higher education. 4.ne of
those assumptions was.and. remains,thatthelarger numbers of black students.in colfege
wo d require.an equivalent.increase in the numbers of black administrators needed and
hire to work with them. This arrangement would.hwie at least three important outcomes.

ie

It would-improve,the adjuitment and retention of minority'students
by providing more role models and support staff more likely to be
'compatible with them in terms of socio-cultural orientation than
presentfaculty or staff, 'black or white.

,

2.*.It would increase the number.of minority staff on the caftpus parttcularly in the areas of student affairs.1
3.

;

It yould'.hava.a significant impact.on academic, organizational
and governance,poliCy by-requiring an analysis and often'a,re-.
ordering*of institutional:missions and priorities viz-a-viz
minority students,'facUlty.and Staff.

ThatImpact would be based on.Severa1 factors, including
.t

1.

the lmanizational"assignment of 'the program
.

,

<
.

.

2.

the unique cr6dent1a1sand qualifications of the staff,

3.

temanagerial style and experience of the director, and

4., th.e institution's percepticin'of the program and its staft.-,

.

,the federaIly.funded and other,academic support yrograms were unique.in ManY.ways.. These
units had at orientation,that was completely service. These units had a broader and, ,
wider range of responsibility, exposure and access than others. SoMe programs were
larger than many American colleg4S in terms of the numbers'of students and the,size of
,staffs and budgets. These were new institutional functiOns with no,"tradition" to rely
upon as is found in areas that are expanded or.evo1ve from an existing unit. They ware
required to deal effeCtively with practically every academic, administrative and support
4nit on the campus
or wherever their studenta were likely to have to be. They had to
learn tore and learn it more quickly than their cpllea$ues administering other academic
and student affairs units.
A critical skill was the ability to anticipate problemS well
in advanee of,their occurence. Beeause these,activities were so .publio, pOlitioaI and
comprehgnsive, their. margin for error and.mismanagement was small indeed. Skills develop
in curious ways in such atmospheres. MuCh time wai spent in resolving.and managing
,

1:98-
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,

.

,

There-remains a need for mqe research on the placement of ininorities in student'aUairs.
:Thelesults of earlier surveys.suggest that most of the minority staff presently i
stUdent affairs will be found sither.iiv student housing or in somearea of minority
affairs,,special.services programs, or athletics. ,It is also assumed thatthe increase
in black staff in housing departments as in Other units is directly related to"the
ricreased number of hlackvtudents enrolled at white inatitutions. Early on,in the
days of equal access and federal suppOrt for recruitment and finanCial aid, the numbers
14.ack students enrplled in hfgher ednealibnaljnatrtat-iorialliefedadd
Many schools huri-ied pp locate and hire black staff to work with,thesp new' students.
During that early and unprediated proliferation of educational 6ppOrtunitY programs,
the staffing patterns placed black staff in the areap where there wag expectedto be
or assumed to be the greatest potential for cultural-clash, in the residence halls and
recreational areas: Soon after came.the search for persons to develop- and, monitor black
studies, courses and curricula, black cultural bentere, black student activities adyisors,
black recruiters and financial aid advisors, black cliniCal and counseling psychologists,
.black career develoPMent and placement.staff arid other-student seri/J.6es professionals.

.

-

v

.

.
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,

Historically, student affairs staff and administrators have achieved permanent positiond
through a .6eries of learning/training experiences begdnning with academic majors in Stich
disciplines as student persownel, guidance and counseling, educational psychOlogy, recrea.. tion,.and sometimes social work or a related human services,field. This study waa usually
foliowed by.graduate training mith work in residence life, student activities, intramura1
Graduate training.presumed aome know1edge of how,student services fit
recreation, etc'.
' with and supported theinstitutions' traditional miglsions of research,.teaching and public
service typical of land grant colleges ana.universities.
Interestingly, the student development theory and the data and new emphasi,s it generated
,were burgeoning at about the same time as the increases in the numbers of'black students,
Student affairs practitioners were expected to understand
and staff on the'campuses.
and integrate tte'work of Kenniston, Heath, Erikson, Sanford, Turner, and others. .These
were concepts and-widels which took little covizance of cultural deficit ae a learning
It did,
theory - and recognized few impacts of race and Culture on-student development.
cUrrent
literature,
training
and
,however, 'become and remains a.significant aspect.of the
philosophy of.the profession'.

.

.

It is significant in this context; that during the programmatic ipplementation of thfs'

-

entering'the
. theory and other important,i'movations in the field, the,number of blacks
F&V
of
these
blac1
!
forofessionals
had
come
through
the
profession probably doubled.
Sandeen
traditional graduate programa nor were they filling exiating positiOns. Myers
staff,in
student
affairs
occurred
during,
survey shows that the only,increasea in black
the large initial increas4s in black student enrollments,between'1969 did 1972. Since
that time there has been a leveling of those nutber$ az reportgd by surveys condncted
by the Association of,Non-White Concerns of the American Personnel Guidance Association.

'

Most black staff in.student affairs had narrowly defined roles, usually in Some minority
-.focused activity such ds recruitment, admissions, finenciril aid or something Oiled
minority affairs programming. Others were on the staffs of one of the"federally funded
support programa such as Upward Bound, Special:Services, Talent-Search, Titlee I or III,
These programs generated substantial numb'ers' 6f staff elthough their visibility
' etc.
and interactions-with other student affairs! staff tended to be minimal. Most came from
education, social, service or community action agenciesOocal government Pione.of the
helping professions. The.first wave of these pnple was tired by referral long'before
, affirmative action guidelines for search Procedures were in place.' ThfS trend continued
until institntions andadministrators had a better idea of What,the approPriate roles and
qualifications,of"these, staffs should be. Their w6rk was not seen A important or consis.tentwith institutional goals anorpriorities.- Their work was usually sOin as ancillary
to the institution's, real business. They and their students were seen bY 'many in the
campus community as a concession to the equal access movement. .J6bdescriptiont were
vague. Many black ataif reported "great anxiety and anger with the way they-were treated,
buildings
on the campus. Often hidden away in dreary, poorly equipped and inaccessible
or offices, they were constantly reminded that they were on soh money; that they were
there as a part of concessions to' studentsaridbleeding heart liberals; and that they
were, like!their,students, neither uanted tior_Irelsoille. The worst realitetibn th4
occured to-those staffs who worked,with minor4y-ltudents early on in thoSe programs'
.

was that they were neither been nor treated as.colleagues.

For many. that was a devaatat..,'

..:

.

.

conflicts between stuaents ant faculty or, vari011s administrative units; between students
and themse1veu and their staffs; or between.theircstatts and other staff.
Indeed, too
often ifie SuCcess of a minority student-orie4ed.program On a white campus was.determined,
by the public, perceptigte of the activity Vihibl'I'might
not always agree with the substance
..
of the activity. sFor example, a sucCessfUl Piograg could well be gne in which tiler was
little notori0y, bad press br.emba7rassmentto the institution.
;nese programs rarely
had institutionally negotiated arla shared missions or clear djectives.
Consequently,
it was difficult to todity their,overall effettiVeneas Qr impact.
.

.

'

.

.

That first groUp.of program directors wai a curious andsuspicious lot, wary of their
co,..leagues anl unaware or 4.1 n amiliar with the historica develópment qf the institutions
.and the legal or organizatio al consttaintS:which "affect decisions and policies. Few
werestrained in research, pprqhomtrics : higher educational administration, program
management or curriculum/development. .The early performances of these people reflected
those and other skill Ad information dehcit'S. It is alribute to their energy if not
their administrative perspicacity that eo many programs and program directors and staffs
survived at all.
_

Absent the more traditional academic training, experiences and most important the crucial
protessional mentoring, these administrators developed a curiously peripatetic managerial
style. It is an approach to syStems which is free wheeling, high-energy:and entrepreneurial.% W.A.T. Byrd (1970) has defined it as eopocratic. It is further characterized
as versatile and charismatic which valued loyalty to the unit,abo4e oiher traits.
Eopocratics had high tolerance for aMbiguous situations and often treated find encouraged them.
They were ale/ able to manipulate people and structures.in their fervent zeal to,change
the forms.and structures of the higher education establishment. Patience and fblerance of
the sloWness with which institutions change.is not fo d among eopocratic,directors. One
of the commop complaints aimed at them was that they di A usually act like professionals.
In their lanexage, dress, managerial behavior, they often Were seen as too much like the
'students they worked with. Their styles were often confr ntive and even combative. Many
saw themselves as primarily student advocates - a view t t placed them from time to tile%
! in adversarial relationships to the institutions by whicl they were employed. It was often..
.a painful schizophrenic and lonely place, and Many did not survive it.
.

-

.

An example of the skill deficit referred to earlier is in the matter of evaluation an8
research. It is a given that institutions need and depend on evaluative data.particularl?
in very expensiie and highly political and controversial programs and.servites. Not only
did early.prograM managers not,evaluate;, they did not trust people who did. As a result
we have,lost most of the invaluable information about the first decade of the education
of large numbers of black students at white universities. Directors tendAto relY on
what-House refers to as the saga approach to evaluation which is an,uninformed but pae-7
sionate corruption of tha_vg...a,useful ethnogidcaserahicastUdy mathodology,of Stake,
'Dennyand others..
.

,

.

yhich of those skIlls cakind should be transferred. into the broader arena of Audent
affairs? Probably all Of them;7,the versatility, enthusiasm, enaurance, confidence and
commitment to make programs wo 1L'and ensure the adjustment, success,and survival_of''
p,themselves
students and to assist rnfnoritr staff members to learn and grow, to dev
thout
professionally so that they can find a place in the field. We cannOt s tjLvive
resources.
those behaviors and attitudes -.particularly now in times of seriously declini
advanped
We muse also encourage, assist,.even require that newer and, younger staff pur
degrees to ensure that they are acquiring the appropriate ,information and training in d,
researchOata gathering and analysis, report Writing. We,must require that they.under.stand current theories, and practices in student development, learning styles, and,the
.laws affecting higher education. They tusi also expect tohe active in professional,
organizatione.
.

.

.

.

Mere are many specitic slçill4s that,need to be developed and sharpened and they must include writing for.publication:! ,Staff should-have the ability and eligibility to teeth
at the institutionAere they work, They should understand their-prafeasional role within
the institution and he tlear on their relationships to students wheq.they are functIoning
as mediator, negotiator,.disciplinarianvconfronter and educator. These are diffitult
roles,for minority staff because of the expectations.these students, assume when they deal
.witit btaff with,whom they identify!

Black professionals have,to,understand that many of.the constraints to profeisional mobility will result from their limiting their vision of themselves as professionals to sPecifically black or.minority concerns mid abfivities. These are not dhoiceato be Made
ea'
cavalierly;
.

.

.
.

,

,,

While appropriate skills can be acquired anddeveloped_in most areas, there are other needs
which are equally critical. Those needs are for informatien'and strategies for acquirina,
Professional and social ieolation of black profes_I__itsrprAting,_:.and_using-information.
sionals is still severe. ,It.is..tore severe for minority women - but that is a discuseion
for anqther foltum. In order for minority. professionals in student affairs to income
effective managersof a unit such as stndent activities or student services they Must fiave
accurate and nurrent information on sticktopics as fraternities and sororities, student
government, intramural athletics, the'non -intellective factOrs that-affect retention and
attrition, international. student concerns, current trends in student counseling, the Place
of students in institutional governance, financial planning and budget preparation.
.

,

,.

.

'.-

.'

A collegiate institution is a complex filerarchicasystem with subtle and tot -el.-subtle
protoco;s and constraints: In such'systems availability, aCcess and Use of informatiori
is critical particularly An reducing real or imagined isolation.. An advantage of working,
in a large institution or near a highly populated area is the reductiop of cultural and
sociali.solation particulary fdr"minorities and,women.
,
.,
.

,

The urgency of the need'for better-trained blacks in the field ie illusitated in Any
obvibus, and some notao obvious,ways. Scollay reported that, an expeCtation of federal
funding of mfnority programs vas An increase in the nuMbers of minotitystaffs in(itudent
"affairs. That has not been the case. In fact, she writes,.".the vast Majority.bf on,'
campus federally related program directors and'senior staff are white males:" There are
not many blacksand fewer Hispanics moving into.middle and upper level adanistrative poSitions from the ranks of specialized activities. Mbreover, no longer are the pejority of
students served, in those.programs blaCk.i.More and more funds previously earmarked to
serve minorityatudents are being re-allocated to mbre traditibnal and institutionalized
and placement
activities such
as lOaruing centersliccounselingand academic,support
.,
.
.,
...
services.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

,

.
,

The current budget crunch and resource,strain will be witly0 for,the'forseeable future:'
Services to minority and low income.students will be vulnerable lecauseitcosts more to
.educate and serve them.- These are.such times that severef$ test insfitutional commitMent.

.

.1)
as
professfqnals
to be creative, skillful, carecommitniett
But these times alto test aur
.

...

ful managers, educators afid profestionals.

Dui students -141 Ry theM - deserve no less.
.

'

.
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AN EXAMINATION. OF BLAdIC iiPt,TARD. MOBILITY
.

IN 111-GliERTEDUCAT-ION-44STIT6T-IONS
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Constantine B. Simonides

I

'

t

Introdtiction

,

.

A great mathematician and phi/osother once responded to a persistent questioner by saying.
-The answer. to your question, _sir, is that I disagree with it!
.
.

-

.

1 am tempted today to use this response. _If Ihad only 60 seconda'to speak. I would say that.
the typical Dean for Student Affairs position as we have it in moSt universities today is not
. a good model for up"Ward mobility in higher education administralion. And if that is jo.,`
making this model as we.-have it transfsrable to other arpas, of the university is not a good
-.,,.
idea.
.

..

But I Was gitrafi more than 60 seconds to speak "ana I do liave more to say.

Let me begin by filing a personal disclaimer with you. I am not a researcher In education
or in management, Thanks fo one of my colleagues, Dr. Patricia Bell Scott, I haye recently
studied a few ,very informatiye papers on the topic of professional growth and specificalk on
training needs and progratis for senior administrative jobs. I am much impressed by tee re-

search, snaky the theory generated in this areapf career and personal 6owt1i..titii I am .
BuS, as the_
far
from being an expert. Because I am not an expert. I cannot preach tO! y
.
`, /
,preach.er said in Dr. Proctor's atoll, I can tén. you the truth!
.
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My comments,are quite parochial to M .I.T, When it comes to facts and experiences I'cari .
cite. T:heirya1ue.4 any, isjn the questions they may s plate jn, the,minds of the group
solutions which. at
tions
assembled here. Tl*se_questLons May, , in turn, sugge
1 institutions, mato
best will be custontomade to particular environments,
clusters of schobls that have many things in common, such as Bi
UnWersitief3, t
so
Ivy League schools, or the when liberal arts colleges._ Problems and so
be custoni-made_to particular people or clusters of eople,in similar jobs, silo s staffers,
line managers, observers; activists, and maybe.oren Deans.
.

..

.

..

.

.

.

My...goal then is to raise questions in your. minds aboukirhat rosy be needed, what May
. 1
be a good thing for you, and what may work for you."
.

t

One of my favorite quotes comes from James Thurber: "It is better to know some of

Ihe questions than all of the answers,"

202

Ile

Routes. to The Top
p

I have organized my remarks into five msin points. Let me run through them. Point ne
is simple and quick. we should accept, without cdmment or scrutiny, the existence of the
black Dean for Student Affairs phenomenon. It is pertainly.true in the cirCle of universities
I knowRomething,about,On_the key question of this workshophoweyer,:_of whether this
Ohenomenon Is transferable to other parts of the unIverskty and if so how, things'are not
so simple:

'

.

,

.

.

.

My second point is a suggestion that we examine some of the most popular road maps, the
entrY modes, and the routes of mobility and growth in university administratioa. I would
like to distinguish three major'such routes or approaches, and in, doing so I affnit.to some

oversimplification. Type (A) is what I may describe as the highlreduceted, certified,
oredentialled Specialist. This may be a professional CPA, safety engineer, benefits' expert,
Kounselor or dean type (more recently per,haps even alawyer) . When.it comes to the
student services area, this person would be most likely to have a Master's degree orPh.D.
in sociology, psychology, or in one of the more ad hoc specialities of counseling or educational administration, or student personnel. He or she walks up to -a job, certificate.in
hatld, knocks on the front door, and comes into the institution or into the job as the best
qU'ilified candidate. Let Me signify this type (A) by the acronym HECS (Highly Edikted
Certified Specialists).
. .
.
.........:.

. ,,

,

.

.

,

-

.

.

1

...---

,

.

.

Type LB) is the mature, mid- or late-career', experienced person who comes into the manage4
ment $4 educatiOn from the academic' side of the housR, or from another "industrY." It may.
.be a businessman or businesswoman, and if so fie 6r she knows Management but does not
know much about the university world. Or it may be a professor, who knowseducation and
the university, but does not know much about management .practice. (The patkof professor
to administrator has been the standard route into senior administrafionin most universities'
like M.I.T.) Or it may.be a retired military officer who knowt qUite a bit aboAt getting
things done, has a savvy about people, but probably knows very little about uniVersities
or aboutprofessional management, We've seen much less of this type in recent. years. They
tend,to be attracted io business, where there is ifiore money and opportunity; .in turn,
universities have less room for, that type of outsiddr in a period.of economic retrenchment.
In any ,case, all of the people in this category have done much of their growing outside the
administrative ladder, and they land on the job as Teady-made,, fulk-blown professionals..
We'll call theta EMCP (Experienced Mid-Career ProfessionaW .

Type (C) is an insider groy4ng up. on a fest track or, if you will, on.a rnorgrelaxed upward
slope. He or she comes in falily young (after co1le0,or.graduate school), arrives into the
university usually tv,chance rather than by design, and begins to work on the lower floOrS.
then (slowly or quickly) he or she discovetis Ple track to the upper flQors of Management.
,For many this track will be a winding stairway,,,for some an escalator, for a lucky few an
elevator. . More on t41atery. When asked, the people who have grown, by this inside
route usually find it harcito describe haw they got where they are. All they segintO remem-

ber is "working hard....and being lucky..." Mutt p their stsndard quote... AnUt is, bY
andlarge, an accurate observation...almost, it misses an important factor, the Mentoring
Process that helps in the upward climb. Letus call this type (C) the mini. (Insiders
Clithb by Mientoring).,

'

.

Of couise there.are infinite irariations and combinations of these three approaches, all
of them less pure'than my three descriptions, ome of them,combining all three types in
s become ICBMs and Some ICBMS jump
a series of career phases. Indeed, some
across as EMCPs to other areas, or jobs or institutions; there aresSome EMCPs who have
S.

.

:

;.

been known to go back to school in order to HECS their way th a better job. But the three
models are very useful in examining ow topic.. fhe phenomenon of blacks in student serviCes.
.
andits transferability to other areas of administration.

My third point is an assertion. historically, a majority of men and women havesualified for
_the-highly

_______!the_Dean...o.r_other_job_s_InJ3Indent_servicei_primatily_by_the.xoufe_of_the

_7.

educaad, certified, credentialled specialist in education ancrielated fields.
Traditionally, ,. blacks have beenattracted to, have entered in greater numbers, and have
excelled in these fields of study. One may point out with justification that, as a program
of st0dy, the major in edudation or education administration is not a very specialized program (it covers a wide spectrum of fields) . Within.the administration of universities,
however, That sort of preparation is seen as a narrow speciality and is isolated much in a.
way that personnel specialists are traditionally iiolated in the in.dustrial/business setting.
Rightly or wrongly, the majority of our Deans for Student Affairs (both the jobs and the, ,
mejority of the inCumbents) tend to be seen by the rest of the university as professional
"experts:" personnel managers, inn keepers, social, workers, counselors, and people- .
helping Specialists. Many of, them are outstanding professionals ifi_their fields; but they
are seen as Specialists. And as Specialists they.are isolated from the main line of manage7
ment succession. At best, they are considered as ,special purpose managers, not as gen-.
'eral managers or as academic leaders.

,

'frDily fourth point is that, if you eccept the simplified mOdels I have proposed,"you would

conclude that the,HECS type entry into.the,Deanship can easily become a dead:-end, if it
does not deliberatgly push the incumbent into the type (C) ICBM patiern of growth. To,
generalize this point beyond the Deanship , .the cr,edentidlled Specialist route (that has giyen,
us many competent professionals in student services) is not a successful route upward to
senior general management or to academic management in the universiO . My experience
suggests that the larger, the,more diveise, and the more prestigious the university, ;the
less chance thea4cp type will have to riiake it to thelop...
.
.

This point is a gloomy prediction indeed 7- it simPly says that you cannot get there from
here! Put in. inCre positive terms, we might aek two questionE1P.First, how could w4 make
the Dean jobs (and the incumbents) more upwardly mobile into the university's general
management structure? Second, What useful advice can we' give to ydung aspiring profeasionals in all areas regarding upward !nobility in our uniVeiiiities2

'.

I have to say,.parenthefically, that. herebat M .I.T . , given the observations and the Mises
I have just expressed,our purpose both in setting Up the job of the Dean for Student Affaik.s:
and in recruiting a Dean to fill the poSt, was. explfcitly aimed to counter this mOdel of the
'Specialist.. More on. this later.
.
.

:

:

M'y fifth, and final, point is an attempt to answer these two questions, drawing on my limited
local exPerience albd thelittle I know aboui sciine other institutions.,
.

'Fast track Up rd Mobility ,Formula:
From an empirical standpoint. I would offer.theM .I.T . job description and qualifications
(see,Exhibit A) as a.sample of how to fight the dead-end stereotype of the Dean for Student
Affairs. r believe we have succeeded in our goal and I would be happy to .elallorate, or
0
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..iAtter
our Dean for Student Affairs,
,
, yet.refer you to a live oase in'point,Dr. Slurley MaPag;
.

who hps gone from Mathematician tnAcaderdic Dean to Government Servant apd now to senior

.

M.I.T. official with student sovice redponsibilifies; Let me add that Dr. Proctor's strildrig
characterization-of the black admn1rátor as a veritable bridge person applies fully both to
of this
he design of this job 6d.tlo tlit) indimbent, .who incidentallY is one ot the ,.orgaiiizerd
.
.
' conference. . .

'

,

On the more generalize/d question& how one moves or climbs up the adraniniatrativenadder,
1 'WOUld like to propose to you my own version of the fast traCk upward mobility .formul.
As ingredients.... first of .S.1.1 luck. And right up there next to luck ie hard work. Believ,e ii

.

qr not the two are closely related. "The hardal. I work the liv.ckier I get.", Next tolhurber's
quOte about the value of question's
this id My favorite mOtto":
./

.

.

.

(

.

.

.

.

..

.

,

,

,

..

.
'i

.

.

Second, it, helps to haveo collegiate or experience background that spells Cold competence.
To me, manaement competence in the university is made up of , (a) intellectual stbstance,.
because that 0 vos4at.universities are about, (b) liberating influences Land bY this I mean
facilities with lanivage, with written and oral communication, ands insitn literacy; and. .
one of my old menlors used tc.sey when
(c) a higii geperalevel of awareness, or GLA,
he wanted to point io Soineone whoenaturally a acta attention and interest in a group meeting.
.

-

..

.

Third, ray formula includes at least some postgraduate managenient courses (or equivalent.
experience) . Examples include economics, accduntifigt statistics, 044d organizaabnil
hehavior. . These courses .are essential to give a well-eductted person a pro?essional edge
in these dayt qf economic crunch andy premium demands for supervisory
skills and for
.
.
ehbtlefy, ikhuman relations, .
.
,
..

%

.

.

.

.

..

. iliv
.

.

I'

,
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.

..

.

.

FOurth, and / believe crucial for growth', is a significant staff experience& j.deally this
should come as early on in one" s.career a possible. Staff Work gives' muCh needed
practice in analysis, in writing and .conce ualizing skills.. And it.provides Ciucial
visibilitylo top management....
.
...
ler
..
.

1'

.

.

I have3sayed the Most important ingredient for last. It is the relation Witli..a mentor or inek
'tors, those sine qua non hUrnan.catalysts,that turn a wOrking envir merit into a learning
and growing environment. I should not,delvt here into' What ment s are,and whit they can

do. Therels o time.. Suffi e it to say that mentors help in supplying the mix of essential
tools; the 'mix that inclydes 4courdgement, technique and tactical advice, wiPdorn,. and

.

(above all) a set of pleasing nd challsnAing, persOrioaxabout
_id

.

progress to realize potential/ T.hese tools cause a stretching on the job that is cardinal to

.

growth, to recognition, and to upward mobility -,% Mentors see. to it that their charges have
gnough successes to be remembered by,and ample opportunities for mistaltes to learn from.
No one learns from "i;uccess alone. No one survives without it. Vithout success and without
.
mistakes there is no grewth possible.
,

e

.

.

Andiwithout mentors there is really no opportunity, for growth. For me it ii that simple.,
r
:
At the hedrt of the matter, equal
opportunity meanp a fair shot atvthe, best, mentoring
available in the institution. Ai Equal Opportunity Officer of this Institute, I can probably
do no better than to make sure that each and eVery woman, each and every minority member
. (wan or woman), each black administrator at M.I.T. , has one or mpre competent mentors. 4 ,, '
-

, 'V.A..*

Let me add here ads. very, important footnotA my belief that mentoring involves barteringk. H
is always a two-way exchange.. Each of us has something special. we need fr'om a mentor, and
yes, each of Us has something dpecial 'to 'give to that mentOr..
.

a

.

.

.

My placing.mentoOng as the Elul ingredient. is done oh puwrpoSe. Without much tinie to elabo'rate, 1 wodld assert that the best route to Eacilit a good mentor is to go.through the first
four ingreAients. luck and bara worlt, cold coMpetence, (Intellectual SubatanCe, Liberating
nfluences:. and High GLA); some
minagetnent coursekand heavy'staff Work early on.
.
.

,
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EXHIBIT A.
;!tt.',
.

,

Dean for Student:AffairA
at"the '

%

,
.

.

:

J

.

.<

.The Dean for ,StuVrit Affairs articulates and takes initiatives on issues pertaining to the
living and learning environment
at th6Institute, represents the interests and Welfare crf
.,
M.I.T..students, and is concerned with the growth of students both aa indiVi'duals .and as
members'of
the academic community.. He or she is a member of the Academic ouricisl, the
..
senior policy-rnaldng group of the M .I.T. aciminiStration.
.
.

;

,

1

.

.

.

1

...

4

41.

The bean is expected to ensure that the activities of the Office sup*rt and complement the
academic program and that the staff maintain, close wOrldng relations with the Institute's
dePartments and,faculty as well as with the student body. The Office of the Dean for Sli.r:
dent Affairs is organizes into four majOr sections: Undergraduate Academic Support Office,
Student
Assistance Serlices, Student Activities,
and Residence" Programs . The last three
, .
.
.
sections serve both undergraduate and graduate students. The Dein is responsible for.
the direction of all, progframs
of the OffiCe, inpluding educational, administrative, and plan:.
,
lung
fun ions, as Well as the development .of th e Staff..
.

.

....

.

.

,

-,

.

.

.

The Dean is expected to manage the Office with a special
concern for enhancing communica. .
'don and collaborative effort with all other student-related serviceb within
_

.

Qualifications for this pbsition include strong acaden# iirieiltadon, commitment to students
and Ability to.recognize, support and encourage diversity, in the studekt.body; And wellestablished professional stature. Among the periOnal qualities tliat are expected in the
Dean are. decisiveness, leaderahlip skillti, organizational ability, energy, .and sense of
r
humorand self-perspective.

coniponents:
N.B. lease note that the above descrOlon consitts of three principal jOh
.-,..
;
.
.;-.
:%
,.
,

First, the Dean i's a general' officer- of the uniVersity; policy maldng influenCe,
.' !.
presence, and visibility*re
..,,,. essential. ..
Second, the Dean is ii`nlanager 'of 'operations and .staff; resPonsibili did
acc&Untability provide bcith training for higher positions and, once
'again, a visible.testing fround.
,

.
......

Third, the &an is a collaborator outside his or her own area; communication,
. Cooperation,' and outreach are imPortantjob requireMepts.

.4(

I.

,
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FACTORS'AFFECTINTCAREEI4ITY ov.,54c1( ADMINISTWQRS

5

,AtPREDOMINANTLX0HITE COLliEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
0,

,

LeVester Tubbs

#

,
.

.

,

0

..

-

%

.

.....

0

If we revfewedhigher,education in AmerIca,.we could characteize tlie decade of ths 1960's as a period.of radical changes.and.experiments. We may view the,
decAt; of the 1970's as one of equal opportunl.ty and affirMative"action." 4n
cbmpa ison, as We foam more into the' 1980''1, it seems quite evident to me
that this period is going to be one.of neglect.which will be,disastrobh.for
institutionS of higher education. The current'policy of the .11e5gan
administration brings:threats to the advances arid achievements from the past
two decades which translates into a turning baclg
of.the hands of'time.
44.
..,
.
.

MN

40'.

.

Priorto the 1960'51. few, If any, bfack administrators were foundin
"tdominantly white.colleges and univerVies. Blaek Student ac'tivAsm ofthe
sixties brought considerable pressurp.on ths white administrationjof these

.

re'

Campuses, thereby faving the way for the emplgyment, bf"blac)c. administrators._
A majority of those black adminibtrators employed in predominantly white
colleges And univetsities during this,period had dutiasand,responsibiliiieS
thai were related to minxcrity concerns. !lost of these Administkators had
working titles.such as, Assistant Dean fok Minority Concerns, Minority StUdent
Advisor, and in some coses, Vice President for2Minority Affairs. 'Many blacks
setving in these positions euffered through some very untedablesituationsta
bften caught in conflict between tha,white administiation and theoblacki :-

.'

*

.

ent
studs.
,

.

..

.

'

-'._

.

-

.0-

''.."''

What we have learned over the years is that black ,adminittrators must function
within the total university enVirOnment4if ihey are to,be effective. /When
duties and responsibilitiei are lhnited to black concerns, th6se4.Cbn-Cerns are
seldom addressed-within the context Of the totil uriiyersity, and:adequite
resources rarefy, or if ever,,are allocatedtto progiam's awhiph.Aretoriented
-

t

'exClusively to blackS:::;

0

'''

'ft:
.

,

4*

.

t

.

,

1
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.

.

In recent years,working titiei for blacks have'changed.- We Are.'fining-blaCks
in chief adminilatrative positiOns, partitulatly in the at'es of Student%.,
Black chief sti.i0fnt affairs administratbrs now outnuMber their black
Affairs.
counterparts in othei chief administrative positiontin,predominantlYa'white
)
stitutions by mott than ten to.one. The State of.Florida, with. eight
redominantly-white stae universities, ha's three black chief, siOdent affairs
dministrators. The public higher education system in Michigan hagasix; which
includes MichfganAnd Michigan State, and a quick analysis of the.metrOpolitan'
Boston area 'itdicates that,the University,of Massachtietts/ftstOn, Boston".
..UniVersity, Oortheasiern University, Massachusetts Board of RegentsaCentra1
Staff, Wellesley Co/lege, Tufts University, Ilarvard University', andeyen.here
at the Kassachudetts Institute of Technology, all have:black chief
I na.y further nbte that' institutions like
, administrators in. Student Affairs.
University'of*California
-Berkeley, and the
the University of PittsbUrgh, the
University of Nevadd/Lai Vegas' all have black chief student affairs
adminiStratots. However, within predominantlY white univezdities in this

".

2 1.2

.

4

.

..:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

codntry, litiIe'progress has been made in the recruitment, selection, and
hiring of.blacks for eiecative management.positions outside.the area'of
student'Affaiis.
. -

.

-=:..:.

..

In 1971,,I Conducted a study of sixty-one predominantly white publio.four -year
institutiond with an enrollment of fiA thousandor more students to.determine
:the number of blacks in.exeoutive. management positions; The resulta of this

,

.

:

study_indicsted_that,.

.

117-7
schOola,

.

.

.,.

.

only twO how have Chief eXientiVes that are -bra.a.

.

.

ther.e.iter,e_g.iy...shie_f_exemofficrs..__Of_those_tsix_______.:
.
.

-

.

Mobility Factots
.

In considering.npward mobif4y into any adMinistrahive capacity, 'there are
seve9A1 factors that arg-releyant after the '6omPletion of appropriate academic
preparation,. The first grdUp of factors can be classified as External
Factors. And.I tight note that these faptors are the least'controllable or
predictable of all the factors. The first external factor is'Social Climate.
.By social climhtej.I.mean.the sOciety!s general feelings and attitimles toward
blacks at'a 'particular time and in a particular place. Halloran points,out
that all attitudes are aearned, developed, and otganized through eki.qientre..
Each attitude has,a cognitive component, or that whichthe incilividnal believes;
An affective component, thatwIlich. the inaividual likes or dislikes; and an
*action iendencylcomponent, or the,readinesS of an individual to respond or
react. .

,

.

-

..

.

..
._

.

,
.

,

.

Black administrators must be prepared to deal with a'variety of attitudes and
feelings. Many hlaCks employed in predominantly white institutions want t6
believe tnat they have made it. Yet, the cliinate4nMqhich they function daily
continues-Ito question their,competencaAnd cap
lity to performtheduties 4
and responsibilities assigned. This questibni 1 does not result from a lack
of demonatrated.competence,rather, ii is largely,dueto..a 1.,ck of confidence
and helief in the black addinistrator:s ability, all rooted.in preconceived
attitudes. .Moore an9 Wagstaff indicate that black educators in prefflominantly.
white colleges anItunivarsities perceive themselves' as.aliens..eBlaCks are
alien tirst because they are black. To be.black in'a predominantly whitel
college Or university ii,to be different. .And when one looks different44.
is looked upon differently. '
. ,
.

.

.

0 ..

.

.
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-

.

.
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-
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We have been taught that academic institutions exist for5the transmissiOn Of
knowledge,.the purs4it of truth, the development of,students, and for the
2gebelel wellrbeing of society.
if this is the Case,,then the college& and
universities' sokil climate must.be based on these.princiPles.
A second external.faCtor that must be noted is the...rttle,,cof the federal
government: if it were not for the fedeiNOcvernMent,,regardless of

'

qualifications, most blacks working in predominantly white colleges-and
uniyerSitieswuldoot be employed at these institutions. Affirmative action
by the federal government places pressure.on higher educational institutions
to ensure eqnal mpfOYment opportunities.. 'However, after approximately two
decades, many 17 ividuals Within the academic communitY'have not*.
wholeheartedliendorsed the atfirMativecaction.concept,
'

,

'

'

..,.

.
.

A final.andiequally significant ekterna factor is that of Institutionai
fh this,area, I sm'not concere9 about thggener/al entrironment..
Hoviever,,I am cohCerned aboutthe need toiunderst4hd.th4 institutions'.
organilational structure and inetructional,politics.. iAthin any organizatio
poiiti&ts &Ways present. I am. not refeiking tO the role of-the
administrator4is a policy maker,but as 'one who needs to understand the power
strnggles Wittin,the organization...!Louis Pair characterizes this as the
darIonday politics of "who Ail get4w4t#" and indicates that your survival
,can well depend.upon how you play in this in-fighting game. Black
administrators in predominantly whit4 institutions Must be able to Properly
assess cAppus poatiCs. Campus politics should not be underestimated before,
dnrinTor,Aftdr employment:
dr,
,

.

't

In addition to t ese externAl factors, there are other.factore which also
Among these,arer factors.
influence professional. mobility of blacks.
call Sitaational,Factors.,.Situational fabtors
may often come about due to
r

,.-

-5

..

...

,

"Social or societal influences. Situational factors are fostered arough
oersonal Contacts and xelaeionships that areacreated through mentoring,
rfetworking andlinkages:. Slacks mutt develop,networks and ainIcages in order
ito,foster bladi upward mobility.A0We-muSt bncote mentoring, as a means bf
.*.
developingschreer paths in the verious professlons.
.
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A third series of fabtoq to be considered-are Intbzznl Factors. These'
to advance im a
factors can be caassified,as personal characteristics. First,
..
comoe itive pro ssional arena,.there must be a deiire qachieve and there
otiVation. .Secondly, and equally ixnporànt, there must be
must e some sel
lity to make decisions. In his study on,"The Black iilresence in Higher
.a cap
Education,," Biilingsley points opt,that black administrators arp more dedisive
in.the decision -makAng process., He noed that while white admikistratops seem
to seek-a referendum' and a yote Oeconfidende beforethek "Make'a decislon,
black administrators seek input and do not apologize tormaking decisions for
whigh.they are reeponsible. . Black administrators Must be'skillful and
-,..
anarytical In'the decision7making processes.

.

,
,

..
A thrrd internal factOr is adOptability. ManY black administrators are
unwilling to adjust to new situationA or to mako.the necessary coMpromises
The effective adMinistrator is.one'yilic5-'that their responsibility requires.
-I
systematically reyiewt.e sitnatioa and Jnows when tb makesthe necessary.
adjustments. OftentiMes, this requtres skills in negotiation techniques in
,order to facilitate:a compromise, A foiinth factoris.mobility. I helieve in
the.fundamental prinCiples of emploYment:stability. However, it is known that
Professional advancern4nt often means thatIone must relocate, and thet'such
relocation can have a.Variety of inflUencei 'on, one's personal and professionals
.

,

,

A

relationships. In considering mobilitytors, one Must have a.capacity to'
comprehend.both the pros',and.cons of institutional and 4eographic relations .

and having done-so, be-willing:totakethe risk associated 'with 'such,moOeS.,
.

.

s
-The Need for Leadarhip

.

.

,

.
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.There is a critical need to improve thelquality,bf leadership at all-levels in
higher education in both black and white institutions. While considerable
insightful ltterature.has.been adVanced to address the subject of leadership
generally,,certain aspects ahd dimensions of leadership .have Aot received
sufficient analytical' review and attentions particularly, the
inter/intrapersonal difnension of effective leadership. 'SinCe leaders
caut6matical1 i incur the orokeSsional responsibility to continue self-appraisal,
and evaluation, inter/intrapersonal variables:neceSsarily play a significant
-.role ift.the spectrum of effeCtive leaaership.characteristics.

..

-

The /eadership questien confionting organizations today thoUld Jae based not on
how well the leader is Irked or whether he appeals personally to followers.
The major 4uestion,confronting the,vrganiiation ShOuld be the reason why the
leader is followed. One must remember that atall times it,takes more ihan
willingness to be a leader! it also takes ability. An effective' loader should i
be sensitive, anilyiicaW persuasive and yet diploMatio: Black administrative
, leaders in predominAntly white institutions must combine leadership'ikilli,'
management techniques and human rel.itionsif,they are gOing,to be sutceisful.
To he black,student &fairs administrator, the effectiveness as to how
he/she manipulates the various leadership variables is even more paramount.
The black studaht affairs,administrator must,work with the white
adminittration in providing services to both black and white students. Such
_services should enhance the teaching/learning pr6cess, thereby, requiring the
- .thief student affairs officer to wark withrall segments of the academic
community.
.

.

,

,

.

'
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Career-Development
.;

Most people consider' a career to be a profession, requiring preparotion And
training in undertaking a permanent caning-. In order to maximize one's
professional dellelopment,.a persona/ assessment is periodically required.
Mdst People find it difficult to access themselves objectively.. You should. \\
.occasionally step backi the'way you step bac% to savor.a new automobile, and
analyze where you stand arid where_ydn would'ltke to go.- I believe career_
development to be g perscmal assessment. Know who you.are in'terms of
yout
baSic needs andsilues; your greatest personal strengthand your:most limi
shortComings: Know where you are in' terms of long-term, mid-term and
short-term goals. Know,where you want to go in the hierarchy, and know.all..
the environmental,restraints. :In addition, yOu must have a series of options,
readily Available.

,r

P

1.

Oa.

'

' Career patterns for chief student affairs officers.varies drastically,
study by'Ostroth,-eighty-two percent...4 the respondents of A random sampling
Of'four'hundred schools were males, The ages ragged from twenty-fbur to
sixty-seven. Fifty percent held doctoral degrees. Forty-fiVe percent held a
degree at the Masters level, twenty percent held Abgrees in HISker tducation;
anoiher twenty percent in Counseling and fourteen percentin Cortege Studegt
Personnel. twelve perCentjleld degrees in other fields within eduCation, and
the rest had studied in a variety of fields. Thirty-three percent were.yice.
presidents, fifty-dight percent were deans of Stddents, and nine percent,held'',
the title of Director of,Student AffaiPfc
,Ostroth also noted when hp asked the respon dents about their next move from
their predent position, of,those who answered the question, the largest
poktion, twenty.eight percent, thought they would move tea chief dtudent
affairs position in another institution. .0ne7fourth.said their next move
wOuld be retirement. 'Another fourteen' percent expected to.move to co11e4e and
university presidenCies, eleven percent to teaching positions and Seven
percent expected to move to vice, president positions outside student affairs.
_

For those nterested in moving up in.the administrative hierarchy, Klemp
points out three job competence assessments.
.

-.
.

.-

.

1)

The'abiliiy to perform the task by a job aespripti9n does not by
itself 4uarantee A highlevel of.performance.

2)

The best way to'identify job competence is to find individuals who
are conSidered outstanding instheir work and ta analyze what they

.

'

.,

.
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.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.
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The most efficient way to_identify ant.,analyre job COMpetentieS is

to place primary eMphasis on'ananalsis of people in the most
senior positions.
s

Communication

'

.

.

,,

.

,

:

.

Black administratori have the fun ctiond of communication,'representation:and
interpretation to play in predominantly white colleges and universities. The
single mist important factor affecting communication'by black administrators
iS self-concept.
How blpcks see themselves and their situation affects their
'ability to communicate etfectively. If organiZational lines, duties and
reiponSibilities are not clear, if appropriate. Status and recognition is not
given, if othersim the'organization see, or feel, that the black,
administrator's role is in presence only, then low esteem deVeloPs. This is.
followed hy ajeeling of-inferiority and a lack of confidence. .Th0
enhancement of self-concept within the,organization is a major responsibility
of the chief executive officer.
,

.

.

.
.

'
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A second important factor is listening. Listening is 'Mich mote intricate and
complicated than the physical presence of hearing. Listening is an

:

intellectual input in search of meaning:ands understanding, Black
administrators'mdst develop the.art of fintnnIng. A third factor is the
ability to transmit informatiton effectiVely An bah oral and written" form.
Black administrators must be able to demonstrate accutacy and claritY,in

,

communicating with peoplt of all races, ethnieOgroups and culturest A fourth,
and final.factor ,in this,aree is fe dbAck. keedback is a method of sharing
perience
%.feelings. Feedback sharing should b. incorporat dd into our daily
,.
..

O

-

l.

The black administrator.must be,prepared,to represent the university'in
'Averse commtinityand civic activities. ,Black.administrators.are often called
uPbn,bysegments of,both the,black.and white coMmunities to interpret.the
university's migsion'and services to the comMuhity.Onvolvement in theSe.
activities is beneficialto the university in the'e*ncement of the
university's image as well as opening uP lines of.communicaiion. The range of
theblack adminstratorsinvolvement in this area is probablY seCond to the

,

, .,

,ch4f executiVe' officer.. :

.

.

.

.

.

pr,

edominantly white
A major problem that black,administratorS encounter'in
'inititutions is that of interpretation., Most black administratorsare asked
continuously -- what do the blacks think? As difficult as it is to expfain. .
a
Blac}is have as many different opinions about a particular issue ,tado
:11.ftes.

.

-

1

vs

believe theyhitemniversity environment must become seniitive iQ the
prohlem of-calling on black,administrators only when black issues,Aie
opinionstmustpermeaie.the entire
involved. The'need to integrate thought and
,.
university Community.
P4rsopnel and. FisCal"Management
.

.

N:
The'areas of personnel and fiscal manaqemdni are probably the tf.ro most
the
The
managerial
skills
of
leaders
determine
important factors of all.
sudcess or failure of an organization. it is:important that individuals have
o effective mana ment.
kn5w1edge of the techniques and processes pertin
re
the
task to be don and the'
The two clistindt elementt of any manager's job
needed
to
see
that
the
task
it
completed.
.Hum n
Human relaticos -skills
elation skills will,determine the success or failure,of a black.admi istrator
...1
,

'in persannelManagement.

I think little needs to be said about financial or fiscal accountability.
irresponsibility.
one_suze_way to_hang acareer'to a close is financial
,

r

.

t

C

period.in predominantly White colleges and
Black administrators' probationary
Universities nevet endsT Black administratoid must be a role model for both
black and white,students, faculty and.ptaff alike. All ok us lika-to_be
cri and that ppople l- t,(2--PP
liked. It is critiCal hatWe be wel,l_thought
Boweverv,we
should
aVoid
at.,all
costs
allowing friendship to-''-'
around us.
irtt4rfere.with prdfessional juagmentr
,

.

The .

,

Black administrators in predominantly 'white colleges are not only alien in
Blacks in
white colleges and universities but alien inlall higher'Ouoation.
their'colleagues in white
black-colleges
do
not
beI4eve
that
. .historically
institutions are capable of representing them oi'speikinq on their behalf.
Yet, the white administrators, faculty and staff on, white colleges and
university campuses, have not totally.accepted the blaCk administrators into
colleges and.
their fold. black administrators in ptedoMinantly white
Universities must coptlnge to fight forsurvival, success and, securitY.
In
Through this process,:we must think both analytically and systematically.
this
processA
the
following
propositions
are
offered:
, Crder to.fabilitate
.

i

,

,

.

t

.

.

.
.

More attention needs to be given.to assist blacks to obtain equal
access to positions And to work up through ihe administrative
hierarchy.
_
.

,

,

n

-;

4

..

.

- Bleck organiz,ations. should assist black administrators,in the area.
of,profeseional developMeAt. This should help.to, improve career
,
ascension.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

- Blabk administrators should periodically assess what theyhave
achieved"professionally', where they are headed and how these factors
match their perschal,goals and,values.
_ _
------'---z-BIaCk-idnistrators
need toplace greater emphasis on
,
mentoring. : . . providing guidance and advice to the young
professionals as they pursue the mastery of career, goals.
.

:.

.

.

r

.

- 14ore information must be obtained-regarding.employment patterns to
atsure that black administrators are not s#reotyped into student
a fairs or other adMihistrative positionS.

- Blacks,must create
network and maintain linkages to other blackS,
in both historically blacic and predpminantly White institutions.
,
//

- Blacklaaministtators must,interact with other. black. facuity and
staff'at the institution.

/

- Black adMIststrators must be accessible to enrolled black stUdents.
at the-institutiOn and actively concerned and involved with the
issues and concerns whiCh affect their apfletftic and.socio-cultural
-.development within the institution.
.

-

Ite.Success of black administrators in predominantly white colleges is
important to the entire system,Of all higher education. We, must work to move
blacks into all areas within our institutions. Success in this effort
-requires cooperation and understanding; not only from the black communityc but
from the white community as well. An understanding of the factors,affecting
blacks in predominantly white colleges and universities should proVe fruitful
to white administrators in their efforts to provide guidance and leadership to
a diverse university community. In combining,-the many threats of this decade(
it is.a challange,each of 'us must meetl.

7_

1

ESTIMATING SUCCESS POTENTIALS OF DIRECTORS OF CENTERS FOR
2.72

7BLACK-- STUDIES-3N --P-REDOMI-NANiLY-147.BITECOLLEGES_

_

Floyd L. Bass

An organization should be constructed and operafed in order tO accomplish its work
efficiently. The activities of the organization should contribute either directly or
Clark Kerr in The Uses of the University'
indiectly to the personal goals of its members.
pointed, out that wit4 the rehlirth of theuniversity at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, both pp academic,department.and the center or institute were created with an
"uncritical reliance on the great professional who ruled fer life over his department or
institute." A.totally different picture is presented by the c nter for black studies'i
predominantly white colleges and, universities.

,

The Center For Black Studies Centers for black studies have developed s interdepartilental
or iRterdisctplinary agencies in predominantly white colleges ankuniversities to' pro'mote
mastery of subject matter abd advance the uses of knowledge-in 'Ontemporary society: One,
proposal for the establistment of a center for black studies would includenine functions
(1) black
The six assumptions'are
or activities growing out of a serof six assumptions.
studies as an area of,culture-centered cluster of subjecta is a genuine field ofstudy; (2)
serious efforts must be directed both to studying the black experience and to disseminating
the results of such study; (3) black studies seeks to contribute to the whole'student
population; (4) curricular needs far black studies may be met,flexibily'by meana of the
Center or iRstitute device; .() the major in black studies is a target oegoil for'undergraduates; and (6),a broad cultural base at the graduate,level may be provided bye:Wise
selection*from several areas.of tte humanities'and thesocial sciences,

(1) assist departments'in developing couitei to create
_The_center_forhlaCk-s-radiea_ellould
a balanced program; (2) assist deplartments in recruiting, selecting anal retaining members
of the university faculty; (3) provide support for research and teaching assiatantin (4).
help the library augment-its holdings; (5) sponsor colloquisand post-doctoral felloWships;.
(6) serve as an assembly point and clearing house for academic information of all kinds for
students and professional staff; (7). prepare catalog and brochure materials to aid'stOdents
in discovering the course work,and other'resources 4vailable ta'themr(8) coordinate the
work of.academie counselors who direct work irNACk studies for both undergraduate and
graduate students; and (9) control a, budget Of seed mOney to support these efforts, Plus a
small number of positiOns in 'ale
fields related to black studies.
,
,

The successes of cent* for black studieS and Center directors in predominantly white
colleges and uniyersities may be investigated fronitheperspectives ot,eareer mobility,
tenure of service, or by an estimate of the relative influence of selected factors on their
achievementa gs black SdministratOrs. It is essential that concerted efforts be given tO
defining in detailthese centers for hlack studies in predoe'inantlY white collegeaand
A determination Of the factors whi.Ch contribute to the sticcesS of.center
universities.
directors perceive the centers for black studies in predominantly yhite colleges and
uniVerSities as "achievement situations,"
'

Illustrative characteristics of the center,for black Studies that represedt it as an
(1) successful competipion of the budget of the center for
aehievement situation" are
black sliudies with those,of the,traditional academic departments; .(2) engagement in
promotion, tenureadd re-appointment pdlicies And procedures relating to' joint faculty

J

"*-

1

-

.

,

.

.

.

.

appointments and related personnel matters; or (3) the award .of funds for.cooperative
:sponsorship of colloquia','Infernships and.post-doetdral study.
..

...

.

.

.

,

.

The Center. Direetor The ability of the center director to perform in administrative roles
and the ability to make correcl decision's serve as limits to the quality and. quantitY of

administrative behayioi. ,A succassful ceeter direCtor exhibits initiative, physiological
stamina, established habitmpatierns, loyalty and a sense of duty,to the eenter for black
studieb, And an understanding of the fundamentals of black studies along with;:the_ability
and willingness to.coinlisinicate with others about this field-of study,
not er v ew o't success for blegk aaministrstors may be described as the ,maverage, length -0;.711---service" withll variety of fields (admissions, financial aid, black studies, etc.) while
employed in p
ion's witbiii one etmore .institutions. Tenure of, servige or "professional
'age" for black administrators maYbe.measgred id terms of the total number of years spent
in onb ocCuPational field divided by the number of institutions in Which one has been
employed.
If is generally Agreed that a black administrator may be considered as old
'after a professional age of ten years.
Some evidence suggesta thag elder professionals,
.
are somewhat more stable (enjoy a longer tenure of service), within.chnrch-related colleges,
than their colleagues in state-sppported institutiona.
,.
I
t
_

.

A,

.

.

are infernal Pressurei experience:1 by .tte center direcc:r. in search for.success.. They
May be evidenced by a search for increased job satisfaction, concern for.an enhanced social
status, qr a greater opportunity for challenge and creativity. Contrasts among success

potentiala_of directora of centers for black studies in predominantly white colleges and
universities may reflect differences in the directors' needs and dispositions, and these
may vary fromf, 4ecenter fOr black studies to another.
_''
-,

.

Environtental pressures within the center for black,s0dies may be illustrated.by changea
associated with a loss or re-assignment of Professional staff.or faculty members, additional
fundini and staff resources,:or a new location for facilities and equipment. the interaction of internal and environmental influences on the success of center directors may be
.
illustrated in terms of adminiptiative careers that.are
(I)
routinep (2), self-.
'defermined, (3) situationally-determined, or (4) salf-adaptive, .the absence of career
changes and aft uneventful series of job, changes suggests a minimum of external or internal
iAfluences during a rather routine career. A pelf-directed career might be characterized
by job changes influenced by the individual's desire ro ohange to assignments With an
increasing challenge withinuthe same or different institutions. A.,merger pr a combination
of the duties and responsibilities of an administrator
with those of a pore traditional
.
,
-academic Agency might illustrate influences associated witb situationally-determined
careers. The self-adaptive career may. be characteiized by those of center directors able
.and willing to shape their own careers in the face of internal and external presages to
"move into, the mainstream" of college'and university administration. ,..
.

.

.,

.

.

.

.

,

-
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.

.
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Ii- is essential that mare_atiempts be made,to describe in-detail these center directors in
predoiinantly white colleges and universities. A determination of the factors which
cOntribdte to the success of center directors involve& an ideniification of.their
perceptions of themselves as black administratora. It is important to.a view of.their
success,thai. center directors perceive their management assignments in predominantly.
white -colleges and universitiee A's "achievement roles."
-

.;

,

_

-

.

i

.

.

.

Illustrative cherieteristics ot the center director that represent an "achievement role"
are. ,(1) scholar aed teacher,. (2) an assumption of an administrative role that is ,
endorsed 1::y aggdemic,department heads and"central administration, (3) major adviser and
mentdr. for advanced graduate students peeking degrees and internships in college.and
university administration, or (4) participant in efforts_to identify his or her successor.
' 'r
.
,
.
,
._
..
ESTIMAT NG SUCCESS tOTENTIALS Center directors' perceptions of their "achievement roles"
and tb r perceptions of the "achievement situation" are suggested factors that interact
in a,v riety of,ways to influence the,potentials for success of these blackadministratore
in pre Ominantly7white colleges and universities. The success pf directors of_centers foro,
black
udies in gredomi4ntly white colleges and uniVersities may be evaluated or
predict d by a continuing.exiMination of the relationships, between their percept4on8 of
their a nrievement roles And their perception& of their achievement situatiOns.
.

.

,

,

.

.

.
.

Success ul center direc$ors and successful centers for black studiea will esZa72111"Ind
an increasingly, wide-ranging influence on predominantly white colleges.and
?'
!,

mainta

214.
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S.

tbese institutions.
universities and the traditional academic ana professional personpel
Some successful cenber directors will.seek wider opportunities inlarger institutions.
Others will move from centers for black,studies to somewhab more traditional administrative
:assignments. A. rional conference on isSues facing black administrators in-predominantly
white eolleges anck universities is a timely strategy for examining the influences on and
tbe opportunities or success of directors.of centers for bfack studies.
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THE ROLE OF BLACK FAgULTY IN FACILITATING*UPWARD MOBILITY,

William M. Harris

11.

2

INTReiDUCTION
*

,

To stimulate serious discussion of the potential and kinetic energies of.
black faculty meMbers, this paper briefly considers three roles for involve'ment.
As pert of a conference workshop, the formatja prOspective and
'directed.
HoweVerr the presentation ia reflective of the Author's many. .
Issrs of experience as a scholar and academic adMinistrator.
,

.

_
.

4

,

.
.

.

.

,

4

.

Three roles of facultrmembers in Black Studiep departrrients are,presented in
the paper by McDowelle and Harris in these proceedings entitled Impact of
Black Mobility in Higher Education: The Rale f Black'StUdies. 'This
presentation complements that article. Here ale di ussed three,roles Of
black fadulty is teachers, researchers, and adb
l. ca
s.
'

.40

TEACHERS
,

,

The teaching .function for black facultyliust be non-traditional when cornpared to that of white faculty. 'while some similarities exist there are
worthy exceptions..

Every college teacher is expected to. be adeuratein the data and information
presented. :pp, be accurate, in *PbsdessiOn ofthe facts of nature' of a
system, is to be inforied`of historical and current 'states of art, relevant
research, and trends of development in a field. Consistent with these
factori it means constant preparation.and readiness in the.classroom and
office. The best test of accuracy is the. frequency of errors. It matters_
not the subject grea. COmPutations in fluid dynamics permit no greater
level of mistakes than analysis of historical:events ih$the development of
a social system. Accuracy similarly requires consistency- when duplICated
by another. Einally it, 'accuracy, iedurablq over time when'parametele
.
are held constant.
,

Every instructor is likewise held responsible to be thorough. In this Mode,
the college faculty member is Aligated to provide the student ds much in-'
formation, the product of data analysis using,a.tested paradigm, as currently available. ThoroUghneas respects employment.,of a full range ofresourdes
of reading materials, equipment, and instructiariaI aids.

,
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.
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African American faculty-Inugt exercise more creative energies thari their
white cohorts. Teaching for black.instructors should always.be geared .
toward issues of liberation. Regardless of area, riltural Sciences and
mathematicspor social sciences, the black teadher must relate the correla.tion of" his!, 4opics to the efforts of African raced peopleA to treedom.
The application of nuclear theRry. affects the development of human_populations ea' much as psychologidgl testing. this additional teaohang tesponit?
bility ok black instructors creates tension in the acadeinic environeent
that is beneficial and productive to intellectual growth.

s
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RESEARCHERS
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Only lin academic circles ii..it neCessary to draw a dichotomy between
teacKing and research: No reaching is accurate and thorough unless based
.uppn.research. Research is that activitY that investigates the relation) ships between facts of "nature. Research,judtifies teaching: Research
-9. provides questions to all answers explaining nature.

-
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.

..A1Lresear.6.11...la_blrder to formUlate questions of nature the

_..._.,

researcher, must be conditioned by the experiences Of iiiiOilfef:iiivf.ronrqent.
Thus the frame of-reference the investigator takes in de signing, collecting
fadts, analyzing data, and reporting findingsvaried with individuals.

'e/

.

The appropriate role of black faculty members'in univertities *s to understand the differences, where'existing, in frames bf reference. When these
.differences are known,, research can be conducted and honestly presented with
In the natural sciences it may be useful
a statement of ifiese conditions.
to understand if peolfte of African descent view nature differently than do
Europeans. In the social.sciences it is clear.blaCks respond differently
to environmental conditionsthan whites in the same social system. It
becomes the duty of black faculty bc,conduct researCh appreCiating.the
impbrtance
of these potential differences in frames of reference.
...

-

-

.

1

1.

.

.

1.

All research is-valuable. However, ;the more,exciting research is that which
has some technology-transfer potential, -yor bladk/Americant this means
research that influenCes public policy and programt.. Afrtcan American
faculty members. owe their community information that serves.tp lesten the
.t. yoke of opprestion. Again..as in teaching, the black college researcher
is expectedito,present thecase for,liberation.. A study in the food
.productiViy of oceans has relevance to the market impact to pbor bIadks.
An investAgation.of the spatial implications of architectural design
street furniture immediately relatet to elderly pertons who AP not own
.

a

automobiles .
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Another_important role in research for black facUlty is graduate (and
undergraduate) student training. Toci many black fadulty are anxiout.to
demonstrate .their "dbdecavity" by training white researchers, often at the
expense ok black students._,Mc.ttlaack faculty members have prodtiCed far
more white graduate students than black. Most black 'faculty memberi make'
-no affirmative,effort to specifically attract black graduate ttudents to
assist in their.researdh projeCts. Research serVes-to generate competence
Research also produces replacements and
in students--a d faculty.
ulties, it 3..5 the black faculty_member who must extend
_colleagues...0
the research at, atory tO yOung black scholars. _This is especially the-e history of-white faculties who retist black students
case,in ligheo
as. e4nced through the scarcity of black advanced degrees in majority

"

:._

4.nstitutiOAs.
.

.

.

ADVOL'ATES-..:.,

-,=--,_,---=
----

.

'.

...

o middle ground. One opts for'Ishange-gradual, mod rate or radi al. So then black faculty members in majority
re advocates. In doing so they act to influence black
white collegd
students, itAte_ frican American Community, and-other black 'faculty and
In-Amer.., wan society-tlere 1

'N

1

administratbrC

'""'"!-

.

'

,

.
.

.

.

Often presented is the notion bladk faculty are needed as role models' for
'their students. Common belief holds.that these Students will benefit from
Especially are theA ideat
.the supportLapdcomfort given by black faculty,.
important,where a,sente of leadershilp m,a,y be perCeived in the black faculty
member by the stUdentS. In addition, 'black kaculty members have tradition"_-_--41y_been expected to-zargue.in support of'blank student demands for academic
and:a6ciallusMcgtat majoily)411te institutions. Black Studies departments werá creAed-out ol=7:Wdth an atMosphere.
.
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Afridan AMerican,faculty'people have similarly, been expected to come to the
Support of black community issues. Arguing that it was,the Civil Bights
struggle that resulted in'most black faculty,being hired by predominantly
white institutions of higher learning, citizens of African descent called
upon black faculty to.remember their roCts. Some were asked_ to write
proposals. Some were requested to artiOulate the plight and case of poor
memberS ot the community to deciiion makers.
Others. were approached to be
mediators in disputes involving issuesofi race And Class..
,

.

Finallyt black faculty members have been expected to be parE of a'faMily
within the.college to collectively affront insensitive white 'facultl; and
1 administrators.
Sometimes through formal faculty organizations similar
to that here at M.I.T. and;more often as a loose collection of concerned.
.

indiyiduals, black faculty acted in the interests of their '14.4aidemic concerns.
Je
t

A

.

These patterns essentially field true throughoutthe sixties. and'seventies.
However, the picture has changed. Increasingly black faculty, and epecially middlelevel black college.administrators, have behaved differently:than the traditionally established pattern. White college Senior adMinis7
trators presently seeks. with greatiftuccesst to hire blacks who are
marginally competent academickliy arid even more modestly committed
politically_to the interests 6f blacks. This new breed of subservient
black administrator is more selfish and narrow in addressing probleMSof
blacks. They are not Objective; They take,a side. ,That side is generally
against enhancing.the fulfillment of black student potentiar., They are,
strangers to the black extra-university'Community. They are co-:opted 41_
issues facing black faculty colleagues. They,are destructive to the,
growth Of qualityin higher,education.for Affican Americana. They are
maintained and supported in their indftective roles by racist yhite
administrators who really never had a commitment to high achievement and
excellence in black students, community, and faculty.. Witness thedisMantling of Black Studies departments by,compromising black faculty,and,:
administrators. Withess the use of idministrative rules to control
and abate black student demands.by fearful black faculty meMbers. Witnebs
the call bre police to reject black parent efforts to bring,equity to their
sons,and daughters .tn majority white colleges by-co-opted black administra,
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Needed is
Space and time constrain a full development of these issues.
More continued evaluation of the roles of black facultY.,,To follow muit
be a plan that would eliminate the barriers to black achievementwhether
those blocks are black.or white.
The cross of implementing these changes
Must be.borne by the remaining black faculty possessing thecourage, .
competence, and comMitment to liberatioh,of African Americans. The
.strdggle Continte8I
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PROFESSIONAL MOBILITY CAUSATION AND THE BLACK,ADMINISTRATOR

,

Joseph J. Russell
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lte invitation tO sharein this "history making", conference atk that I share philosophical
and experiential notions about "The Role. of Black Studies in Facilitating Black Upward
Mobility in Higher Education." The tbpic is one tbat I have perhaOs Jived with in the main
,
rather.than studied. Thus, the ideas and data that I exert upon its analysis are correspondingly personal and iMbressionistic rather thanlempiricaI and exhaustive.
,

.

In order tnat.we establish a kin of mind-setsfor this Ijidutsion, let me remind you of iwo
I.
or three perspectives for, consider iolk.
,

1

.

.

.

.
...,

...

There is an old adage which reports "That the more things change the more they '.
ii
,remain the same,"

1.

,

.

,

Yhe biologist-researcher-writer, Cewis Thomas and I agree that you don't have to
go.all the way wtth B. F. Skinner to acknowledge that the eniironment does make
*a difference, and when.you examine what we really mean by nenvironmen*,",it coMes
down to.other human beings. We use euphemisms and jargon for this like "social
forges," "cultural influences," "administrativemilieu" and even Skinner's "verbal
community," but what energizes these academic labels it'a dense irowd of nearby
people who talk to, listen to, smile or frown at, give to, withhold froM, nudge,
push, caress, or flail out at the individual. No matter what thegenome says,
people have a lot to do with shaping charapter and sanction.ing administrative_
Uhomas, 19791
clout.

2.
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A perceptive brother, Professor HerirY-AiTenAkillbtk, poSits, "The-flinctions of any.
More recent researchers have
society have 'intended' and.'unintended'Alimensions.
,
supported this view. They have persistently shown that scicial fundtions of an
unintended quafity do arise and cause a society to.veer in directioni not neceS-.
sarily set-by the specific purposes of the majorrty.. EventA.do octur 'unoffitially' in time and.place where thos'e acting 'officially' never_Willed.. Neverthelest,
such events become aspermanent part of man's past ang aA effective force behind
his.future, bringing into.existence new social orders and more revolutionary
.
.allgnments of people." (Bullock, 1970)
.

N

,

.

To understand the role of jilack Stildfeand'Oack administrators in facilitating blaCk
leadership, it is important to establish a conceptual Kcame work About the labor supply,
. process. A very simplistic model suggest that the bladk "leadership *1" is'a fluid
aggregate of talent that.is impacted upon by,two major forces ---,Occupational Entrants and
-Occupationalapipeet's
.
.

-

.

.

A
.

.

Occupational 'Entrants: persons entering the "poolP come from a variety of sources: \
.

1.Train1ng Programs
a,) Specifically organized
liberal OrtS/Otheradademic,areas
b.) Others',
.

C.). On=thé.:job training '
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2.

Persons not in the labor force dr training
(housewives, retired, unemployed, etc.)

3.

Transferrals

4.

Immigrants

persons employed in other proiessiohs

OCcupational Losses:
1.

Death

2.

Illness

3, _Retirement4.

4

,

Transfer to other occupations

Gpien the complex mix between the labor suppl§ process and the "patterni of interaction" in
higher educational institutions, black Administrators have no choice excepting to develop
It incorporates the theoretical notion
what I call an "administrative broker'S" posture.
that human action emerges from the interattion of (1) the individual, who brings aspirations,'
standards, and knoWledge or beliefs about causation; and (2) the situation which presents
Interaction of the individual (young'blick prdfessional) and
opportunities and constraints.
the situation js mediated by his/her perceptions or cognitions aided by the administrative
Thus,
expertise and experience,pf senior Slack administrators in the particular ihstitution.
we assume that the purpotive indkviduaI will try to exploit his/her opportunities (as he/she
4 perceives them) in the direction of his/her aspitationS and that, within the limits of constraints he/she believes to be operating, be/she will be guided in this endeavor 6y his/her
beliefs about causation and by the standards or norm he/she believes are appropriate.
A major advantage of this scheme ls_that it allows one to search in two directiohs, in the,
Thus, to the
individual and in his environment, for sources of diversity and uniformity.
extent that the "entrant" professional cOoperates with senior black administrators in predominantly white institutions, we can expect senior black administrators to be successful in
(Cf. James Thomas, pp. 101-102)
facilitating the upward mobility of lunior scholars.
Clearly the academic mobility process is structured and generally responsive to institutionThe challenge is to
ally specific series of well defined academic skills and experiences.
match the junior scholar with an appropriate sequence of academic tasks an0 experiences at
a paoticular tenurelevel yhich is useful in advancing to the next level of academic/
administrative responsibility.
Now on the practical side of professional causation, let us consider the following variaples:
1:

Black Administrative'Paradox
a,) Perception of facilitation
.b.) Reflex refusal
c.) Reflex legitlmacy

2.

Imployment of Black Ph.D4's
a.) Science/Engineering
b.) Humanities *
c.) Administration

3.

Mentoring and Upward Mobility
a.) Senior-Scholars
b.) Junior scholars
c.1 Students in the pipeline

4.

Decision Making
Data collection
Referral process

,

e

7

p.

a.)
b.)

-

.Senior black administrators in historically white institutiops function daily in a highly
complex administrative milieu which I have often labeled a "gack adminiStrative paradox."
The label is simply an attempt to effectively describe an administrative dilemma in which
one is trapped in the middle between the administrative power structure and the minority
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jblack) caucus. The mutual goal is the improvement of educational opportunity and/or prostudents, faculty, and
fessional mobility facilitation for "non-tradrtional populations"
It is evident, however, that the mere exisbErnce of "educational opportunity" policy
staff.
and administrative titles(however imaginative) will'have little significance unless chairpersons, supervisors, and other decisibn makers are persuaded to legitimize the upward
mobility process for the yariotis academic communities.

*I*

with the emergence of Black Studies'administratorsVice Presidents of Minority Affairs and
Deans for Afro-American Affairsthe administrative stage was set to give the illbsion of
"equal opportunity's and/or professional mobility facilitation. The fact is that the sociopolitical process in highe education institationt causes changeto take place gradually
p igress and/or seeming effectiveness f the black administraand, consequently, slows
eported as decision makers in the Organizational scheme but
tor.. Black administrators
His/her actions are monitored by
undisputed authority.
are seldom given the freedom
traditional administrators, conservative faculty guardians of the "status auo," liberal
white faculty, faculty councils, alumni, and minority faculty caucuses.
groups are armeb with their own requirements and gxpectations regarding the actions of
For example, traditional or central administrators require academic
black administrators.
success with minimum tension; the conservative faculty insist on traditional standards of
academic excellence; liberal.white faculty call far immediate measures to correct all
academic inequities, faculty councils speak of,reasonable(Committee) approaches to.academic
problems, alumni grOups are concerned about reverse discrimination.and the equity process;
and minority faculty caucuses worry'about "survival" and the relevance of various academic
decisions. These are but a few of the variables that contribute so substantiallyeto the
paradoxical nature of black administrators in historically white educational institutions.
The result is that many recommendations arid proposals offered by black administrators are
rejected ostensibly by a subjective "reflex refusal of legitiMacy." Some progress,
admittedly, has been made in transforming this pattern of interaction from a "reflex
refusal" to a "reflex legitimacy" phenomenon but the complete'transformation,will require
commitments from all segments of the university populations.
Important among the variables cantributing to the black administrators' paradox is the,
availability of data for sound-decision making. Many university decision makerg contend
that their employment 4nd promotional'opportunities for minorities would 6e greatly enhanced
if they could receive reliable data apput the professional characteristics of this populaThe more frequent queries center around the number of minorities with terminal
tion..
degrees in education, science, engineering, and humantties at the'vanious academic levels
One suspicions that the demand-for
and by comparison with their whiSI. counterparts.
"reliable" minority professional data is calculated to,perpetuate the reflex refusal of
legitimacy concept rather than to-encourage academic pluralism..

In any case, the 1981 Survey of the National Research Council reports the following data oft
minorities with terminal degrees:
1.

Approximately 91 percent of the terminal education, science, engineering andhumanities degrees earned by minorities were-awarded in the 1960's and 1970's,
compared with 78 perceAt for thitotal population of Ph.D. recipients.

2.

For
The most rapid rates of growth ocCurred aMong female minority Ph.D.'s.
example, women earned only,10 percent of the Ph.D.'s in science/eagineering
awarded to U.S. born minorities in the 1960's, but earned 23 percent of the
science/engineering Ph.D.'s awarded to U.S. born minorities in the 1970s.

3.

37 p'ercept of all minority Ph.D.'s in the himanities earned their degrees in
modern languages and literature.

4.

U.S. Por'n minority Ph.D.'s were employed primarily in academic settings, 60 percent
for the scientist/engineers and 82 percent for the humanities, but recent studies
suggest that minorities may be moving away from academic employment.

5.

With the single exception of minority humaniOes-Ph.D.'s in academicremploYment;
Male
the median salaries were generally highei for white's than minorities.
Ph.D.'s had higher median annual salaries thanfigmilePh.D.'s in all employment
settings. Salaries for Ph.D.'s employed in non-academic'jobs were generally higher
t
than those for Ph.D.'s in academic jobs.

,
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6.

Minorities with science and-engineer.ing Ph.b:'s were more likely to be selected for
academic administrative positions bg comparison with their non-science counterparts.

7.

Finally, minorities were appointed to only 7% of the executive/administrative/
management poSitions in higher education with blacks representing about 4%.

Role`models, mentors, and sponsors, according to researcher Jeanne J. Speizer, are concepts
whose time has come. ProfessiOnals must have,had one, been one, or be seeking one if they
are to advance in their careers. Articles in the popular media and in professional-journals
continually declare, as did a recent title in the Harvard Business Review, "Everyone Who
maKeS It Has A Mentor." Within the academic profession, mentorship is widely regarded as an
It has a
impbrtant factor in the development and eventual success'of junior professionals.
history of developing in higher education as an informal teache'r-student relationship which,
expands(into post-graduate activities and frequently into the career development of a young
Typically, a senior professor is introduced to a beginning graduate student on
scndlar.
referral from an academic acquaintance who believesthe senior professor and beginning
The senior professor counsels, teaches,
graduate student share similar academic interests.
The relationship
and involves the graduate student ih his research/creative activities.
improves and the senior professor serves as a role model, provides increased academic
advice, eventually sharesrelearch commitments as equal partners and finally recommends his
mentee to'a.variety of opportunities in gaining access to the profession.
It is clear that the"mentorship system works and is important to the academic profession.
The system, for the best results, must have good, intellectually sound senior members.
Their lives
These persons must be devottd to the life of learning, teaching, and sharing.
should be marked,by some continuing contribution to human understanding and the development
of,new knowledge: It istnecessary that senior professors be recognized scholars in the
.sense that they have a firm grasp of the professional development process as well as a
It is absolutely necessary that senior
secure knowledge of thdir chosen specialization.
professors have so e interest, ability and method or artistry to communicate their learning
and enthusiasm for he'r chosen specialization to both junior scholars and potential
scholars.

S

Similarly, in the mertorship proceis, the profession must have junior members who are in
the process of becomi g scholars. Junior professionals are those who are learning to think,
to read, to write and otherwise express themselves clearly in a variety of academic settings
classroom, committee, research, etc. ThiS may seem to be somethihg less than x demanding
criterion,-MTIfl fact, it is the crucial test for mentor selection and related professional
development.
The mentor system, at best, is a network or linkage system that may start in the lower
The system
public school grades and extend over the entire professional life of'a mentee.
has proven to be valuable in the past and has great potential forproviding a variety of
It certainly has
professional opportunities for minortties in.the academic profession.
promise in identifying the millions of capable black scholars that will be nepded to Meet'
the challenges'of the 1990's and beyond.
By any measure, if black administrators are to Ile successful in facilitating "Professional
." they must have access to Computer technology in deyeloping a
Mobility Causation .
much needed data base on the characteristics of black professionals. This information must
be liberally shared and stored for quick retrieval by a variety of information systems
academic, news, business, industry, etc.

r

In sum, current data suggest ihat Black Studies and black administrators have been effective
in properly gauging "the patterns of interaction" in higher educational institutions.
'Blacks are in both -administrative and scholarly positions in the higher,education framework.
Yet, in relative,terms, we have not improved significantly our "administrative clout" or
pumbers.in the predominantly white academic power ftructure. Given the fact that for the
past,several years institutions of higher education have been the principal employers of
54% of the Ph.D.'s with stience or,engineering-Oegrees and 84% of the humanities doctorates
and at the same time theSe institutions are engaged in what they call "contraction,"
"steady-state," a9g1 "economic reorganization," the future does not look normally fruitful-.
for black upwand mobility. The challenge, therefore, is that we develop confidence-in one
another, a collective posture of organizational force, and an action program which demands
that higher education adequately meet its responsibility of protecting those who have least
'benefited from.the American promise of "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."
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THE ROLE OF BLACK STUDIES IN UPWARD:MOBILITY

11

Johunella E. Butler

Fifty years ago,
that sadly holds
in strange lands.
between the "two
Black Folk, that

DuBois,made an observation in his book, The Education of 'Black People,
true even today. He said, "We have'lost something, brothers, wandering
We have lost our ideals." At the root of this loss is the tension
warring idials" that DUBois so eloquently explicated in The Souls of
of being Negro, of African descent, and American:
.

Afro-American scholars have until most recently given
short shrift to DuBois' early Concept and as a result.
have fOund themselves aligned with one of two positions
mirroring the two warring ideals: a) xhe advocacy of
mainstreaming the Afro-American experience, softpedalling or denying any cultural difference and therefore
any cultural oppression; ,4nd b) advocacy of a field qf study
based on the existence of An Afro-American culture and a
Black sensibility, with the goal of harmonizing the two
warring ideals, freeing tolonized information, liberating
the Afro-American sensibility, and positing.an educational
theory and practice,reflective on the freeing of cultural
and ethnic variations within American society. The
resolution of this4adventure with Western culture, of
these two warring ideals, is crucial to the well-being
of,the cultural, social, political and.econothic fUture
of Afro-Amerlcans. There are indeed for,ces outside the
fflack community that stropgly contribute to'its demise;
however, the exacerbation of the spirit; of the selfconfidence that the unrecognized and unresolved two-warring,
ideals perpetrate, mitigates against the propdi perception
of those outside forces and'of Black people themselves by

.4

themselves.''

(Butler, 'Black Studies,: Pedagogy and Revolution, 1981)

Bence, we'find outselves this weekend gathering to figure out whether or not we cEin
serve twomasters--how we can survive and flourish within the American system of higher
education and still be'true td durselves. In accepting the challenge to constantly work
knowing that what we do.affects all Afro-Americans, we are inVolved in a complexity of
We
identity and reality that threatene not only our flourishing but ouryery existence.
are part of a society that we all know is diametrically opPosed to,human exiOtetice and
humah action in its truest and fullest sense. In fict,pit is deadly to humanity
phyticEilly, emotionally, and psychologically. We ha/e a culture--our Afro*American culture--that has values, .a world-view, and a liie-style that ,simultaneously refleets
that deadly larger American experience and the life sprpng of humanity that is rooted in
our descent from African traditional society. Black Studies should be revered, carefully
approached, lovingly developed,'for it must become one of the central and dynamic wellsprings of analysis of our cultural, political, socialand economic reality, past,
present, and future, and one of the central, dynamic maturing forces for the vigilant,
profound transferral and explication of our reality to black people through academic,
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cultural, political, social, and economic channels. It must be the theory-building
and at_tion-motivating resource for black people to survive and flourish in America, and,
very truthfully, it must lend the human insight and the ideals that are so lacking in
4.American society today, for we have them in the truthful.depiction of the American
reality that our culture and experience holds. Thus, Black Studies is vital not only for'.
Afro-Americans, but also for the educational content and process for all.

I couldoo on with a blueprint for the revolution in education and ultimately societY
That is not my task today. However, I
that we have within our grasp to bring about.
to exhort you and remind you to remember that institutions are what we must establish
and leave for our posterity. We must have our own institutions obviously within our own
communities and we must establish our institutions within the very heart of the beast
of America, that exaggeiation of the West. Mary McLeod Bethune and C. G. Woodson,
among others, left us the example of establishing institutions. DuBois left us a profound
The
and still applicable theory to build upon and to inspire the creation of new theory.
vineyard has been,laid out by such forebearers as they. We are the workers, and we
cannot be chickens or turkeys: we must be eagles that soar to new heights or pigs
'that sacrifice the ham.
Dr. Bass asked me to comment specifically as a female executive in our discussion of the
role of Black Studies in facilitating upward mobility. Although one of my academic
pursuits is arefully identifying academic points of convergence between Black Studies and
There
Women's Studies, I.cannot speak Only from the viewpoint of the female executive.
are indeed problems arising from my being a woman in.a male-dominated field of atudy in
the male-dominated higher educational system--and being at'a women's college does not
change that reality much. However, the yoke of racism and ethnocentrism is on both sexes
and Black Studies must be about making a firm foundation institutionally and philosophically
based on what black people--that is, people of African descent--ought to be about on black
and white campuses. It is my observation and belief that problems of sexism and acceptance,
by black people, ourselves, of the role of Black Studies as a field of study and as a
cultural and educational catalyst is of primary urgency. In considering this recognition
and acceptance in regard to upward mobility, the contradiction ,pf.being Afro-American
Simply put, to pursue the body of knowledge in the field
and American becomes quite clear.
of Black Studies and to implement the result of that study and analysis places one in
direct opposition to the tenet's of the American dream upon which upward mobility is based.
Most obviously and -basically, we become opposed to the individualism that effects
Once this,individualism Aembraced, we become, quite effectively, in the eyes
mobility.
of those who do not support affirmative action, angry, vicious crabs-in-a-basket.
,

Many of us, some naively, others well-aware, as pioneers in the field of Black Studies,
thought little abOut upward mdbility, sought and fought tri establish our centers,
programs, and departments in the heart of the beast of liberal arts curricula because we
believed we were being responsible.. Some of us are still around despite the raVages of
the beast; however, most of us have bit the dust--programs and departments have been
discontinued while some are Virtually indistinguishable from traditional departments and
disciplines; well-prepared black scholars in various discip2ines in the field are
denied tenure by committees composed of all white colleagues, as well as by committees
composed of blacks and whites; not-so-well prepared black scholars receive tenure for
political reasons; and the schorars that most resemble the traditional single disciplineoriented white scholar survive quite well. This condition exists for many reasons, all
of which are related to a central reality: very few black scholars and administrators had
the luxury, or perhaps have had the desire to see Black Studies as the focal point of our
Thus, Black Studies is most frequently viewed as a bothersome
reality at white campuses.
appendage or a good idea,but too complex and dangerous. It does not take much to realize
There are still many in our Afro-American population who are ignorant
why this is so.
of the fact that how we live, value, and strive amounts to a culture. There are still
too many of us who doubt that we really are an oppressed people who accept completely
the American dream, and in academia that means the definitions of ourselves, our history,
our literature according to*the liberal arts tradition. It is difficult to'see that
sometimes when we think we are most radical that we are feeling radical simply because
we have scaled a height we have not had access to before, but not because we have
,challenged our thinking.or thought differently.

And so,we struggle with English departments that,at best tolerate our courses; with
American Studies programs that at best append our courses and continue to teach and talk
about us as Caliban'in the garden; with Women's Studies programs and departments that
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not only'threaten our budgets but also often and in their scholarship deny and
distort usdespite the obvious healthy possibilities for academic and political
coalescence; with aldms and boards of trustees that at best act as if Black Studies
.
is 4addish; with racially hostile white administrators and faculty, who hide behind
the cloak of the "liberal arts.tradition;" with apathetic white and black administrators
and-faculty; with misguided black students and parents who think that if you are in
Black Studies you must not have been able to make'it in a "real",department.

Black Studies has a missinn to sort out the truth, to decolonize information, and, in
light bf the complexity of the human experience, to 'do so in an interdisciplinary fashion
Thus, it becomes
withla pedagogy that leads the student to make sense of his/her world.
a field that challenges the liberal arts tradition, and that speaks to *he history of all
This sounds simple, but what I have just described, we all know to be
,people.
revolutionary. jt should decolonfze our minds as well as that of our oppressor;,it should
necessitate that we function on the highest human leVel--to think creatively; it should
challenge thestatus quo in its content and method.
And now, you must be thinking--howcan there be mobility?
The bottom line of mobilit& for Black Studies is maintenance of and support for the
(WRether an institution has a department or program is largely
department or program.
dependent upon institutional politics, although it is safe to say that departments are
generally more stable and lasting.) Scholarship must be presented as what it is--on the
vanguard of a field. Next, reappointment, promotion, and tenure depend mainiy on the
Black Studies component of the process defining the criteria, in line, as much ag possible,
pith institutional criteria, however, clearly and precisely differing where necessary.
(For example, in regard to the,nature of interdisciplinary fields and in regard to Black
Studies as academics being clearly related to the cultural, social*, and political
realities on campus, Black Studies faculty should be encouraged to seek a balance between '
being a Black Studies professor and a black professor. The role of bfack professor

Nc)

should be highly valued by the university as offering guidelines in its taking
administrative and scholarly responsibility for meeting the challenge of providing a
multicultural academic and social environment with the proper supports for students of
the dominant culture as well as students of the so-called minority culturei.) They also
depepd on intradepartmentAl colleagial support as well as interdepartmental support in
the person OT-supportive tenured faculty.

Maintenance of the department, reappointment, promotion, and tenure all depend on FTE's
students--both
and, although the visible student support of the early years is gone
black and white--can be led to see that the department or program hap something unique
in its offerings. To do so, course's and departmental thrust must clearly relate the.
black experience to.the overall college experience, American experience, and world
experience. A pedagogy that demands that the.student think and be active with the
a

material must become the hallmark of the field.
icentral to the college
There are other politicAl/academic ways to make Black Studi
curriculum, and they all are necessary to achieve upward mo ility. Here,I simply wanted
to give an idea of the turf in order to depict the innate Øifficu1ty between Black
Studies which challenges the statui gut:), and upward mobil ty, which maintains the status
But obviously, upward mobility can be achieved, hopefully, while Challenging the
al.o..
status quo.; It is a dangerous game and mentoring Is necessary: A sympathetic, senior
white colleague, well thought of Irl the community, who supports-the department and
individuals, and who is discrete, ia most helpful. Black senior fac lty are a rare
specites; however, ,they can be often,helpful if they are not anti-Bla k Studies, or
entrenched in the norms of Western 'scholarship. And, they do not have to be on the same
be
.campus. Black faculty add administrators who know the ropes, who are supportive, can
In
aiding
one
to
choose
which
battles
to
fight
and
how
best
most helpful. Helpful how?
to fight them; in helping to combat the loneliness'and despair that black'faculty
experience as a constant enemy to writing and teaching well; in being department
chairpersons who keep before the department a clariq of its perceptions and how It is
being perceived, and who clarify the philosophy and direction and priorities of their
particular departments in .order to minimize interdepartment misunderstaildings=-all are

p

examples of the kind ()I mentors needed.
.

'

.

The black woman In a department often suffers from the chauvinism of her black male
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colleagues--particularly so if she is a.chair--and'quickly has to prove that she means
what she says to avoid running the risk of being ineffective, regarded as "not having much
sense," not Co be taken seriously--all based bn no foundation of truth. Often she is
regarded by students as a big sister or mother figure. This student perception should
be molded to become one of mentor,and role model.
It is a role that is necessary but
one whose limits must be clear so that the faculty is not overwhelmed and the university's
responsibilities are not obscured.
Black women can provide positive role models n a
maleAdominated field.as chair, professor, whatever. Often, due to the rampant chauvinism
in our society, they are seen as less threatening by white male colleagues Who are
most frequentlY in charge. This perception, if clearly understood, can be turned to the
advantage of promoting the field and the department or program. With white women
colleagues, faculty and administrators must guard against being equated with them, thereby
having racial and cultural issues ignored hi- distorted.
,

In conclusion, it is not Black Studies that has a role in upward mobility. Black people-professors, students, alums, parents--and how they view Black Studies provide the role.
Thus, how vital the field of Black Studies is to the black people at white institutions
and how they translate that vitality to the institution, politically and academically,
becomes paramount. The external (outside the race) problems confronting upward mobility
and Black'Studies are the liberal arts tradition, the racism an& hostility that comes
in many guises from faculty, students, and administrators, academic KKKs to those
that argue that they are color blind.
The internal (within the rade) problems confrontirig
upward mobility are within and without the department--self-negation, acceptance of a
tradition of scholarship that is tantamoune to integration which, as it has beet
practiced, negates and despises our reality.

Most academicians assume-that Black Studies lends little, if any, possibility for upward
mobility.
Understanding the turf, and understanding that the desired mobility must,
first and foremost, allow one-to be able to continue the challenge to the status quo,
we dust realize that mobility is possible with sincere mutual support, and scholarship
in the DuBois tradition.
IhiS means failures and successes in achieving the vestiges
of mobility.
Each tenure struggle, hether successful or not, must be waged on the
values and criteria that ultimately must define Biack.Studiei in the university.
As
a rule, Black Studies does not provide for upward mobility if it is genuinely pursued.
It simply goes against the grain of, academia. For Harry Edwards, Ishmael Reed, and other
less well-knoWn professors who fared ill at tenure-time, upward mobility dtant an
identity with their people--that their lives progressed along with their people. This
is not what istaking place now, for all tod often we in Black Studies are operating on
personal terms-,-individuals at the expense of the people--and on the terms of the
traditional university.
It is a contradiction to talk about traditional disciplines
in Black Studies, to approach Black Studies in the context of traditional disciplines.
One cannot generally pursue Black Studies and have upward mobility, for inevitably there
is a conflict with those in power.e
0

What then do we mean by upward mobility?
If we mean individual progress within the
criteria of the white professors, then°such progregs is usually a fraud and renders a
dissermice to black people, to truthful icholarshi P and to noble goals in academia.
If,
on the uther hand, we mean--and this isilhat we should mean from the black perspective-that the individual does not divorce himself/herself from the group, then his/her,
everyday behavior must be a religious one, a zealous one, a constant Challenging offithe
traditions and norms of white scholarship and administra4on.
This in itself will not
provide the individual with upward mobility except in rare cases like at Smith, and a few
other schools. We must, from our very posture, attitude, and commitment, get into
mdtion upward dobility for the larger group.
What I am arguing is that we muse be prepared as individuals to run the risks and
Sacrificesome perquisites in the interest of the larger group's mobility.
When we'
lose battles for tenure and promotion, if lost because we were pursuing Black Studies,
we have nonetheless contributed in an unseen and unsung manner to the upward mobility
of the group. Such people should be applauded and cared for and should be given every,
available assistance by those who haVe made it," so to speak.
These are genuine
warriors in the struggle for upward mobility for black people.
Unfortunately, all too
often, they are viewed by those who have "made it" as "controversial," "too risky,"
as if they should be suspect first, And not the historically racist institutions and 4
systems.
I see this question simply not in personal terms. To see it so is a contradiction to the definition and purpose of Black Studies.
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There is a Mowing adre of mendacious and mendicant individuals within Black Studies
who, to the ordinary individual, has achieved upward mobility oethe highest order.
But, as it is in the majority of cases, one will find that the reason for their
psychological and mental porcinity is that they are more concerned with the trappings
of,traditional upward mobility than with the forward progress of their natural
constituents. If it is of this group we are thinking of when we are talking about upward
If, however,
mobility in Black Studies, then I, for one, will have nothing to do with it.
we mean upward mobility as characterized by the lives of such as DuBois, Luther P. Jackson,
Bethune, and Woodson, who may not have appeared to havA achieved upward mobility, liut
who, even today, are invoked by the porcine ones, then I am sustained, and I hope that'
you will be sustained by remembering that there are a mere few amongst us who strive and
struggle in this tradition of the individuals I have just mentioned.

,

Black Studies was included in a conference entitled
I am further relieved to see th
"Black Administrators at White ampuses." It suggests that perhaps we are moving
towatd reCOgnizing not only the important relationship between Black Studies and black
administrators but also Black Studies and black peopte.

e
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IMPACTOF BLACK MOBILITY, IN HIGHER EDUCATION:

THE ROMOF BLACK STUDIES

James O. Kaguelle and William M. Harris

Introduction

,

'

,
.

American universities have a tradition of responding to, dominant issues of
social consequengs,....,In the 1950!s and 1960s major soOal issues centered
about environmental affairs, Afro-American civil rights, women's equality,
and community control of public education systems. -University curriculp
were revised to establish environmental Aciencee,departments (combining
geology, geography,'etc.); Negro,history and related social science formed
Black Studies; sex and human relations courses constructed women's studies;
and schools of education incorporated citizen participation, conflict
resolution, and learning theories to emphasize the new challenge.
0

Nowhere perhaps was the challenge to traditional college curribula more pronounced than in the chap4enges brought by.African-Americans. The cries for
relevance and inclusio7 bi a gropp traditionally excluded from objective
study and reporting we e to affect the entire community of higher education..
The demand for relevance was seated in a belief diet courses and majors ignored or distorted the black experience in,both teaching and issearch.
Equally fundamenta,1 were the chal1enges to wholesale exclusion of the full
investigation and reporting of Africoan people in this country. The conTlict
that arose was real and heavily-debated by all races, every level of academic ?acuity-and administration."
t

t

.

Black Studieseis at least aS ola a6 the historiodl black o011eges, slightlymore than 120'yeAs. These institutions-wqre specifically established to,.
prepare scholars and prgfessionals to/provtde leadership in the.btack.community. The African experience in the western hemisphere was approached in
a comprehensive, thorpugh manner.
Significantly,this tradition survives in '.
these institutions ok higher educati.on on more than 100 campuses, mostly in
the south and soUthwdst.
.

.

.

,

Witing in 1970,Nathan Wkight, Jr. define
'tives.

t ack Studies from two persPec,

.,
.

Black Studies,/ as projected bY black styd tsand black
teachers,. Wit two basic meanngs. By b ck or AfroAmerican stuhies is meant the plassical disciplines of
black anthropology, black hist3bry, black ecdnomics, black'
Acoliticá, and the like.... The separate qr discrete
emphasis is'andwill remain'necessary in order to oVer'cOmS the overwhelming-influence of a culture Which daily
.

-denies, both in its etiquette and.0;1111toric, the reall.ties

of black life throughout the nation.... When-lalack

studentscan tor black..studixthey are speaking on two
f levels which must be.understdtd. They have been calling
.for the new course which aktnow being offered. Perhaps
more'importan , howe
tpey, are using an,euphemism for
.
.
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meeting the hardcore human-development needs, of those
Black
who reside in the center-city environment.
students realize that somehow their pptential is not
either ;'ecognized or developed so that it may come to.
flower.'

In this conceptual context, five factors have been Presented as rationale
% for Black Studies as a legitimate academic enterprise.2

1..The first and most obvious rationale, lies in the
cultural differences of blacks and whites in
America due to vastly different life-styles and
fr

history.

2. Also justifying...are the...institutiont2neglect,
- white racism, historical.omission and bias, and
systematic miseducation by an oppressive, exeloitative system controlled by whites.

3. The third...is to investigate, docuMent and report
the history of culture of brack Americans both in
the United States and internationally.
4.

th,,ehere needs 'Or be a vehicle which provides
ar,asis for scholarly study and research.
F.^.

5. Fifth, Black Studies must exist to demonstratb the
consequences of racism, o examine'the social and
hypocrisy of the constieconomic structure of t
tutional system of the United States and to free
blacks of the white-generated inhuman sterecitypes.

ale

With these expectations Black Studies was initiated at the majority white
institutions of higher education : 'ihe late 1960's. At Harvard and Yale,
Antiodhand Cornell, and Washington State University a variety of organizational arrangements were ,struck to ètablis h Black Studies as a:new academic enterprIse. With black Student advocacy and black faculty support
this Xield of study was instituted. 1ith white fac ty resistance and white
Simply the
ed.
tuay was rea
administrative rejection, this field o
bringing.of Black Studies to majority white institutions was a result of
struggle and counterstruggle. Clofhed,in protest and demand for immediate .
implementation and legitimacy by the black community of students, scholars,
)
and laypersons, Black Studies eventually was organizationalliy accepted by
and
much
hesitancy.
white instructors and'administrators with many questions
A brief, but important, departure is appropriate. When reviewing black par-,
ticipation in education, it is useful to recall the value'blacks traditionally hold for education. Blacks made the attainment of education a priority
-even during slavery. Defying laws'prohibiting slaveslearning to read and
write, African' Americans persisted.-3 Immediately following,the world's most
cruel experience of human exploitation, American slavery* blacks moved to
serve further educational opportunity. The historical black colleges were 7-s\
established to provide higher education to the new legally freed slave.4
The historic efforts of these institutions reflect.excellence resPecting
Simply,
verY modest:resources and hostility from the white public'sector.
these colleges are responsible for the majority of blacks currently in co
munity leadership positions and scholarly productivity in the nation.
Repeatedly blacks i ndicate the value of educationein excess of economio
development, housing, health, and similar issues.3 'When compared with income and political status, edUcational attainment among blacks dOes not.
equate that of whites favorably. Given equal educational attainment levels,
whites have greater income potential and superior political influence.
Nevertheless, blacks view education as,tyloma/or force influencing social
gain in the United States.
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The purpose of this paper is to discuss the opportunity of Black Studies to
provide for the participation_of additional black faculty on preaominantly
white campUses, and to review management systems operating the administrat/on of these programs in academic settings.6 The history and future pro-'
lections of the health of Black Studies are beyond the scope of this
presentation.
However, indeed, recent developments in Black Studies ip
majority white colleges,justify a thorough investigation independent?this
analysil.

Faculty Roles

Generally, three activities comprise rolep for faculty members in higher
education. These include teaching, research, and professional serv1Fe.
Teaching is.generally that group of activities where faculty relate-Ito
students in lecture, sedinar, ox tutorial sessions tq conOiwt exercises re- .
sulting usually in credit hours to the student. Researchrconsists of investigation, analysis, and reporting of issues, events, and relationships that
complement or add anew to a body of knowl.edge. Service is the general
application of talents to the college, professional organizations, kid
extra-university community as a supplement to teaching and researdh.' There
exists almost no con nsus among,colleges as to the expected level o f effort
faculty member mu 6give to each of these areas. The sum of all these
efforts makes up faculty loads.7

..,ja

Enteiing this stage of traditional expectations Oljac lty, Black Vu
s
provided the first majpr opportunity for desegreigation f African A* ican
faculty,in predominantly white institutions. Blacks omprise slightl moi.e
thail two percent of.university faculty in the nation (see Table 1
f
course, this percentage is still lower for African Americans teaching in
predominantly white institutions. This modest presence has contributed to
speqial problems for black faculty in the area of teaching.
Table 1:
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In an unpublished, preliminary report for the National COuncil for Black
Studies, Daniel found teaching loads for Bleck Studies facultywere dpp'ropriately 17 stucrepts per faculty member.9

k

These faculty members have argued their teaching effectiveness has been constrained by a high demand of gtudents, lack of support from white colleagues
Black faculty present.the case
and institutional reqvirements for research.
that black students demand and require substantial advising and tutoring
support in order to perforM competitively. When faculty respond to the
heed, preparation time and energy are lost to teaching-. Black faculty`lato
posit the idea that white faculty and counselors intentionally encourage
black students to avoid majoring,and taking courses in Black Studies. Conf149t results between the two faculty camps about role and ethical posture.
Black
Finally, black faculty are relatively newcomers to white colleges.
Studies programs brought the first measurable number of African Ameritans to
these campuses. Being junior faculty, the'pressure to attract sponsored
research was real. As a consequence, the time and energy required to develop a case for tenure through research and reporting.further handicapped
the black faculty member's teaching efforts.

412

Research

Recalling the mission of Black Btudies to conduct reseatch, it is valuable
to comment on that activity. Black Studies has4raditiona1ly seen research
as a means to promote scholarship and affect deqlsions, influencing life in
.the black community. The primary role of,faculty in this area,was to direct
the research with community cooperation and assistance.
10
Still Black
The need for race-specific research has been supported.
conclusions
of raceStudies faculty have challenged the relevance and
specific research conducted affrepgrted by whites.11 Setting fortk the
idea that white scholars are)raci8t and too frequently view blacks Trom a
reference frame of "deviant," black scholars argue the justification of
research in Black Studies.

A major focus of research by Black Studies faculty vAs that of public policy
investigation with a goal of influencing quality of life decisions affecting
African Americans. This orientation caused white scholars to question the
This posture also
objectivity of the studies produced by black faculty.
of
lay'and
community
brought about a more direct involvement in research
individualS. Participant observation, oral historles, and policies studies
became mpre evident in the literature and classroom\
While it is the case that Black Studies faculty show a commitment and productivity in the area of research,12 support.has been modest. This aituar
tion is concurrent with the experience of historicai.Blatk colleges. 'Mlle
intent of this discussion is not to discuss in detail the numerous barriers
to Black Studies research an publicatiori but it is significant to claim the
scho ars in the area lay to research.
importance the academ
Community Service
-

Community service in Black Studies has generally meant two activities.
irst it has been the traditional commitment to departmental and otper
stitutional comMittees, professional organization involvements, and studbnt
governance guidance. Many black-faculty members have been concerned t'hat
-white administrators have.0exp1oited them to resplve all problems related to
They contest this dual
blacks, faculty and students, in the environment.
quality
teaching and superior'
r4sponsibility with the expectation for high
research.

A more difficult tejtstify area of Blatk Studies faculty participation in
community servicehas been the role.of advocate in social and POlitica
affairs affecting the African American community. Informed and impre ed
abput.the level of oppression of blacks, Black Studies facultyhaveoftkn
challenged these conditions by being partisan operatives for the black poor.
I.
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Desision makers and white scholars alike have. called to issue this role.
In
some-4.4t-stances, e.g:, the University of Pittsburgh, Black Studies departments
have included the word community in their unit identification.

Management Systems

Black Studies has been present in tiaditionally black institutions since the
eatablishment of black colleges and universities.13 Black Studies, as
taught in black schools, was incorporated into the regular curriculum as a
distinct and necessary part of the mainstream educational program.
During
1968, the formation of Black Studies programs became a highly viSible issue
in predominantly white colleges and universities,. It was here that the management and organizational systems for implementing the Black Studies
program became a major source of controversy.
Two major problems were faced by black administrators in designing Black
Studies programs. They were (1) the hostility,of white administrators and
(2) the non-traditional aspect of Black Studies: The hostility of white
administrators was embodied in allegations of academic illegitimacy which
were lodged against Black Studies progrgms.
The non-traditional aspect of
Black Studies was embodied in demands not only for traditional academic pursuits but also for community outregch and organization in the non-academic
black community.
The refusal to acknowledge the legitimacy of Black Studies, created several
corollary problems for Black Studies administrators. These problems were as
follows:

(1) Resistance to funding Black Studies at even minimal
subsistence levels;
(2) Career difficulties encountered by professors who elected
.to do full-time'teaching and research in Black Studies;
and
(3) Application of traditional evaluation standards and
methods to non-traditional Black Studies programs.

ri

The p4roblems cited in'the preceding sectiohs provide -some indication of the
context in which organizational and management decisions involving Black
Studies:are made. The purpose of th following sections.is to analyze the
impact of theSe problems,in the speci ic management areas of (1) funding,
(2) staffing, and (3) organizational
tterns.
Funding

Funding has been and'continues to be a serious'obstacle for the survival of
Black Studies vograms. Blake and Hobbs cogently describe the "Catch 22"
situation which traps Black Studies.programs. In order to be successful,the
programs require adequate funding; but to obtain adequate funding the programs must first demonstrate they are successful. For this reason the
National Council of Baack Studies has recommended that Black Studies programs be provided with autonomous budgets.14 This recommendation was at
least partially based op. the premise that struggling programs could not rely
upon receiving sustenhnce from sources writ; doubted their academic and cultural validity.
In an,gnalysis of the Black Studies programs at 29 American
colleges and universities, 76% were funded by hard money (funds supplied by
the institution as a regular line item budget enfity).
Fourteen percent depended upon federal funding, primarily in ttic form of grants, and 10% were
dependent.upon grants.fromprivate sources.
The authors of the studypointed out that hafa money was not synonymous with permanence for Black
Studies:

...Hard money support did not provide stability that might
have been expected because most of'the programs did not
hold an assured status in the curricular,organization of'
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the institution where ihey were located.16
The extent to which newly created Bl'ack Studies would.require institutional
financial support was aptly delineated by one ,Black Studies administrator.
He ca1le4 not only for adegaute funAing but Stated Black Studies would mispecial funding assistance during the inception of' the protiall
Among
those
areas where extra fundin4 would be medessary were faculty
gram.
development, organization cooperatica; coUrse development, visiting lecturer
support, student enrichment and workstudy. 'He cited the "infancy of the $
discipliner and the "costly racist practices over ttme that had resulted in
a "demented view of black culture, life and history" as juStifications'for
the differential funding of Black Studies." He.concluded the rationale for
extra financing of Black Studies in the following manner:
...both prudence and juseice. would demand differential
financing patterns in favor 'cif Afro-American Studies in
order to achieve a balance with existing departments.17

Clearly, Black Studies programs myst eventually become both self-sufficient
and gain Academic respectability to survive. If, not, during periods of retrenchment hard-pressed colleges and universities.will label the programs as
marginal. 'Thereafter, if not abotished entirely, the progiams will exist in
such a state as to reflect no credit upon either the black community or the
1
academic institution.
Staffing

lack Studies programs in predominantly white institutions it
In a survey o
was discovered that ip most programslaculty were without academic rank and
tenure.19 Here again was evidence of the failure to accord Biack,Studiei
the academic respectability conferred on similar academic disciplines..
Black administrators once again cited autonomy as'a panacea. It was.believed that if the power to grant rank and tenure-resided within the Black
Studies organiiational unit, faculty could be convinced of the viability of
a career in Black Studies, and outstanding faculty could be recruited.

Inpractice, there were several different staffing patterns in programs subsumed under the rubric of Black Studies. The staffing pattern.most fre,
quently found was the assignment of faculty sPecifically and exclusiv'ely'tO
Another pattern, frequentBlack Studies--without academic rank and tenure.
ly used, but not as often as.the exclusive assignment without rank, was 'the
.joint appointment. Under ,these terms of'employment tenUre was'usually bb
tpined through the cooperating dePartment, not the.Black Studies department.
The third staffing pattern identified found tenure and academic rank the
prerogative of the Black Studies program--this pattern was the least frequently.employe0. 19
Before the coming of Black Studies programs, .a formerChancellor of the
Universityof Pittsburgh presciently predicted the pnoblems experienced by
He
faculty housed in Black Studies programs without staffing autonomy.
pointed out the Persisting problems causedAy the lack of criteria for promotion and the uneven application of standards for promotion in the rare
instances in which they did exist. fie concluded that some adtinistrative
officer had to be responsible for the professional deVelopment of facUlty
within a discipline over a period of years.I This was necessary to develop
"balanced staffs in broad-areas." ,He concluded his recommendation in the
following manner:

Definite administrative responsib31ity is needed to
ensure that (1) a balance exists within the staff,
(2) one person.complements another and is rewarded
ill terms of that complementary relationship es Well
A on' the basis of.absolute standards for individual
performance, and (3) a suitable,program of personnel
development is operative fOr the individual froth the
time he begins as a young member of the faculty until
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he has reached a level of professional maturity
when little further assistance is required."
Alihough Blacli. Studies did not exist when Litchfield made this pefsonhel
policy analysis, the application to staff policy in Black Studies is appro-I
priate. Unless recognition of the difficulty in achieving career advancement in Black Studies is acknowledged, recruitment of top-le'vel faculty will
,be difficult, and programs will suffer as a result.

Organizational Models

There was wide agreement in the literature that the independent department
constituted the theoretical ideal as an organizational model fOr Black
Studies.
In practice, there are many diverse organizational modes for Black
Studies. Among those most frequently employed are the institute and the
center. A third, less frequently found organization is the semi-autonomous
school, which carries the same prerogatives available to similar units within'the college system. The best known example of this is the Malcolm X Jr.
College in Chicago:21 Institutes and centers are generally non-autonomous
and interdisciplinary. 22 There are also systems in which many ethnic studies programs (Hispanic, Chinese, Indian, Black) are grouped under one program designated as minority studies. Proponents of this type of program
contend that the banding together of minority programs assists in contests
for,funds.
Opponents of this organizational pattern claim such a model
lacks cohesion and dilutes the quality of the individual programs.23
Almost all organizational models contained many of the same compohents. The
differentiation between institutes and centers was sometimes nothing more
than nomenclature: The diffefence betWeen these organizational patterns and
the 'traditional department model was more Lbstantial.
Here the issue was
the amount.of independence accorded the management unit.
Many justifications were advanced for the suPestiority of the independent,
department organizational model. Smith stated seven a)dvantages of the department.
They were listedlas follows:

1. The department is traditionally the most permanent
structure in the University environment;
2. The depart!ment structure facilitates the acquisition
of financial support;

3. Powerto.hire and fire resides in the departmental
management;
4. The department can develop its own curriculum;
5. The department can award degrees;
6. The departmental structure can aid.in obtaining
cooperation from other depaTtments; and

7. The departmental managemenbocan confer faculty'rank
and-tenure.24
,

A

Very little opposition to the department as an organizational niodel could be
found in the literature.
The department has occasionally been disparaged on
financfal grounds: It has been argued,that in a time of tight money oh
university campuses it may be difficult to .obtain the initial funding to establish a department. More modest ,organizational arrahgements are then
suggeSted as an option because of fiscal constraints.25
40.

The three primary components of Black Studies programs are basically the
same components found in traditional departments:
(1) teaching, (2) research,,and (3) service. The major differences between Black Studies
programs and traditional departments are the thru, and intent of the
/
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academic components and the social change aspect of the service component
Addressing the difference in academic perspective, one writer contended
Black Studiei wOuld generate fear amongst scholars of other disciplines:
' Black Studies will also be feared because its,
scholarship,sif good, will so often attack or alter
or revise much of what now exits about American
History, culture and arts And letters.26

There was.agreement in the literature that supportive servides should not be
a component of Black Studies. The types of personnel required for counseletc. were different from those
ing, career assistance, academic advisin
The objectilies of the academic unit arealso
required for Black Studies.
different from those of the student serjices unit. Consequently, there is
na organizational rationale for placin'If these two separate functions in the
same managerial unit.27
,

.,The curriculum content of Black Studie programs varied, independent of any:
organizational model. Programs range from training in community organiza-tion to graduate work in the humanities, but enhancing the student's knowledge of the black experience is a,focus of most Black Studies curricula.28
Areas of study included in the Black Studies curriculum are courses about
Africa, art and humanities, civics,'economics, education, Pan-Africanism,
community related courses, Blacks and the Qonstitution, history, language,
law and music.48

Because of the nature of the obstacles to the institution of Black Studies
programs, the discussion of the managerial mode for the program must tranBlack Studies administrators
scend organizational effectiveness.issues.
must always be aware of the challenges to their respectability as legitimate
academic programs; whatever the managerial advantages of the department, its'
importance as a symbol of academic respectability can never be minimiied.
Russell accurately described this.basic argument:
2

For many advocates of this model [Department], the most.,
genuine argument for the independent department model
is the perception that such'an orgadizational pattern
promotes and signifies that the college or university
recognizes Afro-American Studies as a legitimate academic discipline that deserves the same rights and
privileges as any other academic department.30
Conclusion
An outgrowth of the ,Civil Rights Movement was the'creation of Black Studies
Programs on'majority whitecampuses in the late 1960's. Sparked by student
demand and black faculty support, the establishment of these academic programs generated much dynamic energy.
,

Black Stteies provided a real opportunity for the desegregation of predominantly white college faculties. Met with hostility and challenge, these
newcomers to the academic community sotegpt to mainstream themselves through
acceptable teachingt-research and service? While the percentage of black
faculty members ih higher education has changed only modestly since 1968,
their presence has been felt in roles of advocacy for students and lay community interests.
Black Studies experienced several organizational typologies,in the operation
of programs or depaitments. The issues of administrative arrangement include degree of departmental autOnomy, funding sources, and faculty appointment. The element of control over hiring, tenure and promotion has been a
central contest between black and white university faculty 4nd administrators. Most iimediate has been the strong resistance of white college
administrators (and faculty) to proposal's permitting Black Studies a similar
degree of independence as majority white departments.
.
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AN EXAMINATION OF UPWARD BLACit MOBILITY IN,DEVELOPMENT
4

J. Ernest. Nunnally

Twelve years ago after graduating from College I had determined that I wanted to liursue a
career in "educational administration." My knowledge of what I meant by educational
administration wastypically broad for a recent college graduate, and I simply meant that
I wanted to work in higher education and,that I wanted a "mentor" to teach me to do something specific.
In 1969 I went to work for Dillard University in New\Orleans as assistant
to the business manager -- a position that covered a wide range of duties from personnel
to purchasing. That same year the University named a new president who took a personal
interest in my development. Early in 1970 I was summoned to the president's office and
told ofa new program being sponsored by the Ford Foundation to train a pool of black
;fundraising professionals working in historically black colleges. The program was to be
run for two years with 12-15 interns ideach twelve-month cycle being placed in major
institutions throughout the "country (mainly/Re' East Coast) for an immersion in development activities. This discussion was the irst time I had ever heard of development And
fundraising, and the perception I had of the profession was something along the line of a
vacuum cleaner salesman or ticket sales for h church bazaar.

.

I

,

In any event I was nominated (with some apprehension on my part) byithe president and
accepted by the Ford Foundation as an intern in the 1970-71 class.
I was assigned to
Dartmouth College and thus began my education and career in development.
(After my internship at Dartmouth I returned to Dillard University as development officer, followed by a
stint in banking in Chicago.)
It was clear to

e from the first day of my internship at Dartmouth that my "vacuum cleaners
bazaar" notion of fundraising was not the case,at all, but a highly
s phisticated, well run; thoughtful 'and deliberate process of cultivation. What I learned
4 1 Dartmouth was to set me on a course of tremendous career satisfaction and enlightenment.
For the purpose of this.talk it now seems appropriate for me to define fully what we call
development. By virtue of my experience I would define development as the identification
and cultivation of prospects in order to bring financial resources to an institution. This
process of identification, cultivation and gift getting in the United States takes place in
the private sector in four main categories: 1) individuals, 2) bequests (also a form of
individual giving), 3) corporations,thid 4) foundations.

s laban/chur

Statistically,,according to Giving U.S.A.,in 1981 "Americans contributed a record-shattering
$53.62 billion to a cross-section of more than 300,000 charitable organizations...lin
increase of 12.3 percent from year earlier levels." The breakdown is as follows:
1981 Contributions (in billions)
individuals
$44.51
Bequests
$ 1:49
Corporations
$ 3.00
Foundations
$ 2.62

Contributions as Percent of Total
Individuals
83.0%'
Bequests
6,5%
Corporations
5.6%
Foundations
4..9%

Of the charitable organizations receiving gifts, education claimed $7.49 billion
or 14.0% of the total.
Our approach to raising these funds at Dartmouth College is
bighly specialized. By this I mean there are staff directors for major gifts($100,000 and
above), leadersh'ip iifts ($5,U00.to ploomo, bequests and estate planning, the alumni

1
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fund.(annual unrestricted current use gifts), and foundations and corporations. With.the
numbers I have just discussed, you can see why fundraising Must be sophisticated and, in
some institutions, highly specialized as well.

About four years ago Dartmouth announced a five-year caipaign to raise $160 million to
support varioua, college needs. The goal, which was subsequently increased to, $185 million,
Once the goal
was decided upon after careful planning and consideration of college needs.
was settled each division of development was assigned targets to help meee the larger
campaign objective. For example, in,my area.of foundations and torpdraeions a goal of
$33 million was set and it is my responsibility to coordinate and oversee the successful
achievement of that goal. It has been through this eXperience that I have developed a
deepened awareness that people, whether they be corporate or foundation executives or
someone with personal wealth, give to people as well as to institutions, ideas and ideals.
This, in my opinion, is the first and foremost principle one must recognize if one is to
be successful in development. In the 1980781 academic year Dartmouth College raised a
total of $42 million from private sources. In order to achieve this success there had to
occur a number of varying interpersonal relationships in one-on-one and two-on-one
situations in order to persuade these donors of the importance of Dartmouth College to them
and their interests as well as 'the larger goals,of society.

.

.

Knowing and recognizing this fact, I'm sure you are wondering h w have I, as a4black
professional, fared in my role,as a development officer for a ma or predominantly white
institution? Before anawering that question let me make a few 4nenEs about how I
.approached my job. When I returned to Dartmouth in 1977 I did so ith full knowledge of
the environment I would be working in and a very comfortable feeling about the people I
would have as colleagues. My first objective then wai to try to understand what was
expected of me in my new pOsition. Who are the ,peoPle who will affect my ability to do
my job? How do they perceive my duties versus my understanding? This act of raising
qu stions brought me into contact with a number of people, faculty and administrators who
h e had a major impact on how I .am able to carry out my responsibilities as director of
It has been this group from whom I have sought and
f undation and corporate relations.
c ntinue to seek advice in my role as one of the College's senior development officers.
Now back to the q stion of being black in a.predominantly white institution. The approach
to m job I have ju,st described has continued to be a part of my, philosophy as a fundBy this 1 bean,understand what is expected of you and you can build credibility
rais n.
from there. In the 92 years I have been ia development at Dartmouth I have not encountered
a per onal situation that I felt was perpetrated against ite because of 'race, in my efforts
to ob ?in funding for the College. Wkile that has not been my experienne, I am mindful
work exclusivelywith foundations and corporations where such an dccurrence is
that
unlik y. Remember that earlier I commented,that "people give to people," which means
liber s usually find it easier to talk to liberalsconservatives to conservatives, and
so on.1 When.put into that context one becomes uninhibited about one's ability to become
an effictive fundraiser.
,

My expirience to date convinces me that there is ample opportunity for those of us in
predoq,nantly white institutions to seek careers in development. Before coming to this
confe.t-nce I did an informal survey to determine the number of blacks working in,key
fundr ising positions in predominantly white colleges and universities. I am sorry to
The obvious answer
repor that my revievindicates that the numbers total less than ten.
(lack of opportunity) does not entirely account for this dearth of black professionals
n t se institutions. A lack of familiarity, on our part, with fundraising as a career
would also be a valid assumption. How, then, does one get into the field with no
pti
p io experience? One way is to seek internship opportunities of the natune the Ford
F u ation ran twelve years ago. Currently, there are two organizations that I am aware
at are involved with such internships. They are the Association of Fundraising
o
Of cers, Inc. (AFRO,Inc.) and the Council for the Advancement and Support of Education
Bqth,the AFRO,Inc. and CASE programs require that you be associated with a
(C E).
lopment office of an historically black college. Another and more.practical way for
de
ember of this group to gain experience in development is to apprentice yourself to the
a
de elopme t office of your institution. Such apprenticeships, if they can be worked out,
resen an effective on-the-job approach to acquiring experience in development.
( ince C is speech was given.I have learned that the Lilly Endowient of Indianapolis has
ilaunch d a series,of training programs aimed at preparing minority professionals Or
undr sing careers.) Sales related or educational experience such as admissions work'
epr seht good preparation for development work.
I
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So far I have mentioned or alluded to the valfe a mentor or advisors have played in my
career. Often we discount the importance of such ptople in our development. In any
organization you must realize that there are two rules of operation that will affect your
success.
First, the formal rules usually are defined by what is on your written job,
description and, second, informal rules that govern how the job in reality gets done.
Finding a mentor who will help you understand your institution as well ft guide your career
can be of immeasureble value.

In the outline T was given I was also asked to talk about guidelines for supevising and
I would like to tate Nunnally's six guiaeltnes to managing others now:
1.
U erstand that people ate indiviauals, not institutioas.
The have needs and deaires that go beyond institutional
goal
Be sqnsItive.
2.
Make t clear what is expected of them as an employee.
3.
Be con ptent in your decisidn-making, but be flexible.
4.
Determit
the strengths and weaknessesof the employee
and try
develop employee accordingly.
5.
Don't be âraid of accepting new ideas that did not
originate ài your desk.
6.
Be prepared to give recognition as well as discipline.
.

In this talk I have highlight d
numbef of points I feel have affected m own career in
development. What I have tri 'd to cover throughout is.the importance of interpersonal
relationships as a necessary p rt of this process. In any situation one must be willing
to take risks. Whether it is i trying out an.idea on someone that seems silly to you
or deciding to pursue a new car er in development, you must be willing to make illat,first
step.
An adage that is often qu ted in fundraibing circles is the cliche "nothing
ventured, nothing gained."
I hbpe that some of you will take the first step.
\

Thank 'you.

a
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UNDERREPRESENTATION OF BLACK ADMINISTRATORS
IN HIGHER EDUCATION OPERATING DEPARTMENtS

4.

William a. Dickson

most recent affirmative action\lan confiems that which you
-.An examination of
might suspect, an underrepresentation of black administrators; particularly in the bperating departments. Why is this so?
.First, the pool of blacks with engineering degKees, while increasing in absolute numbers,
nevertheless remains relatively small particularly when viewed in conjunction with the
overall demand.,
'

Second, the ability of black administrators currently in non-operating departments to
transfer into operating areas is generally stymied by 144 of technical-skills.
41.

What needs to be done to change this situation?

The "Fool"

The roster of "self-made" persons is raOdly dimidishing: Our technological society is
such that even the most'fundamental business practices are computerized and the day-today efforts of managers, administrators, and the like increasingly require a knOwledge
of practices and systems unheard of not too long ago and which; in general, cannot be
In the operating areas, this 14 even more truain that
adquired without formal education.
technical expertise is more often than not a requirement as well as general manager41
For the head of a physical pfant department, for example, a degree in engineerskills.
ln sugh
ing (civil, mechanical, or-electricari or architecturais generally required.
operation, and maintenance of
.a department where On oversees the design, construction,
physical facilities such training is almost a necessity. Physical plant administrators,
if "newtherefore, are in eneral either thoroughly experienced in the profession or,
The
point
is,
that
comers" to the fie d, hold degrees in appropriate technical areas. .
black
or
white,
to
enter
the
physitoday, it would be most difficult for any individual,
any hope of upward 'mobility without either holding a degree in an
cal plant field wi
appropriate field or having an unusual amount of related experience.
UnfOrtunately, available Statistics do not present a very bright picture foeincreasing
the number ofhlacks in physicai plant or other operati4 areas of institutions of higher
education.

-

Black students currently receive only about 2% of all-Bachelor degrees
(See Table I).
awarded in engineering annually in the United.States.
.

.During the seventies, blAgk Americans earned lIss than 1%
(See Table II).
degrees conferred'in engineering.

all,Master's

Even more alarming is a recent student publication from a local university Vith a large
engineering school that noted that of the 276 black students who entered with the class
The article further stated that in
'of 1982 as freshmen, only,84 remained as seniors.
recent years, on average, only 5% of the black students who began.aa frashmen eventually,
.graduated as compared With 52% of all others.
.

'

.

As.for M:I,T., we find that since 1977 the percentage of registered black undergraduates;
as compared with the total c1ess population, has Varieil from a low of'5.2% in 1977 to a
high of 7.8% in 1979. yhe figure for this coming year will be approximately 6%.
While
these figures are disappointing to us, they do compare favorably with a figure of.4.5%
nationally.

'

It TS obvious from the above statistics that although the enrollment of blacks in the
engineering disciplines has increased numerically over the last decade, the absolute
nunibers fall far short of. what is reiluired to mainstream them into operational areaa..
If, over the near term, the pool of blacks-with engineering backgrounds is not ,to significantly inctease, then we must examine the potential for transfer of blacks from the
non-tdchnical disCiplines irito ope4ating areas if we are to increase their overall
mobility.
Table I.
Bachelor's Engineering Degrees-by Race
and Year, 1970-79: All Institutions Combined'
Total B.S.
Degrees
Awarded

Year
1969-70
1970-71_4e..

c.

Total B.S.
Awarded
Black Students

42,966*
43,167*
44,199
43,429
41,407
38,210
37,970
40,095
46,091
52,598

1971-72'
19-72-73

1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

1977-74
1978-79
Totals

.

Per Cent
Black of
Total

378
407
579
657
796
734
777

.9

894
901

1.3
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.0

6,967

1.6

844,

430,123.

*Figures lo&blaa students are understated bedause they do not
include data from non-reporting institutiOns.
Source:
The Engineering Manpower Commission.
A

Table.II.
Master's Engineering Degree§-Conferred by Race
and Year, 1970-79: All Instftutions Combined2

Ner

110

1

T969-70*
1970-71*
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

Totals

/

M.S. Degree
Total

,

,

Number Awarded

Black Studtts

Percent Black
of Total

15,148'

50

16,383
17,356
17,15/
15,885
15,773
16,506
16,551
16,182
16,036

47

.s -

78

.4

104
158
141
154

.6

163072

.

.3

.9

.8
.9
.8

1 147

202
159

1.2
r

1,240

.7

*Figures Lor black studenta.are understated because they do not
include data frpm non-reporti4 institutions.
Souice:
The Engineering Manpower Commission
'64

/
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The "Hurdles"

.

In the past, many black administrators have been hired as a result of external pressures
such as affiinative action programs mandated by the federal government; and in most institutions,, hese black administrators were usually hired as staff, rather than line
officers. G nerally speaking, line officers are managers with administrative 'authority.
and direct isponsibility for personnel, budget, and programs related to major goal
Being
activities. They are part of the administrative hierarchy of the organization.
part of this hierarchy is extremely significant because it means that power and authority
in the organization are clearly defined. Persons,of lower rank are subject to the decisioni-of line-officers and both are keenly aware of the dimensftns of their relationship.
,

.

-On the other hand, staff officers occupy positions outside of the administrative hiertheir
archy of the institution. That is to say, they are-a part of the institution but
power and authority as administratyrs is based on the thlowledge they possess about given
ipsues and their ability to infleence line offiters to see the value of their recommenline officers; in
dations. In most instances, staff officers are subordinate to the
others, they are neither subordinate nor superior in rank to line officers but function

4

in consultant roles to them.3
They
By virtue of the above dichotomy, black administrators face an interesting dilemna.
line
officers
in
superior
ranks
as
well:as
by
that
segment
are expected by both selected
of the black community which is most affected.by their acfivities Lb influence deciston
making; and yet their staff positions outside of the administrative StructuFe Oans that
tHey have little real power to do what is expected of them. The only real solution to
this problem is one in which our institutilons find qualified blafk administrators to
fill line positions in the administrative hierarchy. In order to achieve this goal in
operating areas, we will have to find ways to affect the transfer of black administrators
from non-operating areae.

)\\
"Method of Transfer"

In order to accomplish.this goal, we must identify blacks on our campuses who have not
only the desire.but also those certain basic attributes nece'Ssary to become effective
It is the Opinion of this writer that we must, therefore, identify inline officers.
dividuals why
)
taken advantage qf rtlatively undefined jobs rather than those

who have attributed lack of personal progress to same;
-Exhibit the initiative to fill observed needswithout,undue prompting;
-Can ],isten and'sift out the impoT,tant information with respect to
what is goiftg on ardund them;
ar,

-Have the padence to fairly listen'to all ;ides of a question before making a decision;
-Can make a decision after once establishing the pertinent facts;
-Are willing to nego iate rather than dictate;

,

I

-Tend to consider t e sood of the,organization as a whole rather
thah only teeir p rticular group; and who
-Respect indiVidu ls at every level.

Once having identified ind viduals who meet the,abovb driteria, we must Chen attempt to
In the end, there will be
develop any skills that t y may lack through mentorship.
f
ilures,
but
overall,
we
shou3,d1be
able to make substantial
some successes and some
for
blacks
in
operating
areas.
progress in opening up opportunities
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ORGANIZATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRESS IN
BLACK ADMINISTRATORS AT WHITE INSTITUTIONS

,
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OVERVIEW

.Isaac M. Colbert

.t

As a current topic of psycho-social research and a popular, item in the public media,
stress is clearly regarded as a major contributor to executive dysfunction in- organtz4ions.
While these scholarly and public-orienied discussions qf the topic are especially timely,
given the society's current period of economic, poLitical and.social turmoil, the.fact of
stress among managers and execttives is anything but novel. Any manager who mupt cope m4th
conflicting expectations from subordinates, superiors and other groups; who must be concerned about issues such as productivity, deadlines., and budget cuts; or who must respon-,
sibly implement company policies for equal opportunity or grievance procedures surely
understands stress as a significant occupational hazard. 'And it is.- HoWever, too many
discussions emphasize stress as a byproduct of the duties, functions, and responsibilities
of the administrator's or manager's job.
Str ss also grows out of the,frustration of
personal_and professinal development and out o issUes of one's personal identity in the
workplace and how issues of,identity can be reco ciled with organizational expectations.
Not enough has been written on stress from this pe
ective, and viqually nothing has'
been said about contributory factors to stress in black administrators and managers:4

The papers in this section focus on sources of stress peculiar to the black Administrator
who is in a predominantly white organization-and suggest a variety of.coping strategies.
The paper by Robert Brown presents origlinal research on the phenomenon of stress among
black executives and managers. Brown's research represents a comparative analysis of
black and white "supergrade" executives in the federal workforce. Results from this studi
document the extent and the intensity of job-related stress experienced by tht black
administrator as opposed to his or her white counterpart in the organization. It
come as no surprise that the black administrator, who is often isolated, who lacks social
and professional support systems, and who often faces subtle forms of inequiAx and discrimtnation, reports the highest incidences of stress. Papaers by Pearl Griy and Charles
Dickerson converge on particular stres,producing factors. Gray discusses ambiguity in
power ind authority relationships, how this factor is especially problematic for the
black administrator, and gives a number of pointers on how.to avoid or reduce this source
of stress -- or how to make it work in your favor, rather than against you. Dickerson's
lively discussion emphasizes the role of historical and cultural imperatives and the
tensions and contradicitons they necessarily create in both the social and political
structure of white organizations in which Meek administrators must tryto function.
Drawing from African-American folklore, Dickerson presents 4n enlightening and humortfts
set of "axioms" for coping_ with stress.
They are well worth remembering!
,

From the perspective of a practicing clinical psychologist, the paper by Howard Ramseur
offers an important discussion of stress indicatOrs that are particularly relevant tos the
black administrator. His lucid presentationof a wide varieq of specific coping straties
.will be valuable fo'r every reader. Papers by Lawrence Dark and Freddie Groomes empha
ze
t4W0 aspects of stress that are rarely discusse
but that are undoubtedly recognized by any
black manager or admipistrator.
Dark discusses the issues of competency and 4Ualifications
as poteht contributors to black stress. The close and continuing scrutiny, the demands for
competency in a wide dariety of roles, often accompanied by ambiguous descriptions of duties
and responsibilities, are 'among the stress factors that Dark writes about.
Both Groomes
and Dark,dtscuss a number of so-called personality factors within the individual black
administrator that can contribute to stress. Some of t ese factors express themselves in
'
246
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the form of unreasOiiably high performance expectations by black administrators of themselves, or of individual expectations with regard to visibility in the black community -both On campus and yff campus, or in generational conflicts between older black administrators and the new vanguard of young blacks. Both papers are thoughtful discussions,
with useful prescriptions for coping, of some individual factors that can contribute to
stresslamong black administrators.

Taken together, the papers in this section present a beginning effort towards more systematic consideration of organizationally induced stresses that have enormous impact on the
productivity and, indeed, the very survivability of a black manager or administrator in a
As black administrators, it fs incumbent on each of us'to.
predominantly white organizatioy.
ponder the information and specific advice offered here, to synthesize it within our
individual conceptual frameworks, and to apply it to our professional and personal situations.
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EXECUTIVE STRESS AND FEDERAL SUPERORADE EXECUTIVES:
A COMPARATIVE ANiLYSIS OF BLACK AND WHITE EXECUTIVES

Robert- W. Brown

Introduction

I Must confess that I had no hesitation whatsoever when Dr. Colbert invited me.to participate in this conference to,present my research findings on stress among black federal
executives. It represents an opportunity to discuss a aubject in which I invested many years
of study and culminated in a doctoral dissertation from the University of Southern California. I was,either naiveor arrogant enough to believe that I was making a contribution to
the field of executive behavior and leadership effectiveness. In fact, one of my research
recommendations called for the convening of a roundtable on Executive Development for Black
Executives. However, since I am a federal executive who makes his living and who is accountable for program areas that technically have nothing to do with executive stress or executive
development, I am delighted to be a part of this first National Conference on Issues Facing
Black Administrators in White Colleges.
Reasons for ftudy

My interest in the subject of executive stfess began in the summer of 1973, while I was
attending the Federal Executive Institute'(FEI) in Charlottsville, Virginia. As a component
of the then U.S. Civil Services Commission, FEI provided an eight-week residentiel experience in executive education for governmental officials, mainly aethe "supergrade",level of
GS-16 and above. The issue of executive stress Sdrfaced in both subtle andiconspicuous ways.
Self-assessment exerCises, personality inventories, teambuilding processes, seminar presentations, lectures and problem solving episodes all had'the impact of elevating my awareness
of the interpersonal dimensions of executive experience.
,
..,

.

.

,

Amodg_the small nUmber of black executives in attendance, including myself, a certain
pattern of expresiion and concern was evident. Itincluded voicing skeRticism about traditional explanations of administrative behavior, defending the need for equalitarianism in
,
federal employment aod programming, and privately lamenting that the problems asibciated
with being Lack compouRbed the administrative and_poliCy aspects of our jobs. And yet,
when I ittempted to adopta research mode of.thinking, it was exceedingly difficult to determine What, iR fact,,was different about the black executive experience whep one listened
' to the complaints and_concerns of white executives.
,
.
Two years later in 1975, I published an art' le edtitled "The slack Tax: Stresses ConfrOnting Black Federal Executives." Theoretical, rather than empirical, it.represented an
effort to articulate the elusive problems though
tobe"unique to black executives: The
black leadership,response was so positive andseemingly validating, I decided to .subject my
assumptions to an empirical test as part of my academic program of public administration.
Out of that process emerged my doctoral dissertation from the University of Southern Califoebia, which I want to present to you.this afternoon (Copies ofttlYNleté dissertatipn are
A'
available from UMI, 300 N. Zeeb Road, Arm Arbor, Michigan. 48106).
.
..

.

.

..

.

A serious gap in the leadership research literature js die inadequate 'attention to
bl
other minority executives. For example, black executives are not mentioned at11
n such classjc federal literature as Narver Befstein's The Jbb of the Federal Executive
(1958); Warner, et al.'s The American Federal Executive (1963); and Corson and Paul's
.
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Men Near the Top (1966). Presumably, this was either because the numliers have been too few
to be statistically significant; race was not regarded as a significant variable in conceptualizing leadership; the principle of scientific color blindness prevailed; or race was considered too sensitive an issue to include in leadership studies.
One bright light, however, is that this is beginning to change, at least in regard to
black executives and managek in the private 'sector. Some which come quickly to mind are
Edward B. Jones' What It's Like to be a Black Manager (1973); John P. Fernandez' Black Managers in White Corporations 4075); Richard F. America and Bernard Anderson's Moving Ahead:
111-aa Managers in America's Business (1978); and David Ford and Diane Bagot's "Correlates of
Job Stress and Job Satisfaction for Minority Professionals An Organizations" (1978).
Another reason for learning more about the black leadership experience is underscored
by two recent trends. At the federal level, the number'. of black federal career executives,
while still quite small, has increase'. The increase was from 69 in 1969 to 223 in 1977.
Currently (1982), there are 300 black executives representing 4.5% of.the 6,626 career
Senior Executive Service (SES) executives.
The other trend has been reported by Richard B. Freeman of tjarvard (1976). In 1970, 51%
of all black men in the Whited States with four or more years ofitollege were federal, state
and local government workers, as compared to only 27% of white males. And 14% of those black
governmental employees were managers, which was about -Me seine as the proportion Of white
male graduates. Seventy-two percent of black female.college graduates were employed by govt
ernment, as coMpared to 56% of white female graduates.

In spite of these trends, there is still a paucity of empirical and qualitative information as to the nature and extent of problems black executives and managers experience in
government. This becomes evident when listening to the divergent opinions of black federal
executives themselves, and others_who have some degree of interest in the black leadership
experience. The range of opinion is a continuum, beginning with a belief that most black executives are stress-laden because of their exposure to excessive and,conflicting race-related role expectations.
At the other extreme of the continuum is a belief that black executives are minimally
stressed because they do not have the range and scope of decisionmaking authority and responsibility normally associated with executive positions.
.

Somewhere between these two extremes is a line of reasoning that black execUtives face
ltiple stresses but su cessfully cope because they tend to be "Superblacks" who were only
exceptional competence. They are seen as having the surVival skill
seite4..cause of th
have been imprinted by racial oppression.
of a people
and
In sum, for Tiose of us who want to enhance'the effectiveness of both existing
future black executives as-they_reach the power centers of public and private bureaucracies,
theneed for more systematic studies about the black leadership experience is both clear and
compelling.
.

Dr. Colbert.asked that I focus my remarks on the research dimensions'of this study,
since most of the literature concerning black administrators fs normative rather than empirical. In so doing.; it"is important that I make three points up fmnt.
In designing my research, I purposely.deciaed to forego examining the
importantquestion of how black executives can better manage stress,.
While managing stress is an.ultimate goal, the more important intermediate goal in my mind was to try to ascertain what'is the nature of
, the stress that black executives confront. Stated another way,'the re:
research inquiry concerned how race impinges upon the leadership experiences of black executives.

'

My study,.Which involved 300 black and white federal executives (1.17
black and 1e3 white), did not focus-upon executive'stress, per se.
Rather, the thrust was' to determine whether there was a significant
difference-in the stresses experienced, based upon the race of the executives: For example, black executives reported a statistically significant higher rate Of.often feeling ignored in meetings unless they
made a special effort (13.5% compared to 1.3% of white executives); but
.

for the group ai a whole, only 7.7% felt this way._
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-The study was not intended to compare'the quality of performance
between'black and hhite executives. To conclude that the more
*stressed black executives performed least well in their jobs is
not warranted.
Conceptual Framework

Having hypothesized that black federal executives experience more stresses in their
leadership_roles than white executives, the toughest challenge was that of constructing a
workable model for conceptualizing race-related executive stress, and in a manner that white,
elcutives as well as black executives could respond meaningfully to the same research questions, since the study was a comparative analysis. Since all respectable research begins
with a theoretical framework for building the research design, which body of literature is
most appropriate? The leadership literature on executives? The highly divergent literature
on stress? The literature on ethnicity? Or the literature on organizational theory, since
the workplace is the organizational setting for executive behavior? An exhaustive review of
the literature in all of these domains revealed that none was completely exclusive and_all
were relevant in varying degrees..The search for a conceptual tool which would help 6s-unify
these interrelated theoretical domains resulted in the adoption of role theory (Robert Kahn,
et al.Organizational Stgdies in Role Conflict and Ambiguity, 1964).
Role theory holds that what people do (their behavior) in a given setting (organization)
and how they feel (emotions) about their behavior is largely influenced by expectations
(roles) that other significant people (role senders) have concerning theirconduct. These
expectations may prescribe or proscribe the focal person's behavior and may be expressed directly or indirectly. Role conflict, role ambiguity, role overload and role underload are
conditions which are known to produce tension, anxiety, frustra0n, bostility and a sense
of futility in the executive consiellation.
.

Executives are expected to perform three kinds of role requirements which'make them
icularly vulnerable to stressful conflicts and ambiguities. They are more frequently
required to cross organizational boundaries, they are often expected to produce innovative
solutions to nonroutine problems; and they are responsible for the work of others. These
stress-producing roles call for reconciling 'multiple and often contradictory expectations
from others, and for making major decisions in either managig rank and file employees or
managing people who themselves are managers. A high degree ofStress is usually associated
with being responsible for the work of others, regardless of whether the supervision is direct or indirect. Parenthetically, when the ethnicity of the executive is added to this cohstellation,'as is the case witb black executiyes, the complexity of leadership is increased.
pa

.

The executive role interactions are bounded by three important variables, conceptualized
as organizatiOn, authority and power, and personaltty. Each influences the kind of rote expectations and influence attempts, and their reaction to them.

Theterm "stress" is frequently used in everyday language as well as in the research
literature, but there is nowane accepted definition (McClean, 1976). Moreover, no, two individuals react exactly alike in theipsame stressful situation. One persOn may become withdrawn and depressed, another hyperffctive,,compulsive, or abgormally gregarious. Some people
lose their apdetites, others become gluttonous; one sleeps incessantly, and another suffers
from insomnia. Nonetheless, there appear to be certain common indicators of long term wear
and tear on the individuals and of the:presence of executive stress. Thus, after an exhaust.:
ive review of the literature, I constructed a working definition of executive stress as
the resultant psychological and physiological state on executives when they
perceive that
(1) conflicting forces and incompatible demeeds are being *made upon themLin connection with their work; (2) at least one of the forces
or demands is induced; and (3) the forces are recurrent or,stable overtime.
ice'', state interferes with
Often the resultant psychological and physiol
their functioning and impairs their adaptive ca
city.
Organizational Stressors and Black Executives
The elements of organtzation seen as having unique significance as stressors for black
executives are (1) the nature of the position held, and (2) the organizational climate in ,
terms of (a) negative assumptions about the executive's competence, (b) limited involvement
in the informal support system, and (c) organizational norms and pressures for conformity.
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ecutives hold in organizations often has race
The nature of the positions which, black
related implications which can be a source of s ress. A commonly held perception is that
han line program offices, and have limmany black executives are directors of staff rat
ited budgets and small staffs. Many of these positions ari-glie14d to be equal employment
opportunity and civil rights offices, as well as special assistant Positions. Moreover,
whether staff or program positions, it appears that a disproportionately large number of
black executives are.deputies, rather than directors. The functioRs of these positions are
often inherently conflictual.
.This investigator posits that one of the first problems that black executives perceive
when appointed to a new, job is a concern by organtzational members as to whether they are
competent to do the j(16. When,Fompetence is questioned, rather than assumed, a pattern of
testing the executive usually occurs, These negative assumptions and probing for mistakes
resentment anti anger.
.-- can evoke the black executives to feelings of anxiety,.insecurity,
Individuals
with whom execuStrong pressure to demonstrate competence is often exerted by
tives must relate in their role set. But the black executive's adaptive response is usually
to work prodigiously to demonstrate competence quickly and to take on a burdensome role
overload. At stake here is a struggle.for personal pride, dignity, and a sense of worth.
Limited involvement in the organization's informal support system appears'to be another
significant problem for the blacly executive. This refers to individual members of the organization in whom one can confide and explore work-related problems, and to the informal organization usually manifested in executive social forums such as private clubs, dinner parties, country club activities, card playing., sport outings and church membership.

t

Most often there is only one black in thelorganization's top executive ranks. Although
confidential relationships seem to evolve from personality and situational congruences which
transcend race, group identity which deV,elops from persistently common experiences is a canpelling force in selecting a confidant. Initially at least, and perhaps over time, black executives feel that their occasional anxieties and,aspirations would more likely be received
with understanding and acceptance by another black executive.
Imposed or self-induced exclusion from the informal,organization can be a source of apprehension and stress for black members of the formal eAecutive team., The Significance of
the infprmal organization in making decisions and alliances affecting the formal organization has been lqng recognized by organizational theorists (Simon, 1971).

Organizational Rorms and ,pressures forconformity appear to have race related implications for the black executive. Lawrence Howard (1977) asserts that many black executives
view themselves as "change oriented" but often find it difficult to resist the compelling
organizational norms to conform. They are expected to be a part of the team, to observe
certain social.amenities on the job, and to project cordiality, all of which over time can
isolate them psychologically and socially from the black community. Blacks internal and
external to the role set oftenfexpect the black executive to take an aggressive stand, to
use-militant rhetoric, and-to show evidence of feelings of distrust toward whites. Yet in
the organization's executive ranks, militant confrontation, and hostile expressions are considered out of place and unprofessional.

Authority and Power and the Black Executive
and power
The rank and position of black executives, make them a part of the authori
iihose
existence
has
been
.Marked
ly
a socially
structure of their organizations. From a group
be
surprising
that
when
bla
k
execuimposed exploitive subordinate status, it should not
tives achieve superordinate status, it can become a source qf consternatioR for 1em as well
social t ansaction
as their subordinates, both nonminority andminority. Role reversal is a
accomtodation.
that requires some mutual adjustment and

I posited that this problem can be analyzed operationally by exploring hiw black execu'cel about exertives feel about the amount of Position authority they possess and how they
perceptions
of
their.authorit
00s been
cising authority. The importance of executives'
955).
leadership
by
Stogdill
and
Shartl
corroborated in research in administrative
with
Feeling that one has less than*.the legitimate amount of authority as com
ve made
source
of
stress.
Syefàl
writ
other executives in the organization can be a
es in
this observation with respect to the situation of many, if not most, black exe
ndez (19 5)
1967
and
Spain,
1970).
Fer
predominantly white organizations (e.g., Sanders,
without tUdgets
cites a recent study indicating that 64% of black managers are in Staff job
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or subordinates - factors usually indicative of authority and power. This could explain, according to Fernandez, why many black managers feel powerless.
The exercise of authority and power may be stressful for black executives. This is ex-r
"plained by the fact that oppressed groups have not had appropriate role models of authority
and power. In American society, most authority,-power and leadership has resided with white
males who determine the dominant ideology.
Blacks moving into executive positions often find themselves psychologically viewing
authority and power from a victim's perspective. Victims view authority with grudging deference, fear of exploitation, and sometimes contempt. Theresis a concern with whether they are
unwittingly identifying with the aggressor and the oppressor as agents of the established
order (Johnson, 1974). They wonder whether authority tan be exercised democratically..
Another aspect of the problem of ,authOrity and power is that black executives in positions mare central to the organization's overall policymaking process often feel that they
only have very limited opportunity to imPact on minority concerns, by virtue of the organization's mission and the nature of the positions they hold.
.

V

Personality and the Black Executive

It would be risky to hypothesize the existence of a personality prototype based on race
alone since the human experience involves so many varia es that shape and influence behavior and attitudes. Williams (1977) holds that todate there is no well-established theory of
black personality that can be relied_upon to answer the question of whether there is a
unique black personality. However, it appeared to this investigator that there are certain
common experiences, sufficiently pervasive and recurring among given groups and classes of
people, which lead to fairly predictable attitudes and behaviors when faced with a common
situation. In this respect, it was speculated that all black federal executives, in their
growth and developMent, have been exposed to varying degrees of racial discrimination at the
personal and institutional levels. As a consequence, they tend to hold certain common ways
of coping, both adaptive and maladaptive. From these assumptions, this research hypothesized
that there are three personality characteristics prevalent among black executives. They are
Type A - high achievement orientation, mistrust, and flexibility.

.
This investigator believes that ihe Type A personality syndrome is common among black
executives for essentially the same reasons as its commohality among white executives. In ..
addition, however, there may be some ethnocentric factors which caus black executives to be
even more Type A oriented. For example, Ford and Bagot (1978) conje ture 'that
"Equal opportuni
and affirmative action programs in organizat ons were
instituted as a m ans of correcting.past injustices. Often, i
order for
a Black or other
ority to be hired and/or promoted, he or she had to
be better than h
or her White counterpart. Such requirements may .havA
imposed a syndro
.overachievement and striving or, rather, Type 'A.
personality, on rl.
esire to achieve and.succeed in organizations."

f
,

...-

j

One important im ication of this research focus on personality is the.healthoonsequences for black execut 'es. Although high achievers effectively get things accomplished, it
may be at the cost if stressful assaults on the body and mind. Research has shown that the
costs of denying f igue make the executive a candidate for psychological cause 3/of heart
-attacks and gastr intestinal disorders. .

cstIL

a

Another personality dimension which this investigator attributes to black execgive is
mistrust. All black executives are felt to have had some imprinting experiences of'being
the object of racial discrimination in their personal lives. in the social eyolbtion and
transition from overt and personal racism to covert and institutdonal racism,omany blacks
'have adopted mistrust as a method of coping with real and imagined racism in 'theirlprganizadons as observe0 by Columbia University",s Professor Tardy (1977). Functionally, mistrust is
a survival skill, because it generates algrtness, and cushions the impact of disappofntment.
Dysfunctionally, it is a burden which disgipates psychic energy, interferes'Ath establishing genuine relationships, and slistorts reality.
Flexibility is another personality dimension which seemedto be comilIgn among black executives. They are seen as having incorporated a coping philosophypthat they must be flex-. ,.
ible because the rules constantly change'in, American society. Peheiving that often they
will not be recognized as individual personsNq whites, maintaining flexibllity and a sense
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of humor in spite of it all becomes (isurvival strategy.

al. (1964) is that of
On of the negative consequences of flexibility cited by Kahn, et
role o erload. Role senders in the organization tend to inCliease their expectations of executives who are markedly flexible and receptive. By contrast, less flexible executives receive
fewer expectations from role senders and the tasks sent are likely to be only those which fit
the executive's interests.
In sum, these postulated role theory dynamics concerning organizational authority and
power and personality formed the conceptual base for the research hypothesis that black executives-experience more(stress in their leadership roles than white executives.
'

'

Research Design

This study was designed as a comparative analysis of executive-s'trèss amodg black and
white ederal, career "supergrade executives. The major hypothesis was that black executives
experience more streqipn their kadership roles than white executlies. Thirteen subhypotheses were constructed456 operationalize the predicted dimensions of greater stress.
The research design was drawn from a population ofd6,462 executives. Since black executives constituted only 3.4% or 223 of the 6,462 executives, all of the black executives were
selected and a random sample of 310 white executives were selected. Thus, the selected research sample was 53, and due to incomplete addresses, the invited sample totaled 479.
'A 147-item close= nded self-administered questionnaire (pretest) WAS mailed to the research sample in July 1978. A response rate of 62.6% was achieved, representing 300 useable
questionnaires. The response rate for black executives was 55.7% (117 returns) and 68.0% for
/

white exeeutes (183 returns).
11

The Mann-Whitney U Test was the principle statistic used in the study. This nonparametric test was appropriate since the questionnaire design employed predominantly ordinal
scales ( to capture behavioral data which cannot be quantified with precision [Siegel, 1955;
Miller, 1977,7).

Finaings and Implications
r tiypothesis that black executive'd eXpeilence
The research results supported the m
specially
more stress in their leadership roles,tWan 'white executives. Of the 100 questibns
black
executives
responded
in
the
predicted
diconstructed to test the 13 subhypokrses,
atistically significant at the .05:Tevel andJayond. While
rection on 59, of whith 28 were
e direction of more stress on 41 of the 100 questions, only
white executiveS responded i
significant
(i.e., higher rate of allergies).
1 response was statistical

The 7 strongly supported_hypotheses were
(1) more black executives felt that organizational members doubted their competence;
(2) more black executives had less involvement in and support from the informal organization;

(3) more.black executives experienced more role ambiguity;
(4) more black executives held negative views about authority and power;
(5) more black exetutives had Type "A". personalities;
organizational members; ind
(6) more black executives.felt more distrust toward

(7) more.black executives were more flexible in their attitudeand functioning.
,

The.4 moderately supported subhypotheses.were
(1) more black executives felt more pressure to conform and to not deviate from organi7
zational norms;
(2) more-black'executives felt that they had leseauthoritg and power;
.

black executives experienced more physical and emotional health problems; and
S3) more
(4) more black executives delegated more authority And powerto their subordinates.
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The 2 rejected subhypotheses were
(1) more black executives were in deputy positions (fewer rather than mdre); and

(2) more black executives experienced less job satisfaction (Black executives experienoed more job satisfaction).
'

Perionality and Black 6cecutives

Of the three overlay variables:black executives differed most from white executives in
their personality orientation. Of the 28 responses which were significantly different statistically,, 9 conlerned personality dimensions. Black executives were clearly more Type.A high
achievement oriented, which coincides with research reported by Ford and Bagot. The black
executives also exhibited more mistrust, as has been posited by Tardy (1.977), and they were
more flexible and accommOdating, which has implications for role overload, as Kahn, et al.
(1964) have observed.
-a
Personality is commonly considered a constant rather than a changing set of personal
attributes. This seems implicit in Kahn's (1964) definition of personality as a person's
propensity to behave in certain ways; his motivit, values, habits and sensitivities. However,
a more change 6riérited outlook on personality can be inferred from Maccoby (1976) who observed that the most.important purpose of studying.social character is to understand the
real possibilities for progressive change. Black federal executives need to know that their
Type A personality'syndrome renders them cardiac-prone, a situation which is reinforced by
their higher incidence of hypertension. Sustained high acheivement in American society is
highly valued and often rewarded. But once executives begin treating their lives as their
careers, worry is their constant Companion (Maccoby, 1976).
.

-

Black executives need to be aware of the implications of mistrust as revealed by the
personality analyses of this study. As noted earlier, for people whose-lives have been etched
by raciardiscrimination, mistrust is often objectively based and, functionally, mistrust
can be a survival skill for generating alertness and cushioning disappointment. However, mistrust can also be dysfunctional by becoming a psychic energy burden which interferes with
establishing genuine relationships and distorts reality. Learning when to make the distinc,
timbetween objective and subjective mistrust should be
onsidered a cognitive coping skill
for black executives.
Similarly, black executiveS need to develop boundaries around the flexibility dimension
of their personalities. Ideally, one could discover conscious.ways to maintain the positive
features of flexibility such as the capacity to adapt to changing and difficult circumstance
without succumbing tq a debilitative role overload caused by excessive demands and expecta7
tions of others.
Organization and Black Executives
Organization, was the second highest overlay variable on which black executives differed
/most from white executives. Of the 28 responses which were significantly different statistically, 9 concerned stresses related to organizational dynamics. Black executives felt that
their competence was doubted more; they had less involvement in and support from the informal organization, and they experienced more ambiguity. However, fewer black.executives were
in deputy positions; they felt less pressure to conform; and they experienced more job satisfaction. More operationally, the differences were feeling the need to be twice as good; perceiving less credit for their accomplishments; having lunch less frequently with subordinates.
attributing less importance to the informal,aspects of the job; feeling that the nature of
their job caused dissatisfaction with their performance; often feeling ignored in meetings;
being bypassed in meeting dialogue; and feeling compelled to challenge the status quo.
',These outcomes clearly suggest that efforts to improve this situation must include modification of the organizational climate.

Before tpis research was conducted, the investigator adopted the perspective that strategies for reducing negative stress depended upon whether the individual or the organizatidn
owned the stress. If, for example, the stress emanated from inside the individual executive
such as inner pressure to excel, that person owned the stress and this individual mmgm4ake
or be helped to take action to modify the situation. However, if the source of stress,were
external, such as a pattern of ignOring or devaluing the presence of black executives in
meetings, the organization owned the stress and correction requires intervention to change

'
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or modify the organization.

These research findings call for using both strategies. For example, black executives
were more inclined to discoUnt the importance of the informal aspects of'their jobs. This is
a miscalculation and underestimation of how informal relationships affect the formal aspects
of the executive function. There is a need to help black executives to change their individual orientationtothisdynamic. Atthe same time, the white executives as a group should be
made aware of their pattern of responses to black executives. Lack of social support in the
executive role can increase the range stressors and decrease the capacity to withstand the
A

.stress.

Another predetermined objective of this study was to develop indi,ghts about the execu-'
execti=
tive experience that would help black executives to.avoid maladapt6e behavior."The
for
example;
is-more
ithportant
tive's subjective perception of inequity or discrimination,
than whether those conditions objectively exist. However, a stress reduction strategy shoul6
seek to correct misperceptions whenever convincing objective data exists tb conserve the
executive's psychic energy for fighting real rather than imaginary enemies. The fact that
white executives also experience strong pressures to conform and to not geviate.from organizational norms; that white.executives are as often, or more often, in'Oeputy positions as
black executives; and that white executives experienced less overall job satisfaction than
black executives represent data that black executives should be made aware of as they asSess
their own situations. In fact, the higher rate ,of job satisfaction among black executifes
comports with one of the competing common perceptions that they successfully cope with multiple stresses by being "Superblacks" who were only selected because of their exceptional
competence and strong survival skiils. However, a precaution is suggested by other research
which reported higher than expected job satisfaction among black managers': Fernandez (1975),
for example, offers the explanation that the seeming overestimation of job Challenge on the
part of black managers was self-protective; that is, the managerial self-esteem would suffer
if they admitted that their jobs were not challenging or otherwise fulfiTling.,

-

Authority and Power and Black Executives
The authority and power variable produced the most equivocal findings. Of the 28 responses that were statistically significant, 4 concerned this dimension.
On the one hand, the prediction was strongly supported that black executives feel more
negative about the kite of authority and power than white executives. At the other extreme,
however, black executives, counter to the research prediction, were less inclined to deleexl
gate authority to their subordinates. Moderating both extremes was the finding that black
executives,
felt
that
they
had
less
ecutives, to approximately the Same degree as white
authority and power..The one`significant departure was that more black executives felt that
thier job responsibilities were outside of the Organization's major policy, stream, which was
consistent with Fernandez' research (1975) on why many black Managers in the coporate sector
feel powerless.

.

Since authority and power are so critical in the leadership.role (Stogdill, l953),:-and
the more effective executives have:1 greater heed for power than being liked (McClelland,
1974)., it is essential that any executive development program designed for black executives
must include a discrete track on the attitudes toward and the'use of authorityjand power,
in
and a candid assessment of their responsibilities. This.has releVance foriblack&already
tailored
for
young
black
prothe executive ranks as well as management development programs
fessionals who will be entering executive careers.
Executive Development Program
This investigator recommends that an executive development program for black executives
be designed around the data from this study which have delineated those stressors which pose
diagnosed problems
a greater probleiNfor black executives. Remedies which are tailored to
approaches commonly applied to all executive&
stand a greater chance of success than generic
select group
A roundtable on executive development for black,executives.could convene a
management
'Others
who
have
a
special
interest
in
public
of black researchers, trainers, and
executives
from
federal,
state
and
local
government,
concerns, as well as a group of black
inand the private sector. This group would examine,executives stress research findings,
individual
designing
interventions
which
involve
cluding thiS study, and chart a course far
strate.
and organizational changes to enhance'executive performance through stress'reduction
gies.

-
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I wotrld hope that this MIT conference of tlack administrators could be the basis for
organizing a'roundtable,avaiRoutive development forblack executives.
'
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ORGANIZATIONAL COARIBUTIONS TO STRESS:
AMBIGUITY AND POWER/AUTHORITY RELATIONSHIiB

Pearl Spetars Gray

MS. Lambert, Dr. Triday, and fellow toilers'in the Belly of the Giant!
As I thought about what to say and what to include in this analysis,* I pondered'tbe many
approaches one could ake. At about 3:30 a.m., when I was sitting and writing.this paper
after one of those days when by 9:15 in the morning you know that it is not going to be a
good day, my historical sense told me that stress was very simply and conclusivelyobeing
a black person with'critical analysis skills fivingand performing outside of a penal or
mental institution in the United States today,
.

Now, once I remembered that, everything else fell into place!

I.

1

uthority relationships aA important ones for an
The questions surrounding power an
ower, too little rwer or not being able to analyze
Too
muc
administrator to understand.
the power centers in an acatiemic institu ion can be fatal for a black.administrator. The
For eAample, the president.of the facpower, brokers.are sometimes not readily apparent.
ulty senate-is in a pO,tentially powerful position; however, he or,she may not be the perpon
who is able to really lead, develop strategy, pull coalitions together, or stop passage
Some.clitiet, unassuming faculty member may be the real power broker in
of agenda items.
such d bop. Also, departmental and school or college structures in a large university
In a small colleke or one with
lend themselves to having an illusion of diffused power.
only one or two large or key departments, the power centerspare more easily recognized.

N.

causal relationship with stress can be viewed in several ways.
The ambiguity factor in
First, ther can be a lack of clarity 1,n what you are to do. ,Secondly, there can be
obscurity or indistinctness surroundinlg how far yOur auttiority eXtends within the college
or university 1L-ucture\ This occurs frequently Wien you have dual or even, in some
inszaoces, triple reporting responsibilities. Thirctly, given most academician's ability
to cloud even the siniplest issue with unnecessary javon and to tie their personal egos
into any principle,ar idea which can effectively lurd a committee meeting into a battleground looking a lot like the Roman gladiatorial arenas--every meeelng has the potential
for a struggle in power and authority. Another factor which can contribute to this entire issue of stres's sgoulting from ambiguity and, pffer is the omnipresent universitY
Sometimei,I feel.that in order to make the committee approach a functional mancommittee.
agement tool, I need both a,totich of Divine Providence and a Machiavellian implementation
strategy.
)

e

Mho is at fau ? Who is not at fa t?, As a black administrator, why are we always put
n to explainothe inc reet language, inappropriate dress and/oc conduct of
in.a pos
all black people on our campus, in the community, or even nationally? The dichotomy which'
exists between the printed and stated position responsibilities and the acttial daily
,position requirements, both ephemerar and coacrete, produce resurgent question's, internal
stress-produaing
and even external conflicts. Frequently these *conflicts evolve into
a
0
situations.
%.
.

.

'

The questions posed in the preceding paragraphs and,probable answers can be analyzed within
the contextual framework of ambiguity and poWdbr. Power is zeal, imagined, perceived, lent,.
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shared, stolen and manipulated, but rarely freely given--all under the banners of academic
freedom, excellence, for the.gdOd,of the system7pr-44stitution or students, even faculiy.
The black administrator, however, may have no inpa 4n abme instances., Constant doses
of these and other distraCting behaviors 1.n one4s-i4o-Oplace eventually produce the ultimate question, "WHY am I here?"
-

Anger, frustration, chills, ulcers, feelings of jób_cl.austrophebia all too-often are
frequent companions of black administrators on white campuses. Conversations with black

administrators in the corporate arewrevea1 a kinship with their counterparts in academia.
The corporate and academie, ladde'r can cause stress or occupationar burnout.
"Burnout is
a.manifestation of distread-,q.according to Dr. Louis King, Director of'the Fanon Institute
in Los Angeles.
This id especiallyr true for a black administrator on a white campus.
Stress is any or all of the following for,a black administrator on'a predominantly white
campus:
1.

Making a daay work plan and not even completing any of the. projects
that day.

.t

ad.

2.

Spending ame putting out fire's.

3.

Serving the university..and,black people'too--and being misunderstood
by both.

4.

Having your work torn apart byte committee.

5.

Having your budget cut and Your responsibilities increased.

6.

laving and,working in a gOldfish-bowl-..,.
?

Tryink t& be all things to-:all peoge all the time.

'
-

8.

Having to write a dissertation and work full time.

9.

Having published more articles than your'White departmeytal
colleagu?s, to,be told that either you are tbo young tq be considered fof tenure this year,'or, that all of the articles must
be in refereed journals or that ru should.alow down--don't be so
ambitious add aggressi;te=-after all, you are making some'of your
older white colleagues look and feel badly:

10. Contending with racism around the clock.
11.

Feelings of having a fluctuating:credibility--our credibility
level goes up and down sometimed more than the stock market.

12.

Living and working in phltically solated areas.

13.

14.

Viewing each compromise with tfie question.of how much more of
smy black personhood did I give up this time.

Recognizing that important decisions affecting your areas are
'sometimes'1lad4 in social circle's tp whiCh ybu are never invited
--on purpose.

15.

'16.

258

Being an advocate of and for black colleges and de onstrating
this in a.concrete way.
Seeing, talking to, working with black students,/ especially
undergraduates who think that a D+ or'e is fine:or that it
is black culture to be late to class, meetings,'appointments,
to not even try or intend to meet deadlines--to turn in clean,
neat, typed.papers andinaformat designated by the teacher or that it
isn't important to do well in classes taught by black faculty.

2G3

)

. The focus of this paper is organizational contribuxions to stresg in ,black administrators
The sixteen examples I have just cited are only a few
on predominantly white campuse.s.

of the primary contributors. In order to understand how stress impacts upon and is evidenced by black administrators on predominantly white campuses there must bd%some dfscussion of what constiEutes stress.

.

Dr. Hans Selye is credited with discovering the concept of stress as an integral part of
Prior-to the early fifties this waTka startling new tligory
mental and physical, illness.
One
Selye has several definitions of stress in varying stages of complexity.
of disease.
of the more clinical ts'that1 "stress is the state manVested by'a specific syndrome which
consists of all the nonsPetifically induced changes within a biologlc system." He deAlarm reaction."
lineates three stages.ih a Stress syndrome. Those stages are: "1.
perhaps
a pain of some sOrt
In this stage the body responds in some manner - in lay terms
Stage of resiAtance." The
"2.
could be evidenced--A migraine headache, for example.
body attempts to mount its own caMpaign to fight the external forces invading it. "3:
Stage of exhaustion," wherein the body may simply,give up the fight and give in,to some.
kind of physical or mental condition. 'In other words, all of the adaptive mechanisms were

usednp.
'

A simple definition of Dr. Selye's,is also found in hts book.entitled The tress of Life.
It is that stress is the "rate of wear and tear on the body." He furtherdatates that
"stress is the sum of all the wear_and-teat caused by 'any kind.of.vital re-Altion throughout
the body at any one time." that is why it sAn,gct as a cotmon denominator of all the *
biologic changes which go on in the "body; It is a kind of speedometer of life. The synkptoms and bodily effects are visible. However, there mi'y be a multiplicity of causes.
'r

.

Two management analysts and business consultanth, Merrill and.Donna Douglass, define stress
as "any'aCtion or situation that places speciarphysical or OsychdlogicAl di-thanes upon the
peebon." Thar research shows that "stress affects people in three saystemationally,
behaviorally and physiologlcally."
.

Drs., Donald Ardelt and Mark Tager, "stress means tension.P "It meani a vagud uneasiness, an uptightness, a senseof pressure or.time urgenCy.- qt is often synonymous with
frugtration, an inability tp accdtplish a task, meet,an expectation, or feel in control."

As'Selye has stated, "we can say of a.man he is under stress, but wg shall have*arrived
at this conclusiOn only by the visible, manifestations of his being under stress." Those
visible signs ,couad'be continuous anxiety, losd of self-confidence;'growing inability to
random and non-:focussed
make decisions, resentment--especial*when"it is generalized or
and frequently lashing ou; at colleagues for no apparent reason.
There hre a number of physiological changes which can'result from stress. TheThouglass'
list only a few of the physical ailments .such as peptic uVers, migraines, hypertension,
rheumatoid arthritis,'backaches, emphysema, ulcerative celitis, asthma,'cancer, 'heart
attack, and some forms of-mental disease. Chronic prolonged stress is the nx54 damaging
cardiovascular diseases,
to the body. Dr. Louis King stated that "Black hyPertension and
as a function of stress in America, have iicreAsed in the past three.years to over three
hundred.per cent (30670."

4

As black administrators we need to learn our personal stress quotient. Once we know what
pushes our buttonp to the danger point, we can clesign strategies to nurture our minds,and
bodies and ultimately neutralize those buttons. Not all streseIgharmful. Only when
the activity producing the stress is constant, continuous, distasteful, and debilitating
will
are we headed for trouble. Also, the amount of and kinds of stress you can handl
positively
affect
your
opportunities
far
better
jobs.
more than.likely either adversely or

eing a sucMsful manager/administrator requires you to be able to recognize potentially
ssful situations and diffuse them both for yourself and for others. Far examP1C
before you attend a meeting with a recalcitrant dean, do your homework-71ave all of the
infbrmation you need to respond to each of the arguments that might-be raised. Kfaculty,
member who is angry because-of being summoned to explain why something wgs done is prob-1:
ably not going to enter your office ready to cdoperate. You must use your bowers of
persuasion, your skill as a diplomat and perhaps when these are not achieving.'the desiret.
goal, a simPle reminder that those kinds of actions could prove coStly to.the univeKeityl
'and that one of yolir responsibilities as an administrator is to admonish snd point out 4
Spending.time planning what you willf4o;,.
those who err the necessity to change behavior.
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and say ahead f time eliminates much of the element of surprise and gives a feeling of
being in Lon ol. Here you have eliminated the ambiguity of who is in charge and 'halted an
attempt to t'tice over your meeting.
Do"not appear indecisive.
Indecision allows Someone
else the opportunity of making decisions yOu should be making.. It also enables both colleagues and subordinates to say, "There's no need to expect decisive action frOm you--.
because.you are capricious."

a

Counteracting the stress syndrome means studying the people with whom you must fieract.
This means you look for the movers--both overt and covert. You know how the lines of
responsibility, both formal and informal, are drawn and why.
Find out what the working
philos4hy for your institution is and whether or not it is different from the w'ritten one.
Leadership styles and characteristics are key'indicAtiOns of a person's philosophy.
Learn
wg'at they are'of the'people or person to whom you.report. What are the methods used by
people in important positions in your institution to.obtain data, access, visibility and
clout? If you are in the executive suite,.you must learn the operating modes,of those
people who impact either positively or negatively upon your university.
What are their
agendas? Where will they lend support td,you and where will.they attack? Most important
for you.to know at all times is what is your agenda and why. ,Remember--fazy agendas, lead
to ambiguity. Ailf YOU don't know where you are going, how can you lead sOmeone else?
Neither one oeryou will know when you have arrived at the right place.
Gamesmanship is got a subject taught in school but your survival dePends upon your mastery
of it.
This.does not,mean you must resort to being dishonest or unethical.
It*simply
means that you must be a master strategist. Remember this axiom:.emotions make excellent
servants but they make.tymnnical masters who bltimately lose the battle and t.,p war.

Pr-

-

Stress, which ultimately can lead to emotional imbalance and physical illness takes on ..ike
AnotherAimension when it is being studied as a part of the baggage of black academic
adminiatrators on predominantly white campuses. That other dimension is the ever-present
cloud of racism.
One of the most difficult and intelleotually frustesting activities
is to try to show "liberal,""well-meaning white academicians their unconscious racism
and,its effects.
Their intent is quite different from the result.
These Wh4es' perception of themselves does not allow them - in their view - to act in the Way a racist Obula.
After all, didn't they march in the 60's; didn't they fight'for a Black Studies Department;
don't they speak oat against apartheid?' Trying to show .them that accepting papers frbm
black students the quality of which is at 'best cluestionable but Clearly not the standard
set for White students shows a racist attitude; or allowing black students to take easy
courses and less scholarly professors; or counseling black students into careers that are
already oversaturated and have little or no growth potential; asking every black male*
student what sport he plays; or demanding more from black students; or assuming-that ell
black students have come from the same set of circumstances is clearly the beasvior of a
person who believes that blacks have an inferior role and place in society.
As black
administrators, we frequently have to bring such behavior to the attention of our white
colleagues.
.

Dr. William Pierce, a San Francisco clinical psychologistosays,
"Black peOple who work in
white organizations have to deal with the stresses that everybody .else has to deal with,
plus they have to cope with being either directly or indirectly the target.of institutionalized racism:"
Not only are we, as black administrators, frequently the arbitors of
white administrators' malfeasance and misfeasance, but also we feel the brunt of their
attacks consistently. Herein lies a major factor in the list of organizational contributors
to the "Wear and tear" dh our bodies and minds. Since racism is an integral ghrt of
American life and praominantly white colleges and universities are merely a microcosm of
the larger society, it is no surprise that societal ills are ever-present,on campus.
One
hopes the process for addressing these concerns will be both scientific and humanitarian,
given the lofty creeds and goals espoused hy these hallowed institutions.
However, there
are times when the only one pointing out such infractions is the black administrator.
Do not allow yourself to be a dumping ground for the guilt of-others.
Internalizing the
feelings projected'by others that your credibility is not,what it should be causes a
stressful situation for black administrators.
Recognition that you must--more frequently
than your white dountetpart--create, verify, and actively sustain your credibility is important for you to remember.
However, do not let it becomes a festering sore within you.
If you do, you are assisting in determining your own f&ilAtm.,,Believe in yourself and youY
dreams.
Your own personal desire to succeed must be up'perMeat in your mind.
If you are
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a black with a negative attitude working in dpredominantly white institution, you will
ensure that you will not sAceed. Neither can you fisrget, the unique rola you play on
that campus. We cannot afford tp become so relaxed among the "ivy" that we become complacent.

Living and working in a g?ldfibh bowl can lead to frustrations and stress. linowing that
whatever you do or say will be judged, analyzed, and critiqued as if you are a specimen
under a microscope is a constant companion if you are a black administrator on a wgte'
Having the feeling that you
campus.. This intensifies if you live in a small eollege town.
always
analyze
the
pros
and cons of your.behavior.
are always on center stage.causeg you to
It keeps you alert and ever-mindful of the varying consequences of your actions. You
will have to develop a comfort place and 'level for youraelf within these parameters. Perhaps going away.to visit friends on weekends, or attending church in a neighboring comIt is important for you to present yourself effectively both in demeanor
munity will help.
What
is your style? It should contribute to aiding you to reach the goals
and verbally.
In the book, The Black Manager; Making It In.the
and heights that you want to achieve.
Corporate World, by Floyd and Jacqueline Dickens, effective style is defined "as a person's
manner of successfully expressing him or herself in writing, apeaking, behaving, and personal appearance."

Living.and working in areas where there are very small populations of black people is
another 'factor contributing to stress.. From this physical isolation can come mental isoMuch of the socializing that we do as black administrators on predominantly white
lation.
campuses is job-related. Those aehletic events, cocktail parties for prospective deans
brunches honoring professor do-and-so, dinners and lunches to discussthusand faculty,
and-so,yeekend bea,ah retreats all of which must be attended takes its 'toll on your perOh, I must not forget those ever-present potlucks. I .
sonal time and% mental harmony.
personally had never heard oE a potluck until I moved to Oregon. These are a far cry from
the elegant progressive dinners or more traditibnal dinner.parties I was accustomed to in
different--to say .
the South and.East. The cultural mores in,many instances are very
A remedy for this is
nothing of the music, thea$re, and other avenues for entertainment.
of-the
country,
develop
contacts among
to remaill in contacl with friends in other parts
those other blacks,whd are there orAto close proximity. Of course,.being creative on the
environment of.your campas by offet'ly suggestions for speakers, artists, and other black
scholars to visit helps your needs and impacts positively opon the campus and community.

.

The maintenance of our culture and traditions is important,and'a source of concern when
we are in all-whlte environments. Closely related.to thbse concerns are ones which we
generate within ourselves after each compromise.- The.ability.to compromise is an.important
However, not all compromises ace based strictly on managerial princfples
management skill.
or on weighty organizational matters alone. Those issues which involve our own personal
philosophy, 'have some relevance for of AbOut black people, are'qe.ones which cause us
to ask otirselves the question, "How Much of me did 4 give op ihN timer A part of this'
stems from falling into the trap.of feeling responsible for the actions of all blacks on
This leads to feeling the responsibilit to try to eradicate all of the tlls
our campus.
nts on t e'campus% Be4a resource,.an advocate,
which befall black faculty, staff and st
eople t take the consequences of their actions
allow
an information-sharer--but you must
ehook.wheh'it is wrong, but don't
f
when they are wrong. Don't let the univer ity
fight with black people and alone
ght
take everything as your personal struggle.
But
if
they
abdicate
their responsibilities to share
necessary.
if that is strategically.
the struggle with you, then you shOuld tell them that you still caie, but you must turn
them over to'whatever Divine.Power they recognize. We cannot save people until they believe
they need saving.
One-of the more glaring stress factors for, us is the fear of failure. Many, times it 'is our
perception that failug,e carries with it not just personal failure but failure for our
families, other blitks on campus, and black people in general. This comes from our desire
6 break the belief of some whites who are always looking for ammunition to fuel their
fire of "I told you blacks couldn't be administratord--especially not in predominantly
(1) no one
white institutions!" Attack this stress syndrome through the realization that
is perfect; (2) no one is always correct; (1) unites make mistakes also. Don't'revel in
these three facts to the point of becoming lax and allowing your productivity level to
decline. Simply do not fear making an error. Make sure your data has been checked and recheckedfollow sound management principles, follow your intuitive mind, and develop a
.heightened ability to.read cues from other peoPle, the general environment, and in each
If you make an error, admit it and immediately proceed to correct it.
social,context.
-

-

The best approach for stress reduction is to know,thyself, believe in yourself, don't be
afrald to take risks, and remember that you have every right to'have that job.
Be good
to'yourself.
1)8 some things you enjoy doing. Do not internalize their inadequacies or
their attempts to make you feel inadequate:
In conclusion, I will leave these words with you, "Power is the ability to cause people
to perceive that you can give rewards when they behave properly and give punishment when
they do not respond to you." Power is responsibility and administrators must be able to
take charge, enjoy it, not fear making tough and unpopular decisions, and exude confidence
while demanding respect.
Authority.is given, power comes only partially from one's position.
The fully-functioning black manager understands how to get personal and charismatic
power, how to use it, how to keep it, how to relate to it in others, how to make it work,
for black people and how to mdke thatdehite institution not only believe but prove by
hard Ivey that it is in their best iNterest that you not only sit at the banquet table but
that Pu select the.menu, the guests, and.the staff to serve it.
Stress comes with.the territory. We need and must be mentors. We need and must be role
models to black students. _Sometimes we need to work longer hours and harder than our
white counterparts. We must succeed.
But make stress work for you--not against you. Remember these institutions need us. We
have a right earned by the blood of our mothers and fathers to be there. Our training,
perspectives, and resources are equally as important to the ultimate success A that
institution as that bf any of the white administraton.
Thank you for the opportunity to share some thoughts With you.

"Ova.
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SOURCES OPPSTRESS: OR HITTING HOMERUNS IN A FOOTBALL GAME; OR GETTING
LEGAL ADVICE FROM A PHARMACIST; OR GATHERING FLOWERS IN ANTARCTICA;
OR DEEP SEA DIVING IN THE HIMALAYAS; OR.FISHING IN THE DESERT; OR
TAKING AN AIRPLANE IN THE SUBWAY; OR PURCHASING TRACK SHOES FOR A
SWIMMING MEET; OR MAKING A FIELD GOAL IN A CHESS MATCH; OR WHEN GOOD
MEANS BAD; OR LOVING M; MORE THAN YOU AND MIRE MORE THAN YOURS ...
AND

COPING STRATEGIES: OR NOT DYING Fog AN ISSUE IF YOU ARE NOT LIVING
FOR THE ISSUE; OR KNOWING WHEN TO COME IN OUT OF THE RAIN, INDEED,
.TO RECOGNIZE WHEN IT IS RAINING: OR AVOIDING HATCHET FIGHTS WITHOUT
A HATCHET AND GANG FIGHTS WITHOUT A GANG; OR KNOWING WHEN TO HOLD
THEM, WHEN TO FOLD THEM, WHEN TO WALK AWAY AND WHEN TO RUN; OR
KEEPING "... YOUR'HEAD WHEN ALL ABOUT YOU ARE LOSING THEIRS AND
BLAMING IT ON YOU ...," ETC., ETC., ETC.; OR WALKING, TALKING,
THINKING AND iCTING LIKE A MAN IN ORDER TO AVOID BEING MISTAKEN POR
A DUCK.

Charles E. 4ckerson II

.

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language defines stress as "to subject to
pressure or to strain; to distress." However, as the word applies to the tileme of this session
and the topic of this workshop, it refers to the psychological and emotional tension producep
by ambiguous, conflicting, and/or contradictory demands on the professional,_racial, eol/J7'
personal commitment of black administrators at 'predominantly white institutions.
the essential sources of stress for black administrators are caused by our

* being an Afro-American working in educational institutions structured
to respond to the circuman,,ces of Euro-Americans,
* representing the world's r cial diversity in ,a sodiety which
ackndwledges only European ihnicity, and
* symbolizing the American experience in a culture which seeks to
embellish and exaggerate its European Wkritage.
Quite simply, it is pressure, strain, and indeed stress .to be black in white America!
Furthermore, it is shocking, disrupting, and distressing to be black, competent, cOMmitted,'
and honest in institutions wherein colleagues, subordinates, supervisors, and students, both
black and white, expect and often desire the Alpposite, The best way to cdpe is to know the
rules of the game; differentiate between What you think and what you thiniethey think; keep
your eye on the ball; and never forget who you are, where you are from, and why you are here.

...

There are several sources of.stress for the black administrator at predominantly white insti.

tutions.

I

* The conflicting myth and reality of the Afro-American experience.
* The tensions in the historical and sociological strategy proposals
for the plight of Africans in America.
* The tension derived from trying to serve two or more masters (or
being a slave for.the masters and a servant for the masters' other
slaves).
1* The contradActory torm (or the exceptions versus the rules).
* The,distress pf ambiguous friends and foes (or diagonal iSsues in

#4

vertical/horizontal debats).* The difficulty of delivering professionalism when'it is not desired
(pn,-p,1,oviding what is needed rather than what is wanted)..
4k,Tlie disruption of the famity (or bringing one's family on hazardous
liuty).
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* The Conflicting Myth and Reality of the AXO-AMerican Experience.
America waS the promised land for the çiverse clan, tribal, and ethnic groups of Europe.
It
literally resolved the various religious, ling...astic, political, cultural, and socioeconomic
tpnsions which had plagued the continent for centuteG
Europeans voluntarily came to
America. However, Africans involuntarily came to Americ
Instead of resolving problems,
America created problems for blacks. Europeans came to AmerI.
to do better; Africans were
b'rought to America to do woise.
The prevailing social reality o ..,Euro-Ampricansis often
the dpposite for Afro-Americans, a myth. Therefore, it is stress to live in a country wherein the.societal truths, the prevailing
tudes and assumptions are not applicable to you.
In fact, one's stress increases the more one
arns of reality/myth conflict. Consequently,
.as in "if you can't stand the heat, get out of he kitchen approach," then if You can't stand
the stresg, become ignorInt!
However, I assure Xou th
if you could.speak to the spirits
.* of our'ancestors, they would advise that the stre es Of success are preferable to those oE
poverty.
.

.

,

* The Tensions in the-Historical and Sociological Strategy Proposals for the Plight of
Africans in America.

Black administrators have Co put themselves in the appropriate historical andsociological
context. Historically, the dilemmas of the black administrators are contemporary versions
of those represented by differences between Richard Allen, James Forten, and Paul Cuffee;
Davi4, Walker, Frederick Douglass, and Martin Delaney; Booker T. Washington, DuBois-Trotter,
and Marcus Garvey; and Martin Luther King, Wilkins-Ye:lung, and Malcolm X. Essentially, the
dilemma is, are we Africans temporarily exiled to America, or are we Americani who because
we are from Africa will be a little different but basically the sate as other groups?
Or,
do we possibly represent something different than either, a new synthesis? Ate we AmeriCans,
but Americans with a fundamentally different perception of America? Resolving this difficult
hitherto unresolved dilemma to the point that one can act confidently is the only productive
way to relieve the stress this circumstance produces.
.

*4
'

.

Sociological stress is produCed by the non-privileged role'of black administrators within
an educational hierarchy which gives preference to faculty. This stress is compounded when
blacks are educators in a society which gives'preference to law, medicine, business,
engineering, and more often than not even to professional athletics and entertainment.,
This
is particularly true for the_black community. Indeed, American society equates ability to
make money with intelligedcel_ but blacks seek to resolve their economic plight through
education. To the black community, which was thought genetically inferior, education was
traditionally the means to reject the charge. Yet, education produces less'income than any
of the prominent'professions. Thus blacks need education to combat racism but that education
does little to combat poverty.
It is important to note that'other.groups used education
to confirm their socioeconomic status, only blacks use it to acquire socioeconothic status more stress.
,

t

Now, I hate' to bear-this bad news, buCfor those who don't yet know, educational administra4tion will not put you in the ranks of America's financial elite. In fact, only the lucky
' %IDA lie able to keep more than two pay checks away\from welfare - or being part of the
4nly needy. Economic success will have to be attained by brothers and sisters in other
professions; hopefully in part due to the help and encouragement we provide our students.
But if we.are competent, honest, and committed, we can.do som hing about anti-black racism
and Euro-Americam ethnocentrism id both the minority and ma ority communities.
.

0

* The Ten sion Derived From Trying to Serve Two or More Masters (or Being_a Slave for the
Masters and,a Servant for the Masters' Other Sraves).
Institutions of higher education, as with all institutkons, are established to perpetuate
and promote cultural values - scientific, educational, economic, social, religious, etc.
American colleges and universities are.the citadel's of European/Euro-American values.
All
administrators are hired to develop, but especially to impiement, policies designed.to
"perpetuate theae values in the education of students and reflected in tfie curriculum as
articulated by the faculty and consented to by the trustees.. These values in many ways are
not attuned'to Afro-America, let.alone America - therefore, stress.
r
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when a bleck administrator confuses the imperatives of
This basic stress is exaceebat
public and private institutions or'those of collages and those of universities. In addition,
lacks association with Hack
this form of stress is compl ted'when the black administrator
culty
can,
and
indeed
are,
expected
to question,'dbubt, and
tenured faculty colleagues.
propose alternatives.which don't have to work - they only have to be either idealistic of
logical, not'practical or realistic. It is distr4ssing when pressure.is'applied to.the
black Administrator' to act as a faculty member without the latter's prerogatives oriecurity.

A variation of this dilemma occurs when the black administrator is junior or middle level
In suCh
without other blacks in the senior administration or on the board of trustees.
the
vAew
of
a
general
buC.the
circumstances, the black administrator is expected to have
stress,
attitude of a sergeant; the accountability of the admiral but-the power of a Lilor
pressure, distress.
Finally, being a slave for the master and a servant for the slave is not meant to,be totally
traditionally demanded of slaves
sardonic. White institutions expect the loyalty and empathy
a4 yetthe minority students expect the service, enthusiasm, and attention one receives rom
servan (or we will have you fired),
S.;
Now, the next two causes of stress are sensitive subjects,but they must be mentioned. Yet,
I hope that my comments aren't misinterpreted to suggest that I oppose'diversity within the
.black community or coalitions with other groups.
%

4

* The Contradictory Norm (or the Exceptions.Versus the'lmles).

Most Afro-American students in this society are descernts of southern born slaves. They
are either Baptist, Methodist (A.M.B., A.M.E.Z., C.M.E.), or Pentecostal, not Muslim,'
The
Catholc, or Buddhist. The overwhelming majority are not Afro-West Indian or AfriCan:
vast majority have black fathers and mothers. Most black men and.ivomin who are married are
married Co someone black. And despite the perversions induced by thiV6society on black
masculinity and femininity, most are confirmed heterosexuals. Also, most have attended, if
not traditionally black institutions, white ones with large black communities either on
campus'or in nearby communities.

,
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Yet, my impression of blaCirfacult; and staff at predominantly white institdtions suggesti a
n'on-b4ck
a disproportionate number are either of foreign-bork?mixmarried, single, gay, op
just the
What
would
the
teaching,
aaJising,
and
counseling
or
Christian circumstances.
collegiate.
atmqsphere on a white campus be likef or what would be the effect on a white
staff
were
from
Germany
or
Franc0 or.
student body if the.majbrity of the white faculty or
Aarried Flacks, or were single, or addpted gay lifestyles., .Such an institution would beyin
trouble.
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Bt4,
All blacks should be tolerant of diversity -and openminded toward differences im.people.
a'black
institution,
Baptist4
a4U
straight#
when you,are black, married black, graduated from
you should nqt have to beg to be tolerated. %what happels when the exceptiong.beceme theA,
Black
administrators
are
not
fule, when whites-expect and want abnormal, to be normal.
only a. minority, they are often a minority within a minority:"---

lo)

le The Distress of Ambigu4Ou 'Friends and Foes'(or Diagonal'Issues in Vertical/Horizontal

pebates).
k

who think that because you are black
The black addnistraton has to deal with liberal frie
th,k you oppose policies'you'
oppose,and
conservative
foes
wt
you support lioiicies ybu
Lwhat their racial stereotypes
basi
Both
friends
and
fees
oppose
or
support
you
support.
make you symbolize to them, not what you say or do. Th libera s have the audacity to claim
to know you better,than You know yourself;and the conservatives have the ignorance to accept
without he.qtation their claim. Generally, the liberals thlnk that because you are black
.
you support loose educational and professional standards; and the conservatives think that
because you are black you represent the institution's loose educational and professional
standards.

S.
have to deal with the
In addition t liberals and conservatives, black administrators
The 4rst are selfntradictions
professed
by
two
other
kinds
of
groups.
intellectual
righteous, arrogant ethnics. They often believe that American society and its institution.s.
are the sole preserve Of those. from Eueope. They expect blacks to be more concerned with

$

S

the tragedies in Europe's history which affected them, than the greater tragedies in America's
history which affected us. ',They want us to be more concerned with human rights in.Russia and
Eastern Europe than in South Africa. They' support the child of the civil, rights movement in
Noitheralreland but oppose the parent hthement in America. They want to label the antifascistOto'f,the 1940's in Italy and France as Ireedool ffghters, but the anti-colonialists
of the 1980's in-Southern Africa as terrorist;. They debunk affirmative action'in American
domestic policy and advocate selective affirmative action in American foreigngpolicy.
$

,

Btt whar is possibly most distressing is the attitude promulgated that unlOe the blacks,
European ethnics made ie ineo the skilled jobs, professions,'and educatiol) through merit not
special heitp. _And-black administrators, faculty, and studen
are expected to accept this.
We are suPpossid tp dgnore the criminal activities of the eth
Characterized groups such
as the Mafia,,Murder, Inc, and urban political machines. We a
supposed to.overlook the
racism of the'l bor unions and college achtlissions policies because ethnics claim not to be
the Ones whd h d slaves.
But indeed, they benefited.from the socioeconomic, political, and
edufai,ional circumstances which slavery and segregation produced. And, in every European
so&ery I kndw of,,receipt of stolen merchandise is.a crime.

.

7
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In addition to the self-righteous, arrogant ethnics, black administrators have to deal with
other "mierities." Because.the treatment of Afro-Americans and Native Americans are the
classic e amples of American appression, other aggrieved groups exaggerate and distort their
proposals by dubious and specious comparisons with the black experience.
Claiming "just like
the 'blacks," they use analogies for diacuMentation rather than for,illustration.
Then they
expect
black administrators to ber"ildre Catholic than the Pope;" they expect you to risk
4
more for them than they will riak for themselves.
400'

.

/.
.

You are expected to overlook that white men do not shoot into ERA demonstrations or that
white women inherit white men's' wealth; that young white radicals age with time and can cut
'their hair or change their dress; that gays can stay in the closet; that white men, women,
and children participated in the slave culture; that Russia has racism; that Latin America
haa,color ,prejudice; and the French, Spanish, and Portuguese were among the prime movers
in the slavery structure. ttill, black administrators are supposed to ally with these and
other groups to resolve thiir'grievandes often in order to have the freedom and security
to'e press and act on the anti-black racism which Prevails in American society.
d

\

More often than not,the effective difference between friends and foes will appear to be
merely "six of one, and 'a half-dozen of the other."

e

''.

* 'The Difffculty of Delivering Professionalism When It is Not DeSired (or Providing What
is Needed Rather Than What is Wanted).
,

Despite meager financial remuneration, moderate clout, or less respect, the black administrator.has to represent professidnalism - standard quality service regardless of attitudes,
personality, politics, or even racism. And, if you succeed, seldom will it be attributed
to professionalism or hard, work. -Your logicaf,deduttions,,your rare in ght based on
experience'and intelligence will be attributed to luck, fortune, and opp rtunity.
When you
achieve in a program or project, you will be like "Topsy" who grew up all of a sudden, all
by herself, with no parents. But your failures will be thought reflective'of your true
'abiiity.
You must accept that competence, intelligence, coMmitm enN honesty, and integrity
are revolutionary. Moreover, you must demand supervision and search for a mentor.
The
form e? is necessary for fair evaluation and objective comments; the latter is necessary for
professional growth and development. In addition, you mus; join a network of blackand
white peers in other places. What scars do you think "Topsy" carried into adulthood?

.
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* The Disruption of the Family (or Bringing One's Family on Hazardous DutY).
4

,

.

Black administrators must preparetheir skuses and children ior the circumstances.
They
must anderstand the nature of sexual racism, how gut feelings are revealed when alcohol flows,
the politits of cocktail parties, bridge Clubs, and volunteer activities. Your spouse must
understand that often same will suggest to'him/her circumstances the opposite of the truth.
Children at school will reveal to your Child dinner table conversations abott you.
People
will misread your spouseabout ypu,question your children about.you, and contribgee'tsitour
doubt about them.
Keep your spouse generally informed and tell your children not to speak
of-theii parents' business or persOnalliveswith.strangerS, acquaintances, or friends%
Be
aware. that your family has accompanied you on hazardous duty.
.
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The aforementioned comments on the Fources of Stress and Coping Strategies are based on the
,analysis, interpretation, and extrapolation of themes common in historical and social
Following
science studies dealing with ethnocentrism, prejudice, and racial subjugation.
However, these and other works seldomof
such
works.
this essay is-a selected bibliography
the professional and management difficulties conif ever directly and-practically address
Moreover, scholarly
fronted by black administrators in predominantly white institutions.
studies on management, when they deal with biracial/bicultural or multiracial/multicultural
issues assumethe perspective and terminology of'the ruling, dominant group.
.

'

In some ways Afro-American folklore is a more solid basis for understanding and responding
Ao the difficulties confronting black administrators. Often black folklore succinctly
describes,circumstances in a humorous and realistic manner, and proceeds to propose action
folklore,
r
based on "another wit" and cciEmon, sense. Below are excerpts from, ap.essay on black
The
State
of
the
Art
and
a
Possible
Foundation
"Afro-American Axioms and Midlinty Maxlms:
highlight the other
of a Science." Possibly,the Axi mt-and Maxims will embellish and
nd
Coping
Strategies.
comments on Sources of Stres
-

weakness, and
Afro-American-Axiom #1: Many Negroes will always interpret kindness as
racial commitment as stupidity.
would do what they wouldn'tdo if
Comment: It is difficult for most to believe that you
they were in your situation.
Afro-American Axiom #4: Nobody passes for a Negro. That is how you know which group is
5
oppressed.
Solne-Yndians
pass
for
white,
otheri
pass for
Comment:. Some Chicanos pass far Indians.
Some Jews pass for Gentiles. Some Itzal.ians
Chkcano. Sdme Orientals pass for. white.
E en black Puerto
pass for Irish or German. But, nobody passes for Afro-American,
Ricans and Afro-West Indians shun passing for Afro-American.

rather than how smart
Afro-American Axiom #6: Many issues depend on'how dumb you are not
you are.,
Never doubt how low they will go.
Comment: The silly things that some people will try!
N.Ov

then get
Afro-AmeFican Axiom #7: Some people will dig a ditch for you to fall into and
lucky to fall iato
and
hysterical
because
you
are
too
smart
or.too
fighting mad
that ditch.
underestimate yOur ability and
Comment: When you are blcic, people are guaranteed to
you for'not living up to, or, maybe more correctly, living down to
then pen.Plize

their evaluation.

will check out everything
Afro;Nerican Axiom 08: If ybu are black, dark and smart, blacks
whites
will
ask
you
whai
country
you are from.
you teal them with whites and
factor to explain.this individuai's
Comment: According to Euro-Americans, there must be some
intelligence since all Airo-Americans are stupid.
something makes it
Afro-American'Axiom #11: Many times what it takes for blacks to gain
not worth it when they get it - Euro-Amer4an is the master of conceding to
.
Pyrrhic victory.
tlie evauation of a black voting majority which
Comment: Black mayors of cities depend on
in'and of itself means the depletion of the white middle class and corporate tax
basesvwhich makes bang "nayor an important position.

%.

white man imitating
Afro-American Axiom #25: A black hippie is a black Man imitating a
a black man.
store, buy food, have'it wrapped
CommenE: These kinds of black 4peollgle go to the grocery
the
fbed
away
and
keep
the
bag.
' in a bag, go home and throw
Bigots hunt.and trap wild animals. Conservatives domesticate
Afro-American Axiom 1135:
Radieals
let them run free on game preserves: Liberals regulate
'wild animals.

Liberal whites
hunting and care of animals. Whiteskelieve that blacks are animals.
'the
Prevention
of
Cruelty
to
Animals.
are like the ySciety for
They thi k that we are subhuman, anifnals, different, and inferior:
Comment:

0

Euro-Americans like Afro-Americans who don't like Afro-Americans.
Afro-American Axiom 037:
individual if this acceptance doesn't
Comment: Euro-Americans don't mind accepting the
challenge but reaffirms their attitude toward the group.

2 4
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Afro-American Axiom #43:
Sometimes people cannot see you because they are lookZng down
and not up.
Comment: Since racism gisumes the inferiority of blacks, often genius is
overlooked.

Odle

Afro-American Axiom 046:
Poor blacks have been victimized by concurrent and continuous
attacks of a Variety of catastrophes with effects Similar to a people enduring over
fifty years of war, epidemic, and depression at the same time. We'd or we had. The
plight of the poor black can onlfbe illustrated When one considers the social
ramifications of world wars on European nations such as England, France, Germany,
Italy, and RuSsia; the consequences of the bubonic plague on mgdieval Europe; and the
effect of the Great Depression on American pciety.
Comment:
War for the black commuraty iS analogous to the ghetto crime ratio; epidemic
for the black community is the permeat,Aon of drug addiction; and depression for
the black community is the appal1ing.J6nemployment rates particularly among the
inner city youth.
Each one of these circumstances alone caused tragic disEortions
of the social fabric of the white people afflicted. What should we expect when
all three scourge the black community for-over fifty years?
Afro-American Axiom 1147: An Uncle. Tom is merely someone who does not know his value.
Comment: In a modern, sophisticateda...diversified, complex societY
compromiee is a
requirement. However, it is irso a requirement for,success not to compromise too
easily%
Everybody is obligated to somebody, and-as blacks become upwardly mobile,
they are.o6ligated also. And many, if not most, of those to whom they will be
obligated are white. Therefore, the issue is not compromise, obligation or selling
'

out, but at what price? And then, what good can you do for black people pith the
consequences? Black people must :understand.tradeoffs.
Afro-American Axiom (/48:
Every brother is not a brother.
Comment: Blacks can be dishonest also. Help brothers and sisters but don't be stupid.
0

Minority Maxim #l: The first priority of poor blacks is io get out of poverty.
Any
prograi, policy or activity,directed towards them which does not directly or
indirectly contribute to the relief oi their economic distress is at best tangential
or irrelevant and'at worse dedeptive and sinister.
Comment: Most of the salient pathologies of the urban and rural poOr blacks, the fatalism,
desperation, low selftesteem, and desire for immediate gratification, are due to
,the vicious cycle of povertY in which they are imprisoned. Certainly racism is the
root cause. However, as long as Afro-Americans represent a grossly disproportionate
percentage of America's poor, neither they nor Euro-Americans will overcome antiblack racism.
Minority% Maxim #2: ,The primary-objectiVe Of the Afto-American working class isito'
assure that their children start with a better chance than was available for them.
Comment: There are two very important secondary issues for thg black working class:
.a) stay out of the pathology of poverty, b) make full use of the political process
,
by registering to vote, keeping abreast of the issues and voting for their
collective interests.
Mtnority luxim #3:
The major function of black professionals and other members of the
Afro-American middli class is to develop their competence and expertise to
excellence.
It is as crucial now as it ever has been for the AfroAmerican middle
class to demonstrate collectively to whites, poor blacks and the world what heights
blacks can ascend to if given an opportunity.
Comment: In addition, professional and other middle class blacks should tithe--they
should give at least one-tenth of their time and money to something positive for
other blacks. This should be done for reasons of ethics and group consciousness.
To those who are only motivated by selfishness, note that whites may Tile you but
....they will not respect you if you don't in turn respect yourself and your people.
Minority Maxim #4:
The Afro-American upper class - the independently wealthy if there
are any - must engage in black philanthropy, leadership;*and "noblesse oblige"
'in general. Just as we expect the poor oppressed blacks to act oppressed, we
'gave S..right to expect oui "creme de la 'creme," our Afro-American elite, to have
a responsibl& . committed, and progressive impact in our community.
Cement:* Only the black elite can' take risks for the black community with relative
6

'
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impunity. Only they are beyond the direct financial, political, anesocial power
of whites. Don't,blame the poor blacks for'submitting to the awesome'power of
whites in order to sbrvive but castigate the black elite far unnecessary com-,
promise in order to obtain prestige, status, or popularity.

1.

If you refuse to have racism run lOu out of America, tken tefuse*
Minority Maxim #5:
'to allow jealousy and ignorance to run you out Of black America.
Comment: The black elite, along with the black bourgeoisie, must be joiners; they
should belong to a mdltiplicity of Afro-American mass organizations and institutions such as Boule, Links, collegiate fraternities and sororities, and the
NAACfsand the Urban League. However, thAy should-Individually and collectively
make a periodic presence at the Black Baptist, Methodtht, and other fundaiental
churches, at the local, state, and national gatheri3gs of the Black Masons aryl
the Black Elks, and at the local clubs, bars, and organizations of various.black
communities.

xsch activity won't be easy; it will be difficult as hell! Participating blacks
will be subjected'to periodic individual and collective abuse,i'debasement, and
They will risk victimization by the paranoia
founded and unfounded criticism.
and ambitiOn of the black dictator or trant. But the black bourgeoisie and
elite should relatively passively acquiescO.,For the purpose of their presence
is not intervention or competition,.but to estab14sh, or re-establish contact
with the black masses,,to shqw them that they are oncerned, and to rdmind
'

themselves.about what concerns unfortunate blacks.. The black 'elite and bOlirgeoisie
should not have to rely on white liberals and radicals to explains the black misses.
Remember,a black leadership must have followers/.
Minority Maxim #11: Learn white people 4 how they act, how they think, intragroup
Take youn own course in white studies.
rivalries, etc.
Don't be so ready out of insecbrity'a9d desire for personal attention
Comment:
In
and popularity to teach whites about blacks without learning about.whites.
themselves
from
domestic
work,
the last,twenty years since blacks .have removed
they no longer know whi.tes as they once did. This,situation c6uld lap detrimental
to survival. Moreover, Afro-Americans should be lea'rning how 40 run America, nat
merely how to rule blacks.

Try to develop influence in areas of your jot) which are crucial
Minority Maxim #15:
to the function of the- organization in which you are employed. Try to become
needed but not indi6ensable.
in business. InvestComment: Production marketing and accounting,are crucial areas
ments and loans .ire vital in banking: Remember fhat it is better for your careerto be a foreman in production than a Vice-president in soCial action. No one
will ever head a firmiwho doesn't know apout the functions which determine the
firm's existence. A/1 vice presidents for Affirmative Action should note this
maxim unless the.firm's bueiness is producing or selling Affirmative Action.

\.
Don't sell out ,cheap.

Don't go to jail for robbing parking meters

Minority Maxim #18:
with a gun.
This, i$
Comment: Why not rob a bank? Why'take the same.risks for nickels and dimes?
particularly true fpi 'the black middle and upper classes. They are our privileged
e
They are,
groups. Many blacks sacrificed for them to get and stay where'they are..
.*(
the stewards, guardians% and custodians of Afro-Ameritan potential. When tisey play,'
the game cheap, they are guiltrof mishRpropriatidn of resources.
'

nor'the minds

Don't abanaon 'black institutions to the charletons
Minority Maxim 1119:
of black children to the, crazies%
Comment: Many of the criticismswhich the black middle arup.e r classes, and,black
professionals and intellectuals have of the black masses, their culture and.
.

1

'

institutions, are tbe fault of the critics. The majority of blacks are in the
black schools, lodges, cWrches, etc. and they have been 'abandoned to black,
ICyou,are
charletons and crazies by the defaurt of those who criticize them.
unwilling to live for black Reople do/notclaim to'be'willing to die for them.

,

Suicide helps your enemy.
Minority.Maxim #20:
goad you into dodng
Comment: Never permit youeopponent, wticularly white racists, to
Remember'that
the
pride
of
the
Afro-American
experience.is the
_something ridiculous.
ability to endure insurmiuntable obstacles and surv ve. Your existence is.his
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'problem; your removal is%his solutien.

Why help your enemy?

,

,

.

Learn to learnfrom :&e whom you don't like and/or wtad'
On't like you.
Comment: tikins not a necessary factor for education. Select your,mentors based op
their knowledgeyijot their Personaliey, or even.racial attitudgs.
,.tieu should 'be
able'eo learn southern politics from.George Wallace or physics from Wirliam Shockley.
However, you shsuld not go to either for a course in race relations.

Minority Maxim 022:

,

.

.

.

,

,
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MinoritylMaxim #24: 'Know what game you are playing, the 'aies, the objeceives, and the
,
players.
,
A
S.
Comment:
Don't ceime to a swimming meet with track shoes or to a tennis match with a
bowling ball: A home run in a football game, or d tonchliown on the basketball court
ere Irrelevantinteresting, but...!
.

,

Minoriti, Maxim #25:

'4

,

.

.

.

'Ke bp

your eye on the sparrou or the bail whiahever is appropriate.
Commefit:
Have4a list of priorities:. Don't permit secopdary or tertiary issues to deflect
e
from the priMary one.
' '
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Minority Maxim 129:
It is forgiveOte to have beep tooled, but don't be a-fool.
Comment: Everyone cah be fooled sometiiies.
If you are fooOdby the same thing twice,
you are being foolish, thrice and you are a fool.

.
*

.

'

.:.
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.
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Minority Maxim #30: In order to succeed in a bluff, you must have a track record. j)c) what
you say. eleliver. .Build a track record.
.
Comei1t:
There are many appropriate versions of the story of "Tfie Boy'Who Cried Wolf," ut
-th.e.moral of each version is the same.
When yoU are known as a peson of action, your
words will cause others to act.

-.,'.

'4-linonAyi?MaXim #31;

,akb sure t.,,hat you know what they think of yoy.
You don't have.to
like it or acce t-it, but yoa should know'it.
Comment:
It A so very e4sytto be deceived about your a4 ity, both the positive and
'm
negatiye aspects, wherryOur evaluators are raCiet. TheY are capable
telling you
that you know what you 'donit'know and that you don't know what you know, but find
put what thpy think you know, nqt what they tell you they think.

1

'

.

Minority Maxim #34: 'Don't ssead yourielftoo thin. There are m.;ny istuesowhich
require a threshold of reforms, resources and concprns to'make changeNpos.sible.
If such a thresfiold cannot
attained,oic io a waste of time ana epergy to get
involved:
Comment: If unemploymgrat for blac k's without criminal rgcords is.Staggering, is itt
eational to invest time and money on convict and' excohviat employment? Do ye '
roatly want to say'that a black hos to be imprisoned.taget'a job?
a,
I
t
..'
"
.
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'
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Minority Maxim 4744: bon't let'oihei people.gamble with your chips! :
Comment: 'Paying for your ownHmistakes is expenSive. PPaying for someone else's is
.
I
,
exorbitant. '
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Minority Maxim 145: D8n't be. afwid to bite the bullet.
Comment: There are mani situations' in which if you don't make a degisioa, the decision
will ge made for, you.
There ard other situations in which nd decision is a,decision.
And f,inally, there are still-other situatiofis in whieb7theeanly wrong decision is
cf
no decision. Never deaUlt on' deeisicin-making. '
,

.
` s ,
Minority Maxim 00: 'While whites sing with,a fifby-two pfeceaccompanirhent, dop't.
..
.,:-"
tequire blapicsieo sing acapella.
.
(
^Comment: Don't beafra d to utilize the techirology and trappings of this'soclety to make
-.
black attractil/e
as Euro-Americans hal4,40ne to make xhite attractive.
c..
..
.
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MinoYity 'maxim #49: yre, a a people ffiust stop Udmiring failure and fearing success.
Comment: If you emulate those who failed, your actibn will prob'ably be even ,lesOthan
theirs, Many of those we admire sfioula be objectively anglyzed'and evaluated:
.

Op/
.t
Minority Maxim #51: Any dog who will bring. a bone,wdi take a bone.
'..
II
Comm erit: *acks ih desirabl jobs or ihvalved in impoitant activity will always be
watched, acrutinaid,.a
evaluated.. Since you knOw that,find outtwho is designated
to perform those.functions in reference to you. Then, with a little,cared you can.,
.b
in control of the situaeton meant to control you.,
.
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You cannot seek individual sOlutions to collective problems.
.Minority Maxim 159:
Comment: Racism is a collective problem'of black people, !nit yfiites will advise to seek
individual escape from white racism and blacks will accept the adyice. Yet, every
segregatipnist law in America made referenceleNegroes--npt Jitmiq,WasIdngton or
:m
Ada Belle Jefferson.
There are some things wliich you just cannot tell white people.
If they believs you, you will have made them more effective and efficient
racists. If they dontt`believe you, they are bound to think that you are crazy.'
Comment:' It is difficult for wHites to adopt a black perspective of the absolute
ridiculousness of racism and then act in logical ways to reme4y such an advantageous
circumstance for whites.

Minority Maxim..#60:
-

.-

.

/

4

Minority Maxim #63: If they force you, really forge you, hold out to the last moment, but
Say your name is 'Toby, but tell your children that it is Kunte Kinte.
live.
"My name is Charles Edward Dackins IV.
Co
ent: .1 know a guy who told me the following:
If it were a-white name,
harles Edward is a Christian name and I am a Christian.
it would be Carolman Ethelred. Dackins is my father's name, my grandfather's name,
For whatever
my great-grandfather's name, and my great-great-grandfather's name.
reasons they accepted that name, I accept it. I 'have too much respect for, and
fear of, my father to queation ie:0

WhTte,people can steal from whitepeople. White peciple'Can steal
But, no black people
from black peopae. Blab: people ,an steal from black people.
7cap steal from' white people. .Honesty for blacks is revolutfonary!!!
you'd
If
you
.thillk
that
yon
are
getiing
away
with
stealing
from
white
people,
Comment:
bett,es reehirik Le; yotrare only,stealing from 81ack people.
Minority. Maxim .#65:
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Minority Maxim #66: Make sure you -are the arm and not the hammer.
B4ware of beiftpused in affliltions with "p4pudo",radical,
but racist, white
CoMmbnt:
.
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Dca't actefnis5ayi.to'win tileir-affectionyact in wayg.to'demand
MmnoritY Maxim #713:
.:
.
c
cm.
1
the/r respect.
.
#
N.
Be consistent, act on your words:0
Comment:
.
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Minority Maxim #72: Don't alloN.yourself to be promoted out bf yodt arph of,competence.
Comment: If you don't even know your job, then you will have to be dependent dpon.oqers,
...
.
to keep it.
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Minority Maxim #73: Beware of ihe lateral transferral of expertiaj.%
Comment: Because one has a medical degree does not mean one should teach Black History.

Minority1Aaxim #75: Beware ol the marriage of,racism and jealousy.
Both are potent emotions. Together there are very few forces whivh can stdp ehem.
Comment:
Euro-America will often reward Afro-American irrational, destructive 0
Minority Maxlm #76:
and negative behavior.
Comment: Therefore, beware of prominent blacks; analyie why they are prominent..
.%

.

'11

Minority Maxim #78: Afro-American life is not a 100-yard dash, it As a mile ot a darathon;
and black Rberation is,a relay race.
Comment: Too many of us run.the 100-yard dashps of life and fail to co6pete.in the mile.
Black'people must prepare for thprdistande events. We must relearn the Laining
methods, and recultivate the enduranae td run the mile, the stamina to survive the
techniqUe of the relay; Liberation, trueliberation
marathon, and W7plactic
a vAriety of overt and covert obstacles; but most
will take time.;.....tfiere will
"
..%
importantly, liberation,,t e liberation requires, indeed, demands the sticcessful
on this latter
passing Of obstacles or else the race will certainly be lost.
.
issue, %any gai s acquired by'a rec rd setting pace cn one leg qf a relay was
eliminated'in tile passing of the bat
.

.
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Minority M;xim 181: Crazy niggers are often cr _.
Comment' Crazy niggers usually don/t liMit the ramificationa of their insanity to
'
whites. Don't giIvst.,,absorbed in the Ufeet orcrazy.nigge7,on whites that You
_
overlook.their impact on blacks.
.
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Minoritir Maxim *88:
Be aware'bf the signs of a pre-mee
Comm. t: When youlinnd your colleatues, meet to discuss

g meeting.
problem's controversial issue,
and everyone is in agreement but you before one minute has elapsed - there gas
been a pre-meeting meeting!

Minority Maxim #89: A professional network like a,chain is as strong-3s its weakest link.
Comment: ,In order for a minority professional network to be beneficial, all those in it
must be competent. Even the President can't appoint an illiterate to the Supreme
rCourt no matter bow close friends they are. Optimums use of contacts presumes yollr
competence.. Steer clear of losers; sooner or later th4 *ill, make you Xose.
.,Minority Maxim *91:

It is not so important to be serious as it is to be serious about
important things.
Comment: Or, stickt and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me.
Be
wary, 'Skeptical, cautious, indeed suspicious of those who adopt a serious profile

and attitude about clothes, cars, or the Saturday night cabaret; but are dountAht N
silly about employment, civil rights, and education, andemotional, psychological,'
and physical abuse of children.
Minority Maxim #92: Experience is not the best teacher.
Comment:. The reflection upon experience is the best teacher!
You can "acquire" all the
experience possible and still not learn; one must analyze, correlate, synthesize,
ahd Anterpret experiences in order to learn from them.
.
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The aforementioned comments on Sources of Stress and Coping Strategies are based dn the.
analysiinterpretation, and extrapolation of the themes presented in the foalgwing
works:
ession,in America by Robert Blauner
Black Power in America by Stokely Carmi ael and Charles Hamilton
Problem
the History of Colonial Afr a 1860-1960 by Robert.O. Collins
The Crisis of the Negro Intellectual by Harold Cruse
Souls of the Black Folk by W. E: B. DuBois,
Wretched of the Earth and Black Skin, White Masks by Frantz Fanon
BlackBourgeois by E. Franklin Krazier
TheAMiseducation of the Negro by Carter G. Woodson
Internal Mlonialism by Michael Hechter
%
fhe Colonizer-And the CoiOnized by Albert Memm
The Future of the Negro-by Booker T. Washington
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A significant aspect df each of these works deals wfth the cultural and fnatitutional means
.
o
of gffectinggibup dominant/subordina:e relationships. However, 'the manifestation 4 such',
Telationships in educStien.and,panagqment as it pertains to black administrators is sera=
ditect.
I.am a historianisnd educdfional administrator who.has no formal training in
psychology or management./ Howev4i,,i am not aware 44. any works which deal directly with
the problems of blacks in institutional leadership..-%-rrilleed: the few works which I have
read deal more wiWwtlites idanAting biracial/bicultural or multiracial/multicultural
situatio
Even the /adguage ig sk,t4ed'by the perspective of the dominant group.
.
......
'
.
o
.
'

'

\

.
.
oun
hat gfro-htherican folklore has often Peen of more,use to me in understanding and responding to diffi&ilties than'prgfessional scholarly works. Usually AfroAmerican folklore sucoinctly describes the circumstanceauin a humorous but realistic
manner, and proceedS-ito advocate a course of-aption h,ased pl"mother wit" and common sense.
Perhaps you have adages passed aIvein your family:i'mich you might,like to add.
4
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'MAJOR SOURCES OE STRESS AND-COPING STRAiteft.

OF BLACK &DMINISTRATORS AT WHITE UNIVERSITIES

Howard P. Ramseur

0
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One key issue confronting black administrators at predominantly white universities and one
In-order to better 'understand the issile
often discussed by them is job-related stress.
of
job-relatid
stress for .black administrators at
er
exaMines
Ole
major
sources
this
used by them to deal with that
white un ersities and the Accessful coping strategies
of
the
profestional
literature, interview$ with
çs
findings
are
based
on'a
review
stress.
and.the
a half-doien sucdessful male and female black admint trators in the Bolton area,
'author's personal and-Clinical experience.

,

.

,
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.

'

.
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However,
Stress is a term used by disciplAes ranging from' ivil engineering to psychology.
particularly in thh social sciences, it is a term and concept without an agreed upOn.general
definition or clarity; one for which different Zheorists have emphasized many different
In ordet to be useful in understanding the situation of bla6k'"aspects of the problem.
administrators the concept of stress needs to be focused on the interaction of the person
-.
stateexperienced by
and the environmentt That is, stress can most usefully be seen as a
perceilthe person that arises out of the interaction of his personalitykcharacteristics,
StO:ted
more
formally,
,
tions, and environmental demands that he perceives as threatening
by
environmental
denands'that
the
pero
stress is a,state of the person caused
as ones he oF she must adapt to (i.e., must do something about) mid as a three 74:7!:;;:.
WW-aiit to
potentially) to important goals or values. A coping strategy is simply a way
with'sourceslof stress.
and oyercome stress. The term stressor will be used synonymously
,

.

.

-s-
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Clearly, to be an administrator in higher education in 1982 is to race job-related stress.
And as black administrators tell it, based,on their experieti), to be a black admi strator
ess.
particularly at a white,Umiversitre...is to face an evenhigher level of job-related
.,
Until nova that Observation rested sole/t.on anecdotal evidence from black administrators;
empirical suppert for it, Earnest
,howeVei4 a recent Ph.D. dissertation suaplies substantial
examined.job-related
psycgosocial
stress amdng 73 (ot a
1 triday, in.a 1980 dissertation,
randomssaible ofall White
total:, of 3:45) black malek.and female adMinistrators and a
administrators,(100) in a Deep South statvuniversity system. The sY.sem hgdipine
,
standard anxietS,
niversities, eight of whiCh'were preptainantly white., Friday used
itY
in
both
groups
'of
admistrators
and used anxiety
ventory tdmeasurejob-related anxi
%
black
administratorshxperienced
more job1)
He
found
Ln/4 el as an indicator of stress.
related stress than.did white administrators; 2) jobrrelated stress was most highly
experienced oby black men, followed by black women, who were-significantly more stressed
than white women, with white men being the least stressed.group.
--,

.

a

Ftiday's dissentation is the most systematic and rigorous in the area to date and is of More
Other researchers have linked job-related.streds, caused by work
than academic interest.
over-load, role ambiguity, or role conflict, to heightened levels of depression, lower job
satisfaction, increased coronary heart d1sea8e,4CHD) risk factors, and possibly higher
Especially ominious for black r.
(See Cooper and Marshall, pp'..81-89)
incidence.of CHD.
administrators was the finding that for white calar workers, role conflict, being ino job
where the recipient received conflicting behaviorial demands from important figures or
disease.
groups at workewas aignificaotly linked to increased signs of coronary heart
Given black administrators' higher level of stregs, their classic role conflict of having
to serve black-and white constituencies, and black Atericans" high incidence of hypertension,
the increased vulnerability of, black administrators seems clear;
-
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Friday's study-did not specify the environmental denands that were sources of the stress
experienced by black administrators or how black administrators might lower the level of
stress experienced and increase their job satisfaction.
This paper will address those
issues by examining
general sources of stress, stressors associated_with the organizational
climate of the university and work relationships there that were experienced by nearly all
black administrators: stressors associated with the specific positions held by black
administrators; and successful coping strategies used by individual black administrators.
General Stressors
11

-o

Four general sources of stress, associated with the coming of black administrators to white

universities in the early 1970's because of the protests of black students, their small
numbers and dispersal at most universities, and racist and sexist acts or expectations
emerge from the literature and_interviews with black administrators.
They are
(1) having
to cope with two.constid4ncieS (and the equivalent of three jobs);
(2) the sense of being
on "permanent probatiolIZ at work and under heightened scrutiny;
(3) having an "outsider"
status or sense'of being invisible at the university;
(4) direct or subtle racisErsexist
acts and'expectations.
..
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Two Cinstituencies/Three Jobs:' Every black administrator knows that he must perfotJat his
job and perform well above,his white colleagues. What many don't realize at firs
s thae
they have two other demanding jobs'as well. Whethei ttieirprimary position has alapority
or.majority focus, the black administrator's second job is
ing wiih the expectations and
demands of black students, faculty, and staff and balancing cGici
th o., agatnst the expectations of
the 'university administrption. No matter what his formal position the black administrator
will feel the pressures of his fellow blacks to become involved in activities to aid tHe
black community at the university and exsternal to it. In times of crisis he will receive
blunt, direct demands for involvement or perhaps to oppose university decisions or policy
seen to be detrimental to the black community; At the same time the college administration
usually has the txpectation that an administrator will support university policy ahdre it
his full allegiance. While a black administrator always has to confront the Issue o how
much of his or her time and energy to devote to his formal job and how much tb activities in
the black community, in times of racial confrontation the issues can become those of job
Secutity or adleacement, basic allegiance, and racial identity.
Some black administrators
opt to avoid the issue of two constituencies altogether by adopting a stance xhat they are
coldr-blind and no more involved in "minority-issues" than any other administrator, MSst,
seeing that stance as unworkable,' attempt to maintain credibility in the larger community
and their own black identity by juggling the demands of both. John Turner, Associate Dean
of the Graduate School at M.I.T.,refers /o it as,being analogous to"belonging,to two
churches at the same time:
one Catholic,and the other old-fashioned Baptist-- twd: churches
with different dress codea, languages, rituals, keliefs, and cultural values thee' at tiices
codfront each other."
,i.
.
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The black administrator who is interested in moving'ward at a white university has a third
involvement in,universityAdde activities (committees, research projects) or issues.
To gain credibility add break out of thprofessionsleisolation hlack administrators
typicallY find themselves in, a numberof,upwardly mobile black administratorsbecomeinvolved
in university-wide activities that don't have a minority focus. They see it as part of the
dues-Paying process, and'as a necessary addition to their formal jobs and black oriented
activities:
job:

.=

On "Pe anen Proba,eion":
A common set of observations expressed by`black administrators
r volve around (.711st!s been.palled a sense of being on."pertanene probatidn': (after Moore
an
agstaff, 1974).
The centraliNissue.involves a questionipg of the competence And
preparation of the black adminisa-ator by whiee colleagues and supervisors.
Their common
expectation seems to be 921u, the black administrator was hired or advanced soley to'fill an
affirmative action goal and is otherwise unqualified. Often combined with being.the only
black in his or her unit this underlying question about competence and performance leads
black administrators to observe that they are under heightened scrutiny by superiors and
colleagues --"In a spotlightr as one administrator put it. The black administrator's style
of dress, office furnishings, casual remarks, comings and goings, and office memos are
given extraordinary attention and comment "EL covorkers.

Decision-making by the blAck administrator seems to-make this issue particularly salient:
whIle good work is often recognized, given his high visibility and the underlying questions.
about competence, the black administrator's questionable or mistaken judgments count against
him more and are more prominent than those of a white administrator. Orders given or
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frequent
negative decisions made that involved white employees or clients were the most
Several
administrators'
decisions.
causes of controversy or higher-level scrutiny of Slack
administrative tontroversies they became embroiled in after
black adminiavrators mentioned
In two cases there was an
making negative'decisions about awhite male client or employee.
in'one case af r a direct
because
of
a
"poor"
decision;
appeal to higher (wg...t.e) authority
Both instances we e resolved
attack'on the authority and competence of the black manager.
had left lingering
in favor of the black manager, but both managers felt the controversies
.,
abilities.
doubts about their,decision-making
.

co-workers go to
While direct challenges by whites are infrequent, having white clients or
his
qr
hers,
i.e., the "end"
a black manager's superior for decisions that are appropriately
and
decisions
involViag
run," seems relatively common. Being approached only about matters
experience reported
minority
focus
is
another
common
minorities whether or not his job has a
these environmental threats by
by black administrators. Many black administrators react to
and
decisions
at
work
and attempting to produce
becoming more vigilant about their behavior
and therefore.avoid any
Some
attempt
teachieve
perfection,
more than their white peers.
bound
to
lead
to
higher
job
ttress.
area of vulnerability, an attempt
Black administrators in interviews and the literature talk about being
"Outsider" Status:
white universities. Black
an "alien in the promised land," "not accepted," and isolated at
positions,
report
being professionally and
administrators, especially those in black-focused
because
of
racism
and
being
perceilied
to be focused
socially isolated from white colleagues
Isolatiopmmeans not being included in the
"black"
issUes.
on and only knowledgeable about
professional and polity grapevine that gives an administrator clues tc.upcoming events and
Black admihistrators also report often being
information to be exchanged with,others.
of
work that lead to friendships, policy discussions,
excluded from the sOcial events outside
'They
are also typically excluded from the policyand information on jobs and funding.
real impact making process, until after key decisions are made; and therefore left without
leaves
The
isolation
of
black
adMinistrators
on the direction and mission of the university.
unchallenged, and'
white
administrators
intact
and
the stereotypes and practices of many
narrows the upward mobility options of black administrators.
Black administrators report direct racist acts, such
direct denials
as racial slurs, open denial of employment or advancement based,on race, or
More,subtle or indirect acts,
be
uncommon.
of inyitations to clubs or social events, to
administrators.
stereotypes, or ex ectations seem to be more common stressors for black
as's
competence
and
credibility,
one's
abilities
as a decisionIndirea questioning o
of those
maker and manager, and concerns about advocacy or racial "militancy" are examples
more common, racially-based, stressors.

Racist/SexisActs and Expectations:

of white
Black male administrators often report intidents and experiences that arise out
t
trustworthsexuality,
aggressiveness,
end
lack
of
stereotypes of black males' heightened
vidible
and
scrutinized
male
iness. 1% the charged atmospheres of some units tha highly
black administrator's requests for greater efficiency from a secretary or a compliment on a
concerning
female coworker's stylish outfit can be an have been the basie for reprimands
Even
if
sexual
harassment.
11.1denessandmgressiveness with the staff" or charges of
surroundi4
lingering
aura
of
being
"controversial"
successfully refutedithe charges leave a
the klack.male administrator.

.

.

,

.

hermate:.
The blade female administrator's situation is more .complex in many ways than
Sources of
adaitional
burden
of,sexist
acts
and
expectations.
counterpart hecliuse of the
stress.often mentioned.are the tiny number of black women who are administrators, their
for
concentration in the lowei ranks, and the lack of succestful models and precedents
and
credibility
raised
about
klack
In addition, the questions about competence
black wom9n.
Particularly when she is a decision-maker or in a
males are compounded for black women.
QUestions like
position as a manager the black woman's ability to perform is questioned.
domestic
will her judgment be clouded by emotional factors, can she keep her home life and
interupt
her
service,
can
she
responsibilities separated from her work, will pregnancy
them? She faces the
workers
effectively
without
"alienating"
manage white (and black) male
full range of sexist stereotypes along with the racial Onea.

.....-

..-
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Black administrators pften point to
blacks
hold
at
white
universities as possessing
the particurar.types,of:positions'ihat
frequently: 1) /flack
Three
type-Wof
positions
are
mentioned
most
inher t stressors.
e.g., director of a black studfes department, or a minority education service,
ed;
foc
etg., assistant to the college dean for minority affairs or recruitment

The pack Administralw's Particular Position or.Role:

44

20Assistant to X,"
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3) iraditional line positions (wfth majority focus); e.g., college dean, prov6st,
personnel director.
Each type of position is seen as usually carrying with it particular
stressors and potentials for the black administrator.
The Black-Focused Position:
The most prominently mentioned stressors are the complex and
largely negative organizational environment of black-focused units and blocks to career
development and mobility. ,Black-focused units are usually not part Of the traditional
university hierarchy; they typically report directly to a high level administrator (e.g.,
or6vost or dean) who doesn't closely monitor their operations or hold them accountable for
meeting their goals.
In addition, they usually depend substantially on "soft" money, and
are seen as "natural" advocates for black students or staff on campus.
These arrangements
usually leave the unit without organic connections with any line organization or perceived
ties to the overall mission of the universtty. Black administrators in these units also
see the needs of,black students and staff first hand and know their units are underfunded to
adequately handle them.
These organizational realities reinfotce the sense of isolation,
and of working with people and problems that are not valued by the rest of the'university,
held by many black administratorS'ih fhese units. they also add to the bleat administrator's
dilemma about career mobility: What long-term career prospects are there within blackfocused units?
In an era of Reaganomics, retrenchment 6n Affirmative Action, and potentially
declining black student enrollments many black administrators see them as bleak.

The Postions of Assistant to the Dean or to the President for Minority, Urban or Communaty
Affairs:
These positions arose in response to the student turmoil of the late 1960's and
early 1970's.
The person in this role can often mediate racial cOnflict at the university,
promote new programs for minorities, and bean advocate for minority interests at higher
levels.
However, many observers comment on the inherent difficulities in the position:
the lack of independent authority and resources, the need to check back and monitor the
opinions of the chief, and the possible iilemma of having to support university policies
that have a negative impact on the black community and still maintain one's integrity and
credibility.
This position also requires acEive effort to resist,being stereotyped as
interested in only one area and not in the overall success of the university.
The issue of
career development is importanttoo. the "assistant to" can become the chief, but that isn't
the usual pattern. Not Moving,going to a black institution, or moving to another kind of
organization are seen as more common patterns.

Traditional Line Positia: The black administrator in a traditional line position has his
or her own authority and resources, usually manages an area that is non-minority focused
and a staff that is predominantly white. Being part of the line structure makes questions
of career mobility, authority and control of resources, and the perception of npt7being
tied to the mission of the university less salient. Some'observers, most notably Calvert
Smith, Vice Provost at the University of Cincinnati (1980), feel that traditional linepositions 'Etre the only ones that allow resolution of the problems facing black administrators.
Other observers point to the usual isolation and heightened scrutiny that these black 1managers work under and the sense of being on probation as inherently stressful aspects of
these positions. Black managers in these positions also report needing to work hard to
maintain communication and credibility in the black community and their own sense of black
identity.
They also note that they face racism in the evaluation and promotion process,
'which makes career mobility more probldMatic than it might at first seem.

Coping Strategies
Given the stressors, both organizational and job-specific, that black admi,nistrators confront,
how can they successfully deal with them? The research literature and successful black
administrators point to a number of individual and organizational ways to minimize stress
and to heighten job_effectiveness and satisfaction which can be labeled coping strategies.
Three major types of successful coping strategies emerge: realism about the self and the
organizatibn,developing support systems, and monitoring and maintaining physical-and mental
health.
Realism:
Successful black administrators as a group had few illusions about their personal
situation or prospects at the university. A summary of their remarks might be, "I know
what I want (and need) from my career anti present job, how T'll get it, I know the dues I'll

have to pay, and I'm Arsonally able and willing to pay them."
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These black administrators had confronted the fact of institutional and individual racism
them to
and acknowledged it would affect them. That kind of realistic aFsessment enabled
anticipate prdbable difficulties arising from racist (and sexist) stereotypes and expectaSeveral noted that in anticipating queitions regarding their competence and
tions:
' decision-making abilities they realized that they would have to work harder and more
They also saw the need to assert and demonsuccessfully than their white counterparts.
and
knew their jobs.
strate early on that they were in charge
An analysis of and plan for their 5 year and longer-range career goals was another
common tactic used by black administrators.. The level of salary, autherillad_resources
they wanted, the type of organizhtion they wanted to work in, as well as what they needed
They examined their current positions
out of their work.to feel satisfied were key areas:
and organizations for sources of suppot, poSsible,career mobility paths (upwards, sideways,
through expansion of interests oi skills, ,or out), dnd conditions under which they would
.feel it necessary to leave as well.
Some black administrators spoke of finding and developing personal attributes and skills
that were compatible with career goals and success. As a group,"successful black administrators werenotably self=directed and active. That is, they seemed to have a personal
plan and goals for their careers and more generally. They also tended to have a high
level of professional self-confidence ("I can do the job well"), and were reasonably
self-assertive wiiiicolleagues and staff: Theif realism about the self and the environment,
noted above, was another salienecharacteristic.
The need for supportive others to maintain self-confidence and energy
Support Systems:
and to exchange information and maintain perspective on one's position was universally
work
mentioned by black administrators. Support could come from a number, of sources at
of support. WorkThe
supervisor
was
cited
as
one
potential
source
(and from the family).
ing out clear goals and expectations as well as standards of evaluation with one's supervisor was mentioned as a successful means of handling "end-runs" by staff and facilitating
Maintaining good communications and keeping the supervisor infovled of
upward mobility.
emerging problema was another useful aspect of.the same technique.
frequently
A mentor, or as some said,a "Godfather",was another important sourCe of support
who could make a difference in an
A
mentor
was
simply
someone
higher
up
mentioned.
administrator's career by alerting him to opportunities or prbblemrs that were emerging,
and someone who could serve
how he and his dedlsions were perceived in the organizatlan ,
as a.protector in organizational battles. A relatively trusti4, suppoitive relationship
administrator's prestige and lessened hia isolation
with a higher-up also enhanced the black
Finding
and
developing
a mentor relationship required time and
in the organization.
'tactful interpersonaWnegotiations on the part of the black administraebr, but'was seen as
.

well worth the vefort.
Because isolation from the professional gossip grapevine and policy' making process was a
problem, working out a network of black and whiteccolleagues with whom to exchange inforNot'Only co-workers, but
mation was a usual goal for successful black adminl-atrators.
e vital
key secretaries and administrative assistants around the university were-foun
istrators,
developing
an
association
of
black
ad
sources of information. 'Joining or
either at theuniversity or area-wide, was another useful way to gain inforfnation and
give perspective and realistic advice
support. Other-black administrators could also,help
and
at
times
act
as
advocates.
7
on a situalidh or incident
Monitoring and. Maintaining Physical and Mental Health: All the successful black adminis--,
tratorsmentionéd techniques for maintaining their phybical and mental-health. Many wereliveable work/famil.w.balance, or,as one put it
based on common sense: e.g., maihtaining a
"make sure-your kids remember what you look like."".Taking several vaq"ationa during the
ability to rebound year that got bne away from work problems was another.: Maintaining the
Techniques
like
making sure
frequently
mentioned.
from stressful conditions was a goal
outside
of
work
Social
intereats
or
they got enough sleep, regular physical exercise,
hobbies, and xelaxation techniques like meditation were commonly used.
.19

si(Feral
From their avil observations and experience; some black administrators pointed to

Signs of high blood pressure or other
health areas they thoughtimportant to monitor.
cardiovascular diseases, given black Americans'.1ligher incidence of these disorders;was one.
"getting :high"
An increase in self-medication--morb drinking after ordi.nary work hours,
sign of not'
intake
of
minor
tranquilizers--was.seen
as
a
warning
more frequently, a greater
coping well with a stressful situation. Other observers havs.pointed to deepening

,
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epression and heightened.susAciousness as psychological signs of
n adminisor's
f iling abiltty to cope. They point out that if signs of depression-on-going pessimism,
lower
nlidence, low r energy level and zest for work, changes in weight and.sleep
probl s, or increased mis ruttfulness of the actions and motives of co-workers don't
chang after aa administra or examines his situation and tries his usual techniques to
handle stress, then professidhal intervention should be promptly sought.

44.

I.

In'apite of the gevral and job-specific stressors they faced, all the successful black
administrators Aferviewed, and many others cited in ehe literature gtste4 that thex
,
enjoyed their jobs most of the time.
Most gained special satisfadtion from helping black
stuaents and'staff at their university and felt they bad developed effective'ways to cope
with the stress they faced there.
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BLACK ADMINISTRATORS AT

ORGANIZATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRESS:
WHITE INSTITUTIONS.

INUES OF COMPETENCE, AND'PERSONALITY FACTOgS

'Lawrence J. Dark

"Life is difficult .. what makes life
difficult is that the process of confronting
and solving problems is a painful one ... yet
it is in this whole process of meeting and
solving problems that life has its meaning."

)

M. ScottPeck
graduate
In June of 1982, at the IBM Office in Bethesda, Maryland, Edward Thomas Mann, a
1977),
employee
(earning
abont
$40,000
a
year
in
of Mo'rehouse College and a former IBM
Mann had filed a
wounding
several
IBM
employee
was charged with killing and
discrifilinatioh suit against IBM in 1977, but the D.C. Hume Rights Commission dismissed
"We'take every possWe
it, saying there was-no probable cause. AA IBM spokesman jtated,
promotions, all of 1
do
not
discriminate
in
hiring
or
means to inture that our managers
sPread nationwide,
Shortly,
after
word
of
the
shoo4ing
at
IBM
which are based 'on me it.."
president an
manager of one of t e 1 rge Fortune 500.companies sent the co
etorically, whether such a tragedylcould hopent in arty one of
internal memo asking, i-reA
luctant conclusion w4s that it probably could happen.
The manager's own
their locations.
s definitely related to stress.
His assesamene of the sitUation -- i

w'mpany

.

.

the country, complaints about race are often

,

Seemingly, in,corporatione throughout
get alqng; yet bladks find the silence'
_virtually.taboo. On the surface, blacks and whites
because
"their
careers
and
morale are affected by this thing 1
on .race issues oppressive
toifeel that blacks ought to be
that they cannot meition." Meanwhile, many whites seem
happy to be there in the first place.

eduCation.
this scenario is transferable to the plight of black administrators in higger
ouAts of
at predominantly white colleges and universities. To date, there are no a
d themselves
black college or university administrators killing anyone, ibut they'have kil
alieaation,
insecUrity
and
uselessn4a
that they
from theaense of isolation, loneliness,
must,encounier at their respective institutiots daily.
lie
Black administrators, whether they ere line officers or staff members, can still
Theylarrive
white
colleges
and
Universities.
considered new arrivals at predominantly
were egtablished and are maintained by the
it these institutions ;There Ole traditions
of segregation. .
same racial group'responsible-for the evi1 t. of slavery and die injustices
people eXperkence over their ability to perform,
.In addition to the normal adkieties all
jUdgments mate about
"blacks on white campuses'harbOr.suspicions about the bases for the
reinforced
by,prejudic/al
judgMents
es by
These suspicions are equally
them:
suspiciOneare confirmed and the desite to
At
the
same
time
as
their
condescending ones.
Chosen professions.
retaliate strengthened, blacks on white campuses want to excel in their
"retaliate" and the desire to,
conflict
betweerOthe
drin
to
_This leads to the antinuing
To function effectively
function effectively.within,an apparently:hostile environmbnt.
ultimate
faitness
or
even
the
desire
to treat people
requires'a truSt, not so much in
amenable toeipandlag tbeir environment
fairly; bUt a trust that white institutions' are
their blaCk population.
to include thepcultural, intellectual, and social traditions of
4
and
intellectual
requilres
tharmost bla.cks
Concernafor survival - social, emotional
'

a
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define their goals on white campuses very minimally, thereby,reducing the probability of
disappointment because A trust has been misplaced.
(Snowden, 1978)
Despite the focus of the last.decade on racial problems in our country, there is still
a great need for the education of the white higher education community on mihority
group problems. The emerging short-sighted commentary among white academics that
"incompetent" black administrators are tajcing jobs from "comPetent" whites is causing
undue stress and frustration on this talented group of professionals.
.

There is growing concern among black administrators t
ostensibly racially-cha1 uvinistic
attitudes on predominantly white campuses are resur icing openly and loudly. The
DeFudis and Bakke cases, whichaddressed black st ents gaining access and matriculation
in higher education, gave white academia ammunit sji tp attack affirmative action in the
recruitment and selection of black administrator and faculty members. On some campuses,
the,relationship between blaCk and white admi
trators is strained; this'can be
attributed to the racial nemesis of society in seneral.
In a period Increasingly
characterized by open racial aseault and,institutional retreat from prior-commitments to._
civil and human rights, blacks on white campuses are rethinking their decisions to be
associated with these institutions and what this climereTis doing to them ,professionally
and personally.
Black adminllstrators perceive problems ranging from condescension to
insensdbility.
There has be n namecalling, harassment, dissuasion from advancement, lack
of cooperation, use of auth ity to weaken and dismantle programs under black leadership,
and dismissal. The consequences haveobeen anger, loss of image and intimidation.- There
are subtle stress effects which result from racism. Although small or almost unnoticed,
the cumulative effect of such stress can be deadly. As one noted black psychiatritt said,
"I am twenty times more likely to contract hypertension than my white counterpart.4
(Moore and Wagstaff, 1974)

Two sources of stress among black administrators at predominantly white colleges and
universities are confronting daily the issues of competency and personap.ity factors.
The aim of this paper is to highlight and analyze how these'two issues are expressed and
can be linked to race, and also to suggest some.ways to resolve and cope with them.
Forms of Stress
dilore discussing the issues ot competency and personality factors, we need to understand the various forms of-Prress that can have an iniDact on blacjt administrators.

-71

Qualitypf life depends to'a large extent on a "goodi5erson fit" and 14.1, "environment.
fit," 'eclat is, satigfaction of needs-4nd congruency between abilities and demands,,and
between expectations and perception of reality. Conversely, "a poor person fit"' 'and
an "environment fit," which can occur at different tmAronmental levels, is almost
invariably stress-provoking.
If the discrepancy between personal needs and
expectations and environment persists, physial, Mental or social dYsfunCton ip likely
.
.
to result. ,(Levi, 1981)
.
.

.

.
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As a result of "the black experience," a dAsproportionate number of blacks live under
moderate to severe economic and social,-sefess.
While most do not unde'rstpnd the 4rec1se
mechanism by which institutions and their leaders have failed to make opportunities
available, many keenly feel.a sense of 1enial -- in employment, education and other
spheres of life.. These conditions refl ct badly on the majority population, leading,to
denial or rationalization of the,gauses and consequences of unjust policies and practices
on black Americans. With little political or economic power and little control ovel)
information development and dissemination, blacks are not able to interpret their
experience in a way and on a scale large enough to counter 'societal. rationalizations.
This
serves to minimize any effort to compensate for past injuitices.
It also permits the
phenomenon known ai'"blaming_the victim,"'even gelf-biame by victims.
Victim performance
and behavior serve to perpetuate the vicious.cycle by reinforcing the-denial and
rationalizations used by many in the majority population. This, in turn, deepens black
anger and rage.toward the larger society, or, because of self-blame, causes anger toward
other blacks and.the self.
(Comer, 1981)
.

Most blaik administrators at predominantly white colleges and universities can be
..16nsidered "middle-class."
But even this group of individuals can not &illy avoid the
negative implications and psychological conse4uences of minority status in America.
AccesSfto and in.dowtification%with institutions and institutPnalleaders in society
is. not easy, a
he related,sense of ppychosocial well-being cannotbe experiericed to

A
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the same degree as in the majority population, regardless of the income or status of the
minority person. Many educated blacks lack a comfortable sense of belonging to the
larger society, which can be a significant Aource of stress.
Becalase the black middle-income populAtion is largely professional and clerical, rather
than business and/or Managecl&l, it has not been in the position to provide increased
Opportunity for the entire group, only to petition for it. As a result, white is still
(Cormer, 1981)
associated with power and black with relative powerlessness.

f

.

ve a direct bearing on black
There are two stress-producing social structures that
thy
are uprooting and dehumanization
administrators at predominantly white institutions:
individuals and groups of
(Levi, 1981)
of societal institutions.
l,suppbrt,
a sense of belonging and
experiences and Material means that provideremotion
purpose in life. Migration and resettlement, rural poverty, urOn slums and cultural
displacement are all stress-producing components of uprooting,. L7hich strip the individual
of supportive 'surroundings crucial to successful toping. For example, on a rural campus
in upstate New York, about 100 black students and six.faculty live among nearly 7,000
The closest town has less than one percent41pek population. "If a
white students.
college is located in An isolated atmosphere, it reinforceerhe isolation for both
When music groups are invited, the black students would prefer
tlicks and whites.
Sinct more black 4nales attend college than black men, the
5mokey RObinson 'Over Kiss.
black female has difficult choices. Then you have chAqh availability - then there is
the problem of food." When Edward Jackson, an English professor at SUNY at OswRgo made
1982 conference of the National Association for Equal Opportunity
these comments at
black
professionala who were'assembled in the room Were laughing,
In H igher-Education
but their laughter waefull of paip6ul recognikion. (isee Trescott) ThSs is a form of
"uprooting" and can produce stress. Stress, in'the foriM of'dehumanization, comes about
whpn needed services ate provided imperSonally anN Mechanically, ignoring the total being
and without consideration of individual differtnces.

.
0

From aiwsychological, psychosocial:perspective, the stressful *act o an event depends
upon the meaning it has for the individual. Bearing this in'mindl it 1beconies readily
apparent that wbat i meaningful.for one Rerson rhay not be meaning4u1 for another.
Whether or notta sit ation is meaningful and potentaally gtress-Tfodu61)* det,ends,on the
ndividnal's past hi tory and the coping aevices available to thk 4ndividual to dea'i Witip
llenging environmental situations. (Reiser, 1980)' Therepri,
iiternal conflict and
?
t be made about the perceptionnlack administrators have,onsthe
-va ue judgments can
iss es of competency and personality factors as they experience them on white cainpuset4
o
It is,
group's view.
One roup's view of a streasful situation may not be anpther
1

there ore, important that all groups on a-college campuA respect and-listen to each other. ,
deemed streaSful, and that
If, i the view of a group, a situation or an event is
of
the
campus
community which is
situat on or evdnt is brought to the attention
causing the strained relations, the label "paranoid" should never be the first response.
ly defense.
or the

0

Issues o

.

Com etenc

of many administratorl, black or white, begin during the period in wht.iksthey
are being, hosen for the job. This is true in cases of open competition, as weil as
predominantly
political a pointMents. For the black administrator seeking entrance'to a
starts
when
the
indivillual
reads
white colle e or university, the issue of competency
The
first
questioning
of
the
black
applicant's
the advertis ment for the position.
"University X seeks a Vice President of Business and
cOmpetency g es as follows:
Financial Aff irs...applications are encouraged from qualified ininorities and women:"
stress-producing? Have you ever seen an advertisement for lualified
How can this
In aliseriousnips, a stigma - a class
white applican s, maybe for the Ku Klux Klan?
stratification -,khas been enunciated id the job announcelent. The black Applicant
The troubl

-41,

.

Internalizes the message gotten from the announcement. 'Some, will ntver submit
applications, sedathat they are not of the' .Ivelece group' of minorities who should
apply; some Fil1conCiude that the institution migh be having problems, especially
reatening to cut off federal
with E&OC ooma-other federal agency that might be
funds if nio-ie21;lacks are not hired.'

J.

-

insults on
The concept of"..4*alified" 'is probably one of the mostdamaging assaults and
No
statement
made by
"We ,cannot fia qualified blacks."
blacks iR higher education.
especially
the
word."qualified."
white educators so infuriates blacks as this comment,
'Blacks feel that the word has been.vulgarizedand simPlified; it is full of pálitical

ZS 6

it
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ambiguity; and
it has passed from persbri to perspn,-it has been the basis for academic
prejudiLe.
It has allowed educators to reject the entry of blacks, other non-whites, and
women into Ilyher education. It has permitted administrators to rationalize and justify
inequitAble behavior. And it embodies many contradictions.
Where the college officials
'on one campuA maintain that they cannot find qualified blacks, the officials on
another campus in the same state or city can findlal'l of he black Staff they are seeking.
The problem with the concept of "qualified",is:hat no one seems to knOw what it,means,
except the person who uses it and tbose who vs the.victIms of its use.
Minority group
Members have effectively been denied access to higher eduaation because of various
definitions of "qualiSied." Black educators indicate that they never hear the word
11 qua1itied" applied to candidates for positions in their colleges unless the Candidates,
are blaick.
In short, the term "qualified" has become. the,rhetorlp of rejection for
blacks, an implicit assumption that a black will gx5i be competent. And all over they
see college,geople embed the word in the most cabalistic parliamentary machinations to
. Aeny blacks entry into.the world of higher education., (Moore and flagstaff, 197428)
These 9re but a few of the reasons why the word "qualified" can bq stressful And
emottonal. 'Moreovee, many white faculty and administrators believe that job positions
filled by blacks do not require.any particular skill except a vaguely'Aefined.public
relations aptitude.
This'type of rationale makes them automat;cally'deny dhe competende .'
of'new black faculty and administrators. (Pouissaint, 1974)
..

.

.

.

.

.

'.

,...

The othee staIement tliat infuriates blOas and can be ;tress-provoking isw "the blacks,
we have been able to, locat4 have been over-qualified for the job."
A particiliant in
'a Moore ,and tidagstaff survey states, "Man, my wife was pregnant, we only had enough
money left to pay a montbils fent, and I was standin'
here, in the middle of my wardrobe, fresh out of graduate school. The little man sat
a king above all the ads, and.
told meI was over-qualified for the job. As muci>as I resented him, I felmt sorry for
a guy wh
ombs hisNigir over his bald spot because he can't face reality.
If whitet '
admini
torr,ilever
learn
anything
else,
hope.to
Godthey
learn
better
than
to tell --...,
,k4
,.
a man who ne,eds.a jdb that he is too quali ed ,to wor0' (Moore and Wagstaff,p1974)

.

,

.

It is not a'compliment, but,hypocrisy of the highest order to tell a man who wants a job'
and who wants to work that he is over-trained, and it can produce stress in the individual.
Some admlnistrators use this tactic to leave a rejected applicant feeling good.
If the
intent is to spare his or her eelingt, avoid the truth, or hide lfigotry, this strategy.-4
accomplishes the exact opposite effect:
it insults the intelligence of t'lle candidate.
I& the candidate cannot do the job, tIlen he or she shoule-not be .hired. TO)refuse
employment because a black candidate has More skill than the job calls fer should not
be a decision for the employer but for the candid4te, unless the candidate requests
salary remuneration and other beneffts in excess of whAt the job offers-,-("A candidate
deserves to koow the true reason why he or she is not selected. Many blacks w)Ork hard
to become qualified as the academic communityprescribas, Only to be told that they are
too qualified for the job

sa;

'44

rf a black emerges as th
nal selection of the search committee, it should e a time
of celebration, for no,educator is chosen more.cardfully. 1111.9,t what is ihead for the
black administrator at a predominamtly'while &dlege or university will make the
individull questiOn the choice made to associate with the instlieution.
For his
'performance will be watched more.clbsely than his white colleagued, his competency will be
. under scrutiny constantly, and he will continually have to pr.ove himsel?'a capable and
effectiftwadministrator. The black administrator. who etAerge from the rigorous seaich
But the black
and screening process would assume he was hired becauseqte was competent.
adMinistroor sopn learns that 110 exist6 almost independently in white.academia-and7has to
.

.

.

endurTa varhty of insults and generallylls judged incapable. (More and Wagsthfl;
.
He, is' still asked about being back,.about.the black lifestyle, and about_Are"
black experiente arid what makes it unique:. he is asked to explain And justify being black.

0.974:35)
1

.

,

.

.

,

-

.

In this 4y of afffrmative action, the minority admlnistrator often must live with subtle
and not so subtle siggestioni,that he or.shehoIds*the job simply because he or she is
Racist attitudes'end responses to black adminiStrators are acted out in a variety
black.
of ways -- disregard for.the minórity administrator's ideas and suggeStions, persistent .'
informal encroachment on te(iT11471Tormal encroachment through reorganUation which
decreases the power of the minority admizistratorAnd reduces the amenities and
opportunities which go with the pbsition, and on and on. Even when it is relatively easy
On the
to block such behavior, having ro repeatedly respond to it is a source of stress.
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other handl, one cannot always be sure when sligits and attacks are racially mOtivated the uncertainty itself being stressful:
.

4

The dearth of minority administrators and the aequireffients of affirmative action often
\equire the minbrity administzetor to sefve "beyond the calil of duty" -- on committees,
viorking with students, informal consultants, formals consuleants, and bo on:* Often the
' black administrator is called upon for speaking, consulting, or social engagements,
including p_range of situations from addressing the local NAACP for th black history
consictered for
program to attending receptions for black Professrionals that are bei
r new black
positions in some industry in the area, to helping to find housing
rgani2ations within
faculty or staff, to servirx_on the board of directors of,numerous
the coupty and state - all the time while t.rying to keep up with ctivities and
The,time 'and*energy dime s of the black
literature in his professional field.
administrator are great, but he is 'still judgAd not competent, ot reafly.on a par with
(Woodard, 1978:8)

his white colleagues.

Often ohe black administrato 1 fs not given a clear anA Foncrete destrigion of his
In many instances he finds,most.oirhisZassignments are
dutiet*an'd responsibilities.
"minority affairs" related, -regardlessof(the job he.was hi:fed to.do, he dotices that
duties andresponsibilitits that were formerly a part bjrilis position are reassigned to
;others inrthe administration, fregulittly white administrators.. .These practices by
many white colleges and universities are subtltllwa of judging the black,admWstrator
minority-related concerns. There ai-ieri
incompetent or inoapable of hathiUng anything
4 but
_
.
tigned to a
adr6i0strator't functions are r
evp instances where some of thebkack
,
o
secretary!
%
.
4
.
r
4
At thie juncture it woold'appear that if blacks are experied6ing any of these situations**
on white camposeso-there is a "poor person/environment fit;" thus, this can become a
needs and expectatia54
stress-producing occurrence. Everr black administratow has personal
positiod.
,IP"the
predominantay
white institution
that he wants satisfied when he accepts a
continually
tries
to
undermine
hie
abilities,
peuists in questioning,his competency and
physkial, mental-or'sOcial dysfunction,ts likely to tesult. Many black administrators
couliPinternalize the resgonses'Of this envilonment and begin to see themsefves a
...

.

.0,

indbmpetent and: worse, inferior.

-

,

..

,

,
.

1

,

Persbnality Factors
*

p

,

1

Claticaland Sdatoft Staff/Community:
.

=

.

.
....

.

t

.

Too manY.of*them,
Few will deny that a good secretary is a priceless st f member.
.come
from
backgrounds'which.have
Ma
invaluable.
however, are neither exceptional nor
blaks. The'blacIt
shaped their behavior and attitudes in ways which arenegative to
'admitnistrator may initial).y expe*rience sloppy work, a lack of confidentially, hosy.lity,
(Moore
maleIrnalism and other Lndesirable behavior which e ts expected to tokrate,
staff may also'
The
grounds
crew,
cafetedtaiselp,'
andpaintenance
Iva Wagstaff,,19.74)
Too 9f ten, these individuals arb quick to inform
respond to him in much the same way.
not tIvilt boss and
e infogmed them that he
gr him and others that their.sopervisors
4
.cannog!tell them what to do.
.

,

,

.;

'

4
t

t

,

A'humber of black adminiattators experience strtss the first time t ey have whites working
They want to *Please, to !At friend to .the worker, but .0e workertwants
'under them.
If the black administrator works ia asmall town,'
desperately to remain a professional,
interaCtions with the suppore staff becauee most of
to
be
cautious
in
his
has a right
hasmffended It)
them are related, and if he offends one of the workers, he may find pat he
the work Is not'getting
.ap Intive family. ;he bldelt administratorwill wonder why,
thp tarong,offideswhy ma$.1 that,is to
typed properly, why memos are donvantly sent to
;be sent outside the schopl is several dayS pr wteks late-leaving the campus, and why
'

.

,

stitteybpte)d-70aggetttion, but
orders for suogliesvareNnlehalf-fgrkgi...pis is
htaff
is"g!edi.on
many'campubes and maneuvering
nepotisM in the clerical andIsup6irt
can!sburce
of*stetss.
through thp maze'of Personalities
_a,
,

j

Commdnity
r

in which
Another personality factor that is a source of streds can be Else local community
the black aftinistrator attempts to reside. Locating housing in ma6; Communities

.,

./

o-
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surrounding, predominantly white corleges and universities is often by word-of-mouth.
Since blaLks usually arrive in these Communities with no contacts,
they encounter
difticulty"with landlords not wanting to rent to them. Simply stated, the "town folk"
do not want blacks in their houses. For example, a bladk woman was appointed an
administrator at a small college in.a somewhat rural community. She had to live out of
a suitcase for more than a month, at various homes, because no one would rent to her.
Viten there was a listing in the local paper for vacancies, she would call to verify
that housing was still available, but when she would arrive to inspecf the house, it was,
always taken.
She would.use the "sandwich approach," which means after she attempted
to get a particular place which she was sold was taken, she would send a.white
colleague; f,requently the housing was available to that.individual. This caused her to
have self-doubts. She did not knOw whether she had said something wrong, or was not
dressed properly when she met the landlords. She did not want to conclude that'it was
racism initially, but after a month of this behavior, she had to attribute the actions
of the landlords to racism.
Housing can be a barritr to employment of black
administrators in many college communities, even with fair housing laws on,the books.
The local judges, lawyers, federal employees in HUD or even the human relptions
commission members are oftep related to landlords. The black administrator wants to be
professional when he arrives, in the community, but the attitudes and sterotyping he
encounters can cause stress, particularly if the c011ege has not educated and prepared
the college community and ocal community for black professionals.

01

,

,

Students

Colleges and universities exist for the education of students, and students can cause
stress for black administrators.
Black students expect black adlinistrators to be one or
more of the following: friends, guidance counselors, academic advisors, job placement
officers, mentors, spokesmen, companions, cleriymen, clerks, as we.11 as boosters in times
of trouble and congratulators in times of success. In a study of eight high schools and
colleges, it was summarized that black students expect a black administrator or
faculty member on a white campus to be a combination politician, social direCtor,
ombudsman, and problem solver.
(Tucker, 1980)
He is not expected to go by,the book
,entirely or necessarily to deal only with black students. Black studeuts will test
.whether a black administrator is "black enough."
If, in carrying out his duties and
responsibilities, a black administrator must side with white sEaff against black
students,' he could be labeled Uncle Tom or an "Oreo." If the black administrator is not
always fighting for the rights of black students, black students will feel.that he is
not competent, that he is not doing his job. The bottom line is too many students, but
not a majority, will pose the question.to the black administrator, "Brother, are you dn
In the black.administrator's effort to be professional, Meaning fair and
our side?"
objective, he will be caught in a dilema over issues that are impOrtant to black.students.
This causes a strain on his credibility, and hence stress can develop.
Most,black students are no different.from white colleagues who do not know all the work
black administrators are doing.
Efforts of the black administrator on behalf of minority
students, faculty, personnel and programs are usually not visible or dramatic. They
take place in committee meetings, informal associations, and through confidential actions
It is important -- and another source of
required to protect individuals,involved.
anxie.ty and stress -- for the black administrator to monitor his or.her actions where
(Woodard, 1978:7)
issues of group loyalty are involved.
Blacks vs. Blacks

Another unfortunate source of personality problems that cause wess for black
administrators are other black administrators,,faculty and staff, These relationships
(See Wilson)
can be divided into three categories.
Deficient Communication In this situation, inter-black communication is nonexistent,
It is often on anfirregular basis, and rarely in private
or, at best, slow or weak.
where meaningful disclosures can be expressed. Also, it is frequently impaired by
meaningless rhetoric and diplomatic diversions. Too often one party does not want to
initiate-g4scussion -- "Let her see me, she knows where my'office is" -- and invariably
there is an abundance of.reliance on the "grapevine" gossip or second-hand information.
This practice can only impede unification, which.ia still needed if blacks ate 'to
survItte and cope on white campuses.
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,Black professionals engage in a "battle of the sexeq." Usually,
Gender nomination
the must catastrophic occurrence is when a powerful black EemaIe overtly dominates
less powerful "ego-threatened" black males. Additionally, gender conflict is occasioned
when a less powerful black female goes to any length to prove her equality.to black male
professionals. Any black person who has to prove himself or herself.to other black
colleagues as one has to do with white colleagues will inevitably experience stress.
There is
A concerted effort is needed by black menaid black women to combat racism.
nothing the black man need fear from the black female. Neither has power, and there is
Our past survival is due in large
(Mosley, 1980)
nothing to "protect" from each other.
measure to the incredible skills, persistence, and courage black women have developed.
Leadership
Any forward muvement we make as a people will require their best efforts.
is needed; whether it.emerges in women or men should not be an issue.

The "young" black administrator is looked at with suspicious eyes
Age Alienation
by both black and white colleagues. Some remarks made by "older" bled( administrators
are stresstul and hufbiliating fior younger black administrators. Statements from older
black administrators suggesting that they were truly qualified and that cutrent efforts
to increase minority membership on campus may adversely affect university*standardssre
Remarks likP this come from older black 'administrators and faculty who aid and
insensitive.
,abet campus reactionaries and feel that potentially"unqUalified" new black arrivals threaten
They are concerned that they will be lumped
1974:12)
(Poussaint
their own status:
together wieh the newly arrived blacks under the category ot "inferibr",, unqualified
Again, nvisions aMong black profesSionals because of insecurity and
and incompetent.
pettiness is stressful and/destructive for all& blacks on white campuses. No black
administrator - line or staff officers - should feel too secure or above other blacks
'because of age or sex. Every black admihistrator cap contribute some skill, knoWledge or
talent that can benetit black students on campuslas well as the college community. This
is not to say that black administrators who are not capable in their respective
positions should be retained and that all blacks on campus should rally to support
retention. Blacks are,jast as concerned with competence, quality and productive
their
.work as are their white colleagues at predominantly white colleges and universities.
,

Conclusion
We live in a stress-ridden society, one in which survival itself means expriencing
dewees of stress. The ability to perform well, hold one's own, andexcel in Ompetitioil,
The fact that most people are condemned to
is/a fundamental Challenge of adult life.
experiencing some sense of inadequacy in their lives.constitutes a direct source.of
(Woodard, 1978:13) If the individual is a'black.administrator
stress for most of us.
at a predominantry white college or university his potential for stress is multiplied
many times over. The psychological impact of issues of Competency and personality
Even the most miniseule incident can take on grandiose
factors can take its toll.
propOrtions when the race element is involved.

0

.

.
/

Are there any solutions to alleviate the potential stress that black administrators may
%.expAkiene on white campuses? A spitivity to the special dilemas thatyblack
administrators may face on white campuses should be a priority. This does not mean that
black administrators want maternalism, tokenism, patronization or sympathy..TheY, like
any professional, want sidaerity, understanding and the oppOrtunity to do the job they
wete hired to do. Too often, they oennot perform their duties because they have to
wear many hats and play.different roles, especially for black students becapse of the
shortage of %black administrators and faculty at the institution. Predominantly wbite
collegeskanM-;in'iversities must make a commitment to-Alle pripciple of affirmative action,
,pursue'it aggressively and hold all managers, supervilcIrs', departmeht heads, deans,
vice presidents, and assistant chancellors accountable tO increase black representation
on campus. If white colleges and universities humaniz6 peir-campuses ahd endeavor t6
analyze every probable source of sttess, black administratbrs, speaficalll, and,the
'

.

college community, in general, will Benefit.

.

For most white campuses, taking positive steps to eradicate the disease.of institutional
"It hardly seems real stic for us to expect, Or even hope, that the
racism is key.
patterh of social relations should be any different on a college cehpus than it is in Ng
t
'real world'.' ,There is no reason to suppose that prejudice and shortcomings of the
latger society'uon't exist to the:same degree at our institutions of higher learning.
Yet, somehow; raCism seems even uglier On the iollege campus than in other less idealistic
(See Harvey, 1981:56)
settings.
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Ioo many black administrators,are placed in Positions and are refdsed or denied Op
,poWerto make them effective.. This is a waste of talent, skills and knowledge that'
could he used to make the institution stable and better managed. Thg black
administrator cannot allow himself to be immobilized by the swirl of conflicting forces
that may seem L) engulf.ha, nor can he sit back in a position of power and be by-passed
or ignored.
Failure to act on problems and issues builds up stress and tension.
Many
administratua-s.fall into the habit of adminiseering by indecision.
White college and universities must accept-the culture, and the ex0erience that the
blaLk administrItor brings to ithe campus. The black administrator often finds himself
uompromising, adapting and adopting some of the characteristics of his white colleagues
in
order to.reduce stresg and tensiow,to smooth the road to acceptance, sometimes at the
,
expense of his personal life. A black administrator's personal life should be an important
sourLe of.satisfaction and support. A 4riety of actilities outside the regular profes-.
sional responsibilities with family, friends, or alone' can be very important ip redueing
administrative stress.
It is important chat the white college environment' is
conducive to reducing suspicion, alienation, and anger among black administrators,
white.faculty and staff, black students, clerical and support staff, black.men and women,
old and.voung, and the local community in whieh the black administrator lives. Many
,trLsstf,Ilsituations occur -b 6 -apse black administrators often do not know where others
are coming rrom or goang.
-

,

'

.1.

BlaLk administrators must maintain high,stahdards in performing their work.* This is'
,not to say Ahat they should be "super-black people," who cannot make a few mistakes or
wrong decisions, but they must have.confidence in their abilities and in themselves
to diffuse stressful situations that arise based in part on issues of competency and
persdhality factor;. There is no substitute for competence or integrity.
A genuine
ymmitaZnt to faiOless, the.ability to adapt to changing situations, the willingness
to listen and the confidence to take stands on issues can be a source of comfort as the
myriad of problems have to be'confronmd. Satisfaction should eome to black
administrators on white campuses in knowing they are learnidt'and developing personally,
and that they can take theiT'skillg and apply them in other institutions and
organizations.
(Woodard, 1.978).
f

None of the approaches that has been offe'red can put to rest all the stress that blacks
on1 white campus,es experience.
Administrative stress of black administrators will
not adequately be reduced until the race question becomes a Aational'priority so that
adequate social policy can be developed.
gYou may write me downin 'history
With your bitter, twisted ligs, 4.
You may trod me in the very dirt
But still, like dust, I'll rise.

bid you want to see me
Bowed head and lowered
Shoulders falling down
Weakened by my soulful

broken?
eyes?
like teardrops,
cries.

You may shoot me with your words,
You nay cutme yith your eyes,
You may kill me with your hatefulness,
But still, like air, I'll rise."
from Still I Rise,
by Maya Angelou
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ORGANIZATIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO STRESS IN BLACK ADMINISTRATORS:
ISSUES OF COMPETENCE AND PERSONALITY FACTORS

Freddie L. Grodmes

/

Ten years ago when I joined the central administration of the Florida State University,
some of my friends asked, "Freddie, did you negotiate for hazardous duty pay?" The
initial observation was maddcwith tongue in cheek but with a serious implication beCause traditionally white institutions that were in the process of hiring either their
first or their,first.few blacks in top administrative positions were opening doors,
but the house' was, not always in order.

,

Subsequently, many of these "pioneer" administrators, (first black administrators on
white campuses) experienced varying degrees of stress which could be attributed to the
organization. I, therefore, consider it a grea,t opportunity to discuss organizational
contributions to stress in black administrators.
Dr. Hans Selye, considered to be one of the world's leading medical experts on stress,
defined stress in 196 as simply "the rate pf wean* and tear on the body." In 1974 he
Most physiolcalled stress "the body's nonspecific response to any demand made on it."
ogists broadly define stress as'lan adaptive response in which your body prepares or
adjusts twa threatening situation." The average person thinks of stress as something
It cannot be
Dr: Selye suggests that stress is unavoidable.
that cadses tension.
eliminated from everyday life and aCcording tp him.it would be very bad for us if we
He jiistifies this by saying that stress
could eliminate stress totally from Our lives.
It is also ironic that he tells us
we'"would
be
dead.
is the spice Of life; without it
that too much stress has the same effect: One might believe that stress is the spice .
of life but in some instances it i's,also the bitters of death. So for our purposes
here, as we,examine stress relative to organizations let us use the definition that
organizational stress is'an adaptrve response by black'administrators based on the rate
of ter:Sion, negative climate or elements of racism, sexIsm, unwelcomeness, ignorance'
and lack of respect generated by some nonblack colleagues and other people within4and
-

external to the organization.
Who are these colleagues and people? Often they are innocent, well-intentioned people
who wa'nt to be helpful so they offer paternal assistance. They have never worked or
interacted owa personal level with blacks of comparable. skills and education, qoue
may assune that they,are indeed brighter and Must teach"You and show 'you theiproper
approach to everything without ever determining from you your needs or willingness to
accept such assistance.
Who are these colleagues and
sexist, who believe you were
a position which belonged to
therefore has some negative,

other people? Sometimes they are sophisticated, racist and
hiced exclusively because you were black and that you took
soue."good man" (traditional hire--white tele): He or she
unacceptrng feelings and resentments..

Who-arethese colleagues and other people? They are community business folic who possibly
decide if and how much credit you will get and therefore influence your access totcerThey are the local realtors and citizenry who define whether there
tain neighborhoods.
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Is indeed operational open housing or fortis of red-lining. They are the public and private school personnel wheTe your children will attend school; they are the members of
social and economic groups and organizations. They arg those,.all of whom you must
Interact with;from time to time as you live and work ir the community which houses your
organization..

Who are these colleaguis,and other pegple? if you're lucky, they are individuals who
realize that people are more-a-like than different and therefore practice the American
ide4: respect for the worth and dignity of all people. They are themselves, competent,
secvi*e and unthreatened Sy the presence ofsomeone.who appears intellectbally the same
but physically different because he or she is black.
They are people who accept, in
other words, "the legitimacy of diiference."

As a panelist, I was asked to "focus on my personal observatismWand perspectives concerning the competence of black administrators in white institutions as perceived by
whites and as percelved by other tilacks."
On first glance, I was almost insulted by
the implication of the assignment; that is, Someone in 1982.still proposes that by nature blacks were less.competent than whites.
Having been born some x number of years ago to negro parents,living in a colored commthity and growing up to be a proud black woman who has attended and worked in traditionally black as well as traditionally'white institutions, I have experienced some
competent blacks and some competent whites. I have also experienced some %incompetent
:
blacks and some equally incompetent whitea, and I find incompetence no matter wilat
g" color or shape of tbe body it's housed in to be unprdductive and in many ways damaging
to 'an institution.

I

,

I, therefore, am going to slant my informal approach to the topic to accommodate my personal experiences and commitment to achieve and foster competence and high standards in
organizations to insure that black administrators are less victimized by organizational
contributions to stress. To do this I will discuss the Florida State Uniirer4ty where
I have spent the last ten years of my prefessionai life in pursuits that are designed
to enhance the status.and utilization of minorities and Women.
The Florida State UniVersity is a member of the State University System oi.Florida.
Lt
Is one of nine in,stiotutions and is diaracterized as a senior researchooriented institution conferring'both graduate and unclergraduate degrees.
It is located in, Tallahassee,
Florida, the capital ,city of Plorida and shares the same with Florida A & M University
(a traditionally black institution) and Tallahassee Community College. It enrolls approximately 22,000 students, 2000 plus.of whom aie black.

,

The institution is headed tip by the president, Dr. Bernard Sliger,and four vice presidedts. Vice President for AcademiciAffairs, Vice Presitent for Administrative Affairs,
Vice President for Student Affairs.and Vice President for University Relations.
The
.Vice President for Student Affairs is black. Blacks comprise 35 or 3.4 percent of the
ttctal 1.034 faculty.
Of the total black faculty,I9 or 50 percent are tenured.- Of the
total administrative and professional emPloyees, blacks.coastitute 19 or 5 petcent.
As most-certainly, 'if not all., higher educaticn inItitutions, Florida State is not a
perfect place, *but one that has accepted its retponsibility as a public institution to
'prepare students and render service in
pluralistic society.
To that end,.affirmative
action.is promotdd as everybddy's business and included among management objectives.
A

The Florida State Unnersity is imnersed in a program of excellence, in other words,
compsteme iS a critical factor in all recruitment for staff and studentS.
For purposes,of this paper, further discussion will be limited to black administiators..

As a redult of the workforce analysis conducted back in 1972-73, it was deterhined
that there existed an underutilization of blacks in the work force of thelliversity.
Subsequently, corrective action measures wve devised to insure that the circumstances
changed positively and.in a timely fathion.
I

.

Job vacancies were identified; job descriptions were written and compeiencg leval4 for
Successful operation were eibtermined. Search and screening committees,were appointed
and briefed on University commitment to affirmative action.
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uniThe University's policy and procedures were announced to the eotal community, both
developed and
Educational
programs
and
seminars
were
versity and surrounding areas.
operationalized to assist those who needed it in-developing a greater appreciation of
University pubthe worth and dignity of all people. Local radio and TV were involved
in
advancing
the
concept.
lications and community newspapers.assisted

,

aggressive action
A deliberate decision was made for a determined period of time to take
This resulted in the timely
to, hire blacks to sows of the key administrative positions.
in pbsitions'which Included provost, dean
im.ring of very qualified black adminisbrators
University
Regigirar,
and more recently Vice President for
of the College of Education,
Other positionsnclude Associate Dean. of Students, Director of Co-op
Student Affairs.
Very competent blacks
Program and Assistant Director of Cbmmunity College -Articulation.
Florida
are a part of the warp and woof of the institution and doing well to assist the
The
leadership.for
thege%actions,
howexcellence.
State University in its pursuit of
ever, was deliberate and came from the top.
.

'

.

The decision to hire blacks at the Florida State University under no circumstances injusiat Florida State University but
volved the compromising of standards. In fact, npt
qualiit is perceived by many that throughodt the country we are perhaps now hiring mpre
In
many
instances
for
Why?
fied persons than we have in any.other time in our history.
requiredescriptions
and
comprehenSive
competency
the first time we have definitive job
Too, we are expanding our horiments, so we know a qualified person when we find one.
Finally,
candidates.
zons in our searches and looking beyond the old boy system for
People are enexpanding
across
the
disciplines.
the pool of qualified applicants is
nonblack
tering schools and training in areas heretofore identified as the domain of
other
things
freed
fixed
minds
to perAffirmativeaction principles have among
males.
succeeding at the
ceive that they could achieve in nontraditional areas, and they are
new pursuits in constantly increasing numbers.
'

contributions to.
This larger, representation will inevitably reduce the organizatibnal
find qualified
impossible
for
managers
to
say
we
can't
stress because it will make it
the stress of
hire
in
larger
numbers
removing
It
will
require
too
that
they
blacks.
select blacks being not only the firstbUt the only black in some organizations.

speks to

4

Dr.. Chancellbr Williams, author of "The Destruction of Black Civilizatio4
their history,
the importance of blacks achieving equality as a result of the merits of
amalgamate.
He
insists
that
blacks
should
not
representation and mass contributiqps.
few; fighting
only'bne
or
one
of
a
very
precious
In a situation where you are the
In instances where the numbers
amalgamation is difficult and most stress oriented.
semblance of parity, there is a more natural unof black administrators approach some
folding of the realization of the fuli integration process.
fore'fathers
When integration is fully realized, then the contributions of our black
n8 longer
Black
administrators
will
and foremothdrs will be respected and credited.
The
History.
Afro-American
Studies
or
Afro-American
have to debate the merits of
history
and
white
organization will instead.realize that the historically taught white
sterile prostudents
who
graduate
from
these
studies are inadequate and rendering the
grams inadequately educated or "marginally incompetene."

the challenge as a
The black administrators in the meantime, in many instances, accept
based educahis/her
peers
60
the
value
of
a
broad
personal responsibility to educate
The absen&
diverse
group
of
qualified
individuals.
tion, taught and administered by, a
integration.is
appreciation
tor
this
kind
af
of a support base or true respect or
stress oriented.
others amalgamation
The frustrations realized when some blacks foster integration,and
Black
for this.
must
bear
some
responsibility
is stress oriented and the organization
promoting
administrators and others who demonstrate competence and leadership in
of4blacks should be regreater appreciation fqr black history and the contributiorl
Instead in some instances they are labeled
efforts.
warded and recognized for their
Funds.and other resources should be
as "tunnel visioned" or narrow-minded persons.
efforts
can
be
successfully realized. Too, these
made available to insure that theSe
times of protype efforts shpuld'be recognized as legitimate scholarly activities at
motion, tenure and salary increases.
.1h
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In all too many instances,'research and activities
of special interest, (i.e.,4blacks,
women, etc.), are not recognized as excellent contributions,or worthy endeavors.

At the Florida State University the tenure and promotion process begins in the resiective departments and moves to the deans of the schools And colleges and finally to a
university-wide committee.

At each step there,is a set of objective criteAa-and efforts are constantly being made
to insure that evaluatibns are made based on contractual assignments onl,y. The requirement is that faculty have a percentage of time designated for.teaching, research and
service, (i.e., 50 percent teaching, 30 percent resedrch, 20 percent service).
In other
words people are to be.evaluated on what they were contracted to do.
If a person were
given a 25 percent researcn and 75 percent teaching assignment, then that person should
not be evaluated as if she had been contracted for majority research.
.PreSently, efforts are made to help evaluatoxs appreciate that in years past all scholarly research did not make it into the referee journals.
Why is this important? Tenure requirement of publication in referee journals offers no appreciation for the fact
that black people experienceddiscrimination from many referee editors and publishers
in the pase.. "Too. tecausexof personal imterest
and professional need many blacks engaged in .research on the concerns of blacks.and this research was not the most.popular
among many editorial review pawls. Why isothis concern important-to the topic
regarding competence of black'administrators? It is important because when brack administrators foster these'type processes or practice them, (i.e specialized research),they
are often looked at with suspect and occasionally accused of compromising standards.
moreover, frustration'alruX. promotion and tenure hat been increasingly tied to publication and research as the.key measures of academic success. In a survey administered to
the blaCk faculty at the UniAersity of South Floriaa, all of the black faculty inter-'
viewed stated that because they are black and few in number, they are called upon to do
a larger proportion of community and committee work than their white colleagues, thus
leaving them little time for research and writing. However, when it is time for a review for promotional opportunities that committee work is ignoiad and only the oaler
accomplishments are looked at.. This causes stress, frustration and sometimes defensive
behavior which eventually is embraced in the perceptions of others regarding black ad-

ministrators and their Tel of competence or expertise'.
Black administrators who serve their traditionally expected role also in many instances
accept or are held responsible bY some blacks to serve as change agents and special
supPort systems for other blacks.
Often if they are not perceived by other blacks as
living up to.special roles they are labeled "Oreos" or other unfavorable terms. .The
fact that black administrators do an excellent job of what they are contracted to do is
not adequate. So they end up.working longer, harder, and
more aggressively; they are
required to be superstars.

Oladk administrators who happen to be females are faced'with the expectations of bearing
the burden of s4veral roles. liot obly acre they expected_to fulfill their job descrip,tion and serve as change agents, but they are expected, in many instances,to beA, the
responsibility for family maintenance alone and are expected to assume a subordinate
role when they leave their place of"Work. They must also contend, as most working women,
with the beliefs of scal of their peers, that women's demands for equal rights are a
threat to whatever masculinity they have been allowed by'the larger society. Some resentment exists, particularly among professional black men, toward what is considered
the preferential treatment in jobs for black Women who are in some instances used as a
"double minority" in affirmative action hiring and promoting. Even though many,women
adminiStrators are subject to,the conscious or unconscious sexist attitudes which create
pressures of boss-subordinate-peer interactions, fee4ings of isolation.and the affects
it,has on,opportunities for promotion, comparable salaries and dual roles,.black women
administrat'ors must also withstand the racial discripination that black men face.
Although an unhealthy response, persons tend to work much harder When responding to
stress.
They tend to put in long hours because of what a 1979 U.S. News and World Report article called, "massive fear ofitailure." Workaholics (as*they re callecTvalue
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they accomplish. 'Failing to meet self-imposed goals,
criticism, being aenied a promotion, or wanting a pi-emotion,
4teceiving unconstructive
of hipber work
tlie workaholic comes io work early and goes .hcae late taking some
administritors who try to cope with these stressSo is t!he case of black
along.
Organizationemust.recogni.ze these type circumstances'or dilemmas
...related situations.
support which will eliminate the need for dual roles
and prev.ide opportunities.and
These organizations must also willingly take on the reamong black adrh4straters.
these
"stress-type" situations.
sponsibility of alleviating
themselve., drcording to how much

1

of,competence of black adminisMy thesis is that the question raised is.not an.Issue
how'effectively
will organizations inte.
trators, but instead, the issue is when and
I
prefer to say,able adgrate and fully utiltke and reward black administrators,or
ministrators who erre, black.

subtle racism and sexism

Until such 'time as the institutional barriers of blatant or
continue to bear the increased burare eradicated, administrators who are black will
traditionalfy contracted res-

.

den of adjusting for the same as they carry out their
"People do not
Harold Baron, author of The Urban Web of Racism,states,
ponsibility.
The organizational
racist
or
sexist
act."
have to exercise a choice to perpetuate a
prestructured the choice against minorities and women.'
rules and procedures have already
operating norms and values
In many instancesvan individual only has to conform to'the
This 4.0ea is
for him or her.
will
do
the
discriminating
of the organization, and.it
Ae terms the proin
America.
supported by Robert Blauner, who wrote Racial Oppression
of the bureal6Cratic,system of
cedures used to exclude or restrict as conventional, part
individual-prejudiZe as a motiThus, there is little need for
rules and regulations.
inadVertently perpetuate an unjuiesystem.
Well-meaning
individuals
vating force.
special standards or tolerance
I don't believe that administrators who are, black want
I believe that What is defoi
disdvssion'by
this
panel.
for error as was suggested
persons--standards which.
sired are appropriate standards that are applicable to all
Once,this
is
done, everyone can and
are properly devised ind-free of eacist bias.
should employ standards evenly.
reward fairly but
Furthdr, the administrators who are black, and others,cannot only who fail to meet the
counsel, reprimand and/or dismiss without undue criticism persons
potentiAl
The absence of these typelstandards creates again the
legitimate standards.
administrators.
for the organizational contribution to stressein.black
of their forms,are more p erIn terms of mental health,.racism and sexism, regardless
destructive forces
vasive and far more serious threats than most realPze. Their
regardless of
development
of
millions
of
Americans
,severely cripple the growth and
yearly, these
Splirlock
indicates
that
'aqe., race, ana sex.-. In fact a study of Jeanne
and economic loss .
forces directly and indirectly cauSe more fatalities,dieabilities,
than any.other single factor.

.

neyertheless human
Administrators-who are.bladk and in some instances superstars are
Stress,though
a
necessary
aspect of living,
'and therefore possess human limitations.
addressed by organizations.
and
destructive
if
not
nonetheless can be nonproductive
The_deliberate and immediate attention to institutiona,l
What is meant by addressedr
f the American idealequality
racism and barriers which impede.tbe full realization
and.dignity
Of
all
people.
*and.respect for the worth
1r.

,
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ISSUES FACINa BLACK ADMINISTRATORS AT PREDOMINANTLY

WHITE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 4.

.

Paul E. Gray

-.
bt.

I hope the past few days have been as stimulating.as they ha0e 'leen full.
Good evening.
In order to keep the balance of the.evening on the stimulating side, my remarks will be
do want to give you somb idea, however, of what the national scene for higher
brief.

education ooks like from my vantage point.
Each of us may wonder,, particularly in these times, why we choose the peis we do. 1 Why
not cash in non the high-tech boom instead of teaching or tounseling undergraduate
engimeers? Why not raise tuition to cover fully our costs, and why not recruit thode
etudents whose families can Pay? Why not breathe a simple sigh of yelief as the grip,
occasionally painful and sometimes misplaced, of some regul'atory agencies is lboseried?
Why not work in organizations which welcome rather than question Our coiltributions?

There are no simple answers, of course. But I would.venturer to say that,the choices
we make spring from a simple conviction that the values of education are ortranscendent.
importance and that this country - this society - is for all of us; and that we have,.
to work tp make equal opportunity an American reality - not just an American dream.
That struggle hgs never been easy. It is even more difficult in,tfiese times. And it is
Weehave long held that coll6ges and universities
even more important in these times.
have an obligation to tap and nurture4the full range of talent this country has to offer.
As long as the powers of knowledge are inaccessible to certain groups of people for whatever the reaeon - our universities are not fulfilling their'mission, and our
society is less th.an whole.;
During ttfè past year and a half,Aas you know all too well, there have been fundamental
shifts in the federal posture regarding funding for programs designed io undergird a
basic belief in equal access to, and opportunities for, education in this country. For
the past quarter oentury'or more, the federal governmenC has invested in the nation's
future through programs df cinancial aid to students and their families,,nd,.more
reCently, through educational enriChment programs and institutional development
programs.

Today"S Oministration in Washinton hap.ei different view of what and how to invest in
the future. Takrfinkicial aid Programs% for example. .The attempts by this
administration tO'Sharlply cur,xail financial* aid programs are clear signals bf a very
Witness the
different-future with regard to stVents' access to htgher education.
Educational
Opportunity
Grants, or
4sSaults on the Pell grants and on the Supplemental
the proposal to elimebt funding'foF the National Direct Student Loan Program and to
sharpl:y reducelrfunding and eligibility for the most hroadly based of all these programs the Guaran.ped Studentloan Program.
1

.

.

,Other;programs. affecting the shape of higher education and, in particular, the
'opportunities'for,.blacks ,and othet minorities 'in higher educatibn, have been tafgeted
for's4milar cutbacks. The administration has proposed to reduce the budget felt. the
TRIG Programs which embrdce the disadvantaged Student Program, Talent Search; and
Upward Bound, As I know first-hand, that las t program is a most successful initiative
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for encouragirig and 2xeparing low-gcome students for entry into college.
The record
pf llgward Bound students amply-demonstrates that success breeds sudcess and confidence-s
idspires competenae.
Bright youngsters grab hold academically; and set their sights on'
new horizons. Graduates of Upward Bound programs can be found as studVnts at, and
alumni of, scores of colleges, junior colleges, and universities around the country.
What'has the administration proposed tct do with thiA success story?
It has'propos,ed to
cut its funding by two-thirds.
As far as this administration is concerned, these programs a-re apparently dispensablg
and they are not alone in their vulnerability. 'In addition to programs for individuals,
the Title III institutional aid programs designed to help developing academic
insttutions strengthen their faculty, administrative management, academic programs,
research sullport, and'cudent services also have been targeted for cutbacks.
And cuts
there mean fewer such colleges will thrive and become stable members of this country's
system of higher education. And that means fewer opportunities for students.
1

It seems likely that continuing Congressional action on the budget will mOdify these
proposals, sol that the picture - at least for the coming fiscal year - is not as
bleak as it appeared to be earlier,this spring. NonethelesS, the presstmes from the
administration are strong and persistent. The trend has been established, and while
we 'may slow the pace, it will be a tough struggle to reverse the direction.
.°- 41

-

What do these signals portend for the state of higher education? We could find
ourselves with a system of higher education in which most students have little choice
in schools, being forced by econoMic circumstances to attend public colleges o;
universities; asystem in which the highly selective, private universities are out of
reach of all ut a very tew;aSystem An which the quality of private, undergraduate
colleges declin s as the force of economics pulls the better student away, and in which
manrprivately s ported colleges will face crushing economic pressures as enrollments

Aecline.
if this trend is not stopped, many bright, low-income high school students will lower
their eyed from distant and promising horizons. Many college,students will become
discouraged from.going on to graduate school, and many who are now in the midgt of
their studies, graduate and undergraduate, will drop out for financial reasons.
Enrollments will shift toward those who can pay their own way. And inevitably, social
ahd economic diversity among cdllege and university students will narrow as educational
In the long run, the quality
opportunity becomes tied more closely to economic status.
of our educational institutions and of our society will suffer.
Indeed, I believe that
quality is already endangered.
First,,we should remind ourselves that we are not powerless to
Now, what to do?
influence the stance and actions,of our:government. The President may appear to be
acting on a popularly expressed mandate to reverse gears on social progress.
But I do
not believe such a mandate in fact exists. Moreover, I do believe we should maintain
confidence in the_system of checks and balances which characterizes our federal
government.
TheiPresident proposes. The Congress disposes. And the Congress is closer
to home. And the Congress is in an election year; ail but 70 of the 535 members of
Congress must face the voters this November. Not only must we invest ourselves in our
vision, we must communicate our vision to those with responsibility for this nation's
laws and purse strings. In so doing, I belieVe we will succeed in making our case
It
It will not be easy.
and in maintaining progress toward a healthy, just society.
is surely worth the struggle.
I might add that much' as we look to, and rely on, federal mandates and funding to help
us toward our goals, we algo have to look to ourselves to build and sustain a
commitment to equal opportunity within our own institutions. For many people in this
room, of course, this has been your life's work. For aal of us, the health and strength
of our institutions depend on keeping these goals on our agenda and translating them
into specific policies and programs.

What are some of the ways in which these goals can be pursued in practical terms?
Let me suggest a few:

.
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First,f1 belleve that we must give indreased attention to recruitment and opportunities
for career development of minorities in faculty and staff positions. Greater
consciousnesS about these aspects of our-responsibility is necessary as a counterweight
retrenchment. 'The responsibility to reach
to the forces of, constraint which accompany
of
color
is
the responsibility of everyone - you
out to and encourage men and women
,don't have to match colors to qualifY!
A

Second; the importance of Mentoting cannot be overemphasized. The isolat#ion experienced
by many - probably most - blacks on white campuses is a real.deterrent to their
With relatively
professional development as well as their personal.well-being and growth.
Majority
this
nation's
universities,
the
white
few black faculty and staff members in
colltagues to
serve
as
mentors
for
junior
must take seriously their responsibility
I would add - in the context of mentoring - the need to recognize
black and white alike.
issues that
the contributions which black administrators can, and do, make to fields and
We
all
can
learn
from
each.other.
minority'concerns.
are not relatedto
Third, we must create and maintain adequate mechanisms for minority concerns and
procedures
,complaints to be heard and acted,npon. Resource people, forums, and grievance
of
dealing
with
problems
relating
to
should be visible and well understood, and our means
and
minority concerns should be both.a part of our normal policies and procedures.,
administration
sensitive to these parti011ar concerns. At MIT; for example, the senior
minorities - and women - to forM working groups and
has both encouraged and supported
I'
associations to address issues,relevant to their concerns within the institut on.
also n
only
in
building
individual
morale
but
believe this has been useful not
student recrdifment and faculty and st ff
pursuing institutional,goals regarding
A
development.
for
Fourth, whi'le it iS.important tO have staff members with particular responsibility
willing
the
president
and
senior
officers
be
minority.concerns, it is essential that
Channels of communication
to talk with and listen kpeople"throughout the inttitution.
members of the central
be
so
rigidlytdefined
that
and lines of responsibility should not
oiganizations. An
administration have little feel for people and issues in their own
identify
helpsthe
president
and
the
institution
attitude of openness and accessibility
squarely.
important issues and face them

officers themselves must assume leadership for the
Fifth, the president'and senior
They set the pace and'
institution's oomTitment to, and progress in, equal opportupfty.
and actions and can make the.differencetheir
decisions
style of the instlXption through
and
between a strong and progressive inst,itution on the matter of minority concerns
-

.one.-which is pasSive oi'even fecalcitrant.
.

.

advisorycommittees.of our,
And finally, rwould suggest that-the governing bodies and
membership the concerns we incorporate in our
'institutions should reflectlh their
of visiting committees which bears
statements of goals. A board-of trustees or a set
pal
of
a
richly
diverse
faculty and student body is
little or no resemblance to the
for the institutiod.
not likely to place equality of opportunity high on its agenda
by
But I think I've already aone beyond my time. -Let me just close
I could go on.
The
tnergy
and
ideas
and
saying that I think this conference is a bold, new step.
been extraordinary.
associations which have been generated over the past few days haiie
colleges and
And I trust that we 'leave here with stYengthened resolve to building
equitable
and
humane
social
order.
universities which truly serve an
.

I.
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

Saturday, June 26

Thursday, Julie 24

9:00am-9:00pm

Registration

12noon'-2:00pm

National Advisory
Committee Meeting
Roundtable discussigns by
area of work (admissions,
academic affairs, student
affairs, financial aid, minority
affairs, graduate and professional
schools, counselors, etct)

3:00pm-5;00pm

5:30pm76:30pm

Cocktails

6:30pm-9:00pm

Opening session

General'Plenary
Session

9:00am-10:00am
10:15Fmr12:1-5pm

ConcurrentSessions

12:30,pm-2:00pm

Buffet LurIcheon
(no speaker)

2:30pm-4:30pm

Concurrent
Sessions

5:30pm-6:307

Cocktails

6:30pm79:30pm

Banclet
Keynote Address
'Dance with major
'entertainer

10:00pm-1:30am.;

Dinner'
Keynote Address

"Sunday: June 2

Friday,.June 25
9:00am-9:00pm

Rtgistretiop

9:00am-10:00am

General Plenary Session

10:15am-12:15pm

toncurrent Sessions

1200pm-2:J0pm

Luncheon with Speaker
Concurrent dessions

2:45p111,4:45pm

6:00pm-7:00pm

10:00am-12noonl:

»

.

8:00pm-10:00pm.

.

12:15-200pr

General Plenary
Session
Resolutidns,
Conference Wrep-up
Closing Remdeks
kational Adv/Isory

r.Committee Meeting

Wine and Cheese Receptlon
Entertainment-Live Concert
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